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Introduction 
Latecomers 

杜牧，齊安郡晚秋
Du Mu， Late Autumn in the District Offices at Qi'an1 

柳岸風采影漸疏 Winds come to willow-lined shores， 
出e reflec位ons grow gradually sp位ser，

f吏君家似野人居 the govemor's home is like 

雲容水態還堪賞

嘯志歌懷亦自如

兩暗殘燈棋欲散

酒醒孤枕雁來初

可憐赤壁爭雄渡

唯有美詩坐釣魚

where someone lives in the wilds. 
1 can still enjoy the look of the clouds 

and charm of the waters， 
1 whistle my也ms， smg my cares， 

and do as 1 please﹒ 
Rains darken the dying 1缸中，

soon也e chess pieces will be removed， 
1 sober up on my p逝ow alone，

也e geese begin to come. 
1 am moved how at Red Cliff， 

也e crossing where heroes contended， 
there is only an old ma且m a血ncoat，

S1世ng and fishing. 

In the spring of 8抖出e forty-year-old Du Mu went to take up his new 
post as governor of Hu叩gzhou， sometimes known as Qi'妞， on由E
northern bank of the Yangzi River in modern Hubei. The prefecture 
was believed to include the famous site of the Battle of Red Cliff.τbe 
S的ry of that battle was well known. It was recounted in也e Accountof 
the Three Kingdoms三國志，也e standard history of the period， and was 

1. 28r刃; Feng 208 
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probably且lready part of popular storytelling traditions. It was to Red 
Cliff that Cao Cao brought his great northern army， preparing to cross 

也e Yangzi and invade the southern kingdom of Wu. He had an inva
sion fleet readied there， secured with iron chains against the winds and 
currents. 

Young Zhou Yu， the admiral of Wu's Yangzi River fleet， was 
charged with stopping the invasion. Knowing that Cao Cao was await
ing a grain shipment， Zhou Yu gathered f1re boats and disguised them 
as gr組n transport vessels， screening his own war fleet. The whole plan 
depended on an east wind， and the wind did indeed blow from the east 
也at day. When也E “grain ships" came in close， they were set ablaze 
and the f1re q也ckly spread through Cao Cao's chained fleet. With his 
fleet gone， Cao Cao had no choice but to retreat north agai且，leaving
Wu sovereign in出e Southland 

In the mid�ninth century Huangzhou was a small， poor prefecture
certain1y not the worst of prefectural assignments， but far from the best. 
Du Mu once described it with ironic affection as “the place where 1 got 
enough sleep，" and that cap閃閃s the spirit of the f1rst part of the poem， 
with the wind blowing the leaves off the willow位ees along the shore， 
gradually opening vistas but crea血g a m臼s in the governor's residence. 
Wi也 a characteristic mellowness， the poet can enjoy both the scenery 
and his life here. 

What Du Mu gives us in the penultimate line is by no means new in 
Late Tang poe佐y， but it is a poe包c trope that appears so often in this 
period也at it seems to have had a special resonance for the age. This is 
a scene of absence invoked in saying it is no longer there. In也lS case 

也e scene of absence is one of battle and burning war galle抖， which be
comes a ghostly backdrop on which the present f1gure of an old f1sher
man is superimposed. Absorbed in his f1shing， the old f1sherman clearly 
shares也e mood of the world with the governor， our poet. The differ
ence is， of course， that only the poet sees in his mind's eye the ancient 
fleet in flames at the same 包me as he sees the old f1sherman. 

Such juxtapositions create relationships 也at are signif1cant: in 也e
old f1sherman we see diminution， a tiny f1gure in a large landscape， in 
comparison to the great battle involving fleets and flames; we see aging， 
an old man in late autumn; we see vanished glory and in its place a 
q叫et 佐anq叫lity. This f1gure of the old f1sherman is not just anyone: he 
has his own cultural and poetic history. Although he is anonymous， he 
made his appearance many times before Du Mu's poem: he was Tai-
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gong the f1sherman， recognized by阻ng Wen of the Zhou and made 
his minister and architect of the Zhou conquest of the Shang; he was 
the f1sherman whom Qu Yuan later encountered and who advised Qu 
Yuan not to worry about his misunderstood virtue but rather to go with 
the times. He had si伊if1ed too many things to refer to only one thi月
here: he may be poetically ambiguous， but he is def1nitely�'poetic." A 
few decades earlier he made a winte主 appearance in Liu Zongyuan's 
柳宗元most famous poem， entitled“River Snow"江雪.2

于山鳥和色 A也ousand mountains， flights of birds are gon巴，

萬徑人蹤減 ten thousand pa郎， the tracks of people vanished. 

孤舟囊主義 In a lone boat an old man in rain hat祖d raincoat 

獨釣寒江雪 fishes alone in the S!lOW of the cold river. 

The old f1sherman was a quintessentially poetic f1學1re， evocative and 
overdetermined. He is也e f1gure here defmed by a distance of perspec 
t1ve， a五伊民主eplacing a scene of violence in Du Mu's poem. The per 
spective he lends to也e past battle is anticipated in the image of the 
chess pieces removed from the board， literally “scattered." In tlùs we 
have both an aftermath of conflict and its formal displacement into a 
game. The f1gurative "storm" of an age of warfare becomes a lite主al
rainstorm whose shadowy clouds darken the chessboard. This is the 

“wo主k" of poe往y: tal也g turbulence and transfo丘ning it into beautiful 
pa仕erns and imag口， reconf1gt泊ng lt. 

Du Mu's contemporary Wen Tingyun used exactly the same trope of 
superimposition in a song about Han emperor Wu's naval maneuvers 
on Kunming Lake， near Chang'妞， where through symbolic intimida 
tion and sympa也etic magic Emperor Wu overwhelms也e enemy king 
dom of Tianchi (in the far sou也west). The Han emperor is也e descen
dent of the Crimson Dragon， f1rst appea由19 as a rippling reddish 
reflection， followed by his galleys祖d warriors. 

溫庭筠，昆明治水戰詞

Wen Tingyun， Lyrics for the Naval Maneuvers on Lake Kunming3 

汪汪積水光遠空 A vast flood of massed waters， 

2.18520; Wang Guo'an 268. 
3. 31900; Zeng 32. 

light stretching off to the s旬，
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重疊細紋交激紅

赤帝龍孫鱗甲悠

臨流一的生陰風

是鼓三聲報天子

雕旗獸艦凌波起

雷吼濤驚 白若山

石鯨眼裂增妓死

淇池海浦俱喧1毯

青翰畫品相次來

箭羽槍櫻三百萬

踏翻西海生塵埃
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“1e patterns in endless folds， 
cnsscrossing ripples red. 

The CrÍDlson Emperor's dragon-spawn， 
scaled armor in ra阱，

glares out on flowing wate白，
giving off shadowy wind. 

Three sounds from the lizard-skin drum 
announce the Son of Heaven， 

eagle banners and beast-headed galleys 
nse up over也e waves. 

Thunder roars 'out， breakers surge， 
white as mountains， 

the eyes of the Stone Leviathan split， 
coiling krakens die. 

On Tianchi's seashore 

all is howling and shrieking， 
green-winged p組nted cormorant prows 

come江1 sUCCeSSl0n. 
Fletched arrows and spear tassels， 

three million strong， 
trample over the Western Sea 

until dust rises from it 

Then， in the last stanza， Wen Tingyun turns back to the present: 

茂陵倦去菱花老

吐真可安游魚近煙島

τhe ÍDlmortal ofMaoling has gone away， 
water-chestnut blooms grow old， 

sWÍDlmÍDg fish make bubbles in water 
near to misty isles. 

j砂莽殘陽釣艇歸 In a vast e}中anse of fading sunlight 
a fishing skiff turns home， 

綠頭江鴨自民沙草 and green-headed river ducks 

sleep among sandy grasses. 

Maoling was Emperor Wu's tomb， and no one would miss the irony of 
calling him the“irnm叫of M叫ng，"叫叫ly considering Emperor 

W1fs passIonatE qucst fofm1moftdty.The past invoked m thekst 
stanzas of the poem does not involve actual violence but rather a theat
rical display of martial prowess﹒It has its own poe包c beau句， invoked 
oniy to k mplaccd by a difKEEnt kind of poedc btauty found m也E
present. That expanse of water is ag也n still;也e bird-headed prows of 
ancíent war galleys are replaced by green-headed ducks asleep; and 
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也er巴， in the fading sunlight， is the fishing boat with the poetic old 

fisherman. 
The poetry of the Late Tang often looked backward， and many 

poets of the period distinguished themselves by也e intensity of their 

retrospective gaze. Beguiling moments of the past， both historical and 

poe缸， caught their a位ention and haunted their present. Chinese poets， 

like出世premodern European counte中arts，had always looked back

ward to some degree， but fo主 many Late Tang poets the echoes and 

世aces of the past had a singular aura. In由is sense the“Late Tang" de 

serves to be called “late." Our study ends around 860 ， so one cannot 

s可也at these poets felt the approaching end of the dynasty-也ough

也叮were certainly aware由at the polity was in serious trouble.τ11ei主

“lateness" was prinlarily a sense of cultural belate也1ess， standing in the 

shadow of past masters of poetry 組d past glory. 

The reign of Xuanzong玄宗(beginning in the second decade of the 

eighth century and lasting until the An Lushan Rebellion of 755) was al 

ready a legendary pe主iod of splendor by也e mid-也n吐1 centu句﹒Poets

ac包ve after the An Lushan Rebellion， who were later associated with 

the Dali 大曆 Reign (766-779)， were the model of classical grace :組主江咀n

fo芷rma叫a址l 芷跎est世芷位n此t f，臼O芷 d由1e c芷a丘ftsmen of 芷民E♂伊1址la前tεd ve芷se. Next came the 

Mid-Tang poets， who were associated wi也 出e Yuar吐le元，和Reign

(806- 820); these poets left a rich heritage of invention， mapping out 

new directions for poe句， a heritage ag也nst which m祖y younger poets 

reacted but which loomed large in也e recent past. By the time our 

study be伊lS m也e mid-82帥，也ere was公ready a century of memo主able

poet勾T in the irnmediate past. 

Accounts of Late Tang poe問T inevitably must address也e question of 

how the period term is being used. Ori伊allythe term“Late Tang" was 

applied to也e en世e century and a half follow血gthe An Lush組Rebel

lion of755 ;但other wor血， it encompassed the en世e second half of the 

dynasty. This was obviously useless in defining a period， not only in由E

context of literature but in all areas of historical study. Gao Bing's高標

( I350-I423) Ta，弩:shi Pinhui唐詩品彙of I393 helped to in也tutionalize

the idea of a "Mid-Tang，" which ended with也e Yuarlhe generation. 

Roughly the last seventy-five years of the dynasty thus becarne 也E

“Late Tang." The invention of a“Mid-T也正， he崢ed to account for the 

very striking differences between the farnous poets of the Yuanhe gen

era包on and 出osethat follow吐，differences about which poets activ"e in 
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出e second quarter of the century were intensely conscious. Many cen
囚ries of critical discourse on 也e history of Tang po巴拉y have made 
these makeshift periods seem true and selιevident. The actual record， 
however， complicates the easy periodiza包on.

Literary historians like to cha主acterize periods in general terms. In 
part because of the amount of Late Tang poetry that has survived and 
also because of the social and geographical dispersal of poetic produc-
1:10泣， we血ld that poetry was going in various directions during也is pe
riod， developing a diversity也at defies simple characterization. We can 
see groups of poets that share common interests， new fashions emerg
ing， particular locales as centers of poetic production， and spec的c indi

viduals fol1owing their own sing叫ar paths irrespective of contemporary 
poetic fashions. In other wor血， when we look closel y， there is no co
herent“Late Tang" except as a span of years. 

Even c∞ons釗idered as a mere span of yea芷s t由he idea of也巴 Lat能e Tang 
P戶r臼 ent臼s p戶roblems when we look for its bounda仗叩n蛤es in lit岱erar叮yc印u叫1吐ltl叫lr白e.
Considering the 
clud白e Wl司1吐出1 the formal end of 仕出le dynasty in 90 7-even though the dy
nasty had been no more than a shadow court for several decades， with 
many poets working in由e pro札nces and regional courts that would 
become the Five D戶lasties. If， howev仗， we look fo主 a major change in 
literary c叫ture and the world of poet句， we d也o no叫t fm吋d i此t until t由he
emer喀gence of the g評芷叩ou叩po吋f poets a芷ro阻d Ou叮1呵矽ya組ng Xiu歐陽修m由E
second qu闆ar此te叮r of the ele叮ve凹nt也hc臼en阻r叮y入. 1叮fwe do no叫two臼芷r勾Y tωO∞o much 
about the 
Tang p伊oe甜佐y a衍s 1均as叩包ng two centuries， not unlike the span of the late 
Southern Dynasties poetic styl巴， which also crossed a period of transi
tion and the establishment of a new， stable regime. 

When poetry fmally unde主went a major change in the second quarter 
of the eleventh centu句， 。可rangXiu quite consciously modeled his lit
era勾group on that of Han Y札記turning to也eYuanhe generation at 
the beginning of the nin也 century. The dea出s of the major figures of 

也eYua吐le generation and the ma主ked rejection of their poe包c styles 
should give us a clear be.♂nning for the Late Tang ( though， as we will 
see， Bai Ju抖and Liu Yuxi lived on for decades). That moment of re
action and redirection of poetic interests does indeed mark a period 
change. 

We will begin our study in 出at period of change in the mid-820 s and 
carry it through to roughly 860 . This latter date is one of convenienc 
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rather也an the mark of a moment of change. During也1S interval 

spanmng rougMy tHrty-avc ytaf5， a gfoup of old men-holdOVErs of 

kYuadrgmdadon-wcrc sdl writmg pfolificaIIyjia Dao peffected 

a craft of regulated verse that brought him a century and a half of de 

vo叫fol1owers; and the three po的who have come to define Late 

Tang poet可一Du拙， IAShmgyi泣， and Wen Tingyun-c個posed al

most al1 their poems. Of those three Li S恤ha組ngy臼and We凹n Ting鈞gyun1 

w的 l峙a仗呵r唔酬g
也O叩ug偵h P芷ro血n血en趾t， shar吐 出e stage with many 0也er poets whose 

names have largely been forgotten. 

During this period the Tang did not seem in dange主 of的單linent

ol 1apse， though toward the end of the period local rebellions had be

gun to b叫州立叫rocess of dynastic disintegration had s闊的吋
would accelerate in succeedin g  decades. After Huang Chao occupled 

Chang' an early in 8缸，出e Ta時was onl y a regional power，出ough it re

tained a nostalgi.c au自由at still brought young men from far places 

seeking the prestige of the emp可bureaucratic泣的血tthe dyn叫still

had the power to confer﹒τhere is much poe世y after 86。由at is wo吐1Y

of conside主ation. It is easy to read the poe叮of this later period with戶
戶 to the momentous events也atwe主e occurring， but the vast maJonty 

of poems composed during由is period simply c位勾on the kinds of 

poe的created in the period encompassed by our study. It was a poe旬

出at m叮have been 佐証umatically ossified. If we wish to uncover帥re

lation between the history of poe佐y and也e larger sense of 勻llsto勾心

we may fmd it not in changes in poe位y but in poe世y's refusal to change， 

in its fme coupl帥， its absorption in pleasures both poetic 組d sensual. 

Chang' an， the 啟伊仰凹叫a仗t 吋， w叫a沁s d也伽O∞om吋E吋d. W恥e k旭no側w 中吋 n∞1昀叫叫O岫t也hin
a油bo叫u叫t也扯e monk c必 all e吋d扭詛 子蘭E郎X耳ce啦pt也a仗the追e wa郤s w啊ritinga仗t吐配1迫e end. 

The first couplet of the fol1owing poem could have been written at any 

也ne，whereas the second evokes a moment like no other in Chang'an. 

風舞塊花落咎ri壽

終南山色入城秋

4. 44998 

子蘭，長安平秋

Zilan， Early Autumn in Ch個g'叩4

Thew也d sets the ash flowers dancing， 
位ley fall in the royal moat， 

出e colors of Zhongnan Mountain 

enter the city autumnal 
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門門走馬徵兵急

尖子笙歌醉玉樓
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Horses gallop past every gate 

urgently calling up troops， 

while the songs and pipes of young nobles 
make marble mansions drunk. 

TK l泌t line echoes a famO\芯li叫州B泣， comp慨d in ha叩啊P仲p抖i吋c叮叫r
bu囚t now c∞on址ta山干g a 向往irony.We cannot date w地any certainty出e
fol1owing poem in relation to 也e pre叫ng one， but it is hard not to 
read lt 1ll seasonal sequence. We know that when Huang Chao's army 
nt的d Chang' an in佩t叫ras at first welcon吋During the sack 品

出e city and the subsequent battles over possession of the city betwe 
loyalist forces and Huang Chao's army，d1e citiZEIls of chang'an WEfc as 
terrible as any army. 

霜隕中春花半無

狂遊志飲盡兇徒

年年賞玩A'卿輩

今委溝路骨漸枯

子 蘭 ，長安傷春
Zila且，P也n at Sp芷江19 in Ch叩g'anS

Frost descends in mid-spring， 
half the f10wers are gone 

running amok， drinking wildly， 
the mob rag臼eve勾引rhere

Lords and grandees who year after year 
enjoyed this season 

are now left to lie in clitches and fields， 
bones gradually stripped bare. 

We see he于 vividly depicted the death of Chang'an. Yet the poems 
nFEn at 伽separties before the fall-while 也e horses were galloping 

outslde conscrip包ng men for the defense of出e city-we主e probably 
ery much like the ones we will read here. Trus same poetry may have 

continued mimetic均1ll出e provinces during the Five Dynasties; but 
the society in wruch the poet可was flrst created was dead， bodies left 
rotting in the ditches and flelds. 

Although the diversity of the poet可 between the uúd-820S and 860 
pe主nuts no single overall characterization， we do see new values and in
t口ests emergi時﹒In most cases we can trace the roots of these new 
phenomena to an earlier'period， and al1 continue through the runth cen
mηinto the ten也We have already commented on the backward gaze 

5.45002. 
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of Late Tang poe臼and their fascination with the poetic and cultural 

past. Poets had a partic叫ar fascination with the later Southern Dynas

ties; it is tempting to see in trus a sense of doom hanging over 也e dy
nasty， but this was probably 佐ue only indirect1y. They were fascinated 
with absorption in various modes， and the image of heedless absorp 
tion in poe仕y and pleasure presented by the Southern Dynasties pro
voked an ambivalence也at both att主acted them and demanded censure. 

Absorption was a way of excluding the larger wor肘， of looking in
ward and isolating a particular object or dom也. Figu主es of abso中tion
play an位lportant role in the rep主esenta包ons of poets and poet可during
由1S period. We witness a growing sense of poe位y as a separate sphere 

of activity， demanding absolute comuútmer吠， with 也ε“poet" as a dis

tinct type. Poetry con世med to f10urish as a shared practice among a 

wide cross-section of the Tang elite， but we flnd groups who celebrated 

their devotion to poe佐y as a vocation， matched by a growing contempt 

for “poets" by some in court circles.6 As poetry became a separate 

sphere of comuútment， like the vocation of a Buddrust monk， poets 

began to吐吐nk of their poetry in t巴拉ns of an accumulation， a “legacy，" 

based on the model of amassing land and goods or the“merit" accu

mulated over a lifetime of official service or Buddhist prac包ce. Few pO

ets are as different as B也Ju抖且dJia Dao， but in bo也 we flnd scenes 

involving contemplation of their own accumulated poetic production in 

the form of physical manuscriptS. Already in the 8IOS Yuan Zhen was 

working on preparing versions of rus literary col1ection， followed by Bai 

Juyi， who produced m叫世ple manuscript copies wi也 ongoing updated 

editions and supplements. By uúd-century edi由19 one's own poe住y had

become widesp主ead， along with the production of subcol1ections of PO

ems on special topics that uúght not be included血an au白血's m也n

col1ection. 
One fo主m of abs。中tion in poe佐y was devotion to也e craft of the 

perfect pa叫lel couplet and a celebration of the effort and concentra

tion it demanded. As we w也see， such carefully crafted couplets are 

usually framed by more discursive， straightforward couplets， sometimes 

6. The Sou也ern Song critic Yan Yu s世ongly disapproved of Late Tang poe位于， but 
by rus age the changes that had occu世ed Í11 也e period had been so deeply assimilated 
that they were taken for grantedτbus， Yan Yu Í11sists that poe月T should be da吧ghang

當干于， probably as close as classical Chinese comes to“professional. " 
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showing an influence from也e vernacular (the latter element was often 
even more salient in the last part of the ninth century). We see a grow
ing clivergence and tension between registers， along with clisapproving 
comments on the low re伊ter that was championed by Bai Juyi. In trus 
opposition of registers we first glimpse a sense of the "poetic" or “clas
sical，" wruch would have profound consequences in later literary c叫
m凹， whether也c“classical" was held up as a standard to be followed 
or condemned as artificial. Earlier there had simply been “poetry" with 
a wide range of registers， one of wruch was usually used consistently in 
a poem; mixed-register poetry heightened the contrast between“rugh" 
and “low." 

We be伊1 by“Setting the Stage" (Chapter札supplying the poli吐cal rus
torical background， introducing the poets， and addressing how the liter
ary record of the period was shaped by the prese凹ation of texts. We 
then turn t。“The Old Men" (Chapter 2)， the elderly members of the 
Yuanhe genera包on， of whom Bai Juyi was the mOSt prominent， who 
continued to write prolifically into the 840S. Bai Juyi's由且tant casual
ness was a transformation of Yuanhe poetic values that helped位ticu
late opposing values among the craftsmen of “Flegu1ated \Terse in the 
Short Line" (Chapter 3). In trus chapter we first address some of the 
larger issues in trus conservative traclition and也en cliscuss inclividual 
poets in the circle around Yao He and Jia Dao in叫e Craftsmen of 
Poet句" (Chapter 4). 

In 
rec∞over叮y and clissemination of Li He's poe佐y m t由he earl甘Y 8旬3戶O臼s. In 
“Flegulated \T erse in the Long Line" (Chapter 6) we examine the way in 
wruch the “personality" and rustory of a poe包c genre shaped poetic 
production， using the Late Tang “meclitation on the past，" huaigu 懷古，
as an illustrative example. Here we can clearly see how later poets bor 
rowed from and transformed the work of their predecessors. In “Poets 
of the Long Line" (Chapter力we look at some poets who were known 
for their work in regu1ated verse in the long line， wruch enjoyed .re
newed pop叫arity after the middle of the 830s. During the late 830S組d
840S these poets all exchanged poems with Du Mu， whose work is the 
subject of the following chapter (Chapter 8). 

In “Daoism: The Case of Cao Tang" (Chapter 9) we exanline some 
of the works of trus Daoist poet， pr臼enting an eroticized and romanti
cized poe佐y on the immortals， wruch sets the stage for the succeeding 
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chapters on the poet可of Li Shangyin (Chapters 10一叫﹒After an intro
duω主y section on the problems of interpreta叫1 in Li Shangyin's po
etrv、we cliscuss rus hermetic poetry， '‘poems on rusto句 "poems on 
恤I!!S." and伽se ocωional poems伽t can be da吋In出凹chap-

L 盯t。 但tuaterus poe的in the cliscursive context of rus age. Ou主
叫可做做es up 的o叫of Wen Tingyun (Ch仰-15) ar叫E

clivision of poe叮into specia1ized“types，" wruch m叮h肝e had叩ifi
cant consequences for what was preserved in the litera句record for 
other poets. 

Fla出er出an making generalizations about the period as a 耐性， 1 

have世ied to be as rustorically specific as possible， always paymg a位en
包on to the way the Tang poe吐c legacy was textually preserved. 

This book is de吶indeb吋to Chin間scholarship of the past quarter 
centurv. and most of all to the work of Fu Xuancong， whose ext健enslve
可wo叫7沿叫叫O位芷lkjOIni bi必og呻h句y and d也缸制a仗泊徊ti白叫ir

芷rk 由a泣t ma社de a sh凹ldy like 吐立叮s one pos鈞sible. 郁W乍e know f:臼a主 mo主臼en 司w可

仕由la祖n we clid 由i笠rt勾yyea芷s a喀go whenlwa鈞s wo凹主k垣mg on 吐由le Ea缸rl句yTang and 
High Tang. 

At the same 凹駝，this book is essentially clifferent rrom the kind of 
ofkd1at has bCEIl'donc by CE1inesE SCholaf5.Although t血hes仗e clif!証fe位r-

ences w沮no doubt be at位t由主ribu前lte吋dt切oa
in帥…芷lter臼E臼f閒仙s to reconcile a cli社slon w1出in Chinese s伽larship itself， be
tween the p主ecise wo主k on也e lives and dates of poets and poems， on 
the one hand， and， on the other， the kinds of gene叫泣ations that a 
made about出s ve可long period， which has，由ough a complex his
torical accide此， been labeled as a single en柄， nam旬，出e ''Late 
T叩g." The richness of the reco吋組d the efforts of scholars (of whom 
也位e a主e many) like Fu Xuancong now mak巴拉possible to look at a de
limited period in greater detail. Thanks to也is process， we can see 
CIEarly thE shortcomings of thc feccived categodEs accofding to which 
the literary hist。可of the pe主iod has been written. 

To take just one exampl巴， instead of using a general term like 
'schools，" pai派， to describe associations of poets， we see a variety of 
quite clistinct c叫tural phenomena: groups of friends of roughly也c
:m p 勻 U閃fè (�呂叭-孔1h曲缸1g}迋;Li7吉ppr仰芷叩ob組O∞n of 臼叫儡ishe吋do必l吋de位主 p伊O的 (仙叩肌ch as 中γ立cle

ound Yao He and Jia Dao);在 deadpoet's wo主ks entering cltcula 
and exerting an influence (Li He); and也e reevaluation and resurgent 
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influence of a poet largely rejected by the previous generation (as也巴巴xiu's adrniration for Bai Juyi). These臨all di曲m包n叫te叫日山伽山s仗啪t的O詛
phenomena and not si叮I丘m中pl甘y“"schools." We see poet臼s who write e臼ss仗en岱-
t位iall甘y one kind of poe仗t芷叮y， and those who write in all the styles 出en 
available. Instead of “schools" we can now see more clearly the dynam
ics of literary historical interaction among poets 

This study also addresses i叫es t也ha仗td由o no叫t follow d曲ir耽巳ctl向y from臼
cent Chinese scholar臼sh趾ip. Although excellent in tracing the lineage of 
printed editions， Chinese scholarship has been less interested in issues 
of manuscript culture and， in particular，也e question of how the manu
sc坤t legacy eme嗯ed in the Northern Song and the way in which par
ticular sources mediate our image of what survives. If our study often 
turns to these issues of ea主ly manuscript transrnission， it is because this 
1S an essential part of literary history that has too often been ignored. If 
a poet like Li Kuo李廓was known to be an associate of Tia Dao and 
Yao He yet his extant poems are all)告慰御風流(an untranslatable term 
that combines sensu 肉， melanch 呦， 叩叫d swa羽叫a
r跎ea紛sonm叮simply be the focus of the partic叫ar anthology where those 
poems were preserved. If we have a poet whose extant works are pri
marily qu甜ains， it may h前e no出ng to do wi出 a predilection for 缸a
trains but rather s缸中ly be the consequence of Hong Mai having had a 
mofc compfthenswe editlon than that which now sumvcs and ha171ng 
copied all the quatrains into his large anthology of Tang quatrains. We 
also h于ve ma叮加ltaliZing surviving texts that rernind us-by th祉而可
lirnitations-of a larger and more diverse world of poetic production in 
the Late Tang， material that has largely been lost 

Perhaps the most difficult problem in engaging Chinese scholarship 
on Late Tang poe仕Y is the case of Li Shangyin， where there is more 
scholarship and a longer history than all the other poets combined.“Li 
Shangyin studies" is a field unto itself and deals 引出 qu削ons that 
have arisen through centuries of research. 1 have tried to learn the field 
well enough to engage it when it is relevant to my pu中oses， while at 
出e same time maintaini時enough of a distance that 1 do not find 呵，
self attempting to answer questions that cannot be answered or reca
pi叫la也19 the ar♂立nents of others in such attempts. Rather than seek
lllg answers to old questions， 1 want to focus attention on how the 
poems themselves generate such ques吐ons and， at the same也田、refuse
the possib也可of an answ也 1 would also like垃ike
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manuscript culture. We owe our Li Shangyin to one man， Yang Yi， who 
was often maligned as a writer by the genera位on that followed him. His 
singular devotion to reconstituting Li Shangyin's poe仕y-given force 
by a social network that could fer出out manuscripts in far-flung 
places-stands as an example of what rnight have been the case 明白
other poets if 出ey had had such an editor. 

There are other ways the present book could have been written. Had 
this book already been available to me， or had 1 understood the period 
m也e way 1 came to understand it through the process of writing the 

book， 1 probably would have p主eferred to write it differently. However， 

before one can follow such interes也19 alternative approaches in an in
formed w呵， it is necessary to sort out the poets， the gene主a包ons，也c

cha唔唔values and fashions， and the mediation of manuscript trans

rnission. Without such a p主ocess of elementary sorting， critical work on 

Late Tang poe叮is trapped in anachronisms， such as not paying atten

包on to who was writing when or not distin伊ishing between our own 

sense of a poet's importance and the way the world of poe世y looked at 

the time. Anecdotes from the end of the ninth and tenth centuries (es

pecially when inc。中orated into standard historical sources) cannot be 

taken as rnid-ninth-cen個ry fact. 
Despite也ε length of吐吐s book，吐lere are many additional chapte自

由at 1 feel 1 ought to have written. There a主e other poets 1 should have 

discussed， such as the much maligned Xu Ning徐凝.τnere are also a 

large number of poets whose caree主s began in the period under study 

but who lived on to be ve勾productive in the 86肘，87肘， and even be

yond. A 民主tain amount of triage was necessary﹒The two great women 

poets of the ninth cen叫，Xue Tao薛濤叫YuXuanji魚玄機， fall 

outside this period， one earlier and the other later. The temptation to 

include Yu Xuanji was partic叫arly s位ong， but to do so would have 

brought me into Yizong's reign and forced me的include a large num 

ber of contemporaries who could easily have doubled也e size of the 

present book. 
Among由e oth位directions this book rnight have taken，句pes and 

s1tua包ons of poetry would have been fruitful to pursue. Poe佐y on 

music and the戶nü妓女("ente主tainers" and often bonded courtesans) is 

part1c叫arly rich during由is period. A chapte主 on“teasing" poems， chao 

嘲， would have been use徊，也ough 1 treat them briefly in the first part 

of the chapter on Wen Ting)用n τhere is much more to be done， and 

1 can only hope this book will serve as a useful starting point. 
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Over也e years 1 have abandoned and returned to literary history many 
times. Each time 1 have come back to it， literary history has seemed diι 
ferent， though wi也 some constancy of questions也at bring me back to it 
and allow me to call it by the same name.τbe differences are in part. a 
consequence of changes in 也e scholar who comes back to litera勾T his
tory姐d in part a function of the changing interests in the broader com
munity of literary scholars. We all know that historical representations 
are a function of the period 1n which也ey are written;也at is a common
place.τbere is， however， another and more profound element in these 
differences: we must acknowledge the degree to which literary history， as 
組 ente中的巴， is a function of the p位tic叫.an世es of 也e period it repre
sents. This is a truth as interesting as it is uncomfortable. To admit as 
much is to say伽t literary history-and， by extension， all history-is not 
a unified discipline that focuses on different“objects" but rather is al
W叮s reconfigured by也e objects it pretends to describe. If也at is仕ue，
then bad history is universalizing history， which， by being grounded in 
one period， misreads others， always looking for what is not也ere﹒

When we read相t恤a given period，忱的inevitably g也ded by the 
interests of that period. Later we will exar泊ne the role of poe住y's for
mal genres. It is easy to discuss Mid-Tang poe佐y without s住essmg也E
fact 也at the Mid-Tang poets we now consider important all did白白
best work in“old style" verse. That generic choic巴，可是由its particular 
liberties， changes the very way we think about the period. 1f Late Tang 
poets predomin組tly worked in regulated forms， such a choice is not 
only part of history but shapes也e ve勾no包on of history. 

1t is fair to say， as we have stated above，也at the Late Tang begins in 
也e 820S in reaction to也e now famous poets of the Yuar由e generation. 
The fuller literary historical reality-par包c叫arly when viewed through 
the eyes of the craftsmen of re伊lated verse一is more complicated. 
Where we look for chan阱，也ey saw contin叫句T. The poetic conserva
tism of regulated verse challenges the w叮 we read for literary history. 

W e  might return to 也e Dali poets mentioned above. These poets， 
including a numbe芷of poet-monks whose works survive only in small 
numbers， perfec能d a highly refined cra丘of regulated verse in the short 
line (the five-syllable line). The now famous poets of the Yuanhe gen
eration preferred "old style" verse a吋rejected this polished craft. Even 
也ough these poets-Han Yu， Meng Jiao， Li He， Bai Juyi， Yuan Zhen， 
among others--dominated也eYuanhe era， the old conservative craft 
of也許la
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The surviving poe佐y anthologies tell a story ve勾T different from 
standard literary historical accounts. Let us begin wi由也e representa
tive anthology of the Dali era. When Gao Zhongwu高仲武compiled
his po位ya吋叫ogy en包tled The S秒erior Ta.仰訂of枷&storatio舟， Zho吟

xing xianqi ji中興閉氣集， in 785 or shortly 也ereafter， he restricted 
himself to recent記斜的d poems composed between 756-個d 779. 
Probably between the nin也 and twelfth year of the Yuanhe Reign (814-
81力Linghu Chu令狐楚compiled his Poems jor In.ψerial P仰'sal， Yulan 

shi御覽詩.7 The poems 也at Linghu Chu was offering for Xianzong's 
reading pleasure were p血n位到yby也e same poets anthologized by Gao 
Zhongwu也k句T years earlie主.8 Like Gao Zhon�瓜's anthology， Poems for 

Imperial Perusal prim也ly consists of quatrains叩d 主egulated v位se m也E

short line. Absent位e all the contemporary poets whom we now recog

ruze as m咖峙的 of the Yu組he. G伽i卸ve凹n也伽仗吐也10忱s仗ef:岫amo∞叫u囚sYu回阻a叫I且曲1由he

poet臼s of1丘t巳叩n set t也hems鉛吋elv，而es a啥g姐ns仗t 也e c∞ont臼empo叮芷位Y lit，臼:era位芷y establish-

i一n凹nen位rr吭1
nor臼ed t也hem i血n阻rn. Linghu Chu lived on丸1， r.由ising t，ωo po且tical eminence 
組剖d 侃nt缸叫L
a紛s Li Sh組U詛's 宜趾芷s坑tpa佐ωon. As a pa也on of poets， he became a consid 

erable force in poe住y of the second quarter of the nin也 centu勾﹒
τbe con自lUity of conservative taste becomes even clea主er when we 

look前也e poe叮姐也ology Sψreme均1St.旬'，]ixuanji捶玄集， compiled 

byYao He姚合around 837， about two decades a fte宜 Poemsfor 1坤的ál
Perusal. Yao He emerged as 0且e of也e leading poets in 也e decades fol

lowing the Yuanhe 組d was reco伊拉ed as a mas問of增加ed verse in 
the short line﹒1n his anthology we a伊血see a focus on re伊lated verse 
in the short line and the predominance of the s也ne poets from the Dali 

era， along wi也someYu紅色e poets in 也at conservative世adition. Per

haps the most significant change in Yao He's扭曲。，10gy was to begin 

前也曲“回gh Tang" poet W姐g 啊， giving the conservaUve wnters 

of regulated v位se a High Tang ancestor. 
From one perspec帥，白血er也an ''Mid-Tang'' and‘'Late T呵，HWE

have here three generations:由e Dali genera包on，也eYuanhe genera包on，

7. Fu (I996) 3 63 .  
8. Th酷的some surprises悔， ten poems from the Daoist eccenttic Gu Kuang 

顧況)， but tbe only inclusion of a now well-known Mid-Tang poet is one qua位run by 
ZhangJi張籍.
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and the generation of the second quarter of the ninth century. From叩
other perspective， there was one continuous可oetry，" with the “Yuanhe 
style" as a fascinating and often disapproved aberration produced by a 
narrow commu也ty of writers. This latter perspective seems closest to也E
way the regulated吋se masters of the second quarter of the ninth cen
tury conceived the poe包c past. For them the preceding century was not a 

“history" of poet月T.τbey identified only one period styl丘， the “Yuanhe 
style"; aside from也at there was an enduring classical style. 

The conservative craftsmen of regulated verse represent only one 
view among many. In the Late Tang our very notion of the history of 
poetry be伊lS to change. Poets had always drawn on past poetry， b前1u
the Late Tang the poetic past was beginni峙的的sume the form it 
would possess in China for the next m血eru世um: it was becoming a 
repertoire of available choices-styl白， genres， and the voices of past 
poets. As we will see， Li Shangy血， the most famous poet of the Late 
Tang， could assume many roles and many voices. On different occa 
sions he writes like Du Fu， Han Yu， and Li He. One of his many 
voices-entirely his own creation-came to define him for later readers; 
but no one reading his collected poems can limit him to that voice. His 
antitheses are Meng ]iao and Li H巴， the poet he gready admired. Meng 
]iao's and Li He's poems are so indelibly stamped by their singular 
poetic personali包es that despite many variations it would be hard not 
to immediately identi有T any poem of theirs. No Late Tang poet is so 
distinctive-except for Li Shangyin-and that distinctive voice repre
sents only one segment of his work. Other poets chose one poetic style 
widely practiced by others or佐ied their hand at many different styles. 
Although there are real histotÏcal differences later on， such a repertoire， 
的 it c主ystallized in the Late Tang， would endure﹒ 

As has been my practice in earliet books， 1 have used the numbers as
signed to poems in the Q御用 T呵shi in Hiraoka Takeo平崗武夫，
Ichibara Kõkichi市原亨吉， and Imai Kiyoshi's今井清Tõdai no shzhen 

唐代仿詩篇. This is simply a w叮to locate poems in Quan Ta憋shi and 
to see their easily identifiable sources.Where available， 1 have also in
cluded a source in a modern critical ot annotated edition. In general， 1 
have followed the latter， no也19 where 1 make a partic叫ar textual deci
sion at variance wi也that of a critical edition. 

In the matter of dating and biograp旬， 1 have generally been conse叮街
tive， avoiding some of the less secure precisions in Chinese scholarship 
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concerning various poets. In these matters 1 have relied on Fu (1987-

plus the important corrections in supplementa可volume 5， published in 

1990) and Fu令998)， as well as studies of ir地vidual poets. 

Over 也e years 1 have struggled to fmd a graceful way to refer to 

Chinese line le丘抽in English. 1 u叫to prefer“pentasyllabic" and 

"heptasyll油1cf' 已en changed to the more straightforw副“fi呵呵llable

line" and “seven-syllable且ne." The poets of this period commonly re

fer to these as the“short且ne，" duarlju短句， and “long line，" cha忽lu

長句; and 1 have adopted that usage here. 

The attentive reader will note some overlap in texts and issues ad

dressed in my book The End of the Chinese令tIiddle Ages": Es咚ys in Mid

Ta咚Literary Culture (1998). This is unavoidable since the present book 

自ew out of伽t on亡， as the L眼Tang eme咕咕from the Mid-Tang 

The p民sent book， however， takes those t能ext臼s扭d i芯ss叩ue臼s1U n肘ew也f臼ec

包O∞且ns and p抖la仗ce臼5
set of e臼ssay戶s on 1Ut臼er位主elat能ed issues丸， whe芷eas 吐血le p主es巴nt book， like its 

predecessors on the Early Tang and High Tang， is a literary histo月九
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5 etting the 5 tage 

E羽戶erors

During the night of Jan叫ry 9， 8刀，也e eighteen-year-01d Tang empero主
returned from a nocturnal hunt and was ho1ding his usual 1ate reve1s 

with his favorite gua主ds and eunuchs. He went to relieve himself. \Xlhen 
he民turned， the 1amps were sudde吋ex包nguished-as was the em
peror himse1f shortly thereafter. The p10位ers， 1ed by the eunuch Liu 

Keming， p1anned to put the emperor's uncle Li Wu on the throne. An
other eunuch， palace secreta可T Wang Shoucheng， 1ed a swift counter
coup， executing Liu Keming and fortuitous1y elimina也19 Li Wu in the 
process. In Li Wu's ste祠， the 1ate emperor's brother Li Han李泊was
p1aced on the伽one on J anuary 吟， having inunedi況向changed his 
name to the more au息服LiA時李昂

Li Ang thus became tlle four也 emperor on the Tang throne血seven
years. Early in 820 tlle activist Xia也0月，也e Yuanhe emperor (r. 80ι 
820)， had died suddenly of unknown causes at the age of fo均由ee:
although poison was suspected， elixirs to promote 10ngevity were 
probab1y 也e more likely cause. Xianzong had inherited a wel1-stocked 
treasu可and a troub1ed polity from his cautious grandfather Dezong. In 
the wake of tlle An Lushan Rebellion of the mid-eighth cen阻句， re
gional militarization had forced the court to concede virtual autonomy 
to ma叮areas， especially in tlle no吐least. Certain armies were highly 
unreliab1e and would periodically rise up ag也nst也eir court -appointed 
officers. Many prefectures in 也e northwest wi由predominantly Chi
nese popu1a包ons had fal1en under Tibetan rule﹒Xianzong's品een-year
reign saw a major reassertion of dynastic power. Altho啥h tlle 10ss of 
dynastic authority continued in也e northeast and northwe哎， 出c
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regional armies were under somewhat f1rmer central control and the 
core tax-producing provinces were even more secure. 

On rus dea也 Xianzong was succeeded by rus twenty-six-year-old son， 
the Changqing emperor， best remembered for rus love of acrobatic 
世oupes and dressing rus favorite court ladies in ftlmy silk inscribed with 
lewd verses. Perhaps like rus fath仗; the Changqing emperor inadv叮叮
tently poisoned rumself with Daoist elixirs a few years after taking the 
throne. On rus death in 824 he received 也e temple name Muzong. Sex月
ual activity began early for Tang princes， so that eldest sons were some可
times the fruit of the emperor's ear甘 teens. Muzong， dying in rus late 
twenties， was succeeded by rus sixteen-year-old son， the Baoli emperor， 
whose wild youth came to the unfortunate end described above. On rus 
death he received the temple name ]ingzong. Li Ang， who was the same 
age as rus foolish brother， was to rule much longer， but he， too， died at 
the early age of thlrty-thr凹， receiving the temple name Wenzong. Ac
cording to custom， in 827 (the year following the death of rus brother) 
Wenzong proclaimed a new reign title， the Taihe 大干口， “Great Peace." 

In dealing with unruly generals and sometimes equally unruly armies， 
Tang emperors and the泣: advisers had to weigh expense against the po 
litical and symbolic (and occasionally economic) importance of maintain 
ing central government control. As was p主eviously mentioned， Xian
zong's activism had been founded， in part， on the 住easury built up by 
Dezong. A string of military revolts during Muzong's and ]ingzong's 
reigns were largely tolerated， whether through f1scal prudence， fear of 
m血tary humiliation， or sheer pus山animity. Wenzong tended to favo主 a
more act1ve response， with the burden ultimately borne by the rich lower 
Yangzi prefec凹res， wruch were already slowly heading toward the eco 
nomic collapse that would eventually spell the end of the dynasty. 

Wenzong's best-known physical trait was a lar阱， curly beard. He 
was ostentatiously frugal and studious， determined to be a good em
peror.1 Had he acq叫red the throne in more stable times， he probably 
would have been an excellent emperor whose reign would have been 

1. Zha Pingqiu makes 出e 1nterest1ng p01nt 由at Wenzo嗯， Wuzong， and Xuanzong 
had never been crown princes and therefore had never received 也e stylized education 
of the crown prince's establishment and had probably 主eceived broader exposure to the 
intellectual curren臼 of the day. Zha Pingqiu 查 屏球 ， Tangxue yu Tm忽cshi: Zho�哲 Wan
Tang Sc句'è亮g deyiξ:hong wenh伽 kaocha 唐學與唐詩: 中 晚 唐詩風 的 一 種文化考察 (Bei

jing: Sh缸19wu yinshu學lan， 2000) ， 242-43 
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remembered by Confucian rustorians with great admiration. As was of

ten said of talented young men who failed in po且也cal life， Wenzong 

“did not meet the right time，" bu yu shi 不 過時. The 也nes probably re 

q叮芷ed an emperor who was ruthless  and canny rather than one who 

tried to live up to classical ideals of moral governance. In the last years 

of rus reign he became profoundly troubled about rus future reputation. 

In a famous incident that occurred on November 時， 839 (only a few 

months before rus death)， Wenzong asked to see what had been written 

about rum in the Court Diary. He was refused permission by the Diarist， 

who insisted that the credibility of the Diarγ was 伊aranteed by the 

principle that the emperor would not have access to it. Wenzong's great 

ancestor Taizong had gone to great lengths to appear to yield when rus 

councilors rebuked him on the basis of Confucian principles .  What was 

for Taizong political theater was fo主 嗎Tenzong incapacity. Wenzong's 

suspicions were correct: rustory was not kind to ru血， both in terms of 

rus fortunes during rus lifetime and rus reputation following rus death. 

At best he was accorded a certain pathos. 

The 厚的1 fate of rus brother must have always been on Wenzong's 

mind; he was surrounded by powerfi叫 eunuch factions of the 日ner

court that controlled not only rus physical person but also the palace 

army， the Shence Army， wruch was the milita勾T force in the capital and 

surrounding areas. In the outer court he faced feuding fac也ons of off1 

cials who were constantly speaking ill of their enemies . τne m但n fac

包ons were centered around two me丘， Niu Sengru 牛 僧孺 (779-847)

and Li Deyu 李 德裕 (787-850) ， whose enr也ty could be traced back 的

the exanlinations of 8缸， when Li Deyu， along with Yuan Zhen and Li 

Shen， compl也ned that 也e examma吐ons had been unfair and demanded 

a retest unde主 也e poet Bai ]叩 and the famous)街 writer Wang Qi 王起

Outside the court we自 由e emperor's res包ve armies， whose leaders 

had def1ed the court on a number of occasions during earlier reigns .  If 

suff1ciently angered by a court-appointed commander， some armies had 

been knówn to eat the offending off1cial. Trus sometimes made the ap 

pOln位nent of a replacement diff1cult. In one case， when an a口ny ate the 

new commander's aide， who had been sent ahead， the incumber此， Li

Ting， decided 也at he was too sick to take up the appoin位nent.2 On the 

frontie主s there we主e always troubles. The Tibetans， major adve主sanes 1n 

2. Zi"(hi f，帥I!Jlan 7日79 .
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the eighth centu句， were fortunately preoccupied with their own inter
nal difficulties. Early in 830， however， the Nanzhao kingdom to the 
southwest invaded Sichuan and plundered 也e provincial capital， 
Chengdu. These were not easy times to be emperor， though they were 
not all that different from the preceding reigns and far better than the 
situation the dynasty faced in the second half of the century. 

Breaking the power of the eunuchs was Wenzong's chief concern in 
出e first part of his reign. There were some earlier abortive plans， but 
出e most sigr吐血cant event一inde吐， the defming one of his reign-was 
the Sweet Dew Incident 甘露之 變 of late 83 5 . Largely maste主minded
by the courtier-physician Zheng Zhu 鄭 注 and the former Academi
cian Li Xun 李 白1\ ， a plot had been laid to 姐11 a11 the eunuchs.  Armed 
men had gathered， hidden in a section of the palace where it was re
ported auspicio曰 “sweet dew" had appeared. When 也e emperor sent 
his eunuchs to witness the happy omen， a breeze is said to have blown 
aside the curta的， revea且ng the armed men. Seizing the emperor， the 
eunuchs retreated into the inner palace and barred the doors . They then 
unleashed the 5 hence Army. A bloodbath ensued in the capital， in which 
many distinguished officials and their families were 凶11ed. Under tor 
m此， one of the plo位ers “confessed" that if the coup had been success
f叫， Wenzong was to have been deposed and Zheng Zhu placed on the 
throne. Wenzong at least pretended to believe this-he had little 
choice-and sanctioned the purge of the plotters . Zheng Zhu， a doctor 
by background， had been particularly despised in official circles; and 
while there was great sympathy for individuals who had been 垣11ed
among the plotters， the 可ublic opinion" of officialdom seems to have 
truly condemned the ac包ons of Zheng Zhu. 

In the aftermath a new reign name， the Kaiche時 間 成， was declared. 
Kai is used in the sense of “beginning，" while cheng means “comple位on."
Che嗯， however， is a problematic term since in some contexts “comple
tion" also implies 克nding." Although it is not at all the meaning in 
tended by the court ritualists who devised 此， it is not entirely perverse to 
interpret the new reign title in re位ospect as the “Beginning of the End." 

It is stated in many sources that after the Sweet Dew Incident Wen
zong became increasingly desponde凹， paying less attention to govern
ing and the pleasures of being emperor. He did seem to have developed 
a growing interest in poet句， one resisted at every 囚rn by his court offi
cials. In many ways Wenzong was as much their prison 
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prisoner of the eunuchs. He died early in 840 and was replaced by his 
far more incompetent younger brother， Li Yan 李 炎 ， whom histo主y
would remember as Wuzo嗯， 出e Huichang emperor. Wuzong tempo
rarily settled the factional Stru昆les by making Li Deyu his minister and 
keeping him in the post. Wuzong's brief reign is memorable primarily 
for his obsession with Daoism and， under the influence ofhis Daoist 
advisers， for issuing a series of edicts against Buddhism， culminating in 
the edict of 845， which ordered 由e closing of most of the temples 
加oughout China and the forced 1拉拉伯on of the clergy. By the spring 
of 846 Wuzong was dead from an overdose of Daoist efu吐， no doubt 
to the unexpressed relief of many officials. 

Wuzong was replaced by a more mature emperor， a 也且可-seven
year-old son of Xianzong， now known by his temple name of Xu詛
zong 宣 宗 (not to be confused with the more famous Xuanzong 玄 宗

of the High Tang) . Xuänzong， the Dazhong emperor (846-859) ，  was a 
bitter， dour man who had done his best to stay out of court poli包cs
during the preceding reigr詣， when so many members of the imperi公
family lost their lives .  With Xuänzong's ascension to the 由主O仗， Li
Deyu was sent off to Hainan Island， where he eventually died. His 
death was followed by that of Niu Sengru in 847， 出us bringing to a 
close the most famous age of court factionalism. τ'he new chief minis
ter was Linghu Tao， who was 也e son of Linghu Chu， the grand old 
statesman and pa位on of poets. Increasing峙， howeve主， 也e politics of 
Chang'an was becoming irrelevant. Alth。可h X泊位ong kept tight con
trol over his court and ruled as best be co吐d， a number of revolts du主
ing the last years of his reign clearly show that the polity was beginning 
to disintegrate. We must， to some degree， discount descrip位ons of the 
excesses of his successors Yizong 懿 宗 and Xizong 傳 宗 (who took 
the throne at twelve) 的 “bad late emperors." Neve吐leless， anecdotal 
sources contribute to the impression of a court that had lost all hope of 
mana伊19 也e poli句T and was out of touch with po出cal 主eality. The 
Tang was always a theatrical dynasty whose power w瓜， in part， main 
tained by a canny use of po且tical spectacle. This impulse grew more 
pronounced in Yizong's reign， though the spectacle had become hollow 
and consumed too much of the dynasty's dinlinished resources .  The 
history of the Tang in the second half of the ninth century increasingly 
became that of a court that held power over eve主 shr山區ng territory. 
After Huang Chao's devastating r晶晶on and occupa位on of Chang'an 
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也 880， it literally became merely a court， some也nes resicling in the 
ruined capital and sometimes fleeing from place to place. 

W加之。吃g and Poe句

In the ninth century poetry was more widely prac包ced than ever befo仗，
and its si伊ificance within the culture was chan伊19. Scholars tend to 
generalize about Tang attitudes toward poet叮一or perhaps Late Tang at 
d囚des toward poetry. In any given period there were， in fact， c1iverse atti 
tudes toward poetry varying by both groups and inclividuals. In the ninth 
century 也只wide range of sources permits us to g趾npse something of 
出is variety and the relations among positions. We have a singularly 
prominent lover of poetry in the person of Wenzong; we have a num
ber of prominent court officials who， for various reasons， c1isapproved 
of poets and poe位y as a qualification procedure in the jÏnshi examina
tion; a吋 we have some poets who were be伊lning to think of poetry as 
a vocation in its own right rather than as a social skill and an adjunct of 
a life whose ultimate pu中ose was serving the state. There is clearly a 
connection between the c1isapprdval of poets on the part of high court 
officials and the sense of poetry as a vocation separate from public ser
vice. What we cannot know is which was the cause and which the effect. 
More like妙， the two phenomena evolved in tandem. 

Although contempt for poets was not unknown in earlier periods， 
and 址though ma叮 well-placed officials were still known for their 
poetη in our period， the general c1istrust of poets and poetrγ seems to 
have increased in the second quarter of the ninth centu叮﹒ Li Deyu had 
managed to get poet勾 and poetic expositions (fu) removed from the 
833 examination for jÏnshi， though it was 自instated the following year.3 
Li Deyu， who had come to office through yin privileg亡， offered what 
was essentially a rationalization of the yin privilege-one that was not 
entirely unpersuasive.4 Young men who grew up in the households of 
high officials had more understancling of the real demands of public 

3. The jinshi was an examination on litera叮T composition and policy that qualified 
men for the Selection (Xuan) ， by which 也ey might be awarded civil offièe in 也e central 
bureaucracy. 

4- The yin privilege， granted to officials of the d世d rank and higher， allowεd them 
to designate male relatives一-usually sons-for selection to office without taking the ex 
anunatlOn. 
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office than someone who could compose a rheto主ically well crafted 
poem and a poetic exposi包on on a set theme. Indeed， examination 
verse was not what we would now consider true “poetry." Nevertheless， 
也 出e pop叫ar imagination poe位c talent in the usual sense seemed to 
imply the capacity to write examination verse. Many talented poets c1is 
covered the fallacy of this assump包on empirically. 

To admire poet句， moreover， might be looked upon as a dangerous 
c1iversion from serious pursuits . In May 836， 出e year after the Sweet 
Dew Incide前， Wenzong was strolling about with his grand councilor 
Zheng Tan 鄭 罩， w他 whom he \vished to c1iscuss ques包ons of poetic 
skill. As so often happened， Wenzong's ungt斗arded exp主ession of inter 
est earned him the following sermon: 

As for skill in poe世仇 no也ing can compare to the three hundred poems of也E
C!assic of PO句. All we主e wn仕en by people of the domains to praise or critiαze 

也e government of the 世nes; n址ers selected them only in order to observe也E
state of customs. One does not hear of the rulers themselves writing poems. 
The poems of later literary men are mere flower without the fruit， and do not 
h句 governing. The Last Emperor of Chen and Sui Yangdi were both skilled 
m po巴拉y， and 吐ley inevitably des世oyed their own dynas包es. W'hat is there for 
Your Majesty to derive from such things!?5 

The ZiZhi to忽jian goes on to say 吐lat 也e empero主 had great respect for 
Zheng Tan as a scholar of the classics. Like Li De抖， Zheng Tan had 
come to office through yin privilege and was reputed to have had no 
s垣11 in literary composi世on; he was just anothe主 of several powe主ful
且gures in 也e 830S who opposed the use of poe世y and poetic exposi
tions in the jinshi examination as a useless criterion for judgment. The 
emperor was not en世ely c1issuaded from revealing his poe口c illterests. 
On another occasion it is said that he showed one of his poems to 
Zheng Tan， who told him to focus instead on the long-range interests 
of the dynasty. Fortunately for 由c 由lpe主ial ego， 出ere were other 
courtiers willing to express their admiration with an approving sigh. 

In 838 Wenzong took it in mind to establish seven可-two Academi 

cians of Poetry in the Hanlin Academy 姐d asked for reco虹lillenda包ons .

Suggestions were offered up. However， when Yang Sifu (who had once 

sighed in approval at Wenzong's poe仕y) suggested 也at Liu Yuxi was 

the best poet of his day， Wenzong signified his irnperial c1isapp主oval

5. ZiZhi 初ng;zan 79勾
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through silence﹒ The emperor's proposal soon led to another sermon， 
this 包me in a memorial from Li Jue 李 在 :

To establish Academicians o f  Poetry would look rather bad at the present 
moment. Poets， moreover， are generally poor and unreliable men， ignorant of 
the nature of office-holding. Our current Har過n Academicians are all men well 
versed in letters; it is quite proper that Y our M司的ty peruses past and present 
writers and finds amusement therein. If you have questions， it is q山te proper 
that you consult with your r巳伊lar Academici油s. Some 也ne ago Y our Majesty 
commanded Wang Qi and Xu Kangzuo to serve as attendant lecturers， and all 
the world felt that Y our Majesty loved antiq白ty and honored scholars， that you 
were devoted to and encouraged s也lplicity and depth. 1 understand that Xian
zong [the Yua址le Emperor] wrote poetry， and that his style matched that of the 
ancients. But back then， certain frivolous fellows displayed their rhetorical gifts 
and decorated lines， and with a gr叩diose， t。此uous， and obscure style 由ey sati
rized current events. Thereafter their reputations were bruited about， and 出ey
called it the “Yuanhe Style." It was certainly not the case that 缸中erial prefer 
ences 由en were for things like this. If Y our Majesty now goes on to establish 
Academicians of Poetry， 1 worry very much that frivolous and inferior men 
w迎 世Y to outdo one another in verses of ridicule， giving their atten包on to 
clouds， mountains， plants， and trees. And might this not get called the 
“Kaicheng style"? Such a blemish on the imperial civilizing mission would in
deed be no small m在tter.6

The assumptions behind this diatribe show 位lat something impor 
tant had happened in the understanding of poetry. When Li Jue spoke 
of “poets，" he did not simply mean those who wrote poe叮 but rather 
someone who was somehow defined by that activity. He would see 
such a person in， say， the post of Drafter [of edicts] as "a poet serving 
as a Drafter" rather than a“Drafter who writes poetry."“Being a poet" 
was the primary definition of such a person， and any office that person 
might hold was seconda句T. In effect， poetry had become a separate 
sphere， a vocation in Ìts own right， and thus potentially distinct from 
office-holding， which was seen as a different vocation and capacity. Li 
Jue's assumption is close to the premise for Li Deyu's argument against 
the use of poetry in the JÏnshi exarnination. 

6. Ta趕gyulin 149 . The current reign was the Kaicheng Reign. If we read B泣 如抖's
“Feeling Bad About Spring: Presented to Administrator Li 日u可 惜春贈 李 尹 (24180)
。f the precedi且g year (837)， we can get some sense of how Li Jue developed his opin
ions about poets. 
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There is an original note that accompanies this section on the em啊
peror's wish for Academicians of Poetry in the Tangyulin (and probably 
in the unknown source Wang Dang 王 讀 ， the author of Tangyu帥，
used). After stating that when the emperor wanted to establish Acade
rnicians of Poet句， some of the exis包ng Acadernicians suggested names， 
也e note adds:“At that time the poet Li Kuo 李 廓 w的 very famous. "
The anecdote about the emper肘's silence at Yang Sifu's recommenda
包on of Liu Yuxi immediately follows the note and strongly suggests 
that Li Kuo was among those names su臨的ted that met with approval. 

Posterity has given us a great many poets of greater 0主 lesser fame 
ac位ve in 838-and Li Kuo is someone of decidedly lesse主 fame. Nine 
teen of his poems have been preserved.7 Two points are worth men
位oning. First， Li Kuo was closely associated 明白白e poets Jia Dao and 
Yao He， who were indeed very famous at the time 祖d were master 
stylists of regulated verse in the short line，s Second， Li Kuo was the son 
of the rninister Li Cheng. 

When we consider Li Kuo's family background together with Li 
Jue's objections， we encounter one of the issues surroun也啥 poe叮 白
血e 830s. Liu Y山6， whose name was met with silence， came from a 
family of lower-to-rniddle officialdom.9 Poetic fame， combined "，ith the 
use of poe閃T in the exarnination， was a means of social mobility (re
stnct吐， of course， to local elites); and there were many high court offi
cials who s世ongly disapp主oved of scholars from“poor families" (han
men 寒 門 ， not necessar且y poor at all) nsmg in the bureaucracy and 
entering the inner circle surrounding the emperor. N且ita勾 comill1s→
sioners Uiedus，的 and surveillance commissioners (guanch訓。 had at 
the立 disposal an array of posts that could be awarded based on their 
personal choice-quite unlike the complex processes involved in the 
assignment of central government offices. Many of these commission
ers had a fondness for talented young literary men. It proved an a世ac
tive route for young men to ga也er the necessary connections and rec
ommendations before taking 出e examination as well as after passing 

7. Eighteen in Quan Ta趕g shi and one in 是uan Ta;呵g shi 內yz.

8. Fu 令987)， 而1. 3， 中. Few of Li Kuo's extant poems show 出s affiliati凹， but 伽t

is probab!y a function of how few survive and 也eir p紅包C叫位 sources.

9. In Ta現gyulin (150) Zhou Xunchu men包ons a spec叫且ve comment by Hu Yinglin 

m 也e .5、hisou 也at 也is was because Liu Yuxi had been a member of the Wang Shuwen 

faction in 805. We will suggest some other reasons. 
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the examination. Un1ike scholarship based on the classics or achieve
ment in the military or civil government， poetry was particularly prob
lematic because poetic “fame" derived from some invisible barometer 
of “public opinion."10 Moreover， if prestige was a signifìcant currency 
of power in the Tang， praise and the company of well-known poets 
could increase the recipient's prestige . 1 1  We might observe here that Li 
Jue's anxiety that po的 might criticize current policy was certainly more 
a memoη of the Yuanhe Rei伊 than a judgment of the current poetic 
practice of the 830s .  More troubling was the thought of an uncontrolled 
pool of young men gaining ming 名 ， “name" or “fame，" beyond the reach 
of bureaucratic oversight that allotted degrees of mi，勾 through the usual 
channels .  Han1in Academicians of Poe佐y would have been the worst
case scenario; such men would have been appointed outside bureau
cratic channels and would have had direct access to this poet可 loving
emperor， earning his protection and favor.12 

Something of Wenzong's passion for poetry can be discerned in an 
anecdote from the last year of his life. Early in 839 the seventy-fìve 
year-old Pei Du 裴 度， one of the grand statesmen of the preceding 
third of the centu句， was called back to the capital and given the largely 
ceremonial post of Director of the Secretariat. The old man's health 
was clearly failing. On April 21 of that same year Wenzong held a party 
for his court offìcials at Winding River Park 曲 江， in the southeastern 
corner of Chang'an. Poems were composed， 的 出ey always were on 
such occasions . Because of illness， Pei Du was unable to attend， so the 
emperor sent one of his eunuch attendants with a qua佐ain and a note 
to Pei. 

;主 想、待元老

識君恨 不 平

My thoughts 在re frsed， awai包ng our elder 
states口la且，

1 regret 1 did not get to know you earlier. 

10. “Public opinion" is here restricted to officialdom; many were troubled by the 
more general popularity of Bai Juyi， which was believed to extend into the masses of 
the pop叫atlOn

II. An apt example here is the anecdote in Tangshißshi about Zhang Hu and Wang 
Zhixing 王 智 興 See p. 238 

12. Moreover， a Hanlin appointment was an imperial preroga包ve， c1rcumventmg 出c
usual channels of advancement in the bureaucracy. 

我 家拉石衰
憂 來學丘禱
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The pillar悟sto且e of my family decays， 
in care， 1 inlltate praying for Confucius's 

主ecovery. 1 3

And His Maj叫 added a note which read: 

29 

We have wanted to see an exchange poem with you in Our own poe世y col 
lec包on， so We have orde主吐 出at you be shown this. Right naw you have 
not recove主ed from you主 illness and， of course， you don't have the strength 
to do so. But in some future day， present something to Us. It is the com
mon belief 由at springtime is the hardest season for protecting one's health. 
Try your best to take care of yourself， and you will very quickly be back to 
normal. Our thoughts are very much with you， but We won't go on any 
longer. If you need anything in the w且y of medicine， don't be afraid to send 
Us a request. 

By the 包me the emperor's note had reached Pei Du's home， Pei had already 
passed away."14 

Wenzong was never able to add Pei Du's answering poem to his poetry 
collection. 

We might consider the emperor's note to the dying Pei Du. The in 
terest in Pei Du's health and the offe主 of medicine are touching and 
were no doubt sincere， but the note linked imperial kindness to another 
motive， namely， the hope 也at Pei Du would get better so 出at he could 
add an exchange poem from Pei Du t。 “Our own poetry collection，" 
是þen shiji 朕詩 集 (using the imperi公 pronou斗 As we 吶11 see， 也e em
peror here shares a new tendency to thi也 not simply of his poems but 
of his collected works; exchange poems， in par位cul哎， were prized as a 
主ecord of 0間's connections-evidently even for 也e emperor. 

The 主ystem

Although we have spoken of poetry emer，伊19 as a “separate sphere" 
of ac丘Vl句， the moods and movements of poets were situated pri
marily wi吐血1 the context of the Tang bureaucracy in its ninth-centu勾T
version. Ruling such a large empire， even ineffec包ve勻， required a large 

I} A伽lects， 7， 34: “The Maste主 was gravely ill. Zilu asked perrnission to pray for him 
子 疾 病 ， 子路請禱 The Master said， ‘Is 也is done?' Zilu 組swered， ‘1t is. A eulogy 
speaks of “Praying for you to the gods of 凹的1 and 也.'" Confucius s剖d， ‘1 have been 
praying long. "， 

14. Jiu Tang shu 4433 
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bureaucracy， though probably not a bureaucracy nearly as large as that 
of the Tang. Perhaps the best way to think of the Tang bureaucracy was 
as a way to occupy surplus males of the elite through a complex struc
ture consisting of goals， rewards， and punishments . Part of the bureau 
cracy was staffed by those who had passed the regional and national 
exaffi1na凹的， the latter being the examination for JÏn.rhi 進 士 ， “pre
sented scholars." Although the examination was theoretically based on 
merit， being allowed to take it and passing it depended on the support 
of powerful patrons; the position one received after the examination 
depended even more on farnily and patronage. Far more young men 
took the examination than passed， and many took the examina包on a 
number of 包mes. Just enough young men passed to keep 也e system 
alive to maintain hope. 

Every post in the bureaucracy had a grade ra位學ng from nine Qowest) 
to one (lúghe叫， with each grade having two steps .  The prestige of a 
post was based on two factors : its grade and its proximity to 由e capl叫
and， within the capital， its proximity to the emperor﹒ A lower-grade 
post involving close contact wi也 出e emperor might be more desirable 
也an a higher-grade post in the far-flung provinces. Officials were 
moved frequenrly， par包cularly higher officials， and they were often pre 
occupied with the changing grada位ons of prestige and power. 

One of the most common humble posts was that of “district de 
fe吋er" (即i 尉)， essentially a county sheriff. The county magistrate was 
a bit be仕位﹒ We often see mid-level officials (and demoted offici的) 的
governors of prefectures (之hou 1'H ) ，  of which there were a great many， 
each containing a number of counties . On a higher level were the cir
c叫ts (dao 道 ) ， each of  which had a milita可 COmffi1SSlOner (JÏedushi 
節 度使) with an army， and his civilian counterpart， the surveillance 
commissioner (guanchashi 觀 察 使) . In Tang history one most often 
hears of those military commissioners who were vir囚ally autonomous， 
defyi唔 court commands or kept tenuou向 loyal by means of deft po
litical skills .  In many cases it was not the milita勾 commissioner himself 
who was autonomous but rather his army， which proposed and de
posed commanders at will. The loyal regions of the empi仗， howev仗，
also had circuits and commissioners， both milita叮 and civil， and these 
are more important for our purposes here. High-ranking capital-based 
officials who had fallen from favor we主e often given such posts; for 
those rising 出rough the ranks， appointment as a commissio 
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One feature of the system of m山tary and surveillance commission
ers was of partic叫ar importance for the social background of literature 
in the Mid- and Late Tang. 鳴也ile prefectural and county appointments 
were theore包cally under cen仕址 government control， military and sur
veillance commissioners could appoint their own staffs . As a res叫t， the 
commissioners often kept a large entourage of promising young men 
who either had not yet passed the examination or who had not yet re 
ceived posts. This was a patronage investment. Even more striking， we 
often see young men who， after passing the examination， gave up good， 
junior capital posts to go off to the provinces wi也 a commissioner. The 
reasons for doing so are not always clear， but we can be sure that such 
posts must somehow have seemed mo主e promising for their careers . 1 5  
It i s  hard not to associate 吐出 phenomenon wi也 growing regional 
power that eventually led to regional states at the end of the century. 
Resources seem to have been increasingly retained or commandeered 
by regions rather than being sent to the c叩ital; the poet-ret羽ners of re 
glOn址 COmffi1SS10ners 血肉 complained of their poverty. 

The government system also had a large number of sinecures 出at en
tailed no duties .  The best place for sinecures was Luoyang， the Eastern 
Capital; we will see a number of eminent fi♂lres holding posts in the es 
tablishment of the Heir Apparent， “Luoyang Assignment." These were 
wonderfully untroubled posts occupied by 也e emp凹's elderly poets. 

There were， of course， also the posts in the cen位al government in 
Chang'an itself， of which there were a great many. At the top was the 
ceremonial post of Chief Minister or Councilor-in-Chief， chengxiang 
丞 相 ， who was nominally in charge of both the Secretariat and the 
Chancellery. Hardly any of our poets attained that level. 

The Litera吵 Scene

Y ounger men rose to prominence and olde主 men died， but the world of 
letters in 827， 也e first year of the Taihe Reign， looked much the same 
for the next two decades. Perhaps 出e best way to sort out the many 

I5 . In some cases the nominal capital posts given to those sen司ng \vith com丘l1SS10n
ers were a step above the capital post currently occupi吐， so that the decision might be 
viewed as a promotion. However， we sometimes see those who served wi曲 也e milit征y
commsSIoners cozm1名 back to capital posts equal to or lower th叩 those th月! left 
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names and overlapping rela位onships is to provide a general overview of 
仕le successive generations. 

As we remarked above， the Yuanhe Reign had been a period of 
great diversity and poetic invention. 1 6  The sharp criticism of that era
particularly of Bai Juyi-which we begin to find in the 830S had not yet 
begun， but poetic taste was changing-or perhaps returning to a con
se叮ati珊， regulated verse norm that had continued beneath the surface 
of Yuanhe inven包on. Meng Ji鉤， Li He， and Han Yu were dead， but 
many other less distinctive Yuanhe poets lived on. Wa時 Jian 王 建
(766?一ca. 830) and Zhang Ji 張 籍 (766?-ca. 830)一famous for their ear
lier yu仰 伊拉d Wang Jian for his "Palace Lyrics" 宮 詞， perhaps com
posed around 820)-lived on into the beginning of the Taihe Reign 
Zhang Ji， in par位cular， welcomed contact with younger poets in the 
820S; while he is best known for his yuefu of social comment呵， which 
were probably composed in the Yuanhe Reign， he was known in our 
period as a poet of regulated verse. 

Three men-Bai Juyi 白 居 易 (772-846) ， Liu Yuxi 劉 禹 錫 (772
842) ， and Li Shen 李 紳 (772-846)-who were all aged fifty-seven at the 
start of the Taihe Reign， lived on for many ye仰， forming their own 
circle and exchanging poems with the leading poli位cal figures of the 

16. No small part of 出e literary scene of 827 was its background， the poetry of the 
Yuanhe genera口on. From our current perspective the poetry of the Yuanhe period it 
self admits no single characterization: it encompassed 也e simple， rambling poetry of 
Bai Juyi， the stridency of Meng J帥， the fantastic ima伊ation of Li 恥， and the archa 
ism of Han Yu， to name just a few of its poetic trends. If there is a unity in 也1S diver 
S1句， it was in poetic experiment that went beyond earlier poetic norms， whether favor 
ing simplicity or difficu峙， the quotidian or the visionary. As we noted in the 
in位oduc位。几 a more restrained， conservative 可pe of poetry was also being wri位en. Al
though much poetry of 出1S period was distinctiv巴， we would not be justified in iden任
命ing any partic叫ar poetic trend as the “Yuanhe Style" were it not for the fact that Chi白
nes間e wri白t臼er臼s fro主i:om the Yua祖an由1廿由he on r記efer臼rr民ed tωo the “ 
叫仙芷E切ad句y seen Li J抖ue make r跎efer民enc印e tωo this in hi昀s memo叫咄n凶a叫1 tωo We凹nz叩or且19， where it is seen 
as an unfortunate yet current term referring to a small group of poets who hijacked the 
主eign title and did not represent the 住ue cul囚ral spirit of Xianzong， 出e Yuanhe em 
peror. Here and in general the term ‘'Yu叩he Style" refers to certain works of Bai Ju戶，
Yuan Zhen， and the poets of th凹 circle. It can also refer to the very different poe世Y of 
Meng Jiao and others. It is best to understand the term as one of shifting valence， while 
always acknowledging the powerful presence of 也e Yuanhe poets in the Late Tang 
1magmatlOn 
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day， 17  Bai Juyi's ballads of social criticism and long sentimental narra 
tives belonged to the preceding era， but he continued to write proliι 
cally in the last two decades of his life. His voluminous poe包c ex
changes with Liu Yuxi brought the two poets close together in style. 
We know that Li Sh凹， who was yet to become an important poli包cal
figure， had been active poe包cally in the Yuanhe; but most ofhis extant 
poems are contained in a collection completed in 837 or 838 .  Another 
somewhat younger figure， Yuan Zhen 元 棋 (779-831) ， also belonged to 
this group and was a very prominent politician. We might also mention 
由e sixty-eight-year-old Wang Qi 王起 (760-847) . Although we know 
that he participated in poetic exchanges with members of the circl亡，
relatively few of his poems survive. He was， however， the most promi
nent writer of "regulated poetic expositions" (特b 律賦)， most of which 
are undatable but were probably composed in an earlier era. 

Two somewhat younger poets， Jia Dao 賈 島 (779-843) and Yao He 
姚合 (ca. 779-ca. 849) ， probably both the same age as Yuan Zhen， had 
come to exerClse a s佐ong influence in the world of poe佐y. Even by 827 
“pop叫也可" 組d “fame" were becoming a function of different circles 
and often of different locales .  Nevertheless， in Chang'an Jia Dao and 
Yao He were arguably 出e most pop叫ar poets of the day. Masters of 
regulated verse in 也e five-s卅able line， they c叫tivated 出e acquaintance 
of many younger poets who made 吐leir appearance in Chang'an 
Though they remained friends， Yao He had passed the examination in 
816 and was on a slow upward career path. Jia Dao， by contrast， never 
passed the examination and became the very image of the “pure" poet. 
Jia Dao had originally been a monk; another member of their c肛le was 
his younger cousin， the monk Wuke 無可.

T祖he刊ne叫芷泣t g啟伊芷昀ou叩p w忱e tn1g碘ht i址denti峙布 C∞O且凹s缸1昀st岱s of 句poe的t岱s ln 出趾帥Eαlr 由出i芷m吐E臼s.
It should be not能ed t也ha仗t t由hes仗e me凹n bel必ong to 芷oughly 出e same gene 芷臼a

tion a沁s Li H挫E 李 賀 (佇79卯O一-81咱份你， 吐由le bri血11血I且lan
t也he Yuanhe era. We do not know when Shen Yazhi 沈亞之 was born， 
but he first came to Chang'an in 810 and made friends with Li He. 
Mo挖 出an any poet， he carried on one version of the Yuanhe s勾de， al
beit muted， into this new era. Zhang Hu 張 枯 (ca. 792-ca. 8 54) had 

17. Not knowing birthdays， it is 位lpossible accurately to describe a person's age m 
contemporary 可(!estern terms. 1 w也 follow 也e Chinese practic巴: a person is “one year 

old" (sui 歲) when born and becomes “two" 也e following N ew Year. 
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addressed a poem to Han Yu between 809 and 8n， and we may take 
trus as rus debut on the poe包c scene. Although he was often 主ecom
mended for office， he remained unsuccessful， wandering from place to 
place and living off rus poetic reputa吐on. We find him as Du Mu's ag
ing poetic companion in 8衍， writing poems in a style very much like 
Du M的 own. Xu H間's 許 渾 (ca. 788?-ca. 8 54月 earliest poems date 
from the Yuanhe. He seems to have been in the capital in 8刃， or per
haps even earlier， but he was not as vi日ible as Zhang Hu. He passed the 

jinshi examination in 832. 那也且e Zhang Hu was one of the most famous 
poets of rus own day but was largely forgotten later on， Xu Hun had 
only modest fame during rus lifetim巳 but was much admired by the end 
of the century and in the Song. 

Although there was some contact， neither Zhang Hu nor Xu Hun 
were closely identified with the circle of poets around Jia Dao and Yao 
He. In that circle Gu Feixiong 顧 非 焦 仙. 796-ca. 8 54) ，  son of the ec
centric Daoist poet Gu Kuang 顧況， was very prominent. Gu Feixiong 
seems to have wandered from patron . to pa仕on， though he did finally 
pass the jinshi examination in 845. Like rus father， he spent much of rus 
life at Maoshan， the center of an important Daoist sect. Another figure 
in the circle was Zhu Qi時yu 永慶餘 仙. 796-ca. 837) ， who had re
cendy passed 也e jinshi examination in 826 when Wenzong first as
sumed the throne. Like many poets in 也1S circl巴， we know notrung of 
rus family background， wruch in Tang te主ms generally meant that he 
came from provincial gentry without a rustory of posts in the capital. 
When they passed the examination， such men usually received low-level 
posts. We know that Zhu became an editor in the Imperial Libra句， a 
post close to the bottom of the bureaucratic ladder (wruch， however， 
was equal to the first posts held by Du Mu and Li Shangyin) . Zhang 
Xiaobiao 章 孝 標 passed the jinshi examination in 819 and fig目es
prominendy in exchange poems of the group. 

There were also many younger poets in their twen包es and teens. 
Whether due to their proximity to the age of printing， their popularity， 
or a combination of both， we begin to find m組y more poetry collec 
tions surv1Vmg from writers active in trus period. These collections 
are admittedly often incomplete and contain many problematic attribu
tions; but unlike most poet可 collections by minor poets dating fi主om
the first half of the eighth centu句， the works of these ninth-century 
poets have su叮ived independendy and were not re-compiled from 
anthology sources .  
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Among 也C 呵血ted-verse writers centered around Jia Dao and Yao 
He， Yong Tao 雍 陶 was already active in the 820S; after several unsuc
cessful attempts， he finally passed the jinshi examination in 834. Y ong 
Tao was one of the few poets of the period from Sichuan and was there 
when the Nanzhao Kingdom invaded and p凶aged Chengdu in early 
830. Ma Dai 馬 戴 was also active in trus c肛le in the 8立的， though he 
did not pass the JÏnshi examination until the early 840s.  

Young poets continued to appear in Chang'an and joined the circle 
Xiang Si 項 斯 (ca. 802-847) appears in poetic exchanges in the early 
830s， as does Liu Deren 劉得仁. We are not at all certain of the dates 
of the monk Qingse 清 塞 ， who， it is sa泣， was persuaded to return to 
也e laity by Yao He when he was governor of Hangzhou (834-36) . At 
this point Qingse reverted to rus sec吐ar name of Zhou He 周 賀 ， by 
wruch he is now most commonly known. All these poets specialized in 
regulated verse composed in 也e five吋Tllable line. Among the last poets 
to enter the circle was Yu Fu 喻 亮 ， who passed the JÏnshi examination 
in 840 and died around 8 50. When he left 也e capital in 841， Yao He， 
寫Tuke， and Gu Feixiong were there to see him off， as they had done 
earlier for so many young poets. Ano也er such poet was Li Pin 李 頻，
who came to Chang'an in 839 hoping to study poe問T with Yao He， 
who-as teachers sometimes did with their disciples-married rus 
daughter 的 恤孔 Li Pin carried 也e regulated-verse tradition into 出e
next generation， fmally passing the JÏnshi examination in 854 and dying 
m 也e mid-870s. 

Although the circle around Jia Dao and Yao He probably repre
sent吐 出e most active group of younger poets at 也E 世ne， not all poets 
were associated with them. Li Yuan 李 遠 was m 出e capit址 伯 也e late 
820S and early 830S (he passed the jinshi examination in 831) ， but he did 
not par包cipate in the poe包c occasions of the group. Zhao Gu's 趙瑕
(ca. 806-852) earliest poem can be dated to the late 820S， but at  the be 
ginning of the 830S he found his patron in the milita可 comrrusslOner
Shen Chuansru， whose headquarters were in Xuanzhou. Du Mu was 
also there in Shen Chuansru's service and the two became friends .  Zhao 
thus belongs to 出e new generation of poets appearing in 也e 830s .  An 
other talented young poet who earned Du Mu's admiration in the late 
830S Was Li Qunyu 李群玉 仙. 何一861)

The genera包on of these younger poets also included tl注目 血也vidu
als now considered to be 也e representa世ve poets of the Late Tang: Du 
Mu 杜牧 (803-853) ， Li Shangyin 李 商 隱 (812-858) ， and Wen Tingyun 
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溫庭筠 (ca. 80I?-866) . 1 8  With the excep位on of Du Mu， however， none 
of the three seemed like rising poetic stars in the second quarter of the 
ninth century. Du Mu had large political and cultural ambitions; his im
age as a poet w筋， to some degree， antithetical to those aspirations . Li 
Shangy租， cert削ly the most gifted and eventually the most famous of 
Late Tang poets， seems to have been known as a poet only in 仙也ted
circles during his lifetime (though he was clearly better known as a 
writer of parallel prose) ，  but he gradually gained prominence in the last 
part of the centu勾﹒ Wen Tingyun composed some justly celebrated 
主egu1ated poems， but his fame as a shi writer was later to become a by
product of his later prominence as the fust important writer of song 
lyrics (ci 詞) . In hisyu阱， however， he is the most prominent representa
tive of the legacy of Li He. 

There were， of course， other new faces that appea主ed in the 840s. 
Howev仗， during the second quarter of the ninth century we can iden
d肯 出ree rough groupings: the senior poets associated with Bai Juyi; the 
poets who had close relations with Jia Dao and Yao He; and later poets 
who had contact with Du Mu. Othe郎， like Wen Tingyun and Li Shang
yin， worked largely outside these circles .  

Survivals 

It would be a great error to believe we are in possession of “Late Tang 
poetry." Rather， we have pieces of it， each of which carries its own 
unique history of interests and accidents. When Song Taizong insti囚ted
his great book sea主ch in 984， it was for works from the 73I catalogue 
done for Xuanzong; Taizong was evidently satisfied with his Late Tang 
holdings. 1 9  The uneven but intense schola主ly interest in recovering .i\位d
and Late Tang material that began around the turn of the eleventh cen
tury produced extensive but no less uneven re叫ts that provid巳 clues
concerning the ways in which relatively popular "recent" manuscripts 
clrc叫ated.

What we would most desire， of cour況， would be to have a copy of a 
poet's works in his own hand. In one case we have essentially that: the 

18. W凹's dates are pure supposi包on; here 1 follow Fu Xuancong's guess . 1 w凶 re
turn ω this ques泣。n in the cha抖er on Wen Tingyun. 

19. See Glen D吋br均e， Lost B即是s ofM枷叫! Chi即 已ondon: British Libr呵， 200份，
2-+ 
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Southern Song scholar Yue Ke 岳河 made a facsimile of an incomplete 
manuscript containing I7I poems of Xu Hun's Black-silk Li的 Poems，
Wusilan shi 烏 絲 欄詩， dated precisely to the third month of the fourth 
year of the Dazhong Reign (8 50) .2日 Yue Ke preserved this not as a liter 
ary scholar would do for the works of a poet but as an example of Xu 
Hun's 品le calligraphic hand. Because it is preserved for the ca組graphy
rather than the te哎， we have greater confidence that this is an exact 
reproduction of the manuscript. 21 Collation of 出1S text with the re
ceived texts and variants is a good illustration of the fluidity of manu 
script culture 

The next best thing to the author's own manuscript would be to 
have Tang manuscrip怨， which is what we do have in the case of Bai 
抖抖， preserved in J叩an and in Dunhuang fragments . In this 臼se we 
are more confident that we have 由e poet之 “complete wo主ks" roughly 
as he intended， with differences in some measure a function of the 
poet's own versions of his oeuvre. If some additional poems are not in
cluded in the early versions of the collection， we can often assume that 
they were omitted. In this case， however， we have already entered the 
world of manuscript C1rC叫a包on， and we have a substantial number of 
variants in the manuscripts and ea冉T printed versions-though fewer 
也an we 品ld in most popular poets . 

In most cases， howev位， what survives of a poet's works is a conse→ 
quence of accidents of preserv也on， some of which we can clea主ly see 
while others of which we can only guess  at. Xu Ning 徐提 achieved
some fame as a result of having been chosen by Bai Juyi fo主jinshi can 
didacy over Zhang Hu. Contempt for Xu Ning's poe昀T from that fa
mous comparative misjudgment was compounded by Xu Ning's poem 
on the Cascade at Lu Mountain， immortalized as an exemplaη bad 
poem by Su Shi in the Song. Howev缸， if we wish to judge Xu Ning's 
works for ourselves， we find that his surviving poems consist almost 
en泣rely of quat叫ns. The reason is not Xu Ni嗯's p主eference for the 
qua世ain form. The only edition of Xu Ning's poems known in the 
Song was in the possession of Hong Mai 洪 邁 (n月一1202) . The latte主

20. We also have a reprint of a smalle主 collec口on by Li Y呵 李 郭 ， supposeclly in his 
own h叫， collec吋 in the Song and pres盯ed in the Qing pala臼 collection but no研
evidently lost 

21. For further discussion of this point， see Luo 12. 
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also comp泣ed a massive anthology of Tang quatrains， Wanshou Ta咆ren
jueju 萬 首 唐人絕 句 ， into which he clearly copied virtua1ly every Tang 
quatrain he could find. We should therefore not be surprised to find 
that the prima可 source for virtually all Xu Ning's quatrains is Wanshou 
Ta咆renjueju.22 If we consider the usual proportion of quatrains to po
etrγ in other genres， this 學ves us some indication of the extent to 
which Xu Ning's poet可T has been lost 

We have 到ready encountered Li Kuo as the poet whose name appar
ently met with imperia1 approva1 in 出e proposa1 for Acadernicians of 
Poetry. Considering his affiliations with the Jia Dao circle and the poems 
written to him， we wou1d expect him to be writing gracefu1 and polished 
regu1ated verses in the short line﹒ When we look at his sma1l corpus of ex
tant poems， however， we find seven “Ba1lads of Youth in Chang'an，" on 
也e wild behavior of rich young men; a song of a woman 10nging for her 
husband， who is at the frontier; a lyric concerning a magic rnirror; and a 
ba1lad about a fierce man-at-arms. There are a few others， but these 
poems represent the majority. We can be reasonably certain that topics 
like these were not what Wenzong had in mind for his Acadernicians of 
Poetry. Again， the exp1ana位on is the particular venue of p主eservation. It 
turns out that the primaη source for virtually a1l Li Kuo's surviving 
poems was the rnid-tenth-century anthology Ca功'aoji 才 調 集 ， which re叮
flected a strong predilec包on for poems about women， warriors， wonde血，
and extravagant young gallants. 

These are par包c叫arly obvious examp1es of how the record is shaped 
by accidents of prese叮組on. When Du Mu compiled his collected 
poems， he cul1ed his verse radically. Many of his poems， par包cularly his 
quatrains， were popu1ar and were preserv吐， eventually being gathered 
in supplements to his collection in the Song. Modern scho1arship has 
demonstrated that those supplements contain a large number of poems 
attributed to others on better authority; 也ey also contain poems attrib 
uted to others that were almost certainly by Du Mu. The majority of 
the poems in the supp1ements are uncontested， but the fact that an at
tribution is uncontested does not mean it is reliab1e. It is reasonable to 

22. Another c的e is Shi Jianwu 施 肩 吾， of whose ne誼ly 呵。 hu日dred poems 0叫y
twelve 位e not qu扭扭ns. We might add 也at Hong Mai would often exttact a qua世祖
from a regulated verse; since a fair number of Shi Jianw的 quatr阻s in the long line 
rhyme ABCB， we cannot tell whether Shi preferred that less common rhyme form or if 
Hong Mai took sections from longer poems 
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suspect that these uncontested poems in the supplements can a1so be 
divided into poems written by others and attributed to Du Mu and 
poems actua1ly by Du Mu. 

We have the case of Yin Yaofan 殷 堯 藩 ， fairly well known in the 
second quarter of the ninth centu叮 and prorninent in the circle around 
Yao He and Jia Dao. A short collection of his poems eXisted in the 
Song， and his works were republished in the Ming， supposedly based 
on a rare Song edition. It turns out， however， that many of the poems 
m 也e collection were written by Yuan and Ming poe叫 we can rely on 
only eighteen pieces attested to in early antho10gies .  The Ming editor 
clearly thought it was a shame that Yin Yaofan's poems were 10st and 
decided to provide him with a collec包on.23

Although in his 1ater years Bai Ju抖 seems to have preserved most if 
not a1l of his poems， an au也or's “collected poems" were rarely com
plete﹒ Furthermore， poems commonly circulated in abbreviated collec 
tions (xiaoji 小 集 ， what we wou1d ca1l “扭曲ologies" of a poet's work)戶
It is only in the eleventh century that we see a concerted scholarly eι 
fort to gather a1l a poet's litera可 remains， and by that time the literary 
remains of most poets were incomp1ete in va可ing degrees. Song edito
rial notices often speak of manuscript collections with distinct but over← 
1apping contents， which were combined to produce fuller versions. 

The particular nature of Song print culture一-many 位tles were issued 
in relatively small print runs-made accident an important factor in the 
survival of par包C叫ar works . Far more Song editions were preserved in 
the Ming and Qing， 組d they were often reprint吐， 在le acqwsl包on of a 
Song edition had immense cu1tural cachet; forgeries often claimed to be 
a reprint of an otherwise unknown， unique Song edition， as was the 
cas刊ith Yin Yaofan's collection， mentioned above. Genuine Song edi
包ons have nevertheless c∞ont1m 
C∞ov而E主叮Y of a Sichua阻n p戶芷m凹1喀g of Zha紅叩n呵1喀g Hu's poetr勾y has gr主E臼atl句y ex 
p仰an吋de吋d ou旺r c∞or中pu囚s of t1由伽la仗t p伊oe仗t's wo 芷伽ks. τ'he additiona1 poems
nun蜘ing over a hundred-are not s叫tered throughout 出e co1-
1ection but instead constitute a consecutive standard sequence m a 

23. See note by Chen Min 陳敏 in Fu (I987) ，  vol. 5， 283 .  

24. In  con世ast to  Du Fu's 刀向f已 which seems to  have been what we would call an 

“edi包on" of Du Fu's selected works， its seems like句 也且t many of these xi呵'1 were sun

ply poems 也at an interested reade主 fancied and copied from a larger e也.tion
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collection 0主ganized by genre: regulated verses in the 10ng line and pailü. 
This provides us with yet another type of 10ss and survival. It is clear 
from this that all the standard versions of Zhang Hu's poet可before
the discovery of the Song Sichuan edition were based on a unique 
printed copy from which one ce (vo1ume) or part of one ce was 10st (a 
n此lerability of traditional string-bound books). 

A considerab1e corpus of Late Tang poetry has survived. In the 
ninth century as a wl叫e， the record is rich enough to 100k at litera叮
histo叮 in detail， something that is s的中1y not possib1e earlier. Still， it is 
important to remembe主 that the record is skewed in odd ways by vaga
ries of taste and accident. 

T W O  

The Old 丸1en

Longevity is an inconvenience for literary history. Poets can live on 
past their most crea包ve years characterized by poe包c 1nnova包on and 
achievement. Secure in 吐leir fame， such senior poets often remain un
touched by the new direc吐ons taken by younger poets. These old poets 
can join with othe主 figures of cultu主a1 powe主 to become a literary estab 
lishment， an enclosed world of often comp1acent celebrity. This mo民
or 1ess describes the circle of 唔唔 poets and politica1 fig叫es around 
Bai Juyi. In the case of Bai Juyi and his friends， it was a liter且可estab
lishment si凹ated in a re包rement commu也可， realized in sinecures in 
Luoyang， far from the hopes and perils of politica1 life in Chang'an or 
the wa吋erings of younger poets 100king for preferment. B但 Juyi en 

j戶oy阿c吋d such sem叫1-跎間削叩t包盯1江間f民c叮men
pub且lic lif，長e. He had 主emoved himse1f from more active public life by 
choic亡， but he celebrated his decision so frequently that it is hard not to 
feel that he“protested too much." 

There is a genuine charm in m叩y of the poems Bai Juyi wrote as an 
old man in Luoyang， but it is a charm出at can be sustained only by lim
iting one's reading to a few poems. In 1arge doses these poems become 
repe出ve， fac血， and selιabsorbed-and the a伊19 Bai Juyi wrote ve勾T
many poems indeed. Bai Juyi's spontaneity and ease were a cu1tivated 
sty1e， but in poet可these are precarious virtues. One can admire such 
poems， while at 吐le same time understanding why younger poets seem 
to have reacted against the sty1e. 

Poets were always coming and going in Chang'妞， where 白 白e 830S 
the dominant fashion seems to have been也e finely crafted regulated 
ve帥， centered around figures like Yao He 組dJia Dao. The 0也er ma
jor center of poe包c ac包vity was Luoyang. The 1atter was the Eastern 
Capital， with dilapidated palaces and a substan位al bureaucracy that had 
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very little to do. No emperor had visited Luoyang for as long as anyone 
could remember; 也is fact became something of a theme in the ci肘's
poet勾﹒ Since the succession was far from cer帥， positions in 也e
crown prince's establishment， the “Regency Office，" were already at 
some remove from the exercise of power， either in the present or in the 
叩包cipated future. However， posi包ons in the “Luoya時 assl伊ment" of 
出e crown prince's establishment were sinecures in the fullest sense; 
their incumbents were secure in the thought that a real crown prince 
would never ca11 upon their services. 

In the spring of 8力， at the beginning of Wenzong's reign， Bai Juyi 
completed his term as governor of Suzhou. The poet was called to the 
capital to serve as Director of the Imperial Library. In the spring of 828 
he moved up a step to Vice Jvlinister of J ustice﹒ Up t的o th趾is point in his ca 
reer丸， Ba泣i Ju叮yi 1吋 bee叩n v而er勾y ml
m 吐也le s叩pring of t由he fo11o 羽w机7述ing ye沱ear丸 ， a仗t his own r白equest， Ba泣i 可wa泌s t住ra征叩nsfer丘re吋d 
t的o tl由he pos仗t ofAdv叫ise臼rt昀o the Heir Apparent， “Luoyang assignment." 

The older as we11 as some of the younger holdovers of the Yuanhe 
generation were passing away. Around 827 Li Yi， a grand old man of let
ters and already a we11-known poet in the last quarter of the eighth cen
m句， passed aw叮; and around 830 Wang Jian and Zhang Ji died. More 
unexpectedly， on September 2， 8戶， Bai Juyi's dearest friend Yuan Zhen 
passed away at 也e relatively young age of 叮叮-three. Yuan Zhen had 
been considered， together with Bai， one of the leading poets of the 
Yuanhe generation， 也ough in his later years he became increasingly pre
occupied with political life and had become a powerful figure. By that 
point Bai had moved to the post of Metropolitan Governor (yin 尹) of 
Luoyang， a post that required some administrative involvement. 

Late in 831 or ear甘 832 Liu Yuxi， another su叮ivor of the genera包on
and a fe110w poet and close friend， stopped over in Luoyang on his way 
to assume his new post as governor of Suzhou， 也e post Bai himself 
had held just five years earlier﹒ Liu Yuxi was to 血1 the void left by Yuan 
Zhe的 de呦， becoming Bai J可i's closest poetic correspondent. In 出E
fo11owing year B缸， complai也ng of “illness，" resigned as Metropolitan 
Governor and resumed his old post as Adviser to the Heir Apparent. 
Liu Yuxi served out his term in Suzhou， and after passi月 through
other short stints as a p白色ctural governor， he arrived in Luoyang to 
take up Bai Juyi's post as Adviser to 由e Heir Apparent. Bai Juyi was 
elevated to the distinguished tit 
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known poet and friend， came to Luoyang to take Bai's earlier post as 
Me住opolitan Governo主﹒ Li Shen was to move on to 0出口 distinguished
poli吐cal posts， but Bai Juyi and Liu Yuxi would remain in Luoyang until 
their deaths， Liu dying in 842 and Bai in 846. 

These were all men in thei主 late fifl泣的， sixti凹， and (for Bai Juyi) sev 
enties .  All were famous and highly connected. Luoyang was on the 
most popular travel route from Chang'泊， and through it passed the 
eminent statesmen of the day， including 也e very senior Pei Du， Linghu 
Chu， and the dominant younger figures of current poli也cal life， includ
ing Niu Sengru and Li Deyu (though Li Deyu was reputed to have dis 
liked Bai Juyi and was much closer to Liu Yu祖) . Such fig世es would 
stop by on their way to take up new posts， banqueting and exchanging 
poems ì\甩出 the Luoyang poets; sometimes they would occupy Luoyang 
posts， which were effec口vely vacations or rus包ca包ons from th凹 still
active political careers. Bai's and Liu's companion pieces to poems by 
these 凹unent statesmen show that they were much more active poe位
ca11y than 仕的r surv1Vmg poems often seem to indicate. Despi自 由E
fierce political feuds of the d符， they represented a unified cultural 
community. Moreover， with the exception of Linghu Chu， who always 
had an eye for younger talent， they did not exchange many poems with 
the aspiring younger poets of the age. These younger poets sometimes 
came through Luoyang as we11 and would address poems to the senior 
statesmen or B也 Juyi (less often to Liu Yuxi) ; some位m自 由副主 poems
were acknowledged， but more often they were ignored 

Social and poetic relationships play a large role in Bai Juyi's poet句
也由19 from this period. This is 甘ue not only in poetry intended for so
cial occasions or explicitly sent to friends; ostensibly solita月T poetry， al 
ways concerned with the poet's selιrepresentation， was also wide句T dis
tributed in his c肛le (and always carefully copied into the 叮叮-growmg
manuscripts Bai was preparing) . Liu Yuxi's poetry composed during 
出1S period is overwhelmingly social， and his relationships with Bai and 
Linghu Chu stand at the center of his poe位c network.1 Other poets of 
the day speak of culling 仕途ir poems-often radica11y-fo主 the poetry 
co11ections that would preserve their work for posteri句﹒ Particularly in 

1. The case of Li Shen is more complex because we do not have 也e full range of his 
social poems. What we have is Reco泌的現gPast Travels 追昔遊 in three Juan with a preι 
ace dated 838; 1 discuss this later. 
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his later years， Bai Juyi seems to have included in his collection most of 
what he wrote. We do find companion pieces (primarily by Liu Yuxi) to 
Bai Ju抖's poems that no longer survive; considering the quality of some 
of Bai Juyi's pieces 也at do surviv弋 it is hard to believe that the exclu
sions were based on aesthetic grounds. 

When we read Bai Juyi's easygoing poems wrÍtten in Luoyang in 出E
early 830s-poems that not infrequently concerned concubines and 
singing 伊ls-we should remember that in Lt叫rang during 出s ve可
same period Du Mu wrote his famous ballad for Zhang Haohao (see 
pp. 272-74) and the young Li Shangyin wrote his densely difficult “Yan 
Terrace" poems (see pp. r80-8r) . Although Du Mu's ballad for Zhang 
Haohao derives in part from B組 Juyi's younger work in the narrative 
ballad， Du Mu and Li Shangyin represented very different worlds of 
poetry from that of Bai Juyi. Moreov口， these dis也lct poe包c communi
ties， located in the same city and active at the same tim亡， never seem to 
have crossed paths (apart from a few courteous exchange poems) . In 
other words， although the characteristic poetry of the Late Tang was 
taking shape nearby in the same ci句， Bai Juyi seems to have been com
pletely unaware of it. Li Sha時yin did meet Bai Juyi in Luoyang (proba
bly in 829-30) ， but Bai does not mention it.2 

It is difficult to imagine what Bai Juyi would have made of Li Shang
yin's “Yen Terrace" poems-though they seem to have lit a fire under 
也e Luoyang demimondaine whom Li generically calle吋d
Bra叩nch." It is not hard to imagine the existence of a community of 
young people in Luoyang who probably knew of Bai Juyi but had very 
different tastes in poet叮﹒ Du Mu seems to have shared something of 
his friend Li Kan's deep dislike of Bai Juyi's poe住y (see p. 277) .  In his 
famous “Epistle on Presenting My Poems" he implicitly but clear布 拉
包nguished his poe包c aims from the “familiar and common" style (xisu 
習 f谷) that would have instantly been associated with Bai.3 Li Shangyin 
did not personally comment on B泣's poe位y. Li paid his tribute to Du 

2. On this point see μu Xuekai 劉 學基皆 and Yu Shucheng 余 恕誠， μ Shangyin 抑n
biannian jiao之.hu 李 商 隱 文 編年校注 (Beijing: Zhonghua shu悶， 2002)，  voL 4， p. 1801; see 
also Xie Siwei 謝思 煒， “B也 Juyi yu Li Shangyin" 白 居 易 與 李 商 隱 ， in W組g Meng 
730-34. We must dismiss the 1凶a前te叮r 1峙egen吋d t出ha仗t B叫 Ju叮叩y戶i much adrrüred Li Shangy伊y抖7甩m
poe仗tr勾y and prose烏; see Liu Xueka剖1 e仗t aL (似2001) 25. 

3 .  Fanchu珈 山n;z 242 甘lat eve勾one could recogr吐ze Bai J uyi behind the “familiar 
and common" style was， of course， tacit recogni包on of B缸's fame 
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Fu， Han Yu， and Li He， but he never tried his hand at the dis也lCt1ve

style of Bai Juyi. We may presume that it was for Li Shangyin's maste可

of parallel prose that Bai Ju;戶's adopted heir called on him to write the 

tomb inscription， which men包ons Bai's literary fame in other countries 

and the size of his collection but provides no details about his achieve

ments as a poet. Yao He was old enough， sufficiently ' po且也cally

elevated， and poetically bland enough to enter the orbit of the grouP 

surrounding Bai J叩. 恤， apart from Yao 性， it is striking how com 

pletely divorced the older Bai Juyi and his friends were from other 

poets working at the time. 
Although the poems of Liu Yuxi and Li Shen have enough in com

mon Wl也 Bai Juyi to warrant their inclusion in the same chapter (com
monalities that in no small measure reflect Bai Ju抖's influenc吟， Bai Juyi 
was clearly the major poet. His poetry is unified by a set of 主ecurrent
concerns that in the a昆主egate lend a degree of depth to poems that can 
sometimes seem trivial on the surface. 

Bai戶'9Z

Any critical sUrvey of Bai Ju柯s poetrγ w也 disclose a sha中 div吐e be 

tween those who considered him one of the greatest of all poets and 

those who were ope址y hostile to his poe問 Such a division was al 

ready apparent in 也e runth century. \'{1e have already mentioned Li 

k妞's criticism (and will return to it) ; in Du Mu's account Li Kan 

wished for absolute poli包cal power simply to expunge Bai Juyi's insidi

ously popular poe佐y from the empire. La位te位主 in t也he runt出h cent凹ur叮y 
' 

S臼ikong Tu 司 空 圖 (侈83押7-908昀) de臼scα芷ibed Ba勾i and Yuan Zhen as “ove主

bearing in fo主民ce， ye仗t f(長ee出ble in [na阻ral] e凹ne位芷g白y [扭q伊Z扎 i址i垃ike dom凹11且leen血n

me位主chants in 也e marketplace."4 Tang writers tended to be relatively re 

strained in their criticism of othe主 poets， so these are strong words in

deed. In later c主iticism Bai Juyi was often used as a minat。可 case of the 

style the careless poet can fall into. Pi Rixiu 皮 日 休 (ca. 834-883) ， no 

less eminent than Sikong Tu， had only the highest praise for Bai. Zhang 

Wei's 張 為 Schematic of Masters and Followers Amo咆 the Poets 詩 人 主

4. Chen Y ouqin 陳 友琴， Ba.叫i I咖 shi 戶嗯J必hu h仰u抑�Z仰Z沙仰bi哼叩an 白 居 易 詩吉評干述 匯 鴿 〈但Bei吋呻ij恥Jm

Keαxu闆l記e chu吋1由ba姐nshe巴， 1吵95妳拘8句)， 1昀o. Alt出ho叩ug拉h Ba釘î's n且me 1拈s c∞O叩n昕ve凹n位t10na立H勾y p立缸rre吋d wi也 由2仗t of 

Yuan Zhe凹n吭1， 1此t 玖w肘 Ba沮i Juyi who was p也narily praised or condemned. 
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客 圖 places Bai Juyi at the head (“master") of his first category: “exten
sive and grand civilizing power" 廣 大教化. What we see here is no or 
dinary disagreement about the quality of a poet but rather extreme posi
包ons on either 訂de. No other Ta時 poet divided critics so sha中iy- Such
a split was a consequence of different understandings of what poetry 
was and should be. 

These general assessments of Bai Juyi's work were directed primarily 
at that body of his poet勾T written in the Yua址le Reign and immediately 
thereafter， particularly the “New Yueft?' and the two famous ballads 
However， we can see from passages cited by critics from the Song on
ward that Bai JU}仇 later poems were indeed read. The term that was 
applied to Bai Juyi's poetry was su 1谷， meaning “common，" “vulgar，" 
appealing to pop叫ar taste. In Bai Juyi's case this meant many things， 
from the actual pop叫arity of his famous narra包ve ballads (which were 
easy to understand but not particularly vernacul叫， to the rambling clar
ity of his longer personal poems in “old style" verse， to some of the 
poems of his old age that were a.距ressively su in many ways 

Roughly half of Bai Juyi's immense poetic oeuvre dates from the 
reigns of Wenzong and Wuzong; that 芯， from 827 onward.5  In 8力， 吐le
first year of the Taihe Reign， Bai Juyi， aged fifty-s丘， was already estab 
lished as a poet. To put 也is in perspective， Han Yu died at fifty-s眩，
耐心u Zongyuan， Yuan Zhen， Du Mu， and Li Shangyin (not to 
men包on Li He) all died at a younger age. It is fair to say that had Bai 
Juyi died at fif勾引耳， not only would his literary collection have been fa主
small缸， but his reputation and contribution to Chinese poe問T would 
have remained unchanged. We speak here only in literary-historical 
terms; in his later work Bai J uyi effectively invented a new poetry of old 
age and wrote some wonderful poems. At the same 也ne， he preserved 
too many poems， which collectively give the impression of carelessness 
and 主epetitiousness.G In part his style reflects a studied casualness; when 
he writes lines that are pu主e vernacular， there can be little doubt that it 
1S a conscious gestureJ Rather， this “carelessness" was the result of his 

5. Only a small number of poems from the last years of his life have survived. 
6. Not only do we find repe也包on among the later poems， but Bai wo叫d also redo 

earlier poems. For example， compare “Too Lazy to Be Able To" 慵 不 能 (z勾3z勾3勿37;欠; Zhu 
I巧50叮5) of 83戶o Wlt也h

7. See， e.g.， 也e last line of “A Question for the Y oung Man" 問 少 年 (Z4056; Zhu 
ZI88) ，  which is e芷plicitly framed as speech: 作小1王夫 得 了 且在.
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habit of writing so many poems over so many years that certain pat 
terns of verse seem to have come to him autom叫cally. Other poets 
wrote as succinctly as possible， whe主eas Bai Juyi did not hesitate to use 
unnecessa可 words and to add a second line when 出e point had already 
been made in the first line. 

B創 Juyi's facile style was a tQPic in Song critical disco凹se， but it was 
understood as a conscious choice. This was implied by the famous (and 
certainly apoc勾phal) anecdote that whenever Bai composed a poem， he 
would recite it to an old woman and change whatever she did not 
understand. In S hiren xuxie tl立s anecdote is coupled with a report by 
Zhang Lei 張 末 (I054-III4) that he had seen the drafts of several 
poems by Bai， and that these had been extensively revised.B Facility was 
obviously a selιconscious value in much， though not all， of Bai Juyi's 
poet可 throughout his career， and it is easy to believe that many of his 
earlier poems were carefully revised to achieve the fluent transparency 

that has made 也em memorable. However， a large number of the later 

poems have a roughness and redundancy that suggest a first draft. 
These poems were rarely anthologized or noted in “remarks on poetry" 

shihua 言守 話 . Such apparent haste goes hand in hand with Bai's growing 

interest in the quantity of his poet月T.
The poe問T of the last seventeen years of Bai Juyi's li長， wn仕en dur 

ing his residence in Luoyang， was the result of a decision that w訟， in its 

own w句， e叮ve主叮y bit a沁s r臼adic址 a彷s Tao Qi臼2詛n的1
P戶ub凶且c life. As was 出e case 明也 Tao Qian， justi有ring and celebrating 

that decision became a recurrent， alrnost obsessive topic in Bai Juyi's 

subsequent poe佐y. Bai Juyi could have played the role of Tao Qian， 

whom he greatly adrnired， were 丘 not fo主 one s位iking difference of 

which B公 was intensely aware. When Tao Qian decided to withdr跡，

he had to farm for himself; he had to constantly worry about his sur 

vival， and he some恤es faced near starvation. Tao Qian's decision was 

a radical one whose consequences were always a sou主ce of anxiety. 
B位 J知uy戶i ef:佐fective司

a幻s a c∞ou芷扛t official w刺1t由h a 3a 芷扭k， that 的， he was a Regency official in the 

top echelons of the imperial bureaucracy， wo自 由ε “gold and pu中丸"

8 . Wei Qingzhi 魏慶之， Shirenyu別 詩人玉 屑 (Shangh也: Gudian we血ue ch出an
she， I958)，  175. The anecdote and Zhang Lei's note are given 叫出 a comment by Hu 罰，
which 1 have not been able to locate in Tiaoxi y妙的 自建ghua﹒
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and was on inrimate terms with rninisters and senior statesmen. He 
didn't wind up on a ramshackle farm， worrying about how his bean 
crop was doing. He retired to a modest urban estate (with garden and 
pool) in the empi凹's second city， with sufficient savings， a considerable 
salary， and a dome臼st位ic esta站bl且isl址如t
longer rode t也hε political rolle叮r-coaster of Chang'冶'ar缸n見1， but he wa沁s no剖t Tao
Qian. He had to establish a new poe包c position for himself and his 
situation. He did so by means of a humorous twist on the old distinc 
tion between “greater" 組d “lesser" hermits: he was the 屯errnit in be 
tween" 中 隱 .

大 隱 住 朝 市
小 隱 入丘欒
丘勢太冷落
朝 市 太 囂 詮
不 如作 中 隱
隱 在 留 司 官
似 出 復似處
非 忙 亦 非 閑
不 勞 心 與 力
又 免飢與家
終歲且已"Ä"事
隨 月 有体錢
君若好登臨
城南 有秋 山
君若 愛透蕩
城求有春圈
君若欲一醉
時 出 赴賓廷
洛 中 多 君子
可 以 志歡言
君若欲 高 臥

白 居 易 ， 中 隱
Bai J呵， The Herrnit in Between9 

The greater herrnits stay in court and mark哎，
the lesser herrnits enter the cage of the hills . 10  
The cage of the hills is too cold and drea勾，
court and marl王et are too noisv. 1 1  
It's better to  be a herrnit in  between， 
herrnit in an au羽b叮 post
It resembles service as well as retirement， 
not too busy， not idle either. 
就吐出out taxing rnind or ener，釘，
I can also avoid hunger 祖d cold. 
No public duties all year long， 
but I get my salary every month 
If you like to go climbing for the view， 
there are autumn mountains south of the city. 
If you love wild excursions， 
出ere are spring gardens to the east. 
If you want to get drunk， 
you can go out often to par位es.
Wi也 the many good gentlemen of Luoyang 
you can talk merrily， 的 much as you please.  
And if you want to 主est in solitu缸，

9. 23223; Zhu 1493. See the discussion of this poem in Xiaoshan Yang's Meta.冊肘>jJho
sis of仰 Private 砂here: Gardens and 0抄c訂 的 Tang-S叩(g Poet:少 (Cambrid阱， M剖S . : Harvard 
University Asia Center， 2003) ， 38-39 

IO. The “cage of the hills" or "fenced-in area in 也e hills" was a Sou出ern Dynasties 
term for the place to which a recluse would w吐ldraw

II. As an example of repeti包on， see 244弱; Zhu 2483 

但自 深J奄 關

亦無車 馬 客

造 次 到 門 前
人生處一世
其道難 兩 仝
賤 即 苦來餒
貴 則 多 憂 患
唯此 中 隱 士
致 身 吉 且安
窮 通與 豐 約
正在四 者 問
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just hide deep behind barred gates. 
There are also no visitors in 品le coaches 
unexpectedly showing up at your door. 
A person lives only one li丘，
and you can't have the best of both worlds 
If poor， you suffer from cold and want， 
when rich， you have many troubles and cares. 
Gnly such an in-between hermit 
can bring himself peace and good luck 
Failure and success ，  opulence and straits
he is right in between these four. 
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Although old-style poems such as this one generally have more logically 
lucid exposi包ons than regulated poems， Bai Juyi can be par包cularly pel 
lucid. He is trying to make a space for himself between equally uncom
fortable alternatives-and the issue is indeed his personal comfo泣， put 
forward in explicit terms 出at have few precedents in the tradition. This 
was one of the problems of scholars from “poor fam山es" entering the 
bureaucracy: 由ey depended on their salaries for a comfortable life and 
could not， like officials from wealthier backgrounds， go into high
minded withdrawal from public life without jeopardizing not only their 
own livelihood but that of the often considerable domestic establish
ments 出ey had acq叫red. No Tang poet talks about his salary and his 
domestic establishment as much as Bai Juyi. No doubt many others 
were equally preoccupied with this subject， but Bai Juyi immortalized it 
in his verse and prose. 

As Bai Juyi well kn帥， court service was unstable. Apart from the af
termath of the Sweet Dew Incident of 83 5， few lost thei主 lives; but for a 
poet in his late fifties and sixties-one who liked his creature com 
forts-the prospect of being sent off to some remote prefecture in the 
far south because a friend or marriage relation fell from power was not 
an attractive one. The “Luoyang assignment" was 也us ideal. It was an 
escape that Bai had himself chosen; and he can be forgiven some gentle 
gloa由19 when those who mocked his choice were later packed off to 
the pestilential south in advanced old age. The following couplet 
probably refers to Li ZongDlin's exile to Chaozhou in 835: 1 2  

12 .  24042; Zhu 2176 
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今 日 憐君嶺南去

當 時 笑 我洛 中 來

The OldMen 

Today 1 pity you， 
going off south of the Al抖，

back then you laughed at me 
for coming to Luoyang. 

To enjoy such unencumbered economic security and leisure was one 
thing; to write about it was another﹒ The recurrent discourse of per 
sonal comforts and money was perhaps one aspect of his work that di 
vided Bai Juyi's readers. This was， according to one 討ew， 也e very es
sence of vulgarity (recall Sikong Tu's image of Bai as a "domineering 
merchant in the marketplace，" suggesting someone with power and 
mone的 . Bai J uyi's somewhat uncomfortable poetic genius derh吋 from
a certain social blindness :  he stood at the center of his universe; poeti
cally he often stepped back a few paces to contemplate and admire 
himself， to comment on his great good fortune. If， in old age as in 
you曲， he occasionally experienced embarrassment when encountering 
出e sufferings of people of lower social status， there was something pe
culiarly ego位stical and selιcongratulatory about it， not unlike the whiff 
of en可T we catch when he writes of those who are wealthie色的 As the 
“hermit in between，" he is always measuring where he is and comparing 
himself to others， either real people or speculative models . 

As many critics have observed since the Song， Bai Juyi likes to count 
things : he counts his age; how many years are left to him; how many 
years between the present and some moment in 出e past; how many 
創ngs he has; or， implicidy in 出e poem above， the advantages of his 
pOSl包on.14 He compares himself to those who are better and worse off. 
The chan伊g world is quantifiable， so that one knows one's gains and 
losses. It is important always to take stock. 

The Tang imperial system of bureaucratic and social rank was in 
tended to control the “place" of the elite by claiming a monopoly on 
social value. For such a system to function through the agency of the 

13. In “A Poem 1 Wrote on Being Stirred by a Newly Finished Fine SiTh: Padded 
Jacket" 新 制 綾 祺 成 惑 而 有 詠 (23826; Zhu 19日6) Bai does express the wi泊， 1n ve勾
consclOus l1111ta口on of Du Fu， to have a great cape to cover all Luoyang; but in Bai 
Ju抖's case， in striking contr阻t to Du Fu， it follows a vivid celebration of his personal 
comfort. See also “Year's End" 成 暮 (23863; Zhu 201的-

14. See Hong Mai's 洪 邁 (II23-I202) Ro�忍之bai su.仰 容 齋 隨 筆 for a dramatic list of 
lines on his age. See also Chen Y ouqin 陳友琴， BaiJuyi s-hipi喀'Sbu buibian 白 居 易 詩評

述 匯 編 (Beijing: Kexue chubans址， 1958)， n8 
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government一-rather than social value inhering in a person through 

birth-the government had to continually exercise its power over indi 

vidual members of the elite to add and subtract social value. The impe

rial government invested a great deal of wealth and energy in conferring 

rank and 包de and in constandy moving members of the bureaucracy， 

both between positions and geographically (far more frequently in this 

part of the ninth centurγ than in earlier eras) . Members of the bureau

cracy， m tu凹， sought to move “up，" and when they were demoted 

“down，" they sought to move back up. It was a system predicated on 

mob山句， realized through a currency of p主estige that was a government 

monopoly. And since income was a function of rank， rank-p主es包ge

could be linked to fmancial security for those who had no independent 

source of farnily wealth 
A system of social mobility through quantifiable val肘， even 0口 a re

stricted social scale， clearly has formal counterparts in early modern 
Europe. In the Song-partic叫arly in the Southern Song-a commercial 
culture would develop in compe位世on with and woven into the rank
salary struc脂民 of value that remained a government monopoly. In the 
Tang， howeve主， 也e restriction of merchants and the contempt in which 
they were held was perhaps a function of the recognition that this rep
resented a structu主e of value 也at might compete with 吐le ve句一 basis of 
the central government's social power 

Although we can see in prose， 的 anecdotes， and in history that rela

tions of social “value" and mobility were cen世al concerns of the Tang 

elite， this was generally hidden in poet可 or expressed through sanc

tioned tropes， such as 也e desire for someone (of higher standing 

and power) to recognize one's worth or the plea for preferment. The 

“poe世c" wo主ld generally involved a circumscribed range of sentiments 

and a physical world made up of things possessing a poe包c aura. Such a 

version of the "poetic" had its own social function as an alternative to 

the hierarchy of social value that was so much a visible part of the Tang 

world. Circles of poets often ignored differences in social hierarchy. 

Although he had withdrawn from 出e precarious mobility of high 0ι 
ficialdom， of all Tang poets Bai Juyi most fully internalized that social 
structure of value and brought it to 也e surface-in the sense of always 
tallying up what he possessed and comparing 也at with what others had. 
Like Tao Qian before him， he claimed to be satisfied wi出 what he 
had. Yet he “had" so much more of ev的thing-ranl笠， 抖的， friends， 
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poems， sala句， and possessions-that rus claims of satisfaction take on a 
very different tone. 

Bai Juyi often celebrates both utilitarian and ornamental domestic 
objects that were not part of the usual repertoire of "poetic" trungs 
treated by other poets. The way in wruch he poe吐cally fi岱lres his rela 
tion to these things is often of considerable interest. 

白 居 易 ， 別 曳帳火爐
Baí Juyí， Parting from My Felt Curtaín a出 Brazíer1 5

憶 昨 臘 月 天 1 recall recently ín late winter weailier 
北風三尺雪 ilie north wind and three feet of snow. 
年老 不 禁 寒 Getting old， 1 couldn't stop feeling cold， 
夜長安可徹 how was 1 to get ilirough the long nights? 
賴有 青龍帳 Luckily 1 had a g伊芷E臼en felt c凹u肛urt此ta祖l垃血I且1

風前 白 張設 I h凶un嗯g l此t u叩p a咚g伊伊a釗削ms泣t t也h巴 wm吋d.
復此紅火爐 Also iliere was this red brazier 
雪 中 相 暖 熱 that warmed me up ín ilie snow. 
如濤、入淵水 1 was like a fish diving into deep water， 
似兔藏i家大 like a rabbit hiding deep in his hole. 
婉軟蟄鱗緣 Tender 叩d gen缸， the winteríng scales revive， 
溫激凍肌活 poached ín  warmth， frozen flesh revitalized. 
方安陰慘 夕 But ilien those dark and gloomy eveníngs 
遠 變 陽 和 節 changed ínstantly to a tínIe o f  balmy light. 
無奈時候還 It's the seasons movíng inevitably on一
豈 是 恩 情絕 of course my affection has not ceased. 
正主簾逐 日 卷 The fr四y curtain is rolled up with the days， 
香爐隨灰滅 the ashes die in the frag主ant brazier. 
離恨屬 三春 Parti嗯's p也n belong芳 to spríngtínIe， 
佳 翔 在 十 月 our trγst w也 be ín 也e tenili month. 
但令此 身 健 I f  only this body stays healt旬，
不 作 多 時 刻 we will not be parted for long. 

Hidden behind trus ninth-cen囚ry poem is the famous fan poem attrib
uted to Lady Ban， in wruch the fan-figured as or a figure for the 
harem favorite-worries about being "put away" when the cool au 
tumn wind com白， when passion slackens. Bai J可i's domestic obj ects 
protect rum from the cold but likewise suffer rejec包on， in trus case 
when warm weather comes .  

15 .  23189; Zhu 1455 . 
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In this now domestic drama between a person and rus obj凹的， Bai 
Juyi has placed himself at the center as the spe伽 and the person with 
the powe主 to give or withhold fav凹， wruch is value. He humanizes rus 
ob閃閃 giving them eyes to look at 恤n with desire: they want to be 
used and valued. His drama of ownership is one in wruch his own 
pleasure in use and possession is displaced into inanimate things that 
look upon rum with a desire to be possessed and cared for. He does， 
however， want to be benevolent. 

He begins in personal discomfort， and his comfort is provided for. 
。:Zecall the rhetoric of imper叫 “anxiety，" the sovereign's discomfort 
that sends arrnies out to co叫uer places and restore the imperial sense 
of well-being.) However， in contrast to the fan poem， in wruch gra包
tude is desired but not expected by the f:妞， Bai Juyi is generously grate
ful. When the season comes to put away the instruments of rus comfo代
he assures them that 出ey are not being rejected; they w也 o吋 exper1-
ence a brief period of separa位on， after which they will be received again 
with equal love. Bai Juyi's enduring concern for rus body and health re
turns as a final qualificatio位 of rus reassurances: if the object-as-lover 
wants to be reunited with the beloved B泣， it must hope for B羽毛 con
tinuing good heal吐1. From sruveri嗯 helples sness Bai has humorous甘
empowered himself. 

The fig肛e addressed in Lady B妞's poem， the person who has the 
power to give or withhold fav凹， is the emperor. The poet has written 
rumself into this imperial role among his household possessions. They 
are rus harem or rus officials， who gain or lose value tl芷ough his favor 
and his need. 

We have here an econornics of variable value granted by favor of a 
central authority in recogni吐on of utility. To this a second system of 
value should be added， a system of capital 也at touches on the first  sys
tem in various ways . Ye 業 is perhaps best 甘anslated as "capital" in 
a broad sense-whether financial， scholarly， cultural， or karrnic. It is 
something one can inherit， accumulat巴， and pass on. Property， bureau 
m包c and religious m剖， and learni月 can be understood trus way 

At the beginning of We血ong's rei伊 B也 had been called to the capi
tal to become Director of the Imperial Libra月， (rank 3b) . For the fi主st
time in rus life he received the “gold [seal] and purple [sas吋 ，" the mark 
of a rugh court officer. This was，  as the poet wro仗， “glory in trus age." 
If he had had sons who had lived， they could have inherited office by 
yin privileg亡， a fact about wruch he remarked elsewhere. But 由e capital 
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of “name" that might have gone to rus descendents in the ma1e line was 
wasted. Later， when a son died in infancy， here is how he ended a poem 
to Yuan Zhen and Cui Xuanliang:“ 

文 章 十 扶 官 三 品 Ten cases of wri阻1侈，
an office of 做 出ird rank一

身 後傳誰庇廢誰 to whom will I pass the one on after my dea血，
who will get the yin privilege? 

The yin privileg巴， rus capita1 accumu1ated through 10ng . service in the 
bureaucracy， was wasted. His writings， as a quan包fiab1e 1egacy， wou1d 
go somewhere and bear rus name， even if not to a descendent in 也c
male line﹒ If he wrote一or saved一個o many poems it was rus cha咖
產 業 ， the "capita1 produced，" the “inheritance" for the future﹒ A more 
conventiona1 cha哩ye wou1d be quanti且ab1e; rus poetic production be
came that. In rus numerous prefaces and 1etters from trus period he is 
a1ways counting how many poems he has produced and how many 
have been added to the current store. It is as if instead of working at 
accumulating capita1 of goods and prestige for rus descendents (who 
wou1d bear rus “name after rus death") ， he is accumu1a包ng poems for 
that “name." 

白 居 易 ， 初授秘監并賜金 紫 間 吟 小 酌 偶 寫 所懷
Bai J uyi， On First Being Appointed Director of the Pa1ace Library and on 
Being Granted the “Gold and Purple，" a Leisurely Verse on Drinking a 

Little， at Which I Chance to Describe What Is on My Mind17 

紫袍新秘監 A purple gown， new Library Director， 
白 首 舊 書 生 wh旭it臼巳-h釗r臼ed， a fi必orme位r stωuden仗t
鬢 雪 人 問 壽 Snow 証仗t m吋y t能emp1es臼s， old a喀ge a虹lOng mo叫s，
腰金世土榮 g伊01崎d a仗t my waist， glory in this age. 
子孫無可念 Nothi月 to brood on about descenden俗，
產 黨 不 能 營 no busying myself wi由 providing inheritan白，
酒 引 眼前與 Ale brings elation to my eyes， 
詩 留 身 後 名 poems will p民叮叮e my name after my death. 
間 傾三數酌 Idly I pour myse1f a few cups 
醉詠十餘聲 and drunk sing out a dozen lines. 
便是義 皇 代 Even i f  it is the age o f  a sage-king， 
先 從 心 太 平 one should fJXst set the heart at peace. 

16. 238r6; Zhu 1978. 
17. 2347月 Zhu r7日
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A few years 1ater he “set rus  heart a t  peace" in the “Luoyang assign

ment，" but he 主etained a strong sense of rus literary oeuvre as a physica1 
and quantifiab1e capita1 that would be passed on. His bookcase resem 
bled nothing so much as a miser's chest. 

白 居 易 ， 題文 象 櫃
Bai Juyi， On the Cabinet for My Literary Collection18 

破柏作書櫃 I broke up cypress to make a book cabin仗，
櫃 牢 柏復堅 the cabinet sturdy and the cypress strong. 
收時誰家 象 Whose collection is stored there? 
題云 白 樂 天 the hea也19 says “B但 Letian."
我 生 曹 文 字 My lifetime's capita1 is in wri包ng
自 幼及老年 from childhood on to old age﹒ 
前後七 十 卷 Seven可 scrolls from beginning to end， 
小大三于篇 in size， three thousand pieces. 
誠知終散失 I know well that at  1ast they w山 be scattered， 
未忍遲棄捐 but I cannot bear to rashly throw them away 
自 開 自 鎖 閉 I open it up， I lock it 包ght，
置 在書惟前 p1acing i t  by  my study cu扯到n.
身是鄧伯道 I am childless  Deng Y ou， 
世無王 仲 宣 and there is no Wang Can in this age.19 
只應分付女 I can only entrust it to my daughter 
留 與 外 孫傳 to  keep and pass on to my grandchild. 

Though translated as a noun， the “capl叫" of the fifl也 line，戶， is used as 

a verb here， 100s冉 translated as “to build capital" or “to build a leg 

acy." It is literally insc出ed 吶th rus “name." It is quantified and-most 

interesting-is 10cked up when the poet is not using it. The fatalistic 

recogm包on that it w也 be scattered someday could temporarily be coun

tered by a son who would inherit both the accumulated cultural capital 

and the name. In Bai J可i's case trus capita1 will have to go ζ'out，" wai 
(the untrans1atab1e qualifie主 of the grandchild in the final line， who is on 

the "distaff" si缸， “outside" the main line of the family as a result of 

having a different surname) . 

r8. 239巧; Zhu 2072. Se自e the dis氏cus臼S1扣on in Ch且st.ωophe位主 Nugε凹nt，
Poe恤世y in Ta缸ang Dynast句y C趾na" (♂Ph.D. di凹 ， Harvard University， 2004)， 254�55. 

旬 在的 probably refers to the anecdote of the famous literary man Cao Y ong 蔡 皂
meet1ng 出e adolescent Wang Can; Cao was so impressed wi由 就Tang Ca的 talent 也at
he immediately thought he should give the young man aIl his books. Sm醉。 毛bi 597 
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Bai J可i's passion for counting and measuring overflows his spiritual 
economy of value: it becomes a form of representing the world 叩d
goes hand in hand with his poetic loquacity. The true Bai Juyi of the 
830S and 840S does not appear fully in the handful of poems commonly 
anthologized or translated but rather in the sea of verse in which these 
better-known poems 且oat.

白 居 易 ， 答 崔 賓 客 晦叔十二 月 四 日 見 寄 (來 篇 云， 共 4目 呼 喚醉歸來)
Bai Juyi， Answering the Poem Sent by Tutor Cui Huishu [Xuanliang] on the 

Fourth Day of the Twelfth Month (The poem he sent had the line 
“Let us call to each other to go back drunk")2o 

今歲 日 餘二 十 六 The days that remain i日 the p主esent year 

來 歲 年登 六 十二

尚 不 能 憂 眼 下 身

因 何更 算人 間 事

居 士 忘 姿默默坐

先 生枕翅昏 昏 睡

平 晚 相 從歸醉鄉

醉 鄉 去此無 多 地

are twenty-s眩，
next year's rich harvest 

也e age of s血ty-two
Still 1 cannot wor可 about

trus body that 1 see， 
why should 1 calculate any more 

affairs in the morta1 world? 
Trus recluse has forgotten the fish-trap 

and sits silently，21 
you， s匠， p山ow your head on mash 

and sleep in a stupor. 
Sooner or later we w山 go together 

back to the Land of Drunkenness一
from here to the Land of Drunkenness 

is not very far. 

Some of the points mentioned earlier should be apparent here﹒ an 
eight-line poem performs three calculations (11. 1， 立， 8) ， and in 出e fourth 
line the poet invokes calculation by refusing t。 “calculat亡 " Bai J uyi is 
always reckoning his years and time; probably 0叫y he would have no
ticed the inverse symmetry of 26 and 62. 

The loquaciousness of the above poem-despite the po仗's claims to 
have “forgotten the fish-trap" of language-is of a very special sort. 
The apoc可phal anecdote in which Bai 主evised his poetry to make it 
understood by an old woman undoubted恃 grew out of the recognition 

20 月193; Zhu 1461 
21. Recall Zh uang泣's parable of language: when you get the fish， you forget the fish 

也ap; when you get the meaning， you forget words . 
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出at Bai JUyi'S poet主y w前 可社ely comprehen也le aurally. This comment 

芷eqw主es some nuance. Middle Chinese of the Tang had many more 
phonemes than modern Mandarin; thus， there was less potential ambi
g叫ty in recognizing both individual words and compounds. If we 芷江
ognize “poetic Chinese" 在s a special idiolect with its own habitual situa 
t10肘， grammatical patter肘， and lexicon， then most Tang poet叮 was
comprehensible aurally by those fully familiar with the idiolect. Al
though Bai Juyi kept the formal constraints of “poetic Chinese，" he 
preferred a low-register lexicon that made it accessible to a wider audi
ence. If standard poetic Chinese prefe丘ed hua hong 花 缸， “the red of 
flowers，" Bai J uyi would write hong hω 品工 花， “red flowers ." Apart from 
a few compounds that involve allusions 草祉芷叩O也C臼all句y u缸lu吋ldi嗯 “呵f品or唔ge仗吋t仗t包ln

t出he 且sh也咀t仕芷a呼p'鬥') ， Bai Juyi's entire poem above i s  made up  of  very simple 
compounds and compound phrases. This worked best in the long line 
(which remained the dorninant form of oral popular poetry from the 
Tang through the twentieth century) . 

Bai Ju戶 was q也te capable of wri包ng compl缸， erudite verse一

出ough he had dif五culty sustaining 也ε “high style" throughout a poem. 

He was predisposed to write the kind of poem cited above， of which he 

was fully conscious. The poem is carele叫 but it is self-consciou冉T so; it 

is a style “marked" as su 俗 (the "common，" the “lüw，" 吐le 可op叫arf，

也e “vernac址缸") .22 In his old age he wrote far less about the art of po 

etry than he did in his earlier poet勾 (al也ough he continually spoke of 

composing poems) . We have some texts 主eflecting on 由巴 cha超ghe 唱 和

form， in which poets “matched" poems by friends . But perhaps 也c

most si伊Eαnt piece for his later view on poetics can be found in an 

828 poem and preface fo主 the monk Daozong， whose Buddhist poet勾

is written for the salvation of souls rather than “for the sake of poe位于"

不 為詩 而 作.23 He praises Daozong's poet可 for its formal pe主fec包O丘

叩d clarity of exposi包on: “No error in a single tone， / four lines in or

ganized sequence" 一 者 無 差 剔 ， 四 句 有 詮次 . He praises how Dao 

zong “lets his words go freely in a relaxed mann缸， / drifting off and 

leaving [the art of] the written word" 從 容 忍 語 言 ， 嫖 姆 離 文 字 The

22. Here 口ne might CQn位ast Du Fu， famous for his use of vernacular ph且ses ill 

poet可入 1n Du Fu's works 出e vernacular and high “poetic" are easily integrated rathe主
than articulated ag但丘st one ano出口，

23 . 23180; Zhu 1445. 
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descrip包on perfectly describes Bai ]uyi's own poet勾-though without 
Daozong's religious purpose. 

B勾 ]u抖 further favorably conttasts Daozo月's kind of Buddhist 
poet可 with the works of the poet-monks of the late eighth centu句，
masters of re學llated verse in the short line， who did indeed write “for 
the sake of poetry." Bai ]u抖 was in Chang'an when he composed 
出is poem， and he can hardly have been unaware of the popularity of 
主egulated-verse masters such as ]ia Dao and Yao He， poets who clea主ly
much admired those very poet-monks who wrote “for the sake of 
poetry." 

What we see here in the second quarter of the ninth cen囚叮 is the first 
stirring of an opposition of high and low registers as a type of stylistic 
choice戶 The poetics of the “low style，" su， had profound consequences 
in Chinese poet勾T. By foregrounding ease and immediacy in composi 
tion， the poetics of the "low style" contributed negatively to the “high 
style，" which increasingly celebrated the 世aces of effort and time spent in 
composition. As we shall see in the next chapt仗， this was the poe位cs of 
“bi仕er chanting" or “painstaking composition，" 的ytn 苦吟.

The dynamics of re伊ter set in motion went far beyond two groups 
of poets with different values. Kuyin in regulated verse was ve可 much
也e art of the parallel couplet， and these poets would often frame their 
“high style" couplets with a closing couplet (and occasionally an open
ing couplet) in a “low" regist凹， often ve叮 vernacular and reminiscent 
of Bai ]uyi. Such inte中lay between high and low register passages be 
came an essential part of the poetics of song lyric (ci 詞) . In embt}叫l1C
form the emergence of a “low" or vernacular aesthetic led to the oppo
sition between it and 由c “classical" or “poetic" that was to play such 
an important role in later literary cùlture 

Bai ]u抖's adoption and cultivation of a low poetic 主egiste主 was not a 
neuttal act but rather a stylistic instantiation of a set of values that are 
thematically reiterated throughout his poetry， especially his later poet勾
As the poet often says， he is doing what suits him and following his 

24. Earlier poe臼 had sometimes engaged in inclividual play on register. Beginning in 
the late eighth centu可 there was a publicly recognized opposi包on between registers as
sociated with 出e “ancient，" gu 古， and the “modern." τbe “ancient" style， howev泣，
c1aimed an aura of ethical value， lacking in Bai Juyi's “10'"戶

，
style. The “poetic" 曰

“high" style was very much in 也e lineage of the “modern" 的 the opposi包on between 
"ancient" and “modern." 
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叫ture. He acts on wrum and responds to situations spontaneously. In 
sho哎， in Bai ]uyi the low 呵ster is part of the claim of the "natu叫n
and it 閃阻rerr扛ma

t佐主adi泣on.
A claim about behaving “naturally" or composing poet句 “naturally"

is very different from simply “being natu主al." From a broad perspecuve 
it would be hard to argue that a human being is ever capable of not be 
im， “natural." A claim about behaving naturally is based on an idea of 
what the “na阻止

，
叫 for such a person 出c “nah叫" has c臼er凶n a泣t盯t此也E白i

bu耽1玟te臼5司 it is a value and thus something to be desired. It is negatively de
fined against some state or behavior-usually social-conceived as 
somehow “unnatural，" cons甘但也ng or violating the self. In its essential 
negativity the “natural" must break out of cons世a1仗 lt must appear 
against something else .  It is confirmed only in being seen from the out 
品e. (After all， how can one know one is "behaving na山ral1y" without 
recogniz 月 it from the perspective of an 血a學伊ned a泣此lter叫

Ba位i ]t叮1巧矽中y抖7址i and many poet臼S t出ha仗t f，臼üllowe吐d in rus lineage巳 had a geniu凶S lnn 
plC凹ring t也hems仗el廿ve臼s. The poet sees himself as he must look. Indeed， 
from his earlier poetry Bai ]uyi possessed a rema主kable ability to plcture 
叫 imagine himself as the object of the per呻包on of others . The fol 
lowi月 poem， from 也e Luoyang pe主iod， captures one of Bai ]uyl'S 
characteristically humorous domestic momen凶， ending with the poet's 
witty observation， which is also an observation of self. 

放 盃 書 格上
枕臂 火爐前
老 愛 尋 思 事
慵 多 取次眠
妻教卸 烏帽
去年與展青種
便是屏風樣
何 勞 畫 古 賢

白 居 易 ， 偽眠
Bai Juyi， Falling Asleep by  Chance25 

1 set down my cup on the desk， 
rest my head on my arm befo自 由e burning stove. 
O姐， 1 am fond of tl也1站且g back on 吐血1軒，
lazy， 1 often fall asleep at random 凹nes.
My wife makes me take off my black cap， 
也e maid sp主eads a green blanket on me. 
Exactly the pose you see on a screen!-
why bo也er to paint ancient worthies? 

To writ紀e a poem about nodding off， you have to be a\N屯λ

t趾he poe的 -…叫叫a公拉ke至述cefulness is the result of his loving but officious house
hold-his wife making rum remove his hat (or remo叩g it herself) and 

25 . 23487; Zhu I725 
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the maid covering him with a blanket. To fall asleep this way is indeed 
“natural，" but clearly from another perspective， provided by 也e women
of the household， it is all too natural and needs to be done the "right" 
way. What is， of cour仗， striking about the poem is that once the person 
dozing is properly attired (or unattired) ， he is no longer the sleeper 
but the outer eyes seeing himself as a sleeper. In precise terms it is a 
ya1忽 樣， translated as “pose，" but also a “fashion" or “manner." He sees 
himself as a figure in a screen pain吐ng， and in this pose he obviates the 
need for ac凹al paintings . 

The representation of being seen occurs often in Bai Juyi's poems， 
particularly in the closing section. In some cases it is less seen than lis 
tened to . 

里巷 多 通水
林 園 盡 不 為
私 身 為 外 戶
;也 面 是 中 庭
元 氏詩三枝
陳 家 酒 一瓶
醉來狂發詠
鄰女映 籬聽

白 居 易 ， 偶吟
Bai Juyi， Chanting by Chance26 

Much water is passi日g through the ward lanes， 
none of the groves and gardens are barred. 
The pine tree is my outer door， 
my courtyard is the surface of a pool. 
Three cases of Yuan Zhen's poems， 
a bottle of Mr. Chen's ale. 
When 1 get drunk， 1 sing out wildly， 
a neighbor girl listens， half hidden by the hedge 

Bai J uyi gives us a flooded c吋， in which everyone is 叩parently isolated 
and the poet is kept at home and barred from his usual excursions . 
What remain to him are the two things most commonly put in parallel 
positions (as here) in party poems: “poems" and "ale" (conveniently， a 
level tone balancing a deflected tone) . Inaccessible friends in Luoyang 
are replaced by the poems of a more remote friend， Yuan Zhen. Left to 
his own devices， the poet recites the poems ‘'wildly，" 的al忽 1王， heedless  
of normal restraint. His heedlessness is ，  howev缸， heeded and he heeds 
仕le person heeding his heedlessness .  There is a characteristic sa包sfac
tion in no包ng the neighbor girl “half hidden by the hedg亡，" listening to 
him and no doubt thinking: “what a crazy old man!" 

Kuang is used often in Bai Juyi's poetry to describe the poet's recita
包on or behavior. It is an interes包ng term in that it al主eady inc。可orates
an outside perspec位ve. Perfectly “natural" and spontaneous behavio主

26. 23 674; Zhu 1887. 
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would have no outside from which to recognize itself: the poet who 
knows he is 走Ua1哲 is already picturing himself in relation to some other 
standard. 

To picture oneself is one thing; to be pictured by another is quite 
another. One of Bai Juyi's finest poems， w芷江ten in 810 when he was at 
the height of his poetic powers， consists of a playful contemplation of 
his own portrait 

我貌不 自 識
李放 寫 我 真
靜觀神與骨

合是 山 中 人
蒲 柳 質 易 朽
康鹿心難馴
何事 赤 屏上
五年為侍 臣
況 多 剛 狷 性
難與世 同 塵
不 惟 非 貴 相
但 恐 生 禍 因
宜 當 早 罷 去
收取雲 泉 身

白 居 易 ， 自 題 寫 真 (時 為 翰林學 士)
Bai Juyi， On My Portrait (at the 也ne

1 was a Hanlin Academician)27 

1 didn't recognize my own face， 
li Fang painted my portrait true. 
Calmly 1 observe the spirit and the bone 

structure: 
this must be some man of the mountains. 
Willow wood and rushes easily rot aw月1
the heart of a deer is not to be tamed 
Why then in the court'日 red pavements 
have 1 served in attendance for five vears� 
Worse still， this nature so hard and blunt 
cannot share 也e dirt of the world. 
Not only not a face with signs of nobili句，
1 fear only it will be ilie cause of misfortune. 
Best then to quit and go as soon as 1 can， 
to take away 吐吐s body of clouds and streams. 

Here Bai Juyi wittily plays the role of the physiognomist， reading his na 
ture in his por世ait. He pretends to discover his “real，" “natural" self in 
the process， a self that does not belong in the court role in "扭ch he is 
represented. We know that 吐吐s is play， that his “discovery" is what he 
already knows about himself; and yet the poe包c move h巴 makes is a 
significant one， seeing himself from the outside in order to discover 
what is “true" or “genuine，" zhen 真 ， the term for portraitur亡， mkTbtn
寫 真 ， “depicting 也e true."  

In 8句， when still Vice Director of the Board of Punishments in 
Chang'an， Bai Juyi saw that same portrait again-and perhaps remem 
bered his old poem. 

27. 21968; Zhu 311.  
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李 放 寫 我 真
寫 來二 十 載
莫 問 真 何如
畫 亦 銷光彩

朱顏與 玄 鬢
日 夜玖復玖
無愛貌遠非

The OldMen 

白 居 易 ， 感 舊 寫 真
Bai J uyi， Moved by an Old PO主trait28

Li Fang painted my por位ait true， 
since he painted 此， twenty years have gone 旬，
Don't ask how the true ori♂nal looks， 
the p勾nting has also lost its gloss 
Rosy complexion and dark locks of hair 
change and keep changing day and night. 
Sigh not that the face is suddenly not what 

lt was-
且喜 身 猶在 just be glad 出at the body is still here﹒ 

Bai J uyi begins with an 間ct quotation from his 叫er poem， but the 
"true" quality of the portrait has become complicated. In place of 
physiognomy 吐叫 r臼ds unchanging nature， the poet now reads aging. 
Even though he tells us not to ask about the “仕ue [original] ，" zhe月， 也e
use of “also" lets us know that the “世ue" has changed， like the por世alt
itself. Still， 也e painting and its original have parted company: 由e p也吟
ing may have lost its gloss， but it still has traces of the "rosy complex
ion and dark locks of hair" that are gone from the original-an 0主iginal
that had not yet taken the playful advice of 8ro to get out of office. 

Although here the once-legible body has simply become the survivin玄
body， Bai Juyi's fascina由n with 耽pping outside himself and taking a 
snapshot of himself exerted a profound influence on the tradition; from 
the Southern Song on， there is a familiar type of quatrain in which 
由e poet pictures himself in the last line﹒ Here is Bai Juyi in a quatrain 
from 838 .  

一條.J'F杖懸龜桂

雙 角 兵 童控烏拉T

晚 入 泉城誰識我

28 .  23219 ;  Zhu 1491 
29 . 24255; Zhu 2359 

白 居 易 ， 泉城晚歸
Bai Juyi， Returning Late in the Day 

in the East of the City29 
A single staff of Qiong bamboo， 

a tortoiseshell mug suspended， 
a Wu servant lad with a pa虹 of tufts 

leads the horse's bit. 
Late 1 enter the east of the ci句，

who recognizes me?一
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短靴低帽 白 蕉 衫 short boots， a low hat， 
a tunic of white plantain fiber 

It is a gaffer's fashion show， and we know this gaffer is a bibulous poet 
from his outfit. It is， in effect， iconography inviting pain位時， legible 
even when portraiture that captures the “true" appearance fails to ac
count for a changing body. Such a vignette of self-portrayal， involving 
not the features of the face but visible markers of a “可pe，" would itself 
become a poe包c “句pe" later in the tradition. 

鬚 白 面 微其工
聽聽半醉 中
百年隨手過
萬 事轉頭 空
臥疾瘦居士
行歌狂老弱
仍 聞 好事者
將我畫屏風

白 居 易 ， 自 詠
Bai Juyi， On Myself30 

Whiskers white， the face faintly red， 
in a 包psy， half-drunken state. 
Life's hundred years pass in a snap， 
ten thousand cares gone in the nod of a head 
Lying sick， a gaunt man in retireme肘，
gOlng Sln伊19， a wild old man. 
And 1 heard that some who a主e interested 
have p也nted me on sc主eens .

Bai Juyi's theatrical “na白白lness" is， to his credit， only one aspect of his 
later poetry-though a very large one. He could also be unc阻ously po
lit巴， celebrate the austerities of Chan， and lament fam.ily and friends. In 
addition， he could also laugh at himself. 

Bai Ju抖 was lffimens句 fond of his Luoyang ho帥， his Taihu rock， 
his cran白， his gard凹， his comfortable clothes and blankets， his small 
pleasures .  Sometimes he let 出ings go， always celebrating his act of re
nunciation in a poem. One of his favorite things was the skiff he 
had transported to Luoyang from Suzhou， after he 面立shed his te主m as 
governor there. It served him well on his li吐e pond. Bai was usually 
cheerful-or tried to be-when facing old 喀巴， though the topic 主ecurs
with such frequency that we can see it was always on his mind. In 839 
he had a s世oke that left him partially paralyzed in one leg. As any 
householder knows， constant vi戶nce is necessary; otherwise things 
break down. After he became somewhat mobile aga血， he went out into 
his garden and su叮叮ed the scene: 

30. 24259; Zhu 2362. 
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白 居 易 ， 感 綜 州 舊 紡
Bai Juyi， Stirred b y  My Old Skiff from Suzhou31 

畫 梁 朽折紅 窗 破 My painted beams have decayed and snapped， 
the red window is broken， 

1 stand alone beside my pool 
looking all day long 

The skiff that 1 kept 
from Suzhou is rotten， 

then how should not 出is body of mine 
be wasting away? 

Like his portrait and his body， his “things" also deteriorate﹒ His attach
ment to Buddhism was sincere and seems to have deepened in his later 
years . We might leave Bai Juyi by reca血ng a poem of 845， the year be 
fore hIS death. The old SEnsualist clings to attachmEnts and calls back 
pleasures in memory， even as he claims to let them go. 

獨 立 池邊盡 日 看

守 得誰 州 船妨爛

此 身 爭合 不 衰殘

白 居 易 ， 齋居春 久 感 事遣懷
Bai Juyi， Living in Abstention Spring Lasts Long; Stirred， 

1 Get Things off My Chest32 
齋戒 坐 三 句
笙 歌發 四 鄰

月 明 停 酒 夜
眼 間 看花人
賴 學 空 為觀
深 知念是塵
猶 思 開 吉吾 笑
未 忘 舊 交親
久作龍 門 主
多 為 兔苑賓
水嬉歌盡 日
雪 宴 燭通晨
事 事 皆 過 分

1 have st的Ted in abstention for thirty days 
as song and piping emerge from all the 

neighborhood. 
Moon bright on nights 1 have q也t drinking， 
the eyes dim of the one who looked at flowers. 
Luckily 1 study Void for my viewpoi仗，
and well understand that Thought is dust 
Still 1 think of idle chatter and laughter 
and have never forgotten my old friends. 
Long 1 was master at Dragongate，33 
and often have been a guest in Rabbit Park. 34 
Sporting on the wat口， song lasted all day; 
feas值19 1ll snow， candles burned until dawn. 
In everything 1 exceeded the measure， 

3I. 243IO; Zhu 2399 
32. 24506; Zhu 2561 . 
33 . Dragongate was the western side of Fragrant Mountain， Xiangshan， near whose 

temple Bai had a retreat. 
34. This w晶 晶e p缸k of 出e Prince of Liang， in the Western Han， and stands for a 

patron of poets 
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時時 自 問 身
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Interlude 

To single out the dis包nctive concerns of a poet like Bai Juyi is to over 

look a significant amount of purely social verse， which was rarely read 

even though it was the cu主rency of the network in which someone with 

a reputation as a poet maintained his social connec包ons. For exampl亡，

any notable public event in the life of a highly placed friend or ac

qu也tance called for a poem一just as we might write a note or se吋 a

card in modern times .  Each common social si凹ation had a set of topics 

由此 sho叫d or could be addressed with poe吐c grace， but an established 

poet would be expected to provide at least one fine couplet to display 

his skill. Without delving too deeply into this mo缸， we might consider 

Just one poem. 
In the spring of 832 Linghu Chu was transferred from a command in 

the east to become Regent， Me佐opolitan Governor， and military com

missioner in Taiyuan， 出e Northern CapitaL We might recall that it was 

this same spring that Li Ting， a general with a long history of distin 

guished service-and one humiliating defeat-was given command of 

出e Wuning army， headquartered in Xuzhou， and declined the appoint 

ment on the grounds of 山 health， after the Wuning army ate one of his 

subordinates .35 The army at Taiyuan was less troublesome， and Linghu 

Chu had a special affection for 吐吐s city where his father had served as 

administrator. It is said that the locals had a reciprocal affection for 

Linghu Chu. 
When someone of Li帆 Ch的 sta囚re was given such a post， con

grat吐ations， usually in the form of poems， would come from his 

friends in the official world. From Suzhou Liu Yuxi sent “Lord Minis 

ter μnghu Transfers His Command from Tianping to Taiyuan﹒ Extend 

ing My Congratulations in a Poem" 令狐 相 去 白 天 平 移鎮太 原 以詩

中 賀 ， concludi嗯 grandly with a comp叩son of Linghu Chu to Wang 

Shang of the Han:36 

35 . ZiZhi tongjian 7879 

36. 19029 . After Wang Sha日g's bearing intimidated the Shanyu of the Xiongnu， 也E

emperor excl回med that he was a “世ue Minister of the Han." 
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夷 落遙知 真 漢 相

爭來屈膝看儀形

The OldMen 

Far away the barbarian tribes 
know a tme Minister of the Han 

and compete to come on bended knee 
to behold his depor恤ent.

Ba叭yi， L峭u C臼h叭 叫n咄t臼忱c位芷P伊仰附位削rt a部s R峙E唔g伊c叩叫nt in t白he Eas衍蚓s仗t阿c叮叩的f口rn C句叩蚓
t 1  扯吋s own c∞ongr芷a仗tula世on肘1芯S 111 t也he form of a pa衍r白1喀g poem.

六 蠢 雙挂 萬 鐵衣

並 扮 舊路;為光輝

青 衫 書 記何年去

紅祿將軍 昨 日 歸

詩作 馬蹄隨筆走

1鼠甜 鷹 翅伴航 飛

北 都 其 作 多 時 計

再 為 蒼 生 入 紫微

白 居 易 ， 送令狐 相 立;赴太 原
Bai ]u抖， Seeing Off Lord 孔位nister Linghu， 

Who 1s Setting Off for Taiyuan37 
Six pennants， paired banners 

ten thousand suits of armor， 
the former road of Bing and Fen 

fills with radiance. 
A clerk in blue student gown， 

what year did you leave? 
now a general with red streamers 

you recently re臼rned.
1n poems you make the horse's hooves 

speed along with 由e bm泊，
hunting， you intoxicate the hawk's wings， 

D
句ng toge出er with dr此i吟 horns.

0 日ot make long-term plans 
to stay in the Northern Caoital

for the 叫ce of the people once again 
enter the Purple Precincts 

Such poe中s possess a distinct quali可 of social ritual: they contain a 
SEflcs of tOPICE that must be mmt1oncd m a rougHY PEEdetefmIned of
der. T

訂
恥he咒 e pa拭f哎 t叫的 of t由h叭e s叮i叫io叫

of B弘a吋
?一age t的o r臼epresen

址
t Li啥hu Cαhu'叭u's pres 包啥ge i叭ra祖n叫 Vo叮y羽啥嘲a啥愕g♂1呵I

lmpo伽n凹t prov111cαu叫al pos仗t w鈞 politi肛ca址1 t由he臼at跎er: t也he in缸noα印u叫1立I吋I
伽el wi 已 b凶岫a紅組nne
w吶it由h t配he imp仰O 此rta阻nc臼e and na囚r臼e of 忱 P抖os仗t. S仙inc臼e T

口
aivu凡甩ua缸阻n was w吭he倪f跎E 

Ling拉hu Chu s削ed out as a much-admired young g叫uate， Bai could 
not resist the couplet contrasting the young student with the mature Re
gent. Finally， a parting poem begs for a conclusion expressing the hope 

37. 23627; Zhu I864. 
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也at 由e person lea社ng w由 主eturn soon. Bai Juyi nicely twists that con

vention into a gracious compliment， asking that， “for the sake of the 

people，" Linghu Chu return soon to Chang'an and the imperial palace.38 

This 1臼ves Bai Juyi only one couplet (the third) t。 由monst肌 his

prowess as one of the empire's best-known senior poets. Generals enter

tain themselves by galloping in the hunt; literary men (and civil officials) 

entertain themselves by writing poe佐y and drinking. Linghu Chu com

bines the virtues of a m出tary man (a military commissioner) and a liter 

arily inclined civil servant. When someone with poetic talent writes， his 

brush “speeds，" as do his hor呵's hooves .  At a drinking party the goblets 

are said to “fly，" as does the hunting hawk， metaphorically intoxicated by 

the hunt. In its peculiar way the third couplet combines all these elements 

while maintaining perfect parallelism. The ingenui句， however， fills one 

of the requirements of such poems: it must somehow refer to the post 

(or， in 也is case， the m叫tiple posts) that the incumbent is to assume. 

Linghu Chu would have written back to both Bai and L帆 either

sepa主ately or jointly. Linghu Chu's response does not survi，弋 though

we do have a poem from Linghu Chu to both Bai and Liu， responding 

to poems they wrote earlier when he assumed command of the 

Xuanwu army.39 

Liu Yuxi 

劉 禹 錫， 寓 興
Liu Yuxi， Figurative (second of tv.叫的

世途 多 禮數

鵬鸚各逍遙
何事 陶 彭 澤
拋 官 為 折腰

The world's ways have many different customs :  

peng bird and sparrow each roam free 

\Xlhy， 也en， did Tao Qian of Pengze 
drop his post because he had to bow low? 

Although Liu Yuxi has， in the past half cen四句， become known and 

approved for his irnitations of Southern folksongs (and fo主 his youthful 

political affiliation with the Wang Shuwen government of 805) ，  these 

3日 The choice of words often has a weight of association that borders on 泣lusion

but does not rise to explicit allusion. To choose the phrase ca.呵gsheng 蒼 生 for “the peo

ple" recalls S hishuo 泊吵u XXV.26 where Gao Song hopes 也e great statesman Xie An 

w過 g1Ve up 主C世ement and come to the capital for the sake of “the people" (ca呵gshe�歧，

! 39. I7712 
40. I9 I76; Qu (I989) )60. 
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hardly represent his poetic oeuvre as a whole and do not capture the 
poet in his later years . Like Bai 抖抖， a chronological overview of his 
works reveals that about half his poems were composed beginning 
in Wenzong's reign. Yet the numerous modern anthologies of Liu's 
poetry tend to represent that prolific period of his career v.吐h only a 
few poems， often seemingly chosen out of a sense of embarrassment 
about leaving his last years in silence. Far more than for Bai Juyi， Liu 
Yuxi's later poetry was producedin response to his extensive social 
network. More often 由an not， Liu is responding to the poems of oth
ers ; when not responding， he is sending a poem hoping for a response. 
This is not necessarily a bad thing， but Liu was often corresponding 
m出 men who were both politically powerful and poetically mediocre. 
Many of his poems are responses to those of senior statesmen， such as 
Pei Du and Linghu Chu， and somewhat younger men at the height of 
their power， such as Li Deyu and Niu Sengru; the sut\加ing poems of 
Pei Du and Linghu Chu set a level of banality that Liu Yuxi matches， 
with an added touch of se叮山ty. Liu was obviously prominent-even 
more so than Bai-as an exchange poet， but one can or吐y sympa由ize
with Wenzong's silence at 也e prospect of Liu Yuxi as one of his specu
lative Academicians of Poet可

Liu Yuxi has a few justly famous poems， but the same is true of 
many other contemporary poets who were less fortunate in the eyes of 
literary history. He was more fortunate than he deserved， 的 Zhang Hu，
the striking counterexampl亡， 、.vas 1ess fortunate. 

A significant propor位on of Tang poe叮 was sent to friends or in an可
swer to poems sent by friends. In this period we begin to find many 
collections of such poet句， called “Song and Response Collections" 
(changhe jI 唱 和 集 ) ， circulating independently in the groups of senior 
poets around Bai Juyi. Liu Yuxi participated with three men in such co1 
1ections : the Pengyang Song and Response Co泌的on 彭 陽 唱 和 集 with Ling 
hu Chu; a collect叫1 with Li Deyu; and collections with Bai Juyi. Only a 
modest number of Li嗯hu Chu's poems survive. Judging 1:叫h from 
出ose extant poems and the poems Liu Yuxi wrote in response to 
Lìnghu Chu， this was no great 10ss  的"la時 poet可 In the poems ex
changed between Bai Juyi and Liu Yuxi， however， most of the sets are 
still extant. A10ng with the poems exchanged between Bai Juyi and 
Yuan Zhen， these  are our best examples of how e芷change poetry 
worked. 
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B也 Juyi's greatest poetic gift was invent叫1， and 盯en if Bai's inven 
tive powers declined somewhat in his old ag亡， his poems still provided 
interesting topics on which Liu cou1d base his responses ﹒ Even when 
Liu writes fir哎， Bai J uyi overwhelms him. Bai is always himself: he can 
be spiritually “vernacular" in strict form 

白 居 易 ， 南 園 試 小 樂
Bai Juyi， Put臼ng o日 a Small Musical Performance 

in My South Garden41 

小 園 班耳支花初發

新樂錚從教欲成

紅 莘 紫 房 皆 手植

蒼頭 碧 玉 盡 家 生

高 調 管 色 吹銀字

慢挽歌詞 唱 清 城

不飲一 杯聽 一 曲

將何安 慰 老 心 情

A riot o f  color in my small garden， 
the flowers begin to bloom， 

the clang and blare of new music 
almost fully learned 

The red stamens and purple calyces 
all planted by my own hand， 

my servant “Sapphires，"42 
all born in my own household. 

The colors of the pipes tuned high， 
they blow the “silver word"戶

song lyrics slowly drawn out 
的 they sing ζ可ei Ci守 "

If you don't 也ink a cup wl由 me
叩d listen to a tune， 

how will this old man's feelings 
ever be consoled? 

Bai Juyi claims to contro1 his domestic spectacle in a pec叫lar con)unc
包on of disorderly disp1ay and ownership . It is the theater of domesti 
cally circumscribed excess .  Everything that he wants to show is “his -" 
This is Tang sodal display in a new key， and it seeks someone to recog 
nize it. Liu Yuxi gives Bai what he wants 

41. 23 59月 Zhu r821 . 

42. Sapphire was a famous singer 佇lural in the t間 because Ba趾乳剋i boa鈞甜5泣ts a 且umb加e位芷

in his s記er丸VIC
servants. 

43 - This is a pipe with an inscription in silver inlay. 
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劉 禹 錫， 和 樂 天 南 園 試 小 樂
Liu Yuxi， A Companion Piece for Letian法 “Putting on a 

Small Musical Performance in My South Garden叫4

問 步 南 園 煙 雨 晴 Walking calmly in the southern garden 
the rnisty rain clears， 

遙 聞 絲 竹 出 牆聲 from afar I hear the strings and piping 
come out over the walls. 

欲拋 丹 筆 三 川 去 About to give up the red brush 
and go off to Three Rivers，45 

先教清 商 一 部成 he  first has a performance learned 
血 也e clear Shang mode. 

花木手栽偏 有興 Floweri時 間的 planted by his hand 
are par包cularly inspiring， 

歌詞 自 作 別 生 ，情 song lyrics he wrote himself 

多 才 遇景 皆 能詠

當 日 人傳滿鳳城

have a distinct mood. 
When one of great talent encounters a scene 

he can always make a vers巴，
and this very day people will pass it 

all 也芷ough Phoeni:x City.46 

The third line dates the poem to the spring of 8月， just before Bai Juyi 
left Chang'an to take up his Luoyang post. The poem is， in effect， an 
extended compliment， praising various elements raised in Bai's poem. 
The music passing over the wa1ls recapitulates from an outside perspec
tive Bai's description of the musicians practicing in his garden. He men
tions Bai Juyi's new office， the “Luoya11g assignment." He praises the 
effects of Bai as gardener and lyricist. Fina1ly， he praises Bai's poem it
self， whose quality is such that it will be repeated and passed through
out the capital in the course of the day. 

In his old age Bai Juyi was often a poet of the senses . In the preced 
ing poem he could see the analogy between the riotous display of col
ors in the flowers and music being practiced for his little performance. 
No earlier poet wrote so affectionately of his comfortable， soft clothes 

44. r8998 ; Qu (r989) ro86 
45 . Bai Juyi is about to give up the "red brush" for dr臼af1“ti呵 CωO叫I盯ict

on the Board of Pun血ishm丘me口凹nt臼s 阻d tωo take up a pos仗t a站s Advise世芷 tωo the He祖e白1立r Appare叩nt 1n 
Luoya缸ng

46. Chang'妞，
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and blankets . He appreciated 出e warmth where the sunlight touched 

his body or the developing bouquet of steeping tea. 

白 居 易 ， 問 臥寄 劉 同 州、|
B以 Ju抖， Res凶g at Lei日ure: to Liu of Tongzhou47 

軟耨短屏風
昏 昏 醉臥 請
鼻香茶熟後
腰暖 日 陽 中
伴老琴長在
迎春酒 不 空
可憐 悶 氣味
唯欠與君同

A soft quilt， a short folding screen， 
an old man lying in a drunken daze﹒ 
After tea is steeped， sweet smell in the nose， 
in the sunlight my rnidsection warm. 
Old age's companion， a zither ever here， 
to welcome spring， the ale is not drunk up. 
Yet too bad， fo主 the flavor of leisure 
lacks only being together with you 

The poem essentially celebrates how good 也e poet feels . In order to 

fully enjoy his pleasures， Bai likes to display them to others . He there 

fore sends 出e poem to his frie叫 here as elsewhere tacking 。一 a polite 

note in the last couplet， saying， in effect: “1 just wish you were here μ 

In contrast to Bai J呵's celebration of what lies close at ha叫 in his 

answering poem Liu Yuxi thinks of effects : the tea serves a purpose; ale 

is not simply meant to “welcome spring" but to w。此 together with 

herbal medicine﹒ The 吐lÍrd couplet 1S a “poetic" one， not unlike those 

of the contempora可 regulated-verse masters; Liu Yuxi could easily 

have written it at some oth位 也ne and dropped it in here to show off. 

劉 禹 錫， 酬 樂 天 向 臥 見 寄
Liu Yuxi， Answering Le包an's “Resting At Leisure"4日

教誕向 陽 自民
將 開 敵地仙
詩情茶劫 爽
蔡 力 酒 能 宣
風碎竹 間 日
露 明 :也底天
同 年未 同 隱
緣 欠 買 山 錢

Blissfully conte肘， you lie facing the sun， 
in leisu民 主ivaling an Ïtnmortal on earth 
Tea aids the briskness of poetic feelings， 
且le can b也19 out the effect of medicines .  
Wi日d shatters 也e sunlight arnid bamboo， 
dew brightens the skies at the pool's bo吐om.
Alike in a悍， but not alike in re包rement
all because I lack money t。 “buy a mount但n."

Bai ]uyi is the selιproclaimed “hermit in between" who still draws a 
comfor的le 叫的 Liu has chosen to read B也 ]uyi's polite “1 '.\0.sh you 

47. 2412r; Zhu 2242. 
48 . r8870; Qu (r989) 山1
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?一e here" 前 least semise 的1 吋 The d缸c阻恤e to “ b川u叮叮y a moun昀1
nZ1ng a certain attitude toward retirement in its original Shishuo xi吵M
context， had become in the Tang simply a way to refer to the savings 
needed to retire in comfort. L凹， 也e prefectural governor with serious 
duties， seems to be reminding his friend that not everyone can enjoy 
such leisure 

Liu Yuxi γas indeed the same age as Bai Ju抖， but he seemed always 
to be following the more famous poet: Bai had been governor of 
Suzhou， and Liu was given the same position; later Liu received Bai 
j叩's post as Adviser to the Heir Appare哎， Luoya時 assignment， as Bai 
was moved up to Junior Mentor﹒ The coincidence in offices was some 
how appropriate fo主 L叫 who w份 “followi咚" Bai Juyi's poetic lead in 
other ways. 

The 的lpulse to write a “companion piece，" 的 which a prior poem 
provides some direc包on， is nicely demonstrated in the followinε 
poem， sent from the c叩ital to Bai J uyi in Luoyang and Yuan Zhen 出
Zhedong. 

劉 禹 錫， 月 夜憶 樂 天 兼 寄微之
Liu Yuxi， Moonlit Night， Recalling Letian and Sent to Weizhi As Well49 

今 宵 帝 城 月 The moon tonight in the imperial ci句，
一 草 雪 相 似 in my gaze it is like the snow. 
遙 想 洛 陽 城 1 imagine far off there in Luoyang 
清 光正如此 its clear rays are exactly like this. 
知君 當 此 夕 And 1 know that you， Weizhi， this evening 
亦 草 鏡湖水 are also gazing into Mirror Lake's waters 
展轉 相 憶 ，� This heart， recalling you， tosses and tur肘，
月 明 于 萬 里 the moon is bright for thousands of leagues 

This is， of cour況， a hidden “companion piece" to another poem of the 
same title from a different era 

今夜那 州 月
閩 中 只 獨 看

49. r8648; Qu (r989) IIII 
50. I0974; Qiu 309 . 

杜 甫 ， 月 夜
Du Fu， Moonlit NightSO 
The moon tonight in Fuzhou 
she just watches alone in her chamber. 

遙憐小 兒女
未解憶長安
香 霧 雲 髮 濕
;青輝玉臂寒
何時倚虛幌
雙照淚痕乾

The Old Men 

1 am moved by my children far off there 
who don't yet know to recall Chang'an 
Fragrant fog， her coils of hair damp， 
its clear glow， her jade-white arms are cold 
When will we lean at the empty window， 
doubly lit， the 佐証cks of our tears d昕

73 

The epigon亡's poem stands with some embarrassment beside the origi 
nal. Du Fu's domestic imagination is redeployed to Liu's circle of 
friends， with Liu placing himself in Du Fu's part in Chang'an. All three 
are at this moment gazing at the moonlight， which is either figured as 
snow 0主 reflected in 孔也rror Lake's waters . In place of Du Fu's children， 
who are too young to be troubled by memories of Chang'an and their 
fatl間， Liu Yuxi gives us L∞yang in moonlight in the second couplet. 
Significantly， he does not indicate that Bai Juyi there is gazing at the 
moon. In place of Du Fu's gazing wife in the moonlight， in the third 
couplet Liu puts Yuan Zhen， who is gazing. Absent is Du Fu's vision of 
a future reunion; there is only Liu's longing and the moonlight that 
spans the distances of separation. 

Bai Juyi lived on after his greatest poetic achievements and 由副主 era had 
passed. Qnly ra主ely， however， do we catch him looking down upon the 
present generation and longing for the good old days . Liu Yuxi， by con 
trast， was often no叫哥c. Nostalgia for the “old music" was sometlûng 
of a poe包c commonplace， 0且e that seems to have appealed to Liu. 

唱得涼 "、| 意 外聲

舊 人唯數米嘉 是

近來時世輕先 輩

好 系 主 鬚 事 後 生

劉 禹 錫 ， 與歌者米 嘉 榮
Liu Y間， For the Singer Mi JiarongS1 

For singing the unbelievable notes 
of Liangzhou 

of forme主 people only Mi Jiarong 
is worth considering. 

Recently our age belittles 
the previous generation

best to dye your whiskers 
to serve younger men 

5I. 19270; Qu (1989) 783. TI吐S qua位ain has many v姐姐ts. 1 have followed the text 
given in Qu. 1 have treated Mi as if it were a surname; the name is clearly Central Asian 
and may be the aural representa包on of a single name. 
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This piece is probably from 8 泊 ， 可w訓7足hi吐ich is some凹1羽w耳叮7h旭a前t e臼a位rli巨ie叮r than the pe令咱i
哼
于
村

d i
叩
n which we吋be伊伊1 tωo fmd a仗t叫cs 0∞n t加he Yu組he 吋e. Mi J戶ia衍aror叩19艾叫 m 訂s m勾早ng ‘“'Lia叩ng阱Z品hou" 加伽ne of the then-lost border prefi的lr間 ，

whose music would evoke lost Tang gl。可 in 828) 的 certainly not the 
Yuanhe style， but Liu's comment in the third line of the quatrain is a 
broader judgment than mere mu叫 taste. The numerous variants of 
tnts poem suggest lts popularity， and this is the kind of poem that 
might easily have made its way into the palace and perhaps reached the 
凹的 or eym of thc twmty『YEM old， hEavily bcafded tmpctor. To SEarch 
for the precise reasons for Wenzong's apparent dislike of Liu Yuxi as a 
p。于 is futile， but μu Yu姐 generously supplies several possib山ties

1ìs a young man， Liu Yuxi had participated in the Wang Shuwen 
government during 也e brief reign of Shunzong in 805 .  Whether this 
was a retorm movement， a virtual coup d'etat， or a little of both， mem 
bers of 伽t government were sent of旺f in叫tωo long-t能erm εxil址世e whe加b咒阻…cα…n X詛i扭
zong assumed the throne at the end of 80叮5 . In 8I5 Liu was briefly back 
in the capital， 0叫Y to be sent off to the distant provinces again. Only in 
the early years of Wenzong's reign did he serve again in the capital. 
Apart from the short period in 8巧， Liu Yuxi had been away from 
Chang'an for well over 凹的 decades . In 80亨， aged thirty-four， he had 
been a bright young star on an upward career pa由; back in Chang' an in 
828，  aged fifty-seven， he had little hope of reaching the highest echelons 
of government. Some nostalgia wω understa吋able， and heari啥 也E
old musicians obviously touched him deeply. 

二十餘年 剎 帝 京

重 聞 天 樂 不勝情

舊人唯有何戳在

史 與殷勤 唱 清城

劉 禹 錫， 與歌者何戳
Liu Yuxi， For the Singer He Kan52 

Parted from the emperor's capital 
for more than twenty years， 

hearing again Heaven's music 
lS emotion 1 cannot bear. 

Of those 1 once knew only 
He Kan remains 

and once again he does his best to sing 
“那lei City" for me. 

We cannot d付 出is poem with precision， but “Wei City" was a parting 
song， and it is temp包ng to place 吐吐s 1ate in 8戶， when Liu Yuxi was 

52. 19283 ; Qu (1989) 786 
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again sent out to be a prefec山ral governor-though this time of 
Suzhou， one of the most desirable prefectures .  The pain at hearing the 

old music performed by one of the old singers also suggests that this 
might have occurred not 10峙 的er his return to 也e capital. 

The old music conjured up the end of the long Zhenyuan Reign， 

when Liu was a successfu1 young man with a promising career. 

曾 隨織女渡 天河

記得雲 間 第 一歌

休唱 負 元供奉 曲

當 時 朝 士 已 無 多

劉禹錫， 聽舊 宮 中 紫人穆氏 唱歌
Liu Yuxi， Listening to  the Former Palace 

Musician Mu Sing a Song53 
Y ou used to accomp叩y the Weaver Woman 

fording 吐le River of Stars， 
and recall the finest song of all 

from up there in the clouds 
Sing no more those songs for the Emperor 

of the Zhenyuan Reign 
the court of且cials of those times 

are not many anymore 

One of Liu's most famous poems touches on such a sense of a life 
somehow missed， a life that could have been fully realized only in 
Chang'an. Liu Yuxi is only the recurrent visitor. 

劉 禹 錫， 再遊玄都觀 (并 引)
Liu Y間， Again Visiting Xuandu Lodge (wi出 preface)54

余 負 元二十 一 年 為 屯 田 員 外 郎 ， 時此觀未有花. 是歲 出 牧達 州 ， 尋貶朗 州、l
司 馬 居 十 年， 召 至 京 師， 人人皆 言， 有道士 手植仙桃， ì為觀如紅霞， 遂有
前篇以 志 一 時之事 . 旋又 出 牧， 今 十 有 四 年， 復為主客郎 中 . 重遊 玄 都觀，
蕩 然無復一樹， 唯 兔 葵 燕 麥 動 搖於春風耳 因 再題二十 八 字 ， 以 俟後遊，
時大和二年三 月 .
In the twenty-first year of the Zhenyuan Rei伊 (805) ， 1 was Vice Director of 
the State Farms Bu主eau. At that time there were as yet no flowers at the 1ρdge. 
That year 1 went out to govern Lianzhou and soon was baníshed to the post of 
Assistant in Langzhou. After staying there ten years ， 1 was summoned to 也E
capital. Everyone said that a Daoist master had planted 立nmortal peaches that 
且led the lodge like red clouds . In consequence 1 wrote a piece to commem。一
位te 出e moment. Soon 1 was once again sent out to govern a prefecture; and 
now， fourteen years later， 1 am back as Director of the Bureau of Recep位ons.

53 .  19272; Qu (1989) 784 
54 句話9; Qu (1989) 703. 
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Again 1 visited Xuandu Lod阱， and it was swept bare， without a single 仕ee left可
There was notrung but rabbit mallow and wild wheat waving in the spring 
breeze﹒ Thus 1 wrote another poem of twenty-eight syllables in anticipa臼on of 
some later visit. At the present it is the 出rd month of the second year of the 
Taihe Reign. 

百款 中 庭 半 是 苔

初t花 淨 盡 菜 花 開

種桃道 士歸何處

前度劉 郎 今 又 來

In the hundred-acre courtyard 
half is moss， 

peach blossoms have been cleansed aw的，
wild vegetables are blooming. 

The Daoist master who planted the peaches， 
where has he gone?← 

young master Liu of the previous times 
today comes 0日ce agaln. 

Lat忽 郎 ， “young master，" was not q叫te appropriate for the vice clirec
tor of a bureau in his mid-trurties in 805; it has a comic clissonance for 
the aging poet in the Taihe Reign. The ironic poetic game Liu Yuxi is 
playing is that he has not changed， but the “immortal" world of the 
magic peaches has come and gone.55 

Not insignificantly， the moment of splendor that came and vanished 
during Liu Yu泣's 10日g absences from the capital was in the Yuanhe 
Reign of Xianzong， witnessed by Liu only for a few months in 815 .  It 
was a glory seen only in passing; and berund the wit and pathos， there is 
nostalgia. One phrase， usually unnoticed， mitigates the nostalgia: the 
quatraln 1S wntten “in anticipation of some later visit ." The poet an包C1
pates being sent out to the provinces again-as indeed he was-a丘d re 
turning. Y oung master Liu will check to see if the peach blossoms have 
returned. We have no record that they clid return. 

Li Shen and “Recollecti咆 Past Travels )} 

Li Shen was an exact contemporary of Bai Juyi and Liu Yuxi， dying in 
846， the same year as Bai J uyi. He passed the j仰hi examination in 806， 
the first year of the Yuanhe Reign， and belonged to that generation of 
poets .  Little remains of rus work from the Yuanhe era， though he does 

55 . The poem also plays on the well-known story of Liu Chen and Ruan Zha口， who
met two goddess口 on Mount Tiantai among the peach blossoms， stayed with them 
awhile， and then left. When they returned， they could not find the grotto of peach blos 
soms agru日.
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make an appearance at a very important moment. At the end of “Ying

ying's Story" 鶯 鶯 傳 by Yuan Zhen， the speaker “Zhang" approached 

Li Shen， who then wrote a companion piece entitled "Yingying's Song" 
鷺 鶯 歌 to go with the prose sto主y. This was clearly a na芷缸rat間一ba址lla吋d 
V而er臼s釷SlO的on叫， 1且ike B沮 J抖u叮y抖F丹j's “S臼on啥1喀g of Lμas叩包n啥g B血it肘t臼c主rn配le臼ss" 長恨歌 Lμi S恤hen'
ballad d也oe臼s no叫t S叩u趴m甩ve lntacαt歹 but pieces were preserv吐 solÍle in the 

Jin “Account of the Western Chamber in All Modes" 西 廂 記諸 宮 調 ，

by Scholar Dong 董 解 元 . A few of his other poems that have been 

preserved suggest that Li Shen was once ve月! much a poet of the 

Yuanhe generation 
Li Shen's modest place in the hist。可 of Tang poetry is due to a pe

culiar and unprecedented collection of poems that clid survive， with a 

preface dated to 838 .  This collection was en包tled Reco泌的.ng Past Travels 

追昔道 in three juan. Some of the poems were composed on the occa

sions they descri恤， but most were written retrospectively in 838 or 

slightly earlier， covering rus life between 820 and 836.56 In the preface Li 

Shen gives a succinct account of rus life and career. The poems， ar 

ranged chronologically， are supplied with copious internal notes ex 

plaining whatever ci主cumstances might be obscure to a later reader. The 

preface ends: “There are 出ings that concern me in the phrases， and 

the inspiration arose from resen位nent; 也凹， the words are 丘ot all of the 

same order， sometimes obscure and sometimes ob叮ous; 也可 are noth 

ing more than hope for someone who truly understands (Zhfy叫 1n

some future time" 詞 有 所懷， 興 生 於 怨 ， 故 或 隱 或 顯， 不 常 其 言 ， 冀

知音於異 時 而 已 57

Yuan Zhen seems to have been the first to actively compile his own 

collected works， 咱也 explanatory materials (in the form of prefaces or 

56. A few of the poems in this collection have prefaces e芷plicitlv stating that 出e\

were composed on the occasion they desc主ibe and 也at 也e au出or has included (“com 

piled" bian 編) them in the collection. In the preface to the series entitled “On 出e Day 

I Finished My Term at Shouyang" 壽 陽 罷 郡 日 ， he justi且es such inclusion by saying 

出at the poerns 位 “no different from recollection" 與追懷 不 殊 (\Vang Xuanbo 37) 

Many poems are explicitly or irnplicitly rnarked as memo句; the explicit notation that a 

poem was composed on the occasion rεpresented suggests 出at 出e majority of the rε

m組ning poems are also retrospective， 出ough not marked as such. The poems in the 

last part of the collectio且， closer in 包me to the compila位on of the collection， were most 

likely compiled close to the occasions they describe 

57. Wang Xuanbo I57 
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letters) ， at a relatively young age in the 81OS.58  Bai ]uyi (along with oth
ers in his circle) continued and extended the practic巴， wt1位19 his own 
prefaces for the 叮叮 expanding versions .  As Bai ]可i's collection grew 
in his later years， the poems added were arranged more or less chrono
logically， though they were sometimes divided between regulated and 
nonregulated groupS . 59 In short， Bai's collection was the proto句pe of 
the poetic diary. Li She日's Reco!lecting Past Trave!s 芯， by comparison" the 
prot。可pe of poetic autobiography. We do not know how much Li 
Shen wrote in the years covered by R的泌的'ng Past Travels， but it seems 
likely that， in contrast to Bai ]u抖， his efforts in poetic composi位on were 
sporadic. He co址d not sinlply arrange exis位ng poems in chronological 
order; when he had a past poem representing some significant moment， 
he included it. Rather， Li Shen is supplementing an a叩ppare凹ntly sketchy 
poe吐C 芷ec∞ord of hi必s life s訂ince 820 with t出he poems t出ha前t heν6“、'sho叫d ha盯ve
written. Indeed， Recollec，力慰 Past Travels looks ve可 much like an attempt 
to retrospectively construct a “poetic life，" a chronological oeuvre that 
looked like Bai J叮i's oeuvre. 

The use of poetry to chronologically “document" a life was an im
portant new way of thinking about poetry. We see here the ancestor of 
a long tradition of scholarship that painstakingly tries to date every 
Pgem in a poet's work and arrange each chronologically wi也in a collec 
tion. In the Song Dynasty Du Fu became the central figure whose po
etic oeuvre was read this w呵， but that form of reading can be traced 
back to the group around Bai ]uyi. 

Li Shen's unique act is part of a larger interest in making poetry col 
lections to publicize， preserve， and document. In many ways the spread 
of exchange collections marks a shift in attitude from considering such 

poems as ephemera that might be preserved in a poet's literary remains 
to the publicized documentation of a long-term litera主y relationship. 

58 ，  Since we know that various versions of c'e討ain autho白
，

works (as opposed to 
individual pieces or small “samplings") circulated during their lifetime even in 出c
eighth centu句， 出e practice was， on some level， older. What generally distinguishes 出e
ninth-century practice is the care and public的 given to the act of self-editing. There ar巴，
of course， exceptions， such as Yuan Ji巴's 元 結 collection， \\社1 its 767 preface， 

59 . Most collections of Tang poet叮 have been lost， and those that have survived 
probably do not reflect their original form， Poems may have circulated in rough 
chronological sequence 明白in generic divisions before Bai ] u抖， but from what survives 
Bai repr臼ents the strong目t model of chronology as a principle of organiza包on，
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Exchan 

Ba釗i and Li叫u Yux氾i were already in cα1 芷此cu叫1址la t包i on in 833  可when Li叫u Yu芷划1 r記e-

C臼eived the f，臼ollowing let仕te位r f企主叩om Linghu Chu: 

Mr. Bai， the governor of Three Rivers [LuoyangJ compiled the poems sent and answers 

received between you and bim. He w凹pped tbis in a bag of pale blue silk and gave 

them to me， Mr， Bai wrote some prefatory words at the beginning and called it the Liu 

and Bai Co!!ecti叫‘ Long 1 pondered over how the piec臼 1 have written with you also fill 

trunks and wrappers-why not put them in order to silence mockery from Three Riv 

ers [i.e. ， B也 Juyi] ?ω

Linghu Chu was a ve可 literary senior statesman who had first entered 

public service because of his writing. Although Linghu Chu is s呼pe臼a蚯n時g 

h已戶向阿la炳切a勾符咐y抖抖向μf正瓜血創fl臼組u址1址你l
b∞oe 位c r紀吋ela抗組t包lor郎1芯ship which we assume had been ca芷ried on for many 

k戶a位伯r岱s fo 芷 the she 戶 pleasure it provided. In re 恥nse to Linghu cl的
reql削， L凶1叫u Yu取叩1瓜凶X泣1 C∞ompl蚓 t伽he 5呵 d叫丹d R，呼
彭 陽 唱 和 集 μ6ω1 La前te位r in 8 3 好5 Linghu Chu would c∞omp址ile his exchange 

ooems with Li Fen中 李 逢 吉 ， the canny and somewhat ruthless former 

mllli況er who had 占ed that year.62 We see the sam巴 de也re to publicly 

document a rela包onship through poet可 1n 也e anecdo仗， quoted earlie主，

in which Wenzong had hoped to add a poem from ilie dying Pei Du to 

his own po巴住y collection 

Documentation of a life or relationship in poet可 might be under 

此en Wl由 an eye tωO 叫m
d t昀o r記ea吋de位主s who 丘light no仗t know t出he pa征f吐C印ula芷臼5 吐也1沮且仗t could be assume吋

bet阿we臼en old f仕函f吐ie凹nd也s e位芷cha叩nging poems for t也he p抖le臼as叩u主跎巳 of i扯t. The au 

thor's note explai血ng the circumstances behind a line is ilie clearest in 

dication of such a 只eneral audience. Earlier we mentioned Linghu Chu's 

poem answering Bai ]uyi and Liu Yuxi after assuming command of ilie 

Xuanwu army in 828 .  The opening line reads:  

蓬 茱 仙 監 樂天客 曹 郎 劉$，主客

Penglai's librarian immortal (Letian) ， 吐le Receptio的 Director [Liu was in the 

Bureau of Receptions 1 

60， Qu (1989) 1496 
61 . Liu also compiled a later version of 出1S collec也on， as well as a collection of 

poems exchanged with Li Deyu. 
62. Fu (1998)， vol. 3，  II4 
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It seems likely that this was originally preserved through the S 0咆 and
R呻onse Co!!ection with Pengyang， and although the identifying notes may 
have been added lat仗， 1t seems to suggest 出at the collection circulated 
with explanatory notes .  

No group of poems at 也1S time was provided with such rich ex
planatory notes as Reco!!ecting Past Trave!s， and few were as explicit as Li 
Shen in stating that his collection was intended for future readers. The 
id凹， howev缸， was implicit in Bai Juyi's editorial efforts. We have seen 
how Bai concep山alized his literary collection as “capital" ; and the mul咱
也ple copies of his collection 也at he had made and deposited in various 
temples (as Sima Qian planned to deposit the S材z at some “famous 
mountain" to await future readers) suggests just such an eye to future 
readers . Inde吐， Bai offers what was perhaps the most singular and in
te主estmg an位cipation of future readership in the preface to his Luqya慰
。!!ection 洛 中 草 ， to be deposited at the Xiangshan Temple: “How do 1 
know that 1 won't revisit this temple in some future life and， looking at 
these wri世ngs again， recapture memory of this past 且fe?"63

Li Shen was not a major poet， but he deserves more credit than he is 
generaliy given. One reason we rnight willingly believe that he compiled 
Reco泌的'ng Past Trave!s in the shadow of Bai Juyi's model is that Li Shen 
so often wrote with prior poet叮 in rnind. Older poets were in his head， 
and he sometimes cites poems and lines of past Tang poets associated 
with sites he visits. Old poems were the occasion for new poems. 

Transferred from exile in the far south to a better posi包on as prefect 
of Chuzh01且， Li She叩n wa衍S V1S1t芷te吋d b蚵y a叩n un江lnn叮mame吋d p抖1p伊a p抖la叮y巳位r; in t由he mu仕-
釗缸C1ar的 st句守刑y抖Tle Lμi S恤he凹位 det伐ecαte吋d t由he leg伊ac叮y of t由he cωour此t mu叩1
Cao， who tωoget由he叮r 可w吶11祉i此th Mu (mentioned above in Liu Yuxi's poem) 
were the stars of the court musical establishment at the beginning of 
也e ninth century. Any lover of Tang poet甘芷y k垃n叩0\可w叮1S what to e芷Pεct
from Lμi Shen on th趾lS occas釷lOn化: a baliad in the long line i凶n 可which Ba缸1 
]知uy戶7江i's “Ball立la吋d of the P 到1p戶a刊 me白et臼s Du F趴u'內，法s
tres鉛s Gongs叩un Dance the ‘Sword Dance."' 64 Like Du Fu， Li Shen 
recognizes the teacher in the disciple， provides a long section on hear
ing Maestro Cao earlier in his life， tells of his own exile， the death of 

63 . Zhu 3日。6.
64. ro8r8 ;  Qiu r8r5 .  
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Maestro Cao， and the present performance. The requisite description of 
pipa playing， however， derives from Bai J uyi. 

李 紳， 志 善 才
Li Shen， Lament for the Maestro的

余 守 郡 日 ， 有 客遊者， 善 彈 琵 琶 問 其 所 傳， 乃 善 才 戶斤授. 頃 在 內 庭 日 ， 列
承恩顧， 賜宴 曲 江 ， 敕善 才 等 二 十 人備 樂 . 自 余經播遷， 善 才 已 沒 因 追 感
前事， 為 志 善 才 -
When 1 was goverrung 也e clistrict [Chuzho吋 ， a Vl日itor came through who was 
good at 出e pipa. Asking where he leamed the style in which he play吐， lt 
tumed out 也at he had leamed it from the Maestro . During the time 1 was in 
the Inner Cou哎， 1 was shown partic叫ar favor; an imperial banquet was grven 
in Twisting River Park， in which the Maestro and some twenty other musicrans 
were appointed to provide the music. During the period of my e幻le the Mae
stro passed away. Thereupon 1 recollected and was moved by those past ex 
periences and wrote a lament for the Maestro. 

穆王夜幸 蓬 池 曲 By night K.ing Mu paid a visit 
to the bends of Penglai Pool，“ 

金鑿殿 開 高 秉 燭 the Hall of Golden Bells was open咕，

求頭 弟 子 曹 善 才

琵 琶 請進新 翻 曲

翠蛾列 坐 層城女

笙 笛 參 差 齊 笑 語

天 顏靜聽朱 絲 彈

眾 樂 寂然無敢舉

銜花金鳳 當 承撥

candles were held high 
The eastem ensemble's 

Maestro Cao 
begged to present a newly composed 

tune for the pipa. 
Lined in seats with kingfisher brows 

girls from Tiered Walls，6ï 
pipes and flutes of clifferent leng也s，

equal to laughing chatter﹒ 
His M勾esty's visage calmly listened 

to vermillion s位ings plucked， 
the other musicians were silent 

and clid not dare to play. 

A golden phoen.ix， flowers in be汰，
was there where the plec佐um
was plied， 

65. 25586; Wang Xu扭曲。 30
66. Muzong， figured as King Mu of Zhou 
67. Tiered Walls was the dwelling of the immortals in the Kunlun MountaJ肘，
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轉腕攏弦促揮抹 with arching wrist he gathers the strings， 
to speed the 、weep" and “rub."的

花翻鳳嘯 天上來 Flowers float吐， the phoenix shr山ed
corrúng from Heaven， 

徘徊滿殿飛 春 雪 and lingering 由ere， filling the hall， 
spring snow flew 

抽 弦度 曲新聲發 He p叫led the strihgs composing a melody， 
and the newest music emerged， 

金鈴玉佩相磋切 golden bells and j ade pendants 
clinking against each other. 

流 鶯 子母飛上林 Fluent orioles， mother and chicks， 
flew through the Imperial Grove， 

仙鶴雌雄咬 明 月 immortal cranes， hen and mate， 
shrill to the bright moon 

此時奉詔侍金鑒 A t  this time 1 received a summons 
to wait on the golden-belled palanquin， 

別殿承恩許 召 彈 in the detached palace 1 received grace 
and was permitted to call him to play. 

三 月 曲 江春草綠 I n  the third month at the Twisting River 
the sprin軒的le grasses were green， 

九 霄 天 樂 下 雲 端 from nine-tiered wisps heaven's music 
came down from the edge of clouds .  

紫 車供奉前屆膝 The purple-whiskered imperial servant 
came forward 叩d knelt， 

盡 彈妙 曲 當 春 日 he played all the most wondrous melodies 
during the spring day. 

寒泉注射攏水 開 Cold fountains gushed out， 
Longtou's waters began，69 

胡 雁 翻 飛 向 天 沒 Turkish geese winged in flight 
and sank away in the sky. 

日 暸塵 暗 車 馬 散 The sunlight faded， d叫 muffled the light， 
horses and carriages scattered， 

�惜新聲 有 餘歎 and because 1 cherished that new music， 
1 heaved continuing sighs 

68 “Ga出ering，" long (or roniJ 攏， “sweeping，" hui 揮， and “rubbing，" 冊。 抹， were all 
technical te口ns for fingering techniques: long is a left-hand technique; hui and mo are 
right-hand techniques .  

69. This line both describes the music and an old yuefu about Longtou's waters. 
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明 年 冠 食IJ 閉 橋山 The following year his cap and sword 
were enclosed in Bridge Mountain，7日

萬 里孤 臣 投海畔 ten thousand leagues aw且y this lone official 
lodged by the oceanside. 

離會鍛 羽 強 迫飛 The isolated bird's ruined plumage 
struggled to turn in 血ght，

白 首 生從五 嶺歸 and white-haired 1 returned 
from over the Five Alps 

聞 道善 才 成朽骨 1 heard then that the Maestro 
had become rotting bones， 

空餘弟 子奉奇徽 and there only remained his disciple 
to inherit 也ose dulcet tones 

南誰、寂 寞 三春晚 Souther吋iao i s  still and lonely 
late in 出e third month of spring， 

有 客 彈 弦 獨 淒 怨 出ere was a visitor pluc垣ng the strings， 
uniquely sharp and bitter. 

靜聽i家奏楚 月 光 Calmly 1 listened as deeply he played 
in the light of the moon in Chu， 

憶苦初 開 曲 江 宴 and recalled long ago when first 1 heard it 
at a Twisting River banquet 

心 志 不 覺 淚 闌 干 The heart was touched and unawares 
my tears were streammg， 

更 為 調 弦 反 覆 彈 then h e  tuned the strings once more for me 
and played it over agalll. 

秋吹動搖神女佩 Autumn gusts sets swaylllg 
出e goddess's pendants， 

月 1朱敲擊水 晶 盤 bright moon pearls strike upon 
a plate of crystal 

臼憐?在 海 同 泥淳 1 pity myself， 出is Huaih副 主eg10n

sharing its muck and mud， 

恨魄j疑，心 未 能 死 my ang可 soul fixes the thought 
that 1 have not been able to die 

70. That is， Muzong passed away. τne reference is to Han Wudi's question as to 

whv‘ l正f 也e Yellow Empe位ro叮r bec臼a缸me an lmmo仗r包叫l 扭d ros扭e b叩o Hea前、.ven叫， he止e had a tomb a前t 

B恤r1吋id屯ge Mo叩un叫lt血ta帥a
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惆悵追懷 萬 事 空

雍 門 琴 感徒 為 爾

The Old Men 

Depressed in these thoughts of the past， 
everything is gone， 

being stirred by the zither of Y ongmen 
was all for nothing.71 

One could point out the correspondences in detail: as Bai complained 
about the rusticity of Xunyang in “Ballad of the Pipa，" Li Shen com
plains about the Huaihai region. One small point of correspondence， 
however， deserves particular attention. Toward the end of Bai Juyi's 
“Ballad of the Pipa，" he asks the woman to play one more 包me:

其 辭 更 坐 彈 一 曲

為君翻作琶 琵行

Don't refuse to sit once more 
and play a melo句，

and l w也 compose for you 
a “Ballad of the Pipa." 

Here， too， we have the motif of the encore: 

心 志 不 覺 淚 闌 于

更 為 調 弦反 覆 彈

The heart was touched and unawares 
my tears were streammg， 

then he tuned the s仕ings once more for me 
and played it over agai日

This encore of the encore is interesting in that while Bai Juyi specifically 
asks for it， the musician here seems to offer the encore spontaneously. 
We do not want to give too much weight to the representational accu
racy of the line， but it suggests a signi五cant possib山ty. It may not be 
simply Li Shen who is poetically reenac包ng Du Fu's and Bai Juyi's 
poem: the unnamed pipa player may also know the poems， and may be 
playing his role according to the old poe位C “script." Earlier poet勾 (and
particularly “Ballad of the Pipa") was becorning part of a general cul 
tural legacy in which later poets participated along with others. 

Buddhism was clearly an important force in Li Sh凹's 日長， and Recollect 
i究g Past Travels tells of vows made in youth and fulfilled. Bai Ju抖 charac
teristically e吋oyed the intellectual consolation of Buddhism， the com
pany of monks， and the perversely sensuous pleasures of austerities. Li 
Shen some包mes seems more truly religious . One of his finest poems is 

71. A reference to the Lord of Mengchang's response to hea主ing Y ongmen Zizhou 
play the zith仗 it seemed to the Lord of Mengchang as if Y ongmen Zizhou were 
someone whose kingdom and home city had fallen. 
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based on a famous Suzhou singer who， according to her abiding wish 
(史的， was buried in the precincts of a B吋dhist temple. It was a topic 
that invited the confrontation of values and worlds， with the Sanskrit 
chanting of sutras enduring as the si日ger's voice faded into nothingness .  

李 紳， 真娘基
Li Shen， The Tomb of  the Pure 1\也SS72

兵之妓人， 歌舞 有 名 者. 死 葬 於英 武 丘 寺 前， 其 中 少 年從 其 志 也 基 多 花
萃， 以 滿 其 上， 嘉興縣 前 亦 有 英妓人謊 小 小 墓. 風 雨 之 夕 ， 或 聞 其 上 有 歌
吹之音
She was a singing g且l of Wu and famous for her si日ging and dancing. \，{;'hen 
she died， she was buried in front of the Wuqiu Temple in Wu. The young men 
of Wu honored her abidi月 wish to be buried there. Many flowers grow on her 
tomb， covering the whole top. In Jiaxing County there is also the tomb of the 
Wu singing girl Su Xiaoxiao. On evenings when there are rainstorms， the notes 
on song and piping are sometimes heard from upon it. 

一株繁艷春城盡 A trunk of thick a吋 voluptuous color 
the springtime c叮 lS go肘，

雙樹慈 門 忍 草 生 the “paired trees" Gate o f  Compassion73 
suffers the flowers to grow. 

愁 態 自 隨風燭滅 Her melancholy charm was ex包啥也shed

愛 心難逐雨 花輕

黛 消 波 月 空 蟾影

歌息 梁 塵 有 梵 聲

還似錢塘蘇 小 ，J 、

祇應 回 首是 卿 卿

with a candle in the wind， 
a passionate heart can never be so light 

的 Heave且's r也n of flowers.74 
Moo出eam glances have melted from brm時，

也ere is only the 且ght of the moon， 
her songs let the dust on 也e beams re哎，

but there are sounds of Sanskrit chan包ng.
She is like Su Xiaoxiao 

of Qia征組n即時一
but one should only look back 

on this little darling. 

The poem is built around a series of contrasts: the “Pure 1iiss" (her 
virginal name clearly at odds wi也 he主 profession， but perhaps related to 

72. 25649; Wang Xuanbo IOO. For ano出er poem on tl白 白eme， see Zhang Hu， 
27282; Yan Shoucheng r6. 

73 . It was under a pair of 豆豆la 恆的 出at the Buddha entered nirv個詛
咒﹒ The flowers that fell from Heaven when the Buddha p主eached.
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惟有此 身 長 是 客

又驅挂持寄煙波

Lines like 出e opening couplet are so dreadful that it is hard to read on 

Yet when we do， the poem redeems itself in its multiple retrospec包ve

visions from both 833  and 83 8 .  Zhua吃gxin �士 心， “bold heart" or “heart 

of someone in his prime，" is disembodied in memory: it belonged to 

the young man who did not look at himself but only thought to go off 

to Chang'an and enter public life long ago-indeed， to become the very 

high official who traveled in 833  "with banners raised." 

The young man went away; an older man returned， remembering the 

young man and seeing his own aging reflection in the pool. He is， how 

ever， only “passing by，" bound to the constant changes in post to 

which the young man， who stayed here long in study， aspired. We can 

view the white clouds as constant change， the ultimate emptiness of this 

H忌， or perhaps even as the figure of riches and honor， which we主e to 

Confucius “as drifting clouds ." The cassia tre巴， which is usually flour� 

ishing in poet可 and whose boughs are figuratively plucked by the suc 

cessful examina包on candidate， is here clearly withered. Neve主theless ， it 

must remain standing， providing support for the dependent hanging 

moss that still lives by clinging to it. The successful official acquires his 

“far叫ly，" going far beyond the “nuclear fam且y" and 巴ven t由he gene包C

f臼ami句]句押y p主rope主丸， and 吐也le巳1芷 de叩pe凹nde凹nc叮Y 1n 恤芷rn holds him 血 pla詛C臼e，

whe吐也1巳位主
he唸e is always a t位芷a盯vele位芷， in the constantly shifting posts of Tang bureau 

cratic life. 
In the end he (whether the "he" of 833  or 838) sees hirnself leaving 

the site of you血， the new surveillance commissioner with banners fly 

ing， fading off into the river mist. This was his home; but once le丘， he 

became "always a traveler"一though the eyes that view the scene at the 

end remain at home to see hirnself fade away. 

her wish to be buried in the temple grounds) 的 a flowetÌn立 住ee set 
agamst 中e sãla 仕ees under which Buddha achieved 叫掉一ment， a 
compassion that allows flowers to keep growing on her tomb. The 
weight of sensuality of a 干的slOnate heart" melts away in each p 
lar， her flowers replaced by the rain of flowers from Heaven‘ her “W□f 
like" gl叩ces replaced by the moo的eams from a brow�like 戶口cent
moon， her songs fading into the chanting of sutras. The last couplet 

pares her to another courtesan with a famous tomb‘ but the latter 
lacks the enduri月 comm岫叫 to the truth of B吋dhijm that asth
guished the “Pure 1但SS."75
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None of t由he younge位芷 gene主a位O且 t也he poets we think of a彷s belongi乎n

t切o t趾he '“'Laμa盯t臼e T臼an可g"-一a仗chi泣le盯ve吋d a叫n叮yt啦凶恤n時g lik述ik巳 t由he pu吋blic dιI必stin立血nct包10∞n of 

t缸hes仗c 哼n呵g p仰oe的t臼s of 也缸巴 Yl叫n由he generation. Thei主 主el叩ve success and 

continuous engagement in the mid-to-upper echelons of political life 

made them unique among Tang poets. In many ways 也is was the 叮叮

The retrospective stance of Li She泣's collection as a whole invited not 
only the “meditations on the past，" hua伊， so popular in the ninth cen
m句， and reminiscences of his youth; it also disposed him to see himself 
from the outsi缸， as Bai Juyi so often did， only in a different key. We do 
not know if the following was one of the poems a仗削叫Cα叩t缸叫1
the occa鈞削s剖ion de臼sc臼ribed， but the title suggests that this is the Li Shen of 
838 ，  reca血ng passing his native re學on (modern Wu祖) in 833 on his w盯
to his post 的 Sl盯eillance commissioner of Zhedo略 at that time ι 
calling his youth spent studying at Hui Mountain Temple. 

李 紳， 憶題息 山 寺 書 堂
Li Shen， Reca也ng My Study HaU in the 

H叮 Muntain Temple76 
Once 1 left the mountains of home， 

t1me passed， 
autumn dew and clear breeze， 

the years 叩d months grew many. 
A bold heart under the pines， 

the young man went away， 
a wasted ref1ection in the pool， 

an old man passing by. 
White clouds appear and vanish 

beside the cliffs and crags， 
green cassia f10urish and wither， 

出e hanging moss still on them 

古文 山 一 剎 光 陰 改

松下井士 心 年 少 去

池邊衰影老人過

秋露清風歲 月 多

白 雲 生 滅依巖岫

青桂榮 枯託薛 蘿

75. The sense of the last line is very 叫lcertaln
76. 25609; Wang Xuanbo 57 
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end of an era in which poe吋 could still have a place in public life. The 
an γho in his 中emperate you也 wrote “Yi月yl嗯's Story" and was 

likcly Its protagomst yuan Zht11， became a mimMEr- ThC man who 
wr盯V叮ro臼叫tl叫alla

扯
d for Yin呵g鈞叮伊y抖7司1峙r

i凶a叩nc臼e c∞omml昀ss叩S釗lOne位r. The man who satirized social abuses in the 
yuanhq BM juy1， EIldcd up In a wEll paId smEcure， En) oying a salaIγ 
that ultima均 derived from Southl叫 peas削5一出ough he some
times still felt guilty over the fa叫at his q凶ts provided warmth while 
the common folk were freezing. 

T H R E E  

Regulated Verse in 

the 5 hort Line 

Masters of E咆治 Shooti，咆

Even in his earlier years Bai ]uyi delighted in representing himself as 

an eccentric， unconstrained by convention. In one of his best-known 
poems dating from 8r8，  Bai celebrated his selιimage as the wild poet. 

人各有 一 癖
我癖在章 句
萬 緣 皆 已 銷
此病獨未去
每逢 美 風景
或對好親故
高 聲詠一 篇
忱若與神遇
白 為 江上客
半在山 中 住
有 時新詩成
獨上求巖路
身 倚 白 石 崖
手 攀 青 桂樹

白 居 易 ， 山 中 獨吟
Bai Juyi， Chanting Poems Alone in the Mountains1 

Each person has some one addiction， 
my addiction is to writing: 
A且 worldly attachments have melted aw呵，
1 am left with 吐的 sole afiliction. 
Whenever 1 chance on a lovely scene， 
or face some dear friend or fam且y，
1 sing a poem out in a loud voic亡，
in a daze as if touched by some god. 
Since 1 sojourned he主e by the River， 
1 spend half my 包me in the hills. 
There are times when a new poem is finished， 
and 1 go alone up the east cliff road， 
1 lean against scarps of white stone， 
'with my hand 1 p叫1 the green cassia. 

1. 220旬; Zhu 407. This translation， with moclitïca包。郎， appears 1n m于 studv entitlεd 
The End of 的e Chinese "A1idd!e Ages": Ess，吵's in Mid-Tang Lit，仰伊 Cu，立的-e (Stanford: Stan
ford University Press， I998) ， I05. 
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1王吟 驚 林喜喜
猿烏 皆 窺視
恐 為世所嗤
故就無人處

Regufated Verse in the S hort Lin 

Mad chanting alarms the wooded ravin巴s.
birds and gibbons turn all eyes on me. 
1'm afraid 1'11 be mocked by the times， 
so 1 come to this place where no man is 

In addition t。 “mad chanting，" 的angyin �.王 吟 ， Bai also favored the term "d油runker 叭h紅組削削1此也t包叫1
t加E位r W恥ho Chants Drunk叫y，" Zuiyi川仰b何 醉吟先 生 ‘ IIM tomb Esc叩tion he supposedly wrote for himself.2 We noted …H世E叮r hi恤s f，品on一j
n自es鉛s for s倪吋el芷f-des仗cnpt戶tion a沁S 是的M翩d略 “wild" 0叫f “ma吋d.鬥 He ofi丘tenn 
芷epr忱n吋 hims鉛吋吋elf叮f 且衍s w.耽r削ng ho羽w耽we，冶叫c叭叮忱ve叮r he pl削叫 the v的 叫thesis
?f fc 叫tsman.3 ]心ao 叫 叫 be 吋rnng to Bai ]uyi specifically 

he opening lines of "Presented to a Friend" 贈 友 人， but Tia's praise 
of a very different kind of poet is sugges包ve:4

r" � t'" 

五 字詩成卷
清新韻具偕
不 同 狂客醉
自 伴律僧齋

Your five-syllable poems now make a scroll 
clear and fresh， their rhymes all match. 
Not sharing the drunkenness of those mad fellows， 
your company IS vegetarian monks bound by rules. 

The "rules，" μ 律， 脫 the 仿仰a of the monastic commu呵， one of 
which requires avoidance of drink 吼叫es" are also the “regulation" of 
poetry， appropríate for this unnamed poet， who， 的 is clear from 出E
sec 叫line， str岫 obeys the 配時呵g學L岫ons f，伽O臼r tωO叫∞叫叫na叫la叫a址l 呻t叫hyme. 

]ia Dao celebrates austerity he仗， in which the discipline of poet可一
identally linked to regulated poetry in 也e five-syllable line-

associated with religious discipline﹒ That linkage was to be developed 
a much deeper affi凶ty between poetry and the religious discipline 

2. Zhu 3815. The authenticity of this inscription has been ques包oned. Since it should 
date from the very end of his life， it is not at all impossible 出at lt was not included in the collections B別 himself so carefully prepared. 

3 . It w品 probably the contemporary fascination with the craft of regc的ed verse
‘bitter chan位ng" or “taking pains on p叮叮 均yzn 苦吟 that led Bω Tuvi tωo cl乳缸lm註m (趴1卅們b扣蚓7力) tl伽t
Iη71昀o. Note that Yao He speaks of Jia Dao as “maclly bringi月 forth chanti月 like weep 
ing" 狂發吟如哭， though the matching line puts Jia in Chan meditation “when melan 
choly， you sit 的 if in Chan" 愁 來 坐 似禪 (264吟; Iiu Yan 29) . 

4. 31649; Qi 268 
5 . Although lü did not come into general use for poetic “re伊lation" until the Song， there are Tang precedents for this usage 
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of B吋dhism in the last part of the century.6 ]ia Dao himself had been a 
monk， and there was behind him a tradition of poet-monks working at 
the end of the eighth and the beginning of the ninth cen囚ries in the 
Southland. Even more than the secular Dali poets， those poet-monks 
specialized in regulated verse in the five-syllable line 

In 832 Liu Yuxi was governor of Suzhou. It was probably in this year 
that a monk named Xiufeng 秀 峰 approached him and requested a 
preface for the collected poems of his master， the celebrated poet 
monk Lingche 靈 澈 (749-8的 . Xiufeng had selected three hundred of 
Lingche's two thousand poems in his later years and an additional three 
hundred exchange poems (another contribution to the mania for collec 
tions of exchange poems) . After reviewing Lingche's ca主eer a吋 the oc
casion to write the preface， Liu Yuxi offered the following judgment: 

The poet-monks that are spoken of in the world have mostly come from the 
Southland. Lingyi was the fountainh凹凸 Huguo followed in his footste抖; Qi日g
J1ang s世red the waves ;  and Fazhen followed after him. Like the lone resonance 
from a single string， these enter the ear but for an instant; 也ey are not the 口otes
of a great orchestra. Only Jiaoran of Wuxing was able to comprehend the full 
range of various forms， and after Jiaoran， Lingche carried 也is on.7 

The praise of Lingche and ]iaoran comes at the expense of a 位adition
of poetry by Buddhist monks that， in Liu Ym口's eyes ，  failed as a result 
of its 且rmta吐on， a failure t。 “comprehend the full range of various 
forms." Theirs is a one-stringed instrument 自由er than an 0主ches世a.
What this actually means is that these poet-monks specialized in regu
lated verse in the short lir咒 focusing on perfectly formed couplets con 
structed of a limited range of images and vocabular于 exactly the kind 
of poet可 practiced by ]ia Dao and Yao He 

Around 837， five yea主s after Liu Yuxi's prefa白， Yao He comp立ed his 
anthology of poe吋 entitled The S抄reme Myst，旬， JixuanJÏ 桓 玄 集 . Yao 
He's anthology included primarily regulated poetry in the short line. In 

6. Toward the end of the ninth and throughout the tenth centuη we find a recur 
rent p扭扭g of poet可 and the 戶uddhist] Way or Chan (“meditation") . Poe叮 lS some 
也nes treated as a supplement to Chan， some也nes the compe包tor， and at other 包m臼
another form of Chan. We are not speaking here of the influence on poetryγ of Bud 
dhism as a religion but 自由er of Buddhism as the model fo主 poetry as an austere la于
“discipline，" demanding complete commitment and setting the practitioner apart from 
ordinary people 

7. Qu (1989) 520 
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且 他也V均 res一ted 吋C包on of poets， Yao He included Lingyi， Fazhen， and Qingjiang， three of the four poet-monks that Liu Yuxi dismissed for their narrow scope. Yao He did include four boems by Jiaoran， but， si伊ifican旬， th間 W的 all regula叫 verses in the short line. 
j 人干other line of attack against the poet-monks is 叩gge況ed by Bai uyl ìn 827， in 也e poem and preface， cited earlier， praising the poe佐y ofthe monk Daozo唔 道 宗 ， whose poetry was written for the sake of the dharma and salvation and “not written for the sake of po巳t叮" 不 為 詩
而 作也 。如s， not knowing Daozo月， will talk of '“ζH扭I缸l嘲o， F叫∞
Lingy旭Î， and Jiaoran."8 Although Bai Juyi was not writing poet吋 to save 
叫s， his 吋叫u削 d叫
l拉at臼εs his own poe位c va泣lues as well 
P 芷配ecαIS紀el句y describe臼s the work of Jia Dao， Yao He， and the circle around them. 

J 
Th恤1臼s wa衍s no叫t a叩n 0叩pe凹n feu吋1址d一Yao H佳e wa衍s 0∞n g伊O∞O吋d t忱c叮rms 羽Wl司岫1

uy戶Î and Liu Yux訂i一bu耽t1此t wa衍s a q中 u1巴t c∞onfl咀缸血lCαt of genera包ons and poe包Ctaste. Some younger poets of the day seem to have written re伊lated
verse in the short line almost exclusively.9 The perfect couplet in the 
short line was true “poet月T" in one sense; the cleverness of the “Yuanhe style" and “mad chan位日g" were not for them 

\mlen we read the poets of Jia Dao's and Yao He's circle， Liu Yu划's
critique of the limited range of the poet-monks strikes a resona口t chord 1n addition to limitation， we have the impression of anonymity: it often 
seems that however fine a poem might b巴， it could just as easily have 
been written by ano缸 poet in t�e group. 1t w試 by and large， a 
shared craft. At this point we might reflect on a basic contradiction that 
underlies such a poetic ente中rise﹒ Most of these young men and their 
mentors sought success in the examinations， common妙 referred to as 
mzng 名 ， both “name" and “fame." Poetic success was also ming. The 
opposite impulse was embodied in the sa懲治a， the Buddhist monastic 
commulli句， whose me帥的 “renounced home (and famil的 " chu jia 
出 系 ， giving up their secular， family "name" for a religious name. They 
dressed alik巴， ate together， and carried out the rule-bound activities of 

8 . 23180; Zhu 1445. See pp. 5于 58
9 . We say “seem to" because of the uncertainties and vagaries of preservation; it 

may be that the re伊lated verse 口f such poets was disproportionately preserved 
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the monastic day. Their perfection was to disappear as individuals in 
the practice of a discipline. 1 日 1n 也e same way the poetic craft of regu
lated verse was anonymous; it was not the celebration of personality (so 
strong in Bai Juyi's poet可) but the masterful prac包ce of a shared art. 
1ronically， the greater their achievements in this essen包ally anonymous 
craft， the greater were their "names" /“fame.刊

Wine， women， song， and “mad chanting" offer a conventional scene of 
pleasure; but there ca且 also be a pleasure in asceticism and restriction 
One of the best indications of the changing conception of poetic craft 
is the transformation of the term 的yzn 苦 吟 during the 820S and 830S 
from “bitter chanting" (in which the poem is the expression of the 
poet's bitterness resulting from life's circumstances) 的 “painstaking
composl包on" (which poets speak of as a pleasure) . l 1  Although the 
weight of the term changed， it still remained “chanti呀" of the oral and 
noisy sort sure to annoy the neighbors. Liu Deren， a younger poet of 
the Jia Dao a吋 Yao He circle， does it all nig址， ha包啥 也e coming of 
dawn-an activity not only sought but one he does not want to give up. 

到曉改詩 句
四 鄰嫌苦吟

中 宵橫北斗
夏木隱 接會
天地先秋肅
軒窗映 月 7家
幽庭 多 此景
惟 恐曙光侵

劉得仁， 夏 日 J'!p 事
Liu Deren， “那位at Happened on a Summer's Day"12  

1 revise lines of poems until it i s  daw咒
my neighbors detest my bitter chan位ng/

painsta垣ng composl包on.
Midnìght， the Dippe主 stretches acros s  the s峙，
and summer trees hide roosting birds 
Heaven and Earth shrivel up befo主e autumn， 
railing and window a主e deep， catching moo日light.
My secluded yard has many such scenes， 
and 1 fear only morning's light c呻mg m.

IO.  P oetry was s位且 on the secular side of the opposition between thε secular and re
Iigious， as illustrated in the follow吐ng couplet， in which Yao He sees off the monk \Xiuke: 
ζ'y ou renounced fami旬， but still take care of your mother， / you maint剖且 由e rules， but 
a1so are good at poet呵

，
出 家 還養母， / 持律復能詩 (26345) .

I I .  For a fuller discussion o f  this transformation， see Stephen 0研C日， “Spending
Time on Poetry: The Poetics of Ta垣且g Pains，" in Olga Lomov益， ed.， Recan;ù穹 的e
Dr可gon: Unde叮tandi現g Chinιre Poetics (prague﹒ Charles Universi月! in Pra停止， 2003) ， 167-92.

12. 29824 
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Although the poetics of the regulated-verse craftsmen and Bai Juyi 
were 1n some ways opposed， opposites share a common ground to ar 
ticulate differEnCE. Both BaI juyI and ju Dao spcak of pOE佐y as a com
pulsion; ho忱羽w耽m吋7冶朋研閃E趴盯v

pul址ls釷lOn t的o labor and eff，臼O主哎t， a pleasurable pain. 

一 日 不 作詩
心 J潭、如廢井
筆現為車免權
吟詠作厥主更
朝 來 重 汲 引
依 舊 得 清 泠
書 贈 同 懷人
詞 中 多 苦辛

賈 島 ， 戲贈友人
Jia Dao， P!ayfully Presented to  a Friend13 

One day 1 didn't write poetry， 
mind's wellhead was like a dried-up well. 
Brush and ink-stone were the well p叫ley，
chan血g served as the hempen rope. 
With dawn 1 drew from it ag詛咒
as before 1 found what was clear and fresh. 
1 write it to give to one who feels as 1 do， 
in the words are much bitter pains. 

The “bitter pains" of which Jia Dao speaks at the end are the counter
part of the new sense of “bitter chanting，" not the hardships of life out
side poetry but the pains taken in composition. The ideal reader， "the 
one who feels as 1 do，" will not discover a personality in the words; he 
will perceive and appreciate the labor of the poem's making. 

The Jμ Dao “L穹的d"

From his later years and， increasingly， following his death， Jia Dao be
came the very image of “the poet" 的 much as the author of partic叫ar
poems . His death was lamented， his grave was frequently visit吐， and 
his poems were imitated and echoed. In one of the most suggestive， 
probably apoc可phal anecdotes， the later poet Li Do時 李 洞 (who died 
ca. 8旬97力) wa沁s s叩uppo臼se吐d tωo have had a bronze sta凹e of 叮Jia Daωo made. 14 4 
Although t由h巴 T日d刀咆g 之b 句少an ve位rs凹s討ior丘1 says t出ha抗t he迫c
事 之如神， the association is primarily Buddhist: the Beim何 suoyan ve主
sion says that Li Dong “always invoked Jia Dao's name as the Buddha" 
常 念 賈 島 佛 Here again we see clearly the association between the 

13. 3巧巧; Li J叫an 17; Qi 71 
14. Zhou Xunchu 14件 65. See Xu Zong 許總， Tangshi tzþ且/un 唐詩體派論 (Taibei:

Wenjin chubanshe， 1994) ， 608， who compares the number of Late Tang poets writing 
on Jia Dao with poems based on now more famous Tang poets. 
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kind o f  poe世y Jia Dao 主epresented and Buddhist religious forms:  not 
the "content" of Buddhism but the idea of an esoteric knowledge， 
linked to austere discipline， that can be passed down from master to 
disciple. It seems unlike甘 that Jia Dao composed the Secret Instruction of 
the Two Na舟， Ernan mizhi 二 南 密 旨， a poet可 manual dating from the 
ninth or tenth centuri凹， but it implies the transmission of knowledge to 
a select individual or group. 1 5  

Accordi時 to another lege此， every New Year's Eve Jia Dao took out 
the poems he had written the preceding year and placed them on a table; 
then he poured a libation of ale， bowed， and offered a devotional invoca 
包on: “These are what 1 have suffered over during this whole year."16  

We must be careful to disti月uish Jia Dao in his own work and age 
from the Jia Dao legend that was taking shape in his later years and 
grew following his death. As we w沮 see， anecdotes about him are 
strongly: shaped by a new vision of what a 可oet" should be. N everthe 
less， we can see in his poet可一including 也e poem quoted above
motifs that s叩ported and doubtlessly contributed to the image. J 7  

Although many of Jia Dao's poems cannot be dated， we possess 
poems from the Yuanhe era (when he was associated with Han Yu and 
Me時 Jiao) thro嗯h his years of exile from 837 until his death in 843 . 
From the datable poems， howev哎， it seems that he was most active dur 
ing the 820S and the first part of the 甸的， when he was part of a circle of 
poets in Chang'an. Jia Dao was already prominent and older than most in 
that circle of regulated-verse write主s ， but there he was essentially one 
poet among many. Inde吐， his combination of relative se也onty w吐出 lack
of status seems to have contributed to the ease with which he rr吐xed \vith 
younger poets and the absence of deference (far， indeed， from being in-

巧 M砂z 密 旨 is primarily the “secret instruction" of an emperor to a subordina仗，

as befits a work 出at superfic且lly adopts a “Confucian" approach to poe叮. The form， 

。f both the title and the contents， belies the ideological pe主suaSl0口. Such 白\:clusive

knowledge more perfectly fits 也e select transmission of a Buddl立st master's knowledge 

to a single disciple or group of disciples 
16. Cited in Ta啥 叫守 牧師問 Fu (19日7)， vol. 3， 33正 好﹒
17. Wen Yiduo called the entire age 也e “age of Jia Dao." Wen's remarlζably acute 

judgment is supported by texts 出roughout the 血nth century. If modern critics point 

out oth世 poets who more pe主fectly "reflect" the condition of the 也n白， 由此 is a func 

包on of the i日terests of modern critics ra也er than the way contemporaries viewed 出elr

poet勾﹒ See Tian Ge時yu 田 耕 字 ， Tangyin yuyun: wan Ta現g shi yanjiu 唐者餘韻- 晚唐詩
研 究 (Chengdlγ Ba Shu shushe， 2001) ， 53-55 
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vo咚長位例c吋d as a po蚓E仗吋t-Bud掛dh蝴吋 T訕h閻 po的 continually 吋br凶昀叫ated one 叩
O叫t且heαr's c∞onungs， goings， failures， succ巴sses， and important occasions. 
Yao He， who was the same 呼 叫ia D叫 did possess politi叫 5叫s，
but he was just as active in this communi句! of poets. 1n their own time Tia 
Dao and Yao He seem to have sh叫 a roughly 叩al reputa包on. Jia 
Dao， howev缸， was tra叫ormed into some出ng far gr叫er， and it is 
worthwhile to consider the components of his transformation. 

Yao He achieved a relatively high degree of political success .  Jia Dao 
n 盯er passed the e 芷珀叫a衍m叫τn吐in叫叫at肋1昀on叫1丸， had n∞o hop戶e of succe 咒 and e 臼ed h is  lS  
y戶E凹a位rs 1的n “九admini芯 st佐ra仗t1ve e氾le" in t也 he pr臼ov羽mces as Assistant Ma立g1s哎tr臼at記c 
of C臼ha協削a缸I嘲1a叩呵n啥1喀g a叫n吋d A旭dmini削1
叫erence or knowledg巴， 1t was sugg叫吐 出at he received the ChanlZ
J1ang posting because he offended someone. 1 8  This soon became an 一
ecdote in which the offended party was none other than the em口eror.

If part of Jia Dao's appeal was that of a politically uns囚cessftù、 叩li
tary figure (despite his very large network of 出ends) who died in pro
vincial “exile，" 伽se quali包es were transformed into an absorption in 
poetic cr蛇 出at led him to disregard au伽nty﹒ The compulsion to 
compose poetry was gJven social significance as an enterprise whose 
claims were greater than respecting one's place in a hierarchical world; 
in both cases the transgression is forgiven-in one case i丘lmediatelv.
Two of the most famous anecdotes are v叩ations on the same storv‘ 
each variation appearing in slightly different versions. 

Whether wal凶ng or Slttu啥， ea包ng or lying with his eyes closed， he never 
stopped chanting and savoring the words. Once he was astride his mule wi由
于1 umbrella over his he咕， cutt1ng across  a main 也oroughfare in the capi叫 At
the moment the autumn wind was at its most severe， and the yellow leaves 
could be swept up. Jia Dao suddenly chanted: “F alling leaves 血1 Chang'an." In 
his mind he was quite pleased with what had come to his 1ips so spontaneously， 
and he was t勾ling to find another 1ine to make a couplet. Lost in his inability to 
find the match時 1ine， he was unaware of 泊的 he was go月 In 帥 ma…er
he bumped into Liu Qichu， the Metropo1itan Governor of the capital. He 
spent an evening in chains， and then Liu released him.19 

18 . From another point of view we might note that Jia-who never passed the jzilshi 
E芷amination and had neither yin privilege 且or powerful connections一-was indeed given 
a post， however humble. 

19 . Zhou Xunchu 1III. Based on Ta弩 之:hiyan.
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The most famous version of the second anecdote is found in He 
Guangyuan法 何 光 遠 j切ie lu 鑒 戒錄 在om the Five Dynasties . 

是 一 日 於爐上吟得 “鳥 宿 池 中 樹， 僧敲 月 下 門 " 初欲著推字 ， 或欲著敲字 ，
煉之未定， 遂于驢上作推 字 手 勢， 又 作敲字手勢- 不 覺行半坊 觀者訝之，
島 似 不 見 時韓吏 部 愈權京尹， 意 氣 ;青嚴， 威振紫 陌 . 經 第 三隊呵唱， 島 但
手勢未 已 . 俄為 官 者推下驢， 擁至尹前， 島 方 覺 悟 顧 問 欲 貴 之. 島 具對
“偽得 一 聯， 吟安 一 字 未 定， 神游詩府， 致街大 宮 ， 非敢取尤， 希 垂 至 鑒 "
韓 立 馬 良 久， 思之， 謂 島 曰 “作敲 字 佳 矣
One d句， 可扭le riding on his mul巴， he suddenly came up with the verse: “The 
bird spends rhe night in the tree by the pool， / the monk knocks at the gate 
under the moonlight." At first he wanted to use the word “shove"; then he 
wanted to use the word “knock." Not having settled on the best usage， he rode 
along on his mule， first drawing the character “shove" with his hand， then 
drawing the character “knock." Without rea1izing it， he passed through half a 
city ward in this fashion. Those who òbserved him were astonished， but Jia 
Dao seemed not to see them. At the 也ne Han Yu was serving as provisional 
Metropo1itan Governor of the capitaL Han had a stern and pu且ctilious disposi 
tion， and his awesome presence at that moment made itself felt on the great 
avenue. Passing the third avenue， the criers were clearing the w呵， but Jia Dao 
just went on writing characters with his hand. Only when he was suddenly 
pushed down from his mule by officials and dragged before the Me世opo1itan
Governor did Jia Dao rea1ize 由e situation. The advisers wanted to have him 
reprimanded， but Jia Dao responded， “I just happened now to come up with a 
couplet， but I haven't been able to get a par包C叫ar word right. My spirit '\vas 
wandering in the realm of poetry， and this is what led me to run into Your Ex

cellency. I do not dare call your wrath down upon me， but I hope you might 
be kind enough to give this some consideration." Han Yu halted his ho主se，
thought about it for a while， and said to Jia Dao， “ 'Knock' is finer. '切

These are obviously essentially the same sto勾九 with the couplet and the 
offended high official changed. The poet is so absorbed in the prac世ce
of his art that he violat自 由e proper deference to hierarchy， institution 
alized in the law， which states that a commone主 must make way for a 

high official. 1n the first case he is arrested fo主 a night but soon for
given; in the second his engagement in poetry is immediately appreci
ated by the particular official in question. Both Liu Qichu and Han Yu 
were Jia Dao's friends in real li長， 引起ch adds force t昀o t由he a血cdo臼
Behind 吐立叮s st昀O勾 1臼S t也he image巴 of Li He 主riding his donk至E叮叮y于 and coming 

20. Zhou Xunchu IIII-I2. 
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up with lines of poet句， which we w血 discuss at length at a later point. 
The new elements in the Jia Dao anecdotes are the concom叫1t disre
gard for hierarchy and authority and 也e social leveling that can occur 
through engagement with poetry. 

The third anecdote occurs in versions with three different emperors 
(including Xuãnzong， who assumed the throne only after Jia D鉤's
deat均 Here the empe帥， passlllg 旬， h凹的 someone chanting poe吋
1ll an upper storey﹒ He goes upstairs and finds Jia Dao. The emperor 
picks up the scroll to read the poem. Jia Dao， not recognizing him， 
grabs his arm and angrily snatches back the paper. The emper肘， mort1-
fied， goes back downstairs; and Jia Dao is later sent into exile.21 This is 
a very similar parable of poetic absorption， though one touching on a 
level in the social hierarchy that cannot be lightly transgressed. Never
theless， even though he must be punish吐， the poet symbolically re 
mains in a separate realm that does not "recog也ze" even the emperor. 

Nowhere is that declaration of a separate realm of poetry so per
fcctiy invoked as in a )OLEing couplEt attrIbutEd to the POEt Zhou Pu 
周 朴 (d. 879) ，  famous for his devotion to the craft of poetry. He is ad
dressing the Chan monk Dawei:22 

禪是大?為詩是朴 For Chan i t  i s  Dawei， 
for poet月T it is Zhou Pu， 

大唐 天 子 只 三人 with the Great Tang Son of Heaven 
Just 出ree people. 

Buddhism is the original “separate realm，" operating within the secular 
empire but transcending 缸， with a hierarchy that， by virtue of its sepa
rateness from the entire secular hierarchy， is on a par with it. Zhou PU 
makes poe佐y the 由ird realm， claiming sovereignty for himself. The 
only three people that matter are the three "rulers，" of whom the Great 
Tang Son of Heaven is only one. 

We can situate these stories about Jia Dao in a long and rich tradi 
包on of anecdotes in which 叩 exceptional person shows disregard fo主
the usual social hierarchy. The anecdotal tradition surrounding Li Bai 
was very much a part of this tradition. There is， howeve宜， a profound 
difference in these Jia Dao anecdotes :  Li Bai disregarded authority and 

21. See Fu (1987) ，  vol 立， 328.
22. 巫師'n Ta見g s，缸， 7704。
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convention because of his personality， whereas Jia Dao disregards it be 
cause he is absorbed in the craft of poetry. Poetry is his end， not the 
means by which he shows his disregard. 

In both of the first two anecdotes Jia Dao is working on a couplet， not 
a whole poem. Both of those couplets now appear in occasional poems 
referring to situations other than riding a donkey through the capital. Es 
pecially in the famous “虹的ck"/可hove" anecdote in which Jia Dao en 
counters Han Yu， the time of composing the couplet is different from 
the 包me it ostensibly represents . It has become an “art" in the Western 
sense， disj oined from lived experience. Whet由he位r c∞omposed bef，扣or臼eha叫an
O叫r r叩臼叫dωafl壯t仗C凹吋Ta位吋芷吋d， the couplet is like a j ewel， to be “set" wit恤 a poem

Mar，是何 Poetic C問tt

When we say 也at regulated verse in the short line represents "craft，" it 
creates two opposing values in the forrτ1. 。但 value is 由e poem that 
flows naturally and hides the strict rules that inform it; the second value 
is the poem that celebrates and fo主egrounds cra丘， which means the 
craft of the couplet. To appe泣， craft must stand out against less osten 
ta包ously “poe包c" language. Thus， in the second value there is an inhe主
ent disposition to play one or both of the middle parallel couplets off 
against the plainer diction of the opening and closing couplets . 

As an example of the first value， in which the formal rules disappear 
in apparently artless utterance， let us consider a regulated verse by 
Zhang Ji， believed to have been written in 793 in the poet's you出 23

日 日 草 鄉 國
空 歌 白 詩 詞
長 因 送人處
憶得 別 家 時
失 意 還獨語
多 愁抵 自 主口

張籍， 莉 北旅思
ZhangJi， Travel的 Thoughts in  Jibe戶

Every day I gaze toward my homeland， 
singing in vain the ‘可也ite Lin閏月 song.
And always when I send someone off， 
I recall the time that I left home. 
Losing h由此， I often talk to myself， 
也e degree of my sorrow known to myself alone 

23 . 1 have chosen this ex缸nple because Fang Hui has described it as the best poem 
in Zhang Ji's collection. Fang Hui 1270.  

24. 20186; Li Dongsheng 88. Although Yingkui lüsui and critics have tteated 出lS as 
regulated verse， it  contains strong tonal violations in 出e founh posi包ons of the 由ird
and fifth lines 
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客 亭 門 外柳
折盡 向 南 枝

Regulated 的rse in the Short Line 

Willows outside the pavilion gate 
have all their southward branches broken 

Each line and couplet in this poem follows in some easily recognizable 
way from the preceding line or couplet. The second couplet is parallel， 
but the first line is a dependent clause， and the t:wo lines together form 
a single sentence (in the terms of Chinese poeti叫 “阿o lines with a sin 
斟e sense") . Even the third couplet， 如出 two distinct predicates charac 
teristic of parallel couplets， develops a single thought. In terms of later 
poe吐cs， both middle couplets are qi咆抖 ，情吉吾， the “disco盯se of feel
ing，" rather than ji也yu 景語， the "discourse of scene."2S Qnly the final 
couplet turns to things that belong to the scene， rather than the po哎's
feelings; and the willows are purely evidence of partings， branches 
snapped exclusively by those traveling southward 

We might set Zhang Ji's poem against a reg叫ated verse of uncertain 
date by Jia Dao 

此 心 非 一 事
書 札 若 為 傳
舊 國 別 多 日
故人無 少 年
空 巢 霜 葉 落
疏蝙水螢 穿
留 得林僧 宿
中 宵 坐默然

賈 島 ， 旅遊
Jia Dao， Jo咄

Th趾1立lS吋st包at臼e of mind ha釗S mor記e t出ha阻n one c凹oncern，
how c臼an a let仕ter convey i此t?
From homeland parted for many days， 
among old friends， no youths 
An empty nest where frosty leaves haγe fallen， 
through lattice's wide gaps pierce river üre血es
A wooclland monk got me to 恥nd the night
at midnight we sit in utter silence 

This is a very different aesthetic. The opening couplet represents the 
kind of discursive diction we fi口d throughout ZhangJi's poem: the para 
phrase would be 吐le single sentence “how can a letter convey the various 
things on my mind?" The second couplet， composed of two independ 
ent predicat口， clarifies the situation referred to in the first couplet. This 
is， in fact， the most famous couplet in the poem， and the poet and cri位C
Zha Shenxing 查 慎 行 (1650-1727) specifically notes 由at lt IS “ve勾Y

勾 In the So吋lern Song Tang santi shi 唐i體詩， this would be “middle couplets 
empty" 四 虛

26. 戶口2; Li J叫an 22; Qi 94 
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much like Zhang Ji" 頗 似 張 司 章 . 27 The third couplet， however， is 
something else :  its relation to the preceding couplets is oblique at be鈍，
though it is supposed to be related somehow. Its disjunction from the 
obvious disco盯se of “journcyi月" to seemingly unrelated scenes in the 
natural world is one marker of "craft." It could easily have been com
posed independently of the poem's occasion and “used" here; such 
couplets are often cited in isolation and are sometimes represented as 
being “worked on." These finely crafted couplets often appear in con
text as disjunc吐ve， with the poet tu主ning his attention to the scene 
around him; the best of these couplets notice patterns that 主eturn to the 
context of the poem as a whole and enrich it. 

The thirteenth-centuty critic Fang Hui interprets the fifth line as 
leaves falling into the ne哎， but it could also be that the fallen leaves re
veal the nest. Clearly the "empty nest鬥 is a figure that 主eminds the poet 
of hom巴. Chinese critics note that the scene contributes to the bleak 
mood of the poem， but the visual pattern is striking. The tightly woven 
twigs of the nest are articulated against the more widely meshed inter 
stices of the window. The leav凹， shining with fro哎， are caught in the 
ne哎; the smaller fire白白， bright in the darkness ，  pene世ate the window 
lattice. As is often the case in parallel couplets， there is a conceptual 
pair (concep囚al terms in Chines巳 often being antithetical) with some 
resonance in the situation. The leaves in the nest are “blocked" while 
the fire血es “get through": we have tongse 通 塞 ， “blockage" and “gett1月
through，" a conceptual pair to describe enterprises， particularl}γ the 
course of political life and "journeying." 

Many things in the poem are “blocked，" not only the poet's ca主eer but 
also his attempt to communicate what is on his rnind (communication 
was also conceptualized as to咯 “gett1ng 由主ough，" in the sense of “get 
也19 through to someon亡") . The fireflies' en位y into the window quietly 
anticipates his own lodging for the night， but what he finds is not com
munication but silence， sitting face to face with his host in silence. 

Ji昀a Da叩0'法s c∞oup抖i巴仗t ma叮y lie behind one of Yong Taω0'法s most beautiful 
C∞ouplet臼s also on 
but仗te位芷f血l巨le臼s， trapped in 也e widely meshed but sticky spider's web . The 
fireflies get through， entering the empty nest from which the swallows 

27. Fang Hui 12J3 . The poem Zha Shen到ng IS 出inking of is probably Zhang Ji's 
“Meeting an Old Friend" 逢故人 (20449)
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have departed. The couplet is found in a poem entided “1n Sickness 
Dwelling in Autumn" (秋居 病 中) .
荒 草數蝶懸蛛網

空 屋孤螢 入 燕 巢

By leaf-strewn eaves several butterilies 
hang in a spid缸's web;

in the empty room a lone fire且γ
enters the nest of swal1ows . 

Yong T悶's couplet and poem deserve consideration quite apart from 
the transformation of Jia D鉤's couplet， but reworking the fine lines of 
predecessors is con包nuous wi由 出e process of an individ叫 reworking
rus own lines .  The poe位cs of spontaneity implies perfection in the im
mediacy of the rela包on between thought and words; in the poetics of 
craft the words are always being changed and recast. 

Eagle S hooti咆

于 fragment of Yao He's preface to his anthology The S吵伽e Myst，仰
has survived; there he compares the poets he selects to “masters of 
eagle shooting，" 功的ao shou 射 雕 手 ， a phrase from the History of the 
No的e171Qi， in wruch Hulü Guang 斜律光， on a hunt with the emperor， 
looked up， shot， and brought down an eagle.28 Yao He was the first to 
transfer 中s figure of consu位叫叭蚯11 in arch叮 to skill in poetry. 1t is 
indeed an image of mastery， only of a particular sort. 

It was the earlier Yuanhe genera包on that raised Li Bai and Du Fu to 
represent the height of Tang poetry. One of the most striking images of 
poet可 from that era can be found in Han Yu'日 “Teasing Zhang Ji" 
調 張 籍 ， in wruch Han compares the acts 向0耐 creation by those 
earlier poets to Great Yu carving up the landscape of Cruna to drain the 
f100d. 29 Comparison of Li Bai and Du Fu to Great Yu was a grand 

28. B臼Qi shtt (H叫吵 of幼e Nor幼ernQi) 222. Shoo包ng eagles can ultimately be traced 
back to a sωry 1叫he “B呵呵hy ofL Guang" in the A court elilluch was sent out 
to the great Han general L Guangwhen he was 00 campaign. With a party of a few dozen 
men， the eunuch was out on the steppes when he encountered a group of three Xion吋1u
The va呻 叫erior Chinese pa叮 at囚ked the Xiongr叫 who proce吋d to ride a…nd 
the Chinεse party， shooting until everyone， induding the court eu口uch， was wounded. 
When the outraged eunuch reported the incident back to Li Guan丘， t出hε 耳en已ral c印om
ment仗ed t出ha仗圳t付t由he t出h間 X氾10嗯凹 mu叫叫re beer口1 0U耽t ea啥gle s沾ho∞0叫t峙 He se仗 a de恥hmen
afl丘te叮r t由he Xi口增nu and captured them， a吋 theywere indeed out to shoot eagles . 

29 .  17922; Qian Zhonglian 989. 
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image of the poet as demiurge. 1t is ultimately a craft metaph仗， tropl11g 
on an earlier image of poetry as “carv1月"; but this is "carving" on the 
grandest level. Analogies between the poet and cosmic “fashioning，" 
zaohua 造化， were common among the Yuanhe poets (and continued 
through the ninth cen囚ry) .30 We may contrast such an image of writing 
poe世y with a mastery of eagle shooting， both involving skill and preci 
sion in rutting a difficult mark just right. 

If Han Yu looked back to Li Bai and Du Fu， it is not su中主ising to 
fmd Yao He beginning his anthology \\吋1 Wa啥 就姐， another High 
Tang poet. 31 Following the eagle-shooting figure of the prefac亡， 1t lS 

perhaps no accident that one of the Wa月 Wei poems he selects is the 
following: 

風勁 角 守 鳴
將軍獵i哥城
萃枯鷹眼疾
雪 盡 馬 蹄輕
忽 過新 豐 市
還歸細 柳 營
回 看射雕處
于 里 暮 雲 平

王 維， 觀蠟
Wang Wei， Watching the Hunt32 

The wind is s仕ong， the horn-bow sings， 
the general is hun包ng east ofWei City. 
The plants are sere， 也e hawk's eye keen， 
snow IS go缸， hor蹈， hooves move eas且y.
Suddenly they are past Xinfeng market， 
then back around to Thinwillow Camp. 
Turn and look where the eagle was shot
a thousand leagues of evening clouds f1at 

This is one version of the High Tang at its best. The images present the 
evidence of the senses :  the sound of a bow twanging in the wind， which 
is sens。可 evidence of the hunt. The fact that the leaves a主e dried and 
have fallen from 出e plants gives the hawk a better view， and the absence 
of snow (口出位 in patches on the ground or falling) lets 出e horses move 
more easily. The poem ends beautifully'with a vision of absence， a vast 
skyscape in the distance in which there was an eagle-a small bi主d to 
shoot， and smaller still from a distance-that is now not there. \Vang 
Wei's poem illustrates one possibility fo主 regulated vers巴， in which great 
energy is represented as being under formal control， a precise skill that 
masters dangerous force， represented by “eagle shooting." 1t is probably 

30. See Shang 、We叫1ι，
Han Yu and Men嗯g Chia甜0，" CL且εAR 1“6 ρec巴m址lbe位主 I吵994.彷): 1苟9-4.0.

}1 . Yao He did， however， acknowledge Li Bai's greatness as a poetj see 26}84 

32. 05978; Chen Tiemin 609 
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由e strongest poem in Yao He's antho1ogy and an allegory of the poe包c
cra在 of “eag1e shooters ." 

Most of Yao He's eag1e-shooting masters belong to his past， from a 
century to a quarter century before the antho1ogy was comp立ed. To have 
Yao He's own day represented， we have to 100k to a future antho1ogy， 
indeed， one that explicitly presents itself as 也e successor ofYao He's an
tho1ogy of poetry. This is Wei Zhuang's 聿 莊 FurtherMystl旬， Yi晰'uanJZ
又 玄 革 ， dating from 900. Yao He's antho1ogy represents 出e c∞O∞n凹包n叫ul吋叮
of c∞ons紀er叮va仗叩t位ive poe 位c taste among elit仗e circles for a ha1f cent凹ur勾叮y; Fur吋therr 
λ1J戶J泊te吵f抄y opens 可w
cil址山ling t由he va叫1ues of t由he c∞onser打v羽a抗甜甜t包包ives and the Yuanhe radica1s into some
thing that begins to 100k like the canon of Tang poetry we now know. 
What had occurred in between S砂reme λ1Js均 in 837 and Further呵ystl吵
at 出e end of the century was the comp1ete destruction of the socia1 
world dominated by the conservative eli肥， 出e repeated sack of Chang
姐， and the reduction of the Tang Dynasty to a handful of cour包ers and 
pa1ace gua主ds surviving at the whim of various war1ords . 

Since Wei Zhuang's antho1ogy is the seque1 to Yao He's， it includes a 
seque1 to Wang Wei's “Watchi月 the Hunt，" a poem probab1y com
posed in 820， right after the end of the Yuanhe Reign 

張枯， 觀魏博 [何] 相 父 蠟
Zhang Hu， Watching His Excellency Li of Weibo in the Hunt33 

曉 出 郡城求 At dawn he  goes out east of  the district walls，34 
分 圍 淺 草 中 dividing， encircling among the 10w grasses 35 
紅旗 開 向 日 Red banners unfurl toward the sun; 
白 馬驟迎風 white horses dash into the wind. 
背 手拍金錶 Hand at his back， he draws the meta1 barb， 
翻 身 控 角 弓 bendi嗯， he pulls the horn-bow 
萬 人齊指處 Where ten thousand peop1e point together， 
一 雁 落 寒 空 a sing1e goose falls from the co1d sky 

33 .  2724月 Yan Shoucheng 1. The title is given in Chinese， which is how it appears in 
Further λ1yst旬; in the collected poems the title ìs given as “Watching Lì Mìruster of 
Works of Xuzhou on the Hunt" 觀徐 州 李 司 空 狼 The title ìn Further NIyste抄 IS
probably erroneous and should be Lì rather than He. This ìs most likely Lì Su 李 忠、 and
the year was probably 820 σu， vol. 2， 808) 

34. That is， 出e seat of government and headquarters for the Weìbo rr甘itary regìon. 
3 5 . Hunts used beaters to cover an area and drive anirnals in toward the center， 

where they could easily be killed. 
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Zhang H的 poem has its own beauty， but it is an inte…e1y theatrica1 
poem， with Wang Wei's contro1 but without his restramt. From enclrcle 
ment we have the theatrica1 advance of red banners and white horses， 
focusing at 1ast on the body of military commissioner Li as he notches 
an arrow and draws his bow. The flight of that arrow is marked by ten 
thousand peop1e poin包ng; the object of the arrow， the gaze， and ten 
出ousand fingers is a wild goose falling from 也e sky. Shooting wild 
geese is not easy， but it is a considerab1y 1ess demanding skill than 
shooting eag1es: wild ge的 are 1ar阱， fly 10\:\叫 and trave1 more slow1y 

We should note that Yao He， our antho1ogist-who wou1d 1ater 
compare earlier poets t。 “masters of eag1e shooting"-was a1so at Wei 
bo 主 roughly the same 包me and may have witnessed both the wild 
goose hunt and Zhang Hu法 little poem.36 

What had occurred b晰的n Wang Wei's masterfu1 eψ shooting 
and Zha時 Hu's 間er and sp1endidly 叫ed wιgoose hunt was 中C
Mid-Tang， which can be summed up in another hunting scene mvolv
m只 a much gaudier bird. The poem is not regu1ated verse at all but 
rather an old 叮1e poem by Han Yu 叫he 的ren叮llab1e lir咒 prob圳T
written around 799 

原頭 火燒靜兀兀

野維畏 鷹 出 復沒

將軍欲以 巧伏人

盤 馬 彎 守 惜 不 發

地 形 漸 窄 觀者 多

雄驚 亨 滿勁 箭力口

衝人決起百餘凡

韓怠， 雄帶 箭
Han Yu， The Pheasant Takes a Hit3ï 

On the p1ain the fire has burned， 
now calm and utter1y still， 

a wild pheasant， dreading the hawk， 
nses 也en SI位cs back down 

The general wants， by his skill， 
to humb1e 0出ers

he wheels his horse， bends his bow， 
ho1ds back， not shooting. 

The space gradually narrows， 
the watchers grow many， 

the pheasant springs， the bow f叫1 drawn， 
the sturdy arrow notched. 

Dashing toward peop1e， it rises up sha中1y over a 
hundred feet， 

36. Jia Dao may also have been there 
37. 17848 ;  Qian Zh口時lian III 
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紅翎 白 銀、隨傾斜 the red 且etches and silver barb 
arc after it 

The general looks up sn址ing，
his subalterns congratulate him 

as the ma叮 colors， rent asunder， 
plummet before his horse. 

Here we can see the more recent ancestor of Zhang Hu's poem， with 
re explicitly staged scene of maste句， in wmch the landscape 

has been burned bare of everything but bird， perform仗， audience， and 
arrow. Like most of Han Yu's poet可 of the time， it is "old-style" 
110wing gr臼ter liberty. What distinguishes Han Y的 poem fr﹒om 伽se

of the carhcr and latef pod-cfaftSInef1， wrang wrei aad Zhang HIU is thE 
elf-conscious and explicit pride in maste可: “the general wants， by ms 

s區H， to humblc others -" At thc successful shot the gcnEUl smks hE 
aware not only of ms own skill but of the cl叩ping audience. The prey 
nds up as a brightly colofcd trophy， picfccd by the arrow， lying on tk 

ground at his fEEt. If one wantd to translatt such a stagEd act of skin 
into the fofm of rcgulatEd VErse， the most obmous solution would bc 
也e para11el couplet， “marked鬥 as a triumph of craft. 

將軍仰 笑 軍 史 賀

五 色 離拔馬 前 墮

One version o f  the Yuanhe generation's poetry was the impression of 
n 月raincss that w? saw m thc Zhang jI pom and thc 吋liz缸ed 恥nta
ne臼lt叮y of Ba創i Ju矽y抖州Y州向i; it臼s oppos釗1t仗e wa鈞s t也he mannered dar組ring of poet臼s 1巨ikec 
Me叩ng Jia切O， Han YL1， and Li HE- WYhEfl jia Dao first camc to LUOYang 
from the no的west in 810， he became part of the Han Yu group， and 

of hs most hmous p?Ems show thc tfanslation of thE poem of 
the Han Yu group into regulated verse. 

In January 816， the last lunar month of the tenth year of the Yuanhe 
Reign， the Chan monk Baiyan (“Cypress Cli缸") passed away. On hear
ing the news Jia Dao composed a regulated verse， one of whos 
plets became famous because Ouyang Xiu made it an e主emplary case of 
the potential misreading of poet可

賈 島 ， 哭 柏巖和 尚
Jia Dao， Lamenting the Monk Baiyan38 

苔 覆 石林 新
師 曾 占 幾春

The moss covering your stone couch is fresh. 
how many springs did the Master occupy it? 

38 . 戶戶9; Li Jiayan 泣; Qi 89 
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寫 留 行道影 They traced and kept his silhouet仗， prac包Clllg
the Way， 

burn巴d away the body that sat in meditation. 
The pagoda garden bars snow on pines within; 
the sutra chamber locks in dust in the cracks 
1 despise that this pair of tears streams down， 
1 am not one who understands the Emptiness 

of things. 

焚若r坐禪身
塔院 關 松 雪

經 房 鎖 隙 塵

白 嫌雙 淚 下
不 是 解 空 人

The famous couplet here i s  the second 0肘， imitated within a few dec 
ad郎， anthologized in Wei Zhuang's Further Mystery in 900， and taken up 
again in the eleventh cen囚叮 in Ouyang Xiu's Remarks on Poetry 口hihua，

ent可 XVIII) ， where it comes up in a discussion of how a poem can fail 
to communicate some mearung in an elementary sense. Ouyang Xiu 
cites the couplet: 

寫 留 行道影 pb
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焚卻坐禪身

Then he comments that some readers thought that they had burned a 
livi時 monk. Ouyang Xiu cites the case as a joke; in a nice twist， he 
turns from poet叮 failing to make sense to 也e foolish failure of readers 
to make sense of poe世y. There is sometmng here about reading poetry 
and paying atten位on to traces. 

The figura包on in the second couplet exists only in a language \vith
out tense markers; it necessarily disappears in English translation. Chi
n間 poe的， e呻s叩pecω11y on the level of a single line， generally assumes a 
unity of time; and that assump吐on produces the potentially comic ef
fect that Ouyang Xiu mentions : if there is “sitting in meditation" and 
“burning，" one would norma11y take these as contiguous moments . The 
good reader， however， would recognize that the pl可 b師een different 
moments in time was already announced in the third 且n亡， where the 
time of "practicing the Way" and the con位nued presence of the image 
are contrasted. To repeat that antithesis between present and past in 
the fourth line is a small triumph of para11elism. Such a conflation of 
moments-the body in meditation and its crema包on一一is significant as 
well as poe包cally s triki丘g. The body in meditation is the vessel of a 
mind that is empty in being awa主e of the emp包ness of appeara日ces; lt 1S 

that same body， empty of mind and soul， that 1S later cremated， literally 
“burned away." 
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In many ways 由is poem represents the shared craft of regulated 
verse in the short line at its be哎， with a characteristically Yuanhe inflec 
tion in the second couplet. The balance of level and deflected tones is 
perfect， the parallelism is technically skillful， and the rhyme-words are 
commonplace in the extreme. In some ways it is a comfortable and easy 
cra丘， within which the poet can sometimes achieve a remarkable beauty 
of pattern， which can be significant. Every poetic form has its par包cular
gift for poets . In regulated verse we often see a particular pattern or re 
lationship recurring in various versions; as with metaphor， such ho 
mologies of pattern invite us to consider seerningly very different phec 
nomena as in some way alike. 

There is covering and ground， surface and depth. The covering 的
“appearance，" in Buddhist te芷江1S， se 色 ， rψd吭， the s臼serαnsuous su叮1芯rfac自e of 
things . The surf:臼ace changes;  b 巳nε a 吐也1 lS emp 包ness . Even t由he monk's 
name 芷c叩pe臼at臼s this figu叫芷E院，
w吶it由h t由he g乎芷E倪en of cy叩P芷ess， which in rniniature reappears in the stone 
couch covered by moss .  The moss replaces the monk， whose meditat
ing presence kept the moss away. Moss and monk are both “covenn軒"
and “overlays" of sorts ， the loss  of one being the gain of the other. 
Every spring that the monk sat on that bench-the enumeration of 
years that the second line invokes-was a spring when the moss could 
not grow. But moss was always 閻明ting regeneration， 山ce the tears that 
the poet sheds at the end. 

The absent body is prese叮ed as a “silhouett丸" “outline，" “reflec
包0呵

，
or “shadow，" yi:慰 影， the merest of appearances preserved in a 

representation， just another “image" in the “doctrine of image丸 xza慰
jiao � 教， that teaches us thro啥h images the emp包ness of the world 
beneath the images .  The shadow is preserved while the body that cast 
the shadow is gone-an early-αgh出-centu可 anticipa包on of the pathos 
of the old photograph， enriched by the fact that the “reflection" 曰
“shadow" is of the monk “practicing the w呵，" 1 earning \\甩出in 也at sur
face of appearances the truth that all within is empty. The “body sat in 
meditation，" became aware of Emp包ness; and when that enlightened 
body died， it was cremated and became smoke. 

The ashes of the body go to 也e pagoda， in whose winter garden the 
pines have a covering of snow， pines being the standard figure for that 
which endures through change. As the body's ashes go to the pagoda， 
the painting of the body goes to 也e library， where we have another 
covering of surfaces， a c 
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But “dust" has strong Buddhist overtones of the "six dusts，" the delu
sions of the senses， the attachment to images as surfaces rather than as 
selιconsunu月 indices of the emptiness beneath the surface. 

Through the habitual poetics of regulated verse， Jia Dao is "parsing" 
surface and depth in various versions : moss， body， snow， and dust. And 
at the end we have the tears， both as a response and as a cle且nsmg.
Something comes forth from within the body that should be emptied， 
the trace of mind not as impartial rnirror but as 出e sentimental heart. 
Failure to understand Emptiness  is the claim of the secular man， who 
feels the loss of the person-eve且 though he knows that any par包cular
incarnation is only a moment in a continuous process of reincarnation， 
terrninated only by Enlightenment. Poetically he says he despises the 
fact that he weeps .  He knows better. He does understand the emptiness 
of things， but he does not accept it. 

It is difficult not to read a contradiction of poetics here as well: the 
Yuanhe poet， with his showy daring， is working in a poetic discipline 
and representing the truth of a religious discipli自 由at teaches austerity 
and the emptiness and ex包nc包on of self. 

Before considering the direction that Jia Dao's poet叮 was later to 
tal仗， we might consider a且 irnitation by the you口ger poet Zhou He 
(perhaps at this 位me still a monk， Qingse) . The poem cannot be dated 
precisely， but judging from Zhou He's caree主， it probably postdates Jia 
Dao's poem by at least a decade. 

林徑西風急

私:枝講鈔餘
2家長亡夜剃

遺 偈 病 時 書
地燥 焚 身 後

堂 空 著影初

周 賀 ， 哭 閑 霄 土人
Zhou He， Lamen世ng the Monk Xiaruciao39 

On the forests paths the west wind 
blows hard， 

pine boughs after reading su世a and se虹口on
His icy whiskers were shaved the night 

he died， 
也e remaining gatha， written when he was sick. 
The ground was scorched after they cremated 

the body; 
the hall was empty when his s沿louette was 

first revealed. 

39. 26896. This is entitled a 1且.ment for B立iyan in Ta.憋了hiJishi， but th直t is þrob立bly

too early for Zhou He 
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Lamenting him， tears often fall， 
and 1 recall that he came to my cottage. 

In the third couplet of this poem Zhou He is obviously imitating Jia 
D船's second couplet， but the epigone tropes on his predecessor i日 less 
obvious ways as well. Jia Dao opened his poem with the image of a 
stone bench covered with moss， a visual trace of absence. In the cate
gories of parallel matching， Jia Dao's is a couplet of “seeing" (JÏan 見)
Zhou He gives the proper answering category of “hearing" (妝的 問) for 
his trace of absence: the sound of the wind in 也e pines that marks the 
disappearance of Xianxiao's sutra chanting and discourses. 

The second couplet continues the motif of remainders， now the 
whiskers and 由e gatha， the devotional verse. We assume that the 
c。中se is shaved (hence "icy" whiskers) . In the third couplet Zhou He 
takes up Jia Dao's earlier couplet; in 也is case it would be hard to argue 
that the manne主ed and daring images of the Mid-Tang disappeared en
tirely in the Late Tang. Here the epigone poet carries the image of the 
predecessor to new extremes. 的7忍 影 1S “s血lOuette丸" “shadow，" and 
“reflec包on." The term was used for religious representa包ons; hence the 
“hall of reflection丸" yz慰tang 影堂 ， was where religious p釗ntings were 
displayed. Zhou He keeps the explicit reference to the portrait， but he 
adds another kind of grotesque “shadow" of the monk in the scorch 
marks on the ground left from the cremation of the corpse 

As Jia Dao had we阱， so Zhou He must also weep the tears of the 
secular man-or of the poet-monk， sinking into the spiritual error of 
the laity for the sake of poetic effect. Zhou He， howev哎， is not offering 
a grand opposition of his tears in con世ast to those who understand the 
emp包ness of things . Zhou He weeps as a result of a memory of a visit， 
a remembered presence in the face of Xianxiao's absence 

Jia Dao's famous couplet rep主esents the “strong line" in a Mid-Tang 
sense of t也he t臼c位凹rr丘叭τ
lines can sli巨p mt昀o almost c∞Offi1C g乎ro仗te臼squeness . It was a style that Jia 
Dao was abandoning for a very different kind of 叮叮ong 且ne" that 
characterizes the Late Tang. Already in 812 Han Yu had remarked that 
Jia Dao would turn away from mannered daring to a more “bland and 
even，" pi;慰dan 平 淡 ， style.40 The “bland and even" s可le better charac-

40. Song Wuben shigui Fa哩yang 送無 本 師 歸 范 陽 Qian Zhonglian 820 
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terizes Yao He' s selection of earlier regulated verse in Sψ均月份 呵ystl句
Howeve宜， as Jia Dao matured as a poet， he found a new kind of poe吐c
beauty in more subdued versions of the strong line﹒ 

The following poem is also regulated verse in the five-syllable line 
and likewise intended for a Buddhist monk. This poem can probably be 
dated to the Taihe Reign (827-83 5) .  According to conventional periodi
zation， it belongs to the “Late Tang，" just as the lament for Baiyan be
longs to the "Mid-Tang." There is something a bit absurd in giving diι 
ferent period names to two poems written by the same poet in the 
same form， both in a Buddhist social context， separated by one or two 
decades .  Yet the contrast between 由e two poems seems to bear out the 
notion that a change in poe包c sensib山ty had occurred in the interim 

The later poem lacks the modestly figurative couplet that caught 
Ouyang Xiu's attention， which was to become one of the touchstones 
of Jia Dao's craft. The poem also lacks the repeated patterns that func
tion like metaphor. 

賈 島 ， 寄 白 閣 默2:
Jia Dao， Sent to  Reverend Mo of White Tower Mountain41 

已知皇帝 白 閣 I 七10W you have gone back to White Tower， 
山 遠晚睛看 1 watch that hill far i n  the clear eve也ng sky. 
石 室 人心靜 In stone chambers man's mind grows still， 
冰潭 月 影殘 on an icy pond moonbeams barely remain 
微雲分 片 滅 Wispy clouds melt， dividing in pu鼠，
古木落薪乾 anC1ent 仕ees 旬， shedding kindling. 
後夜誰 聞 聲 Who hears chimes in the last part of night? 
西峰絕T頁寒 cold is the highest summit of 出e western peak. 

Reverend Mo is literal1y “Reverend Silence，" and except for the peculiar 
question in the seventh line-asking who hears chimes一一the poem is 
one of silence. 

Like the lament for Baiyan， the poem be伊lS with an image of ab 
sence as 由e poet stares toward the distant mount創n to which Rever← 

end Mo . has gone﹒ The images in the middle couplets all belong to that 

imaß1自d distance. The stillness，JÏng 靜， is bo也 the silence of the place 

and the serenity of mind， an enclosure of stone 出at contains a mind 

rather than a body. In the capping line of the couplet Jia Dao flattens 

41. 3I伴; Li Jiayan 25; Qi IIO 
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the space of containment into a two-dimensional surface， playing on 
the Buddhist figure of the mind as a mirror， which in turn is the figure 
of the calm pool refl叫ng the moonlight. Moreover， 世 峙ht is fading 
in that mirroring pool. The distance of speculation opens a space for 
images of nature and the person to merge﹒ Self is obliterated here more 
effectively than in the lament for Baiyan. 

In many ways this is a more beautiful and subtle poem than "La 
menting the Monk Baiyan." The fading daylight that opens the poem 
becomes fading moonlight in a pool that is the figure of the dispassion
ate mind. The third couplet con包nues the image of dissolution， first 
with light clouds breaking into pieces and disappearing (m扣 減 of
course being the term for “extinc包on" 日 Nirv姐a) ， then in the trees 
shedding pieces of dry wood-specifically “kindling，" the material for 
fi自 由at will consume itself and the material body in a brief light. In the 
end we have an unheard sound in the da主kness， which is once again the 
image of the immateriality of existence until at last there is only cold. 

Such regulated verse in the five-syllable line has a restrictive lexicon， 
and poems on monks have their own favorite images and terms. There 
is nothing daring about Jia Dao's poem; it 芯， in some ways， highly con 
ventional in terms of the poetic prac包ce of the age. Yet the images 
a主e deployed with a mastery of the craft that is as self-effacing as it is 
perfect. 

Zhat哲Ji

Jia Dao became the epitome of the poet-craftsman; the visible craft of 
也e couplet stands out even in the relatively understated poem above. 
However， no account of regulated verse in the second quarter of the 
ninth centu叮 can be complete without considering very different values 
that were no less strong. The Chinese critical tradition has often associ
ated these values with the regulated verse of Zha時 Ji.

Zha嗯 Ji was veη much a poet of the Y叫他e era， famous for his 
yu�命， for mannered archaism in old-s可le verse， and as an admirer of Du 
Fu. Moving between the groups of poets around Han Yu and Bai Ju抖，
Zhang Ji demonstrated remarkable stylistic divers叮 in an era that val 
ued personality recog也zable in a single， distinct poetic “manner." 
Zhang Ji's Yuanhe contemporaries celebrated him for the values of the 
era. His Southern Tang editor Zhang Jìh 張 泊 adds to those Yuanhe 
virtues a claim about his importance in the history of reg叫ated verse 
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and its Late Tang traditions戶 In a preface dating from 949 or short付
出口eafter Zhang Jìh writes :  
又長於今體律詩. 負 元 已 前. 作者 問 出 大抵互 相 祖 尚 拘於 常 態 .這Ä 一
變 而 章 句 之妙. 冠於流 品 矣
He also excelled at recent-style regulated verses .  Prior to the Zhenyuan Reign 
[78 5-804] writers [in this form] did appear intermittently; but they pretty much 
followed in one anoth位's footsteps and were confined to a commonplace 
manner. Then the transformation wrought by Zhang Ji came about， and the 
excellence of his style crowned the 可pes in circula包on 的

In his preface to Xiang Si's collection Zhang Jìh goes on to treat 
Zha月 Ji法 1n且uence:

兵 中 張水部為律格詩- 尤 工於 匠 物 字 ;青 意遠. 不 涉 舊 體. 天 下 莫 能 窺其
奧. 唯朱慶餘一人親授其 旨 . 沿 流 而 下 則 有任 蕃 陳 標 章孝標倪勝 司 空 圖
等. 成及 門 焉 寶 歷 開 成之際. 君聲價籍 甚. 時特為水部之所知 賞 . 故其詩
格頗與水部 相 類. 詞清妙而 句 美 麗奇絕. 蓋得於意、表 這非 常 情所及
In his regulated poet可 ZhangJi of the Bureau of Waterways was exceptionally 
s垣lled in fashioning the representation of things. His words were lucid， and his 
concep臼 far-reaching. He did not slip into the prior s tyle﹒ No one in the world 
could get close enough to g趾npse the profundity of his work. Zhu Qingyu 
alone personally received his ins佐uc包on. As the tradition continued， Ren Fan， 
Chen Piao，44 Zhang Xiaobiao， Ni Sheng， Sikong Tu， and others all became 
secondary disciples .  At the juncture between 由e Baoli and Kaicheng Xiang Si's 
reputation was quite widespread， and at that time he was particularly appreci
ated by Zhang of the Bureau of Waterways . Thus， the formal s tyle of his po 
etry came to verγ much resemble that of Zhang Ji. The diction is lucid and 
wondrous， and the lines are lovely and most remarkable. lndeed， he achieved 
this beyond defrnite concept; it is hardly somett世ng ordinary sentiments could 
achieve.45 

We do not know if Zhang Jìh is basing these comments on some tradi
包on of judgment or， in his unbounded admiration for Zhang 戶， 叩吶V
ex仕apolating from some of Zhang's exchange poems.  \X'e should be re 
luctant to dismiss such a precise account of regulated-verse traditions 

42. 日的 1 romanize Zhang Ji 張 泊 as Zhang Jìh to avoid confusion between the 
tenth-century preface writer and the poet he is wri值19 about. 

的 QTw 9123 . 
44. 1 have chosen the readingpiao 擇 自由er than 出e mo主e common b苟且

45. QTw 叫“ (T.呵 仰 物)
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from the mid-tenth centu句， though Zhang Jìh's claims are excessive 
and he elides the long Taihe Reign between the Baoli and Kaichen2: 
(Zhang Ji died in the Taih巴， half a decade before the K叫eng) 羊
Zhang Ji wrote a laudatory poem to Xiang Si (who must have been 
rather young at the time) ; and as editor of Zhang Ji's collected poems 
zhang Jih hew dIs and may havc bastd Ms commmts on it hdkc 
many of the more senior poets， Zhang Ji did patronize younger poets in 
his later years， and there m叮 be some truth to Zhang Jìh's claim of his 
influence. 

At the very least， Zhang Ji well represents values in reg叫ated verse 
that were an alternative to focusing 0日 the craft of the couplet. Bai Juyi 
was not particularly talented in regulated verse-though he wrote a great 
many. In Bai Juyi the form disappears behind the poet. ZhangJi achieved 
ease and fluency through perfect form; at Zhang Ji's best the requisite 
parallelism of the middle couplets half disappea此 Qnly very rarely do we 
see the striking couplets so marked in Jia Dao's poet叮﹒ As the Song critic 
Zhang Jie 張 戒 observed: “Although Zhang Ji's regulated poems have a 
flavor， they lack literary flash" 籍律詩雖 有 味 而 少 文 47

This kind of poetic value exists in many traditions and is the hardest 
to translate. It is also a value that wears thin with repetition and easily 
slips into banality. Whether or not the poets of the second decade of 
the ninth cen囚ry associated it with Zhang Ji，  it was a value in the regu
lated verse of the period， existing side by side with-and some包mes
向江ng to íncorporate the poe位cs of-the glorious couplet. 

We might here cite one of Zhang Ji's most anthologized regulated 
verses in the short line， which can se叮e as a touchstone of his success 
and his limitations in the form. It has the pleasing quality of dan )犬 ，
“limpidity" o r  "blandness ." 

46. Such a high estimate of Zhang Ji was not universal at  the time. Zhang Wej's 
Shiren 之:huke tu， adrnittedly eccentric in 也 classifications， places Zha月 Ji in the second 
order of the category “Clear and stran阱， classical and upright" 清 奇雅丘， whose “mas
ter" was Li Yi 李 益 .

47 .  Chen Yingluan 陳 應 宵 Suihanta戀 活的仰Jzao;仰 歲 寒 堂詩話校 寬 (Chengdu
Ba Shu shushe， 2000) ， 72. "Flash" is perhaps too flippant a translation for 即吭 but jt 
does convey something of this sense of appeal through a finesse of wording. 
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張 籍， 夜 到 漁 家
ZhangJi， Coming to a Fisherman's Home by Night的

漁家在江 口 The fisherman's home is at the river's mouth， 
湖水入 學 扉 the high tides come into his wicker gate. 
行客欲投宿 The traveler wants to stay overnig恤，
主人猶未歸 but the owner has still not returned. 
竹i家村路遠 Deep in bamboo the village road lies afar， 
月 出 釣船稀 the moon comes out， fishing boats grow fewer 
遙見 尋 沙 岸 Afar 1 see movement along the sandy shore， 
春風動萃衣 the spring breeze stirring a coat of str叫人

The parallelism of the third couplet here is more salient in the Chinese 
than in 出e translation: 

Bamboo 
虹loon

deep 況且age
comes out fishing 

road 
boat的

far 
few 

There is， howev位， nothing striking in the relation of the parallel ele 
ments; rath缸， they are complementa句， 的 出e speaker looks to the road 
and the river for the re凹rn of the fisherm妞， at whose home he wants 
to stay. In the last couplet he sees the fisherm妞， identifiable by his 
straw coat， strolling along the sandy sho民.

In contrast to Bai Juyi's stylized “wildness，" 是uang 狂， or ]ia Dao's 
“strangeness，" qi 奇 ， “blandness，" da舟， is an elusive quality﹒ If Bai ]uyi's 
“wildness" is a theatrical display of personality and ]ia Dao's "strange
ness" is a display of p似的ta垣ng craft (in which personality disappears 
in the craftsma司， then "blandness" is the 叫timate askesis of regulated 
verse， in which both salient personality and craftsmanship disappear in 
a polished ease realized in familiar poe世c form. 

48. 20203; Li Dongsheng 98 
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The Craftsmen of Poei吵

When writing about poets who were ac包ve almost twelve centuries ago， 
we are at the mercy of our sources .  Apart from those rare poets like Bai 
Ju抖， with full biographies and careful documentation of their lives 
within their works， we often have only fragments of biographical in 
formation. Some of these fragments come from cursory biographies in 
official histories， themselves often based on uncertain sources; some 
也nes we have a 口ote attached to a bibliographical entry; often we have 
anecdotes of highly dubious veracity. In many cases biographical in 
formation is painstakingly pieced togethe主 from references in poem 
titles and poems. 1  Apart from the problematic anecdotes， much of what 
we learn involves office rank andf or location at a given time. The 
nature of such information easily reduces the "lives" of poets to a se 
quence of titles and posts， marking upward or downward movement in 
public prestig巴， presumed to make the poet propor吐onately happier or 
less happy. In the process， this same poet is often also moving back and 
forth across the map of China. When we come to poets who never had 
a public career or began their official careers late in life (like poo主 Xiang
Si， who received his first post in rniddle age and died a year or so later 
in that same post) ，  we have only the poems 

Given the fact that this is the kind of information we possess， we are 
doomed to repeat it when talking about individual poets . We should， 
however， not forget the things we do not know. We rarely know what 

1 . Here there are new uncertainties involving questions of attribution and the fact 
that poems titles，  on which much depends， were the most textually variable part of the 
poem. An additional problem is that if the addressee of a poem was currently holding a 
post lower in ra叫王 than one previously held， the poet would commonly 自fer to hinl by 
his higher， former 包tle.
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earlier poets they read and adrnired in their youth. Unless  their fathers 
were officeholders or their mothers had important family relations， we 
know next to nothing about 吐leir farnilies. Unless th叮 held of且ce， we 
don't know how they supported themselves-often over the course of 
deçades .  We 七10W little of the practice of their art: we don't see the 
drafl的， the revisions， and usually don't know which poems were dis 
carded. One reason Bai Juyi is attractive is that in his poetη and prose 
he does give us information about such matters 

Their reticence about some details of 出口r lives is largely a function 
of the thematic restriction of their art. The poet Y ong Tao seems to 
have witnessed the Nanzhao invasion of Sichuan in 8可-30， in which 
his beloved Chengdu was sacked and a large percentage of its popula 
tion carried off to death 世 slavery. He does have poems about the cap 
包ves， but they are strangely disappoin吐ng. He personally escaped 
somehow， but we would like to know what happened. Had he been 
writing in the seventeenth centu句， he would certainly have left us a 
more dramatic and detailed record， either in poetry or prose. As we \vill 
see， Yong Tao does give us another vi，社 moment involving staying for 
the night in a temple with Tibetan monks in the contested frontier re 
gions of Sichuan. Although such a poem does provide us with the sin
伊lar particulars of experience， we must bear in rnir吐 出at spending the 
night at a temple was a 干的per" topic for a poem. 

As we discuss these poets below， we will briefly comment on their 
public careers-if indeed they had public caree的， since many did not. It  
is enough to roughly situa自 由em 1n 也e social world of which they 
were a part. We w沮 t可 to posi包on them poe包cally among the other 
regulated-verse craftsmen. Although askesis was a shared γirtue-in 
contrast to the s位ong pe主sonalities of the Yuanhe er吐 出e poetics of 
regulated verse had its own internal issues and differenc也 Once we 
have outlined those issues and differences， however， we w封1 be forced 
to conclude that much of th副主 poet勾T is alike; they write beautiful and 
memorable poems， most of which could easily have been written by 
half a dozen other poets. (Variant attributions， moreover， are not un
common.) In a later tradition that increasingly prized a biographical 
frame of reference and a distinct poetic personality， these poets were 
ultimately doomed to the sta囚s of “rninor poets ." 

These poets， however， became fully “rninor" in a process of canon 
formation that only assumed its ma扭扭 shape in the sixteen出 centu句:
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becar組m缸m配1
with modif血ica抗組t包lons丸， in the Re叩pub巨ca 位 ar且ld PRC school syst仗ems. P扭r

， 

tωo t由ha仗t e盯ra丸， most of t由he臼se poet臼s had t由hei眩r pa沁 ss討ionat臼e advoca前tε臼s， and 
ma叮 were singled out-by p的恥ve 口itics-as the best po的 已f the 
一一一一 .

“Names" of poets rcfnaif1 tTIE Way WE OIpdzc thc suwivIng pOE包c
rpus.  In the case of the masters of re伊lated verse， we can ques包on

the usefulness of 恥 old habit. N evertheless，  we w也 follow Jadi4; 
and tOl吋 on 出e names in brief 如ches. It is hard to de他 wh忱 tn
stop: we will look prima均 at two generations， leaving off with those 
poets a great part of whose work lasted past 8 60.  

Yao He 姚合

Like many of the regula叫-verse craftsmen and despite his consid 
able mputauoM and tEIauvcly exttnsive pubEc cafCEC Yao HE's dates 
are u企certain: Fu Xuancong places his birth around 779 and his death 
around 849 . We know that he passed the jinshi examination in 8r丘 the

Tmc y叫 出at Li 品， ten years his juni叫 died. Yao He was roughly 
帥 samc agc as yuan Zherlp apd hE could Easily ham belonged to dc 
Yuanhe generation; but his period of greatest poe包c activity did not be
gin until the 820S.  

Yao He claimed the family glory of relatively distant ancest句， ln 也lS
e descent from Yao Cho啥 姚 崇 (650-721) ， a famous and much 

admired mlmsttf Early in xuanzonis fdp1 The Tang had， by this 
p01仗， a long enough hIStofy that a substantial pErccntagc of d1t gentry 
could claim descent from someone famous . Yao He's fath缸， howe可呵，叫 叫向en a ∞叫unt即t
Ie芷 connectedl

Yao He had a remarkably smooth public care仗， beginning with a s 
ies of low-level posts as “dis仕ict defender" (county sheriff) . Under the 

reign of Wenz呵， he held several mid.level posts in the ce叫 gov
缸， later accepting prefectural governorships in Jinzhou and the 

2. Yao He's ∞lle的n was contlnUOUS from the Song. Th的 are almost 540 poems 
extant by him. In addition to an ar油ology entitled The S吵付伽 Mystery， J仰叫'nJZ 極 玄 象 ，于 1臼S 叫站伽S叩o cα倪吋r扭吋e吋耐d
lOnger extant . . 
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p1um prefectu主e of Hangzhou. Provincial posts are often associated 

with 10ss of favor in the capita1; in some cases this is unquestionab1y 

true， but the consistency with which p主efectural governorships appear 

at a cert組n stage in one's career suggests that this is something more 

routille 出租 出e consequence of factional shifts in power.3 Following 

his term in Hangzhou， Yao He returned to the capital， advancing stead

旬， 也cluding a stint as surveillance commissioner in 839 . ρun月 出is

time he reinstated Li Shangyin in his post of district defender after the 

latter had been dismissed for countermanding a criminal sentence made 

by Yao's predecessor.) He ul也nately attained the post of Director of 

the Imperial Libra句， which had previously been held by various distin

g叫shed literary men， including Bai Juyi. 
As was mentioned earlier， Yao He had a wide range of acquaintances 

among younger poets in Chang'an， most of whom had not passed the 

戶:nshi examination and some of whom belonged to obscure provincial 

families wi也 no history of officeholding. When addressed by hi日 offi 

cial titles in poems， some deference is shown， though far less than was 

也e norm. In this group we find a remarkable degree of socia1 leveling 

around a shared love of poetry. Yao He was also the only regu1ated

verse master to penetrate the margins of the Bai Juyi circle (perhaps 

because he was poli包cally successful in Bai Juyi's 位fetime) . Above all， 

Yao He was a close associate of Jia Dao， with whose name his is always 

paired. As such， Yao He's poe甘y is considered more “bland and 

even，" pi超gdan 平 淡 ， compared to Jia's mo主e s佐iking couplets . 4  Both 

praise and criticism of his work employ many of the same terms used 

to describe the regulated verse of Zhang Ji. Yao seems to have 

been well awa主e of the “blandness" of his w。此， as we can see in the 

following poem of selιdepreca包on realized in a remarkably barbed 

compliment. 

3 . Although Yao He's provincial posts are not generally interpreted as the res叫t of 

fac世onal dissatisfactio日， the scholarly conviction that provi且cial posts meant disfavor 

(sometimes supported by the dissatisfactions of incumbents in such posts) overlooks 

出e simple fact 由此 也e emp江e had many prefectures and counti自 由at needed adminis 

trators 
4- “Bland and even" is a rela包ve quali句﹒ See pp. IIO一日， 、w丸v址7吐扯t

Jμ1旭a Daωo wa站s turnlng tωo aν“%叫￠屯bl恤lan闆d and e甘ve凹n"、 style in 出e Yuanhe Rei伊﹒
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尋 常 自 怪詩無味

雖被人吟 不 喜 聞

見說與君 同 一格

數篇 到 火在F休焚

The ct可1位rmen oJPoe句

姚合， 寄 李 于
“Yao He， To Li Gan5 

1 ordinarily fault myself， 
出at my poems lack any f1avor; 

although they are recited by others， 
1 don't delight in hearing them. 

But when 1 was told 也at 1 shared 
the same style with you 

1 stopped burning those several pieces 
1 had put into the fire. 

于E E 
Cla t 1 O TI b e twe e n “%叫b1a咄1叭，鬥' d，仰m叫， a叩叫n吋d '“‘ 1a 

?于特門啄本， 1臼s a叩n lnt臼er跎es拍包n峙g on肘e. The 吋o t臼E叮凹rms are v而E叮 clo
臼
se in m肘le臼i戶戶叫ru凹11叮m咖叫n仰1叮叭甘汽; i 出做c叮y seem differ仗昀m吋c位∞叫n此lt， it is because “ b1and" is often a po whereas here ζ“ 'lacking 且avor'鬥 ， i芯S Pcq)OrmadVE.

r 

f 
One diffcmncc 在om Zha時 Ji in Yao He's work is the gro吶ng sense 01 poe佐y as a vocauon and tht PItasufc of cfatsmanship- The POEm may sccm stEady and arts5， but he tclis us that h devotES himself to carefully “choosing words，" 翩翩 字 還 字 .

姚合， 問 居晚夏
Yao He，  Dwelling in Calm in Late Summer6 

閑 居無 事擾 Dwelling in calm， nothing to disturb me， 
舊 病 亦 多 痊 my former illness also largely cured 
還字 詩 中 老 Choosing words， 1 grow old in poe仕y，
看 山 屋 外 眠 l叫阿 叫叫ills， 1 lie down out吋
片 霞 f侵受 走各幸 日 A r昀os叮y cloud int世ru吋des on t出hι丘e sett廿ln…h ο…叮n

詰了立三Z 山恤心叫C吐圳kl伽c間…衍臼叫叫ch岫O仗ke wi咐由 α叫C臼a
Fa仗Cill且19 t也出his丸， the heart is a咚ε伊a釗1r叫1叫joyous，

誰知乏 酒 錢 who notices lacking money for ale? 

rc pM Who dpm o山 po咐， is 削anng p叫 as a way of 峰We are not too thematically distant from Bai J u抖， who often declar 
HE LUOYang SEmifEtIfcmcnt that all hE IIEEds afE Poetry and alc The phrasing of the third line， however丸， 1昀s mor臼巴 r臼且dica叫1， 1口10t only d配efining史etry呎1)代…}門尸…T a沁s c咐?抖， as 'ν6“冗油'ch伽hoo叫 word也S叭叫so poetically spatializi中he
an aδ bOTCtung one m Tfw 。于 “in." Bai Juyi grew old “出' Luoy呵
njoying "poetry and a1e ." "Ale，" jiu ;筒 ， was the term most commonly 

5. 26476; Liu Yan 44. 
6. 26560; Liu Yan 68. 
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conjoined with “poetry，" shi 詩一 ， whether as a compound or p1aced 
in parallel posi包ons in a coup1et. Sigt討自cantly， poems and the scenes 
for poems are joys in their own right， ma叫拉必』尪U凶ζu咀1江呵I
ing (令though remembering t也ha仗t he has for喀got仗ten it) . This new sense of 
poetry is a se1ιsufficient wor1d; it is no 10ng位， along with a1e， an ad 
junct of entertainment. Again we may here contrast Bai Ju)的 self
conscious poetic "wildness，" which is often linked to drinking. 

The thir吋d c∞oup抖1e仗tl昀s t血he “poe包c scene，" 歹 ma位rke仗吋正d b均〉乃y craft and demon 1 

f s仗tr臼a仗叩t位ing t由ha仗t thi吐is is indeed a po ε仗t who “冗chooses words.  鬥 It is not pa衍
包cu叫la衍r卸 5盯t佐f仙
t也he po倪et '“6石且lies down outside" in the fourth line， it is remarkable in re 
capitu1ating the situation of the perceiver. Both are scenes of occlusion， 
with the cloud covering the sun， producing ilie “hiddenness，" J仰 隱 ， of
the poet in seclusion， a poet growing old， just as 由e sun is sinking. 
From another space of hiding (leaves and clouds) comes the sound of 
cicadas， a sound closely associated wiili poets who engage in kψ刀， “bit
ter chanting" 0芷 f“painstak垣ing crafl釘i:" (仙且ke “冗cho∞os訂i呵 wo叮rd也s"鬥')

One of Ya拍o He歹s mos仗t famous c∞oup抖lets is c∞ont臼alne吋d i凶n t也he fir芷5泣t of a 
5紀ene臼s of thirt句y poems he w主rot仗e whi泣ile a衍ss泣istan仗t mag厚istrate of Wugong 
county in the late Yuanhe Reign: 

姚合， 武 功 縣 作三 十 首
Yao He， 那Tritten in Wugong County7 

縣 去 帝城遠
$; 官 與 隱 齊
馬隨 山 鹿放
雞雜野禽棲
繞舍唯藤架
侵 階 是 蔡 由主
史 師 和叔夜
不擬作書題

The county 泣的 far from the Emperor's ci句，
holcling office here is equal to reclusion 
My horse， left to graze with the mountain deer， 
my chickens roost among wild fowL 
Around my cottage are only vine 佐ellises，
rising up on my steps is the herb garden. 
Beyond 由is I w也 make xi Kang my teacher: 
1 do not plan to write the letters 1 should.B 

The second coup1et 自 由e one remembered， 可rith ilie animals that accom 
pany civilized humanity reverting to natu自 or merging seamless1y with 
it. Fang Hui complains about ilie third coupl哎， saylng “it resembles 

7 . 26526; Liu Yan 59 
8. In his letter on breaking off his friendship with Shan Tao， xi Kang， the famous 

Wei eccentric， complained about having to write letters. 
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Zhang Ji， yet is too facile" 似5長.
司 幸 而 太 易 .9 However， we might here 

te the first c叫1et， so close in 叫1m削 to Bai Juyi's famous “出
nut 1ll between" written 1ater﹒ We see the poet 100ki月 on his officia1 
post as a “job" with a 叫ary， the 1ess onerous the better; certainly many 

fficcholders felt thc samc， but poets were bcgInmng tO CElcbratC SLICh fMd lcISUIE pubHcly wc can do no bcttEf hm than to agam c自 Li
Jue's memorial of 838 : “Poets， moreover， are generally poor and unreli-

bIE InEIU lglorant .Of thc natLlfE of officcholding-" LI juc 1s perhaps 
jud♂ng from 叫enence or basing himself on r恥rt. However， 
quite possible that this opini凹， seemingly widespread in c 
derived from the selιdescription of poets in office. 

If  public 0伍ce is a “job，" a space is opened for poe吋 as the true 

D 
cation. Thls can bE true of monks as wclL as yao Hc writcs to jIa 
鉤's cousin， the poet-monk Wuke. 

姚合 ， 送無可上人遊越
Yao He， Seeing Off the Monk Wuke Traveling to Yue10 

清晨 相 訪 立 門 前

麻履方袍 一 少 年

懶讀經文求作佛

願攻詩 句 覓昇仙

芳 春 山 影花連寺

觸夜潮聲 月 滿船

今 日 遂行偏惜 別

共 師 文 字 有 因 緣

In the clear mnrnino- T morrung 1 V1Slt you， 
and stand before your gate

ín hemp sandals and cassock 
a single young man. 

Too lazy to recite the sutras 
to seek to become a Buddha， 

you w山ngly polish lines of poems， 
aspmng to join the Immortals . 

Sh沁ws of hills in sweet-smelling spri嗯，
tlowers stretch to the temple， 

the sound of the 包de braving the nig仙，
moonlight f1lling your boat. 

Today 1 send you on your way， 
especially regretting to part: 

as we both are disciples of the art of wor白，
there must be a karmic affinity. 

The sECOIld coupiEt is a thEmc onc SECS WIth mcfEaSIng frequency 
throughout the ninth century: poet守 的 the true obj ect of devotion， and 

9 . Fang Hui 244. 
IO. 26365; Iiu Yan 13. We know that W叫起 was younger than Jia Dao， though we do 

not knO\ν how much younger. To describe him as a “young man" suggests 由此 this
poem dates 企om the late 8IOS or 820S 
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the poet escapes his other duties and commitments into poetry. Yao He 
describes himself and Wuke as “disciples of the art of words." In the 
choice of the “art of words，" 卿刀之i 文 字 (specifically the written word) ， 
we can begin to glimpse the terms of a contemporary dispute . In prais
ing the verse of the monk Daozong， Bai Juyi used 即R守 peJora包vely， 的
the 句P巴 of poetry that Daozong transcended. 1 1  

Jia Dao 賈 島 (77<r843)

Chinese poets are often grouped in pairs . Jia Dao12 is unusual in that he 

is a member of two such pairi月s: he is linked with the gloomy and 

rugged Mid-Tang poet Me時 Jiao and with Yao He. Such a double pair

ing is interesting in that one could never imagine Me啥 Jiao and Yao 

He themselves as a pair. This suggests that in the critical imagination Jia 

Dao's art somehow mediated between Mid-Tang poetic daring and the 

“bland，" conservative craft of Yao He. 
The critical catchphrase in pairing Meng Jiao and Jia Dao was 可lao

cold， Dao lean" 郊 寒 島 瘦 Me時 Jiao wrote almost exclusively in old 

style vers巴， and some of Jia Dao's poems in that form clearly show 

Meng's influence. Regulated verse， howeve主， was Jia D鉤's preferred 

form， the one for which he was best known and the form that sus

tained his later image as a poetic c主aftsman. In terms of poetic activi句，

也e two poets overlapped for only seven years， at 出e end of Meng 

Jiao's career and the beginni時 of Jia Dao's; in fact， most of Jia Dao's 

poet句 was written after Meng Jiao's death in 817. The主e is， howev缸，

one way in which these two rather different poets-the “cold" and the 

“lean"-occupied a similar poetic sphere in the ninth- and tenth

century imagination. Both poets were associated with suffering， am

biguously located in their personal lives and in artistic askesis resul由導

from their devotion to poet勾T. Such ambiguity is precisely realized in 

the changing sense of k吵舟， from “bitter chan世19" (or chanting from 

personal bitterness) t。 “painstaking composition." 
By the turn of the tenth century 也e changes set in motion in the 

second quarter of the ninth century had developed into a notion of 

II. See pp. 57-5日
12. Jia Dao's poems survive in a collec臼on with a 佐adi包on 出at can be 住aced back to 

the Song. About four hundred poems are attributed to hi血， though 出ese include a 

number of dubious authentici可
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“poetry" as an almost mystical entity and secular devotional practi凹，
commonly paired with Chan. If Jia Dao was poetry's Buddha， his 
namE rEEgously rcPEatcd by poets， Mcng jIao was also considefcd a 
founding patriarch of 恤 圳的 art. The prolific poet-monk Guanx 
負 休 begins “On Reading Meng Jiao's Col1ected Poems" 讀 孟 郊 集
WIth a rEInarlublc statcmcnt that would havc bCEn ufIImagnablc a cm
囚ry earlier: 1 3 

車 野子何之
詩人始見詩
清 創 霜 雪髓
吟動鬼神 司
舉世 言 多 媚
無人師 此 師
因 知吾道後
冷 淡 亦 如斯

Where did the master Dongye go?
among poets we first see poetry. 
His puri句1 scraped out frost and snow's marrow， 
his chanting stirred officers of spirits and gods . 
His whole ag亡， 也led with beguiling words， 
no one took this master as his master. 1 4  
Thus 1 know that after my Way is  over， 
1 too will be like 出is in cold limpidity. 1 S  

The second line is open to  various interpretations， all leading to  the no
tion that we first find real “poet叮" in Meng Jiao. Guanxiu would not 
have denied the greatness of Li Bai， Du Fu， or other important poets 
?伽e Meng Jiao . Rather， he seems to be invoking some notion of 
干ure poetry" (or， to adopt another inte中retation of the line、 the
poetry of a true “poe的， poe叮 that is not an adjunct of life but an end 
of life to which the poet sacrifices everything else and suffers . 那也ile
Bai J uyi shares many themes with such “poets，" his garrulous good 
cheer and complacent pleasure in his creature comforts radical1y ex
clude him from this no包on of "poet可7."

While both Meng Jiao and Jia Dao do speak of abs呻tion in p蚓吼
由圳ved lives 。他la包ve pov吋 sm自 由ey were both political failures 
九fter fail時 several times， M缸cα呵f
吐on. However， when he was at last given a rninor provincial post， he 
had to be relieved of responsib山ty because of neglect of duty. Jia Dao 

13 .  45247 
14. 1 understand this as referring to Meng Jia口's ow丘 age， in that rejection by others 

was a constant theme in his poetry; it could， however， refer to Guanxiu's 日wn age. Note 
th 叫z 飾 ， “ master" or ζ“‘ t 叫er，" \va臼5 且址必ls叩o c印omrr叮叫I
erarcny. 

15. Note that “lim pidi ty" is dan， “blandness，" discussed above. This was not a quality 
usually associated with Meng Ji仰's poet句，
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never passed the jinshi exarnination. 1 6 Considering Jia Dao多s background， 

也is is not surprismg. N ot only did he come from a family without 

officeholders-if there were any， we would know about them since 

there is a short biography in the New Tm悠 History and a mu之'himi慰一but

he had a monastic education， apparendy in his native Fanyang or some

where nearby， far from the cul叫rally developed parts of the empire. 

Fanyang， near modern Beijing in the northeast， had been the center of 

An Lushan's rebellion， and it had never completely passed back into 

central government control. It was clearly not a place known to nurture 

poets . 
One can only imagine the kind of verse Jia Dao， then a thirty-one

year-old Buddhist monk wi由 the religious name Wuben 無 本 ， was 

wri包ng when he came to Luoyang and Chang'an in 810 and met Meng 

Jiao and Han Yu. Both poets prized roughness as a mark of the “an 

cient，" and we may reasonably suspect that a native of Fanyang with a 

monastic education was a “diamond in the rough.η The pieces that we 

can reasonably date to 810 are not distinguished. Over the next three 

decades，  however， Jia Dao became 出e very image of the polished 

craftsman， though his craft often had rough edges that had been filed 

smoo血， which dis包nguished his art from poets like Yao He， for whom 

“blandness" came easily. We cannot believe the literal truth of the leg 

ends about him， but for someone of his background to have made such 

a place for himself in the culture of ninth-century Chang'an， he must 

have been a figure of sin♂llar passion and drive. It is unlikely that a 

man with such an education could have written a successful exarnina 

包on essay， 戶， or poem. Nowhere in his poet可 do we see the elaborate 

and florid “high style，" nor does he often use allusion. Indeed， there is 

no indication in his work that， he had much learning. Perhaps the only 

arena left for his energies was his own kind of poetry-and in that 

sense it is possible that he became the figure of the “poet." 

Although we can place Jia Dao in Cha嗯'an and various other places 

at par包cular 吐mes， we know almost nothing of his life during the more 

than quarter century between his arrival in Chang'an in 810 and his 

posting to Changjiang as assistant magistrate in 837 .  We know that he 

16. One might note here Wei Zhuang's memorial to posthumously pass all 出e fa 

mous Micl- ancl Late Tang poets who never passecl thejinshi examina包on. (Wei mistak

enly includes a few who actually did pass .) See Tm弩 之:hiyan n6-19 
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renounced his Buddhist vows in the Yuanhe and took the j仰'hi exami
nauon a numbtf of t1ITIES， but wc havc no idca how hc supportEd HIn
Elf. (VV? do how tbt LInghu Chu hclpEd him out mth gIh whcn he 

s scmng In changhang-) His claims of txtfEmc poverW WEIE Pfob
bly jus包fied. Although his Changjiang posting provided a salary， it 

ms to have been an unwelcome post and was considered an “exi1亡 "
Aro叫 840， after his term at Changjiang was up， he was made p叫�c
tural admi叫別or of granaries in Puzhou， 她的 he died in 843 . PO的
otten served in lowly positions， but a prefectural administrator of 
grananE5， howcvcf cmnual to thE well-being of thc empi院 長11 beL 
the horizon of posi包ons contemplated by the literary elite of the capital 

There is a 的iking difference between Jia Dao's regulated verse and 
his old stylE

-
POEms， whIch havc thE Strong aCCEnt of MEIIg Jiao and thc 

Yuanhe. It is tempting to think of these old-style poems as somehow 
earlier， but the m叫onty cannot be dated. The following lament for Lu 
Tong， onc of thc most mmnEfEd of the yuanht st}rust53 was pfobably 

mposed arouad 8IZ-IL although thtfc was a pop叫ar story， long in 
irculatloq that Lu was lE111cd in thE SWCEt DEW IIlddcnt of 833 . 1 7 Such 

a poem could just as easily have been written by Meng Jiao. 

賢人無 官 死
不 親者 亦 志
空 令 古 鬼 哭
更得新鄰比
平 生 四 十 年
惟著 白 布衣
天 子 未辟 召
地府誰來追
長安有交友
託孤遺棄 移
塚側誌石 短
文 字 行 參 差
無錢 買 拉栽
自 主 萬 草枝

賈 島 ， 哭 盧 仝
Jia Dao， Lamenting Lu Tong1 8 

A worthy man has died without office， 
even those not close to him feel sad 
Older ghosts are made to weep helplessly 
on getting another new neighbor. 
Throughout the forty years of his life 
he wore only plain commoner's clothes. 
The Son of Heaven never summoned him， 
who from the Underworld came seeking him out? 
He has friends in Chang'an to whom 
he entrusted his orphans， absconding suddenly 
The memorial stone by his tomb is short， 
the 凶les of the characters are not even 
There was nn mnnp u tn h lC W山 110 money to bUy a plne， 
but sprigs of artemisia grow there naturally 

I7. See Fu (I987) ， voL 立， 270-7I
I8 . 3 I4月 Qi 8 

在 日 贈我文
淚流把讀時
從 茲 加 敬 重
深藏恐 失遺

The Cr可'tsmen ofPo吻

The writings you gave me when aliv吭
1 take them in hand to read， and my tears 且ow.
From now on 1 will revere them even more， 
hide them deep away for fear of losing them. 
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Although Jia D鉤's most famous regulated verses are very different 

from the above poem， we can still see a continuity not only in the im

ages of poverty and cold but also in the diction of lines that frame the 

fine couplets that display regulated-verse craft. 

羈旅復經冬
瓢 空 盎 亦 空
淚流寒枕上
跡絕 舊 山 中
凌 結 浮萍水
雪和衰柳風
曙光雞未報
哈咬 兩 三鴻

賈 鳥 ， 冬夜
Jia Dao， Winter Night1 9 
1 pass through winter again in travels， 
the ladle empty， the pot empty as well 
Tears stream upon a cold pillow， 
my tracks are gone in my former hills 
Ice forms in waters with drifting duckweed， 
snow blends with the wind in ruined w也ows.
The cock does not announce dawn's light， 
but a few wild swans 位e screeching 

Jia Dao often 哥ves us legible 仕aces to read: an empty ladle and pot; 

tracks of tears in parallel to vanished tracks in his native mountains .  

From that he provides a striking， descriptive parallel couplet marked by 

careful craft. Often， as here， its relation to what has gone before is sug 

gestive yet hard to read as an obvious “trace." Duckweed， 日oat1ng un

rooted on the surface of 也e water， was a commo且 在gu主e for a travel位，

and there is an analogy between this winter 仕aveler and the duckweed 

in the waters icing up from 出e shore. The an位cipated freezing of the 

whole stream (or pond) 世apping the duck可Teed is picked up in 出E

snow blowing through the willows， though here the white， icy element 

has become fluid. Finally the dawn arrives，  with the traveler listening 

for 也e rooster's call but hearing instead the sharp cries of migratory 

swans， travelers like himself. 
The記e po凹em 必s entitled 

s阻位C吐k tωO 由E扭詮 ‘“η加‘冗油tωopic" ( 衍力 題足， also '“￡池包d世e"鬥 ')一in t出his口ca脫S臼E 由配e p伊且ssa泊age from 

night tωo dawn. The third coupl哎， however， is not something easily 

visible at 也ght， par包cularly when the poet is clearly-and， considering 

I9 . 3I594; Qi I88 . 
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出e weath口， wisely-inside. The stylistic disjunction of the couplet
carefully crafted yet set amid less artful lines-is matched by its disjunc
tion from the immediate scene at hand. The line is a poe包c cons位uct:
he could have remembered these scenes or imagined these images on a 
“winter night，" or he could have written the couplet at some other time 
and fit it into the poem. Tang poets were ve可 aware of “sticking to the 
topic，" and the frequent appearance of such couplets tends to separate 
at least one kind of “poetry" from older assumptions of the representa 
包on of immediate experience﹒ The disjunction of the “poetic couplet" 
from the poem was implicit in the anecdotes about Jia Dao in which he 
deliberates on the choice of words while wandering in Chang'an-far 
from the sites and occasions of the poems in which those couplets were 
set， sites and occasions that constitute the “title"/“topic." 

The following verse simultaneously embodies the beauties of Jia 
D鉤's poet可 and the tensions they stirred in the mainstream of Chinese 
poet1cs .  

客 愁 何併起
暮送故人迴
廢館秋螢 出
空 城寒 雨 來
夕 陽飄 白 露
樹影掃青 苔
獨 坐 離容慘
孤燈照 不 問

賈 島 ， 泥 陽館
Jia Dao， The Inn at Niyang20 

Why do sorrows of travel all rise together?
at twilight 1 send my old friends back 
Autumn flref1ies emerge from the abandoned inn， 
cold rains come to the deserted ci月九
Evening sunlight tosses white dew in wind， 
the shadows of trees sweep green moss . 
1 sit alone， the brooding look of someone apart 
the solitary lamp does not dispel with its light 

The scene is apparently one in which the poet's friends have accompa 
nied 也e poet as far as Niyang and then turned back， leaving 由e poet 
alone to begin his travels .  The scenes of the middle couplets are beauti
ful examples of couplet cra丘， particularly in the play of light and 
shadow in the third couplet. However， the reader expecting not 
“poetry" but the representa包0日 of experie丘ce is inevitably going to be 
profoundly troubled: we have the tw山ght departure of his friends; we 
have fire血es (night) ; we have rain. This is a possible sequence. Then 
we have evening sunlight and white dew (associated with the end of 
night and early morning) in the wind. The sunlight literally “tosses" 

20. 3I634; Qi 240. 
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white dew (the translator has added “Wln缸
，

since this 、ossing" usually 
implies it) . We might take the third couplet as a movement back in time 
to the evening scene; but in terms of natural phenomena this is a very 
busy poem. We might take the “abandoned" inn as Jia Dao's subj ective 
mood， following the departure of his friends; but the word here should 
mean completely abandoned， falling into r叮叮. Then we hav巴， in paral 
lel， a “deserted ci可九 the modern commentator Qi Wenbang assures us 
that in the Mid-Tang the “ancient ci可

，
(or “ancient walls") of Niyang 

still survived， but we are hard put to discover what historical “ [walled] 

city" that was . 
We raise these points because they would easily have troubled

inde吐， did trouble-late imperial readers . (Even the modern Qi Wen
bang feels he must account fo主 也e presence of a “deserted ci可" i日 a
small Tang county.) The Qi時 critic Ji Yun �.己 昀 (1724-1805) begins by 
offering an emendation and then throws up his hands in dismay. For the 
“white dew" he says : “1 suspect this should be ζwhite egrets' ; still， while 
'white dew' does make sense， 'white egrets ' is 日ot ve勾T goOd." 21 He con 
cludes: “那1hen you have 'fire血es emerge' and ζrains come' together with 
'sit alone，' you should not also have 'evening sunlight' and ζshadows of 
trees . '  This poem is a complete jumble and beyond explana包on."22 Not 
all readers of poetry were bothered by this， but Ji Yun represents a st主aJn
of referential readi口g that was very deeply ingrained in the later tradi包on.
The images work beautifully together as a construct of art， a play of pat 
tern and mood; moreover， there is no indication 也at Tang readers de 
manded referential consistency. However， such transgressions of refer 
ential consistency had consequences in the later reading of Jia Dao's 
poetry and often brought the poet under attack 

In the following poem dating from 826 we are mm也19 away from 
Mid-Tang themes and manner toward the polite verse expected on 
certain occasions. The poet Zhu Qingyu (Zhu Keji吋 had passed the ji月
shi examination and was ma垣且g the routine trip home to formally an
nounce the news to his parents . At the end Jia Dao politely ass盯ed
Zhu that he would not be home long because he would be summoned 

to take up an office in some bureau-in other wor血， a desirable capital 

post. 

21. Qi 241 . “Dew，" j扯 露， was homophonous with “egret" 鷺
22. Qi 2斗I
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賈 島 ， 送朱 可 久歸越 中
Jia Dao， Seeing Zhu Kejiu Off on 且s Return to Yue23 

石 頭城下 泊 You will moor by the Fortress 0丘 the Rock 24 
北 固 嗔鐘初 的 the bell in darkness from Beigu begi的 25
汀 鷺 潮街起 Beach egr芷E的t臼s ns臼間se巳， d也as出hin呵g a咚gams仗t high 包崗de閃s丸， 丹窗 月 過虛 t由he吋b肋O叫 W11司咀叫11
乎央T 山 侵越 眾 nt但ns get numerous entering Yue， 
惰柳入唐疏 S叫 willows grow sparser， coming into Tang. 
日 欲躬 調膳 You would personally prepare fme food daily，26 
辟來何府 書 but a summons w山 come from some bureau. 

Jia Dao here follows one of the standard models for parting poe吋， en
visioni時 the traveler on the jo肘ney ahead.27 He begins with a scene of 
Jiankang (in U;旬， 由en moves from Wu into Zhu's native Yue. When 
he reaches home， he w血 soon be called back to Chang'an只 Critics of
ten remark on the clever parallelism of the third coup1et， balancin兵 血
crease and de的ase yet a1so setting historical change agai且st movement 
through space. 

The “poetic" coup1哎， however， is clearly the second. The coup1et is 
not one of Jia Dao's best or most famous， but it represents the finely 
crafted “scene" set in an occasional poem. It is appropriate for a Y叫Z1
K1ver scene， but 1t 1S generic. There is no sense that it is necessarv to 
the structure of poem， thOl明 one cou1d int坤的 the flight of the egret 
as a consequence of the bell ringing. Rather than contributing to a 
whole， 出e couplet is framed b川盯在101口品ich s盯es to bri時 Zhu
(2ingyu to the specu1ative site of the coup1et and carries him on when 
the couplet is done. We have white egrets (or a white egret) rising from 
the whitish sands of a beach， moving against the direction of the 

23 . 31543; Qi 1I3 . 
24. 1吋la叫cang (J inling) . 
25. Beigu Mountain: downstream from Jiankang on the Yangzi River， near Zhen 

jiang. The reference is to the bell at Ganlu Temple on Beigu Mountain 
26. Preparing food for one's parents was a standard marker of 臼ial devotion. 
27. It would， of cour間， be plausible， based on the poem itself， to take the opening 

scene as present at the time of parting， thus placing the poet around Jinling (Nanjing) 
The poem， however， uses 出e same rhyme as a poem by Yao He on the same occ恥的n，
and we can place both Yao He and Jia Dao in Chang'an in 826 

28. Cf. the dosing of “Seeing Proofreader Dong Off to Enquire After His Parents 
in Changzhou" 送 董 正 字 常 州 或 省 . 31545; Qi 1I6 
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incoming waves of the river tide.  This day scene is matched by a night 

scene depicting the white moon passing the window.29 The 1arge scene 

of the first line is matched by a framed scene of another white shape in 

slow passage. As we sa泣， the scene is “10ca1" in the sense of being ap 

propriate for a certain point in Zhu Qi叩叭 1凹的ry-1t ra1ses none 

of the referentia1 prob1ems of “The Inn at Niyang"一but that is imma

te刮到 to Jia Dao's art. The coup1et is not about a Yangzi River scene but 

about pattern: a p1ay of lig祉， co1or， and motion. 

ZhuQi.馴 朱慶餘

We know veη little about Zhu Qingyu30 apart from the date he passed 

the jinshi examination (826) and his poetic friendships， which included 

Zhang 戶， Jia Dao， and Yao He. He was referred to as editor， jiaoshu 

[la樹 枝 書 郎 ， which was a common first post for graduates distin

guished by their lite宜的 ab山ties . He seems to have 血巴凹n n∞o fi伽u盯M芷此t出h叮

La叩I位ment臼s f，臼or his death 主記efer t的o h趾im a沁s belo位巨♂�ng tωo t由he 虹npe位芷i凶a1 mu肘S1跎ca剋l 

establishment (且泌α'elμd ↑協品律)， t由ho叫ug偵h this ma叮y hav咒e been an  hor丘lorar勾y tit世1e，

a衍 扛t often was . We can 思less that he returned to Chang'an， held an 

entry-1eve1 post as editor， rose no furth仗， and 主eturned to Wu 

perhaps in 8均 or in the following years， for we find him passing 

through Xuanzhou when Shen Chuanshi was surveillance commis 

sioner. (Du Mu and Zhao Gu were a1so there at 出e time.) He seems to 

have passed away sometime in the late 830S in his native Yue. 

Zhu Qingy甩 is best known for an anecdote with a figura包ve quatram 

sent to Zha時 Ji in which a new bride worries about how she looks， 

understood as 100king for Zhang Ji's support in 也e examination (the 

1ast line unde主stood as: “is my poetry the kind that w也 pass the exami

nation?") . 

29 . 1 have taken xu in its obvious sense here， but in ∞njunction with moonlight it 

often has the s"ense of som位hing pl品tic or without definite form， referring to a space 

of moon glow. 口. Du 日， 吋he Middle of Night" 中 宵 ， “間也g moon峙ht formless ，  

stirring on stands" 落 月 動 沙 虛 (但n6句句3努5) . In t仙M恤s s記ens臨e 可w耐7吧e wou叫刮i組d u阻nd缸e盯r帥s

a鈞5 血且ng 羽w1甩1吐也l mo∞onl凶i屯ght a街S t由he m口∞0叩n p伊且s臼se臼s ra也位 t由ha叩n with t由he shape of the mo∞on. 

30. Zhu Qingyu's slim collection of about 175 poems in one Juan comes from a Song 

edition rather than being reconstituted from an血。logies . However， a number of addi 

tional pieces preserved in lV'，ωyuan yinghua su每;est th位 也e Song edítíon was an anthol 
ogy (xiaoji 小 集) of ms poems 
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洞 房 昨夜停紅燭

待曉堂前拜 男 姑

妝罷低聲 問 夫婿

畫 眉 深 淺 入 時無

The Craftsmen ofPoetry 

家慶餘， 閔 意
Zhu Qing)甩， Boudoir Theme31 

Last night in the bedchamber 
the red candles were put out， 

she waits for dawn to pay respects 
to her parents-in-law in the hall. 

Having finished her makeup， in a soft voice 
she asks her husband: 

“Is the way 1 have painted my brows 
in fashion or not?" 

Zhang Ji is supposed to have replied with approval. 1 cite this not be
cause it is part of the history of poet叮 but because it shows how anec
dotes became attached to poets. Zhu Qinyu may have written the poem 
and given it to Zhang Ji with the purpose ascribed in the anecdote. The 
rustorical truth cannot be known， but the anecdote had its own li長， de
fining Zhu Qingyu and representing him in a long line of poe問T an
thologies .  Based on trus anecdote critics have focused exclusively on 
Zhu's relation to Zhang Ji and have interpreted his poet可 as following 
Zhang Ji's style. 

Zhu Qingyu was clearly indebted to Zhang Ji for support， as we can 
see in the following poem， a remarkably direct expression of gratitude 
to a patron. 

出 入 門 闖 久
兒 童 亦 有情
不 志 將姓字
常 說 向 � 卿
每許連林 坐
仍容並馬行
恩 深 轉無語
懷抱甚分 明

朱慶餘， 上張水部
Zhu Qingyu， Presented to ZhangJi， 

of the Bureau of Waterways32 
1 have long frequented your home， 
even your boy has a friendly fam山anty.
Y ou never forget to mention my name 
whenever you speak to great lords. 
Y ou often let me sit bench to bench with you， 
and further allowed me to ride side by side 
The deeper your kindness， the less 1 can s呵，
but the feeli月 is utter炒 clear.

Trus poem does resemble Zhang Ji in that the parallel couplets effec 
tively disappear in a continuous discursive line. However， emulation of 

3I . 27804 
32. 2766r 
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a patron in addressing the la仕er is probably less of a large influence on 
a poet's works than a community. In the following poem we have such 
a community， with Jia Dao and Yao He， in a gathering that probably 
took place in the autumn of 823 .33 

朱慶餘， 與 賈 島 顧 非 焦無可上人宿 萬 年姚 少 府 宅
Zhu Qing)甩， Spending the Night at the House of District Defender 

Yao He of Wannian Together with Jia Dao， Gu Feixiong， 

其厭通 宵 坐
貧 中 會 聚難
堂 虛 雪 氣入
燈在漏聲殘

役思 因 生 為
當禪豈覺寒
閥 門 各有 事

非 不 惜餘歡

and the Monk Wuke34 
None weary sitting through the nig恤，
gatherings are hard when one is poor 
The hall empty， snowy air ente白，
the lamp remains， the water clock 

sound fades. 
Thoughts on pub且c du包es bring sickness， 
in meditation one never feels 也e cold 
The gate opens， each has matters to 

attend to-
not that we fail to cherish the 

lingering pleasure 

Here is the li口gering trace of celebrating the poet in pover句， cold， 
and sickness-or， in trus case， a community of poor poets . Like the 
parallel couplet witrun the poem， 出s is the poet's interval， set within a 
larger sequence of concerns. The second couplet is the “poetic" one， 
though not labored or clever. The snowy air blowing in is matched by 
the fading sound of the water clock， indicating that morning is ap
proacrung. The lamp that contirtues to burn marks the fact that the 
poets have st叮ed up all night. The poem constandy re包rns to the fact 
that this occasion of community and poe佐Y is only a brief interval: it is 
hard to meet; there are thoughts on public duties to com亡， and the de

parting poet holds on to the mood of the night. We have every reason 

to suspect that these men are not really si吐血g in Chan meditation but 

composing poetry， yet the sixth lin巴 suggests a Chan-like absorption 

that keeps out 也e cold. 
Like many others， Zhu Qingy用 seems to have been happier away 

from Chang'an， as suggested by the following poem: 

33 - This is the date given in Fu (199句
34. 27670 
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曲 渚迴花般
生衣臥 向 風
鳥 飛 溪 色 里
人語梓聲 中
餘卉繞分影

新 蒲 自 作叢
前 灣 更 幽 絕

雖淺去猶通

The Cr.拼'smen of Poet沙

朱慶餘， 泛 溪
Zhu Qingyu， S必ng o n  a Creek35 

Past wincli日g isles turns my flowered boat， 
in summer clothes 1 lie， facing the wind. 
Birds fly in the colors of the creek， 
people speak arnid the sound of oars 
Of remaining growth 1 now cliscern 

reflections， 
new reeds form clumps on their OWll. 

The bay ahead is even more quiet and 
secluded 

though shallow， 1 can still get through. 

Here is the regulated-verse poet in all his glory， lying down， transform 
ing the world around him into beautiful couplets. The title is， as we said， 
a “topic"一indeed， a common one often treated by 0也ers . As a com
mon poetic topic， it raises the question of whether 出e poet writes a 
poem because he has been “sa也ng on a creek，" goes s勾ling on a creek 
in order to write a poem on that “poetic" topic， or whether he is simply 
writing on a standard topic without ever getting into a boat. The rela
tion between experience and writing poetry becomes explicit in a poem 
(with the same title) by Xiang Si， another member of the group. 

j柔船泛渺瀰
j斬覺 滅 炎輝
動水花遠影
逢人鳥 背 飛
i家 猶見 白 石
涼好換生衣
未 得 多 詩 句
終 須 隔 宿 歸

3 5 . 27647 
36. 30458 

項 斯， 泛 溪
Xiang Si， S也ling o n  a Creek36 

Boat on a creek， s勾ling a far-reaching flood， 
1 gradually sense the fiery glow clisappearing. 
Stirring water， flowers reach to 也eir reflections， 
birds fly away when 由ey meet a person. 
Though deep， one can still see white stones， 
so cool it's best to change summer clo也es.37
Not having gotten many lines for poems， 
1'11 have to stay overnight before returning 

37. This plays on the double sense of shengyi 生 衣 as both “summer clothes" and 
plants or algae growing on the surface of the water. In effect， the air is so cool that the 
creek should “change clothes ." 
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Experience here seems t o  demand a certain quota of “lines for poems，" 
and the poet playfully uses the failure to fill his quota as an excuse for 
st可ng. We are not far from the image of Li He going r凶ng ev的 day
to “get" lines of poetry， one we w山 take up in the next chapter. 

Gu Fe仰。咆 顧 非 焦 (ca.﹒ 方y ω. 854)
and Wuke 無可

Among other poets in the circle active before 827， including Zhang 
Xiaobiao 章 孝 標 and Li Kuo， we might mention Gu Feixio月38 and 
Wuke，39 both of whom were present at the gathering in Yao He's house 
in 8月﹒ Gu Feixiong was the late-born son of the more famous poet Gu 
Kuang 顧況 (born ca. 727) .  By some accounts Gu Feixiong spent three 
decades in Chang'an trying to pass the ji月shi examination， finally suc 
ceeding in 845， around the age of 五f可T. After taking a minor provincial 
post as district defender， he seems to have given it up and withdrawn， 
like his fathe主， to Maoshan， 由e site of an important Daoist c叫t. We see 
his name frequently passing in and out of occasional poetry from the 
early 820S to the mid 840s. 

The following， though not a dis也1伊ished poem， gives some sense 
of the you時 (and not so young) men who had come to Chang'an. The 
“poet" is already a 可pe apart. 

有情天地 內
多 感 是詩人
見 月 長憐夜
看花又惜春
愁 þ.; 終 日 客
閃 過 少 年 身

顧 非 魚 ， 落 第 後贈 同 居友人
Gu Feixiong， After Failing the Exarnination， 

Given to a Friend Who Lives With Me的
Of all who have feeling in 吐吐s wor泊，
those moved most of all are 也e poets. 
Seeing the moon， they ever love 也e rug尬，
looking at flowers， 也ey also cherish spring. 
Sad to be a soj。目ner all through my days， 
passing in iclleness， this young man's body 

38 .  A small collection of Gu Feixiong's poems-probably an anthology-has sur 
vived independently. Seventy-nine of his poems are extant 

39 . Wuke's collection was recompiled from anthology sourc白， probably in the Ming， 
with about IO clearly spurious attribu包ons among 也e I01 items preserved under his 
name in the Co?，砂lete Tang Poems.﹒ 

40. 27186 
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寂 寞 正 相 對
笙 歌滿 四 鄰

1n somber stillness we face one another， 
song and piping fill neighbors' homes 

all around. 

poems in which the couplets are set are often undistinguished， 的 in the 
following piece (it exists in several versions) ， which is 日led with vari 
ants that change the sense 

The second couplet here became a favorite illustra包on of what was called 
"a line beyond image" 車 外 句 in Song poetics. This simply meant 
that the “sound of rain" 凹rned out， on opening the gate， to be falling 
leaves-this might be called a “metaphor of mistake."  Once this inter 
pretation was attached to 由e couplet， it became 也e natural way in which 
it was read. The Qi時 critics He Zh∞ 何 埠 (1661-1722) and Ji Yun 
pointed out-the latter with endless good sense that is sometimes blind 
but often refreshi月一that while the standard inte中reta位on was pos 
sible， there was nothing unusual about having rain at night and then dis 
covering fallen leaves in the morning 的

This poem is uncharacteristic in being purely discursive; the hallmark of 
these poets is the descriptive parallel couplet， often popping up incon
gruously in poems that are otherwise routinely deliveri月 th副主 social
message. A friend is leaving， and Gu Feixiong doe凹't make it in time 
for the leave-taking， necessita位ng an apology: 

顧 非 魚 ， 下 第 後送 友 人 不 及
Gu Feixiong， After Failing the Examination， 1 Fail to 

Make 1t in Time to Send Off a Friend41 

嘿蟲喧暮色
默 思 坐 西 林
聽 雨 寒 更徹

閉 門 落 葉i家
昔 因 京 色 為
併起洞庭心
亦是吾兄 事
遲 回 共至今

失 意、 經寒食

情偏 感 剝 離
來逢人 已 去

坐 見 柳 空 垂
細 雨 飛 黃 鳥
新蒲 長綠池
自 傾 相 i是 酒
終 不 展 愁 眉
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The willows are “hangi日g there in vain"; had he made it in tim亡， he 
would have snapped a branch at par包ng. The lovely scene of the third 
couplet is perhaps what the poet saw upon arriving at the location after 
his friend had already gon巴， but it is a poetic snapshot that contributes 
little to the social “business" of the poem. 
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無可， 秋寄從兄 賈 島
Wuke， Autumn， Sent to My Cousin Jia Da042 

1nsects in darkness， noisy in twilight's colors ， 
brooding in silence 1 sit in the western grove. 
Listening to rain to the end of the 

coldest hours， 
1 open the gate， the fallen leaves are deep 
Long ago， because we were sick in the capital 
in both of us rose the mood for Lake Dongting， 
But then it is because of my cousin's affairs 
出at we have both lingered on until now. 

Ma Dai 馬 戴

Ma Dai 44 appears at a parting banquet with Jia Dao， Yao H巴， Zhu 
Qingyu， and Wuke in the winter of 8勾-24. He must have been a 主ather
young man in his early twenties. He did not pass the jinshi examination 
until 844. According to Fu Xuancong's spec叫ations， he died around 

Wuke was the only monk in the c肌le in the early years . He was Jia 
D鉤's younger cousin and had probably followed Jia Dao to the capital. 
Wuke appears frequently at poetic occasions alongside members of the 
group. We know virtually nothing about his life except that he did out
live Jia Dao 

The regulated刊rerse craftsmen figure prominently in the various lists 
of “illustrative couplets，" jutu 句 圈 ， from the Five Dynasties and Song， 
and their works are often remembered for partic叫ar couplets . The 

42. 44349 
43.  Fang Hui 436. 
44. Ma Dai has about 170 extant poems， the numbers v位于ingwith editions and result

ing from dubious attributions . The collection has surv:ived independently， 扭曲目 than
having been put together from anthology sourc凹， and appe位S to have been an anthol 
ogy of h:is poe仕y41.  27175. 
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869 .  Like many other poets in the group， we can place him at various 
datable gatherings and know that he held certain offices without. 
howev哎， bei月 able to date them. A fair amount of informa由n about 
him exists， none of which coheres into anything like a biography. How
ever， according to the Southern Song critic Yan Yu 嚴 羽-perhaps the 
single most influential judge of poetry in the late imperial period-Ma 
Dai was the best poet of the Late Tang (allowing that Yan Yu pro
foundly disliked Late Tang poetry) . The quality of Ma Dai's poems 
praised by later critics was associated with the High Tang: the poems 
had a “natural coherence" (a lame rendering of hunch何 渾 成)， in con
仕的t to the Late Tang tendency to foreground perfect parallelism and 
effort in 出e couplet. 

When we read Ma Dai's poet勾， we can understand why later critics 
made 出js judgment-particularly concerning the poems included in 肥，
thologies. At the same 凶ne， we can see why these High Tang virtues 
did not necessarily make Ma Dai a better poet. Jia Dao's poems are in 
deed constructs of self-conscious “art" that reveals itself. At their best 
Jia Dao's poems work through complex reiterations of pattern. Ma 
Dai's poems are more truly descriptive， invoking a complete scene. The 
parallelism is just as obvious， but because it is less complicated and de 
manding， it disappears into the whole， which creates a greater sense of 
unity and continuous flow. 
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This is a grand and beautiful Yangzi River scene that somehow inspires 
m 也e poet the desire to sail off to the world of the immortals .  It does 
seem to be the gi丘 of the moment (recalling how Jia Dao's couplets 
some位mes signal their separate existe且ce as constructs of craft by 且ot
fitting the situation announced in the title) . On some deeper level， 
however， Ma Dai remains ve叮 much 出e Late Tang poet. In many of 
his best poems we find that characteristic attention to the single poetic 
moment， whether in a line or a coupl仗， which becomes the focus and 
center of the poem. In the following poem mem。可 creates a single 
beautiful scene that stands for and hides the monk's presence : climbing 
the mountain in the night rai几 位 last corning to a lamp burning before 
an image of Buddha. 

The scene of mem。可 or fancy in the second couplet is a single fixed 
image of permanence in a “life adrif丸" one that carri自 由e poet on and 
away. It is in- many ways the experiential counterpart of the Late Tang 
poetic craft， in which the par包c叫ar point， the 五nely phrased coupl哎， 的
出e poetic moment that holds the whole poem together around it. Such 
an art reflected a discipline of attention， both in 也e process of polish
ing that perfected it and in reading. It is an art dis也lct from the poe呵?
of the High Tang. 

閑 想 白 雲 外
了 然 清靜僧

松 門 山 半 寺

夜 雨佛前燈
此境可長住
浮 生 自 不 能
一從林不 ;lJIJ
瀑布幾成冰

馬 戴， 江 行 留 剎
Ma Dai， Traveling on the River， Detained at Par包ng45

英 楚 半 秋 色 Wu and Chu， mid-autumn colors， 
渡 江 逢 葦 花 crossing the river， 1 encounter reed flowers. 
雲侵帆影盡 Clouds encroach， the outlines of sails 

風逼雁行斜
i乏照 間 嵐翠

寒 潮 蕩 浦 沙

余將何所往
海啥擬學 家
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馬 戴， 寄 終 南 真 空 禪 師
Ma Dai， Sent to 也e Chan Master Zhenkong 

on Mount Zhongnan46 

I吋d甘 If;臼2訂叩n昀lC叮y you be}叫
pe位rfect能巳d， a monk who is utterly serene 

and pure. 
Gate among pines， temple half up 

the mountai缸，
night ra凹， a lamp before Buddha. 
In such a realm one might stay forever， 
1n 也is life adrift 1 myself am not able 
Since we parted 出en in the woods， 
the cascade has almost turned to ice. 

45. 30戶6; Ya時 Jun 2. 46. 30536; Yang Jun 9 
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Yong Tao 雍 陶

Yong Ta047 makes his first appearance in 822， writing to Bai Juyi after 
twice failing to pass the jinshi examination. We have no evidence that 
Bai wrote back. This young poet who was to achieve some prorninence 
in poetic circles of the capital was invisible to Bai. We don't see Y ong 
Tao with the circle around Jia Dao and Yao He until 825 .  From this 
point on he was very much part of the group. Y ong Tao was a native of 
Sichuan (though Fu Xuancong argues for Yun'an 雲 安 in Kuizhou， 
eastern Sichu妞， rather 出an Chengdu) . He passed thejinshi exarnination 
in 834 but seems to have had no official career until about two decades 
later， when， in 8戶， he was an Erudite teaching the Mao 5hi in the impe
rial academy. In 8 54 be became governor of a prefecture， but he seems 
to have gone no further. 

Y ong Tao was a poet of considerable talent. The surviving accou丘ts
claim that he was well aware of such talent and was somewhat arrogant 
More than most of his contemporaries，  he could integrate the craft of 
the couplet into a poem. 

雍 陶 ， 寒食夜池上對 月 懷友
Yong Tao， On the Night of the Cold Food Festival Facing the 

人 間 多 別 離
處處是 相 思
海 內 無煙夜

天 涯 有 月 時
跳魚翻 持 黨

驚 鵲 出 花枝

Moon by a Pool and Thinking of Friends4S 
Among mortals partings come often， 
there is longing wherever you go. 
1n this sea-girt world， a night 

without 虹U哎，
at earth's edge， a time of moonlight. 
The leaping fish turns over 

watercress leaves， 
startled magpies emerge from 

日owering boughs. 

47. Yong Tao has slightly ov叮 叮o extant poems， a la勾e proportion of which are 
qua位ains recovered from Wanshou Ta彎削jueju. Although there are a number of other 
poems pres巴何ed ín Tangyin tongjial習， more than half of Yong Tao's po臼ns other than 
quatraíns are from anthology sources. Early bibliographical notices desαibe a collection 
in five or ten juan. Taken ωg吋1缸， 也is sugge站 出at Hong Mai had ac臼ss to a much 
larger version of the ∞llec位凹， but what we now have is a Ming recompilation from 
anthology sources plus perhaps a small selection of Y ong Ta口's work. 

48. 27889; Zhou Xiao包an 16 

親 友 皆 千 里

三 更 獨繞池

The C阿拉'smen of Poet;σ 

Kin and friends， all a thousand 
leagues away， 

at midnight 1 circle the pool alone. 

14I 

The beauty of this poem lies in its construction of space， with the poet 
circling a reflecting pool. Outside that circle is far space， leading off to 
remote distances where his friends are. Inside the circle is the pool， 
close at hand but rnirroring the larger world thanks to the good luck of 
the weather and the moon. He begins with one of those lovely generali 
ties :  the constant meeting， parting， and longing 也at is the fate of hu
man beings . The poet seems always in motion， chuc.仰， “wherever you 
go ." The present scene is one of those places in “wherever you go，" but 
it is a lucky one-a night with moonlight and no rnist. The reflected 
moon， by poe包c convention， makes one think of those othe主s who are 
also looking at 也e moon， though far away-as Liu Deren wrote in the 
simple and beautiful opening of a poem to Yong Tao:49 

圓 明 寒魄上
天地一 光 中

Round and bright， the cold moon rises， 
Heaven and Earth in a sin斟e light. 

Returning to Yong Tao's poem， suddenly a fish leaps in 也at rrurror 

出at turns the poet's thoughts outward and dis缸lrbs the reflecting 

surface. N ext， 一 above， a bird-perhaps startled by the sound of the 

fish-takes 血ght， moving away from the reflecting pool. The poet's 

出oughts also :move outward to those dear to him. The poem then 

moves back from the distant world outside to the immediate space 
inside his circling. Thoughts are directed outward， and yet in the end 

he keeps c立cling the pool， looking inwa主d at the reflecting surface. Such 

an inward gaze toward the immediate particular as a reflection of the 
outer is almost .an allegory of Late Tang poetics. The pattern is almost 
legible 

Yong Tao歹s Sichuan was something of a contested frontier. Earlier 

we mentioned the Nanzhao invasion of 8月-30. Tibet 、λ叫 no

longer the warli缸， expansionist kingdom it had been， but many areas in 

Tibet and the western part of the empi主e were c叫turally rnixed and 

militarily contested zones . Perhaps we can discover the key to the 

preceding poem and something of Yong Tao's poe包cs in the following 

plece: 

49. 29857. 
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塞上 蕃 僧老

天 寒 疾 上 關

遠煙平似水
高樹時如 山
去 馬 朝 常 急

行人夜 始 間
更 深聽 刁 斗

時 到 主要聲 問
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雍 陶 ， 秋居為 中
Yong Tao， In Sickness Dwelling in Autumn52 

幽居悄悄何人到 In the u位er silence of my secluded dwelli月
no one co丘les，

the clear cool of the setting sun 
fills the 包ps of the 廿ees.

From time to 凶ne new 且口es
are found in melancho峙，

old remedies have no effe仗，
in sickness I've given them up. 

By leaιstrewn eav臼 several butterflies 
hang in a spider's web; 

in the empty room a lone firef1y 

enters 也e nest of swallows. 
1 lie alone by the south window 

in the lateness of autumn colo路，
a yardful of red leaves closes 

barred door and thatched cottage﹒ 

Although the poet could easily have been sick in his younger yea白， it is 
temp位ng to take this as one of his later poems， particularly in the context 
of the renewed interest in reg叫ated verse in the long line that began in 
the mid句os. If we compare this to 主egulated verses in the long line by 
poets like Xu Hun or Du Mu， we can see the degree to which Y ong Tao 
is sirnply transla也g the craft of the short line into the long line. 

One touchstone of regulated ve主se in the long line is to read the first 
and fina1 couplets together， which combine to form a formally perfect 
re伊lated qu位ain in the long line. In cases where the first and last cou 
plet do not make sense as a poem or a主e not a short version of the 
poem in questio丘， the middle couplets we自 "active" and necessary to 
the poem. In many cases (like Y ong T鉤's poem above) 也lS same 
“trick" shows th巳 degree to which the middle couplets are fine gems set 
in a frame. 

雍 陶 ， 塞 上 宿 野 寺
Yong Tao， Staying Overnight at a Temple 

1日 the Wilds on the Frontier50 

On the frontier the Tibetan monks 
gtow old， 

when weather turns cold， they lock 
gates quickly. 

The distant mist is as level as wat缸，
the tall trees darkened like mountains .  
Horses leaving at  dawn are 

always hurried， 
only at night can the traveler be at rest. 
The hour is la峙， 1 listen to the 

watch-kettles，51 
often coming amid the sounds 

of chimes. 

落 日 清 涼 滿樹梢

新 句 有 時 愁 里 得

古方無效病 來拋

荒 草 數蝶懸珠綱

空 屋孤螢 入 燕 巢

獨臥 南 窗 秋 色 晚

一庭紅葉掩衡茅
In the preceding poem on circling the pool， the third couplet shifted 
suddenly to attention to the beautiful particulars of patte凹， ostensibly 
turning away from thoughts about distant friends but leading back to 
them. Here we see the same movement in the descriptive second cou 
plet. We are on the frontier; although we don't know quite where， the 
presence of Tibetan monks suggests some part of Sichuan. It is a world 
of cold and ubiquitous danger. Autumn is the season of warfa丘， and 
the Tibetan monks bar their gates early. The temple is a safe haven. 
Those who must travel onward 蚓 out ear甘 and w他 haste. Armies 
lie nearby-the sound of the kettles beaten for the watch combines 
with the chimes of the temple. In the second coupl哎， however， we 
have the aesthetic counterpart of the temple: the descriptive parallel 
couplet in which the dangerous darkness of 位ees and mist become 
poeuc pa位ern.

In these examples the shift from the discursive 的 the finely crafted 
parallel couplet is not incongruous ， as it was in the Gu Feixiong poem， 
cited above; rath口， the enclosed world of the parallel couplet mirrors 
or carries on the larger theme of the poem. The following piece， one of 
Yong Tao's finest， includes the couplet discussed earlier. 

幽 居 悄 悄何人到

落 日 清 涼 滿樹梢

50. 27888; Zhou Xiaotian 15 . 
51. '可Tatch-kettl口" were ke吋es struck at night in army camps 52. 27902; Zhou xi但也an 29 
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1 lie alone by the south window 
in the lateness of autumn colors， 

a yardful of red leaves closes 
barred door and thatched cottage. 

This could easily have been preserved as a quatrain under the same 包tle
without any sense of incongruity. 

If the first and last couplets are a formal “container" for the parallel 
middle couplets， 也ey also concern containment: the poet is enclosed in 
his home and is sick， 可咄1 the middle couplets describing what he does 
and sees. Indeed， what he “does" and “sees" are the same: his ac位ons
involve "getting" new couplets for poems， which parallels abandoning 
old 主emedies for his sickness .  

Often， when a poet speaks of finding poetic lines in the second cou
plet， the third couplet 可rill possess a polished perfection that suggests 
that it is the sort of poetic lines found.53 The 吐吐rd couplet here is the 
poe包c gem， contained by the first and last couplets . The poetic gem， of 
course， becomes the e凶gmatic reflection of its container， picking up mo
tifs of “blockage" and "getting through，" discussed earlier. The butter一
組es are trapped and awaiting their end; the dying sunlight outside is re 
placed by the ti叮 light of the firefly， moving from day to night and into 
the interior of the hou仗， to the empty nest from which the swallows 
have departed (by late autumn) . The poem is constructed to focus on 
that couplet; the latter bears the weight of attention by the suggestiveness 
of its associa包ons and， in this case， by the intricacy of its patterns. 

We have only the partial remains of Y ong Tao's poems. Perhaps the 
best representation of his full range can be seen in his quatrai肘， richly 
prese叮ed by Hong Mai in Tangren wanshoujueju. 

獨臥 南 窗 秋 色 晚

一庭紅葉掩衡茅

Several notes of autumn chimes， 
the sky about to brighten: 

the image chamber ajar hides 
a single lamp deep within 

We will return to the beautiful closing image here later， but in this con 
text we can see Yong Tao's singular gift in packing an image with reso 
nance. We have the “lamp，" a loaded image of the transmission of the 
dharma in Chan Buddhism， in the "image chamber，" which， as we have 
seen， cont剖ns the portraits of deceased monks . The lamp burns 
ilirough the nig恤， picking up the image of the moon as the 屯eart of a 
former life，" and is envisaged he主e just before dawn breaks 

秋在手數聲天欲曉

影堂斜掩一燈深

The poets mentioned above were figures already meeting and writing 
poems together in the first part of ilie 820S . In 827， with \'Venzong on 
the throne， new poets began to appear in the circle. This younger gen
eration grew up reading the poems of the older members of the circle. 
Congratula吐ng Gu Feixiong on passing 也e jinshi examination in 845， 
Liu Deren begins:55 

愚 為 童 稚 時
已 解念君詩 們、dm
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This conservative art of regulated verse in the short lin巴， in its charac
teristic Late Tang inflection， was passed down to another generation. If 
the passing on of the lamp was the Chan irnage of transmitting the 
dha主rr尬， the image of the lamp burning in 也e temple by night "\vas 
passed down from one genera包on to the next. 

雍 陶 ， 宿 大徹禪 師妓院
Yong Tao， Spending the Night in the Old 

Quarters of the Chan Master DacheS4 

竹房誰繼生前事 I n  the bamboo hut who carries on 
what he did while he was alive?一

Zhou He 周 賀 (Buddhist name: Qi咆se 清 塞j

We have seen Zhou He56 earlier in “Lamenting the Monk Xianxiao，" a 
very deliberate imitation of Jia Dao's lament for the monk Baiyan (see 
pp﹒ 106-7) . A couplet from 也is poem is central to the best-known 
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53 . Compare Yao He， 悍. 120-2I.
54. 27959; Zhou Xiao包缸1 65.

55. 29844 
56. Zhou He has about 90 poems extant. Although his collec包on IS supposεd to 

have been copied from 也e Buddhist HOl1g且M戶� most of the selections can be found in 
Song anthologies like WJ'Yh and Tm毯:shijishi. This suggests 也at the collectÏon was actu 
ally compiled from 出ose sources 
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anecdote about Zhou He. The lament for Xianxiao was supposedly 
presented to Yao He， who particularly admired the following couplet: 

J求 量已亡夜剃 His icy whiskers were shaved the night he  di呵，
遺偈病時 書 the rem也ning gath且， written when he was sick. 

Indeed， Yao He admired 也e poem so much that he persuaded Zhou 
He to renounce his Buddhist vows and revert to his secular name. 

Although the anecdote is clearly apoc可phal， like many such stories it 
contains a deeper figurative truth. Just as Zhou He's poem imitates Jia 
Dao， the anecdote re-enacts the story of Jia Dao， who g肝e up his Bud
dhist vows at the urging of Han Yu. Zhou He appears here as the epi
gone; 泌 的 often the case with epigones， Zhou H正s poems are more like 
the ideal Jia Dao than Jia Dao himself. When Zhou He made his first 
datable appearance-wri也19 a poem to Zhu Qingy甩 in 827 or 828-he 
was clearly a younger person joining a group of famous poets . We know 
almost nothing about his li長， except that he spent much 位me in the vi
cinity of Lu Mountain and remained a monk throughout most of the 
830s .  He appeared frequently at poe包c occasions involving members of 
the group and seems to have been particularly close to Yao He. 

As Ma Dai was Yan Yu's choice for the best poet of the age， Zhou 
He was the choice of the Qing poet and critic Weng Fanggang 弱 方 網
(1733一泌的) . Weng considered him the best regulated-verse poet of the 
“late 1\在id- and early Late Tang."57 Despite the somewhat co訂l1C restnc
tion of dating， this is exactly the period we are considering. Zhou He 
was indeed a master of the couplet. 

周 賀 ， 題何氏 池 亭
Zhou He， O n  He's Pool Pavilion58 

主人偏好事
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Here we can clearly see the marked s圳stic difference between the par
allel middle couplets and the banal framing couplets . Indeed， Zhou He 
could have kept the first and last couplets as a generic set包ng to praise 
anyone's pavilion. There is nothing that binds the middle couplets to 
this particular frame， but they are， in themselv白， striking. The second 
couplet involves contours， both of the pool and the mountain， that 
shape the poet's motio且， which progresses from the open sp在ce of the 
pool to the bamboo thicket. The poet's motions are circumscribed even 
though he cannot see the whole shape 出at guides him 

That same pattern recurs in minia囚re in the 出ird coupl仗， where 
solid things， shaping 0出er things by their contours， first appear falling 
into the water and then surfacing from beneath. Attention is guided 
first by the sudden "plop" of the falling fruit; looking toward some 
也ing that can no longer be seen (the fruit has sunk under the water) ， 
the eyes detect the subtler motion of plants ， which ma吐 出e presence 
of the turtle. 

Zhou He seems to have had a par位cular fondness for traces hidden 
and half hidden: 

位lountarn.

周 賀 ， 入靜隨 寺 途 中 作
Zhou He， Written on the Road into Jingyin Temple59 

亂 雲迷遠 寺 Tangled cloud hides the distant temple， 
入路認青拉 1 recognize 由e green pines of the road thith哎，
鳥 道緣 巢 影 The cou主se of birds follows the 丘est's shadow， 
僧鞋 印 雪蹤 a monk's shoes print tracks in 也e snow. 
草煙達野境 Smoke over plan臼 stretches to  a wilderness fIre， 
溪 霧 隔 霜鐘 fog on 吐le c芷eek blocks the fros月r bell. 
更遇糕、人 間 Then 1 meet a woodsman and ask the way: 
猶 言 過數峰 he says 1 still must cross several peaks 

Here is the hope臼1 traveler reading the signs: the pines; the prints left 
by a monk's shoes; the temple bell. Only at the end does he find that he 
is still far fi主om the temple. 

Although Jia Dao and other older members of the group did write 
regulated verse in 由e long line， somewhat younger poets like Zhou He 

信 是虛 閑 地
亭 高 亦 有 苔
繞池逢 石 坐
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系 落纖萍散
龜行主田 萃 開

When a fruit falls， 也c 凹ly duckweeds scatter; 
where a turtle moves， slender plants open. 

57 . Weng Fanggang 翁 方 綱 ， S hiZhou shihua 石 州 詩 話 (Beijing: Renmin wenxue 
chuanshe， 1981) ， 68 . 

58 . 26857 
59 . 2689I. 
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and Yong Tao more succ自由lly tran也ted the Late Tang c。可let into 
the long 凶ε.

i良 臣 進城嶽壁 青

白 頭僧去掃禪扁

在燈度 雪 補殘柏

山 日 土軒看 舊 經

泉水帶冰寒j留 澀

辟 蘿新雨 曙煙腥

已 知 身 事 非 吾道

甘臥荒 齋竹滿庭

周 賀， 送忍禪師歸廬嶽
Zhou He，  Seeing Off Chan Master Ren on 

His Return to Mount Lu60 

Where the waves encircle Pencheng 
the mountain's cliff is green， 

the white-haired monk goes off 
to sweep his Chan gate. 

Lamp in a niche crossed by snow， 
he mends his tattered cassock; 

when the mountain sun rises by the ra也ng
he reads the forme主 sutras.

The s世eam's water bears ice along， 
the cold rivulets 主ough;

ivy after a recent rain， 
位le mo位ung rr吐st reeks. 

1 have learned 由此 that the things 1 do 
are not my Way， 

1 would gladly lie in a tumbledown chapel 
with bamboo 臼ling the ya吋.

Even in this modest selection of roughly contemporary poems， the at
ten包ve reader may recognize the same images recurring and being re
configured into new phrasing. Earlier in Ma D泣's “Sent to the Chan 
Master Zhenkong on Mount Zhongnan" we called atten包on to the line﹒ 

夜 雨 佛前燈 night r也n， a lamp befo自 由e Buddha. 

In “Spending the Night in the Old Qu側的 of the Chan Master 
Dache，" Yong Tao closes his quatr也n with a s位lllar image: 

影 堂 斜掩一燈i家 the image chamber ajar hides 
a single lamp deep 明白in.

Here in Zhou He we have the monk actually appearing: 

寵燈度雪補殘車內

60. 26930. 

Lamp in 出e niche crossed by snow， 
he mends his tattered cassock . 
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Often when we find an image that seems striking and ori伊叫 in this 
poet句， further reading shows us s的lllar images in various other poets . 
τbis was 也e nature of their art: their achievement usually lay not in 
finding new 位lages but rather in the phrasing， placeme凹， and integra
包on of the line into a larger pa仕ern. Ma D泣's burning lamp was a focus 
of memory; Yong Tao's lamp was the focus of many things ;  in Zhou 

He it is the small light placed in parallel to the morning sun rising over 

也已 mountains 叩d st主earning in to illuminate the morik's reading. The 

image itself is a su自es包ve on巴， 明白 its own associations， but its force 

continually changes as it is reused in new contexts. 

Liu Deren f1得仁

W吐出 吐le excep吐on of Yao He， the poets who gathered and wrote 

poems to and with each othe主 el出世 were unsuccessful jinshi exarnina 

包on aspirants or had passed but had poor-to-mediocre job prospects in 

the bureaucracy. By the 830S many of them were fa宜 在om young. A 

shared love of poe叮 brought toge也er men whose bac均主ounds could 

not have been more 也verse. Coming from ve可 different geographical 

regions ， 也ey included monks， a number of men with apparently no 

far也ly history of government service， and the son of a minister (Li Kuo， 

the narne mentioned in conjunction wi也 Wenzo嗯's propo叫 for Aca

demicians of Poet勾) .
Liu Deren61 was a membe主 of the imperial fanllly， probably the grand

son (on the distaff side) of an irnperial prince. 62 Liu Deren be，伊S to ap

pear at poetic ga也erings and exchanges 扭 the mid-830s .  Considering 也E

level of "affltn1ative action" for members of the irnperial fanllly

especially in Wenzong's reign-and 也e success  of his brothe主s， Liu's 

political failure was s位iking. An oft-quoted poem by the monk Qibai 

棲 白 larnenting his dea也 (a poem with 血姐.y v姐姐ts) be伊s:

忍 苦 為詩 身 到 此

;水魂 雪 魄 已 難招

Enduring suffering to write poems 
his body came to tl肘，

his so叫 of ice and snow 
C阻not be called back. 

61. About 140 poems by Liu Deren sur咐e， most of which are in 1句.h， su銬的世ng a

collection th且t was re∞mpiled at some point. 

62. See Fu (1987) ， vol. 5， 321 
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Liu Deren 0丘en speaks of his efforts at w閏月 poetry. An attentive ading of hi ng poems suggests that those efforts paid off. We :;;3:n;工JEEU肉， which 叫的cteristic of the age 的 in the 

岸 浸 如天 水

林今似 南風

The shore i s  soaked b y  waters like 
the heavens， 

the woods are 臼led with wind 
resembling rain 

;rturt of 伽0叫 words becomes increasingly 伽101.叭 as i吋e fol lowillg coupl哎， ill which the somewhat humorous parallel is enriched h the V帥 的 握， t。 “clutch，" 可是叫 1S 削冉 applied to humans but 1S here transferred to the oblivious but precarious birds:64 
吟 身 坐 霜 石 My chanting body sits on a 

目民 鳥 握風枝
frosty rocl笠，

sleeping birds clutch the wind
blown branches .  

Aid1ough L111 Dcf?n uses thc standard imagES of EEFlatcd mmq TIE ofzzt;三立已ways 出at create moments of strangeness， 心 the

石 溪盤鶴外 A rocky creek circles beyond 
the cranes 

岳室 閉 猿前 house on theιount， shut in from 
of the gibbons 

::ZTJZ:口口，itrtti;口;tztcircling crane." Howev缸， t趾he p伊ar凶alle蚵el line pre忱s us tωo m叫ce t白he t鬥n
la仗組伽叫t包ω1昀叫O叫I咿7吧耐c位f叫叮 Ir吋e sa叫ar叩f缸I盯

一
s b卸y 吋耶he s忱E凹con吋 耐nd li刮 d li 巨1t叫s '

“
'bef.恍 tl刊bbo叫be峙c啥g♂in仙n叭1刊to 叮 O 1::2:立;ht; 1:士EJIι立ι::立 tz;1 ::ιMY rds that cannot be stab1lIZEd by Imag1111flg a rcfcfEntiai scenE﹒ 

63. 29812. 
64. 29874 
65. 29827 
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Xiang Si 項 斯

After passing the jinshi examination and then deciding not to pursue an 
official career but to devote himself to Daoist studi凹， the poet Shi Ji 
anwu 施 肩 吾 wrote his most famous couplet to the Vice Director of 
the Board of Rites :“ 

九重城里無親識

八百 人 中 獨姓施

In the city of ninefold walls ，  
no kin or acquaintances; 

among eight hundred men， 
the only one named Shi. 

In sho泣， Shi Jianwu knew no one in Chang'an and was the only person 
taking the examination with the surname Shi. The couplet reminds us 
not only what a tight-kr世 circle the Tang elite comprised but how 
much a newcomer to that world rr立ght feel himself an outsider. The 
community of poets was one ve丘ue where on巴's surname seemed to 
matter less .  Shi Jianwu joined that circle， but it apparently was not 
enough. 

Shi Jianwu may have felt self-conscious about his surname， but it 
was merely uncommon among the Tang elite. Xiang Si67 was another 
case altogether. If Liu Deren represented the aristocracy in our circle of 
poets， Xiang Si represented what must have been rural gent可， with 
no historγ of officeholding. Although he sha主es a surname with the 
great Xiang Yu of an包q山句， others with that surname a主e ve勾 白自
由主oughout 也e en包re Tang.68 Poetry was one of the primary means to 
make the connec包ons that might lead from such obsc旺e ongms to 
officeholder， and it does seem that he was known as a poet from early 
childhood.69 

66. 26u7. 
67. Xiang Si has somewhat less than a hundred poems in a collection that seems to 

have survived independently. The collected poems include a number of items with mul
tiple attributions 

68 . Fu Xuancong， Zhang Chenshi 張 忱 石 ， and Xu Yimin 許 逸 氏 's Tang 坊市dai
月nwu 抄仰伊 守liao zo建ghe su吵鬧 (Beijing; Zh。可;hua shuju， 1982) lists only four Xiangs: 
our poet， two pamt帥， and a rep主esenta臼ve for the y，削nhe xù歇腳n 元和姓萃， 出e
compendium of su主names.

69 . Cf. the Eollowi月 “My poetic fame from childhood rem剖ns" 自 小 詩 名 在
(30446) 
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Zhang Jìh 張 泊 the 叫husias包c Sou岫n Tang 吋1tor of both 

拉拉ititiiijEii:Hefi;單71:告
820s.7日 Xiang s! bc伊ns to 叩pear at poetic occasions in the Jia Dao and yao Hc circle m 83z. HE SEEms to havc tfa1feltd wIdcly-no doubt in carch of Patton5-and both his poet可 and his person were widelv admired 叩er fa也ng thc pd mmnat1on smml mq k hall; 于叫 it in 844. Finally entering the bureaucracy (p叫叫T in 句he w沁 a的削削s臼蚓5訂1喀gne吋d t出he lowly position of distt包r叫e
仁
Coun可叭 in Runz迪伽h的O∞u (仰w咐V
1st仕rat臼e about half a d世ec臼ade e臼a芷d且C叫r). His success d也id no叫t last long. wE b infer

一
t也ha前t he die吋d be吋7冶een 84衍5 and 847 w趾le s仗t血 in of伍f位ìce; Fu Xuar叩n-::::支:ζ立:出?T??!于尸u肘叩S訂S10叫a抗t he w叫a衍s bo凹叫泣齣ro叫 8伽O位2 1必s b凶a沁se吋d o∞n …勾 shaky 

Xiang Si is a 叫
s吋t仕n出旭n呵g c∞ou叩ple巴t臼s 0吋f 且gt此s like Jia D帥， Y ong Tao， Zhou He， or Liu DEfen- we can pcdaps scc sorndhIng of Zhmg jfs dscumvc handl1ng 

f regulated verse in the following: 
項 斯， 中 秋夜懷

Xiang 缸， Though臼 at Night in Mid-Autumn72 

趨馳早晚休
一 歲 又 殘秋

若 只 如今 日
何難至 白 頭

滄波歸處遠
旅食 尚 邊 愁

賴 見前賢說

窮 通 不 自 由

Sooner or later my 叮叮叮Ing ceases， 
once agaln 1n a year， the last of auωmn. 
But if it were as it is 出1S day， 
what problem going on thus till my 

hair is white? 
Gray waves go off to far places， 
dining on travels， still the grief of 

the frontier. 
At least 1 see what former wise 

men said: 

success or failure does 日ot come freely 
from oneself. 

70 30439. Thc poem m zhang JYS COHecuon to xiang SI IS PEObably by wang JIm; 
Tong Peiji 267 
71 . See Fu (I987)， voI. 3， 330 
72. 30479 
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Yu Fu 口俞 d皂

With Yu Fu，73 0ne of the last to join the now aging group of poets 
around Yao He and Wuk亡， we are entenng a new generat10日 of poets， 
one in which Yu Fu and others maintained the old style. Yu Fu passed 
the JÏnshi examination in 840， after having been in the capital for about a 
decade; and we have poems exchanged among members of the group 
dating from the early 840s . 74 He also knew Li Shangyin. Like Xiang 
缸， he died while holding an early post as a county magistrate. Fu Xuan
cong offers the spec叫ative dates of 810-8 50. 

Ta月'gshiJÏshi cites the Beimeng suoyan as saying that Yu Fu took Jia Dao 
as his model. Although this is obvious from his poet句， like several of 
the younger poets who entered the group， his descrip也Te couplets are 
often more theattical and less restrained than Jia Dao's. 

解控復收鞭
長津動細述
空蹄沈綠玉
闊 臆沒遠錢

沫漩橋聲下

嘶盤柳影邊

常 開 車 龍性

因 與 白 波便

P俞 亮 ， 浴 馬

Yu Fu， Bathing a Horse75 

Take off the reins and put the whip aw衍，
it stirs tiny ripples in the long ford. 
The green jade of  its bare hooves sinks， 
the linked patches of its broad chest 

go under. 
Its froth swirls beneath sounds of 

a bridge; 
its neigbing lingers beside willows' 

reflections. 
1 have always hea吐 出at， endowed with a 

dragon nature， 
it is truly at home among wbite w前的 76

This is， of course， a descriptive poem and not fully comparable to occa 
sional poems; but the ma主ked couplet of craft can be seen in the fol 
lowing， with the poet's horse hesita包ng before turbulent waters 
matched by a hawk diving into the clouds .  

73 . A short collection of just over 60  poems surv:ives independently. 
74. Yu Fu's surname is as obscu目 前 Xiang 鈕's， and we may make similar inferences 

about his family background. 

75. 29744 
76. 使: here is pi帥， “to be at rest in，" translated as ε'be at home." 
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路入 犬 羊群
城寒雄主茱稜
居人社尚 武
過家設投文
馬怯奔渾水
雕沈莽蒼雲
沙 田 積 萬 艾
竟 夕 見燒 焚

The Craftsmen ofPoetry 

喻 ，克 ， 晚 次 臨 淫

Yu Fu， Coming to Linji月 in the Evening77 

My path enters f10cks of sheep and dogs， 
the walls cold， battlements catch evening's glow 
The inhabitants value only martial s16缸，
出e passing traveler offers poems in vain. 
My horse dreads the rushing， turbid waters， 
a falcon sinks into a riotous waste of clouds 
In the sandy fields weeds accumula佳，
and all evening long 1 see fires burning. 

Yu Fu often has a visual brillian白， with the opening glow of sunset on 
the wal1s echoed in the nightlong fires burning at the end. The poem 
also provides us wi也 one of those smal1 details that help us to under
stand the lives of these poets: the traveler offers a poem in hopes of 
some 自ward-no doubt food and lodgi呵 He院 near 的 frontier，
poems are not appreciated. Elsewhere， we infer， this is not the case. We 
have come very close to the poet as a wandering professional， 且ving off 
his art and moving on. 

Although， as we will see， regulated verse in the long line became in
creasingly popular in the late 830S and 840s， a later generation carried 
the craft of the short line into the second half of the ninth cen個ry.
There was young Li Pin 李 頻 ， who so admi叫 Yao He that he went 
off to study poetry with him and eventual1y became his son-in-law; his 
relatively large col1ection， which survived independently， mainly con 
sists of regulated verse in the short line. There was Fa呵 Gan 方 于 ，
who joined the group in the 830S and continued writi時 wel1 into the 
latter half of the century. Nor should we forget the arch-epigone Li 
Dong 李 洞 ， writing toward the end of the cen囚句， who was reciting Jia 
D鉤's name as a Buddha before the statue of the master. 

戶口le passionate devotion to craft became a commonpla白， leading 
to claims that， in an earlier era， would have been ve可 strange indeed. 
Poets seem to have forgotten that their art was once supposed to have 
been a demonstration of “talent" that could be of use to the state. Li 
Jue's complaint about the 肘ele蚓
O∞n 1盯t臼s head， as Du Xunhe 杜 茍 鶴 (846-904) boasts of his indiffe主ence

77. 29748. 
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to anything but poetry in order to  persuade a potential patron to rec 

ommend him to the capital﹒ 

社 茍 鶴， 投 李 大 夫

Du Xunhe， Respectfully Presented to Grand Master Li78 

自 小 僻於詩

篇 篇恨 不 奇
苦吟無暇 日
華髮有 多 時
進取 門難見

升沈命未知
秋風夜來 急
還 恐 到 京遲

1 have been obsessed with poetry S1nce 

childhood， 

1 hate if any piece is less than remarlαble﹒ 

1 take pains composing without a day of respl仗，

my hair f1ecked with white for a very long time 

1 work hard to advance， but the way through is 

hard to see; 

my fa仗， to rise or sink， is not yet known 

Last night the al山間1 wind blew ha吐，

yet 1 still fear it will be slow to get to the capital 

Here the obsessed poet is， 且t the same 包me， the quasi-professional ob 

viously advertis阿 拉s wares in hopes of a 芷臼ec∞omme吋a仗祖tion t也ha仗t γ沮 be

由Eν‘吋nd刊 也伽a仗叫t叫bl址lows him t ωo Cha缸ang'an訂叩n. Du心豆Xl已unhe cla.位1m虹ns a c∞on位tmuous

and absolute devotion to the c主aft， which doesn't leave him any 在一
time at all. Poet可T had once been an adjunct of a young man's w叫:
rounded educatio戶， one who might serve as imperial advise宜， provmC1al 

a也ninistrator， 0芷 even military planner. Here it is the product of a 

“poet，" his sole “wo仕"-and the poet needs a job. 

78. 38492 
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The Lψ伊 of Li He 

In 8r6， in 出E 如enth :\叫 of the Y叫le R，嘲， li He died at the 嗯c
of twenty-s眩 (twenty-seven according to Chinese reckoning) . l  Given 
his brief poe包c career， his surviving poetic output of over two hundred 
poems is considerable. Li He's was a sin伊lar and distincti叮 叮Ie， shar
mg qudnEs with somE of Ms yuanhe contEmpofades， iik Lu Tong 
盧 士 and more ge丘erally enabled by the rem此able spirit of po凹
da紅 組ring and invent位lVeness m t也he last dec臼ad配e of t由he e位ight出h c臼en凹r叮y 叩d 
a趾f岱rst tI可w干o dec臼ades of t出he nint也h. By 820 t由he Yu叫a叩n由he旭e Rei臼19伊n wa衍s 0肝V而c位r. The c 
mv而en包V間ss of 已e era had been 也haus叫 如出 poe叮 他ng a de
cidedly conservative turn. 

Li He died without poetic is sue， a羽s he died ch益i且ld刮less in the mo 主跎e lit
的1 se叩ns記e. Th忱 �阿恥可wo心o f，臼orms of pr仰f昀oge叮 a位芷e no叫t e凹n包垃臨r仗ely un臨1芷盯r跎ela缸 ted: p臼
pa征組nng a poet's "literary remains" (which is what Tang literary collec
tions generally were before the second quarter of the ninth cen山明 was
a task that often fell to a writ口's son. Writers would sometimes entrust 
their collected works to frien缸， par包cularly if their children were not 
especially literary and lacked the connections to ensure the dissem凶多
位on of the collection. This is what Li Bai had done﹒ Li He seems to 
have done the same， presenting a manuscript of his poems to his then
young friend Shen Shushi 沈述 師 .2

Li He's choice was not a wise one-except in the odd way that things 
sometimes work out for the best in the long run. Shen Sh叫lÌ kept 
出e manuscript and soon forgot about it. It apparently accompanied his 

I. Li Shangyin erroneously says that he died at 1:1肥nty-four s帥， a number frequently 
自d in earlier Chinese commentaries. 

2. It is possible 出at other copies of the manuscript were given to others. It is likely 
that some of 出e poems circulated independently 
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personal baggage for about fifteen years . One night in November or 
early December 8戶， while staying at his broth凹's post in Xuanzhou， 
Shen had been drinking and could not fall asleep . 鳴也立e rummagmg 
ilirough his trunks ，  he found Li H巴's poems. Obviously sentimental 
from his drinking， Shen felt guilt over his negle哎， having failed to fulfill 
the most obvious responsibility of any editor of literary remains， 
namely， to supply the collection with a preface by a known literary fig 
ure. A friend came to mind， a promising young writer of twen可7-nl肘，
also in the employ of his brother. Deciding to act while the matter 
was still on his mind， Shen took the rather unusual step of sending a 
n吐dnight messenger over to Du Mu's lodgings to ask him to write a 
preface. 

Du Mu， understandab恃 startled by tllis late-night request， refused. 
Shen continued to press him until Du Mu finally agreed， producing 
what is certainly the strangest preface in Tang literature. Prefaces often 
included accounts of how the writer was petitioned to undertake his 
task， so it is not entire甘 surprising that Du Mu g盯e an account of the 
story of the manuscript一出ough it was an unusual one. What sets Du 
Mu's pre臼ce apart from virtually all othe主S 1S 出e fact that he clearly 
disapproved of Li He's poetry. Du Mu concludes :  

These are indeed the remote descendents of the Sao; and although they are not 

its equal in the order of things (占 理)， they go beyond it in diction. The Sao is 

stirred to resentment and makes furious j abs ;  its words touch on order (占 理)

and disorder in the relation between prince and minister， sometimes provoking 

出oughts in the reader. In what Li He wrote， however， 也ere is none of this. Li 

He was s區lled at di自;mg out past even的; 也us his deep sighs expressed bitter

ness at what no one had ever spoken of in present or past 凶nes. In pieces like 

“The Bronze Immortals Take Leave of Han" or “Suppl抖ng the I'v1issing 

'Palace-Style Ba凶
，

of Yu Jianwu of the Liang" he sought to capture the qual 

ity and manner [of the moment] ; 但t he departed so far from the usual paths of 
letters 也at one sca主cely knows of them. Li He died in 也e twenty-seventh year 
of his age. People of the 也ne all s位d， "Had Li He not died and improved 
somewhat in his sense of the orde主 of things， he lTÚght have commanded the 
Sao as a servant."3 

The last sentence is left purposely ambi息的間 的 to who is the servant 
Even if we read this passage in its most generous sens亡， the praise is 

3 .  Fanchuan wenji 149 
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not intended for the Li He that Du Mu was reading but rather for the 
Li He that might have been. Li 理， translated as the “order of things" 
nd "order" (as “good government，" a standard Tang usage) ， is roughly 

what a modern reader of literature would call “significance.叫 In this 
passage Li He's poetry depends upon gorgeous diction and fresh ideas‘ 
only without the engagement in the social and political wo出 that pro
duced one kind of depth in a Tang context of valu巳s. In the COmDara 
肘e case of the “Sao，" generally referring to the works a吐出uted 已 Ou
Yu紙 印ch en伊gem削 arouses a depth of feel時 in the reader， one 
that gIVes a work its force. In effect， Du Mu is saying that Li He's 
poetry rings hollow. 

Young Du Mu was ve叮 叮叮lOUS" in the conventional Tang sens亡，
and he brought his se丘se of seriousness to bear on Li He， who was 
something else altogether. The most telling passage in Du Mu's preface 
immediately precedes the passage quoted above. It can be read as ex 
pressing ei出巴r admiration or irony; but in the context of the changing 
values of poet叮 in the 830S it is somehow fateful. 

A continuous stream of clouds and mist has not such a manner as his 仙t “are
not adequate to make his manner"J ; waters stre他ing off far into t伽he d戶istan
have no叫t such a mood a衍s h划is叮; a必II s叩pr且ing's 缸ow巴位凹nn且g glor叮y h且衍s no叫t h划is g伊entle叩ness;
a仙uh加缸tum虹mn'法s b址n喀ght purit叮y ha衍s not his strictness of form; masts driven by the wind 
and horses in the battle line have not his daring; tile sarcophagi and tripods 
with sea!-script have not his antiq山句 the season's flowers and fair women 
have 一ot his sensuality; walls run to '^耐心 and ruined pa!aces and tomb 
mounds overgrown with brush have not his resentment and mournfulness :  the 
leviathan's gaping maw and the leaping sea turtle， the bull demon and the 
snake god， have not his sense of fantasy and illusion.5 

This is a wonderful passage， essentially claiming that the qualities in Li 
He's poet叮 surpass those same quali包es in the world ror in the realm of 
也e spirits， adjunct to the easily accessible empirical world] . The quali包es
found in Li He a自 由us more perfect1y embodied in poetry than in the 
world. The “serious" Du Mu had to 吋ct Li He's poetic world preci吋
because 1t was not “serious" in Du Mu's Tang sense﹒ it offered no moral 

4- Here we should pay close attention to the contemporary weight of the word. For 
a contrary v阱， see Chen Zijian 陳子建， “Du Mu 'Li Changji g的hi xu' 'li' yibian" 杜牧
李 長 吉 歌詩序理義辯， Sh伽i kexueya矽胡 6 (1988) .  

5. Fanchωn 仰伊 149.
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and poli包cal lessons， no deep feeling arising from the poet's engagement 

with these issues . It was a different kind of poetry altogether. Yet anyone 

who reads Du Mu's poet句 through the 830S can see the impact of his 

reading of Li He. Unlike some other poets of his day， Du Mu never 

overt1y emulated Li He's poetry; but he clearly was caught by his own de 

scnp包on of the latte主， crea也ng markedly “poetic" worlds that were more 

real than any possible empirical experience. Moreover， Du Mu admitted 

being seduced by these 干oe位c" scen凹， which lacked the conventional 

“se!Íousness" of response to the poli包cal “order of things ." 

Poems engaged with the “order of things" often have tit1es or prefaces 

that enable us to link the poem to a specific historical moment， and 

from there to a particular circumstance. Li He's most famous and charac

teristic poems lack such markers .  The same is generally 位ue of poems 

that emulate him. 1 t is therefore hard to know exact1y when the inf1uence 

ofLi He's poet可 began to make an impact. We can see it in Li Shangyin's 

poems， which can be dated to 也e 830s， and in poems by Wen Tingyun， 

which probably cannot be earlier than the 830S and ma夕 be much 

later. Several other minor poets in which we see this inf1uence were 

acqu釗ntances or friends ofDu Mu. We cannot be certain， but it is tempt 

ing to conclude that Li H凸 collection， with Du Mu's preface， entered 

general circulation in the early 830S and made an impact. Du Mu's judg 

ment may have been nega出7巴， but it was the kind of judgment that at

tracted attention and pointed to possible values in poe位y that had their 

attraction， values distinct from but close to those of the regulated-verse 

craftsmen 
Li Shangyi的 “Short Biography of Li He，" Li He xiaozhuan 李 賀

小 傳， was composed sometime between 832 and 83 5 .6 It is 日o less un 

usual than the preface. Inspired by Du Mu's preface， Li Shangy也 began

by setting out to find the person behind the poems. Unlike most biog

raphies， Li Shangyin proceeded empirically by inte扒拉ewing Li He's sis

ter. He discovered that 由c “person behind the poems" was not a Qu 

Yuan， tormented by his personal lack of success  0主 political and social 

ills . Rather， he discovered what he was perhaps seeking: the image of a 

6. Li Shangyin refers to Du Mu only as “Du Mu of the Capital，" which would ha，'e 
been proper only before Du Mu took up a post as Investigating Censor in 835， Sincε U 
Shangyin saw Du Mu's preface， the biography cannot be earlier than 832. 
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“poet，" utterly absorbed in ms art. Although tms image has obvious 
parallels with the image of poet可 as practiced by the craftsmen of 盯
lated p倒句， the poetics of “山ng pains，" 是紗'ln 苦 吟， It n futmnpr
anC1 more extre口le

Du Mu of the capital wrote a pr跎efac臼e for Li Cαt凹
de臼scαn也be吐d Cαha缸叩ngji's strangeness most thoroughly. It is 日ow in general circula
tion. The younger sister of Changji， who married into the Wang family， has 
glven a particularly thorough oral account of Changji. Changji was delicate and 
thin， his eyebrows met， and he had long fingernails; he was good at painstaking 

mposl世on (是秒2月) and writing swiftly. Han Yu of Changli was the very first 
person to understand him. Among those of his acquaintanc亡， he was closest to 
Wang Canyuan， Yang Jingzhi， Quan Qu， and Cui Zhi. Every day at dawn he 
would go on excursions with various gentlemen; but whenever he wrote a 
poem on some assigned topic， he never brooded over it or forced things to 

rk together or worried about a time limit.7 
He would always go off ricling a donk句， followed by a young xi slave. On 

his back he carried an old， tattered bro叫E 峙 的e happe叫 阿et some 
hing [i 巳 . ， come up with lines of poetry] ， he would write it down at once ancl 

伽ow it in tl叫ag. wh叫le w叫 back in the evening， his mo加 h仙 serv-
lng girl take the bag and empty its co日tents; when she saw how much he had 
written， his mother burst out with: ‘'This boy won't stop until he has spit out 
his heart." Then she lit the lamps and gave him his c1inn叫:" i He next had the 
serving girl get what he had written; then， grincling ink and folcling paper， he 
would complete them， at which point he would throw them into another bag. 
He usually acted like this unless he was very drunk or in mourning. When he 
finished he c1idn't look at the poems ever again. Now and 出en people like 
Wang and Yang would come， seek them 0哎， and copy them. Changji would 
always ride alone back and forth to Luoyang 8 Sometimes when he came to a 
place he would write somethi嗯， the引hrow it away. It was for this reaso叫at
there were only four Juan left in Shen Shushi's possession. 

When Changji was about to d眩， he suddenly saw， in broad daylig仙， a man 
in scarlet robes ricling a red dragon. He was holcling a tablet whose wri包ng was 
like 伽 叫-script of high antiqu叮 or thu吋er-stone sc叩t. He said that it was 
to summon Changji. Changji tried but could not read it. He suddenly got out 
of bed， to叫ed his head to tl內的 u叫 and said: “My mom is old and sick-1 
don't want to go." The man in scarlet robes laughed and said: “The Emperor 

7. The grammar of this long 5entence is troublesome and admits of various interpre 
ta包on5

8. He was most likely traveling between his home in Chan銘u and Luoyang 
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has completed his tower of white jade and immecliately summons you to write 

him an account of it. The joys you are given in Heaven are such that you wo口't

suffer." Changji was alo即 there weeping; everyone beside him saw it. After a 

while Changji's breath stopped. 1n the window of the room where Changji al 

ways stayed there was a swelling vapor and one could hear the sound of a car 

riage and pipes pl勾ing. His mother immecliately stopped the others from 

weeping and， wai凹19 the brief time it takes to cook five pints of mill哎， Changji 

at last died. His sister in the Wang family would not have been able to fabricate 

such claims about Changji; this was what she really saw 
Heaven is high and blue-gray. Is there indeed an Emperor there? And does 

that Emperor indeed have things to enjoy， like parks， palaces， and pav山ons? If 

this is to be believ吐， then， considering the remote heights of Heaven and the 

majesty of its Empe間， then it would also be fitring that he have personages 

and literary talents exceeding comparison with those in our world. \'\7hy， 

也en， was he so singularly fond of Changji and why c1id he prevent him from 

living a long life? How could it be that those in our world who are considered 

rare and talented are not only few on E位th but also not many in Heaven? 

Changji lived twenty-four years， and his post never went further than that of a 

ritual participant in the Court of 1mperial Ceremonies . Moreover， many of 

his contemporaries spoke 血 of him and c1id him harm. How could it be that 

the Emperor in Heaven alone values the rare and talented， while mortals， on 

the contra句， do not value them? How could mortal understancling surpass the 

Emperor's? 9 

Behind t也he c，必b仰M翩d捌月呵于伊1 a甘nosphere of Li Shan鈞江n'法5

削z屁e the image of the poet in Han Yu's "Teasing Zhang Ji，" Tiao Zhang 

F 調 張 籍 .10 There a ruthless  Heaven sends Li Bai and Du Fu to Earth 

to suffer so that they will write beautiful poems. The god then sends 

down ms rnll110ns to gather up the poems and bring them back to 

Heaven. The differences， however， in Li Shangyin's version are telling. 

Li Bai and Du Fu write beautiful poems because of their sufferings in 

且長， sufferings caused by the god. Li He is not appreciated by mortals， 

but Li Shangyin suggests neith巳r that tms causes mm suffering nor that 

ms experiences in political life are the context for ms poems . Li He is 

completely absorbed in ms w。此; and if he suffe郎， “Spl出ng out ms 

heart，" it is a result of the effort expended in writing poetry. 

9 . Ye (1959) 358-59 . 
IO. 17922; Qian Zhonglian 989 . 
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1t is important to keep in rnind that the “Short Biography" reflects 
the values of the 830乳 白仕ospectively invested in Li He and 主ealized
through his image. Unlike Han Yu's Li Bai and Du Fu、 and unlike the 
dominant earlier notion of poe叮， here poe的 is not a cor耽quence of 竺P抖出ce of the world-specifically the social and political world. Li 
He "lS" a poet regardless 。他 is experiences in social and political life 
1ndeed， he is more a poet when simply left to write poetry. If he works 
at poet句， ìt is not the social poe仕y 出at is the norm. Li He (in the read 
ing of the passage 1 have adopted) does compose social poems， but he 
writes them without effort or thought. The poetry that he truly works 
at Is of an altogcthcr dlfKEEnt kind- lmcs found alone whcn travchng 
around with his xi servant， lines worked over at night. 

Li He was i的ed a poet of 的yz月 苦吟， “他ng pains in composi
tion." However， 出s was also the 也m of Yao He and Jia Dao， the 
most celebrated poets of the 830s， almost all of whose work was social 
p。于勾 Li Shangyin's Li He shares some elements with them: 加 poem
"takes t1me"; it is something made and not simply the inspiration of the 
moment. 1t is something the poet does every day， like a profession . l 1  Li 
He differs from the regulated-verse craftsmen in one other essential de
tail: once 也e poem is complet吐， he is no longer interested. Sometimes 
the poems lie around for others to copy; some包mes he simply throws 
them away. This is an art practiced out of passion， for its own sake， and 
not for the mere product， the poem. This is the ve可 姐的esis of Bai 
Juyi's vision of his poet月T as quantitatively cuml血tive “c叩ital，" to be 
stored in a special bookcase with Bai's name visibly written on it. In : ‘T帥ing Zhang Ji" Li Bai's and Du F的 poetic production is also 
'capital，" to be collected by Heaven， envisaged as something like an ab可
sentee landlord. One of the many anecdotes about Jia Dao reveals a 
sense of poetic produc位0日 much closer to that of Bai Juyi than to Li 
He: every New Year's Day Jia Dao was said to spread out all the poems 
he had composed during the year， to which he would offer up a sacri 
fice of m叫 and wine to them as the 恤gs that had ∞nsumed 
his spirit in the course of the preceding year. 1 2  The aggregate of these 

various anecdotes and references in poems vividly demonstrates a set 

of issues surrounding poe世y and its composi包on that truly belong to 

the ninth century and that were almost entirely absent in eighth-century 

discourse on poe包c composition. 

II . Cf. also the presump包on of the need to compose poems every day in Jia Da口's
'P!ayfully Presented to a Friend，" p. 94 

12. Zhou Xunchu III4 

Li J里， 也c 可rder of 由ings，" was an important word in Chinese thought， 

although it had an easy， conventional sense of “political order" during 

the Tang. Du Mu claimed that the differing qualities of representations 

in Li He's poetry were more perfect than what was ordinarily experi 

enced in the world， yet Li He's poet可 was lacking in 丘" the “order of 

出ings ." Du Mu was not concerned with nice philosophical questions 

here﹒ he might simply h訂e meant that Li He's verbal s祖Jls over

shadowed his other qualities. And yet Du Mu's description of Li He's 

poet月T was， at the ve可 least， the seed of a profound contradiction， sug 

gesting that there might be an “order of things" possible in poetry that 

was different from what was commonplace in Tang moral and poli包cal

culture 
If one sets aside the Chu 仿" which on 也e surface is as fragmentary 

and elusive as Li He's work， Du Mu's charge that Li He's poet可 lacked

!i has some substance. Tang poetry tended to parataxis， 可吐h each line a 

distinct predicate; but expecta包ons usually made it easy to bring those 

pl巳ces into a coherent whole (as Wang Yi屯 的terlinear commentary 

tried to do with Chu ci) . Such coherence was li， the “order of things." If， 

for example， a poet feels rniserable in exil巴， and his representations of 

也e world around him support such a state of rnind， the poem has a 

subjective， experien吐al coherence that was satis有!ing to Tang readers . Li 

He's parataxis was more extreme: there was more distance between the 

lines， creating the effect of verbal fragments 由此 only partially cohered. 

There was often also no presumed subject-either the historical poet 

or a co盯entional persona-to ea吶 account for these images as per

cep俗， feelings， and thoughts in a uni有Tlng consclOusness . τbe effect of 

Li He's poet勾 was sometimes dreamlil仗 such par也1 coherence of 

fragmenta叮 images was clearly pa主t of Li He's attrac包on. At the same 

time， such a poetics could not but have been troubling to 也e young Du 

Mu: he could not see the 可oint" of the poems， the lesson or the per 

son who held the images toge白白.
We rnight consider one of Li He's easier poems on the theme of 

frontier warfare: 
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黑 雲壓城城欲摧

甲 光 向 日 金鱗 開

角 聲滿 天秋 色 里

塞 土 燕 脂凝夜紫

半捲紅旗臨 易 水

霜 重鼓寒聲 不 起

報君黃金 臺 上意

提攜 玉龍為 君死
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李 賀 ， 雁 門 太 守 行

Li He， Song for the Governor of 
Wild Goose Gate13 

Black clouds press down on walls， 
the walls seem about to collapse;14 

4日t of armor faces the sun， 
golden scales appear. 

Sounds of 仕umpets fill the heavens 
within the colors of autumn， 

borderland soil is tinted rouge 
that hardens to night's purple. 1 5 

Our red banners stand half-furled 
beside the river Yi; 

the frost is hea叮， 吐le drums cold， 
their sounds do not stir. 

We will pay back the honor shown by our lord 
on the Terrace of Gold1 6 

and take in hand the jade dragon-swor缸，
to die for our lord. J 7  

A 均增 才于， here translated as “song，" is a yuefu and thus does not req山re
the presumption of a rustorical poet at a particular site， yet a reader of 
the early ninth century would still look for signs of a commonplace 
empirical order to unifY the poem. For example， the reader would look 
for weather signs， yet here we begi丘 with a cover of black clouds， fol
lowed by light glin包丘g on armor. That su叫ight marks daytime， but in 
the fourth line we have night. The frost should be late night or early 
morning. The half-furled banners can be seen as an unexpected and 

13 . 2066月 Ye (1959) 23 . This is a yuefu 包tle with precedents in 出e Southern Dy 
nast1es. 

14- The Qi月 commentator Wang Qi cites 出e Jin shu as follows : “Whenever there 
are black clouds like a roof over a strong fortress， they are called the ‘essence of the 
army. ' "  The rather ominous quality of the image here makes it uncertain whether this 
sign of martial valor is intended. 

15 . This refers to the explanation in the G矽的 主hu 古今注 that frontier walls were 
made of an earth that gave them a purplish color 

的 The Terrace of Gold 黃 金 臺 was erected by 阻ng Zhao of Yan to receive schol. 
ars and kr吐ghts (both shi 士) and was emblematic of a prince's generosity and app主eC1a
tion of the talents of those who se叮ed him

17- Yulong 玉龍 恥 “jade dragon") must be taken as a kenning for a fllle sword 
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inausplclOUS image (particularly before a battle) ， as are the muted 
sounds of the drums， wruch are supposed to st吐 出e valor of the troops .  
In trus context the vow t。 “die fo主 our lord" is distinctly fatalistic， as if 
troops are going forth to fight a battle they cannot win. It is a scene 
built up of vivid fragments that do not cohere empirically (without con 
siderable commentarial ingenuity) ， but wruch give the impresslOn of 
doomed battle more perfectly than any ordinary yue;勿

Trus poem clearly made a strong impression. In the anecdotal tradi 
tion Li He presented trus poem when he first went to pay rus respects 
to Han Yu in Luoyang. Upon reading the opening lin白， Han Yu was so 
impressed that he had Li He summoned. 1 日 Wei Zhuang included the 
piece in rus anthology Further 1v[ystery at the end of the ninth centu勾T. As 
we will see， it also inspired irnita包on. Significantly， the “sun" in the sec
ond line is sometimes quoted as “moon"-suggesting how the Tang 
sense of the “order of things力 influenced textual reproduction to pro 
duce a scene more easily reconciled with “night" in the fourth line 
overlooking the less obvious fact that one 丘eeds a daytime scene to 
have 出c “colors of autumn." 

We ca口not date Zhang Hu's version of “Song for the Governor of 
Wild Goose Gate." Zhang's dates are far from certain: he was roughly 
Li He's contemporary (born 可祉lin a decade of Li He) ，  but he lived on 
into the first part of the 8 50s .  Significantly， he was a friend of Du Mu 
It is not impossible that Zhang Hu's version dates from the Yuanhe， 
but echoes of other Li He poems clearly show that it both postdates Li 
He's poetry and is aware of it. Most likely the poem dates from the 830S 
or 840s， when Li He's  full collection was in circulation 

于長 祐， 雁 門 太 守 行

Zhang Hu， Song for the Governor of Wild Goose Gate1 9 

城頭 月 沒 霜 如水 Atop the wall the moon sinks away， 
the frost is like wat位，

趣 趣 踏沙人似鬼 Wl也 swishing sounds they march on sands， 
the men like ghosts. 

的 Zhou Xunchu I07I 
19 . 27237; Yan Shoucheng 20I. This seems to have entered the stand位d version of 

Zhang Hu's collection from Yuefu shiji; it is not included in 出e recently recovered Zha.亮E

Chengji 1甜n;z.
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燈前拭淚試香裘

長 引 一聲錢漏子

駝囊瀉 酒 酒 一 杯

前頭 滴 血心 不 回

間 中 年 少 妻 其哀

魚金虎竹天上來

雁 門 山 邊 骨 成 灰

The Lega少 ofLi He

In the lamplight he wipes away tears， 
tries on the scented cape， 

one note of a long melody 
the last of the water-clock's dripping 

The camel-skin sack sp也s forth ale， 
a single cup of ale， 

the front lines are weeping blood， 
their hearts do not waver. 

Youth in the woman's boudo吐，
wife do not weep， 

the metal fisb and tiger bamboo 
come from Heaven.20 

Beside Goose Gate Mountain 
tbeir bones become ash. 

Zhang Hu uses Li He's technique of paratactic lines， but the scenes 
have a greater coherence. There is no problem with the time sequence 
here: as night comes to an end， a soldier (肘， more likely， an officer) 
prepares for battle. A long tradition of frontier poetry invites reference 
to the soldier's wife， which is here answered with the commitment to 
serve the emperor， as in Li He's poem. Li He's closure on the point of 
battle (the last moment in which the doomed soldie主 would have a 
“viewpoint") was probably too radical， and Zhang Hu offers a more 
conventionally satisfying last line-from an external perspective seen 
over a long span of 包me一1日 which the soldiers' bones turn to dust. In 
short， Zhang Hu effectively domesticates Li He. 

We know next to no也ing about Zhuang Nanjie 莊 南 傑 except that 
he was supposed to have been a rough contemporary of Jia Dao (who 
had a very long poetic career) and very much a Li He epigone， to judge 
from the surviving poems.21 

20. These a自 由e tallies of military au出ority from the emperor (Heaven) 
21. The claim that Zhuang was a con能mporary of Jia Dao is based entirely on a 

note to that effect in Zhiψai shu!u JÏeti. Fu Xuancong speculates that Zhuang is some 
what young世 than Jia Dao. See Fu (1987) ， vol. 2， 336. Although such notes involving 
dating in Song bibliograph聞 自present precio田 C前dence， they are some也n口 wrong
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莊 南 傑， 雁 門 太 守 行

Zhuang Nan恥， Song for the Governo主 of Wild Goose Gate 22 

旋旗 閃 閃 搖 天 末 Flags and banners flashing， 

長 笛 橫吹虜塵 闊

跨下嘶風 白 練寧寧

腰 間 切 玉 青蛇活

擊革#是金先是牛尾

犬羊兵敗如 山 死

九泉寂寞 葬秋蟲

濕 雲 荒 草啼秋思

waving at Heaven's edge， 
the long fifes and horizontal flutes ，  

an expanse of nomad dust. 
Between his legs the white silk 

that neighs at the wind is fierce; 
at the waist the green snake 

that cuts into jade is lively戶
Beating leather， striking m計划，

we ignite the oxtails，24 
也oops of dog and sheep barbarians defeated， 

dying in heaps like hills 
The Nine Springs are 10且ely and still， 

autumn's insects are interred，25 
damp clouds and wild grasses 

weep autumn longings. 
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Desp即 Zh叫時 Nan阱's striking images，  which are clearly modeled on 
Li He， this is a far more conserva包ve poem， developing from a Chinese 
attack on the “barbarians，" their defeat， and a silent aftermath. 

Li He's is the earliest extant Tang version of "Song for the Governor of 
Wild Goose Gate." There ar亡， howev缸， pre-Tang examples . There is 
an anonymous yueJu in the “Trea位se on Music" of the S 0憋 shu， but 出at
seems to have provided no inspiration for Li He. Li He's precursor 
here was clearly Xiao Gang 蕭 綱 ， Emperor J凶lwen of the Liar塔 頂lho
wrote two poems under this titl亡， which were also highly imagistic 
treatments of the frontier theme. Li He was clearly fascinated with the 
poetry of the sixth centu句， the Liang and Chen， which provided a 
model for a compe血ng poetry 出at escaped the oppressive Tang sense 
of “seriousness ." Just as Li He's poet主y was criticized for lacking 

22. 24969 . 
23 . This couplet refers to the soldi口's white horse and sword. 
24 “Beating leath缸， stn凶ng metal" refers to beating drums and gongs. The last part 

refers to a stratagem by which the Qi general Tian Dan tied firewood to 出e tails of 
oxen， then i伊ited it， causing 出e oxen to overrun his enemies. 

25. The Nine Springs refer to the underworld 
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engagement with the “order of things，" so Liang poet叮 too was con� 
ventionally criticized for lacking serious且ess .

Li He was clearly fascinated with the unique poetry of th巴 Liang and 
later Southern Dynasties. It was probably in part thanks to the poetry 
of Li He that we find a sustained interest in the culture of the later 
Southern Dynasties in the rniddle of the ninth centu句， particularly in 
the poet可 of Li Shangyin and Wen Tingyun. This interest always mixed 
fascination and critical judgment. On the one hand， there was the ab� 
sorption in a sensual world of images; this can be traced to the po叮叮
of the Liang and Chen itself， but it was very much mediated by Li He's 
creation of a separate poetic realm. On the other hand， there was the 
conviction that the poe吐c failure to engage the po且也cal “order of 
things" on the part of poet�emperors and their poet�courtiers was an 
indulgence that resulted in the fall of dynasties .  

“Historical contextualization" in scholarship on Chinese literature is 
often done in very broad strokes .  We must know when a poem was 
written， when it was read， the community for which it was written， and 
the temper of the particular age. It is true that the later Southern Dy� 
nasties evoked absorption in aesthetic pleasure shadowed by impe且ding
doom. Li He was writing in the first part of the reign of Xianzong， a 
period of great op也nism and confidence in the resurgence of Tang dy 
nastic power. Despite Liu F凹's intemperate prediction of dynastic ruin 
in the late 820S (see p. 512) ，  the first part of Wenzong's reign seems to 
have generally been a period of guarded op包mism. A poet wri位ng of 
the later Southern Dynasties during these periods was probably think 
i時 of the cultural past aesthetically rather than politically. Such tex坊， if 
written or read in the wake of the Sweet Dew Incident， would most 
likely have had a much s佐onger contemporary poli包cal resonance. Li 
He's remarkably short career historically contextualizes all his poems ， 
More often than not， however， we do not know when poems invoking 
past s可les or moments in history were written. Although this is unfor� 
tunate， the principle remains the same: periods like the later Southern 
Dynasties may be fascina吐ng in their own right or they may inescapably 
echo a sense of the present moment. It all depends on when one is 
reading or writi口g.

In many ways Li He is rerniniscent of Li Bai in his fascination with old 
songs and anecdotes .  BOth poets were less at home in the contempo� 
rary social world of poe住y than in imaginary worlds based on their 
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reading. From the Southern Dynasties came 出e ghosdy song of the 
famous Hangzhou singer Su Xiaoxiao .  

是主 小 小 歌
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Her tomb was famous， but Li He never went there. He didn't need 

to-though he had perhaps heard the sto叮 that some也mes， when there 
was wind and rain， passers�by could hear the sounds of song and music 
coming from it. 

幽 蘭 露
如P帝目良
無物結 同 心
煙花 不堪剪
萃 如 茵
松如蓋
風 為 裳
水為珮
油 壁 車
夕 相 待
冷 翠 燭
勞 光 彩
西 陵 下
風 吹 雨

李 賀 ， 結 小 小 基

Li He， The Tomb of Little Su27 

Dew on 吐le hidden orchid. 

like c勾T1ng eyes 
Nothing 世es a love kn仗，

且owers ill 虹lÌst 1 cannot bear to cut. 

Grass like the c位riage cushion， 

pines like the carriage roof， 

the wind is her ski哎，

也e waters， her pendants. 

A carriage with oiled sid巳s

awaits in the evening 

Cold azure candle 

stru韶;les to give ligh t. 

At the foot of West Mound 

wind blows the rain. 

This is a ghost�song， a scene of the rnind realized in poetry. The old 

singer half materializ口， scattered in the scene around her tomb， then in 

the coach of the old song， and fmally as a ilickering ghost�lig址， walt1ng 

still-until a gust of wind�blown rain puts out the candle and ends the 

poem. 

26. Lu Qin且 1480
27. 20664; Ye (1好9) 27 
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There is little question that Zhang Hu knew Li H巴's poem， though the 
form ofrus title and rus many years of travel in the Southland suggest that 
he wrote the following poem while visiting 也e tomb in person. 

漠 漠 窮 塵地
蕭 蕭 古樹林
臉 濃 花 白 發
眉 恨柳長 深
夜 月 人何待
春風鳥 白 吟
不 知誰共穴
徒願結 同 心

張 枯， 題 蘇 小 ， J 、基
Zhang Hu， O n  the Tomb of S u  Xiaoxia0 2S 

Billowing， a place of poor dust， 
whistling in the wind， grove of ancient trees 
Cheel白

，
luster， flowers come out on their own， 

brows' 主eproach， willows ever deep . 
Why does one wait under the night moon?
in spring breeze birds chant by themselves 
I know not if any shares the grave with you 
ln v型n you wished to tie a true love knot 

Zhang Hu's poem seems uncomfortably bad only because we have Li 
He's original. It does， howev缸， embody the weaker side ofLi He's influ
ence in the Late Tang. Zhang Hu was clearly attracted by the ghostly aura 
of Li He's poem and sought to reproduce it. Howev仗， while the form of 
Li He's poem was a creative way of representing a vision， Zhang Hu was 
trapped by the formal order of exposi位on of regulated verse in the short 
line. Many of the pieces of Li He's song are still present， but they have 
been orgaruzed in an all“too-familiar way: the first couplet sets the scene; 
the second couplet sees reminders of the woman in natural phenomena; 
也e trurd couplet is a scene of hopeless waiting; in the fourth couplet 出E
poet offers a comment from rus own pe主spect1ve﹒

No inclividual so perfectly emboclied the potential conilict between the 
political (the Tang “order of trungs，" 主 理) and the apolitical gratifica
tion of pe芷sonal will as Qin Sruhuang， the First Emperor. Accorcling to 
Legalist 出ought， the First Emperor was to be the core of a true politi
cal “macrune，" the invisible center of an absolutist structure that func
tioned with the impe主sonal precision of nature. Unfortu日ate峙， the rus
torical center of that macrune， the First Emperor， had a human will that 
set itself against orclinary Nature: he wanted to dominate the uruverse 
and live forever. His foolish ventur白， rus megalomarua， the very mortal 
political macruna包ons that followed rus death， and the stunru口gly swift 
collapse of rus empire after rus death were favotÍte Tang topics . 

28. 27276; Yan Shoucheng 14 
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In the following poem Li He first presents rumself as epigone， re 
sponcling directly to the operung lines of Li Bai's third "Old Style" 
古 風， but doing so in such a 扭曲ant and daring way that the epigone's 
lines are more memorable than the original that they recast. First let us 
cite Li Bai:29 

秦 皇掃 六 合
虎視何雄哉

揮 劍 決 浮 雲
諸侯 盡 西 來

Qin's emperor swept the six directions bare， 
how manly his tiger's gaze was !  
His sword， brandish試， cut drifting clouds，  
and the Lo主ds of the Domains all came west. 

Li He's First Emperor is even more flamboyant. 

李 賀 ， 秦 王飲 酒

Li He， The King of Qin Drinks Wine30 

秦 王 騎虎遊八極

劍 光 照 空 天 自 碧

義和敲 日 玻璃聲

劫 灰 飛 盡 古 今平

龍頭瀉 酒 邀 酒 星

金槽 琵 琶 夜樣板

洞 庭 雨 腳來吹笙

;西 甜喝 月 使倒行

銀雲 絲絲瑤殿 明

宮 門 掌 事 報 一 更

花樓玉鳳聲嬌檸

Qi口's king is riding a 包ger，
he roams to the Eight Extrem的，

his sword-light shines in th巴 巴mp包ne泊，
the he的耐lS turn sapphire 

Xihe strikes the sun with her wh中，
也e sound of glas日，

kalpa ashes have all flown aw勾心
past and present pacified. 

The dragon's head trickles ale， 
he invites the Alestar， 

pipas with golden bridges 
twang in the night; 

raindrops on Lake Dong包ng
come to the blowing reed organs， 

包psy with ale he hoots at the moon 
and makes it go backward; 

silver clouds like comb's teeth， 
alabaster palaces brighten. 

At the palace gate the Watchman 
announces the first watch of night: 

in flowering towers the phoenix of j且de
has a voice both fe主al and swe泣，

29 . Zhan Ying 詹 錢 ， Li Bai quan;i jiao主:hu huishi jipi略 李 白 全 集 校 i主 彙 釋 集 評
(Ti組jin: Baihua wen戶 chubans址， 1996)， 37.

30 . 2068 5; Ye (1959) 53 
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仙人燭樹蠟煙輕
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mermen's silk wi出 red patterns 
has a fragrance faint and clear， 

yellow beauties stumble dancing， 

a flagon for a thousand-year toast. 
From 吐le immortals' candelabra 

the wa利T smoke is light， 
at the cleat zither， drunken eyes 

shed tears in 且OOdS.31

This was something unprecedented in Chinese poet月T. The fragmentary 
discontinuity of brilliant lines effectively embodies a state of dreaming， 
drunken日C泊， and madness in which the First Emperor seeks to domi 
nate the universe and time. Space does not permit a detailed discussion 
of Li He's poem， but it is not difficult to see why Li He's poetry had 
such an impact when it resurfaced in the early 830S 

It is understandable that such a poem might invite Du Mu's critique 
of Li He's w。此， but there are ways in which it does . not deserve the 
critique-as adumbrated by Du Mu's own comments . Unlike Du Mu's 
First Emperor， implicit in his “Poetic Exposition on Apang Palace" 
(see pp. 259-60) ， 也e images do not cohere in any expected w句， and Li 
He offers no “lesson，" either direct or implied. The poem cannot be 
read as a reiteration of the proper “order of things ." At the same time， 
as Du Mu sa吐， Li He's poetry embodies qu斗lities more perfectly than 
we find in the world: “The King of Qin Drinks Wine" is tl叫efore
more mad than even the First Emperor. Li He brings us into a strange 
world， reserving judgment on that world to our more sober momen的 .

What we might call the “lesson of Li H亡" was absorbed by the poets 
of the 830S in two ways. On the simplest level Li He's brilliant diction 
was reabsorbed into a fundamentally more conventional poetry based 
on the Tang sense of the “order of things ，" both structurally and in 
terms of moral lessons . The more complicated aspect of the “lesson" 
was perhaps fully grasped only by Li Shangyin: by disrupting conven
tional poetic order， poetrγ can be used to enact states of disorientation 
rather than simply refer to them. 

3I. Here 1 follow the received text rather than the variant adopted from We哩yuan
yz.時ghua: Qingqin 青琴， “Blue Z地er，" the name of a goddess. This source itself reads 
the text as above but cites “Blue Zither" as one of two variants. 
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The middle of the ninth century has many poems about the First 
Emper凹， and although none of these sound like Li He's poem， we 
can clearly see his influence in the first and simpler level. Wei Chulao 
韋 楚 老 (803-841) ， an acquaintance of Du Mu， wa郤s v而E叮 much u吋C位r Li 1 
He百's s叩pell. In a poem on 吐也1ε Fi仕f臼削5仗t Emperor ent包itled
Dr臼agon，" he begins with an unmistakable echo of Li H亡's “Ballad of 
the Governor of Wild Goose Gate": “Black clouds weigh on the walls， 
the walls are about to collapse" 黑 雲 壓城城欲摧:

韋 楚老， 祖龍行
Wei Chulao， The Ballad of Ancestor Dragon32 

黑 雲 兵氣射 天 裂

壯 士 朝 眠 夢 冤 結

祖龍一夜 死 沙 丘

胡 亥 空 隨鮑濤、轍

腐 肉 伶生 三 于 里

偽 書 先賜扶殊死

基接曬 山 土未乾

I n  black clouds the vapor o f  troops 
shoots to Heaven and splits 泣，

bold warriors sleeping at dawn， 
their grievances congealed in dream 

One night Ancestor Dragon 
died at Sanddune，33 

Huhai in vain followed 
the wagon tracks of abalone.34 

The rotting flesh prete口ded life 
for three thousand leagues， 

a false  rescript fust granted 
death to Fusu.35 

His tomb touched Mount 1丘，
but before the ea吐h was d勾l，36

32. 27I45; Wang Zhongyong 巧妙﹒ “Ancestor Dragon" 的 Qin Shihuang. The “Annals 
of Qin Shihuang" in the Shiji relates how one night an envoy was passing Huayang 
when a man holding a 戶de disk stopped him and told him to give the disk to the “Lord 
of Hao Pool，" adding， “This year Ancestor Dragon w也 dle."

33 . The location in Hebei where Qin Shihuang died 
34. Huhai was the prince that the eunuch Zhao Gao set 0且 也e throne as the Second 

Emperor of Q血， 那1ben Qin Shihuang die吐， Zhao Gao and the minister Li Si wanted to 
keep 由is secret， so they put 出e c口中se m a wagon toge也er with a load of abalone to 
disguise the smell 

3 5. Qin Shihuang had wanted to have Prince Fusu succeed him， but Li Si drafted a 
false edict put口ng H泣lai on the throne and condemning Fusu to death 

36. Qin Shihuang's tomb lies just east of Mount Li， near Chang'an 
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陳勝域 中 鼓三 下

秦 家 天地如 崩 瓦

龍蛇撩亂 入咸 陽

少 帝 空 隨 漢 家 馬

Trus is not a memorable poem in its own right， though the serial allu 
sions recall Li Shangyin. Nevertheless Wei Chulao's “Ballad of Ances
tor Dragon" shows the link between Li He and the 干oem on rustory" 
of the mid-ninth century. As so often in Li He's poetry， each line or 
couplet offers a separate image 水he radical parataxis that lies berund 出e
anecdote of Li He emptying rus bag in the evening and stitcrung lines 
together into a poem) ;  but in Wei Chulao these isolated images are ar
ranged in perfect chronological order， corresponding to the account of 
the fall of Qin in the S hi ji. What appear巴d to be poetically discontinu
ous was， in fact， unified by a prior narrative known to contemporary 
readers. Though the ethical lesson about Qin's fall is not stated explic
itly， it is nonetheless obvious to all in the end， with the last Qin em
peror following the horses of Han. Such a poem would have happily 
satisfied Du Mu's concern for the poetic presenta位on of the “order of 
trungs ." 

Both Li He and Wei Chulao were writing songs in the long line (ge 
力喀 歌行) . 1芷f we 仕a拍ns血lat臼巴 Wei 仁αhu由O仇，冶s mor跎E “"0主吋de叫rly" h恤1S盯stoωor缸1C臼叫a叫1 s叩on呵g 
into the aesthetics of r跎eg伊ul加a仗te吋d v吋E芷臼se， w 巴 find the 可oem on hist。可' ， 

I n 

. 
its characteristically Late Tang inflection. 

37. This was where Liu Bang lived in obscurity before rising in rebellion against Qin 
and founding the Han. 

38 .  One of the leaders of the rebellions against Qin's authority. 
39. The “dragons and serpents" 主efer to Liu Bang and Xiang Yu， both of whom en

tered the Qin capital at Xianyang. 
。. Emperor Shao was Qin Shihuang's grandson， placed on the throne after the as 

sassination of his uncle， Huhai， the “Second Emperor." 
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杜牧， 過曬 山 作

Du ß缸， Written on Passing Mount Li41 

始皇 求游 出 周 鼎 When the First Emperor roamed east 
to bring forth Zhou's tripods，42 

劉 項縱觀 皆 引 頸 Liu Bang and Xiang Yu watd吋 the江 凹，
both craning their necks .43 

削 平 天 下 實 辛 勤 Co叫自ring and pac均ing all the world 
was hard work indeed， 

在F 為 道 旁 窮 百姓 but thereby he drove to desperation 
those peasants by the roadside 

持首 不 愚 爾 益 車、 The common fo1k were not the foo1s; 
you were more foolish still; 

千 里 函 關 囚 獨夫 the thousand 1eagues of Hangu Pass 
imprisoned the autocrat. 

牧 童 火 入九 泉底 Then a herd boy's fire made its way 
to the Nine Springs below， 

境作灰時猶未枯 and when you were burned to  ashes， 
your bones were not yet bare .44 

Although Du Mu's poem may seem fragmented and ellip包cal， like Wei 
Chulao's poem it is supported by a narra位ve with wruch all educated 
contemporary readers would have been farniliar. By contrast， Li He's 
poem does allude to stories about the First Emper肘， but there is no 
real grounding in rustorical narra包ve

Figures like Zhuang Nanjie and Wei Ch叫ao were clearly Li He admir
ers， but their dates are uncertain and very few of 出EIf POEms 511wivE

41. 28054; Feng 87. Al也ough 出s is usually treat吋 as a single poem， 的 rhyme struc
ture (AABA CCDq is identical 的 that of two qu姐姐的 Mount Li 'was next 的 the bur 
ial mound of Qin Shihuang 

妒. On a j ourney 叫 1n 月 B.C. Qin Shihuang p街叫 by the site wh的 the Zhou 
tripods-symbols of legitimate kingship-were suppos吐 ω have been lost underwater. 
He sent people ω 住y ω recover them but was unsuccessfuL 

43 .  This alludes ω separate ac∞un臼 m 也e Shi ji， 也 the A仰aù of Han Gaozu 
and Xiang Yu， on s自ing the First Emp口or of Qin d也ing his journeys. Liu Bang's 
comment was: 叫That's how a great man sho叫d be!" 大 丈 夫 當 如此也 Xiang Yu's 
comment was : “He can be replaced" 彼可取而代也

44. U sing a torch ω find a lost sheep 由at had 白白ped into 出e First Emperor's 
great underground tomb ∞mplα on Mount μ， a herd boy 配cidentally 臼us吋 a fue 
that consumed the tomb and its contents. 
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Among major poets with extensive collections， Li He's most ardent 
Late Tang admirers were Li Shangyin and Wen Tingyu丘﹒ Wen Ting 
y凹's dates are still a matter of conj ecture， but Li Shangyin turned 
twenty in the early 甸的， around the time when Li He's collection en一
tered circulation. 那Ten Tingyun's relation to Li He has been extensively 
cliscussed by Paul Rouzer， and we will defer our own consideration of 
We的yuefu to a later chapter.45 Since Wen used the kind of song forms 
Li He preferred and the paratac包c style that Rouzer calls “montage，" 
the debt is obvious in this case. Li Shangyin clid write a number of ob 
scure stanzaic songs， such as “Heyang，" 河 陽 詩， in which the debt to 
Li He is no less obvious-not to mention the fact that Li He wrote a 
song to the same title (see pp. 369-70) . However， Li Shangyin generally 
preferred regulated forms，  where Li He's influence appears in themes， 
cliction， and parataxis. Du Mu noted that Li He par包cularly liked to 
write poems based on stories 出at “no one had ever spoken of in pre
sent or past times." One example is a poem on Feng Xiaolian 
馮 小 憐 ("Little Love") ， the favorite of the last Northern Qi emperor.“ 
One should not be su中rised to find “Little Love" appearing again in 
Li Shangyin， in two quatrains entitled “The Northern Qi" 北 齊 (see
pp. 425-27) . Memories of Li He's poetry reappear， albeit transformed， 
throughout Li Shangyin's works 

One of the 凹的 poems 出at particularly caught Du Mu's attention 
was 也e piece he called “Supplying the Missing 'Palace-Style Ballad' of 
Yu Jianwu of the Liang" 補 梁 庚 肩 吾 宮 體謠. This is clearly the piece 
now entitled “Song on the Return from Kuaiji" 還 自 會稽歌，47 In the 
Jin Dynasty lyrics were “supplied，" bu 補， for Shiji咆 poems preserved 
only as 包tles . However， what Li He clid here was truly unprecedented: 
he assumed the voice of an earlier poet and wrote the poem that the 
earlier poet “should have written." Certainly no small part of Li He's 
influence was his singular re-creatio日 of the mid-sixth-century styl巴， the 
“palace style，" clistin伊ished more by its daring sensuousness and im 
agery than by its atten包on to women (though that was a possibility 
within it) . Far more raclical was to place himself in the position of a his
torical poet known for wri包ng in the palace style. Wen Tingyun caught 

45. Rouzer 43-60 
46. 20784 
47. 20647; Ye (19 59) 6-7. 
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0位e climension of Li He's poetry by often writing lyrics that “should 

have been written" in the past; but he does not take the more radical 

step of impersonating an earlier poet. We find that more raclical move 

in only 0日e case where one would not normally find Li He's influence， 

namely， where Li Sha時如1 writes as Du Fu in Chengdu (see p. 444) . In 

gene叫， Li Sha嗯yin showed a fo吋ness for the persona poem， part1cu

larly in exchange clialogues， and some of these used historical figures .斗。
白白 a r也tively small proportio日 of Li H凸 凹的7月 poems could 

prope市 be classed as “boudoir poems，" which focu叫 on women and 

their Sl肘ounclings. Neverthele吭 later poets appear to have a叩c1千d

such themes with his work. We cannot tell whether this impresslOn de 

rived from specific "boudoir poems" by Li He or from a general sensu 

ality in his verse and his interest  in Lia時 and Chen poe的 When Li 

Shangyin writes a poem expressly "Irnitating Changji [Li He]" 效長 吉 ，

the theme involves a palace woman waiting in vain for 也e rul缸's visit. 

長長 ;其殿眉
窄 窄 楚 宮 衣
鏡好 驚 空 舞
簾疏燕誤飛
君王 不 可 問
昨 夜 約 黃歸

李 商 隱， 效長 吉
Li Shang)曲， Imitating Li 日e49

Long， long are the brows in the halls of Han， 

包ght-fit包嗯， the gown in 出e p也ce of Chu. 

The mirror fi凹， 出e simurgh dances in vam，ou 

curtains wide-meshed， swallows in error fly in 

She mav not ask of the ruler's affection一

last night she returned， having 叩plied forehead 

yellow. 

One can、 indeed， find a handful of poems like this in Li He's collection， 

but it is 戶主 more an imitation of what the Tang saw as the palace 向le

of 出e SlX也 centu句 也an of Li He. In some w叮s we can see 也e explicit 

imitation here as Li Shangyin's attempt t。 “contain" the appearance ot 

Li He's influence in his work， with a poem whose triviality implies that 

of its source. 
Li He's poems on women and romance clid indeed influence Li 

Shangyl的

g 48.  Ta肘， for exampl巴， t血he per臼50且a址1 e位xcha扭ng伊e betwe臼c凹n a pe位rf，品0主me位r and t出he Le氏cha叩n嗯1喀

P恥t1n叮f口盯1
49. 29589; Jijie 184日 Ye 519 
50. This refers to a famous story in which 由e solitary simurgh (a kind of phoenix) ， 

刊or and danced. longing for a mate， saw lts own 主etlectlOn m a rrurro 
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poems we find several social poems for Luoyang beauties and a fine 
piece on a woman combing her hair. The strangest and most ambitious 
Li He poem of the boudoir type is “Tormentor，" Nao go勾 惱 仗， a veri
table invent。可 of images from the tradition of boudoir poet可 pressed
into strange new shapes . 5 1  

Since they generally lack specific occasional reference， it  is virtually 
impossible to accurately date Li Shangyin's poems about wom凹. In 
one case， however， we can date a single set of Li Shangyin's most fa
mous poems to the years just after Li He's collection entered circu1a
tion. The忱s紀e a盯r臼e Li S紐ha叩ng叮伊y1司m的，法s fou肛f 吋a扭n T丑erra昀ace" p戶oems 燕 臺 四 首 ，
可which mus仗t have been w芷nt仕ten in 835  or a few years ea位rlie叮r.5兒2 Like ma叩ny
of Li He凸，法s po凹ems丸， t出hese ar跎e in f，品ou肛l立t←-拉le s仗ta叩nzas， and they have the 
fragmentary density associated with Li He's work. Moreover， they cir
cu1ated and were probably written in Luoyang， where Li He had been 
writing only two decades earlier and where he still may have been re
membered. If we read the first of these poems， entitled “Spring，" 
against Li H的 “Pearl， the Fair Maid of Luoyang" 洛妹 真 珠， we fmd 
something like a frame for understanding Li Shangy血's impossib1e 
obscurity.53 

Earlier we discussed the kind of poetry Bai J uyi was writing during this 
same period in Luoyang. Bai Juyi's poetic world never intersected with 
those of Li Shangyin or Du Mu， who came to the city in 835 ，  having just 
been appointed Investigating Censor with a “Luoyang Assignment." 
Considering that the Sweet Dew Incident was to occu主 in the winter of 
that year， it was a fortunate time not to be posted in Ch組g'an.

Although Du Mu disapproved of Li He， the latter's poet可 clung to 
him. At a bar in Luoyang in 835  Du Mu encountered by chance the 
singing girl Zhang Haohao， whom he had known earlier at the head也
quarters of his patron， Shen Chuanshi. He wrote a 10ng ballad for h泣，
which recounts her debut at age thirteen before Shen Chuanshi and 
how she later became the concubine of Shen Shushi (Du Mu's friend 
and the man who had kept Li He's poems over the years) . At this point 

Shen Chuanshi had died and Shen Shushi had evidently abandoned her. 

Verv much a ballad in the Yuanhe style， it is sentimenta1 and adopts a 

cle一 narra盯e line. Alth。可h Du Mu chooses the short line， Bai Juyi's 

famous "Ballad of the Pipa，" Pipa xi懲 琵 琶 行 in the 10ng line， is 

clearly in the background. We will defer discussion of this ballad for 

a 1ater chapter， but in the context of our present discussion we might 

cite the brief passage where Zhang Haohao becomes Shen Shushi's 

concubine: 

聘之 碧 瑤佩
載 以 紫 雲 車
洞 閉 水聲遠
月 高 蟾影孤

As engagement gift he gave sapphire pendants ， 

he carried you off in a coach of lavender cloud 

The deep chamber closed， the sound of waters fa主，

the moon was high， its Toad-lig祉， lonely入4

The image of the sound of waters being far (or growing farther away) is 

not a common one. Lightly in 也e baκckg乎主叩ound hεre 1臼s 也e clos位ing of Lμ 1 

He仇3法S
仙人辭 漢 歌.已 Her白e t出he b缸主叩O∞nz缸e 1mmo叫rt叫a址1 c臼a泌蚓5仗t b句y Emp巳叮ro位主 Wu of t由he

Han iβs car主ried off e 且郤st to Luoya缸拍ng by 仁ao Ru凶1， 也e Wei emperor ﹒ 
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攜盤獨 出 月 荒 涼

The “city by 也e Wei" refers to Chang'an in a general sense. The c∞O∞ n 

t紀巳任X泣t iβS t也he b主ronz缸e 1位I虹mmor扛ta址1's sens亡 of 10ss  at h趾lS gr芷ow芷m喀g dis仗ta叩nce from 

Cha凹1an可1
tωo s沉er叮ve a new ma鈞st仗er. If we are being conservat1ve， 位的 1S merely a 

verbal echo、 with solitude in the moonlight matching the familiar sound 

of waters that are now f:位 aw勾 56 Yet it 1S temp位ng to interpret the a5-

5。叫ions of the Li He passage m a stronger sens 

Haωohaωo's own feeling of 1055 at having beer口1 ta且ker且1 from Shen 仁αhua缸叩n 1 

shi in wa仗ter叮y Xua扭I位lZhou 0芷 h巴位芷 la前te位主 abandonment by Shen Shu盯1芯shi . Du 

5I .  2075月 Ye (1959) 138 .  The interpreta包on of the tiùe is uncertain. Ye， for e芷ampl巴，
takes it as "teasing myself." 

52. We can date these poems because Li Shangyin refers to them in a preface to a 
datable group of poems. See Stephen Owen， ι可1hat Did Liuzbi Hear? The 'Yan Ter 
race Poems' and the Culture of Romance，" T'a;咆 Studies 13 (1995) : 81-u8 

53 . 20686; Ye 令959) 56. Tbis is discussed in my article “What Did Liuzbi Hear?" 

5+ Cbinese viewers saw the figure of a toad in the moon; as a moon-dweller， 出c

toad became a common synecdoche for 出e moon

55. 20703; Ye (1959) 77 
56. 1n Du Mu xua砂'i Zhu Bilian takes 也1S as a reference to Liu Chen and Ruan Zhao 

encountering immortal maidens and staying with them. He 也us takes 出e line as pOSl 

帥， wlth zLflg TM1闊 別ering an immortal realm. Tbis does not fit the tone of the 

line or its comparuon li凹，
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Mu never imitated Li He， but fragments of striking passages in Li He's 
poet叮 come back to him now and then， sometimes carrying strong as
sociations from the source text. 

Li Shangyin法 “Yan Terrace Poems" dating from about the same 
time are some也ing else. Like Li He's set on the twelve months， Li 
Shangyin's four poems represent the four seasons. Beginning in the 
rnid-seventeenth century， Li Shangyin's commentators all duly explicate 
these poems， sometimes offering paraphrases and at other times in 
venting scenarios .  It is important to recognize the motive here for 
paraphrase and scenario: the poems offer a sequence of fragmentary 
images 出at have hazy links， and t也h旭1elαlr a前甜t仕tracα叩t包lon吭1， like t出he attraction 
of Li He'法5
C∞ ompr臼ehens剖ion. These are not poems intended t。 “make sense" in the 
way that Du Mu's poem on Zhang Haohao does. The imag口 are lm
mensely resonant in the poetic tradition， but Li Shangyin uses these 
poetic codes of concealed reference to tease 也e reader on by constantly 
deferring understandi月﹒ In some ways this is indeed youthful poetic 
mystification， though it is carried out in the hands of a poet of genius .  

李 商 隱， 燕、 臺詩回 首 : 秋
L Shangyin， Yan Terrace﹒ Autumn57 

月 浪衡夭夭 宇 溼

涼 蟾 落 盡疏星 入

雲 屏 不 動手奄孤可墳、

西 樓 一 夜風箏 急

欲織 相 思花寄遠

終 日 相 思卻 相 怨

但 聞 北 斗聲迴環

Moon-waves stretch across heaven， 
the vault of heaven is w哎 58

the cool Toad has sunk away， 
the sparse stars go down.59 

The mica screen does not s位r
hiding her solita月T frown， 

all night long in the western tower 
the wind chimes ring furiously. 

She wants to weave of longing 
flowers to send af:仗，

all the day through she longs for him， 
but then resents him. 

She hears only the Northern Dipper's sound 
turning in its rounds， 

57. 29635; Jijie n Ye 5穴; Zhou 63 . 
58 . Ye prefers the variant chong 銜， waves “dash against" heaven. 
59 . The Toad is the moon 

The Legary ofLi He r8r 

不 見 長 河水;青 淺 she does not see the clear and shallow waters 
of the Long River of stars .ω 

金魚鎳斷其工桂春 The golden fish-lock has locked her off 
from the spring包me of red cass紹，

古 時 塵 滿 鴛 鴦 茵 dust of olden times fills 
the mandarin duck sleeping mat. 

堪志 ，J 、 花 作 長道 Worthy of sorrow that the small garden 
becomes the distant road， 

玉樹未憐亡 國 人 the jade trees feel no pity for 
the person whose kingdom has fallen.61 

瑤 瑟 情 情 藏 楚 弄 The jade zither's sounds are gentle， 
concealing the lays of Chu， 

越 羅 冷 薄 金 泥 重 Yue gauze i s  cold and 白血，
its metal appliqu丘 heavy

簾鉤鸚鵡夜 驚 霜 The parrot on the curtain hook 
by night is alarmed at the frost， 

喚起 南 雲 繞 雲 夢 summoning up southern clouds 
circling Yunmeng Park.62 

雙 噹 丁 丁 聯尺索 A pair of earrings tin凶lng，
attached to a letter， 

內 記 湘 川 相 識處 therein is noted the place they met 
on the River Xiang 

歌胥 一世銜雨 看 Singing lips for a whole lifetime 
watched， holding back rain尸

可惜馨 香 手 中 古文 a pity that the fragrance 
grows old upon the hand. 

60. Echoing “Nineteen Old Poems" X， in which the W凹ver Woman gazes tow缸d
her beloved 0油erd across the Milky Way “The River of Stars is shallow 剖ld cle缸"
河 漢 清且淺.

61. The Last Emperor of Chen composed a famous song lyric entitled “On Jade 
Tree Flowers in the Rear Courtyard" 玉樹後庭花. Those who heard it recognized it as 
the “notes of a falling kingdom." 

62. Yunmeng Park is 品sociated with the erotic dream of 出e king of Chu in which 
the goddess of Wu Mountain visited him 

63 . Rain here refers to tears . Some commentators have interpreted this line as the 
woman singer looking at the lett缸， whose fragrance grows old in the hand. τrus has 
the advantage of tying 出e stanza toge由er but requires making “lips" the subject of 
“look at." 
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The Qing commentator He Zhuo appropriately comm.ents on the se 
ries : “These four poems are truly wo主ks of the utmost s世angeness， 1n 
no way less than Li He." 

Trus poem， like others in the set， touches all the resona口t chords of 
the tradition of Chinese "erotic" poet勾， including the woma口 longing
for the absent beloved， the love message， and d1e goddess of Wu 
Mountain. It closes \\吋1 a strange and memorable image of a lifetime 
spent with eyes focused on singing li阱， suspended in 世me， even while 
the fragrance一-a trace of the beloved一-fades away on the hand. Even 
more successfully than “Tormentor，" 由1S is a gestural poetics rather 
than a referential one: it plays chords that evoke fragments of a conven
tional love narrative， but there is no real concealed narrative apart from 
those invented by readers and commentators who want to link the 
poem to some version of the “order of things ." 

S I X 

R啟ulated Verse in the Long Line 

The “Meditation on the Past" 

TheQ的stion of Genre 

Structures iliat organize literary material in critical discussio日s and 
anthologies are rustorical formations that enforce certain priori包es 1n 
the contextual identity of texts . The two dominant organiza包onal struc 
tures in China have been chronology and genre， wiili thematic sub 
categories sometimes added in larger anthologies . 1  Although chronology 
and genre are not irreconcilabl亡， they have long competed for primacy. 
Modern anthologies of poetry (“poet句" itself remains a broad 0主garuz
lllg catego勾) generally arrange poets in chronological ord位， then follow 
出e standard sequence of genres to organize their selections. (In some 
cases， such as 也at ofDu Fu， ilie chronology of a poet's works sometimes 
overrides generic distinctions .) By contrast， premodern an由ologies a主E
generally organized according to a sequence of poetic ge位白， wiili poets 
arranged chronologically wiiliin the genres . This is a significant diffe主
ence-not unlike asking someone wheilier he or she understands indi 
vidual iden包ty pnmar立y as a member of a fam句 or in the context of 
other contemporaries belonging to the same generation 

The surviving Tang anthologi白， all of wruch are relatively short， 
have a certain attraction in some凹nes chaotically mi氾ng genres 
and chronology. After the Tang it is only in generically structured 

1 . Since authorship is a principle of grouping texts common to both chronological 
and generic anthologi白， we need not cliscuss it here. It 芯， howev仗， wo民h keeping in 
m1nd that 缸lthorship as a prima月1 organizational pri且ciple has not been universalh' 出E
case ill poe住y an血。logies outside China. 
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an出ologies， such as Tang santi shi 唐 三 體 詩 or Ta喀:shi guchui 唐 詩
鼓吹， that we find the principle of chronological sequence of a叫hors
violated-though violation of chronological sequence remains the ex
ception rather 也an the rule and generally cha主acterizes anthologies with 
less cultural status . 

Chronological organization is， of course， the precondition of literary 
history. In premodern times genre remained the system of organiz叩on
that resisted unifying claims of literary historical period. For example， 
the Ming critic Hu Yinglin's 胡 庭、麟 extensive study of poetry， the Shi 
sou 詩義， is divided into a section treating authors and works chrono
logically and a sec包on on individual poe包c genres .  This was the only 
way Hu Yinglin could offer generalizations about autho主s and periods 
across  genres; at th巴 same t1m巴， he had to leave room for issues specific 
to each genre. Genre was not understood ahistorically. Rather， it was 
the rough equivalent of a genealogy or local history， which conceived of 
itself within a larger whole but affirmed its own distinctiveness and in 
ternal dynamics. 

Modern as well as some premodern notions of literary history pre
sume a certain degree of homology among works of a given period that 
transcends generic difference.2 The final victory of chronology as the 
predorninant form of organiz也on in the twentieth century was in many 
ways the consequence and counterpart of 出e creation of an institutior于
alized “national" culture.3 It seeks unified cultural narratives rather than 
the differing histories of subsets . That vict。可 has been so complete 
that it now requires a compensatory act of historical imagination to see 
in genre alternative versions of the history of poet可﹒

It is a fact of some significance that none of the poets who have 
come to define the Mid-Tang are represented in any significant way by 

2. The older Chinese no口on of literarγ history unified works of a particular period 

through a presumed contingency on political history (e .g. ， "the ton的 of a fallen king 
dom" 亡 國 之音， tJ，e sense of imminent dynasti日ollapse) ; such historical uni包的 tran

scend generic clifference. 
3. This same uneasy balance between history and genre can be seen in earlier Euro 

pean literature. A且y reader of poetry knows that a sixteenth-century pastoral poem will 
resemble the pastoral poems of Virgil far more than the love sonnets by that same 

author. Not only has a more totalizing version of literary histo吋 also come to dominate 

genre in Western literary studies， but it has tended to prefer periods (such 自 由e early 
seventee且也 ce口囚ry) in which period characteristics are dorninant despite generic 
clis臼lct1ons.

ReguJated V，的e in the L01哲 Line r8 5 

峙的ted verse-with the partial excep包on of the younger Jia Dao . 4  
Regulated verse was certainly no  less common in  the Mid-Tang than in 
the periods before and after， but it w的 largely rejected by some poets 
(Me時 Jiao， Li He) ，  comprised only a rninor part of the work of others 
但an Yu)， and involved the lesser-known work of some others (for ex 
ample， Bai Ju抖 before 820) . Such a turn away from regulated verse was 
a self-conscious move on the part of most of these poets and a rejec 
包on of a still verγ act1ve conservative poetic establishment. These poets 
of old-style verse ventured to claim the period as their own一-and by 
and large they succeeded. However， were we to write a “history of Tang 
poetry" with regulated verse as the constant center， it would be quite a 
different history between 790 and 820 and would foreground very diι 
ferent poets. 

Regulated verse in the seven-syllable line-what was called the “long 
line" (changju 長 句 ) in the nin出 century-acquired a distinctive tone 肘，
better， a range of tones . “Tone" is a patently elusive te口咒 yet when 
one is dealing with a genre that is formally defined， it is an integral of 
syntactic and lexical norms， thematic affinities， and norms of “mood，" 
an equally elusive term. After repeated reading in a form， a reader learns 
to recognize a tone-indeed， it is often the first and prima月T thi丘g a 
reader recognizes .  It 吟， of course， the quality most diffic叫t to capture 
in translation. 

Regulated verse in the long line was posi位oned in a generic sys 
tem with a network of affinities and distinctions. The seven-character 
line began as a song lin亡， and it never entirely lost 出at association. In 
the Tang it was the line len制1 of pop叫ar narrative poet可r. It had 
close affinities with literary ballads and stanzaic “song" in the long 
line (which was probably not sung) 組d with quat凹的 in the long line 
(which were often sung) .  At its best， regulated verse in the long line 0ι 
ten balanced the easy， popular quality of the line against 出e formal 
rules of regt也ted verse. As the Ming cri包c Hu Yinglin recognized， 
regulated verse in the long line had an expansiven臼S 也at could get out 
of hand and fail in regard to the careful craftsmanship 吐lat regulated 

4. The poe甘于 of Liu Zongy甩an lS an 1n teres也19 case. It was much admired and 0ι 
ten a且也ologized as reg叫ated verse， but it does not play an important role in accounts 
ofl\位d-Tang poetry. 
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verse req叮red.5 This “popular" aspect of the long line was only one 
prominent element in a wider range of associations . For exampl巴， regu
lated verse in the long line had long assoαations with sumptuous court 
poetry; this made it particularly appropriate for congratulating officials 
on high-level appoin回lents .

The five-syl1able fu犯， known as the “short line，" had a very different 
range of associations :  in old-style verse: it could evoke archaic digr立句，
E吐吐cal engagement， or directness of emo包on. Regulated verse in the 
short lin巴， whether tending to blandness or to the craftsmanship of the 
coupl哎， also had a markedly different character from reg叫ated verse in 
the long line. The motifs of craftsmanship discussed earlier-ascetic dis
cipline analogous to Buddhism or kψ舟， “painstaking composition"
were largely restricted to regulated verse in the short line. As the brevity 
of the short line came to be associated with an aesthetic asce包cism and 
self-control， the long line became associated with “letting loose" either in 
emotion or behavior. 

One may take some cases as a model， yet people have not taken them as a 
model; one may take other cases as a warning， yet people have not been 
warned. And this is what grieves those born still later. To consider Peng Zu's 
long life as equal to an early death or to forget ethical judgment in reference to 
sage→king Yao and tyrant Jie is heterodox discourse .  A person with a kindly 
heart must think in te訂ns of the moral condition of his own age and thus can
not remain silent with regard to these matters .6 

The "Medi切的n on the Past" 

Fang Hl泣's demand for ethical judgment in such poems counters the 
tendency for pathos to overwhelm judgment， but the resistance to 
moral judgment often gives such poems much of thei主 attrac包on

Fang Hui opens his selection of reg叫ated verse in the long line with 
four poems by Liu Yuxi， one of which became very famous . The same 
poems were also included in the somewhat later anthology Tangshi gu 
chui. Both anthologies were popul泣， with the Ta喀shi guchui becoming 
extremely popular. We present three of the Liu Yuxi poems here. The 
first can be dated to 805 (the year before the Y聞nhe Reign) ， the second 
to 8峙， and the third and most famous one to 824， when poe位c taste 
wa衍s a址lre臼ad句y be唔gm血nn血1
progr主E臼S臼SSl沮ion he位re烏， 1此t 1必s one of incr臼巴a滔smg ma俗st仗c叮 rat出he位r t也ha扭n an呵y r跎ea址l 
chan位1ge of pe叮臼f口iod st勾yle or sensi拖b i出lit句y入. Inde自ed， as we will see， the poems 
must be viewed within a longer history of works in the same form 
rather than being forced into the standard literary historical narrative of 
出世 respective periods. 

One way to present the “local hist。可" represented by genre is to 
consider a group of regulated verses in the long line on a specific 
topic. Thematic continuities can provide a basis from which to view 
other kinds of continuity-in tone， styl巴， and exposi世on. The "medita
tion 0旦 出e past，" huaigu 懷 古 ， was usual1y occasioned by a visit to a 
historical site and was ve勾 popular in the Late Tang. We can see some 
of the thematic issues surrounding the topic in Fang Hui's 方 回 (1227一
句07) anthology of regulated verse entided YiJ阱紛 紛紛 瀛奎律髓. The 
latter is divided into subge凹es 他eme and occasion) ， with each subgenre 
further divided between regulated verse in the short line and th巳 long
line. Under those 也vlsions poems are arranged chronological1y (with 
some striking errors) . Fang Hui's brief note on the subgenre describes 
the tension between sympa也y and moral judgment that runs through 
such poems: 

“Meditations on the past" involve seeing past sites and brooding on people of 
the past; they concern only ri日e and fall [of the state] and virtue or folly therein 

劉 禹 錫， 荊 州、! 這懷古
Liu Yuxi， Meditation on  the Past on  the Jingzhou Road7 

南 國 山 川! 舊 帝 發; QU
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宋 臺 梁 館 尚 依稀

馬 嘶古樹行人歇

5 . Hu Yinglin， Sμ sou 詩數 (Shar瞋ai: Shanghai 制i chubanshe， 1979) ，  81 .  

6. Fang Hui 78 
7. 均3 5; Qu 令何阱9判拘B句蝴9份) 6俐7沛8;叫吋; ]iμi臼a且呵g 2均9乎叫吋可jρj戶如mg伊I立men o叫r ]i芷I咿hou 荊和í'州州叭f刊札}月1， 伽 k伽no\vn a鈞叫吋5吋中]戶la缸阻叫n嗯1喀glin

江 f陵院支克， was briefly the capital of the Liang under Yuandi， following t.he deaths of his fa 
ther Wudi and his brother Jianwendi， when the rebel Hou Jing held the traditional capi
tal at ]ia他an
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麥 秀 空 域澤雄飛 wheat rises high in the empty ci1:)九
marsh pheasan臼 are flying.8 

風吹落葉填宮井 Wind blows the falling leaves 
fùling 出e palace well， 

火 入 荒 陵化 寶 衣 fire enters the weed-grown mound， 
transforming the burial suit.9 

徒使詞 臣 庚 開 府 In vain the poet， Commander Yu， 
was made 

咸 陽 終 日 苦 思歸 to spend whole days in  Xianyang 
longing terribly to return. 1 0 

In these poems it is sometimes hard to see the clear moral judgment 
the anthologist Fang Hui demanded and presumably made his criterion 
for selection. Certainly Liang Yuandi (ruled 552-554) was far from an 
exemplary rul缸， and the echo of the S hijing in the fourth line can be 
taken as implying the ruler's failur間， leading to the loss of the dynasty. 
To speak of the “mountains and rivers" (here shanchuan 山 川 rather
than the more common shanhe 山 河 orjiangshan 江 山) is both a general 
term for the landscape and for dynastic territory. All that remains are 且
few edifices to recall that past age， edifices that are gradually sinking 
underground; further underground is the lavish imperial tomb， reduced 
to ashes. However， insofar as the poem refers to history， it 的 “poetic
history，" with the poet Yu X血， “Commander Yu，" as a positive figure 
of pathos ;  forgotten is the fact that he fled from his post at a crucial 
bridge in the defense of Jianka月 against Hou Ji時﹒

8 . Tlùs echoes the Mao inte中retation of S灰 白， in wlùch an officer of the Eastern 
Zhou P品ses the site of the Western Zhou capi叫 covered in millet. Such scenes are 
also associated with the song attributed to the Shang prince Jizi， wh口， foUowing 也ε
Zhou conquest， passes by the ruins of the old Shang capital 

9 . Tlùs echoes the story of a herd boy， who， when looking for a sheep， accidentally 

started a fire in the tomb mound of the First Emperor. The “burial suit" is literally the 

“precious-stone clothes，" probably referring to the kinds of j ade burial coverings dis 

covered by archeologists 
IO .  The Liang poet-courtier Yu Xin was sent n口的1 0立 a nUssion and detained; 

he ended up in North世n Zhou Chang'an (poeticaUy Xianyang， the nearby Qin capi 
tal) serving the Northern Zhou. His most famous work is “Alas for the Southland" 哀江
南賦， a long poe包c exposition telling of the destruction of Jiankang during 由e Hou 
Jing Rebellion. 

Regulated Verse in the Long Line 

劉禹錫， 漢 壽城春 草 古 荊 州 刺 史 治 亭， 其 下 有 子胥 廟 兼 楚 王故墳
Liu Yuxi， Spring View at Hanshou City (the old administrative 
pavilion for the Governor ofJingzhOl月 below is a temple to 

Wu Zixu and an old tomb of the King of Chu) 1 1  

;莫 壽城遺野草春 By the c吋 walls o f  Hanshou 
可Tilderness grass turns spring， 

荒 祠 古基對荊棒 tumbledown shrine and ancient tomb 

田 中 牧 豎 燒 每 狗

陌上行人看 石麟

華表 半 空 經 霹 靂

碑文 繞 見 滿 埃 塵

不 知何 日 求 :嬴 變

此地還成要路津

face thickets of thorns. 
Out in the fields a herd boy 

的 burning straw dogs，1 2 
while passersby on the lanes 

look at 出e stone unicorn 
An inscribed pillar half bare， 

has been through lightning， 
a stele inscription barely visible， 

covered with dirt and gr立ne.
I know not in what future day 

there will be a great sea change， 
and this place will again become 

a crucial concourse 

1 89 

Not all poems considered “meditations on the past" need have the 
term huaigu in the title (though a variant title for trus poem replaces 
“spring view" with “meditation on the past") . Hanshou was not a usual 
site for “meditations on the past，" and the place has no particular1y 
strong historical associations . The poet does not comment on the irony 
of a shrine to Wu Zixu in close proximity to a Chu royal tomb. (可vu
Zixu， in his passion for revenge ag剖nst the king of Chu， dug up and 
flogged the corpse of his former Chu ruler.) At least three lines of th巴
poem are devoted to surviving artifacts一“ruins"-a prominent feature 
of these ninth-centu句 “meditations on the past." The stone unicorn is a 
funerary beast and forms part of the royal tomb complex (as the herd 
boy burning the s世aw dogs presumably relates to the Wu Zixu shrine) . 
The inscribed texts that might fully historicize these remains are either 
damaged or covered over. Indeed， the entire locale is being covered over， 
part of the process that may someday lead to a sea change (literally 

II. 18934; Qu (1989) 674; Jiang 146. 
12. Straw dogs were used in pop叫ar ritual. As Zhuangzi described it， thev were 

treated with great reverence during the ceremony， then 叮叮npled afterward 
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出c “Eastern Sea changing [with land]") ， after which the locale may be
come lmportant agam. 

These rather ordinary “meditations on the past" set the stage for one 
of Liu Yuxi's most famous poems， composed about ten years after the 
poem at Hanshou. 

劉 禹錫， 西 塞 山 懷古
Liu Yw泣， Meditation on the Past at Xisai Mountain 1 3 

西 晉樓船下 益 外 The Western J血's towered galleys 
descended from Yizhou， 

金陵 玉 氣漠 然 收 the royal aura around Jinling 
spread out and withdrew. 

千 尋鐵鎖沈 江底 The thousand-yard iron chain 
sank to the river bottom，14 

一 片 降機 出 石 頭 and a single flag of surrender 

人世 幾 回 傷往事

山 形 依 舊 枕寒流

今逢 四 海 為 家 日

故 壘 蕭 蕭 蘆荻秋

came forth from the Rock. 1 S  
In human genera包ons how many times 

have men felt pain at what was past? 
the form of the mountain as before 

IS P山owed on the cold stream 
Now we come upon a time when all 

the seagirt world is one，1 6 
winds moa口 over the ancient 如此，

and the reeds turn autumn. 

Not only is this one of Liu Yu泣's most famous poems; it is one of the 
most famous of all Tang “medita包ons on the past." The poem's most 
significant difference from the two preceding examples is the series of 
imagined scenes from the pa咒 a sequence of events that led to the fall 
of the Wu capital and the brief reunification of China under the West
ern Jin. Once the war galleys set out from Sichuan， the “royal aura" 
said to hover over Jinling (Jiankang， modern Nanjing) dissipated; the 

I吟3. 均7佇7;沿Qu (何I吵98匆蚓9吩) 6“6句9叭; Jμ1凶an峙g 30I叮r. X茲is叫釗 Mo∞u叮n岫1
of Yan呵g乎伊Z且i R虹iv附C位r d岱蚵efen臼凹n凶lses p伊芷rot叫e氏叫C包tmg t趾he 呻血叫 1 a位t Jian】kaα叫an呵g (伊Ta叩n峙19叫Ji祉n叫凶lin呵蚓gω) . T祖he poem m 

refer臼S tωo the We盯rn Jin camp也gn u吋er Wang Jun 王 濤 ， launched from Sichuan 

(Yizhou) against 出e Cl句， then Jian戶， when it was the capital of Wu 

r4- The chain w品 part of the Wu river defense. WangJun was said to have melted it 

with fire boats 
15. The Rock was the fortress defending the approaches to Jiankang 
r6. That is， the unification of China in the Tang. 
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supposedly impregnable defenses of the city melted before the Jin ad唔
vance. The fourth line， often alluded to in later poetry， contrasts the 
ma伊itude of the enterprise-both the assault and the defense-with 
出e tiny banner that marks its end 

The third couplet-in traditional poetics the “阻凹 " zhuan 轉
shifts from the past to the present. If the fifth line is phrased in a gen 
eral w呵， it is perhaps because Liu Yuxi is not actually at Ji吐ing， the 
place he is la喀巴ly writing about. Rather， he is upstream at one of the 
great city's defenses. It is clear， howev位， that he has Jinling in rnind. In 
the following line he turns back to Xisai Mountain， invoking perhaps 
由e most durable commonplace in “meditations on the past" : the con 
tinuity of nature and the landscape versus the impermanence of human 
beings and their works. Final1y Liu Yuxi sums up past and present in 
the scene before his eyes， the ancient fortress  in the au臼mn wind， be 、
low which are the white reeds of autumn. 

( (Meditation on the Past at Xisai Mountain " and Its Family 

There are many contexts in which we 虹light situate "Meditation on the 
Past at Xisai Mountain." Perhaps the least interesting of such contexts 
would be “literarγ history" in the broad s en況， locating the poem be
tween the Mid-Tang， 的 defined by its now-famous poets， and the Late 
Tang. It 詣， however， very much part of a smaller “family" history of 
poems that precedes it  by a centu主y and a half. Looking at other mem
bers of the famil}九 both before and aft位 “Meditation on the Past 
at Xisai Mountain，" can teach us something about intertextuality and 
poetic form. The moment the reader reads the title， recognizes the 
form， and notices the rhyme-word in the first lin亡， Liu Yuxi's poem be 
comes part of a network of past poems. Many of these poems we自
and still 位e-among the most famous works written in the dynasty. l 寸

17. Here and elsewhere， when considering intertextual echoes in  this study， we are 
confronted with the vexed ques包on of whether the later poet actually had access to 出ε
earlier poem. In some cases-such as Cui Hao knowing the Wang Bo poem or Li B剖
knowing Cui H切's poem-we are somewhat confident that 出e later poet did know 
the p彼此叫ar poem by his predecessor. However， considering the unsystematic circula 
tion of poetry in the Tang， with far more variants than have been prese凹吐} m most 
αses there can be no cert也可 that a later poet actually r叫 (or he制 about) his prede 
C自sor's text， which we are suggesting as a possible source. We can nevertheless assume 



Calm clouds， 主eflections in pools 
go on and 帥 each day， 

things are changed， stars shift on， 
how many 叫tumns passed? 

The prince in the tow哎，
where is he today?一

beyond the r且也ng the long river 
just keeps 戶wzng on. 

Wang Bo's famous poem is indeed a "meditation on 由e past，" though 
a none-too-distant past. As is often the case in later meditations on the 
past， 出e place that inspires the meditation is seen as a site of former 
pleasures. The sexuality of the vanished dancers returns in the natural 
scene from the tower: the “dawn clouds" and “evening rain" of the 
goddess of Wu Mountain. Precisely when the scene of the second cou
plet occurs is uncertain， but the sensual clouds of the third line are 
picked up at the beginning of the second half (the new “stanza") in the 
calm and aloof clouds that continued between past and present. Fina旬，
the poet invokes the Prince of Teng， simultaneously locating him “ln 
the tower" and asking whe主e he is today. It is a rhetorical question that 
offers him the closing image of the riv哎， like the clouds， continuously 
passmg. 

The rhyme， the tone， and the building named for someone or some 
thing no longer present reappear more than half a century later in a 
very famous poem by Cui Hao . The poem is mostly regulat出， and the 
site was Yellow Crane Tower in Wucha時 何luhan) . The poem was 
clearly very popular and was included in several of the extant poet可r an 
thologies compiled in the Tang. There are various etiological stories 
behind Yellow Crane Jetty and its tow口， all of which im叫ved an im
mortal riding off to Heaven on the back of a c主ane.
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Rhymes-particularly the easiest and most familiar rhyme-words一一
can draw together certain objec俗， actions， 立tuat叫1S， and sentiments 
They become familiar points that define a familiar configuration. Liu 
Yuxi's poem is in the ou rhyme， with some of the less and most com
mon words in that rhyme: Zhou 州 ， "prefecture" (Yizhou) ; shou 收 ，
可ithdraw"; tou 頭， “head" (here a nominal suffix in Shitou 石 頭， the 
“Rock，" Jinling's fortress); 仙 流， “日ow" or “stream"; and qiu 秋， “au
山mn." In the Yangzi， even around Jinli嗯， there are “�owl isles，" 妒。H
洲 ， often with river "gulls，" ou 鷗; above there are “towers" 但 multi
storied buildings， lou 樓 sometimes “mounds，" qiu 丘 In such places， 
either walking or in a “boat，" Zhou 舟， one c叫 “roam，" you 道， ln “se也
clusion，" you 幽 . Facing ancient sites and vistas under skies that seem to 
g。 “on a吋 on，" yo紗ou 悠 悠， one may feel “cares，" you 憂 ， or simply 
“sad，" chou 愁 Poets do use other ou rhym白， but the commonplace 
rhyme-words set norms of a certain kind of poetic experience whose 
elements have a powerful inertia in composi吐on.

The earliest poem in this set is not a regulated verse but rather an 
eight-line poem that changes rhyme midway. The second half of the 
poem 芯， however， perfectly regulated and uses the ou rhyme， setting the 
tone for a long lineage of later poems . In 676 Wang Bo 王 勃 was on a 
journey south and visited the tower built by Li Yuanyi月 丰 元嬰， 也c
Prince of Teng-twenty-second son of Gaozu， the Tang foundeι
when he was commander of Hongzhou 共 州 (modern Nanchang in 
Jian伊) . For convenience we will italicize the rhym刊吋s in translation. 

畫棟朝 飛 南 浦 雲

朱簾暮捲西 山 南

閑 雲 潭 影 日 悠 悠

物挨星 移 幾度秋

閣 中 帝 子今何在

檻 外 長 江 空 白 流

王 勃 ， 膝王 閣
Wa時 Bo (650-676) ，  The Tower of the Prince of Teng1 8 

月秦王 高 閣 臨 江 渚 The Prince of Te峙's r可h tower 
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the existence of a family of such texts far larger than 由e poems that have been preserved， 
and our intertextual echoes should be understood in that sense， allowing for other varia
tion and intermediaries . IfLi He's poetry represen臼 且 distinctive author whose collec包on
entered circulation at a cert剖n moment in histo月" the material in poems like the ones 
cited is constantly being borrowed and reworked across the centuries 

18 . 03斜4; He Lintian 何林天， Chongdz月g xz伊叫 Wang Zi切JZ 重訂新技 王 子 安 集
(Ta恥an﹒ 姐姐詛 咒nmin chubanshe， 1990) ， 38 .  
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19. The curtains "roll up" the rain in the sense that when 也ey are rolled up， they re 
veal the 叫n. From its early use in the “River Earl" 河 伯 of 也c “Nine Songs" 也e
“southern shore" 南 浦 became associated with parting. Embedded in 由is couplet are 
the “clouds of dawn" 朝 雲 and “twilight rain" 暮 雨 ， which we自 由e two avatars of the 
goddess of Wu Mount阻
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崔 嶺， 黃鶴樓
Cui Hao (ca. 704-754) ，  Yellow Crane Tower20 

昔人 已 乘 白 雲 去 Someone long ago already rode 
the white clouds away， 

此地 空 餘黃鶴樓 leaving on in this place only 

黃鶴一 去 不 復返

白 雲 干 載 空 悠 悠

晴 川 歷 歷 漢 陽樹

芳 草 萎 萎鸚鵡洲

日 暮鄉 關 何處是

煙 波 江 上使人愁

Yellow Crane Tower. 
Once the yellow crane went away， 

1t never agam return吐，
for a thousand years the white clouds 

Just go 0月 and on. 
On the su叫1t river are clearly seen 

the 世ees of Hanyang， 
and 且owering plants grow in profusio日

on Parrot Isfe. 
At sundown where is it?一

the pass that leads toward home， 
misty waves on the river 

make a person sad. 

Although this is indeed an “ancient site，" there is nothing here to call 
forth the moral judgment that Fang Hui felt was necessa叮 for a proper 
“meditation on the past." There is only the pa出os of the vanished im 
mortal， leaving an “empty name，" a site named ''Yellow Crane" without 
the yellow crane， like the Prince of Teng's Tower without the Prince of 
Teng. Again we have the scene of nature that endures， but now it is 
imbued with an absence. That sense of loss seems to stir a sense of iso
lation in the poet that makes his heart 囚rn homeward at the end. 

As we w也 discover， inte主tex囚ality appears in many guises in these 
poems. Here we see a line with words in the same posi包ons :

閑 雲 j章 影 日 悠悠

白 室干 載 空盤盤

Wang Bo 
C且1m clouds， reflections in pools 

go on and on each day 

C山 Hao
for a thousand years the white clouds 

just go on and on. 

20. 062料; Wan Jir聊m �名 競君， Cui Hao shi ξ'hu 崔穎詩注 (Shanghai: Shanghai g叫1
chubanshe， 1982) ，  42. 
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We can also see how the later line b山lds on the earlier one: Wang Bo's 
line is simply a scene of time passing as the reflections of clouds pass 
over the pool; Cui Hao's line has us looking up into those “same" 
elouds， knowing that the crane disappeared into them and would return 
through them-though it does not return. In other words， 亡也 Hao has 
taken the implications of passing time in Wang Bo's line， made it ex 
plicit in “for a thousand yea郎" (serving the function of Wang B。它 作 日 ，
“each day") ， and added a new level in the absence of the crane (both 
implicit in the context of the preceding line and implied in kOJ憑 空 ，
“just，" also “emp句") . 

Another poet subsequently visited Yellow Crane Tower and suppos
edly wrote a couplet e芷press1日g his frustration at not being able to 
outdo C叫 Hao's famous poem.21 Later， while visiting Jinling in 761 (or 
747) ，  that same poet wrote a perfectly regulated poem emulating and 
perhaps competing with Cui Hao's famous poem. He was successful in 
that the poem has become at least as famous as its model. 

李 白 ， 登金陵鳳凰臺
Li B泣， Climbing Phoenix Terrace in Jinling22 

鳳凰臺上鳳凰游 On the Terrace of the Phoenix 

鳳去臺 空 正 白 流
once the phoenix roamed， 

the phoenix went， the terrace b位已
the river flou汀 。在 on 1tS own. 

21. Shang Wei has discussed the rela包onship between Li Bai's poem and C山 Ha口's
extensively in an unpublished paper 

22. 08569; Qu (1980) 12抖; Zhan Ying ft錢 Li Bai q仰伊Jzaoξ:hu huishi jipil1g 李 白 全
集 校 注 彙 釋 集 評 (Tianjin﹒ Baihua wenyi chubanshe， 1996) ，  3010; Yu 茄anhao 郁賢皓，
Li Bai xuanji 李 白 選 集 (Sh組ghai: Shanghai guji， 1990)， 252. Yu Xianhao opts for the 
date 747; Zhang Ying prefers 761. Phoenix Terrace was located in Jinling and received 
its name in thε Liu-Song， when three bi芷ds of remarkable plumage alighted on the ter 
race. One might translate “phoεn1X" 也 the plural above; however， phoe凹xes are not 
birds often thought of in flocks， and it seems 且kely that Li B副 wo吐d have imagined 
one phoenix. Hu Zi 胡 仔 (Tiaoxi)妙的 congh甜 苦 溪 漁 隱 叢 話 [Beiji月: Renmin wen芷ue
chubanshe， 196斗 ， 30) cites Gaiwen !tI 該 開 錄 to the effect that on visi包ng Yellow Crane 
Tower， Li Bai despaired of writing a poem himself， offering instead the doggerel cou 
plet “There is a scene before my eyes， 1 cannot speak- I the poem that Cui Hao wrote 
stands preeminent" 眼 前 有 景 道 不 得 ， -/t穎 題 詩 在 土 豆頁 Then， when he reached 
Ji叫ing， he composed 也e poem on Phoenix Terrace in irnita包on. Thε historical yeracitv 
of this anecdote is questionable， but there seems little doubt 出at this poem was clearly 
written with Cui Ha口's poem in mind. 
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吳 宮 花草埋幽徑

晉代衣冠成古丘

三 山 半 落 青 天 外

一 水 中 分 白 鷺 洲

總 為 浮 雲 能 蔽 日

長安不 見使人愁

Regulated Verse in the Long Line 

Flowering plants of the palace of Wu 
bury secluded paths， 

caps and gowns of the Jin reigns 
have now formed ancient mo仰前 23

Triple Mountain sinks halfway 
out beyond blue sky，24 

a single stream 也vided m均omt
by White Egret Isle.2s 

All because the drifting clouds 
can block out the sun♂ 

Chang'an i臼s not s巴en，
makes a person sad 

In the two preceding poems there was little occasion for the ethical 
judgrnent that Fang Hui considered essential to the “meditation on the 
past." Here in Jinling the poet could easily find matter for judgment， yet 
there is no hint of the failings that brought down the Three Kingdoms 
state of Wu or the Eastern Jin and other Southern Dynasties .  The aus 
picious bird (or birds) vanished above the clouds long ago， like Cui 
Hao's yellow crane. The traces of mo叮rt臼 als have v刊anished b 巴elow tI:由he so 且扎， 
leav羽m
strong us泌age i 凶n this pe位臼芷riod， though it does not suggest funerary “burial") 
and mounds. The “caps and gowns" of officials are the primary asso
ciation of 御用仰 文 物 ， a difficult term to translate that we will simply 
call "finery"; it is a term we w也 see recurring in similar lines later 

Li Bai imitates Cui H帥's poem not only in the form of specific lines， 
as in the opening coupl哎， but also in the taxis of the poem， 出e se
quence of topics treated， what later writers on Chinese poe吐cs would 
call zhangfa 章 法 . Thus， the third couplet takes up the permanent fea
tures of the landscape that remain. The landscape， howev缸， lS not rep
resented as “pure nature"; it is described with place names that resonate 
from the past， names that also linger on， as did Phoenix Terrace and 

23 . Jinli嗯 had been the capi叫 of the Three 阻ngdoms state of Wu and of the Ji日
following its loss ofNorth China. 

24- Triple Mountain is located on the Yangzi， southwest of Jinli呵，
勾 White Egret Isle was located in the Yangzi， just w臼t of Jinling. 
26. Not only is trus an empirical image of the sun blockin呂 the poet's vision， but 

c10uds blocking the sun w品 a conventional imaεe for slanderers blocking someo自
from 也e ruler's favor 
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Yellow Crane Tower. The landscape is on its way to its characteris包c
form in ninth-century poe世y: it is no longer nature itself but rather na
ture marked by an absence. 

The image of the passing clouds had occupied a prominent place in 
Wang Bo's and Cui Hao's poems. In Li Bai's version the clouds return 
in the seventh line， here no longer markers of passing time and absence 
but presumably an empirical p主esence that immediately becomes figura
tive. Clouds to the northwest block the sunlight and the poet's steady 
gaze toward Chang'悶， becoming those who prevent him from basking 
in the glow of imperial favor. Like Cui Hao， Li Bai ends by gazing to
ward that which he cannot see， longing to go off to the hidden destina
tion of his gaze﹒ Both are poems of displacement: mythical birds 出at
have flown off， past grandeurs below the soil， and a blocked destination 
for the poet法 lateral gaze. 

Although Li Bai's poem was the most famous response to Cui Hao's 
pie白， he was not the only High Tang poet to take up the challenge of 
an old tower by the river in long-line regulated verse using the rhyme ou. 
Although many elements in the poem are deterrnined by the usual 
rhyme-wor品， we see how the form is acquiring a melancholy mood of 
var山hed glories .27 

玉 昌 齡 ， 萬 歲樓
那Tang Changlir宅， The Tower of Ten Thousand Years28 

江上巍巍 萬 成樓 Looming over 也e nver， 
Tower of Ten Thousand Y亡的，

不 知 經 歷 幾 于秋 1 do not know 出rough how many 
thousand autumns it has passed. 

27. Here we may con世ast Meng Haoran's “Climbing the Wall Tower at Anyang，'、
poem of unc臼tain date but almost certainly earliεr than 自由er Wang 口langling's or Li 
Bai's poems. Although 出1S is another tower-climbing r啥叫ted verse in the long line 
USl1lg 出e rhyme 0叫 it is remarkably cheerful. Once 出lS “可pε" had acq山red its assoαt 
tions from a famous set of poαn日， such a cheerful tone was di伍c叫t to sus凶n

28. 06759; Li Yunyi 李 雲 逸， Wang 臼d啥叫 shiZhu 玉 昌 齡詩注 (Shangh型 Shanghai
guji chubanshe， 1984) ， 112; Li G∞sheng 李 國 勝， W呵 Chang，的!!: shi jiao毛hu 王 昌 齡詩
校注 σaibei: Wensruzhe chubanshe， 1973) ， 悶; Hu Wentao 胡 問 濤 a吋 Luo Qin 羅 琴，
V呵 。呵!ingji bia翩翩Jzao枷 王 昌 齡 3表 編年校注 (Chengdu: Ba Shu shushe， 2000)， 
146. The Tower of Ten Thousand Years w品 a Wu building， 的uilt in the J叫 in Run 
zhou (Zhenjiang) .  
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年年喜 見 山 長在

日 日 志 看水 濁 流

猿紋何 曾 離暮嶺

鸝 育 空 白 泛寒洲

誰堪登 草 雲 煙 里

向 晚 茫 茫 發旅愁

Regulated Verse in the LOl哲 Line

Year after year it rejo間s to see 
the mountains ever there， 

day after day it sadly watches 
the water's murky戶JJ}.

When have gibbons and apes 
ever left the twilight peaks? 

cormorants just by themselves 
bob beside cold is!es 

Who can bear to climb and gaze 
into the clouds and mist?-一

as evening comes the vast expanse 
brings forth the sadness of travel 

We might note that 仕le particular rhyme-words in the second half of 
the poem are identical with those used by Cui Hao and Li Bai (though 
we do not know whether this poem or Li Bai's came first) . Critical 
opimon lS strongly divided regarding this poem. The Ming critic Hu 
Yinglin calls it “laughably clumsy and flaccid" 拙 弱 可 笑 ， an indication 
that regulated verse in the long line was not Wang Changling's strength. 
However， the famous critic Jin Shengtan 金 聖 嘆 (1608-1661) provides 
a detailed， enthusias包c discussion of the poem. The taxis remains virtu 
ally identical to Cui Hao's poem: the first couplet makes reference to 
the tower， the second refers to the passage of time， the third describ自
由e landsca阱， and the poem concludes with an obstructed gaze. 

The genius of Li Bai was to rewrite Cui Hao's poem as well as or 
better than Cui Hao's ori♂nal. The genius of Du Fu was his virtual in 
ability to write like anyone else .  Du Fu has two regulated poems in the 
long line that follow the usual rhymes; neither are among his better 
known works . One has nothing to do with the family we are describing， 
while the other transforms tl由le m εela叩n吋ld叫y門內v叮7
“ 叮medita仗甜t位lon on t由he pa衍st.叮 To follow t由he 1巨ineage of C叫 且a叩o clos紀el勾y， we 
need to look at more co盯entional poets， such as Zha時 Jì， 29 another 
mid-eighth-century figure. \X1hereas the famous precedents had all been 
set along the Yangzi River or in the mountainous sou血， inspiration 
came to Zhang Jì i且 Shandong， wi吐1 its less dramatic landscape. 

29 . This Zhang Ji is not the famous Mid-Tang poet discus吋 earlier

Regulated v石rse in the Long Line 

張繼， 秋 日 道 中
Zha略戶， On the Road on an Al山mn Day30 

齊 魯 西 風草樹秋 The west wind in Qi and Lu， 

川 原、 高 下過泉 州

道邊 白 鶴來華表

陌 上蒼麟臥古丘

九 曲 半應非 禹跡

三 山 何處是仙 洲

逕行俯仰成今古

卻憶當年賦遠遊

the plants and 仕ees 1n autum刀，
high and low over rivers and plains 

I pass the eastern prefectu何J
At the roadside a white crane 

comes to a stone p山ar，31
by the path a gray unicorn 

reclines by an ancient mound. 
Of the River's nine bends half are surely not 

traces of Yu's work;32 
Three Mountains， where are they， 

thos亡 的lmortal is!es?33 
Passing through， with the nod of a he吐，

there is past and present， 
and I recall back in those days 

how he wrote “Far Roaming."34 
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Although outwardly Zhang Jì 's poem does not seem to share many 
traits in common with those of the three preceding poems， if we look 
more closely we can see the resemblances . The first couplet announces 
the place-in this case a general region rather than a particular 

30. 12659 ; Zhou Yigan 周 義敢， Zhang Ji shiZhu 張繼詩注 (Shanghai : Shanghai guji 
chubar的已， 1987) ， 32 

31 . Cranes are associated wi出 immortali句. Zhou Yigan 周 義敢 li叫cs this line spe 
cifically with the sto句 。f Ding Ling Wei 丁令戚， as recounted in the Soushen hoψ 搜神
後記 After achieving immortaliry九 Ding Ling Wei was transformed into a crane and 
flew back to his home in Liaodong， where he alighted on a p山前 (hua/Jiao) by the city 
gate. \Xlhen young boys took shots at him， he recited a doggerel verse in which he de
clared that， returning after a thousand years， the city looked 出e same but the people 
were not 

戶. The Yellow River was supposed to have nine distinct stretches， the )ÏZlqu 九 曲
However， Yu was supposed to have cut the Yellow River's cours亡， at least to the pres 
ent Shandong region. Zhang Jì 's point here is uncertain 

33 .  These are the three islands of the immortals 血 也e Eastern Ocean. 
34. Qu Yuan was supposed to have composed 出e “Far Roaming，" which bεgms 

with revulsion at the corrup包on and confmement of the human world and goes on to 
roam the universe in a quest for the immortals and immortality. 
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edifice-though such an opening was a normative possib山ty 1n poetlc 
exposition. 1n the second coup1et we see that Zha月 Jì has Li Bai in 
rnind， as Wang Changling had Cui Hao in rnind: 

晉代衣冠成主主 caps and gowns of the Jin reigns 
have now formed ancient mounds. 

and: 

陌 上蒼麟臥古丘 by the path a gray unicorn 
reclines by an ancient mound. 

Not on1y are the 1ast two characters identica1， but the grammar of the 
line is the same. Li Bai tells us what is beneath the so泣， while Zhang Ji 
tells us what is above. If Li Bai's phoenix flew away， never to retu凹，
the wrute crane on the stone p山ar recalls the story of Ding Ling W位，
the immortal who returned to rus home as a wrute crane， only to dis 
cover that all those he had known were 10ng dead. 

-The trur吋d c∞oup1et is c∞oncer釘凹ned with 1ands仗ca叩peξ， oppos位lng “4九moun仔
t包ains" and 
from nea芷 j戶inling， reappears as the "Three Mountains，" the immorta1 
is1es in the Eastern Ocean， and continues the motif of the mortal wo主1d
of change set ag泣nst the wor1d of the immortals elsewhere. Just as Cui 
Hao ended with a specu1ative jo阻
t昀O可wa位rd Cαha位I呵，沾'an扭n (wit也h a des叮ire to go tl由le叮r氏吋c吋)， so Zhang Ji closes with 也E 

memory of Qu Yuan's j ourney to the realm of the immortals， imp1ying 
rus own desire to do the same. 

The regu1ated verse poets of the second ha1f of the eighth century 
used the ou rhyme and the common rhyme-words in thei主 poems in the 
10ng line. Although most of these are not “medita包ons on the past，" 
they invoke scenes (in part because of the rhyme-words) with the same 
kind of melancho1y vistas . It seems that the famous precedent texts had 
already established a certain mood when this rhyme was used. We will 
give one examp1e by Han Hong， whose poem describes a visit to a 
Daoist temp1e. Such a poem was supposed to praise the temp1e and 
the Daoist ente中rise. Han Hong accomplishes what is expected of 
rum， but the weight of the form with trus particu1ar rhyme produces 
lines whose mood acts as a counterpoint to the upbeat tone required by 
the occasion. 

Regu!ated Verse in the Long Line 

韓糊， 同 題仙游觀
Han Ho嗯， ]ointly Composed at the Lodge of Roaming Immortals35 

仙 臺 下 見五城樓 Below the immortals' terrace one sees 
the towers of the Five Cities，36 

風物淒淒 宿 雨 收 things in the scene are drea句，

山 色 遙遠秦樹晚

站聲近報 漢 宮 秋

疏松影落 空 壇靜

主田 草 香 間 小 洞 幽

何 用 別 尋 方 外 去

人 間 亦 自 有丹丘

the nightlong rain withdralJJS 
The colo主s of hills stretch far to reach 

evening in the trees of Qi口，
fulling blocks' nearby sounds tell 

of autumn in the Han palace. 
Shadows of a sparse pine fall 

on the calm of the emp可 altar，
scent of 包ny plants opens 

into the sec/usion of a small grotto . 
What use to seek out elsewhere， 

go off “beyond the norms"立一
in the world of mortals also 

there is a Cinnabar Mound37 
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Han Hong begins polite旬， praising the temple in terms of buildings of 
the immorta1s， but immediately thereafter he turns to the melancholv 
landscape following 也e r割肉 one consistent with the mood of the ear
lier poems. There may be no p紅包cular ancient site， but the sound of 
the fi叫ling blocks (used both for wasrung and to soften clothes for cold 
weather) marks not only “autumn，" the rhyme-word， but “autumn 1n 

the Han palace." 1n the second half of the poem the proper tone of 也e
occasion takes over， with Han Hong praising the seclusion of the site 
and comparing it to Cinnabar Mound， the dwelling of the immortals 

As we move into the ninth centu句， we encounter Liu Yuxi's famous 
poem， wruch 且nks the melancholy of mutability with the “meditation 
on the past，" with some site of human rustory and without reference to 
vanished immorta1s. It is at 也is point Fang Hui considers such poems 

3 5 . 12787; Chen W叩ghe f車 玉 和 ， Hal1 HOl1g shi;i ji副主hu 韓 捌 詩 集 校 注 (Taibei :

Wenshizhe chubanshe， 1973) ， 332. The publica包on date is taken from the preface 

36. This refers to the “Five Cities and Twelve Towers" 五 城 十 二樓 supposedly

constructed for the immortals during the rei伊 of the Yellow Emperor 

37. This was pu中ortedly the place where the immortals liv吋. This final lin e ís a gra 
cious compliment to the Daoist lodge. 
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true “meclitations on the past" and opens his antholo何 section on 
“meclitation on the past" in the long line. Fang Hui does include the 
following poem by Xu Hun， most probably written after Liu Yu剖's fa 
mous poem of 824. Han Ho時 had a good phrase which Xu Hun plun
dered. Xianyang， from whose walls Xu Hun gazes， was the site of the 
old capital of Qin north across the Wei River from Chang'an. 

許渾 ， 咸 陽城西樓晚眺
Xu Hun， Gazing a t  Evening from the West Wall Tower of Xianyang38 

一 上 高 城 萬 里 愁 Once I climbed this high wall I felt 
sadness at thousands of miles 

蒹 葭 中易柳似 汀 j卅 the reeds and rushes and willows 

溪 雲 初起 日 沈 閣

山 雨欲來風滿樓

鳥 下綠蕪秦 苑 夕

蟬鳴黃華 漢 宮秋

行人其 問 前朝 事

故 國 求 來 清 水流

resemble beaches and is!es. 
Clouds first rise from the creek， 

the sun sinks past a kíosk， 
rain from the hills is about to come， 

wind fills the towe民
Birds alight on green weeds 

in the evening of Qin's parks， 
cicadas sing among yellow leaves， 

autumn in the Han palace. 
Let the traveler not ask 

of what happened in a former dynasry一
going eastward toward my homeland， 

the \'V叫s waters jlow. 

1n the famous eighth-centu可 examples and Liu Yu氾's version the 
scene before the poet's eyes is an index of something missing: the van 
ished immortal; the poet's home; a significant moment in the past; or 
those dead under the soil. The visible world thus achieves pathos by 
simultaneously involcing something else and denying access to it. Even 
tually this qua1ity comes to inhere in the scene itse匠， without speci身ing
what， precisely， is absent (as Cui Hao specified the abse肛e of the yel
low crane and Li Bai the absence of the phoenix， 的 well as the Wu and 
Jm past) . We can see such imp1icit pathos emerging in Han Hong's 
poem， where it is repressed by the demands of the occasion to offer 
praise. Liu Yuxi invokes scenes of history so that he can present such a 

3日 28798; Jiang Congping 5; Luo 137. Xianyang was a favorite site for subsequent 
‘meclita包ons 口n the past." 
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landscape of absence in his last line: “winds moan over the ancient fort， 

and the reeds turn autumn." The ruined fortress certai吐y suggests ab 
senc亡， but the autumnal scene itself seems to convey the mood in its 
own right. We should note that while this mood is in no way restricted 
to regulated verse in the long 1ine rhyming ou， such poems are predis
posed to this kind of pathos because of the growing history of famous 
poems in the form with the same rhyme. 

When Xu Hun c1imbs a wall tower at Xianyang， he does not need to 

specify absences ﹒ they are already immanent in both the form and the 

locale. 1nde吐， the first line tells us q叮te exp1icitly that it is the conven 
tional circumstance (in the familiar form and rhyme) that invokes both 

sadne試 chou 愁， and the rhyme-deterrnined scenes that will follow. 

There is nothing inherently sad about the autumnally pale rushes and 

willow leaves， which resemble beaches and sandy isles .  We read pathos 

mto such a scene， and from that we infer that they remind the poet of 

his home in the Southland. If birds descend to 出e “green weeds" of 

Qin's pa芷江s， we think of them as untended and running wild， marking 

the 凹in of Qin. Critics and commentators immecliately assoc叫ed this 

with 5hi 旬， in which an official of the Eastern Zhou passes the site of 

the Western Zhou capital and sees the grain growing over the ruins . 

“Autumn in the Han palace，" ma主ked by a sound (washing blocks in 

Han Hong and cicadas here) ， is more a poetic mood than a specific 

scene， the pathos of vanished glories immanent in the autumn scene. 

Finally， the poet exp1icitly im叫ces the two expected absences: the van 

ished glory of a former dynasty and his home， unified by the \XTei Riv缸，

which marks both the passage of time (as in Wang Bo's poem) and the 

movement east toward the poet's home. 
This is one of Xu Hun's most famous poems， with a rich accumula

tion of critical comment. Although the critics are 五nely attuned to 也E

mood of the poem， they generally refrain from commen位ng on the de 

gree to which the qua1ity of the poem depends upon a history of ear1ier 

poems on similar topics in the same form using the same rhyme. \Y/e 

can perhaps identify one aspect of Late Tang poetry here: an estab-

1ished body of earlier poet可 had invested certain topics， imag凹， forms， 

and even certain rhymes with powerfi叫 assoc叫ions of mood. The re

spo位se to conjunc包ons of these elements was a poe包cally "conclitioned 

response." Although this could be used very successfu旬， as in Xu 

Hun's poem cited above， it was a particularly problematic poetics 
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many Late Tang poems have become unreadable is because these con
clitioned moods were invoked too often. 

One finds poems belonging to this family continuously reproduced 
through the ninth centu可; some are explicit “meclitations on the past，" 
while others are occasional poems infected by the mood. We here offer 
two ep1gones : Wei Zhuang writing at the end of the ninth century and 
Liu Ca口g wri包ng toward the middle of the ninth century 

韋 莊， 咸 陽 懷古
Wei Zhua嗯， Meditation on  the Past at Xianyang39 

城邊人倚 夕 陽樓 By the wall a person leans 
from a tower in evening sunsrune， 

城上雲凝 萬 古 愁 over the wall clouds mass 
into sadness for all eternity 

山 色 不 知秦 苑 廢 The mountains' colors do not know 
that Qin's parks lie abandoned， 

水聲 空 傍漢 宮 流 the sound of waters in vain ßows on 
beside the palace of Han. 

李 斯 不 向 倉 中 悟 Li Si was not 
enlightened i且 也e granary;4日

徐福應無物 外遊 Xu Fu should never have 
roamed beyond the ordinary world.41 

其 怪楚吟偽斷 骨 Marvel not that the chants of Chu 
especially break the hear仁 42

野煙蹤跡似求 用 也e traces 1il 出e wilderness mist 
are just like the Eastern Zhou.43 

39 . 390月; Jiang Congping 江 聰 平， 1的i D如吧ii 毛hu 韋 端 己 詩校 注 (Taibei:
Ta即an Zhonghua shu間， I969)，  227; Li Yi 李 誼， 研i ZhuangjÏ jiao'{hu 韋 莊 集 校 注
(Chengdu: Sichuan sheng shehui kexueyuan chubanshe， I986) ，  427 

40. Li Si-later Qin Shihuang's minist哎， subsequently executed-served as a clerk 
in rus youth. In the privy next to rus office he saw rats eating 白白， while people and 
dogs would chase them away. In the public granaries he saw rats eating the grain， with 
no dogs or people chasing them away. 

4I. Xu Fu was sent off by the First Emperor together with a group of young men 
and women of Qin， to fmd the immortal isles in 出e Eastern Ocean. He never returned. 

斜. This probably refers to 也E “Lament fo主 Yin呵g" 哀 皇邦� in t也he Jρ}均H完ψha咫戀g of the追e Cαb
a lament for the fall 口f the Chu cap戶ital

43 . 5hi 旬， on the Eastern Zhou officer seeing the site of the Western Zhou capital. 
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Wei Zhuang writes ve叮 much as the epigone， stancling where other 
poets have stood and seeing a scene not unlike what they saw. The主e lS 
little doubt 也at Xu Hun's poem is in the background， with “Qin's 
parks" set in parallel to the “Han palac亡" in the fifth and sixth posi位ons
of the lines in the second couplet. The direct historical allusions in the 
third couplet have not been part of the poems previously cliscussed， but 
that was common in the taxis of regulated verse 

The surviving poems of Liu Cang are almost entirely regulated verse 
in the long line. Here he writes on the supposed site where N ongyu 
弄 玉 ， daughter of the duke of Qin， was carried off to heaven on a 
phoenix together with her husband Xiaoshi 簫 史 .

劉滄， 題秦女樓
Liu Cang， On the Tower of Qin's Royal Daughter44 

珠翠香銷鴛 瓦 墮 Scent melts from pearls and kingfish哎，

神仙 曾 向 比 中 遊

青樓 月 色 桂花冷

碧 落 簫 聲 雲 擎 愁

杏 杏 蓬 某 人 不 見

蒼 蒼 苔 蘇路空 留

一從鳳去千 年後

迢遞吠 山 水石 秋

the duck tiles fa!l， 
yet immortals at one 包me

roamed here. 
In the blue tower the colo主 of moonlight， 

the cassia blossoms cold，4S 
the sound of pipes from the Sapprure Net，46 

wisps of cloud are sad. 
Far away is Penglai， 

those persons are not seen; 
gray-green are the mosses， 

for nothing the road remains. 
Once the phoenix went away 

a thousand years ago， 
remote lies Mount Qi， 

its waters and stones in autumn. 

The long line was looser and more fluid than the five-syllable line. Here 
we can see the padded lines， which were always a problem in the form， 
especially in the second line. The poetic moves are familiar and are per
formed rather thoughtlessly. 

44. 3239I .  
45 . This refers to 出e cassia in the moon， whose light is cold 
46. This is a literal rendering of a compound of uncertain derivation， referring to the 

h目前的 1日habited by the immortals 
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Occasionally the Late Tang “mood poem" could be handled with a 
certain genius . Though less famous than Xu Hun's piece， Li Qunyu's 
view from the tower may represent this kind of poetry at its best. 

李群玉， 江樓 閑 草 懷 閩 中 親故
Li Qunyu， Gazing Calmly from a Tower by the River and 

Thinking of My Old Friends in Guanzhong47 

搖 落 江 天欲盡秋 River sky of falling leaves， 

遠鴻 高 送一行愁

音 書寂絕秦 雲 外

身 世蹉跎楚水頭

年貌 暗 隨 黃 華 去

時情深付 碧 波流

風淒 日 冷 江 湖 晚

駐 目 寒 空 獨倚樓

autumn almost done， 
distant swans on high bring on 

a single line of sadness.48 
All news is utterly silent 

beyond the clouds of Qin， 
self and the world-stumbling here 

beside the waters of Chu 
Unnoticed， the years in my face 

go off with the yellow leaves， 
1 give over feelings for the times 

to sapphire waves' deep jlO1JJ 
The wind is biting， the sun is cold， 

the lakes and river turn evening， 
my eyes rest on the cold empty sky 

as 1 lean here alone on the tOJJJer. 

Although this is not formally a “meditation on the past，" its overall 
tone 1S SO S的ülar that we scarcely notice the absence of an ancient site. 
Many of the poems in this family combine the huaigu motif of absence 
with the poet gazing toward and longing for home. Longing for absent 
friends in the capital region (Guanzhong) becomes the central topic 
here. 

1n 838  the young Li Shangyin was se叮ing in Anding (modern Gansu) 
under the military governor Wang Maoyuan. He climbed the wall tower， 
as Xu Hun had climbed the wall tower of Xianyang， and fell into the 
expected form and rhyme. Li Shangyin used the same phrases in 
the beginning， but once the tone was set， he took off in an entirely new 
direction 

47. 31346; Yang Chunqiu 51. 
。 The “single li且e" of wild ge臼e is the character yi 一， “one，" reminding the poet 

that he is alone. 

R月gulated V主rse in the Long Line 

李 商 隱， 安 定城樓
Li Shangyin， The W址1 Tower of Anding49 

迢遞 高 城百尺樓 Reaching far above， the high wall's 
hundred-foot towe乃

綠楊枝外 盡 汀 洲 beyond the branches o f  green willows， 
eve可where beaches and is!es. 

賈 生 年 少 虛垂游 When Jia Yi a s  a young man 
shed his tears in vain;s日

王 采 春來 更遠遊 Wa啥 Can， when spring c詛咒
roamed on farther still. S1 

永憶 江 湖歸 白 髮 Ever 1 think on rivers and lakes 
where I'll go with white hai月

欲迴天地入 扁 舟 1 want to turn Heaven and Ear血，
then get into a tiny boat 52 

不 知 腐 鼠 成 滋 味 1 d o  not 出ink a rotten rat 
tastes very good 

猜 意 克鳥 雛 竟 未休 yet suspicions of the yuanju bird 
never ce的e 53

49. 29386; Jijie 264; Ye (198 5) 330; Zhou 89 
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50. Full of ambi包on， 出e yo日ng Han intellectual Jia Yi laid his plans for reform be
fore Han Wendi and was deeply discouraged when they were ignored. In his memorial 
to the throne he spoke of “one matter to make one weep p剖nf叫ly， t:wo matters to 
make one she凸 tears， and six matters to make one sigh." He thus became 出e exempla可
figure of the disappointed young talent 

51 .  This refers to Wang Ca的 poetic exposition “Climbing the Tower刊 登樓賊，
Hoping to  find a prince who would appreciate his talents， Wang Can soon thereafter 
left his patron Liu Biao and entered the service of Cao Cao. 

52. The desire to “turn Heaven and Earth" reflects the de自由 to achieve great deeds 
To go off in a tiny boat afterward (i.e. ， to become a recluse) was the decision of Fan Ii 
范 益， 由e minister of Gou Jian， the king of Yue. After helping Gou Jian accomp且sh his 
act of revenge and destroy the state of Wu， Fan Li set off in a small boat on 出ε five
lake日，

53 . This refers to the famous st。可 1日 出c “Au囚mn Floods" 秋水 chapter of the 
Zhuang.有1. Zhuang Zhou's friend Hui Shi was minister of Iiang， and Zhuang Zhou 
planned to visit him while passing 出rough Liang. One of H山 Shi's 臼ends told him 
that Zhuang Zhou wanted to replace him as minister. To counteract 出1S suspicion， 
Zhuang Zhou told Hui Shi the parable of the yuanju bird. While flying from the South 
ern Ocean to the Northern Ocean， it would only roost on the 囚ng 位ee and would onlv 
eat the fruits of the bamboo. An owl had gotten hold of a rotting rat carca品， and as 也e
yuanju bird flew high overhead， the owl looked up and said， “Shoo!" Zhuang 乙hou
thus suggested that Hui Shi was 住ying to shoo him away from the state of Iiang. In its 
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Although we do not know the date of Xu Hun's poem， it is still valu
able to 主emember his first line: 

一 上車盛萬 里 愁 爭LK
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Other elements of the preceding poems return as well， albeit redi
rected. As Cui Hao and Xu Hun had longed to go home (the latter to 
the land of rivers and lakes) ， so Li Shangyin longs to go there as well
but only when his hair has turned white-after he has achieved great 
deeds. Yellow cranes and phoenixes may have vanished from Cui H鉤's
and Li B泣's landscap口， but Li Shangyin closes with anothet k:ind of 
phoenix as a figure of the self， flying high and away. Li Shangyin's 
"meditation on the past" is not a response to a site. Rath缸， 1t gestures 
to thoughts of talented young men of the past who were unappreciated 
by their rulers (Jia Yi) and patrons (Wang C叫 while seek:ing to put 
their talents to good use. The third couplet jumps ahead to the after 
math following great d自由， such as Fan Li's giving up reward and retir 
ing. The last couplet affirms a distaste for office and takes a j ab at those 
who view his desire to serve the state as motivated by mere ambition 

We may set this against Li Shangyin's line: 

迢遞車主主百尺樓 Reaching far above， the high wall's 
hundred-foot tower 

Intertextual reference does not always use the same phrase in the same 
position in a line， but when we find 址， it is worth noting一-especially
when we have m臼sures of distance (“thousands of miles" 的 “hund叫
foot") in another parallel position. In 出is period it is very unlikely that 
Xu Hun would be echoing Li Shangyin. The relationship between Li 
Shangy凹's and Xu Hun's poems continues in the second line. 

Xu Hun 

蒹 是楊柳似 汀 洲 the reeds and rushes and willows 
resemble beaches and isles 

The Late Tat哲 "Meditation on the Past" 

綠盪枝外 盡豆豆且

“Meditations on the past"-and historical topics in general-were very 
popular in poetic expo出ons (ju) and all genres of poetry during the 
ninth centu可﹒ Nor were “meditations on the past" in regulated verse in 
the long line new in the ninth century-later readers would immediately 
think of Du Fu's “Singi月 My Cares at Ancient Sites" 詠懷 古 跡 but 
they became much more common during 也at period. Failed dynasties 
and reigns in par包cular-such as the Qin (Xianyang) ，  the Southern 
Dynasties (Jinling) ，  Sui Ya啥也 (G閏月ling， ]iang血， Yangzhou) ， and 
Xuanzong's fall-appealed to a taste for historical pathos .  Given the 
fact that the Tang itself began to disintegrate during the second half of 
the ninth century， it is temp包ng to link such an interest with the con 
temporary poli包cal si囚ation. However， the taste for such themes was 
established much earlier， when the dynasty was still relatively healthv. 

The conventions of the form become immediately apparent. The 
most durable is the one referred to above， what we will call the “scene 
of absence，" in which the natural world evokes the absence of the sig 
nificant events that previously occurred in that place .  Chinese cri世cs 0ι 
ten speak of the “mountains and rivers surviving，" echoing Du Fu's 
famous line. Nature do巳s perSl哎， but it is no longer merely nature: it is 
Nature， which， by con包nuing， has replaced the past. The poets often 
name what is gone or what happened in that particul在r place .  Some 
times they declare that some form in nature recalls past human 

Li Shangyi日
beyond the branches of green w血ows，

eve叮where beaches and is!es 

Given constant climatic changes and the existence of microclimat凹， lt 
is hard to dismiss the empirical possibility of such a view from Anding 
in d句， modern Gansu. Still， we cannot but recognize that Li Shangyin is 
seeing Anding as a view from Xianyang， one that is actually realized 
only in Xu Hun's imaginings of the lower Yangzi River region. 

Although there can be 丘o doubt that Li Shangyin is building on a 
well-known form based on recent and earlier poems， he turns it in a 
different direction， namely， to a statement of his personal ambitions， 
with ancient parallels. Thus， the intertextual associations of the opening 
couplet function like the traditional xi慰 興， the “affective image" in the 
5句Z喀 則也ng a tone that frames the reference to human affairs in the 
remainder of the poem. 

present application， Li Shangyin su銘ests that he has no personal desire for power (and 
will ret住院 like Fan Li， once rus great deeds a記 accomplished) . Nevertheless， there are 
those who still doubt him . 
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presences. Sometimes there are residual traces :  ruins， tomb mounds， 
tiles .  Sometimes the poet passes the kind of e出ical judgment that Fang pui caHEd for. when a poem dEVotcs much of m space to imagining 
i:he past， the “meditation on the past" merges with the “historical 
poem，" in which the poet does not have to declare his presence either 
at a particular site or merely thinking of it (though Fang Hui includes a 
number of such poems by Li Shangyin) 

Jinli月 (some包mes referred to by its old names of Jianye and Jiankang， 
by the Qin designation Moling， or by the Tang county Shangyuan) was 
the former capital of the Southern Dynasties and was always a favorite 
topic in different poetic genres .  By way of contrast to the version in the 
long line， we might look at a regulated verse in the short line by Zhou He. 
One does not always have to be physically present at a site to writ巳 a
“meditation on 也e past，" and this poem is technically a par包ng poem. 
However， Fang Hui includes it as a “meditation on the past."S4 

周 賀， 1主康紹歸建黨
Zhou He ，  Seei呵 Ka時 Shao Off on His Return to Jianye55 

南 朝秋 色 滿 The So吋lern Dynasties， autumn colors fu且，
君去意如何 what is on your mind now， as you go off? 
帝 業 空 城在 Of an imperial legacy an empty city survives， 
民 田 壞塚 多 1n common帥， fields are many ruined tombs 
月 圓 臺 獨上 The moon round， you w山 climb terraces alo肘，
采 綻 寺 頻過 chestnuts form seams， often stop by temples. 
籬 下 西 江 闊 Below the hedge， Westriver is broad， 
相 思 見 白 波 longing， you will see white waves .  

Although one can learn to appreciate these Late Tang regulated verses 
in the short line， they some也nes seem stiff in comparison with the long 
垃le. While both forms were written continuously， in the latter half of 
the 830S we see younger poets wri位ng more extensively in the long line. 
σhe mid-century poet Liu Cang has only two extant poems that are 
not regulated verse in the long line.) 

Xu Hun clearly exerted the strongest influence on “meditations 
on the past" in 主egulated verse in the long line﹒ These were repeatedly 

54. Ji Yun objec臼 that 出e poem does not really belong in the categ。可; but Fang 
Hui seems to have had difficulty fmding good examples of the topic in regulated verse 
in the short line: many involve stopping by dwellings of individuals. 

5 5. 26859 
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E坑叫choe吋d t也h芷lroughou叫t t也he sec∞ond hal叫a址lf of Ü出he cen 囚r叮y. Xu Hun'冶s Jin凶n址1吐lin
poem dr昀a瓜w肘s on e臼且rli且le臼r poems on the same t的op戶1C， a沁s 可well a滔s g♂;iving i仕t a 
canonical t仕rea仗tmen仗t t也ha仗t inspired his immediate successors. As was the 
case Wl也 出e ou rhyme， Xu Hun's choice of the iUl哲 rhyme he伐， with 
its obvious rhyme-wor血， became part of the poetry of Jinling， though， 
的 we will see， we will have a few more pieces in the ou rhyme. 

許i軍 ， 金陵懷古
Xu Hun， Meditation on the Past a t  Jinling56 

玉樹歌殘王 氣 終 The song of j且de trees died away， 
the royal aura was gone，57 

景 陽 兵合 戌 樓 空 troops converged on Jingyang， 
the guard towers we主e bare.58 

松林k遠近千 官 塚 Pines and catalpas far and near， 
tombs of a thousand officials; 

禾 泰 高 低 六 代 宮 millet growing high and low， 
palaces of six dynasties .59 

石 燕 拂 雲 日青 亦 雨 Stone swallows brush the clouds， 

江豚吹?良夜還風

英雄一 去 豪 華 盡

唯有 青 山 似洛 中

rain even in clear skies，60 
river porpoises puff waves， 

wind again by night.61 
Once bold heroes departed， 

the power and glory were gone， 
all that remains are the green mountal凹，

just like in Luoyang.62 

56. 28794; Luo 129; Jiang Congping 147 
57. “On J ade Trees Flowers in the Rear Cou此yard" 玉樹後庭花， a song composed 

by the Last Emperor of the Chen， was taken as a sign of the irruninent fall of the dy
nasty. In the time of Qin Shihuang the appearance of a “royal au四" around J inling 
foretold that it would become the capital. 

58 . Jingyang Palace was part of the palace compound. When Sui 世oops entered the 

口句， the Last Empero主 hid in the Jingyang well wi也 his two favorite consorts 

59. This echoes 5hi 白; see note 8 .  This is probably a purely literary reference since 

the Nanjing area was not a millet-growing reglOn. 

60. The legendary stone swallows of Lingling Mountain would turn into living bi芷ds

when it rained and woul吐 return to stone when the rai且 stopped.
61. The Yangzi River porpoises were supposed to bring wind whenever they leapt in 

the river. 
62. Here Xu Hun is alluding to 由e third of a set of three poems b)' Li B別 entided

“Jinling" 金 陵 三 首， specifically the line: “The mountains resemble Luoyang's greatly" 
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We might first recall the second line of Liu Yuxi's earlier “Meditation 
on the Past at Xisai Mountain": 

金 陵 王 氣 漠 然 收 the royal aura around Ji凶ng
spread out and withdrew 

Xu Hun echoes this in his first line， announcing a rhyme other than ou 
in his choice of "gone刊 (之honiJ as a contextual synonym for Liu Yuxi's 
“withdrew" 抖。你

玉樹歌殘主主L終 The song of jade 仕ees died away， 
the royal aura was gone的

Considering the fact that Jinling again became a capita1 (of the Eastern 
Jin) 1ess than half a centuη 1ater， Liu Yuxi may hav巳 been premature in 
suggesting that the roya1 aura “withdrew" with the Western Jin con 
quest of the city， then the Wu capital. Xu Hun， however， begins with 
the fall of the 1ast Southern Dynasty， the Chen. When he describes the 
roya1 aura as “gone，" 之-ho嗯 ?冬， it has a finality that invites us to read the 
“withdrawa1" in the parent line as merely temporary. The Last Emperor 
of Chen's song “On Jade Trees Flowers in the Rear Courtyard" was 
understood as a sign of the dynasty's impending fa且， a counterpart of 
10ss of confidence in the dynasty that 1eft the guard towers empty when 
the Sui army entered the city. 

From fading song， a dissipa也19 aura， and the empty guard towers 
the disso1ut叫1 of the ci句's 1ast glory on many 1evels-we move to the 
present scene of absence in which the trees mark buria1 sites and 
the literary but not litera1 millet marks the site of a former capital. The 
weather-sign creatures of the third couplet combine in 出e compound 
“wind-and-rain，" “storm，" jèngyu 風 雨 ， which is sometimes used as a 
figure representing forces of politica1 disaste主 but here represents on1y 
weath缸， in that there is no polity 1eft here. 

山 似洛 陽 多 Berund both lines， however， stands a famous anecdote from Shish削 用坦y14
(11.31) ， in wruch 出e refugee Western J in court figures ga也ered near Jiankang (Jinling)， 
their new capital: “Whenever there was a lovely day， those who had crossed the Yangzi 
would always invite one another to New Pavilion， where 出ey would sit on the grass， 
eating and drinking. Among the guests， Zhou Yi sighed: 'The scenery is not all that diι 
fe主ent， just that the mount組ns and the rivers are differer泣

，
Everyone looked at one an

other and wept." 
63 . See note 56. 
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Finally， we come to a common trope in such poems: the peop1e and 
the polity are gone， but the 1andscape remains. In this case， however， 
the commonplace acquires an extra depth because of the S hìshuo xi吵u
allusion， in which the 1andscape around Jinli月 still 100ks much like that 
of Luoyang， the 10st capita1 in the North. 

The Jinling poems offer excellent examples of the web of intertextuality 
也at links poems within a sin斟巳 period and with those belongi時 to
1at巴r periods. A good phrase or image is quickly appropriated and re 
used. Since th世e are usually some poems that cannot be dat吐， we can 
never be certain who came first. For example， the following poem by 
Zhang Hu一one of many poems not included in the Quan Tang shi that 
were added with the relativelY recent recove可 of a Song edition of his 
poetry-cannot be dated. The poem is of particular interest because it 
is clearly linked to Xu Hun's well-known poem and to an even more 
famous poem by Du Mu. Zhang Hu's poem is distinguished by its use 
of a rhyme different from the iU1忽 or ou rhyme. 

張祐 ， 上元懷古
Zhang Hu， Medita口on on  the Past a t  Shang)甩在n64

倚雲 宮 闕 已 平蕪 Palace towers that rested in doud， 
already a plain of weeds， 

求 望 達 天 到 海隅 g伊2位組Z剖ln呵g e臼a前蚓s泣t S仗tr臼出E仗t此chin嗯1喀g tωo t出he he且釘ve凹n
E a叫all t由he w且勾y tωo t也he s仗ea正仇，冶5 巳吐dg俘

文物六 朝興廢地 Six Dynasties '  finery，65 

江 山 萬 皇 帝 王 都

只 聞 丞 相 夷 三族

6+ Yan Shoucheng 152. 

a land of rise and fall， 
ten thousand leagues of mountains and riv位s，

a capital for emperors . 
One hears 0叫y how a lYIinister 

had his whole fa口llly wiped 0哎，“

句 “Fine句" is an imperfect transla包on of wenW14 文物， wruch 主efers to 也ings 出at

represent rugh culture， partic叫位ly ceremonial paraphernalia 
66. Literally， ' ‘had rus three families wiped out": rus father's farnily， rus mother's 

fam旬， and rus wife's farnily. Trus usually refers to 出e fate that befell Li Si， the famous 
minister of Qin; here it must refer to the Southern Dynasti白， perhaps someone like the 
Eastern Jin dictator Huan Xuan 
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不 見 扁舟泛五湖

遙想永嘉 南 過 日

洛 陽 風素 盡歸兵

Regu!ated Verse in the Long Line 

one does not see the tiny boat 
adrift on the five lakes 67 

1 imagine 出e Yongjia Reign far in the past 
on the day they crossed south，68 

and all the scenery of Luoyang 
went off to Wu 

Whereas Xu Hun begins with the end of the Six Dynasties and contin
ues with a landscape of absence， Zhang Hu begins with a scene of ab
sence and closes by imagining the 血。t south that announced the be
ginning of the Southern Dynasties .  Neverthele俗， both allude to S hishuo 
m哩yu in Zhou Yi' s 周 頡 comment that “the scenery is not diffl 
平 景 不 殊， but 伽t the “mountains ar叩叫1吐山圳d山“ri血肘忱1\扣ve位r a忱芷氏e d趾f臼阻m叫E位∞削n即1此lt"
Cmounta註1中ns and river" be時 not only lite叫 but also a synecdoche for 
the dyn勾包c territory) ﹒ The scene of tombs and palaces 叫
t也hε soil in Xu Hun'冶s second c∞oup抖le仗t r自ea呼ppears here in tl出le th趾1立i主吋d 山le眩E巳: 
'Six 互x Dyna沁s仗咄tie臼s' fine 句， a land of rise and fall." 

Zhang Hu泡 出ird line immediately recalls a famous Du Mu poem， 
usually dated to 838， which uses the s翎ame z仿H懲 f由h耶lyrr戶7扭me
早f凶1吐世lin呵g p仰oem. Dl此1u 山lS W忱帕ntm
臼mou山5 泣吭t能e of t由h巴 Sou吋lern Dy戶na沁削仗ties. Nowadays we consider Du Mu 
a poet of the first order， Xu Hun a poet of the second order， and 
Zhang Hu a poet of the third 0吋r; but that is not at all their ιa肘E
prominence in the 830S and 840s.  Both Zhang Hu and Xu Hun knew 
Du Mu， and the latter greatly admired Zhang Hu. Although we cannot 
know who borrowed from whom， there is no doubt that Du Mu had 
the tal叫 to make of these poems somethi時 more than simply another 
" 'me也ta包on on the past." 

杜牧， 題 宣 州 開 元 寺 水 閣 閣 下 宛 溪 夾 溪 居人
Du Mu， On the Water Tower of the Kaiyuan Temple in Xuanzhou: Below 

the Tower 1s Wan Creek， With People Living on Both Sides的

六 朝 文 物 草 連 空 Finery o f  the Six Dynasties ， 

67. See pp . 555-56 

plants stretching to the sky， 

68. In the Y on印ia R位伊1 (307-312) 也e Western Jin fell to non-Chinese invaders and 
the dyna叮 tran如叫ts 叩1臼i 叫叫問ng (TangJingl峙， Shangyuan coun吶

69. 28147; Feng 202 

天 海 雲 閒 今古 同

鳥 去 鳥 來 山 色 里

人歌人哭水聲 中

7家秋簾幕千 家 雨

落 日 樓 臺 一 笛 風

惆悵無 因 見 范 蠢

參 差 煙樹五湖 泉

Regu!ated Verse in the Lot忽 Line

the heavens calm， the clouds at ease， 
the same in present and past. 

Birds go off， birds come 
in the colors of the mountain， 

people sing and people weep 
in the sound of the waters 

Deep in autumn， curtains， 
rain on a thousand homes， 

in the setting sun terrace and tow凹，
a single f1ute in the wind. 

Depressed that 1 have no w勾
to meet Fan Li一

scattered unevenly， misty trees 
west of the five lakes . 

215 

Du Mu effectively covered the first three lines of Zha時 Hu's poem in 
a single line， four characters of which are identical with Zhang Hu's 
(with the phrases in reverse order) . The antithesis between wind and 
rain in Xu Hun's third couplet reappears with genius in Du Mu's 
third couplet. Fina旬， the allusion to Fan Li in the sixth line of Zhang 
Hu's poem 主eappears in similar terms-the boat on the five lakes-in 
the last couplet of Du Mu's poem. Zhang Hu does not see Fan Li's 
boat. Du Mu looks and sees only trees in the mist-but perhaps it is a 
mast? 

1n Li Qu位yu we see much of the same material reci主culated， again in 
the iUl售 出yme. Moling is next to Jinling and is used the same way to re 
fer to the site of the So吋lern Dynasties capi叫. Li Qunyu uses the 
same rhyme and many of the same rhyme-words as Xu Hun's and Du 
Mu's poems. 

李群玉， 株陵懷古
Li Qun)巾， Meditation on  the Past a t  Moling70 

J'1'花黃 葉 舊 兵 宮 Wild f10wers and yellow leaves， 
the former palace of Wu， 

六 代 豪 華 燭散風 power and glory of the Six Dynasties， 
a candle blown out in the wind 

70. 31360; Yang Chunqiu I05 
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龍虎勢衰f圭氣歇 The powe位r of d芷ragon and tige叮 r waned，7
t出he a叩us叩pl比Cα1的ou叫s a叫ura wa犯s done巳， 

the name of the phoenix remains， 
but the ancient terrace is empty.72 

Court and market have shifted， 
the autumn weeds are green， 

tombs ancl mounds high and low， 
red in the sinking sunshine. 

Overlords '  legacy， charts and tripods， 
those people are departed，73 

1 come alone， sadly brooding， 
among the waters and clouds 

于 place of the “r咐 a叭" 抑物 王 氣， Li uses “auspIClOuS 心，"JÏ咿注氣 In place of Xu Hl的 “gone" 叫 Liu Yuxi's "withdr叭" Li uses 
“done，" 且似 歇. For “Six Dynasties" he uses liudai 六 代 ratl吋 than liu 
chao 六 朝 . Instead of Xu Hun's “m血et growing high and low" 禾泰 早已
低， we have “tombs and mounds hψ and low'只， 墳塚 高 f低& 仗仙u 主叩
h划a吋d m即en恥t1ω1ωon叫E吋d t做he '“叮6冗'tomω伽m叫O叫叩叩I紅m由1由lbs '
可w叫cs in a reference to Li B缸's poem on Phoenix Terra民 忱d 間lier
m 仙 ch呼ter. Sti且， Xu Hun's poem seems to make 自 己主問nce felt 
most strongly in 出e ba冉round: phrases reapp叫 in roughly the same 

鳳皇 名 在故臺 空

市 朝 邊 變秋蕪綠

墳塚 高 1t.落 照、 紅

霸 業 鼎 圈 人去 盡

獨 來 惆 悵水雲 中

sense. 

英雄一 去 豪 華 盡
Xu Hun 

Once bold heroes departed， 
the power and glory were ended 

六 代 豪 華 渴散風
Li Qunyu 

power and glory of the Six Dynasties，  
candles blown out in the wind. 

and 

霸 業 鼎 圖 人去 盡 p3
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7I . Zhongli嗯， the mountain range to the south of Jinling， was referred to as a 
‘dragon coiling，" while the Rock， the citadel to the northwest of the old city， was a “包

ger crouching." 
72. The r扭efer扭ence 1臼s t臼0
7乃3. The “charts and tripods" are the signs of legitimacy， coveted by the king of Chu 
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One does not usually associate the Southern Dynas包巴s with “ bold 
heroes，" yir.也?"ong 英雄. Li Qunyu substitutes a more c主edible ambition 
to reconquer China: “Overlor缸， legacy， charts and tripods." Xu Hun's 
“bold heroes" of the Southern Dynasties did not， however， disappear 
from the poetry of Jinling. They reappeared at the end of the ninth cen 
tu早 apparently (and somewhat incongruously) as the empero郎， once
again with the iUl忽 rhyme

韋 莊 ， 上 元 縣

Wei Zhual嗯， Shangyuan County74 

南 朝 三 十 六 英雄

角 逐興亡盡此 中

Thirty�six splenclid heroes 
of the Southern Dynasties，75 

stru自:les for power， rise and fall 
all occur主ed right here. 

Posses sing kingdom， possessing famili口，
all was indeed a dream， 

acting as dragon， acting as tiger 
also has turned to nothingJ6 

Last flowers at his old dwelling， 

1 grieve for Director Jiang，77 
settillg sun ln green mountal肘，

1 lament Lord XieJ8 
At last what thing remains 

of their plans for dominance?
a stone unicorn with no master 

recumbent in auturr凹's wind戶

有 國 有 家 皆 是 夢

為龍為虎 亦 成 空

殘花 舊 宅 志 江 令

落 日 青 山 弔 謝主:

止 竟 霸 圖 何物在

石麟無主巨人秋風

Like Liu Yuxi many decades earlier， Wei Zhuang sums up the Southern 
Dynasties in an evocative closing image， 也 吐吐s case not an old fortress 
but a funera勾 statue in the landsca抖， with no sense of  whose tomb it 
guards，  in the autumn wind of ruin and ending. This was an easy poe包C

7+ 38896; Jiang Congping �.工 聰平， Wei Dua吧ii shijiao之'hu 韋 端 已 詩校 注 (T剖bei:

Taiwan Zhonghua shu戶， 1969) ，  108 ;  Li Yi 李 誼 ， Wei Zh胸ng;z }Z副主hu 韋 莊 集 校 注
(Chengdu: Sich叫n she啥 shehui kexueyuan ch由anshe， 198的， 190.

75 . This probably refers to the emperors of the South. Calling them “heroes" could 

easily be interpreted ironically 
76. See note 70 
77. The reference is to Jiang Zong ;x. j穗， who served as director of the Dep缸tment

of State Affairs under the Last Emperor of Chen 

78. The reference is to the great Jin statesman Xie An 謝安.
79 . This refers to a funerary monument 
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move: in the seventh line the poet asks what remains and in the eighth 
line he offers an image. Wei Zhuang performs the move with grace. 
Another POEt from thc cnd of the fund ccn囚ry tacks the evocative im
age onto a ve可 different poem， 0位e making the moral jud學nents that 
thc preccding poems cither avoidcd or Impbd only lndlfECtly. HEfE WE 
have 也e ou rhyme. 

李 山 甫， 上元懷古
Li Shan缸， Meditation on  the Past a t  Shangyuan (first o f  twO)80 

南 朝 天 子 愛風流 Southern Dynasties' Emperors 
doted on pan叫e (斥他)，

盡 守 江 山 不 到 頭 的 for holding all 也eir rivers and hills 
they didn't make it (bu dao，且).

總是戰爭收拾得 By and large through battle and stru韶le
they managed to get 泣，

卻 因 歌舞破除休 but t由he凹n through son呵g and d出a缸叩I且血1止c1n

堯 行道德終無敵

秦把金 湯 可 自 由

試 問 繁華何處有

雨 苔 煙 草 古城秋

i扛t wa沁s r江uined and lost. 
Yao prac包ced virtue and morals 

and never had a rival， 
Qin held a fastness of metal and boiling water， 

but could it do as it pleased [把j;oU] ?8!
If you ask of that splendor and glory 

where to find it now-
ram on moss， mlsty grass 

autumn in the ancient city. 

Finally， at the end of the ninth century， we see the lesson of Tinlin立 自
囚的ng to the prese帥， as the Tang Dyna何 做lf was collapsing. J已1n
we have the ou rhyme. 

崔 塗， 金陵懷古
Cui Tu Uinshi 888] ， Meditation on the Past at Jinling 82 

葦 聲騷諷水天秋 Sounds of wind rustling through ree血，
water and skv turn autumn 

吟對金陵 古 渡 頭 1 chant facing an ancient)台rd
at Jinling 

80. 35327. 
81 . Metal and boiling water were p芷overbial images for impregnable defenses. 
82. 37644; 昀yh 308. 

千古是非輸蝶夢

一蹲風 雨 屬 漁舟

若無仙分應須老

幸 有 青 山 f!p 合休

何必 登 � 吏 惆 悵

比 來人世 只 如浮

Regulated Verse in the Long Line 

The rights and wrongs of a thousand years， 
belong to the butterfly dream， 

a goblet of wind and rain 
belong to the fisherman's boat. 

If you lack the fate of an immo芷tal，
you surely must grow old， 

luckily there are green mountains， 
one should quit right away. 

寫'hat need to climb and gaze out 
and feel depressed again 

recently the world of men 
seems simply all ad;杖

219 

We 江J.i.ght return to the closing lines of Wei Zhuang's and Li 
Shanfu's Jinling poems. 

石麟無主臥秋風

雨 苔 煙草 古 城秋

Wei Zhuang 
a stone unicorn with no master 

recumbent in autumn's wind. 

Li Shanfu 
ram on moss， m!sty grass 

autumn in the ancient ci句

Earlier we had Liu Yuxi's “Meditation on the Past at Xisai Mountain": 

故 壘 蕭 蕭 蘆荻秋 winds moan over the ancient fort， 
and the reeds turn autumn. 

The suggestive closing image had long been used in Chinese poet旬'. In 
the “meditation on the past" such scenes take on a special weight as 
scenes of absence. In the particular instances cited above， the scenes in 
clude ruins or residual markers of past glory， but this is not alv.叩 the
case. Often those in the past are beneath the soil or the millet grows 
over ancient sites of splendor. Nature endures and replaces human 
presence， at the same 包me reminding us of what is lost. This， of course， 
became an important part of Chinese landscape iconography. 

“Power and glo勾" may be the designation of absence， but there was 
a pervasive interest in past pleasures-especially excessive ones .  This 
lies behind Fang Hui's 叫unction to let the past serve as a warning to 
the present. The alternative was to be attracted to 出e very things that 
should be condemned. One of Xu Hun's most famous poems， com
posed sometime in the 虹口d-83os， is about 由e Lingxiao Terrace， built by 
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Liu Yu， the founder of the Liu月Song Dynasty. Critics were often puz 
zled because Liu Yu was not known for excessive pleasures and abs。中
tion in the beauty of his palace ladies. Hist。可 does not ma悅r: the 
poetic trope of vanished sensual excess is so s仕ong that Xu Hun 
lffia學natively fills the ruins with “three thousand singers and dancers ." 

宋祖功 高 樂 未 回

三于歌舞 宿 層 臺

湘 潭 雲 盡暮 山 出

巴 蜀 雪 j青 春水來

行殿有 基 荒 葬合

寢 園 無主野章 開

百年便作 萬 年計

岳 畔 古 碑 空 綠 苔

許渾 ， 凌 款臺
Xu Hu缸， Lingxiao Terrace的

The Song Founder's de巳ds were great， 
he had not turned from his revels，84 

three thousand singers and dancers 
stayed on the tiered terrace 

Where the clouds of Xiang's pools ended， 
the twilight mountai日s emerg吐，

when the snows melted in Ba and Sh1，l， 
spring floods came. 

Foundations of his leisure palace remain， 
可Tild shepherd's purse grows over it; 

no one in charge of his tomb shrine， 
wild crab apples bloom. 

Though in his life span he made 
plans for ten thousand years， 

the 甜的nt stele beside the cliff 
ís only covered in green lichens 

To “turn from his revels" is both to re囚凹 的 the capital and the 
business  of government as well as to give up his imagined besotted
ness. The singers and dancers “stayed，" su 宿 ， literally “stayed over咱
也ght，" sugges包ng that the revels lasted so long that it was too late to 
return. 

The second couplet is a fairly common 可pe: the “pOSl位orung cou
plet，" in which the place of the poem is located by men包orung remote 
places in different directions， usually in some way li且ked to the present 
posi包on by clouds and water. In the 也ird couplet we have the scene of 
ruins，  again with some license since the area around Lingxiao Terrace 
was not the site of the tomb shrine garden， where the crab apples now 

83. 28796; L閻 明; Jiang C口時pmg 1
84. There a自 serious textual problems with this line. 1 have selected 0日e am∞g sev

eral varian ts . 
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bloom. We might read this scene i日 conJunc包on with Wen Tingyun's 
溫 庭 筠 poem ζ'The Song of the Embankment Where the Cock 
Crowed" 雞鳴球歌， which is about a “te in Jinli時 The final stanza 
reads as followS:85 

芋 綿 平線臺城基

暖 色 春容 荒 古 巴皮

寧 知 玉樹後庭 曲

留 待野黨如雪枝

A continuous stretch o f  level green 
on the Taicheng's foundations， 

the warm colors of the face of spring 
run riot on the ancient dike. 

Who would have 由ought that the song 
of jade trees in the rear cou主tyard

would last on until the branches 
of wild crab apples were like snowè 

Finally， Xu Hun contrasts the ambition to found a dynasty that 
would last ten thousand years with the present scene of an old stele 
covered in lichen. The poet knows-or p主etends to know-history; the 
history inscribed in 由e landscape， howev缸， is covered over， both by 
the growth over the ruins and by the lichen over the words of the stele 
lüSCnpt10n 

No emperor captured the poetic imagination as well as Xuanzong. In 
the ninth century he was the subject of numerous anecdotes and poems. 
His reign was close enough in history that writers could often claim 
some special knowledge of what really happened. In the story of Xuan 
zong and Lady Yang， love， pl巳asur亡， and dynastic splendor were re
versed and brought to ruin in a very brief span: the beloved was killed， 
joy was lost， and the dynasty was destroyed. Mount Li， where Xuan 
zong had built his winter palace around the hot springs， was a central 
loca吐on 1ü 也e Xuanzong story. Located near Chang'an， on the fre 
quently traveled road between Luoyang and Chang'an， it was a pro位L
nent topographical presence that invited poet勾 and reflection. It ex
erted a certain fascination for Late Tang emperors: Ji時zo嗯 had ve主y
much wanted to visit Mount Li but was strenuously dissuaded from do 
ing so by his ministers since it was not an auspicious location 

85 . 31871. 
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聞 說先皇醉碧桃

日 華浮動鬱金袍

風隨 玉 葷 笙歌迴

雲卷珠簾劍佩高

鳳 駕 北歸 山 寂寂

龍旗西幸水 滔 滔

娥眉 沒後巡遊少

瓦 落 宮 牆見野 萬

Regulated 的rse inthe Lo喀 Line

許 i草，曬山 墮 環秋 月 落 泥 中

鶯 傳 舊 語矯春 日

花學嚴妝妒曉風

Xu Hun， Mount Li86 

1 have heard tell that the former sovereign 
grew drunk on the sapphire peaches，87 

the glitter of sunlight drifted a吋 stirred
on his saffron robes . 

Breezes followed the jade palanquin 
returning from songs to the reed organ， 

clouds rolled up the beaded curtains， 
his sword pendants 10ud. 

When the phoenix coach returned north， 
the mountain was gloomy and still;88 

when the dragon pennons went westward， 
waters rolled in flood. 

After those moth brows perished， 
he toured but rare1y，的

tiles fell from the palace walls 
revealing the wilderness arterr泣sla.

天子時 清 不 巡幸

只 應 驚 鳳 集 梧桐
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The traces of intertextuality are 10calized but clear. Here we see it in the 

seventh line， which recalls Xu Hun's line commen包ng on imperia1 tours 

no 10nger taken. As the ruin gradually disintegrates into the natural 

scene， the components of the pa1ace disso1ve and disperse: the 

wom凹's powder and the mercu勾 (used in cosmetics) still flow out in 

the water. However， gradually nature rep1aces-in 勾lrative mimicry一

位le forme主 human presence: the reflection of the moon is a “dropped 

ring，" the orio1es repeat pa1ace gossip， and the dawn flowers 血吐tate 也E

makeup of the palace 1adies. 

After so many meditations on the past in regu1ated verse in the 10ng 

line， it is appropriate to consider 也e crossovers between genres .  By the 

Late Tang poets were reading Du Fu， who bequeathed to his successors 

many of the poetic images for an abandoned 0主 n地ed palace， such 

m 也e fallen tiles and the traces of the cosme包cs of the palace 1adies .  

We have here a ve可 different genre， namely， 01ιsty1e verse in 也e short 

line. 

In the penu1timate line 1 have trans1ated the subject as if it were only 
Xuanzo嗯， but in the context of the age one may take it as a general 
statement of emperors: after Lady Yang's dea吭， emperors no 10nger 
visit Mount Li. Again we see 出e evocative closing image， with the 仕ace
of ruin (fallen tiles) in a scene of natura1 growth. Compa自 由is with 
Zhang Xiaobiao's poem: 

章 孝標， 古行宮
Zhang Xiaobíao， An Old Impería1 Lodge90 

瓦 煙疏冷古行宮 Mist over tiles， sparse and co1d， 
組 old imperial 1odge， 

寂 寞 朱門反鎖 空 in gloomy stillness íts vermilion gates 
now rather 10ck in empty space. 

殘粉水銀流砌下 Traces of powder and liquíd mercu勾
且ow beneath 也e stone stairs， 

溪迴耘風長
蒼鼠 竄 古 孔
不 知何王殿
遺構絕 壁 下
陰 房 鬼 火 青
壞道哀鴻瀉
萬 績 真 笙 芋
秋 色 正 蕭灑

86. 28797; Luo Shijin 136; Jiang Congping 3 .  
87. These a自 由e peaches of the Queen Mother of the West， ω whom Yang the 

Prize Consort was often compared. 

88. That is， when Xuanzong returned to Chang'an after his years in Chengdu 

89. Following the death ofYang 也e Prize Consort. 

90. 27027. 91. 10561; Qiu 389 .  

杜甫 ， 玉華 宮
Du Fu，Y址ma Palace91 

The s住eam valley turns， wind steady in pines， 
a gray rat scurtles unde主 ancient tiles. 
1 know not what prince's palace thís was， 
abandoned edi且ce beneath也e sheer cliff. 
In shadowy chambers ghost-fires 位e green， 
mournful rivulets pour ove主 broken 主oadways.
The myriad vents are the 佐ue ocarinas， 
auturnn co1ors are at 也eir most brisk and aloof. 
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美人為黃土
況 乃 粉黛假
當 時侍金與
古文物才有 石 馬
憂 來藉 草 坐
浩歌淚盈把
冉冉征途 問
誰是長年者
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territory. Years 1ater he p1aced his confidence in a pact with Qin and 
was taken prisoner at Wu Pass .  A few years 1ater he died a captive in 
Qin. In short， King Huai got what he deserved. 

杜牧 ， 題武 關
Du Mu， 寫lU Pass92 

The sapphire creek makes me Iinger 
here east ofWu Pass， 

1 have a laugh at King Huai， 
how he came to the end of rus road. 

Zheng Xiu was so charming， 
he was 包psy as if drunk， 

Qu Yuan looked carewo凹，
he left Iike a tumbleweed. 

立ne mountain wall， 也e valley moat 
are here as 也ey always were， 

what the weak let out the s住ong swallow吐，
and now all is gone. 

These days one Sage and Divine 
has the sea伊t world as rus home， 

garrison banners are ever 臼rled
in the Iight of the setting sun. 

The 1ast coup1et here is an excellent examp1e of the inertia of a poe位C
type. As we have seen， there was a s佐ong disposition to end such a 
poem wi由 a beautiful poetic scene of absence. Wu Pass did not seem 
to provide such a scene， nor was King Huai of Chu desen血g of the 
no叫gic melancho1y implicit in such a scene. The scene is thus shifted 
to the present age of peace， banners 臼r1ed in 也e se也ng s也1. Moreover， 
in his closing Du Mu is of course rewri也19 the closing of the poem 
with which we began this chapter， n詛咒ly， Iiu Yuxi's “Medita包on on 
the Past at Xisai Mountain." 

Its fair women have become the brown earth， 
even more， their artifice of powder and mascara. 
Waiting on the golden carriage back th凹，
of former things there are only the stone horses. 
Cares come， 1 smooth down the grass and 祉，
sing out loud， tèars 血1ing my open hands 
Going steadily on in my 佐avels，
none there is who can extend rus years. 

碧 起 留 我武 關 泉

一 笑 懷王跡 自 窮
We began with the e1usive term “tone." The theme here is the same， 
but the tone is very different. The regulated-verse poets are quietly mel
ancho1y; they don't sit on the grass singing with tears streaming down 
their faces; they don't bring the 1esson back to their own mortality. The 
difference in tone is partly due to purely formal differences between the 
genres. Another important difference， howev白， is the way in which 由于
ages had acquired such a history of associations by the Late Tang that 
they possessed an aura all their own. Contrast Wei Zhuang's 

鄭袖嬌曉甜似醉
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今 日 聖神家 四海

石麟無主臥秋風 戌旗長卷 夕 陽 中

with Du Fu's 

當 時侍金典
故物獨 石 馬

Waiting on the golden carriage back then， 
of former things there are only the stone horses. 

Du Fu offers a simp1e proposition， name1y， 也at only 也e stone horses 
sUMve. Wei Zhuang gestures toward a framed， evocatively “poetic" 
image that figur叩開ly stands for their p1ans to reconquer the Nor也
and the failure of those p1ans. 

In most of the preceding regulated poems in the long line historical 
judgment was not an issue. In some p1aces 由e "meditation on the past" 
seemed to demand such a judgment. If the Southern Dynasties invoked 

sympathy 也1ged with censure and the First Emperor often invoked 

censure mixed with a certain wonder， some historical situations were 

unambiguous. King Huai of Chu (ru1ed 328-299 B.C.) listened to the 

b1andishments of his minion Zheng Xiu and sent the worthy Qu Yuan 
into exile﹒ Persuaded by the orator Zhang Yi and his courtiers， I<ing 
Huai rashly attacked Q泊， resulting in the 10ss of both his army and 

今逢 四 海為 家 日

故壘 蕭 蕭 蘆義秋

Now we come upon a 也ne when all 
出e sea伊t world is one，93 

winds mo組 over the ancient fort， 
組d the 主eeds tum autumn. 

92. 28232; Feng 265. 

93. τbis refers to the unifica且on of China in the Tang. “1s one" literally means “1S 
his [the emperor's] home/family，" being the same term used by Du Mu 
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卸的 of the Long Line 

In this chapter we w也 consider a group of poets known for their regu
lated verse in the long line composed from the mid-830S into the 850S.  
None of these poets belonged to the circle around Jia Dao and Yao He， 
and most had contact with Du Mu. (Inde吐， not a few of Xu H凹's
poems were attributed to Du Mu in the appendixes to Du Mu's poems.) l 
The two older poets， Xu Hun and Zhang Hu， also composed a large 
number of regulated verses in the short line. 

Xu Hun 許渾 仰. 788-ca﹒ 854-60) 

Opinion is divided on Xu Hun's poet句T. 2 In the tenth century 
Sun Guangxian 孫 光 憲 claimed that 也e general opinion of Xu H阻's
contemporaries was that it would have been better if he had never writ 
ten poe甘y at all.3 For Wei Zhuang Xu Hun's poems were more valu 
able than “ten pecks of pearls."4 Judging from 出ε number of variants 
and the unusually large number of known Song editions， Xu H阻's ad
mirers far outnumbered his de佐actors. As Tan懲!g (，ωm司i!手. 之φb仰H仰an stat臼es
(印P芷roba站bl甘y cα1包ng some unl並k叮I立10羽wr芯n source吋吽):
a吋dmi血l1r跎e h趾im intensely， and each of them claims that he has gotten hold 

1 . See Wu Qinling 吳 企 明 ， Tangyin Zh砂i lu 唐 膏 質 疑錄 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji 
chubansl況， 19旬， 62-66.

2 .  The many editions of Xu Hun's poems cont也n differing numbers， though 
roughly five hundred poems survive. 

3. Chen Boh剖 2381. The comment is preserved in the sixteenth-century Tangyin kui
jzan. 

4. Luo 389 .  
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of the pearl 伽t shines by night from under the jaws of 也e black 
dragon."5 

In his own lifetime Xu Hun experienced little of the adulation that 
was showered upon Yao He and Jia Dao. Neverthele俗， his reputation， 
like that of Li Shangyin， grew steadily from 由e end of the ninth century 
into 由e Song. Both Li Shangyin and Du Mu were poets whose output 
was more 也verse than that of Xu Hun. Xu Hun wrote only regulated 
verse， both in the long and short line. Indeed， one could even argue 
that Xu Hun is the most representative Late Tang poet， writing like 
many others of the age， yet displaying a sin伊lar talent. 

Quite apart from 也eir beauty， many of Xu H凹's poems represent 
出at rare pearl snatched from under the black dragon's jaws-in this 
case a dragon with the epithet edax rerum. Xu Hun had a considerable 
reputation as a calligrapher. As was previously mentioned， 171 of his 
poems have been prese叮ed in a Song facsimile of the manuscript edi 
tion he pe主sonally prepar吐， dated the twenty 位也 of April in 出e year 
850， known as the Blac.是-silk Border Poems， Wusilan shi 烏 絲 欄詩.6 We
have early manuscripts of B也 Ju抖's poetry， but Xu Hun represents one 
of only two 臼ses in which we can match the au出or's 0相nals against 
由e vana包on 也at occurs in manuscript and print c叫tureJ

About a decade younger 也an Jia Dao and Yao He and roughly the 
same age as Li He， Xu Hun launched a poetic career that extended back 
into th巴 Yuanhe Reign.8 He was 叫lsuccess長11 in his early a位empts to 

5. Fu (1987) ，  vol. 3， 主41. The pearl was a 世adi位onal figure for something r誼e and diι 

ficult to obt創扎
6 τhe reference is to an elegant writing medium， wi由 black silk at the top 阻d bot

tom and red-lined columns in between. 
7. Since Xu Hun's poems have many va由nts， we can determine a“correct" 主且ding

This casts doubt concerning poe臼 whose work sUrv1ved in a unique manuscript or 
printed edition. As we might expect， the manuscript tradition preserved poems in 出e
shape， more or less， of the ori伊lalS. The p血ted text， however， rarely perfectly matches 
也e facsimile. Sometimes the divergences are significant. τne gr目test amount of varia 
tlOn occurs m 由e titles. A!though we cannot rule out the possibility that 出e Wusilan shi 
repr目ents 出e author's revision of poems that may have entered circulation in a differ← 

ent version， we also c征mot ass也ne that the received texts we now possess are iden包cal
to some “earlier version." 

8. Li Lipu 自由nates that about 40 percent of Xu Hun's poems were composed be 
fore he passed the jinshi ex組Iination in 832. See Li Lipu 李 立 朴， Xu Hunya矽;iu 詐淳
研 究 (Guiyang: Guizhou renmin chub缸ls1話， 1994)， 121. 
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pass the jinshi examination and instead traveled widely with his family， 
journeyi時 sou由 to the Xiang region at the end of the Yuanh巴， vi咄ng
the southeast， and seeking patrons in Sichuan and the northeast. He fi
nally passed the examination in 832. After serving on a mission to the 

far south， from 837 on he held the post of district defender successively 
in two counties in X叫nzhou. ρu Mu was also in Xuanzhou at this 

time.) Thereafter he held a series of mid-level provincial and capital 
posts. 

For the most part， Xu Hun remained outside the poetic circles of the 
period. He addressed a poem to Bai ]uyi， 引起ich seems to have gone 
unanswered. He had a modest acquaintance with Du Mu， who ad
dressed several poems to him. Both he and Du Mu wrote some of thei芷
finest poems in the long line in Xuanzhou in 837; the resemblances are 
obvious. Du Mu has kind words fo主 Xu Hun's poe位y， but the bound
的 between politeness and admiration is often invisible; certainly Du 
Mu showed nothing like the genuine enthusiasm he evidently felt for 
Zhang Hu. Xu Hun knew the poet Fang Gan 方 干， but there is no evi
dence of the kind of close poetic interactions we encounter in the Bai 
]uyi circle or the circle around Yao He and ]ia Dao.  Falling somewhere 
between prominence (]ia Dao) and being virtually unknown in poetic 
circles (Cao Tang) ， Xu Hun remained on a middle tier. 

As with Zhang Hu， we can see in Xu Hun's poetry a compendium 
of the changing fashions in poet月九 from the Yuanhe through the mid
dle of the ninth century. One of Xu Hun's most famous and oft-cited 
couplets has the distinct flavor of the Yuanhe style. 9 

雨 中 耕 白 水
雲 外新青 山

In the rain he plows the white wat仗，
beyond the clouds he chops 也e green hills. 

The couplet should indeed have the flavor of 也e Yuanhe since it is es
sentially taken from a poem by Meng ]iao.10  It alters the first hemistich 
in each line to produce the required tonal balance for regulated verse: 

種稻耕 白 水
負 薪ÞJf青 山

To plant rice I plow 仕le white waters， 
carrying firewood， I chop the green hills. 

9. 28564; Luo 2; Jiang Congping I97 
IO “1扣ng in Re世ement" 退居， I9658; Hua Chenzru 27. 
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The general preference for Xu Hun over Meng ]iao from the Song on 

made these “Xu Hun's" lines， however blatantly deriva包ve.
In Xu Hun's regulated verse in the short line we can see 也e con

temporary fashion for 晶le couplets， framed by plainer lines that carry 
the occasional message. 

許淳， 平發 中 巖 寺 剎 契 直 上人
Xu Hun， Setting Out Early from :Middle Cliff Temple， 

Parting from the Monk Qizhi1 1  

蒼蒼松桂陰

殘 月 半 西本

素 壁寒燈暗
紅爐夜 火i家
廚 開 山 鼠散

鐘盡嶺猿吟
行役方如此
逢 師 懶話 心

Blackish-green， the shade of pine 
and cassi証，

the fading moon half on the 
western crag. 

On the pale wall the cold lamp darkens， 
也 the red stove， fire deep during night 
The kitchen opens， moun鼠也

nllce scatter， 
the bell fades， on 由e ridge gibbons moan. 
Thus it is wi由 public missions: 
meeting Y our Reverence， I'm in no mood to 

talk of Mind. 

Xu H間's message to his host-namely， 出at he is pressed to be on his 

way 姐d can't stay to talk-hangs somewhat comically on the beautiful 
descrip包on of dawn and the first s世rmgs m 也e temple. 

Xu Hun's skill at parallelism both won him admirers and earned him 
criticism. Fang Hl泣， often critical of Xu Hun， commented: 句(u Hun's 
poetic form is quite inferior， and his couplets match too perfectly" 

丁 卯 詩格 頗 卑， 句 太 偶 .12 The un世anslat油le ge 格， rendered here as 

“poetic fo位n，" was often seen as 也e area in which Late Tang poe甘于

gene主ally failed. The prob4:m with ge was not in formal issues of versifi

cation but rather an elusive sense of stylis包c “di伊i勾T." Fang Hui usually 

approves of ]ia Dao's couplets 且d often disapproves of Xu H悶's. 在le

comments above were appended to the following poem， which is ex 

empted from 也e c丘包que because of one of the parallel couplets. 

1I. 28595; Luo 20; Jiang Congping 209. TIùs poem has also been at住ibuted to 也C
Dali poet Huangfu Ran. Luo， who is cautious about attributions， persuasively 位gues for 
Xu Hun's au也orsrup here. 

12. Fang Hui I660. 
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一 千內老禪床
吾 生 半 異 鄉
管 弦 愁 裹醉
書 劍 夢 中 忙
鳥 急 山 初瞋
蟬稀樹正涼
又歸何處去
塵路 月 蒼蒼

卸的 ofthe Long Line 

許i軍， 自 洛 泉 蘭 若夜歸
Xu Hun， Returning by Night from a Meclitation 

Chamber East of Luoyang13 
In a single cassock， growing old on a Chan bench， 
my li長， half spent in s世ange lands. 
Pipes and strings， drunk in melancho峙，
book and sword， frantically busy in a dream. 
Birds h叮叮 when the mountains first darken， 
cicadas few仗， the trees now chi且y.
Returning again， where am I going?
a dusty road， the moon blue-gray. 

Fang Hui does not speci身 wruch of the parallel couplets redeems the 
poem， but a comparison with the preceding selection in 封建gkui lüsui
wruch is also exempted fi主om Fang Hui's general criticism because of 
one couplet-suggests 吐lat Fang Hui means 也E 也ird couplet. When 
one has encountered too many cicadas， bir血， and darkening mountains， 
one might prefer instead the striking second couplet， using the low reg
ister mang 忙， translated as “frantically busy" (diction 由at would con
t由ute to a i吋gment of “inferior form") . 

It m叮 be that the sense of Xu Hu的 “inferiority" (bei 卑， also "vul
garity") in regul侃d verse in the short line was due to an ener野， mten
sity， and even a theatricality in a poe包c form that had develoþed an aes
thetic of digni句， quietness ，  and restraint. For those same reasons Xu 
Hun's regulated verses have proved more durable than those of rus 
more famous contemporaries. The issue here concerns those qualiti臼
associated with partic叫ar genres of poe佐y， qualities invited by formal 
characteristics but not determined by them. What could be perceived as 
a problem in regulated verse in the short line could be a vÍttue in regu 
lated ve主se in the long line. Although Xu Hun wrote regulated verse in 
both the long and short line throughout rus caree主， from the mid-830s 
we can see in his work a growing fasruon for regulated verse in the long 
line.14 Most of rus most famous pieces date from this period， including 

咚 28568; Luo 4; Jiang Congping 225. This poem is 泣so tI11satt伽ted to Cao Tang 

(31536) 
14 . Although at  least half of Xu Hun's poems cannot be dated， if  we look at 

the dates assigned by Luo Shijin (allowing that a number of them are tenuous)， 吐le pre
ponderance of regulated verses in the long line were written after the mid-830s. It might 
be noted that Xu Hun has no extant old-style verse 
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the “meclitations on the past" cited in an earlier chaþter. Although 
some of rus reg叫ated verses in the short line were qt吐te well known， 
later critics often singled out rus regulated verse in the long line as rus 
strength. 

The long line may have had a different "tone" from the short lin巴，
but Xu Hun successfully translated the craft of the couplet into the 
long line. The following couplet m叮 共ate from the period before Xu 
Hun passed the examination. 

燈照水螢干點滅

梓驚灘雁一行斜

A lamp lights up river fire血的，
a thousand spots clisappear， 

oars startle the geese by the rapi血，
a single line aslant. 

Th闊 的 制ldard images of the regulated couplet in the short line， but 
也ey take on a new complexity in the long line， which more commonly 
has two predicates per li民 The single lantern appears on a boat， and a 
thousand sparkling fireflies disappear (如t 滅， as in extinguishing a fire) . 
The reader of couplets knows that a visual line is often matched by an 
au叫 line. Indeed the sound of an oar in the water appears to match the 
lantern; but instead of ma垣ng the 世ly lights of the fi自由es disappe缸，
the sound stirs up w丑d geese， larger bodies of white， 向ring up and away 
in a slan也19 line. 

三獻無 功 玉 有 瑕

更 攜書 劍 客 天 涯

孤帆夜 剎 瀟 湘 i菊

廣 陌 春 期 零F杜花

許j竿， 留 剎 裴 秀 才
Xu Hun， Par世19 from Licentiate Pei1S 

Thrice presented with no success ，  
the jade possessed a flaw，16 

'agam ta垣ng book and sword in h祖d，
a sojourne主 on the horizon. 

Lone sail p紅白19 by night， 
rain on the Xiao and Xiang; 

on broad lanes a meeting in spring， 
flowers of Hu County and D叫ing.J7

15. 28828; Luo 165; Jiang Congping 225. Luo t且kes 也e subject as Xu Hun hinlself 
and thus dates the poem to 8坪， before Xu Hun passed the e主缸runa包0日.

16. The reference is to Bian He's a仕empt to present an uncut jade to 出e king of 
Chu. During 出e fust two attempts， the j ade was considered false. This became a stan
dard fi佇立e for offering one's talents to the gove主nment

17. Ch組g'組



The fine coup1et is still “framed，" but it is framed by an altogether diι 
ferent kind of poet叮﹒ Instead of the reserved voice of the craftsmen in 
the short line， 也is is a highly charged， even theatrica1 voic巴， as the poet， 
an eternal t主ave1er on 出e water， now in the s世ong autumn wind， gazes 
and sees his native p1ace while simp1y passing by during his journey. As 
i芯s of丘te凹n t也he c臼as仗e in r臼巴♂伊1址1a仗te吋d ve芷se in t出he s咄ho主丘t lir出1咒E巳， 仕也1巴 bea缸仙utif1臼'ul pa仗芷a址1--
1e姐el c∞oup抖1e仗t is a sna呼psho叫 t taken on 由E 虹la♂ned jou芷rne叮y t也ha仗tl且ies ahea吋d. 1
I叮f tl也le c∞oup1et fits the poem thematical峙， i t  must be in the image of wild 
geese taking 血g恤， figures for the traveler. 

This issue 芯， in fact， central to regulated verse in the 10ng line， which 
in its mid-ninth-century form had an overall directness and momentum 
that was quite distinct from the more lapidary short line. It played on the 
tension between fluent spo丘taneity and fixed form， and its couplets 
seemed to follow one ano也er naturally. 19 In regulated verse in the short 
line we often have to ponder the relation between coup1ets or igno自 由c
framing couplets as uninteresting. With the exception of Li Shang)血， 位
也e characteristic regulated verses in the long line this is ra主ely 位ue; such
poems often fulfùl commonplace expectations， but 出ey do so with in
tensity and panache. The kind of “framed" couplet cited above becomes 
increasingly rare in Xu Hun's more matu民 主E伊lated verses in the long 
line. The beautiful couplet occurs in passing， on the way to some realiza
tion， some epiphany， some promise of commitment. 

If one visits a monk's quarters， one should praise the 1atter's com
mitment to Buddhism， especially when conside主ed against the secular 
life. We cannot completely differentiate social politeness from poetic 
trope， realized in hundreds if not thousands of earlier poems. Yet when 
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燈照、水螢干點滅

梓驚;難雁一行斜

關 河迢遞秋風急

望 見 鄉 山 不 到 家
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Xu Hun visits the quarters of a Suzhou monk， the old 世ope takes on 
the intensity of a pe主sonal discovery in the moment 

許渾， 題蘇 州 虎丘 寺 僧 院
Xu Hun， O n  a Monk's Quarters in Tiger H山 Temple in Suzhou2日

暫 引 寒泉濯遠塵 For the while 1 draw from a cold spring 
to wash away dust of far places， 

此 身 多 是異鄉人 this body of  mine i s  often 
a stranger in a str祖ge land 

荊 溪 夜 雨 花 飛 疾 Night rain on Jing Cre仗，
flowers in a hurrγ to fall; 

英苑秋風 月 ;為頻 autumn wind in the Park of Wu， 
the moon is often full 

For ten thous阻d leagues high and low， 
也e road outside the gate; 

a hundred-year span of glory and shame， 
a body in a dream. 

In all 也is world who can compare 
to those who 叫ourn at Westgrove?21 

once they lie in the mist and clouds， 
forty springs pass .  

The title gives us the social context， which is a B吋dhist temple; but the 
poem does not directly re囚rn to that context until the end. He washes 
away the dust of the road， which is both the figure and the conse
quence of the life of 叩 official (or an aspirant) ，  con也lUally discovering 
himself in some new place. Someone who always feels 也at he is nev位

“at home" 的lplicitly seeks a home， which can be found either in the 

usual sense or in the fixity of the m。此s.
The second is the descriptive coup1et the form usually demands :  

spring with falling flowers matches autumn wind;Jingzl叫 in the m幽E
reaches of the Yangzi River， matches Wu， which is downstream in Su
zhou. The coup1et q也etly instantiates 也e passage of 包me and movement 

through space， only wi出 the implica包on of 也ne pressing onward. The 

third couplet reflects on precisely the questions raised in the second cou 

p1et from the perspective of the temple space where the traveler now 

stands. Outside 也e gate are 也e roads by which he came and those by 

萬 里 高 低 門 外路

百 年 榮 辱 夢 中 身

世 間 誰似 西 林客

一 臥煙 霞 四 十 春

r8 . Or， if the parting occurs in the Xiao-Xiang region， a present scene. 
19.  This 柄 。f course， a very different use of the fo= from what we find in the early 

eighth-century court poets or in Du Fu 
20. 28877; Luo 204; Jiang Congping 97. 
21. The reference is to the famous Buddlùst temple complex on Lushan. 
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which he w山 depart. These roads lead to all corners of the empire. They 
rise and fall， like the changes in position that send him traveling on 也ose
roads， rising and falling in status for a lifetime. These movements are in 
deed meaningless， illusion and d主eam. At last he encounte自 由e truth of 
Buddhism， which is also the req叫red social compliment: it is better to 
stay in one place， like 出e monks， and let the years pass. 

Although the use of the momentum of the form toward some kind 
of revelation or understanding is not unique to Xu Hun， he repeatedly 
launches himself into a swift current of poetry that flows too quickly to 
allow the fine parallel couplet to be set apart and "framed." Instead， the 
couplets become integrated into the fluency of the form. 

事嬰 帶 流塵 髮 半 霜

獨 尋 殘 月 下滄浪

一 聲溪 鳥 暗 雲散

萬 片 野花流水香

昔 日 未知方 外 樂

暮年初信夢 中 忙

紅蝦青鯽紫 芹 脆

歸去 不 辭來路長

許渾， 滄浪峽
Xu Hun， Canglang Gorge 22 

Sash and ribbons in sifting dust， 
half my hair frosty whit巴，

1 went alone seeking last moonlight 
down through Canglang Gorge. 

One cry from a bird in the valley， 
darkening clouds scattered， 

from thousands of petals of wildflowers 
the flowing water smelled sweet. 

In bygone days 1 did not know 
joys outside the nor口問

in my twilight years 1 fIrst believe 
that this bustling is in dream. 

Red shrÌ1坤， blue ca中，
pu中le watercress crisp一

1 will go back， 日ot refusing because 
也e route by which 1 came is too long. 

The momentum of 出e poem is the counte中art of the waters in Cang
lang Gorge. The poet begins aging， sullied by the dirt of the social 
world. He heads off into the darkness in search of moonlight， but the 
moon is covered by clouds. When a bird cries out and the clouds scat
ter， we have the illusion of a magical cause and effect (though the 
causaI sequence is actually reversed， with the sudden moonlight making 
the bird sing out) . The question of remote cause re叩pears in the 

22. 28817; Luo 154 (who dates the poem to 843); Jiang Congping 34 
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matching line of the couplet， in which the waters are scented by petals 
that have been swept along from far-off plac口， 的 1n 也e beautiful clos
ing lines of a poem on the Rivα Fu， associated with the yuefu heroine 
Luofu.23 

何處野花何處水

下峰流 出 一 事 香

Where are the wildflowers， 
wherefrom the wate蹈，

down from 也e peak flowing out 
in a single chaunel of fragrance? 

The lite叫 “enlightenment" re叫ting from the 叩pearance of the moon 
leads to self-主eflection by 也e poet concerning his li長， the discovery of 
the joy of let吐ng go and the conviction that all his frantic busyness 
(ma.嗯， here translated as “bustling") has been but a dream. In the final 
couplet he is carried beyond， to an image of his home， embodied in an 
idy血c enumeration of local delicacies . This recalls the Jin figure Zhang 
Han， who q也t his office and went home at the onset of the autumn 
wind and the thought of his local cuisine. 

Although much of Xu H阻's poe向T used commonplaces，  his gi在
was to make them intensely immediate. 在le conventlo叫ly "poetic" 
scene was also idyllic. Xu Hun seemed able to step inside and inhabit it. 
His list of local foods in the poem is inspired by Zhang Han-although 
Zhang Han remembered 出e taste of fresh “bream 自lets" 鐘時 (actu
ally sashimi) . 

許 渾， 夜歸驛樓
Xu Hun， Rett江ning at Night to 吐le Post Station24 

水晚雲秋 山 不 窮 官le waters late， the clouds aurumnal， 

自 疑 身在畫屏 中

孤舟移梓一 江 月

高 閣 卷簾于樹風

窗 下 覆棋殘局在

mountains without end， 
lt seems to me 也at my body

is in a p也nted screen. 
A lone boat， oars moving along 

吐立ough a whole river of moonlight， 
m 也e high tower 1 roll up the curt組且s，

wind in a thousand 世ees.
By the window re仕acmg 也e chess game， 

出e remaining pieces still 也ere，

23 . 2885I; Luo I83; Jiang Con即ing 69. 
2+ 28838; Luo I72; Jiang Congping 57. 
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橘違法 酒 半樓 空

平炊香稻待爐且會

南 渚 未 明 尋 釣 弱

beside the 0主ange tree buying ale， 
the flask， half empty now. 

In the morning 1'11 cook fragrant rice， 
but 1'11 need bream 血let一

before it's dawn at southern isle 
1 seek out an old fisherman. 

朝 來 王 母宴瑤池

茅君道爾還愛 ;西
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Zhat哲 Hu 張桔 仰. 792一ω. 854)

Like Li Shangyin and Wen Tingyun， Xu Hun became 
only retrospectively. Zhang Hu， 25 by contrast， was s， 
ling both in his own age and in the succeeding gener: 
陸 龜 蒙 (d. ca. 881) ，  a prominent poet in the seconc 
cen囚句， called him “the ultimate talent，" Cal'{! 秒2 月
have described Jia Dao as the perfect embodiment of 
conside主ed the ultimate “talent，" cai衫， 也lplies a s， 
quality， though it does suggest composing poetry. If 出c “poet" 的 出一
voted to his craft-working slow甘 and taking g叫 pains in revising 
and choosing his words carefully-the “talent" gives the impression of 
composing quickly and effortlessly by virtue of his gifts.26 The “poet，" 
absorbed in his craft， is indifferent to social norms and bumps into 
high officials on the streets of the capital. The “talent" flouts social 
norms in a display of freedom from restraint. Li $ai hovers in the 
background of such talents 叫， inde叫 once VlSl吋 Zhang Hu in a 
dream:27 

問 余 曰 張祐 He asked me: “Zh叩g Hu，
爾 則狂者否 are you a wild man o r  not? 

Li Bai goes on to offer Zhang Hu a brief synopsis of his life and in 
forms the latter that his poems are adm吐吐， inviting him to visît him at 
Penglai. 

Zhang Hu poe包cally performed his role of “talent" in a way that 
made Bai Juyi， the other selιproclaimed “wild man，" look tame by 
comparison. Zhang Hu remained on the margins， seeking and often 
winning the admiration of famous and powerful men yet ultimately re
maining unsuccessful and frustrated. We first encounter him addressing 
a poem to Han Yu around 810. This was 也e time when Jia Dao made 
his first appearance in the capitals and was strenuously promoted by 
Han Yu and Me時 Jiao. No written response to Zha時 Hu's poem has 
been preserved， suggesting that Han Yu did not respond to Zhang Hu 
with the kind of enthusiasm he felt for Jia Dao. Zha時 Hu seems to 
have addressed the political greats of the age-Li Cheng， Pei Du， 
Linghu Chu， Li Deyu-as well as senior literary figures like Bai Juyi and 
Liu Yuxi. A memorial has been preserved in which the great patron 
Linghu Chu recommended a collection of Zhang Hu's poet可 to 也c
emperor. Anecdotal sÖ'urces relate 也at 也e emperor 也en asked Yuan 
Zhen for his opinio丘， whereupon the la仕.er dismissed Zhang Hu's 
poe佐y， presumably because of his dislike of Linghu Chu. 

According to the most famous anecdote， Zhang Hu went to Hang 
zhou when Bai Juyi was governor the院 see旭g a recomme吋ation for 
the jinshi examina包on in the local levy. Bai Ju抖， however， recommended 
Xu Ning 徐凝 instead. This event was 位lffiortalized in a short essay by 
Pi Rixiu 皮 臼 休 (ca. 834-883) ，  who reluctantly concluded 也at under 
the circumstances-men of p主ac位cal use to 也e government were being 
sought-Bai J叩 probably did the right 也ing戶 祖e reliab山ty of “t到
ents" of Zhang Hu's flavo主 was dubious. At the same 個ne， the essay 
both conf1rmed Zhang Hu's fame as a “talent" and con世ibuted to Xu 
Ning's reputation as a second-rate poet. 

Hu. Wu Xiangzhou 兵 相 洲 ， Tangdai geshi yu shige: Jun geshi chuanchang 伊 Tangshi chua.現f
ψozhong de di即1 仰 伊oyong 唐 代 歌詩 與 詩歌: 論歌詩 傳 唱 在 唐 詩 創 作 中 的 地位和
作 用 (Beijing: Be月ing daxue chubanshe， 2000)， 205-6 

27. Yan Shoucheng 198 .  

28. Zhu Bilian suggests that Bai was influenced by the judgment of his close friend 
Yuan Zhen. Zhu Bilian 朱 碧 蓮， “Qianshoushi qing war由uhou-ping Zhang Hu de 
shí" 千 首詩輕 萬 戶 侯 評張桔 的 詩， Wenxuey叫an 字現gkan 16 令983) : 60. 
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There is an impossibly fine line between the poet who wanders from 
patron to patron seeking support for the advancement of his career and 
the poet as itinerant professional. Even in his later years， when all hope 
of a public career was effectively quashed， Zhang Hu retained the 
rhetoric of the unrecognized talent seeking a discerning patron.29 
Beneath that necessary fiction， howev哎， we see someone who had 
crossed over to become a professional， using his reput叫on as a poet 
to enhance a patron's pres位ge. In an anecdote about Wang Zhixing 
王 智 興， the military COmtn1SSlOner stationed in Xuzhou， Zhang Hu 
presented a poem in praise of Wang. When others in Wang's entourage 
objected that the poem was sycophantic， Wang replied， “Are you going 
to then agree if someone says 1 am a bad man? Master Zhang is a man 
of letters famous in the world， and a verse is hard to come up with." 
The anecdote concludes: “Everyone in the world heard it and consid 
ered Wang Zhixing to be someone who delighted in vi此間.門o A re
markable homology exists between this anecdote (as well as others con 
cerning poets contributing to 也e prestige of poli吐cal patrons) and 
those about Zhang Hu and C叫 Ya 崔 涯 celebrating or mocking cour
tesans， which was said to have increased or ruined their business .  The 
currency by which a poet was paid may have differed in these cases， but 
出e principle of an essentially economic exchange remains the same. 

Zhang Hu's collection is filled with traces of 主epayment for the hos
pitality various officials， generals， and monks showed him by let也19
him stay with them a while or offering him a night's lodging. Perhaps 
more fully than anywhere else， Zhang Hu's poe佐y shows us what were， 
in effect， provincial "courts" and their entertainments: we have poems 
praising skill at polo and the hunt， a poem about a catami伐， and nu
merous poems on the erotically cha芷ged “Zhe Branch" 枯 枝 dance.
This was not poe仕y involving the finely chosen word and the perfect 
couplet， which demanded painstaking effort to produce. Much of 
Zhang Hu's poe佐y seems q叫ckly composed to pa位erns that could be 
and were easily repeated on other occasions .  

29. See， e.g.， “Mooring on  the River: Presented to  Vice Director Du of  Chizhou" 
江 上旅 泊 呈 池 州 中土 員 外 (Yan Shoucheng I38)， in which Zhang Hu describ臼 himself
as 吐le Warring States retainer Mao Sui to Du Mu's Lord of Mengchang. 鳴也ile see垣ng a
pa住。且， Li Bai had also compared himself to Mao Sui. 

30. Wang Zhongyong I460. 
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No doubt Zhang Hu once harbored the hope of entering 也e impe 
rial civil service. At some point he gave in to his self-image as a poet of 
panache in the manner of Li Bai. This was a poetics of feng.御 風流，
combining the eccent主化， the swordsman， the drinker， and the connois 
seur of courtesans . The opposition of the feng!iu image to punctilious 
politeness lent credence to the mood of spontaneous enthusiasm， 
which might otherwise have been construed as sycophanty. It was as a 
poet of feng!iu that Zhang Hu p主esented himself to Du Mu， a poet who 
sometimes adopted the same persona. Understandably， the two m凹
的lmediately appreciated one another. 

In the following excerpt from Pi Rixiu's essay on Bai Juyi's choice of 
Xu Ning， he attributes to Zhang Hu a rather conventional course of 
poetic development， from youthful frivolity to mature seriousness :  

During the Yua世le Reign Zhang Hu wrote poems in the “palace style，" and 
his song had a lush sensuality. The less serious 可pes at 出at time valued his tal 
c帥， and he earned praise 出rough the general clamor. When he grew older， he 
tumed his attention to the style of the Ji妞，妞， recited from the records of yuφ， 
and understood the 世ue purpose of an author. In his expressions of criticism 
and artful resentment he some也nes reaches close to 由e S血 Principles τbis is 
the ultimate thing in using one's talent.31 

Much of Zhang Hu's poet勾 is impossible to date. It may be 由at the 
few extant pieces in 出c “palace style" indeed date from his youth， but 
his later poetry in no way suggests 由e mature gravi旬 出at Pi attributes 
to it.32 Rather， we see Zhang Hu as the old eccen世lC 叩d rake.33 

Zhang Hu was ve可 much the epigone; 吐1!oughout his work we see 
traces of his reading of his Tang predecessors . In earlier chapters we 

31. Xiao Difei 蕭 游 非 組d Zheng Qingdu 鄭慶 篤 ， Pi"(j wensou 皮子文數 (Sh血債祖
Shanghai guji chubanshe， I98I) ，  240. 官吐s also appears under Lu Guimeng's name in 也e
preface to 34I80. Lu G山neng's version differs in one signi五C組t deta且﹒ he says "little 

poems in the palace s可le" 宮 體 小詩， i.e. ， qua吐血S﹒
32. One rather interesting poem is a versified memorial to 由e 吐ltone entitled “Di

rect Speech in 也e Yuanhe" 元 和 直 言 詩 (Yan Shouche呵 I90) . As the title indicates， 
也is is an earlier poem. 

33 . Zhu Bilian identifies 也e “p也ce style" poems with some 中甜泣的 on palace la 
di筒， induding Zhang's most famous poem， a quatrain in the sho立 line entitled “Palace 
Lyric" 宮 詞 . “Palace style" and “palace lyrics" are somewhat different categories. See 
Zhu Bilian 朱 碧 蓮， “Qianshoushi qing wanhuhou-ping Zhang Hu de 啦" 千 首詩輕
萬 戶 侯一評張祐的詩， Wenxue yichan 史的rgkan 16 (19日3): “-62.
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have seen him redoing poems by poets as diverse as Wang Wei and Li 
He (see pp. 104-5， 165-66) . These are not isolated examples， 組d Li Bai 
always hovers in the background of his poetry. 

Zhang Hu was a facile poet. This becomes dear when we read his 
regulated verses in the short line in the context of his contemporaries， 
who were devoted to the form. Like a heedless archer with a large sup
ply of arrows， he inevitably hit the target now and then. Reading Xu 
Hun's complete poems， we frequently encounter happy surprises 
among his unanthologized poems， whereas Zhang Hu is at his best 
among his anthology pieces. Zhang Hu has several well-known poems 
about temples， but in his collection we read them in the context of well 
over a dozen other poems on temples that all belong to a reproducible 
“type." Consider the following: 

張祐， 題 潤 州 金 山 寺
Zhang Hu， On the Golden Mountain Temple in Runzhou34 

一 宿 金 山 寺 Once 1 st包註y戶ed 0仰ve位芷 a仗t Go叫 lden Mountain Temple， 
超然 離世群 P伊as臼阻s釗1il呵g bey戶on吋1吋d， I le吐f丘t tl也he wor出l姐d's cro羽w咐，d
f僧曾歸夜船 月 A monk 芷跎E囚rns缸: mo∞on on a 也g拉ht boa仗t;
龍 出 曉 堂 雲 a dragon emerges: clouds in the morning hall. 
樹 色 中 流見 The colors of trees are seen mid 凹的前，
鐘聲 兩 岸 開 its bell's sound is heard on both shores 
翻恩在朝市 Then 1 think back on life in court and mark仗，
終 日 醉礁 釀 how all day long 出ey are woozy 企om drink. 

Such a poem is perhaps best understood as an advertisement for the 
templ亡， composed in exchange for lodging. Zhang Hu mentions 
Golden Mountain Temple's famous attributes one by one: 由e moon 
light on the Yangzi， its dragon， and the fact that its bell can be heard 
across the Yangzi. These couplets are framed by the cen世al m的sage
that 也e temple is a fine place to escape the madding crowd. 

The discovery of a Song edition of Zhang Hu's poet句， first repub
lished in 1979 ， substantially altered our understanding of his work and 
reminded us of what might be missing from works of other poets that 
originally seemed fairly complete. Only a relatively small group of regu 
lated verses in the long line and almost no longer poems were pre-

34. 27357; Y叩 Shoucheng 47. This popular poem has many variants; 1 have [01-
lowed the Song edition reproduced in Yan Shoucheng. 
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served in the received edition; the Song edition adds more than a hun

dred pieces， giving us a much fuller image of the J切rgliu poet 

While the long line was clearly Zhang H的 stren阱， his regulated 

verses in the short line show the same fac山ty as his other work. They 

were not much admirèd late主﹒ Ying，走ui lüsui includes a few of Zhang 

Hu's regulated verses in 也e short line but none in the long line. T angshi 

guch衍" an anthology containing regulated verse in the long line， includes 

only 1 poem (compared to 31 by Xu Hun) . 

Several poems exchanged with Du Mu will be discussed in a later 

chapter. Here we w血 conside芷 a few of Zhang Hu's pieces on the “Zhe 

Branch" dance to conside主 both his strengths and weaknesses. The 

“Zhe Branch" was very popular during this period， with numerous 

poems by others about this erotically charged dance， which seems to 

have involved the baring of the dancer's shoulders . 

張祐， 壽 州 裴 中 丞 出 枯枝
Zhang Hu， Vice Censor-in-Chief Pei of Shouzhou 

Puts on the “Zhe Branch"35 
n咒1， ， 青娥十 五 祐枝人 B副lu洽bla仗ck b芷rows， age f且ifte白白E臼E試

“Zhe Branch" performer， 
玉鳳雙翹翠帽新 p祉ed wings of a jade phoerux， 

her azure cap 1S new. 
羅 帶卻 教 主 紫 袖 Her gossame主 sash whirls back， 

p凹ple sleeves supple， 
錦靴前踏沒紅茵 brocade boots take a pace ahead 

and sink in the red plush carpet. 
深情記處常 低眼 Whe主e deep passions are recalled 

she always lowers her eyes， 
急 拍 來 時旋折 身 when the swi丘 clappers come 

she bends he主 body sharply. 
愁 見 曲 終如夢 覺 Sadly 1 s自 由e piece end 

as if wa1也19 from a dream， 
又迷煙水 漢 江 潰 once again lost in 也e rrns可 waters

on the shore of the River H叩只

35. Yan Shoucheng 142. 

36. This may refer to ZhengJiaofu's mee血g W1曲 也e nymphs of the River Han， Af-
ter giving him 吐leir pendants， 由ey disappeared 
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張祐， 金吾李將軍枯枝
Zhang Hu， General Li of the House Guard's “Zhe Branch"37 

促疊 蠻 是 引 枯枝 Rapid rolls of southern lizard-skin drums 

卷蟾虛帽帶交垂

紫 羅 衫 宛蹲 身 處

其工錦靴辜踏 節 時

微動 翠娥拋 舊 態

慢遮檀 口 唱新詞

看 看舞罷輕雲起

卻赴襄 王 夢 里 期

announce the “Zhe Branch，" 
an empty hat with curling brim， 

sash ends hang crisscross .  
Her purple gossamer skirt folds 

where she crouches down， 
吐le red brocade boots are supple 

when she paces to the rhythm. 
She faintly moves her azure brows 

casting off her former pose， 
and languidly covers her sandal-red lips 

singing out new lyrics. 
The dance 的 just about to end， 

the light clouds rise， 
and she heads back to a 廿yst

with King Xiang in dream. 

張祐， 周 員 外 出 雙 舞枯枝妓
Zhang Hu， Vice Director Zhou Has a Pair of Entertainers 

畫鼓拖環錦 臂攘

小娥雙換舞衣裳

金 絲 毫 霧紅衫 薄

銀 蔓 垂花 紫 帶 長

鷺 影 乍 回 頭對舉

鳳聲初歇翅齊張

Put on the “Zhe Branch"38 
Painted drums are dragged to form a ri嗯，

brocade rolled up on arms， 
young maidens in a pair 

change into their dancing robes .  
Golden threads crinkled in fog， 

the江 red s垣rts 由in，
silver vines dangling flowe郎，

their purple sashes long. 
The simurgh shadows fìrst turn around， 

heads raised face-to-face， 
the voice of the phoenix fìrst stops， 

their wings spread evenly. 

37 .  Yan Shoucheng 142. The obviously incorrect 主eadings in Yan Shoucheng are 
corrected in the Caidiao ji version. In the seventb line 1 have adopted 出e colloquial 
kankan 看 看-attested to as popular Tang poetic usage in Dunhuang lyrics-of Caidiao 

JÏ rather tban tbe ke 客 。f the Song eclition 
38.  Yan Shoucheng 143 

一 時折腕招殘拍

斜斂輕 身 拜 玉 郎
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At the same moment they bend their wrists 
to call for the last moveme缸，

then draw back their light bodies aslant 
and bow to the fìne gentleman. 
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Here we see a template that is roughly reproduced in the other poems 

on the “Zhe Bra虹h." The ope也ng presents us with the girl (or girls) 

doing the dance， some包mes mentioning the drumming that precedes it. 

The second couplet provides some combination of cap， skirt， sleeves， 

sash， and boots一一though these items of clotrung can sp也 over into 

other couplets as well. The third couplet describes sound and move

ment. The final couplet completes the dance wi出 the erotic fantasies of 

the viewers or a bow to the host. Bared arms and shoulders and di 
aphanous fabrics were the order of the day. Lest one suppose that these 

dances observed the covered-up decorum of later eras， some songs 

speak of bari嗯 shoulde主s in the “Zhe Branch，" and Bai Juyi (in a refer 

ence to another dance) clearly states that one could see the woman's 

skin under the "gossamer，" !uo 羅 戶

Zhao Gu 趙 瑕 仰. 80ιca. 850)

With Zhao Gu40 we come to a generation younger than Xu Hun and 

Zhang Hu. After a period of youthful travels， in the early Taihe he 

joined the entourage of Yuan Zhen， who was military commissioner of 

Zhedong. When Yuan Zhen's post changed， Zhao Gu entered the se主

vice of Shen Chuansru in Xuanzhou， where he met Du Mu. In 832 he 

set off for Chang'an to take the j的shi examination， wruch he failed the 

followi月 year. He appears to have rem也ned in 也e capital until about 

840， t句泣19 to make 由e necessa可 connections. τ甘be臼主E臼且fte叮r he s亡ems to 

ha盯av而e war叩叫n吋lde吋 a w凶E巳， 臼m帥t缸urn
吐由le凹n 主跎etur也且g tωo Cαhar叩ng'沾an 血 84刊3 t 的o take 也e exarrll血n洽剖a釗甜t包lon y'戶et a唔ε勾n，

d立叮s ti由I血ne succeeding in 844. In 847， under the new reign of Xu 詛zong，

he was back in 也e capital and was made dis由ct defender of Weirl妞，

near the capital. 

39 . 24072; Zhu 2200 
40 .  Zhao Gu has about 260 extant poems. A fragment of a separate collection 

(Poems Chrono!ogical!y A作d亮ge.丘� Biannian shi 、為年吉于)， devoted to h服orical examples of 

clifferent ages in human life， has been preserved in tl:祖 Dunhuang manuscripts. Xu Jun 

522-34 
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Among poets of 出is period who belonged to his gene主a包on， Zhao 
Gu's story is fairly 句pical. However， unlike his contemporari口， who 
joined the circle around Jia Dao and Yao He， Zhao Gu preferred the 
long line. Among his poems in the short 且ne is a series of twenty 
poems entitled Xi力yan 昔 昔 鹽 (understood as 夕 夕 豔， “Evening Aι 
ter Evening: Prelude") ， with each poem taking as its subject a line from 
a X仰)an by Xue Daohe時 薛 道衡 (540-609) . There are other cases of 
ninth-century poets basing a series of poems on lines from an earlier 
poem-usually da位ng from the late fifth or sixth centu叮﹒ Xixi yan 
elaborates the ever-pop叫ar motif of the woman whose husband is off 
in the army 

Apart from these twenty pieces， Zhao Gu's surviving poems contain 
a remarkably small proportion of regulated verses in the short line. We 
cannot be certain 出at this heavy emphasis on the long line is not a con
sequence of the vagaries of transmission of his collected poems， but the 
disproportionate number is consistent with other poets not in 也e Jia 
Dao circle who were writing primarily from the mid-830s on. 

It was during his residence in Chang'an in the 830S that Zhao Gu 
wrote the poem that earned him the nickname (企om Du Mu) “Zhao 
who leans from the tower." 

雲物淒 清拂曙流

漢 家 宮 闕 動 高 秋

殘 星 幾 點雁橫塞

長 笛 一 聲人倚樓

紫艷半 開 籬 菊 靜

紅衣落 盡 渚 蓮 愁

越板， 長安秋草
Zhao Gu， Autumn View from Chang'an41 

The shapes in the clouds are bleak and clear 
brushing the dawn-light curre肘，

palace gate-towers of the House of Han 
stir high auωmn. 

Several specks of fading stars， 
可Tild geese stretch across the passes， 

one note from a long flu仗，
a person leans from the tower. 

Purple voluptuousness half-open吐，
chrysanthemums serene by the hedge， 

their red robes fallen all away， 
lotuses mourn by isles 

41. 30I05; Tan Y ouxue 26. 1 have followed Tan Y ou芷肘's reading of 也e title and 
first line. 

鱷 魚正 美 不 歸去

空 戴 南 冠 學 楚 囚
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Just now the bream are at their fi即鈍，
but 1 do not go back， 

in vain 1 wear my southern cap 
just like the Chu prisoner.42 

立45

Positioned somewhere between 由e melancholy of Xu Hun and the pa 
nache of Zhang Hu and Du Mu， Zhao Gu provides us with something 
like the normative L侃 Ta且g regulated verse in the long li自 The
Zhang Han anecdote， ever-popular among southerne的， hovers in the 
background: Zhang Han feels the autumn wind， thinks of the local 
food of his home (bream) ， 也signs his post， and returns. Zhao Gu has 
no post to resign， which is perhaps what rnakes him like the Chu pris 
on缸， s臼ck in a "foreign" land but never forget吐ng his home. 

The “poem，" howev位 is the early-morni口g autumn scene of the 
first 也 li帥， which stirs such longi嗯， beginni時 with 出e reflections of 
clouds set ag也nst the poetic solidity of the palace gate towers. The eyes 
move up to the fading white specks of stars c主ossed by more substantial 
white geese， whose inaudible migratory cries are replaced by the note of 
the flute， and the poet in the tow仗， who does not go south 出is autumn. 
Looking down at 出e ground， we see 出e things that remaiα the ch閃r叮7
sa叫san缸組nt出hemums in t由he咒c凹1立r autumn gl許10主勾y 詛d t趾he咒e n叩1立me吋d 10 囚tuse臼s .

As we suggested at the beginning of this study， repetition and re
peatability are central prob1ems of Late Tang poetry. If we could lose 
all the other poems with the same images used he仗， 出lS wo叫d be a 
truly memorab1e poem. We do泣't know who first used some of these 
images .  We could search the written record to grant retrospectiγe copy 
ng恤， but in such cases we usually fmd 由at the images evo1ved gradu 
al旬， gathering depth and adding fj主esh configu主a泣ons . FinallY 由ey be 
came worn coinage， rich in aura and very f:位也liar.

Zhao Gu 0丘en considers going elsewhere. In Chang'an he thinks of 
home-if not of Zhang H妞's brea血， 也en of Tao Qian's pines and 
chrysanthemums :  

42. This refers t o  an anecdote in 出e Zuo ψ'tIan (Cheng 9) ， in which the duke of]in 
asked who the person in chains wearing a southern-style cap was. He was told it was a 
Chu prisoner presented by Zheng. 
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趙梭， 宿 楚 國 寺 有 懷
Zhao Gu， Thoughts When Spencling the Night at Chuguo Temp1e43 

風動衰荷寂 寞 香 Wind s包rs the dying 10tuses， 
fragrant in the 10ne1y stillness， 

斷煙殘 月 共蒼蒼 patches of rnist， the w叫ng moon，
together are gray-green. 

寒 生 晚 寺 波 搖 壁 詛咒 co1d comes to the evening temp1巴，
出e waves shake the walls， 

其工 墮 疏林禁;兩床 red falls from the half-bare grove， 
1eaves 也1 my bed. 

起雁似 驚 南 浦 梓 Wild geese rising seem as if a1armed 
by the oars at the southern shore，44 

陰 雲 欲護北樓霜 shadowy clouds are a s  i f  guarcling 
the frost on the northern tower. 

江邊松 菊 荒 應盡 My pines and ch叮santhemums b y  the river 
must be 10st now in the weeds:“ 

八 月 長安夜正長 in Chang' an in th巴 巴ighth month 
the nights are tmly 10ng. 

Perhaps the best way to understand such poetry is not to look for fresh 
images but rather to read it-as we learn to read regulated verse in the 
short line一-aS a play of pattern invited by form. Both in na山re and in 
Tang poet可 birds in the water 且y up at a sound or the approach of a 
boat. 1n the third couplet the nsmg geese are matched by the dark 
clouds hovering over the tow口， glittering with frost. Qua世ains use the 
Same images， albeit usuaily in closure; they are not part of a parailel pat
tern but rather are framed aS a picture， invested with a special weight 
because of the silence that follows them. Take the following: 

趙故 ， 西 江 晚 泊
Zhao Gu， Mooring in Evening at Westriver46 

茫 茫 靄 靄 失 西 求 Vast and vague， hazy， 
1 can't tell east from west， 

柳 浦 拳 村處處 同 willow shores and mu1berry ham1e郎，
eve可where the same. 

43 . 3012立; Tan Y ouxue 41. The temple is in Chang切1.
44. The “southern shore" was standard poetic usage for a place of parting 
45. The allusion is to a famous couplet in Tao Qian's Guiqufai ι﹒ 吋be 由主ee paths 

have gone to weeds， but my pines and chrysanthemums survive" 三徑就 荒 ， 拉 菊 猶存-
46. 2026月 Tan Yo也ue 132 

戌鼓一聲帆影盡

水會飛起 夕 陽 中
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A sin斟e sound from the guard tower drum， 
outlines of sail are gone， 

and water birds fly up 
in the evening sunshine. 

LiQU1'!)'U 李群玉 仰. 808/II-ca.﹒ 8位/向j
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The poets we think of as the most important poets of the 8 50S are Li 
Shangyin and Wen Tingyun ρu Mu passed away in 8 52) ; while each 
may have had a reputation in certain restricted circles， 也e patron whose 
favors both sought， Linghu Tao， recommended to the throne the 
poet可 of Li Qunyu， 47 clearly one of the most prominent， perhaps the 
most prominent， poet of the day. 

The dates ofLi Qunyu's birth and death make him a contemporary of 
Li Shangyin (812-858) . We know relatively little about his life. He seems 
to have met Du Mu in 837， during the latter's second stay in Xuanzhou. 1t 
was probably then that Du Mu dedicated a quatrain to him. 

故人 剎 來 面 如 雪

一 揭拂雲秋影 中

玉 白 花 紅三 百 首

五陵誰。昌與春風

杜牧， 送李群玉赴舉
Du Mu， Seei啥 li Quny屯 Off as  He Sets 

Out for the Exarr吐nation4S
Since par也19 from my old friend， 

my face is like snow， 
my bed brushes the clouds 

in autumn light 
τ'hree hundred poems of jade's white 

個d 出e red of flowers一
at Wuling who will sing 也em

for the spring breeze? 

1n social poems such as this one it is important to note the terms in 
which the 主ecipient is represented: Li Qunyu is here presented to us as 

47. Li Qunyu has appro到mately 260 poems in a collection that survived indepen
dently， clearly an antl叫ogy of 且 origir叫 corpus that was much larger. He has a large 
number of quat闊的 出at were not in Hong Mai's Wanshou Ta咚何'njUe;u. 

48 . 28255; Feng 283. We cannot be s凶e if Du Mu is implying 也at he had met Li 
Qunyu earlier， a1though by referring to 恤n as an “old 仕iend" he suggests as much. \Y/e 
should note that 也is piece is fo回ld among the poems in Du Mu's m血n collection; 也泣
的， it is a poem he himself preserved， no doubt more to docur目前 也e soαal connection 
出an for the inherent quality of the poem. 
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a poet， and it was as a poet that Li Qunyu was known in the capitaL 
The very senior Yao He wrote to him， as did young Fang Gan， and in 
the remains of Li Qunyu's own collection we have a poem addressed to 
Zhang Hu. 

He may have been admired in poetic circles， but his severa1 attempts 
to take the jinshi examination met with no success. We find him at the 
headquarters of the military commissioner at Changsha in the mid-84os 
(he was a na包ve of the region) ， after which he seems to have trave1ed to 
Guangdong. His reputation appears to have grown st臼dily. Probab1y in 

8 54-no doubt with the encouragement of Linghu Tao-Li Qunyu 

presented a collection of three hundred of his poems to Xu立nzong，

a10ng with a memoria1 of appropriate humility. 111 addition to 出e me

morial， Xu孟nzong's oral rep1y has a1so been documented: “The poems 

you presented are extraordinary and of 10f1可 elegance. We have perused 

them all. At present We have some small brocades and vessels to con 

fer upon you， and it is fit由導 that you accept them. Considering sum

mer's heat， We hope you have been well these days ."49 Linghu Tao 

submitted the following recommendation to the throne that Li Qunyu 

be made an editor in the 1nstitute for 也e Advancement of Literature: 

“The preceding songs， products of intense effort (是妙叫 苦 心 ) ， are 
from one whose tracks are sc主eened away amid forested ravines .  His 
fine lines circulate in many mouths; his fair repute is greatly noted in 
the times. He keeps to the Way and is at ease in his pover句， keeping 
away from fame and profit."50 Linghu Tao goes on to recomme吋 the
specific position of editor. The request was granted. 

As we have seen， the post of editor was an en仕y-1evel position that 
perhaps was somewhat incongruous for a famous poet in his 1ate forties. 
We can assume that Zhou PU 周 朴 was being intentionally ironic when 
he began his quatrain 1amenting Li Quny的 death with the 出口.51

群玉詩名 冠 李 唐

投詩挨得校 書 郎

49. Yang Chunqiu I45. 
50. Yang Chunqiu I45. 
5I. 37232. 

The fame of Li Qunyu's poe佐y
crowned the whole Tang Dynasty， 

he submitted his poems and received 
an editorship in exchange. 
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We detect a certain 10ss of faith in the public reward for genius. 1n any 
case， in 859 Li Qunyu asked to re包re and was granted permission. He 
went home to 由e south and died there a few years 1ater 

The記E

J戶H翩d叫n and a “Later Collection" 後 集 in five juan. Wan Man believes that 
the threejuan collection is the one presented to the thro缸， and that the 
“four 10呀

， 通 (common Tang usage forj仰月') mentioned in his memo
ria1 is a mistake.52 Collections of poems for imperia1 presentation (like 
Zhang Hu's earlier collectio吋 often consisted of three hundred 
pieces-the number of poems in the S句J戀-and we can infer with a 
fair degree of certainty that the poet who presented such a collection 
made a careful c叫hng of a 1arger body of verse， making certain it in
cluded nothing that cast his own character in a bad light or wou1d 
prove offensive to the emperor. We cannot determine if 出c “poetry
collection" mentioned in the “Bibliography" 的 也e same material that 
was presented to Xu孟nzong， nor can we ascertain whether the "Later 
Collection" consisted of poems composed subsequently or was simply 
a supplement. 53 日owev缸， we do know that 也e current collection， 
which is based on a Song edition， must be an antho1ogy of Li Quny可1'S
once more extensive works， drawn from both the “Later 仁ollec世on" as 
well as the main collection. 

Few poets can charm both contemporary emperors and an exacting 
community of readers across  ma叮 centuries. Though he was occasion→ 
ally admired in 1ater ages， Li Qunyu succeeded in 也e former but generally 
failed in the 1atter﹒ There were good reasons why Li Shangyin became 
famous while Li Qunyu remained 1argely fo主gotten. One reason may 
have been 出at poe叮 had changed in a profound way， demanding more 
of some circles of readers . 1n the mid-eigh由 cenru可7 位most everyone一
from 仕 的peror to singing gir1s-co叫d enjoy Li Bai's poe白， and 吐le
capacity of a broad community to appreciate his works endured in 
the 世adition. Du Fu-as sophisticated a poet as can be imagined
idolized Li Bai. Contemporary taste did not favor Du Fu， but that did 
not make the 1a仕E主 contempruous of contemporary taste. By the sec
ond quarter of the ninth cen凹ry we can note a division between Bai 

52. Wan Man 萬 曼， Ta.暫i xulu 唐 集 敘錄 (Beijing: Zhonghua Shl耶)， I980)，  298 
53 . Since 也e cu口ent collection includes poems composed after he received his post， 

it is clearly not identical wi也 出e presenta包on collec且on (see 31256) . 
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Juyi's popularity among the “commons" and a more elite poe吐c art that 
looked on him with contempt. Zhang Hu wisely invoked Li Bai in dream， 
striving to match his broad 叩peal. Tough generals might have been 
pleased with a poem by Zhang Hu， but ít is highly unlikely that all of 
Zhang Hu's generous patrons would have uniformly appreciated Jia 
Dao's lines， consisting of words chosen with such painful reflection. In 
a叮 ca咒 Jia Dao never tried to please them. 

By the mid-nin也 century there were distinct communities of taste， 
and the forefront of the poetic art had become even more demanding 
of its readers. We can hardly expect an emperor like Xuãnzong to have 
appreciated the poetrγ of Li Shangyin or the erudite and 如何 poetry of 
Duan Chengshi. Such apprecia包on depended on groups of highly so
phisticated and learned readers， which Li Shangyin may have found in a 
small circle of his contemporaries and clearly found in tenth-century 
Chengdu and ear甘 eleventh-century Kaife時﹒ Li Qunyu was sophi叩
cated enough for a Tang emperor of the mid-nin也 century.

Although Li Qunyu has a few very fine poems (for example， 出c
“meditation on the past" at Moling; see p. 206)，  it is hard to understand 
his fame. Critics sometimes comment genera11y on the quality of his 
old-style verse in the short line， but the only partic叫ar poem that re
ceived attention is the fo11owing: 

借 閱 陶 淵 明
何物號 忘 憂
無 因 一 酪西T
高 枕 萬 情休
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This can be summarized as fo11ows: I'm ve可 sad; I'm getting older; my 
career is going nowhere (11. 9-10) ; and 1 don't 盯en have anything to 
drink. Although in his memorial to the throne Li Qunyu takes pains to 
point out that he has examples of poetry in a11 forms， it seems that 
many poe臼 of the age had virtua11y forgotten how to write effectively in 
old吋le verse-particula向 in the short line. 

A few regulated verses in the short line are still readabl亡， but here 
there is also a general blandne泊， with none of the br山iant couplets 
可pical of poets of earlier genera吐ons. As we might expect in this peri吐，
Li Qunyu is better when wri包ng regulated verse in the long line and 
quatra1ns .  

山 川 楚越復吳秦

蓬投何年是位身

李群玉， 雨 夜 主 長 官
Li Qunyu， A Rainy Night: Presented to a Senior Official54 

遠客 坐 長 夜 The traveler from afar sits in the long nig缸，
雨 聲孤寺 秋 sound of rain， autumn in 扭 扭cient temple 
請量求海水 Pray measure the waters of the Eastern Ocean 
看取淺 深 愁 and you will see the depth of my sorrow 

愁 窮 重如 山 Sorrow's stra血 紅e as heavy as a mounta帆
終 日 壓人頭 all day long i t  presses upon me 
朱顏與 芳 景 My rosy complexion and the fragrant scene 
暗赴泉波流 go off unse閻 明白 血e waves flowing east. 
鱗翼俟風水 Scales depend on waters， wings on the wind， 
青 雲 方 阻修 but now the blue clouds are blocked from me. 
孤燈冷素艷 The lone lamp's cold p社ness l S  attract1ve， 
蟲 響 寒 房 幽 echoes o f  insects， these cold chambers 

isolated. 

黃 葉 黃 花 古城路

秋風秋 雨 刻 家 人

;水霜怯度商於J家

桂玉 愁 居 帝 里 貧

十 口 繫 心拋 不 得

每 回 回 首 f?p 長 聾

李群玉， 金塘路 中
Li Qunyu， On the Road at Jintang56 

Mountains and river， Chu and Yue， 
also Wu and Qin， 

for this stalk of tumbleweed in what year 
will my body come to rest? 

Yellow leaves and yellow flowe主s，
road to an ancient city， 

autumn wind and autumn r位丘，
a person who has left home. 

Ice and fro泣， I dread passing 
Shangyu freezing， 

jade and cassia，57 I 伊eve lodging 
in the imperial city poor 

Ten mouths to feed bind my 扭扭，
I cannot cast 出em off， 

and every 世ne I turn my head， 
I immediately give a long frown. 

5+ 31207; Yang Chunqiu 4 

55. Ale 
56. 3I3勾; Yang Chunqiu 37 
57. These items repr臼ent the wealthy and noble 
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To a strict traditional critic of regulated verse in the long line， there is 
much to object to here， such as the tendency to enumerate， repeated 
words， and vernacular usage (戶aobude 拋 不 得 meihui 每 回) . One can 
scarcely imagine a treatment of this genre more different from Li 
Qunyu's contemporary Li Shangyin (though Li Shangyin also used 
lower-register diction in the fmal couplet) . Li Qunyu's diction， syntax， 
and taxis are often very dire仗， anticipating one direction in regulated 
verse in the last part of the centu可﹒

Li Qunyu's poet可 in the long line often resembles the effortless fa
cility in the form that we see in Zhang Hu， to whom Li Qunyu ad 
dressed the following poem. (A presumably ori伊lal note says that he 
had not met Zhang Hu personally.) 

越水兵 山 任興行

五 湖 雲 月 掛 高 情

不 游都 已稱平子

只 向 ;工 車 作 步 兵

苦 歲 芳 聲 到 童 稚

老 來 佳 句 過"A' 卿

知君氣 力 波 瀾 地

留 取陰何沈 范 名

李群玉， 寄張祐
Li Qunyu， To Zhang HuS8 

Among Yl峙's waters and Wu's mountains 
you go as your whim takes you， 

the clouds and moon at the Five Lakes 
capture your lofty mood. 

If not visi位時 也e capital 
acclaimed as a Zhang Heng， 

you are off in the Southland 
acting like Ruan ]i. 

In years gone by your fine reputation 
reached us as boys， 

now aging， your fine lines circulate 
among all the great lords. 

1 understand that in places where 
your energy rolls in waves 

you w也 leave the fame ofYin Ke嗯， He Xu且，
of a Shen Yue， a Fan Yun. 

The allusions are simple: the Eastern Han Zhang Heng represents the 
poet who receives public acclaim; Ruan Ji represents the recluse poet; 
the remarkable series of surnames in the last line (expanded to ful1 
names in the translatio吋 are all literary men famous around 也e turn of 
出e sixth century. By the mid-ninth centu勾 there was already a con包nu
ity of admiration for poets of the first Late Tang genera包on: Zhang Hu 

58 . 31337; Y阻g Chunqiu 45. 
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had been someone Li Qunyu admired as a boy， 的 Liu Deren had ad
mired Gu Feixiong (see p. 145) .  This i s  perhaps the strongest argument 
for the Late Tang as a period. 

As Zhang Hu celebrated dancers and singers-both those privately 
employed and those belonging to patrons-Li Qunyu could celebrate a 
patron's favorite singer in an equally 且uent manner 

李群玉， 同 鄭相 并歌姬小 飲戲贈
Li Qunyu， ]oining Mini日ter Zher嚕's “A Small Party with 

His Singer": presented whimsicallyS9 

裙拖六 幅 湘 江水

鬢聳巫 山 一段雲

風格 只 應天 上 有

歌聲豈合世 間 開

胸前瑞雪燈斜照

眼底桃花 酒 半 釀

不 是 相如憐賦客

爭教容 易 見 文 君

Her skirt trails six panels 
of the Xiang Riv泣's wat缸，

her tresses raise a patch of cloud 
on Wu Mount久1il

Such a manner sho吐d exist 
only in Heaven， 

her song's notes ought not 
be heard among mortals .  

On fo主tunate snows of her chest， 
吐le lamp shines aslant， 

below her eyes are peach blossoms， 
half 且ushed with ale 

Were not the guest a fun-loving 
Sima Xiangru， 

how could one get so eas旬，
to see Zhuo \Venjun? 

We may wel1 assume 出at such a poem was not presented to X崗位ong.
Yet a client was sometimes cal1ed upon to celebrate 出e faγonte "\.vomen 
of friends and patrons.  

Du Mu could also write such s位aightforward regulated verse in 也E
long li缸， though few wo址d claim that Li Qunyu or Zhang Hu had Du 
Mu's talent. In certain circumstanc白， however， 也is easv style could be 
used with a genius. Although such poets could no longer write old-st:yle 
poetry in the long line， they could still write regulated verse i丘 the long 
line that was just as straightforward. 

59 . 3啊9; Yang Chunqiu 問 Yang Chunqiu takes 出S as Zheng Su 鄭肅
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李群玉， 白 遣
Li Qun抖， Getting Something off My Chest60 

翻 覆 升 ;尤 百 歲 中 Tumbling over and over， rising， sinking 
within 出is hundred-year span， 

前途 一 半 已 成 空 the road ahead is only half 
and has already become no出mg.

浮 生 暫 寄 夢 中 夢 A life adrift for a while lodged 
in a dream within a dream 

世事如 聞 風里風 the world's matters， as if hearing 
a wind inside a wind. 

修竹 萬 竿 資 開 寂 Ten thousand stalks of tall bamboo 

古 書 于卷要窮 通

一 壺 濁 酒 喧 和景

誰會 陶 然 失 馬 弱

provide quiet serenity， 
a thousand scrolls of ancient books， 

the essentials of success . 
A single pot of thick al巴，

a su位ny， balmy scene 
who understands the cheerful 

。ld man who has lost his horse? 

The “old man who has 10st his horse" refers to the famous parab1e of 
the “old man of the frontier" who faced the 10ss of his horse with good 
cheer under the assumption that it might bring him good fortune. 
When the horse returned 1eading a herd of strange horses， he did not 
rejoice， realizing it might spell bad fortune-as it turned out to 恤， with 
severa1 subsequent reversals. 

We do not know if this poem (which is included in the primary co1-
lection rather than the "Later Collection") was presented to Xuãnzong， 
but it might well have appealed to an emperor who came unexpectedly 
to the 吐lrone as the son of the Yuanhe emperor Xianzong. The new 
emperor had remained quietly in the background ilirough four reigns of 
yo山1ger men and had seen fortune's odd reversals. The old motif from 
the Zhua.弩之i， namely， that life is a dream or a dream within a dream， 
was a consolation for emperors and commoner poets alike in a world 
出at had become increasingly unpredictable 

60. 3月24; Yang Chunqiu 37. 
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Du Mu 

Different versions of “poetry" were being contested in the Late Tang. 
Although each version had significant vari仙O肘， the primaη distinc 
tion was between poet可 as the defining ente中rise of one's life (that 芯，
“being a poet") and as an adjunct to a life whose goals lay elsewhere; in 
other words， poet可 as a means of displaying or revealing the self， of 
par包Clpa包ng in the social world， and even of amusing oneself. The per
son who defined himself as a "poet" might be the devoted craftsm妞，
impoverished by his commitment to the discipline (on the model of a 
Buddhist mon峙， or he might be the quasi-professional， traveling from 
patron to patron and living off his reputa包on. Such poets often sought 
public office， but they tended to look on their posts as mere employ
ment， the reward due to 也eir talen郎， providing the leisure to work on 
也eir poetry. 

The alternative ve主sion of poet可 came to so completely dominate 
later discourse on poetry that its internal dis也lctions may seem more 
salient th阻 its deeper opposi位on t。 可ure" poets . This was essen位ally a
poe包cs of personali句T as socially defined， in which poe昀T is at best a 
means to revea1 也e pe岱on 組d not an end in itself. Du Fu's poetry 
proj ects an image of Du Fu deep1y engaged in the social and political 
wor肘， and even as the devoted craftsman he was .  Few could claim the 
same about Jia Dao's poet句， except in the sense that it yie1ds a generic 
image of the devoted craftsman一一one who returns to 也e poem， the 
coup1et， the line， and the perfectly chosen word. Our distinction is not 
an ironclad one; rather， it represents 阿o distinct directions in which 
poets of the period might go. 

τbe poetics of personality contains significant interna1 distinctions. 
“Seriousness" meant engagement with public and political life. At the 
same 包me， the poe包cs of pe主sonali句T encompassed various negations of 
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this version of public-minded seriousness .  One possib山ty was with
drawal from soαety to a private li長， what is often termed "reclusion"
though this was a sociable role and was far removed from the “her
mits" of the Christian West or even some of the genuinely antisoc叫 re
cluses of the Six Dynasties .  Another negation of public seriousness was 
sensual selιindulgence. These negations posed no real challenge to se 
riousness， defined as engagement with public life and the interests of 
the polity; indeed， they presumed such a definition of seriousness .  What 
neither public seriousness nor its negations could accept was that po
etry might itself be “serious，" an end in its own right rather than a 
means of self-expression or entertainment 

Conceiving of the poetics of personality in a broader sense by en 
compassing its internal oppositions is useful because it allows us to un 
derstand how a given poet could easily move among roles that seem 
outwardly irreconcilable. A poet could present himself both as deeply 
engaged in political life and as no less deeply resistant to it. Such a poet 
was Du Mu (803-852) . 1  

The discourse of devotion to poet可 in its own right had acquired 
some cachet by Du M的 time. We have what might， on the surface 
seem to be a contradiction to the earlier characterization in Du Mu法
“Epistle on Presen包ng My Poems，" a statement of the poet's values 
也at is more direct than almost any other poet's in this period. 
1 put intense effort [是μxzn 苦 心) into writing poet叮， always seeking the highest 
thing possible. 1 do not devote myself to intricate beauty [qi!i 符 麗) ， and 1 do 
not venture into the familiar and common [x.叫 習 俗) . 1 am neither ancient 
nor modern; 1 position myself between them. Lacking the talent [for poetry) ， 1 
merely have the strangeness [qi 奇) ; when a piece is completed on paper， 1 of
ten burn it myself.2 

“Intricate beauty" is often understood as the style of Li He， but the 
“familiar and common" 的 clearly associated v.祉1 Bai Juyi. Li Shangy血's
representa包on of Li He's compositional practice and the values of the 
craftsmen are present in the background. Du Mu claims to work hard 
at poetry， and out of such work comes “strangeness ." In contrast to Li 
He， who forgot about his poems once 也ey were finished， Du Mu ac-

1 . For a su叮叮 of the scholarly debate surrounding the date of Du Mu's death， see 
Du Xiaoqin 6n-I2 

2. Fanchuan we秒t 242 .. 
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tively burns those that contain imperfections .  Such values， articulated 
against Bai Juyi's pride in casual composition and conserva包on of 
flawed poems， seem to have become a v.社ely shared norm.3 

Of greater interest in the passage， however， are its serial negations， 
也e avoidance of the stylis包c extremes associated with the Yuanhe 
poets . Du Mu is claiming moderation or an intermediate position that 
differs in spirit from the poet obsessed with his craft， like Li He. This 
does not really describe Du Mu's actual practice in poet叮 He could be 
all the things he claimed he avoided-offering 匡正intricate beauty，" writ
ing in a style marked as “ancient" and in styles marked as “modern." 
But he truly did “not venture into the familiar and common." 

To be known as a poet could be politically useful. In addition to the 
presentation of his poems， which we have addressed in the passage 
above， we know of ar叫her occasion when， in need of a j ob and seek 
ing a post on the staff of a military commission缸， Du Mu sent a selec 
tion of his poems ahead. Unlike many of the young craftsmen of regu 
lated ver鈍， however， Du Mu did not usually present himself as the 
“pure" poet. Poet勾 was for him， as it had been for many before him， 
the adjunct to a career and an inner 且fe that changed in response to the 
changes in his career.4 This is not surprising when we consider his ori
gins， so different from those of most of the poet-craftsmen who gath 
ered around Jia Dao and Yao He. Although he was closely associated 
with Niu Sengru， Du Mu was precisely the sort of young man Li Deyu 
had argued was most suited for the responsibilities of public office. 

3 .  Note the use of “labor intensely，" kuxin 苦心， in Linghu Ta口's recommendation 
for Li Qun間， p. 248.

4， One need not read far in the criticism and scholarship on Du Mu to note a recu主
rent fo丘nula包on， which αn roughly be p虹aphrased as follows “but Du Mu was deeply 
engaged in contempo且可 poli世cal issues." Fo主 anyone who reads Du Mu's works in 
their entirety or even his poe位y as a whole， 吐吐s is patently true. But the formulation 
reminds us that from the second half of 也e ninth century on， Du Mu was best known 
as a mel組choly sensualist， one for whom a larger view of change contextualized and 
diminished the sense of present responsibility. Such a stance of resistance to political 
engagement and social 口bligation will always be the more “pop叫ar" position， and the 
poems 也at celebrate Du Mu in that role were indeed the more pop叫ar-based on 出C
evidence of 缸站。logizing， intertextual reference， and cri包叫 comment “Ser:ious" 
scholars， both pre-modern and modern， q山te correcdy supplement such poems with 
Du Mu's considerable output of politically engaged poems 阻d p主ose.
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No other major Tang poet grew up with a family background quite 
like Du Mu's .  In 803 ， 也e year of his bir血， his grandfather， Du Y ou 
杜姑 (735-812) ， returned to court from his position as military commis也
sioner of Huainan to become a minister. He remained a minister until 
his death， through the last years of Dezo月， the brief reign of Shun
zong， and the early Yuanhe reign of Xianzong. Such longevity at the 
top of the civil bureaucracy was remarkable， par包cularly across different 
reigns. ]ust two years before his return to Chang'an， Du You had com
pleted his massive encyclopedia of knowledge for governing， the To慰
dian 通典， the fruit of over 出irty years of work， and had presented it to 
the throne. For his leisure time he withdrew to his estate at Red Slope， 
Zh吵。 朱坡， in the region south of Chang'an (Chengnan) ， reputed to 
have been the finest estate in Chengnan. The estate was in the area long 
inhabited by the Dus， including another branch of the family that had 
produced Du Fu. In 出is region flowed the Fanchuan (Fan River) 獎 ) 1 ] ，
which se肘ed as Du Mu's toponym. We can reasonably assume 也at
Du Mu knew the Red Slope estate during his childhood， which pos
sessed an almost magical quality when he subsequently described it in 
his poetry. 

The death of Du Mu's grandfather in 812 seems to have been followed 
a few years later by the death of his father， who， like Du Y ou himself and 
。由er family members ， had entered service through the yin privilege 
and rose to mid-level court positions .5  Unfortunate峙， Du Mu's father 
did not rise high enough to pass the yin privilege down to his sons. Du 
Mu and his ill-fated younger brother had to enter the bureaucracy 
through the jinshi examination. Both passed on their first attempt， which 
may attest to the remarkable resources for learning available to young 

5 .  In one letter where he seeks a posi位on Du Mu go臼 into some detail about rus im
poverished state in rus teer詣， toward the end of the Yuanhe Reign (Fanc.加an wenji 244) . He 
claims to have moved constantly， to have eaten wild vegetables， and slept wi也out as 
much as a candle at night. While it is possible， as Miao Yue suggests， that Du Mu's fa出er
Du Congyu， the trurd of Du You's sons， did not inhe芷江 the major portion of the family's 
weal血， rus share must st:ill have been significant; and Du Mu was Du Cong)用，s eldest son 
Du Mu's uncle married the Qiyang Princess and became a favorεd imperial in-law. To 
have the uncle living in splendor in Chang法n and the nephew eating wild gre巴ns IS 
unlikely. Despite later assumptions that famous poe臼 tell the truth， 由1S account is best 
understood as the cachet of youthful pover句" particul缸ly impressive when the impover 
ished youth is from a distinguished clan and has fallen on hard times. 
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members of the Du family; it also attests to the favoritism toward young 
men with eminent connections. 

Not only was Du Mu the scion of a remarkably eminent family， but 
he made a name for himself in his early twen臼es (probably in 826) for 
his “Poetic Exposi包on on Apang P也ce，" Apang go慰 fu 阿 房 宮 賦 ，
which descr由自 由e excess and social cost of Qin Shihuang's famous 
palace. The final lesson was clear and explicit: 

滅 六 國 者 六 國 也， 非 秦也 族 秦 者 秦 也， 非 天 下也 差 乎 ! 使 六 國 各 愛 其
人， 則 足 以 拒秦. 使秦復 愛 六 國 之人， 貝IJ 遞三世可 至 萬 世 而 為 君， 誰得 而
族滅也? 秦人 不 暇 自 哀， 而 後人哀之; 後人哀之 而 不 鑑之， 亦 使後人 而 復
哀後人也.
Sad indeed! It was the Six Domains themselves and not Qin that destroyed the 
Six Domains; Qin itself and not the whole world exterrninat吐 出e house of 
Qin. Had each of the Six Domains loved its own people， it would have been 
enough to resist Qin; had Qin loved the people of the Six Domains， then after 
three gene主at10ns 出ey rnight have gone on to be rulers fo主 ten thousand gen一
位ations . No one could have wiped out the entire ruling house. The people of 
Qin did not have the chance to lament themselv白， yet later people lament 
them. Yet if later people lament them but do not make them their mirror， then 
these later people w山 be lamented by people still later.6 

The famous conclusion to some degree justifies 吐1e common mterpre
tation of the piece as a cri包que of ]ingzong's lavish building projec心，
Despite Du Mu's appa主ent disapproval of Bai ]uyi's and Yuan Zhen's 
po巴拉y， it is hard not to see here a move in the poetic exposi包on that 
derives from Bai ]叮i's and Yuan Zh凹's “newyu�戶" the gen主e lS car 
ried back to its supposed ori伊1al function， in the end clearly criticizing 
contemporary social and po出cal problems.  

The “Poe包c Exposition on Apang Palace" m叮 haγe been meant as 
a criticism of Jingzo時 (though whether before or after his death is un
cert也1)， but it was p血narily intended to draw attention to someone 
who would soon be taking the jinshi examination. Circulation of one's 
writings was the primarγ means by which an aspirant preparing for the 
exarruna吐on attracted sponsors， who would then recommend the for
mer to other highly placed 0伍cials， including the examiner. One fa 

mous anecdote may be apoc可phal， but it does suggest the degree to 

which success in the examination was in some measure a function of 

6 .  Fanchuan w，何l' 2 
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sponsors p1eacling the case for particu1ar inclividua1s .  One Wu Wuling， 

an Eruclite in the Nationa1 Universi句， was so impressed by Du Mu's 

“Poetic Exposition on Apang Palace" that he to1d 也e chief examiner 

that Du Mu shou1d be the zhua從yuan (top graduate) . When the exam叮

iner informed him that they a1ready had a 之hua吵酬， Wu said that Du 

Mu shou1d get the fifth p1ace. When the examiner hesitated， Wu 

showed him the poe吐c exposi包on， following which the examiner 

agreed.7 
In 828 Du Mu passed the examination given in Luoyang 在此 then，

on May 12， passed a pa1ace examination administered by Wenzong 

(who， one m叮 recall， was 
had clifficulty obtaining even basic texts of the C1assics while still a 

prince) . Following this second examination， Du Mu began a respectab1e 

career close to the bottom of the bureaucratic 1adder as an eclitor at the 

Institute for the Advancement of Literature. 
That autumn， after only a few months in office， Du Mu decided to 

join 出e entourage of Shen Ch叫nshi 沈傳 師 ， who had been appointed 

surveillance commissioner of Xijiang and was headquartered in Hong

zhou 的anchang， in modern Jiangxi) . The reasons for this decision 

are not entirely clear. Shen Chuanshi was an old friend of the family， 

and service in the entourages of military comrrusslOners and surveil-

1ance commissioners was often a good way to acquire patrons. ρu 

Mu seems to have had no 1ack of well-p1aced supporters .) Such provin

cia1 staff positions often included a nominal capita1 post， and Du 

Mu's nominal post e1evated him a step in 由e bureaucratic hierarchy. 

It may have been because， after years of making connections and pre

paring for the examination， he wanted to see a bit of the wor肘， espe

cially the beauties of the southeast. Perhaps he found the work of an 

eclito芷 boring.
Whatever his reasons， Du Mu set off for Hongzhou. After a year 

出ere he followed Shen Chuanshi to his new post as surveillance com

missioner in Xuanzhou (Xua叫leng， in modern A出ui) ， which was just 

as scenic as Hongzhou and more famous because it had been under the 

juriscliction of the 1ate fifth-century poet Xie Tiao. The preαse duties of 

these posts are often unclear-perhaps drafting documents and going 

on missions-but the burdens of such offices do not seem to have 

7. Zhou Xunchu 1225 
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been par包cu1ar1y onerous . Feasti月 and enjoyi時 the 10ca1 attractions、
both human and topographical， seem to have p1ayed a 1arge ro1e. 

An equally interesting ques包on concerns why some senior provincial 
officia1s recruited young men they clearly clid not need to perform ad 
ministrative duties .  Perhaps a primary reason was pres包ge. Power sought 
visib也可 in the Ta時 Officia1s assumed their posts f頓時 banners， w已r
ing badges， and dep10ying various other visib1e markers of their status. 
To be surrounded by ta1ented young literary men was a1so a visib1e sign 
of prestige﹒ From a purely prac包ca1 standpoint， the provinces were bor
ing compared to the social life of the two capita1s. Even the beautifu1 
1andscapes of some of the circuit headquarters cou1d become routine. If， 
howeve主， one had an entourage with whom to feast and drink and ce1e 
brate the place， it could seem 1ess like an exile. For these senior officia1s 
也ere were 付。 m勾or entert也ments : poet可 and 由 “officia1 singing 
girls，" gua伊 官 妓 (0主 “camp singing girls，" yi;忽;z 營 妓， for military 0ι 
fices) ， who were impressed into service to entertain 10ca1 officials. 

Many of Du Mu's poems are undatable; if we could date such poems， 
it might affect our understancling of a poet之 literary career﹒ Du Mu's 
earliest securely datable poem was composed during the first years of 
Wenzo唔's reign. '可'hat Stirred Me，" Ganhuai 感 懷 ， is a 10ng 01d-sty1e 
poem describing the troub1ed history of the dynasty and its local armies. 
It was occasioned by the open defiance of recent court commands by 
Li Tongjie， one of the virtually autonomous milita勾Y commissioncfs in 
the Northeast. Du Fu's and Han Yu's poet月T lies in the background of 
“What Stirred Me." As in "The Poetic Exposi包on on Apang Palace，" 
a1beit in a clifferent mo缸， Du Mu here presents himself as the politi 
cally engaged poet. Although it is the kind of poem that gave the young 
poet a ce主tain cach哎， it was a1so the sort of poem few wo叫d read and 
fewer still would remember﹒ “The Poe包c Exposition on Apang Palace" 
possessed a beguiling sense of excess in adclition to sha中ly cri包ca1 pas
sages that made it the most famous poetic exposi包on of the Tang and 
an enduring part of the literary canon. By contrast 正可'hat Stirred ÌV仕" is 
now read primarily by those who have already read some poems by Du 
Mu and wanted to deepen their understancling of the poet. 

In Shen Chuans祉's entourag亡， however， there were occasions for a 
clifferent kind of composition. One such concerned Zhang Haohao， an 
“officia1 sin伊19 伊1" attacl叫 to the Hongzhou headquarters . She 
made her 
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also attracted the atten包Ofl of Shen Chuansru's younger brother Shen 
Shusru 沈述 師 ， who took he主 off the official rolls in 832 and made her 
rus personal concubine. Shen Shusru had become a good friend of Du 
Mu's， and the latter celebrated the singer in her new role as concubine 
and private entertainer. 

杜牧， 贈 沈 學 士張歌人
Du Mu， Presented to Academician Shen's Singer Zhang8 

拖袖事 當 年 Trailing sleeves， you serve in the p芷esent，
郎 教。昌客前 your young man bids you sing for the guests. 
斷時輕裂 玉 When you break off， 此 1S 立ghtly cracking ja缸，
收處遠練煌 的 you conclu缸， 但ands of mist spun afar﹒ 
孤直抱雲定 Lone and upright， constant clouds fixed， 
光 明 滴 水 圓 luminous， drops o f  water round 
泥情迫急 管 Feeling enmeshed， hurried pipes are slowed， 
流恨咽 長 弦 resen加ent flo啊， the long strings moan. 
吳 苑 春風起 Spring breeze rising in gardens of Wu， 
河橋;商 務 懸 tavern pennons hanging at a river bridge 
;還、 君 更 一 醉 For your sake 1 will become drunk again一
家在杜陵邊 my home i s  there beside Duling. 

Trus is a poem of a fairly common ty戶， in wruch the poet compliments a 

host's singer or dancer. In trus specific case the opening couplet 

“broaches the topic，" poti 破題， with the unusually bald statement that 

she has been commanded to perform. La咆 郎 ， “the young man，" was a 

term with many associations， including romantic; here it perhaps sug 

gests Shen Shusru's infatuation. In both poet勾T and prose the ni旦出 cen

tury had become an age of love stories， and passionate attachments were 

in fasruon. Displaying one's favorite concubine to friends was a common 

practice， primarily by having her perform. Friends， in tu凹， would cele 

brate her talent and sometimes declare that they were also drawn to her. 

The remainder of the poem is taken up with the poe包c discourse of 

performance， wi也 counterparts throughout 出e poet可 of the period. 

Although Du Mu was later to implicitly concur with a harsh critique of 

Bai Juyi， he certainly knew the “Ballad of the Pipa" 琵 琶 行， with its 

elaborate description of music. Du Mu begins w地 a couplet men包on

ing sections (“break off，" duan 斷 ， probably refers to the abrupt stops， 

followed by a pause and con位nua包0叫， with appropriate metaphors for 

8. 28u3; Feng 166. 
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their qualities .  The trurd couplet describes the quali位es of sound
though the stillness of clouds often refers to 出e effect of the music on 
th巳 outer world. The dripping of water was a favorite image for sound， 
w刺1t出h tl由le v叮lS叩ua剋1 cir此叫cles of drops in wa仗te位r p抖l且叮ying on the “ 干pe叮rfec位on，" 

，鬥， 

y戶ua.捌n 圓 ('“冗16bCdi芷此cu叫la仗叩芷口it可yγ7戶ηF
r臼吋 ela仗組t包ion of t由he s 位mg巴叮r to t出he i血ns仗tr凹umε nta叫1 acc∞ompaniment. Finally， the 
song seems to evoke pastoral scenes 可pical of Wu， leading the poet to 
think of rus own home near Duling， far off in Chang'an. The singer is 
complimented for stirring up emotion in the poet to such a degree that 
he w坦 白ink more， thinking of home 

The poem cited above was probably written not long after Shen 
Shusru had sent rus midnight messenger asking Du Mu to compose a 
preface for the rediscovered poems of Li He. Considering the kind of 
poetry Du Mu had been writing and rus political prose， rus measured 
disapproval of Li He was understandable. Du Mu， howev凹， was soon 
to become a very different poet 

In 833 Du Mu was sent by Shen Chuansru on a mission to Yangzhou， 
也e capital of the Huainan ci主cuit. The new military commissioner of 
the circ叫t was none other than Niu Sengru. Niu had previously served 
as minister. Coming under increasing cri位cism for rus handling of an 
incident in Sichuan (也e jurisdiction of rus great enemy Li Deyu) ， Niu 
asked to be relieved of rus post. The Huainan circuit was the plum as 
signment. It is f:祉 to say 也at if one had to be away from the two capi
tals， Yangzhou was the place to be during the Tang. Located at the 
head of the Grand Canal， Yangzhou was 出e funnel through wruch all 
goods， tribute， and grain moving from the south and Sichuan， as well as 
from foreign places， were srupped to Chang'an and Luoyang. Just five 
years after Du Mu's arrival， Yangzhou was to host another delegation 
from J apan， trus one including a monk named Ennin， who was to com 
pos巳 a long and detailed dia可 concerning rus stay in Tang China. Yang
zhou had been the River Capital 江 都 of Sui Yangdi and the site of rus 
most famous extravagances. It was known as a city of pleasure， both 
past and present.9 Du Mu stayed on wi也 Niu Sengru in Yangzhou， first 

9. Al也ough Y an�hou e五perienced major floods in 833 and devastating fir白 血 834，
we hear nothing about it in Du Mu's po巴try. See Li Tingxian 李廷克， Tangdai Ya懲主hou
shikao 唐 代揚 州 丈 考 叭缸ljing: Jiangsu 伊ji chubanshe， 2002)， 246 
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se叮ing as a local judge (tuigua彷 and then as his private secreta可﹒ This

association was to have significant consequences for Du Mu's later 

ca芷eer.
Yangzhou seems to have marked a turning point in Du M的 poet可一

位， rathe主， the beginning of Du Mu's maturation as a poet. Du Mu was to 

return to Yangzhou briefly in 837 to care for his sick brother， but he 

seems to have made the most of his first two years in the city under Niu 

Sengru. The series of three poems simply entitled “Yangzhou" pro bably 

date from 也is period. 

湯 帝 雷 塘 土
迷藏有 舊 樓
誰家喝水調
明 月 ;為揚 州、|
駿馬 宜 閑 出
于 金好晴技
喧 聞 醉年 少
半脫紫 草 裘

10. 28137-39; Feng 193 . 

杜牧 ， 揚 州 三首
Du Mu， Yangzhou10 

I 
The soil ofYangdi's Thund叮叮pond， l l
也e former Palace for hide-and-seek. 1 2  
Who i s  singing the “River Melody"的
as tbe bright moon 血ls Yangzhou? 
Fitting here that fine steeds go idly forth， 
fine to give away a tbousand in gold unseen.14 
A dmnken young man making a row 
half removes his purplish shaggy cape. 15 

II. After 出e Tang took the south， they reburied Yangdi at Thunder‘pond， outside 

Yan2:zhou. 
12. Du Mu is playing on the name of the “Palace for Going Astray，" mi!Oti :i主樓， a 

pleasure labyrinth constructed fo芷 Yangdi. “Hide-and-seek，" mi臼ng 迷藏， was a game 

played by Xuanzong and Lady Yang， in wruch both par包es were blindfolded and 

groped for each othe主﹒
13 . The following note appears in the original text: “After Yangdi 函吐shed having 

出e Bian Canal dug， he rumself composed the 'River Melody' " :場 帝 鑿 ìt 祟 成， 自 造

水 調 . Trus line could be understood as a rhetorical qu自由n， implying that no one is 

smgmg lt 
14. Giving away objects of value “in the da丸 an 暗， often implies arousing suspi 

cion. Zhou Xifu sugg臼ts instead that 出is refers to spending money in the entert組n

ment quarters， in which case we would understand an as suggesting “without knowing 

I丸" playing on the d主rkness of night. 

巧. This gesture is ambiguous . It could suggest the disarray of dothing in drunken 

revelry or， following the sixth line， it might possibly be sexual in natu血. The most likely 

explana位。n is that the young man is seeking to pawn his expensive cape for ale 

秋風放 螢 苑
春 草 關 雞臺
金絡擎周年去
驚 環拾翠來

蜀 船紅錦重
越棄水沈堆
處處 皆 華表
i在 王奈卻迴

街垂干 步 柳

霞 映 兩 重城
天 碧 臺 閻 麗

風涼歌 管 ;青
纖腰 間 長袖
玉佩雜繁縷

施軸誠 為』士
豪 華 不 可 名

Du Mu 

II 
Autumn wind， Park for Releasing Fire血的 16
spring grass， the Cockfighting Terrace. J 7  
Golden braid casts an eagle off into flight， 18 
simurgh rings come， picking up kingfisher 

featbers . 1 9  
Ships from Shu， heavy with red brocade， 
Yue sack-wrapping， piled witb aloe-wood.20 
Wherever you go are stone pillars-
what can Huainan's Prince do but return?21 

III 
A venues hang witb a thousand paces 

ofwillows， 
rose wisps half hide double walls . 
Heavens are sapphi丘， terrace 

kiosks love旬，
tbe breeze cool， song and piping clear. 
Slim waists in between long sleeves， 
jade pendants mixed w由 dense

hat ribbons. 
Rudder and axle， tmly migh句 22
a domineering splendor tbat can't 

be named. 
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16. The reference is to the old Sui imperial park τbe name is based on a legend ac 
cording to which Yangdi ordered all the fìreflies fo主 miles around to be caught and thεn 
released them together at one time， thereby ill凹ninating the whole landscape. 

17. Yangdi visited the old Cock益gh世ng Terrace in Y缸19zhou and was supposed ω 
have seen an app阻tion of the Last Ruler of Che且 也ere.

18 . That is， someone wearing a gold-braided sash is hawking. 
19. Beautiful women， richly adorned 
20. Positioned at the head of 由e Grand Canal， Yangzhou was the en缸中δt for all 

goods going to Char宅'an by water. Brocade and aloes-wood suggesr tribute items. 
2I .  This couplet combines two refe主ences. F扛哎， there is 也e sto句 。f Ding Ling W凹，

who became an immortal and returning to his na包ve Liaodong after a thousand years， 
perched on an inscribed p山位 。如bìa吵 and delivered a verse cl血rrung 出at everything 
he had known had changed (see Chapter 6， note 31) . The Pri眠 。f H阻inan here is Liu 
An of 也e Western Han， who was supposed to have become an immortal. 

22. Bao Zha的 “Weed Covered City" 蕪城賦 was understood 品 describing Yang
zhou (Guangling) .  There Bao Zhao speaks of the city being “ruddered by ClJ1直i且， 且nd
axled by hills like Kunlun." The topography of 出lS commerαal city reflects its use 
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自 是 荒 淫 罪
何妨作 帝 京

Du Mu 

Of course， with his crimes of debauchery 
n。由ing stopped him from making it 

the capital. 23 

In Crunese poetry it is important to dis也啥叫sh discourse from 
behavior-while acknow1edging that discursive impressions had social 
consequences as great 的 or 研en greater than actua1 behavior. Through 
discourse-sets of images， attitudes， va1ues， and verba1 moves-a poet 
adopted various ro1es .  Such ro1e-p1aying was part of "rea1 life，" but it 
had many possib1e re1ations to rea1 life other than being a direct "reflec 
tion" of rea1 life. Poetic ro1e-p1aying cou1d fu1fill routine socia1 expecta 
tions， as in praising the sin♂ng of a friend's concubine or expressing 
the utter 10ss of prospective happiness at a friend's departure. The poet 
may indeed have enjoyed the perfo主mance and felt bad that rus friend 
was 1eaving; but the persuasive quality of the poem was not dependent 
on 也e sincerity or intensity of the poet's true feelings .  One mark of 
such socia11y expected ro1es and responses is ou主 recogm位on that the 
poet wou1d have been hard put to say the opposite. In other cases ro1es 
may be pure p1ay， enjoying the image of oneself created in a poem. At 
the other end of the spectrum is the ro1e as a consequence of personal 
conviction or emerging unconscious1y from the poet's nature. These 
are distinctions of convenience， in 也at there i日 no clear boundary be
tween p1ay and convic包on and it is easy to pass from one stage to an
other. Moreover， we have no way of determining the actua1 conviction 
a poet brought to p1aying a particular ro1e. There exists 吐le strong yet 
unwarranted assumption that the more original and successfu1 在 poet lS 
in a particular discursive ro1e， the more he “means 1t鬥 or the truer it is . 

At issue here is Du Mu's poetic se1f-image as a libertine. We have no 
rea1 evidence that Du Mu had more 10ve affairs with courtesans and 
d主ank more heavily than rus contemporaries， including those who have 
1eft us only a discursively “serious" face. In some of rus most effective 
and memorab1e poems Du Mu represents himself as a melancho1y sen
sualist， jè慰仰 風流， combining a propensity for 10ve affairs and a sense 
of panache and indulgence with a sensib山ty easily moved. Du 孔1u's

jèr.忽liu behavior is commented on in anecdota1 sources and biograpruca1 
no位ces. These comments and illustrative anecdotes are more like1y 

23 . Yangzhou was S山 Yang也's beloved “River Capital" 江郁 ， and Yangdi's exc臼ses
there were blamed for 出e fall of 也e S叫
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adduced from 也e tone and some claims made in rus poetry than from 
more direct know1edge of his actua1 behavior.24 It is a1so likely that this 
image of Du Mu alrnost certainly became part of his reputa包on during 
his lifetime. Du Mu clear1y enjoyed p1aying this ro1e， but he equa11y en 
joyed p1勾ing the unrecognized military genius and statesman whose 
policies could restore the empire to its former glory. Du Mu's prob1em 
was that mo民 主eaders were convinced by his poetic ro1e as a sensualist. 

The three “Yangzhou" poems are among the earliest we can date in 
which Du Mu is beginning to sound like the poet who was so beloved 
We have been discussing selιrepresenta包on， yet Du Mu does not speak 
of himse1f anywhere in these poems. If， however， we compare these 
poems to his youthfu1 “Poe吐c Exposition on Apang Pa1ac巴 the con 
仕ast is striking. Sui Yangdi was an extravagant， “bad" emper肘， more a 
sensualist than the First Emperor of Qin， but he was held equa11y re 
sponsib1e for 出c 臼11 of his dynasty. Apart from readers imputing to Du 
Mu the generally assumed negative judgment of Sui Yang函， there is 
nothing in these poems to suggest the kind of moral condemnatio日 that
was offered in the poetic e主pOS1包on. We may interpret the 巴nd of the 
也ird poem as a condemnation， but it is framed in a most pec叫iar form. 

The first poem begins by invoking the remains of S也 Yangdi in the 
very earth of his tomb， which is that of Yangzhou. Some pieces of the 
“Palace for Straying" may have survived (or what were believed to be 
its remains) ; but it soon becomes clear 也at all Yangzhou is a palace for 
str勾ing. The River Me10dy is 叩parently still being sung; the moonlight 
is still there; and the difference between past and present is nowhere 
made clear. We see the extravagant young man of wealth and station， a 
standard poe包c figure， going out by night， spending his wealth on wine， 
wom凹， and song. The “drunken young man making a row" is the 呵呵r
figure of s佐証ying， 10sing oneself， and overspendi立g. We close with an 
image of the young man half s個pped of a costly g紅ment-1os也g both 
decorum and capital. Even if he appe征s somewhat fooli品， it is not an 
image of condemnation but ra也er of celebrating selιindulgence. 

24- Consider thε story preserved in 也e Leishuo of Du Mu's nocturnal adventures in 
Yangzhou while being followed by 吐吐ty of Niu Sengru's undercover agents， who were 
ordered to keep him out of trouble. When he was later teased about his behavior， Du 
Mu is supposed to have professed innocence-unti1 Niu Sengru produced detailed re 
por臼 of his activities . Zhou Xunchu I226. 
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We might here cite the second couplet again: 

誰家 唱水調
明 月 ;馮主義 州

Who is sin扛in呵1宅gm啥1喀g the沈E
a郤S t也h巴 bright moon 個s Yangzhou? 

It is instructive to contrast this with another of Du Mu's most famous 
poems: 

煙 籠寒水 月 籠 沙

夜 泊 秦 i雀i丘酒 家

商 女不 知亡 國 恨

隔 江 猶唱後庭花

杜牧， 泊 秦i在
Du ß缸， Mooring on the Qinhuai2S 

Mist veils the cold waters， 
moonlight veils the sands， 

by night 1 moored on 也e Qinhuai 
near a tave主n.

The merchant's girl does not understand 
the pain of ruined kingdoms一

across the river stiJl she sings 
“Flowers in the Rear Courtyard." 

The Qinhuai was a river that flowed through Jinling， the old capital of 

the Southern Dynasties .  We do not know during which of his trips 

through 也e area he wrote this poem. “Flowers in the Rear Courtyard" 

was composed by the Last Ruler of Chen， a sensual song about plea

sure. When the moralists among his courtiers heard it， they recognized 

the “tones of a ruined kingdom" 亡 國 之音 and knew that 也e dynasty 

cou1d not 10ng endure﹒ The speaker in Du Mu's poem p1ays on his 

depth of historica1 understanding， one not shared by the singer. To her 

it is mere1y a sensual song celebrating p1easure; to the poet listening 

across 吐1e river it is the memory of a dynas句's ruin-and perhaps a bad 

si只n to have it sung in the p主esent.
The situation here is exact1y the same as hea主ing Sui Yangdi' s “River 

Melody" sung in Yangzhou. In “Yangzhou" the listener is well aware of 

the historica1 depth behind this song of pleasure (especially if Du Mu 

himself added the early note iden位fying S叫 Yangdi as the author) . In 

“Yangzhou，" however， there is no moral condemnation; the con位nUlty

of the song enhances the nostalgic aura of 吐吐s city of p1easure. 

The seam1ess contin叫ty of past and present carries over ìnto the 

second “Yangzhou" poem， which celebrates the sites and p1easures of 

the city and the quanti吐es of wealth that flow through it. Oddly， that 

25. 28243; Feng 273 
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continuity is invoked in the 1ast coup1et， where the numerous inscribed 
p血ars in the city seem to invite 也e return of the fab1ed Prince of 
Huainan， Liu An， 的 the immorta1 Ding Ling Wei had returned to his 
home. Here， howev缸， it seems 也at the wealth and p1easures of the ci月7
would make it a true site of return and recurrence， as opposed to Ding 
Ling Wei's discovery of change and 10ss .  

In the third poem the poet continues to evoke the p1easures of the 
city， allud也1ll啥1嗆g t昀o Ba切o Zha帥a叩O仇，法S
Ci守午." In the Tang the p1ac臼e tωo which t出he “可weed-c∞overed cit句y" refer叮red
wa沁s believed t的o have been Yangzhou. Its ge∞ ographica址1 pos位ition ma吋de it 
a c臼enter of commer白， and it grew mighty and overripe， only “in the 
end to be split like a melon and snapped like a bea丘" 竟 Æ-. 剖 而 豆 分 
Perhaps there i s  an ominous no仗， th凹， when D u  Mu describes the city 
as "rudder and axle" of transported wea1th. The 1ast coup1et is easy to 
re吐， but its interpretatio口 is far from clear: 

白 是 荒 淫 罪
何妨作 帝 京

O f  course， with his crimes o f  debauchery 
nothing stopped him from making it the capital. 

The f1rst line clearly refers to Sui Yangdi's excesses and probab1y sug
gests that they were due to the person and not the place. The last line 
may suggest that this was an appropriate capita1 for such an emperor. 

In a pair of poems written at the end of his stay in Yangzhou， osten
sib甘 about parting from a co盯te叫1， we fmd the characteristic Du Mu 
兵趕E仰 persona

婷婷裊裊 十 三餘

豆 蓮 梢頭二 月 初

春風 十 里揚 州 路

卷上珠 簾 總 不 如

26. 28294-95; Feng 3II . 

杜牧， 贈 別
Du Mu， P主esented at Parting26 

I 

Charming and lithe， 
Just over 由ìrteen，

the 包P of a ca主damom branch 
in the beginni時 of the second month. 

Ten leagues of spring breeze 
on the roads ofYangzh凹，

they roll up beaded curtains， 
and no one is her match. 
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多 情卻似總無情

惟覺縛 前 笑 不 成

蠟燭有 心還惜別

替人垂淚 到 天 明

Du Mu 

II 
Too much feeling may seem instead 

like no feeling at all， 
1 realize only that as we drink 

出e laughter w也 not come. 
The wax candle has a heart 

and still feels bad that we part， 
in place of the person it sheds tears 

until the day grows bright 

“Ten leagues of spring breeze" became a phase associated with the city 
ev位 也ereafter. We w血 not pass judgment on the preference for gi主Is
just entering puberty since that was once common in China and much 
of the rest of the world. She is just over thirteen sui (having turned thir 
teen sui on New Year's Day) ，  which means she is probably still twel間，
for age is here linked to the spring season， now just entering the second 
month (which would have begun on March 3 的 83 5) . That focus on  the 
newly blossoming flower is then set within a larger context of “ten 
leagues" of the entertainment quarter， with curtains being ro11ed up， 
women's faces peering out， and the compara包ve judgment being made 
that she is the fairest of 也em a11. 

The compa叫ve jud吋dg伊me削n耽1此t t枷hat仗t '“可'y加y卯ou 伯 t趾he fa釗1削 O吋f them 且11"鬥 w叫a沁s
a瓜s on即e might ima愕g伊n吭E巳， a staple of poems to singi時 girls; and while it 
has a uruversal dimension， it is difficult not to understand it in the con
text of the male culture of the JÏnshi examÌllation and bureaucracy， with 
its passion for g叫a包on and compa叫ve judgment. 

The psychology of the second poem， clearly on the stated topic of 
parting， is more interesting and is almost an a11egory of metaphor in 
Chinese poe叮﹒ We should first point out 由at 也e wick of a candle was 
its “hea泣，" and that drops of wax were conventiona11y figured as tears. 
Tang poets were not genera11y embarrassed to shed tears; but there was 
also an aes出巳tic of repression in which strong feelings spill out in a 
look or gesture. Here， howev缸， we have a claim of nega吐on: the 
strongest feeling appears as the absence of feeling. The evidence is in 
drinking， which should result in smiles and laughter (to purchase a 
courtesan was to “buy smiles") ， but somehow it does的 work now.

Feeling repressed or blocked returns in the world outside the feeling 
subject: the candle acts in place of the human beings， shedding tears for 
them. As an a11egory of metaph凹， the lesson is that figural expression 
could and often was understood as a sign of blocked expression (for 
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various reasons， including political troubles) . Metaphorical displace
ment can signal intensification. Yet another poetics is at work here， 
name布， the metonymic poe包cs of evidence: from the last line we know 
也at the couple remains there until dawn， presumably the time when 
they must part. 

We might compare Du Mu's explicitly psychological treatment of 
出e inab凶ty to speak on parting with Wen Tingy月un's more co日vention
ally 可oetic" though equa11y effective treatment of the same situation.27 

別 情無處說
方寸是 星 河

1 have no way to speak the feelings at parting: 
the heart is as far as across the River of Stars 

Wen Tingyun speaks subj ectively about not being able to express his 
feelings.  Du Mu's move is more interesting in that it generalizes the 
sltua包on as a rule， displacing the immediate awkwardness of the mo 
ment on yet another level. 

Du Mu clearly enjoyed the fengliu persona， but he was also seriously 
engaged in presenting himself in a very different role， name旬， 出at of 
the concerned potential statesman. During his years in Yangzhou he 
was also busy writing political prose， spending much more time at it  
than at composing the verses we just read. It is iroruc that we probably 
have such prose only because of the vers白， which we主e the later source 
of Du Mu's fame and one reason for preserving his col1ected works 
when the works of so many others were lost. 

In the spring of 也e fateful year of 835 Du Mu， aged 也irty-thre亡， was 
appointed inves吐ga由導 censor Uiancha yushi 8a) and left Yangzhou for 
the capital. Zheng Zhu， a courtier and physician with close 包es to 也c
imperial eunuchs， was in power and was gene叫ly despised by official 
dom. The censor Li Gan 李 甘 ， who was Du Mu's close friend， had 
openly opposed Zheng. In the seventh month he was banished to 
Fengzhou， in the far south， where he subsequently died. Perhaps wor
ried about his association with Li Gan， Du Mu claimed he was unable 
to carry out the burdens of his office and asked to be reassigned. The 
co盯t granted his request by transferring his post to Luoyang， which 
was an office without any duties .  It turned out to have been a time甘
move. Either by direct implica包on 1n 出e plot or by casual association 
with the plo吐白s， many Chang'an officials lost 出eir lives in the bloodv 

27. 31949; Zeng 69 
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purge that followed the Sweet Dew Incident in the eleventh month of 
that year. 

In Luoyang Du Mu again encountered Zhang Haohao， the singer he 

had praised in Xuanzhou. She was working in a b哎， perhaps as a result 

of having been cast aside by Shen Shushi. For her he wrote a long bal 

lad， mentioned earli位， where he recalled her heyday in Hongzhou and 
Xuanzhou. 

杜牧， 張宜于去于1幸
Du Mu， Zhang Haohao28 

牧大和三年， 佐故吏 部 沈 "Ä 江 西 幕. 好好年 十 三， 始 以 善歌來 樂 籍 中 . 後
一 歲，父 移 鎮 宣 域， 復 置 好好於 宣 城籍 中 . 後二歲， 為 沈 著作述 師 以 雙 髮
納之， 後二歲， 於洛 陽 泉城重觀 好好， 感 舊 傷 懷， 故題詩贈之

In the 出lrd year of the Taihe Reign [829] 1 had a posi包on in the Jiangxi head
quarters of His Excellency Shen Chuanshi， formerly of the Ministry of Per
sonnel. Haohao was thirteen years of age and had just been registered as a mu
sician for her skill in singing. A year later His Excellency was transferred to the 
command of Xuancheng， and he also had Haohao listed in the Xuancheng 
regJst可﹒ Two years thereafter， Shen Shushi， the editorial director， took her into 
his household as a “double haircoil" [a personal entertain巴r] . Two years there
after 1 got to see Haohao again in the eastern part of Luoyang. Touched by the 
past， 1 felt pain， and thus 1 wrote this poem for her 

君 為豫章妹
十 三繞 有 餘
翠 茁 鳳 生尾
丹 葉 蓮 合 閥
高 閣 倚天半
章 江 聯 碧 虛
此地試君。昌
特使華是鋪
主 "Ä 顧 四 座
始訝來蜘蹦
兵 娃起 引 贊
低徊映長褲

28 . 28040; Feng 53 

You were a fa立 maid of Yuzhang， 
just a little over 也irteen.
Azure sprouting， phoenix growing a tail; 
cinnabar leaves， lotus in bud. 
The high tower rested hal如Tay to Heaven， 
the Zhang River joined the sapphire sky. 
In this place they made trial of you主 smgmg，
with a splendid feast spread just for you. 
Our host looked around at all the gues郎，
then marveling how hesitantly you came out 
A Wu damsel commenced the introduction，29 
you held back， half-hidden in long gown folds .  

29 . In his Du Mu shixuan (52) Zhou Xifu interprets 也is as a Wu maiden introducing 
Zhang Haohao， which 1 follow here. Zhu Bili個 (39) takes the Wu maiden as Zhang 
Haohao herself. 

雙髮 可 高 下
繞過青 羅 禱
盼盼 乍 垂袖
一聲雛鳳呼
繁絃i是 關 紐
塞 管 裂 圓 蘆
眾 者 不 能逐
裊裊 穿 雲4Ilf
主 "Ä再三歎
謂 言 天 下殊
贈之天 馬 錦
副 以 水犀千元
龍沙 看秋浪
明 月 遊求 湖
自 此每 相 見
三 日 已 為疏
玉 質 隨 月 ;為
艷態逐春舒
鋒唇漸輕巧
雲 步 轉虛徐
挂持 忽 車 下
笙 歌隨她蘊
霜 凋 謝樓樹
沙暖 句 溪 蒲
身 外任塵土
樽前極歡娛
飄然 象 仙客
諷賦欺相 如
聘之 碧 瑤佩

載 以 紫 雲 車
洞 閉 水聲遠

Du Mu 

Y our paired coils just the rigl吋eight，30
barely hanging over the blue gauze jacket 
Glancing around， you first let sleeves drop， 
with a single note the phoenix chick cried out 
The flurried play of s世ings burst their ties; 
the frontier pipes split their round reeds. 
The many notes could 丘ot keep up with you 
whose sinuous melody pierced clouds' avenues 
Our host sighed repeatedly 
declaring you unique in all the world 
He gave you brocade pic囚ring heavenly horses， 
supplementing it with a walrus 囚sk comb 
At Longsha you watched the autumn waves，31 
and in bright moonlight roamed on East Lake 
From this 位me whenever he saw you， 
just three days seemed like a long separa吐on.
Jade flesh grew fuller with passing months， 
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your voluptuous figure filled out with the spring. 
Vermilion lips grew ever more agile and artful， 
cloudlike steps took on ever more digni且ed grace. 
When his pennons and banners went east，32 
your reed-organ songs went with his boats . 
Frosts scarred the 臼ees of Xie Tiao's Mansion; 
the sands were warm by Ju Creek's reeds 
Y ou consigned all beyond you to mere dust， 
in drinking you reached pleasur亡's heights戶
A visitor， swept along from the Jixian Galleries，34 
recited fu that put Sima Xiangru to shame. 
For an enga名ement gi丘 he gave sapphire 

pendants， 
he car工ied you off in a coach of lavender cloud. 
The grotto was closed， sounds of waters f:缸，

30. 1 follow Zhou Xifu here in his inte中retation of ke gaox甜 可 高 下; Zhu Bilian 
takes this as her kneeling and rising. 

31. At Hongzhou 
32. That is， to Xuanzhou 
33 . It is unclear whether the subject is Shen Chuanshi or Zhang Haohao 
34. Accordin苦 的 Du Mu's note， Shen Shushi， Haoha口's subsequent pa位on， had 

been a sub-editor，J叫品 技理， in the J凶an Galleries. Ji:x:ian dian f在 仙殿 was an earlier 
name for the 集 賢殿
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月 高 蟾影孤
爾 來 未 幾 歲
散盡 高 陽徒
;各城重 相 見
婷婷為 當 爐
怪我苦何事
少 年垂 白 鬚
朋遊今在否
落 拓 更能無
門 館慟哭後
水雲秋景初
斜 日 掛衰柳
涼 風 生 座 隅
灑 盡 ;為襟淚
短歌聊 一 書

Du Mu 

the moon was high， 的 Toad-light， lonely戶
Not many years have passed since th凹，
but Gaoyang companions have all scattered.36 
Here in Luoyang 1 meet you once again， 
as， gracefi叫， you stand at the bar.37 
Y ou marvel at what has caused me such grief 
that in youth my beard hangs white﹒ 
“Are your companions surviving or not? 
can you still be as unrestrained as you were?"38 
After we wept in grief at the lodge's gate，39 
waters and clouds showed autumn's onset. 
The sinking sun hangs in dying willows， 
and chill winds rise at 出e edge of my seat. 
1 have shed all the tears that soak my lapels 
and now write 出is short song 

The poem leaves certain important things unsaid: we do not know if 
she was happy to have been taken as a concubine by Shen Shushi， nor 
do we know what happened between them 出at led to her ending up as 
a private entertainer-courtesan in Luoyang. Of course， such things did 
not need to be mentioned since they would have been known to both 
Du Mu and Zhang Haohao. This， in tu凹， reminds us of the degree to 
which such a poem was indeed “for" Zhang Haohao and not for 

3 5 . Zhu Bilian 41 interprets this 品 Zhang Haohao entering an immo主tal 主ealm， like 
Liu Chen and Ruan Zhao spending 包me m 也e grotto with the goddesses or like Chang 
E f1eeing to the moon. First， we may note that in its ni且也 centu勾 version， 也e gro仕O
being “closed" mo主e strongly suggests 也e attempt of Liu and Ruan to return to the 
world of the imm耐心 (see pp. }28-29) . If 也e second line is indeed assoc以ed wi出
Chang E， she was a figure of lonely solitu缸， having stolen 也e elixir 0 f immortality and 
left her mate. If the line is an allusion to Li He (see p.  179) ，  then it may suggest that she 
was being taken away from her old master (Shen Chuanshi) by a new one (Shen Shushi) . 

}6. Originally an allusion to Li Yiji 麗F食其 and his drinking companions， who in 
cluded Liu Bang; by the Tang this simply referred to frequent companions at pa血es.

3仿7. This a址4必II弘lu吋lde臼s tωo Z且hu∞o We叫n叫1甘叩jun ten臼∞n吋ld曲ing bar afl甜f丘te位r ha肝vm呵g el坤0叩ped wi凡岫1
ru. The implica包0∞ns are un芷m跎叫clea試芷丸， but i此t ma叮y s叩ug銘gε臼st t也ha仗t Ha叩ohao has bee凹n dismi站ss臼ed
from Shen Shushi's household to fend for herself， becoming a public courtesan. 

}8 .  This can be taken either as Zhang Haohao's question to Du Mu or as Du Mu's 
question to Zhang Haohao. The use of pengyou Jl� 遊 suggests the former. Luotuo 落 拓
can mean either “unrestrained，" as translated， o r  “down and out." 

39 . The reference is to Du Mu's sense of loss at the death of Shen Chuanshi. 
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posterity. Instead， the poem concen仕ates on Zhang Haohao's time 
with Shen Chuanshi， the elder brother， and on their present grief at 
his passing. 

The pathos of the woman whose first bloom is 戶代 articul純d
aga.tnst retn1lliSCences of earlier favor enjoyed， s位ongly recalls Bai Ju咐's
famous “Song of the Pipa" 琵 琶 引 of 816， compo叫 just twenty y戶的
earlier.40 Both formally and rhetorically “Zhang Haohao" is a more "lit
erary" treatment of the theme-though it lacks the complexity of 
‘Song of the Pipa" in weaving the narrative of the woman's youth with 

an expressive performance on the pipa. Bai Juiyi chose the long line， 
with rhyming couplets and four-line stanzas. This was the favorite form 
of long popular song， and “Song of the Pipaη indeed seems to have 
quickly spread to pop叫ar performance venues . Du Mu instead chose a 
more “literary" medium， namely， the short line with a sing斟le rl中n
th芷roughout仁. 

The woman of “Song of the Pipa" was not only nameless ，  but her 
story was generic-which no doubt enhanced its pop叫arity.
自 言 本是 京城女 She said that she was ori學nally

a girl of the capital， 
家在蝦蜈陵下住 her home was located a t  the foot 

of Frog Mound. 
十 三學得琶 琵 成 At thirteen she fully 

mastered 出e pi阱，
名 屬 教坊 第 一 部 and her name was listed in the first 世oupe

of the Music Academy. 
曲 罷 曾 教善 才伏 When a tune was finished， she used to make 

even 吐le maestro bow down， 
妝成每被秋娘妒 her makeup done， she always felt 

出e jealousy of Miss Qiu﹒ 
五陵年 少 爭纏 頭 The young men o f  Five Barrows competed 

to offer turbans as reward， 
一 曲 系工 緒 不 知數 for a single tune came red silks， 

主回頭 雲 龍 擊 節 碎

血 色 羅 裙 翻 i商 污

40. 2234月 Zhu 685 

more than she could count. 
Inlaid pins and mica combs 

smashed as she strumm吐 出e rhythm， 
her gossamer ski主t the color of blood 

was stained '^甩出 overturned ale 
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celebrity became very popular following the success of Bai J uyi's ballad. 
Significantly， D弘u Mu

可
's p扣oem 倪Oωun忱t仗吋ed山a t伽O肌∞u肌叫lC刮h趾m呵g 可wor均叫Oαma叭 mγ 由

mt仗er白se仗ct臼ed wi此th poli包ca叫1 hist的or叮y. Du Qiuniang had been the concubine 
of the rebel Li Qi; when Li Qi fell， she wa俗s s紀ent mtωo X站la叩nz 叩on叩立(2:'法s har白em
a吋 la阻 be叫肘 a fa肌盯avo刊Tor即 u吋c叮r X茲la征組nzo可s s乳叩悶u囚1花cc削or she芯e be斗…已…am耽e t出he
gover凹ness for one of 孔Muzong's sons， the Prince of Zhan立﹒ When the 
prince was slande叫 a吋 demo叫， she was sent home. She tells her storv 
to Du Mu， who relates it in verse replete w站 femmes fatales and virtu
ous women. J l叫 as Bai Juyi saw his own fate in the aging singing girl of 
'Ballad of the Pipa，" so Du Mu sees the fate of scholars in Du Q心，

女子 固 不 定 Women indeed have no stable fates:  
士林亦難期 for scholars 的 o i t i s  hard to predict. 

He then launches into a long list of examples of fat巴's reversals for 
schola郎， at which point we realize that he is not near旬 的 interested in 
Du Qiuniang as in the fate of Confucian officials 

In 836， during Du Mu's stay in Luoyang， a much-adrnired friend 
named Li Kan 李 截 had died. About a year later Du Mu composed 
his tomb inscription， which contains a surprising attack on the poetry of 
Yuan Zhen and Bai J uyi as representing 出e evils of Y凹的e poet的﹒ The
attack is couched in the 、.vords of Li K詛咒 m conjunction with his (nmv-
10叫 antl叫ogy ofTa時 poe叮 The tomb inscr咖ion reads as follows: 

Poe仕y can be set to song， can circulate in bamboo pipes， and can be strummed 
on silken strings. Women and children all want to recite it. \'îi也E由er the mores 
of the dynasty a主e sound or frivolous， 也E立 quality is fanned by poe世y， like the 
swiftness of the wind. It has bothered me that ever since the Yuanhe Reúrn 've 
have had poems by Bai ]可i and Yuan Zhen whose sensual delicacv has defied 
也e norms. Excepting gentlemen of mature strength and classical decorum、
many have been ruined by them. They have 忱也ted among the comm叮
people and been inscribed on walls ;  mothers and fathers teach them to sons 
and daughters orally; 吐立ough winter's cold and summer's heat their lascivious 
phrases and overly familiar words have entered people's flesh and bone and 
cannot be gotten out. 1 have no position and cannot use the law to bring 出lS
under con世01.41

From a later perspective it is hard not to prefer Bai's 可ong of the 

Pipa，" even in this short extract: the energy of the language perfectly 

evokes her heedless absorption in music and pleasure， getti且g and 

spending without counting either gain or loss .  We are prepared for the 

且nes that follow the extract， in which， as she matur口， her adrnirers dis 

appear. The heroine of “Song of the Pipa" was indeed a courtesan 

whose success was measu主ed by the number of clients who admired 

he主-and paid for her services. It is hard not to see her as the double of 

the poet Bai Juyi (the poem makes that analogy on other grounds) : Bai 

and his friend Yuan Zhen celebrated the widespread popularity of the 

former' s poet可﹒ Such indiscrirninate， general popularity later became a 

charge leveled against B缸's poet可 by his detractors . 

In this context it becomes easier to comprehend Du Mu's transforma

包on of such a figure in Zhang Haohao. This singer is named and known. 

She is loved and appreciated by one or two men rather than by all who 

desire her. Her “success" is measured in terms of depth of feeling， both 

her own and that of those who admired her， par包cularly Shen 仁huanshi

Loss is viewed not as the passing of her youthful charms but rather as the 

death of the patron who first adrnired her. “Eleva包on" 也 poe包c form 

and register corresponds to these “higher" values. Al出ough she may 

now be working in a Luoyang bar， Zhang Haohao is the figure of the lov

ing and beloved concubine 主ather than the courtesan. 

Of less certain date is Du Mu's other famous ba1lad on “woman's sad 

fate，" “Du Qiuniang" 杜秋娘詩. Miao Yue dates 吐吐S to 833 ， the time of 

his move to Yangzhou， while Fu Xuancong prefers 837. As in the case of 

the poem to Zhang Haohao， Bai Juyi's “Ballad of the Pipa" lies in the 

background， though again Du Mu chooses the less  popular short line 

rather than the long line. Compared t。 “Zhang Haohao，" this ba1lad uses 

more allusions and a higher register of diction to distance itself even fur

ther from the aura of popular poet可 ]吋ging from refere且ces to the 

poem both by Zhang Hu and Li Shangy凹， it seems to have been an im

portant part of Du Mu's contemporary fame-though it is far less often 

commented on by later critics than many of Du Mu's other poems. 

鳴也且e similar themes were not unknown earlier， the discovery of 

women who had experienced hard 包mes and had fallen in status and 

41 .  Fanch腳'n WI句.ï 137. 1bis passa甚e ís commonly viewed as expressíng Du Mu's own 
pOSl包on sínce he chose to cíte it ín the tomb ínscript:ion and therefore probably was in 
baslC agreement with Ii K妞's antipa出y toward 出1S poe的人 扭 曲e course of the lat叮
叮adít:ion， Li Ka且's judgment， taken as Du Mu's own， led to considerable crit:icism of 
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In a modern context Li Kan's acute distress will， of course， be read as 
moving testimony to the popularity of Bai Juyi's poetry. Here， however， 
we must exercise the same caution that we observe with Du Mu's im 
age as a sensualist. Li Kan's image of the rampant popularity of such 
poetry is not simply confirmed in statements by Yuan Zhen and Bai 
Juyi themselves but may be a product of those same statements 

Beginning in the mid-8}os，  regulated verse in the long line was in 
creasingly popular， especially in poems describing locales and anαent 
sites .  Du Mu based a pair of Luoyang poems on the fact that the em 
peror no longer visit吐， which was a popular Luoyang theme. He also 
composed a meditation on the past trea包ng the ruins of the old city. 

杜牧， 故洛陽城有 感
Du Mu， Thoughts Stirred on Old Luoyang42 

一 片 宮 牆當道危 A stretch o f  palace wall 
st叩ds looming on the road， 

行人為 爾 去遲遲 because of you the traveler 
goes off slowly 

華 圭 苑 裹秋風後 In Bi伊i Park43 
after the autumn wind， 

平 樂 館前斜 日 時 也 front of Pingle Lodge 
at the moment of set包ng sun. 

Du Mu because of the sensuality of much of his own poe叮 See Zha Pingqiu 查屏球B
Tangxue yu Tangshi: Zhong Wan Tang shiftng de yi之hOl毯 F的hua kaocha 唐 學 與 唐詩﹒ 中 晚唐
詩風 的 一 種 文化考察 (Beiji月 Shangwu yinshuguan， 2000) ，  278-79 . For the scholarly 
debate over how much this passage represents Du Mu's own viewpoint， see Du Xiao 
qin 6I3-I5. It is reasonable to ask what sor臼 of poetry Li Kan had in mind within Bai 
Juyi's and Yuan Zhen's cliverse ou中ut. ln “Defming E主perience: The 'Poems of Seduc 
tive 旭間

， (yanshi) of the Mid-Tang Poet Yuan Zhen (779-83I)"  (}翩翩l oftheAm叮叮an
Orienta1 50自吵 122， no. 1 日an.-March 200斗 ， 6I-78) ，  Anna Shields points to Yuan 
Zhen' s erotic poetry. 1 think tbe ta主get was tbe long ballads like “Song of tbe Pipa，" 
柏油 might be described as havi時 “sen叫 del叫y" 纖 豔 yet remained straight
forward enough for oral performance and transmissi恤. Li Kan is dearly not referring 
to the rambling personal poet可 of Bai Juyi's old age， which we have cliscussed earlier 
(see Chapter 吩 It i日， however， often us出1 in the Tang to think of negation as a u吋
ing factor. As clifferent as 也ey were from one another， the famous ballads， tbe “New 
Yu�戶，" the carefully crafted but straightforward old-呵le poems of tbe Yuanhe， and tbe 
willfully rambling poems of B缸's old age were still versions of 出e “familiar and com
mon" 習 俗" defined against equally cliverse versions of “elevated" poe包c cliscourse. 

42. 28I36; Feng I91 . 
43 . Bigui Park was an Eastern Han park. 

鋼 黨 豈 能 留 漢 鼎

;青談 空 解識 胡 兒

干 燒 萬 車站主中 靈 死

慘慘終年 鳥 雀 志

Du Mu 

The proscribed faction was not able 
to preserve the Han tripod;44 

metaphysical chat made 0丘e merely able 
to recognize the barbarian 4S 

A thousand fires， ten thousand battl的，
the ve勾 land died， 

and mournfully all the year through 
吐le sparrows lament. 

279 

Du Mu begins with the ruin of wl叫 he believes was the Eastern Han 

palace wall， a reminder of the past that mak自 由e traveler pause in 

thought. The second couplet is a characteristically Late Tang one， con

juring up two resonant names of Eastern Han sites of which nothing 

identifiable likely remained in the Tang. They are simply named， set in 

the dying sunlight and autumn wind， moments of ending. The third 

couplet offers judgment through allusion. From a time of ending 

we move back to critical moments in histo句， when an alternative deci

sion might have made a difference. One such moment occurred be 

fore the fall of the Eastern Han， with the massive purge of officialdom 

that began in 169 . Du Mu seems to suggest that had those men re 

mained in office and not been proscrib吐， 吐1ey might have been able to 

save the dynas可﹒ The second moment occurred befo自 由e fall of the 

Western Jin， whose capital was also Luoyang. Here Du Mu suggests the 

lmpote丘ce of the contempora叮 ethos of refined judgment: Although 

Wang Yan was able to recognize the signs of someone who could de

stroy the dynas句， he did nothing about it. The seventh line is character

istic of Du Mu at his be鈍， describing a grand 吋sion that makes the 

gene主al case concrete: Luoyang was the site of many battles and sacked 

芷epeatedly， until the land itself (literally the “numen of Earth") died. 

All that rem也1S is lament， displaced into 也e chirping sparrows， 的 the

44. The reference is to 也e aSSOC1a包on of famous scholars 阻d academy students in 

tbe second centu可I whose “faction" enraged tbe empe主or. Tbey were frrst apprehended 

and tben pe=anent!y sent back to 出err na包ve places. After 吐吐s 吐le Yellow Turban up 

rising began. Du Mu's point seems to be tbat in rustica出g all these scholars tbe East 

ern Han court deprived itself of necessary talen心， which led to the fall of tbe dynasty. 

45. Tbe 主eference is to tbe Jin scholar Wang Yan 王衍， famous for “metaphysic泣

chat，" qingtan. Shi Le was on a 世且也ng venture in Luoyang， and when Wang Yan saw 

him， he 也ought him rem缸kable， commenting tbat his existence could be 臼扭扭。phic

for tbe empire. Indeed， Shi Lε was a cen佐al 且gure 1n 出e fall of tbe Jin. 
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sorrow of par包ng had earlier been displaced into the waxen tears of the 
candle. 

Here we might contrast the following poem by Xu Hun-one of Du 
Mu's contemporaries and， lat缸， his friend-on the same topic: 

許渾 ， 登故洛 陽城
Xu Hun， Climbing the Old Walls of Luoyang46 

禾 泰 離 離 半 野 萬 The millet grows lush， 
half with wild artemisia. 

苦人城此豈知勞 they made walls here in olden days， 
can we realize the effort? 47 

The sound of the waters goes off east， 
court and market changed， 

the mountair芯
，
force comes nor由，

palace halls stand tall 
Crows caw among twilight clouds， 

returning to ancient battlements， 
in the cold rains wild geese lose their way 

and come down in the empty moats . 
I love the one who became an irnmortal48 

on Mount Hou's crest， 
still playing the reed organ himse匠，

getting drunk on sapphire peach brew. 

Although this is not Xu Hun at his be鈍， the comparison shows both 
his s仕engths and weaknesses .  Du Mu's poem presents an overarchin立
了lSlOn 伽t gives it structure: beginning with the 凹的 that tease thmψt， 
1t moves on to poetically empty scenes of sites that were pa主t of ancient 
Luoyang's former glory， then on to the moments of decision that led to 
the ci句's destruction， and finally to the vision of repeated burnings and 
battles that decimated a cit}心 which never en包rely recovered. Xu Hun's 
poem moves aimlessly from image to ima阱， at last coming somewhat 
incongruously to the figure of the immortal Qiao， the prince who rose 
above it all. Nevertheless ，  the third couplet evokes the beauty of ruins 
in a way 出at is different from anything in Du Mu's poem. Like the 品le
couplets of the craftsmen of regulated verse in the short line， with 

水聲求 去 市 朝 變

山 勢 北 來 宮 殿 高

鴉噪暮雲歸古生茱

雁迷寒 雨 下 空 嚎

可憐對美嶺登仙子

猶 自 吹 笙 醉 碧 桃

which it shares affinities ，  it i s  a kind o f  beauty that is easily repro

duced-and was . 

Du Mu's younger brother Du Yi t土豈頁 passed the jinshi examination in 

832. Like Du Mu himself， Du Yj's youthful writings were greatly praised. 

When Du Mu was still in Yangzhou， Du Yi had gone off to serve in the 

entourage of Li Deyu， the military commissioner of nearby Runzhou 

(now Zhenjiang) . When Li Deyu was transferr吐， Du Yi went to Yang

zhou， resis位ng Niu Sengru's invitation to serve out of loyalty to his 

former patro丘﹒ Du Yi suffered from a disease that affected his eyes， and 

by 837 he was blind. In 主esponse to this family crisis， Du Mu left his 

Luoyang post and traveled to Chang'an to ask a famous doctor to treat 

his brother. When the pair reached Yangzhou， the doctor concluded 

that it was not 也e eyes themselves but something in the brain. 0Xle 

suspect it was a tumor.) 

The two brothers were st叮ing in Chanzhi Temple， and it was pre

sumab句 then that Du Mu wrote one of his most famo山 poems. The 

distance between Chanzhi Temple-on West→of三Bamboo Road to the 

northeast of the city-and the lively entertainment quarter seems to 

embody the poet's present distance from 也e Yangzhou he had so en

joyed just a few ye且rs earlier. 

杜牧 ， 題揚 州 禪 智 寺
Du Mu， On the Chanzhi Temple in Yangzhou49 

雨 過 一 蟬噪
飄 蕭拉桂秋
青 苔 滿階砌
白 鳥故遲 留
暮 靄 生 7家樹
斜 陽 下 小 樓
誰知竹 西 路
歌吹是揚 州
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46. 288r8; Lu。 可; Jiang Congping 3 5. 
47. 0r: “they were never rewarded." 
。 Wangzi Qiao 

49 . 28r42; Feng r98 

50. The last couplet of this famous poem a也nits of several interpretations . Here 1 
have followed a varia且on on the standard one. The pa吐ern of the seventh line has p缸

aIlels that sugg臼t the following reading: "who knows of W凹d二Bamboo Road [and 

Chanzhi Temple]?- / song and piping， that is Yangzhou，" that is， those enjoying the 
pleasures of the city know nothi且g of 也is quiet temple outside the ci月'.
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Du Mu here abruptly begins with a shrill sound in世uding into or re 
placing the steadier sound of the rain. Although Du Mu's poem is not 
entirely a regulated ver咒 it plays at becoming regulated. Al也ough such 
an opening was not the k:ind of controlled exposition preferred by the 
craftsmen of regulated verse， it recalls the opening couplets of some 
famous eighth-century poems . One is Wang Wei's “Watching the 
Hunt，" cited earlier:5 1  

blind now， there was little he could do. Du Mu was closely identified 

with Niu Sengru﹒ Armed with a letter and a set of his poems， Du Mu 

instead sought employment with Cui Dan， the new surveillance com一

nusslOner stationed in Xuanzhou， tak:ing his brother to Xuanzhou in 

late autumn 837-

風勁 角 弓 鳴
將軍蠟 ;再城

The wind i s  strong， the horn-bow sings， 
the general is hun吐ng east of Wei City. 

杜牧， 將赴 宣 州 留 題揚 州 禪 智 寺
Du Mu， About to Set Off for Xuanzhou， 1 Leave This 

Written on the Chanzhi Temple in Yangzhou53 
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Another is Li B缸's “Going to See the Daoist Master on Daitian Moun
tain and Not Findi時 Him ln" 訪 戴 天 山 道 士 不 過.52

犬 吠水聲 中 A dog barks amid 由e sound of waters， 
秒k花 帶 雨 濃 peach blossoms 由此， bearing rain 

The shrill cry of the cicada fades into the sound of the wind blowing 
through the trees. 

Just as the first couplet i盯olves the in削t佐tn凹u叩1
an a叫ur叫a叫1 gro叩und of continuous sound， so the second couplet sets up a 
visual ground of green moss with small figures (or figure-perhaps 
only one white bird) on that ground. This is recognizably a “close" 
scene， setting up a shift in attention to a relatively "far鬥 scene in the 
也ird coupl仗， one of rising mist and impending darkness .  This third 
couplet effectively closes off the area of the temple， inviting an imagi
na包ve shift to the sensual world of Yangzhou beyond 也at spa白， a 
world of noisy sounds that is the very antithesis of the temple's stillness， 
which draws attention. This final evocation of Yangzhou 尬， in effect， a 
“scene of absence，" which we have encountered so often in medita 
tions on the past: a poem that begins with sounds ends with distant 
sounds unheard. Far more than in the earlier Yangzhou poems， a sense 
of contemplati珊， often melancholy distance begins to characterize 
many of Du Mu's poems. 

At this point Du Mu's patron was transferred from his Yangzhou 
command to Luoyang and was replaced by none other than Li Deyu. 
Du Yi， Du Mu's brother， had earlier served under Li Deyu; but being 

故 里 溪 頭松柏雙

來 時 盡 日 倚和: 窗

杜陵 惰 苑 已 長色 國

As a young man Du Mu seems to have eagerly set off for the southeast. 

By this point， however， he was beginning to w臼1γ of it 

Some of Du Mu's finest and most famous poems can be dated to 

this second period in Xuanzhou. The following is a good example: 

杜牧， 題 宣 州 開 元 寺

南 朝謝挑樓
束 手已 最深處
亡 國 去如鴻
遺 寺 藏煙塢
樓 飛 九 十 尺
廊環四 百柱
高 高 下 下 中
風繞松桂樹
青 苔 照 家 閻
白 鳥 兩 中目吉吾

Du Mu， On the Kaiyuan Temple at Xuanzhou55 

Xie Tiao's Tower of the Southern Dynasties， 

由e ve勾T deepest spot in eastern \'Vu. 
A fallen dynasty， gone off like a swan， 
the temple le丘， hidden in a 江山t:y vale 
Its towe主 soars up ninet:y fe哎，
a porch rings lt Wl也 four hundred col山nns.

Between high heights and lowest d旬出5

the breeze winds around pine and cassia. 

Green mosses shine by red pavilions， 
white birds talk to each other in pairs . 

51 . See p. I03 
戶. 08680; Qu (1980) 1355. 

53 . 28146; Feng 20I. 

5+ Duling was the home region of the Du farr咱九 sou出 of Chang'an. The “Sui 

Park" m勾 refer to Yangzhou， wh他 was Sui Ya時di's capital of Jiangdu
電

55. 泌的8; ranchuan shiji Zhu 100. The dating here i5 ba5ed on a泣。thcr pocm on the 
Kaiyuan Temple than can be securely dated to 838 .  
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溪 聲入僧 夢
月 色 日軍粉堵
閱 景無立 夕
憑攔有今古
留 我 酒 一樽
前 山 看 春 雨

Du Mu 

The creek's sound enters the dreams of monks， 
the moon's color glows on plaster walls 
1 view the scenes， whether dawn or evening， 
leaning on a raili略 past and present are here. 
A cup of ale to make me linger， 
watching spring rain in the mountains ahead. 

Although 也is poem shares elements with the “medita吐on on the Dast." 
it goes far beyond the genre. In 吋dition to being Xie 苗的's “tower，" it 
had also been the site of one of Li Bai's most famous poems， "In Xie 
Tiao's Tower in Xuanzhou， Holding a Parting Feast for the Collator 
Shuyun" 宣 州 謝ßjl樓錢 則 枝 書 叔 雲 ， 羽毛ich begins: 56 

棄我去者昨 日 之 日 The sun of yesterday that left me behind 
不 可 留 cannot be stayed， 
堅冬?者今 日 之 日 叫ay's 叩sun咒1， 由伽ro叫呵叩可Wll甩扭呵1虹f
j夕吾 .煩、 恣 b址rlllgs m且叩ny ca位re臼s.
長風 萬 里i主秋雁 A steady wind for thousands of miles 

對此可 以 甜 高 樓
sends along autum泣's geese， 

facing this scene we may 
get the entire tower 包psy

The contemplative tone of Du Mu's poem could not offer a stronger 
contrast with Li Bai's raili月 against 包me's passage and the raucous 
pa訂Y in order to seize the moment. The old dynasty departs like a mi
gratmg swan， leaving the temple hidden away. Its tower literally “soars 
up，" but it does not fly away. The irony was that such idyllic perma 
nence was an illusion: in less than a decade a new emperor would close 
virtually all the Buddhist temples .  

杜牧， 宣 州 開 元 寺 南 樓
Du Mu， The Southern Tower of the 

Kaiyuan Temple in Xuanzhou57 

小 樓 繞 受 一床橫 The small tower can just barely take 
a single bed stretched across it， 

終 日 看 山 酒 滿傾 all day long 1 look at the mountai郎，

56. 08454; Qu (1980) 1077. 
57. 28320; Feng 359. 

1 tip up fi叫1 cups of ale. 

可惜和風夜 來 雨

醉 中 虛度打 官 聲

Du Mu 

Too bad about the balmy wind 
and last night's rain-

in d凹nkenness 1 missed 
its sounds striking the window.58 

28 5 

Again we encounter what is ， in effect， another scene of absence. We 
begin to understand that such scenes of absence poetically create 
worlds that are lost， out of reach， 凹， in trus case， slept through. We 
have seen how the craftsmen of regulated verse created scenes that 
were empirically improbable under the circumstances defined by the 
title or the rest of the poem. The poetic effect of the line was clearly 
more important than fidelity to experience. The scene of absence was 
another form of poe包C 主epresentation that went beyond immediate ex 
perience. Only a small leap is required to sruft from these two modes of 
poe包c representa包on to creating scenes 也at could never happen in 
real-life experience， scenes that exist only in words 

長 空 碧 夸 夸
萬 古 一 飛 鳥
生 前 酒 伴 的

愁 醉 閑 多 少
煙 ;家 惰 家 寺
殷華 時 相 照
獨佩一 壺游
秋 毫 泰 山 .J、

杜牧， 獨 酌
Du ß缸， Drinking Alone59 

The long sky， sapphire， faint and far， 
for all 包me a single bird in 血ght.
It used to be my drinking comp位世ons were 

at ease， 
drinking in sorrow， how much ease 自 由ere?
lYIist lies deep around temples of the S凶，
blood-red leaves darkly shine. 
1 roam alone， a jug s佐ung from my waist， 
by an autumn h祉， Mount Tai is small. 

What does “for all time a sin斟e bird in 也ght" actually mean? It may be 

an impression of timeless自ss based on seeing a single bird in the vast
ness of the sky， but the主e really do巳sn't have to be a real bird. This is a 

scene of poetry and not of the real wo主ld. It is a way of seeing， like the 
adjustment of perspective 伽t renders (in Zhuangzi's te=s) huge 
Mount Tai smaller than a filament drifting in the air. That change in 

perspective， which in Du Mu's world is realized in 出e work of poetry， 

transforms the melancholy of drinking alone into a joy. 

58 .  Lite主ally， “in drunkenness in v型n 1 passed through the 凹ne of its sounds striking 

the window." 
59. 28051;  Feng 85 
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Late in 83 8 Du Mu was appointed Rectifier of Omissions of the Left 
(7b， under the Chancellery) and Senior Compiler in the History Office. 
It is tempting to inte中ret trus appointment in conjunc包on with Wen 
zong's abortive attempt in the eleventh month to establish Hanlin Aca
demicians of Poet勾 心ming from a distinguished background (Du 
Mu's uncle had been married to Xianzong's daughter， the Qiyang prin
cess) he probably possessed just the right combination of good breed 
ing and poetic talent to suit Wenzong. Right after New Year's (properly 
January 旬， 839) Du Mu set off for 出e capital， first settling rus younger 
brother with rus cousin in Jiangzhou. 

蕭 i麗 江 湖 十 過秋

酒 杯無 日 不 遲 留

謝主:城畔 溪 驚 夢

蘇 小 門 前柳拂頭

千 里 雲 山 何處好

幾人襟韻 一 生休

塵冠掛卻知 閑 事

終把蹉跎訪 舊 游

杜牧， 自 宣 城赴 官 上 京
Du Mu， Going from Xuanzhou to the 

Capital to Take up My Post60 

Free and easy on river and lakes 
ten times I've gone through autumn， 

not a day went by when a cup of ale 
did not make me tarry 

Beside 出e city of Lord Xie 
the stream woke me from dream， 

before 吐le gate of Little Su 
the willows stroked my head. 

A thousand lea�斗es of cloudy mountains， 
what place there is best?一

how many men have a temperament 
that make this enough for a lifetime? 

When this dusty cap is hung away， 
1 will know idleness， 

in the end 1 will take my wasted chances 
and visit these former haunts 

It had indeed been ten years since Du Mu gave up rus first post and set 
off with Shen Chuansru to Hongzhou. Apart from a brief period in 
Chang'an and Luoyang， he had spent those years primarily in Xuan
zhou and Yangzhou， in 出e lower Yangzi region. The obvious contrast 
in rus writing between rus public and private personas embodies con
trary desires， namely， to advance in rus career and to enjoy rumself. 
Here he doubts the value of servic亡， though he cannot resist its lure， 

60. 28150; Feng 204-

Du Mu 287 

and vows to retum in order to sa泣的 rus contrary side. In the parallel 

“ten years" poem， Du Mu's most famous ， the wasted time is the 臼me

spent enjoying rumself 

杜牧， 遣懷
Du Mu， Getting Things Off My Chest 6 1  

落 魄 江 南 載 酒行

楚腰腸斷 掌 中 輕

十 年 一 覺 揚 州、l 夢

贏得 青 樓 薄 倖 名

Down and out in the Southland 
1 went c叮叮ing ale， 

Chu's slim wais的， heartbroken， 
light in my palm.62 

After ten years 1 woke at last 
from my Yangzhou dream， 

all 1 got was a name for careless love 
in the blue mansions. 

Since trus poem is included in one of the supplements to Du Mu's col

lection (仰伊)， wruch contains numerous spurious attributions， we can 

not entirely vouch for its authen包city. Yet the similarities to the open

ing couplet of the preceding poem are such that we are tempted to 

both credit it and date it roughly in trus period.63 

The image of Du Mu that endured was 出at of the pleasure seeker. 

“Name" or “fame，" mi月\g， was what one sought in 0伍cial lif，亡; here Du 

Mu acrueves “name，" albeit the wrong kind of name and in the wrong 

quarters. 
Du Mu's public career seemed to be back on track after returning to 

Chang'an. Through rus post as Rectifier of Omissions， Du Mu pe包

tioned to have Li Gan posthumous1y pardoned. In a 10ng 01站d-st叫v抖!le

口1Joem in t出he sho 芷丘t li江I凹 ent位itle吐d

已e nse to powe主 of Li Xun and Zheng Zhu; how Li Gan courageously 

opposed Zheng Z恤's promo包on to minister; how he was ex.iled and 

61. 28354; Feng 369 
62. This alludes to 也e king of Chu's preference for women '-'11出 slim waists， and to 

the Han favorite Zhao Feiyan， who was so light that she could dance on 出e palm. I 

have retai且ed 出C 位nbigt且ty as to whose heart is broken; most commentators mterpret 

出is as the beautiful women bre也ng the hearts of those who love them， includi月 Du

Mu. The actual phrasing of the 甘甜 leaves 由e ques包on open， including the possibility 

that the women 征e he位tbroken because of someone， like Du Mu， who is fickle， a man 

of “careless love." 

63 . The poem is included in Caidiao ji 
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clied; and how he intervened to restore Li G妞
，
s good name. “ The 

poem does not make exciting reacli嗯， but the openi嗯， on Li and 
Zheng's rise to power， gives one a taste of what follows .  

太和八九年
訓 注 極唬虎

;替 身 九地底
轉上 青 天 去
四 海鏡清澄
于 官 雲 片 縷
-h私各 閑 暇
追游 日 相 伍
豈 知禍亂根
枝 葉 潛 滋 莽
九 年夏 四 月
天誡若 言 語
烈風 駕 地震
檸 雷驅猛 雨
夜於正殿階
拔 去 干 年樹
吾 君 不 省 覺
二 凶 日 威武

操持北 斗 柄
悶 閉 天 門 路
森森 明庭士
縮縮循牆鼠

In  the eighth and ninth years of the Taihe 
Li Xun and Zheng Zhu tiger-howled their 

loudest.65 
From below the earth's lowest levels 
they turned up and rose to the blue heavens .66 
Encircling seas were a clear， pure mirror， 
the thousand of:在cers， cloud puffs and threads 
Each， in public and private li伐， was at leisure， 
也ily going in bands for excursions . 
Who realized that the roots of catastrophe 
were nur囚ring hidden leaves and branches? 
In the nin仕1 year， 也e fourth month， in summ哎，
Heaven gave warning as if in words : 
Fierce winds mounted on earthquakes， 
brutal thunderclaps drove vicious rain 
At night by the stairs of the main palace hall 
a thousand-year-old tree was torn up 
Our lord did not draw the right conclusions， 
也ese two monsters behaved ever more 

overbearingly. 
They grabbed the Northern Dipper's handle 
opened the road to Heav凹's gate at will月7
The dense ranks of officers in the bright court， 
scurried into hiding， mice along a wall. 

To open a poem with a date meant that politically serious matters were 
to follow. Du Fu had begun his 可0盯的y North" and Lu Tong 盧 仝，
his poli tical alleg。可 “Lunar Eclips亡" 月 蝕 詩 with dates .  This was 
poet勾 ìn a very clifferent key from the melancholy Je愁liu image. 

In 840， probably after Wenzong's death， Du Mu was promoted a 
step up to Vice Director of the Catering Bureau (6b) ， which saw to the 

64. 2804平; Feng 64. 
65. Both were the chief architects of the Sweet Dew lncident. 
66. Although Li Xun had come from a good background， he had risen from his 

humble position thanks to the friendship of the eunuch Wang Shoucheng. Zheng Zhu 
had been a doctor， an occupation despised by the elite 

67- That is， they e芷ercised the power of a minister， controlling access to the throne 
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provisions of the palace. Then， in 841， he was transferred to the posi 

tion of Vice Director of the Boa主d of Review. In late autumn 840， 

however， Li Deyu had left his Yangzhou command and returned to the 

capital as rninister. In the spring of 842， aged for句， Du Mu was made 

governor of Huangzhou， also known as Qi'an Commandery (in modern 

Hubei) . Although this was a substantial promotion in the official hier

archy (4a at the lowest level) ， provincial posts were generally less desir 

able than a capital post， and some prefectures were more desirable than 

others. Huangzhou， a sma宜， poor， rural prefecture located on the 

northern shore of the Yangzi， was not a desirable post， though it was 

far better than being appointed to the far 丘ung southern prefectures， 

which was a form of exile. Huangzhou would become famous again in 

the N orthern Song as the place where Su Shi was e也led-though in a 

fa主 less exalted office than governor. 

Du Mu was clear甘 clissatisfied wi出 this appointment and seems to 

have attributed it to the malice of Li Deyu. Although some officials led 

charmed lives ，  rising steadily up the ladder of capital posts， it does seem 

也at a term of service as prefectural governor was part of a normal ca

reer. It would eventually prove to be th巳 case for Du Mu as well-had 

he lived 10時仗， he rnight have risen higher-but for the next six and a 

half years he was to govern three poo主， rural prefectures .  For the real 

needs of the empire， a decent prefectural governor was far mo主e lmpor 

tant than most of the prestigious posts in 出e capital. \'{1hen Du Mu was 

at last brought back to the capital in early 849， it was at his earlier level 

as vice director of a bureau. 

In 842 Du Mu was old enough to feel as if his career was a failure 

and young enough to resent the fact. A number of long poems

“Drinking Al。但 in the P主efectural Study" 郡 齊 獨 酌 and “In 由E

Snow: Writi時 What Is on My MirId" 雪 中 書 懷-voice 1立s clissatisfac

tion in clifferent ways . In the former he knows he is getting older and 

describes his travels (11. 1-8) :68 

前年 鬢 生 雪
今年 鬚 帶 霜
時 節 序鱗次

Last year snow appeared in  mv sideburns， 

this year my whiskers are touched with frost. 

Seasons follow in succession like fish scales， 

68. 28039; Feng 46. For a discussion of 出s poem， see Michael Fishlen， ，ζWine， Po
E仕y and History: Du Mu's 'Pouring Alone in the Prefectural Residence.川 T'Otll1g Pao 8凸，
nos. 4-5 (1994) : 260-97. 



He thinks of the Han explorer Gan Ying and measures his own travels 
against his :  he has indeed seen the “southeast." We have no evidence of 
his having been in Y ou， in northeast China， so we must take his word 
for it. 

His se1f-image as someone who is J柄g!iu emerges in a passage on the 
more punc山ous officials (11. 17-20) :  

D u  Mu then 江lrns . to two characters h e  admires : Li Guangyan， one of 
the great 10yalist genera1s of the late eighth and ear1y ninth centuri白，
and a village reclus亡， existing in an idyllic， rustic world， whom Du Mu 
had met thirteen years earlier. He ends with a flurry of criticism of his 
own failures while in office in the capital and expresses his desire to 
serve the empire， restore areas 10st to central government con世01， and 
make the world prosperous . Finally， he returns to 出e present moment 
仙. 101-8) .
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古今 同 雁行
甘美 窮 西 海
四 萬 到 洛 陽
求 南 我所見
北 可 計 幽 荒

促 束 自 繫縛
f需衣寬且長
旗 亭 雪 中 過
敢 問 當 爐娘

孤吟 志在此
自 亦 笑 荒 唐
江 郡 雨 初 霹
刀 好截秋光
池邊成獨酌
擁鼻 菊 枝香
釀函甘史 唱 太 平 曲

仁 聖 天 子壽無疆
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past and present， the same as lines of geese. 
Gan Ying went all the way to the Western Sea， 
forty thousand lea，學les to reach Luoyang.69 
The southeast is somewhere 1 have seen， 
in the north 1 can count the wilds of Y ou. 

“1n the Snow: Writing What Is On My Mind" is an even more trou 
bled poem. Du Mu begins by praising the emperor and the current 
government and claiming he has plans that will solve the empire's prob
lems-primarily a way to respond to the Uighur attacks of autumn 848 .  
He  concludes by  throwing up his hands in despair and imagining what 
would happen if such plans were presented to the throne (11. 21寸2) :70

All harri吐， 出ey fetter themselves， 
in Confucian robes， broad and long 
They pass by a tavern in 由巳 snow，
not daring to say hello to the 學rl at the bar. 

臣 實 有 長 策
彼可徐鞭 答
如 蒙 一 召 議
食 肉 寢其皮
斯 乃 廟 堂 事
爾微非 爾 知
向 來蠟等 語
長作陷 身 機
行當臘欲破
酒 齊 不 可 遲
且想春候暖
覽 問 l'頁 一后

1 truly have an excellent plan: 
one should chastise them slowly 
If 1 could be summoned to ar♂斗e my case， 
you could eat their flesh and sleep in their pelt. 
“This is indeed a great matter of state， 
you are low， it i日 not something you understand 叮 l
In  the past spea垣ng beyond one's sta口on
was ever occasiön of perso日al ruin. 
Soon， however， the twelfth month will end， 
ale-brewing cannot be postponed 
For the moment 1 fancy springtime's warmth 
and pour a goblet from the jug. 
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These long， discursive poems recall Du Fu and， especially， Han Yu. The 

latter's poetry was ve可 much in the background of many of Du Mu's 

poems. “Ballad of the Heavy Rains" 大 雨 行 (28059) ， dating from his 

second stay in Xuanzhou， is Du Mu rewri包ng Han Yu. A long poem 

from H叫時zhou givi時 advice to his nephew (28041) recalls Han Yu 

wri也19 to his son. These are not the Du Mu poems usually read， but they 

remind us that for those poets who knew how to make use of 泣， Tang 

poetry offered a wide variety of models for treating different topics .  

The implied premise of “1n the S且ow: Writing \，('hat Is  On .My 

h也nd" is that if only court 0且cials would listen to Du Mu's advice， the 

troub1es besetting the empire could be resolved. The po且包cal s位ategist

specu1ates on conclusions and consequences: he is awa主e of “crisis" in 

the technical sens亡， the moment when events can go eithe主 way either

through conscious decision or chance. \Xr'hen reflecting on the past， 

such a mind would easily be disposed to counterfactuals， which are 

relatively rare in Chinese poet勾﹒ It was during this period that Du Mu 

wrote his most famous poem in the tradition based on 且 counterfactuaL

69. Gan Ying was a subordinate commander of the frontier general Ban Chao in the 
Eastern Han. He w品 dispatched to find the Western Ocean. After rus explorations， he 
returned to the capital at Luoyang. 

70. 28047; Feng 79 .  
71. Du Mu here rephrases an image from Zuo ξ:huan (Xiang 21) .  
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The two beautiful Qiao sisters were married to Sun Quan， the ruler 
of Wu， and Zhou Yu， Wu's general and admiral of the Wu river fleet. 
When Cao Cao planned to cross the Yangzi and invade Wu， Zhou Yu's 
counterattack with fire-ships depended on the east wind. The east wind 
did blow 也at day， resulting in the burning of Cao Cao's fleet. Had it 
not done 叫 Cao Cao might have successfully invaded Wu. If he had 
conquered Wu， he would have claim吐 出e two Qiao sisters . Upon his 
death， they would then have been confined to Copperbird Terrace， like 
Cao Cao's other women 

折栽沈沙鐵未銷

自 將磨洗認前朝

求 風 不 與 周 郎 便

銅雀春7家鎖二喬

杜牧， 赤 壁
Du Mu， Red Cliff72 

Snapped halberd sunk in the sands， 
the 虹on not yet rusted away， 

I take 祉， wash and polish 哎，
and recogni自 由at former dynasty. 

If the east wind had not worked 
to Zhou Yu's advantage， 

spring's depths around Copperbird Terrace， 
would have locked in the two Qiao sisters . 

Although Du Mu is rarely forthright in revealing his debt to Li 尬， the 

latter always reappears in subde ways in Du Mu's poet叮﹒ For example， 

finding in an ancient artifact the synecdoche of the past takes its inspi 

ration from Li He忘 “Arrowhead from the Batdefield of Changping" 

長 平 箭 頭 歌 . 73 There the arrowhead evokes the famous batde of 

Changping， in which Qi且 destroyed Zhao. When we look at Li He's 

opening lines， we soon realize that Du Mu has borrowed only the 

theme and nothing of Li He's dis阻止吐ve version of the Yua吐le style. 

i辜灰 骨 末丹水砂

淒淒古 血生 銅花

白 翎金辛辛 雨 中 盡

直餘三脊殘狼牙

72. 28239; Feng 271 
n 20843 ; Ye (1959) 290 

Char of lacquer， powder of bone， 
pebble of cinnabar: 

1il 吐le chill gloom the ancient blood 
blooms flowers in the b芷onze

The wrute feathers and gilt shaft 
have gone in the rains， 

and all that remains is trus 
three-spined， broken wolf's fang. 

Du Mu 293 

Du Mu's relative directness and simplici句， howeve主， lead to a no less 
S世ange turn of thought as the poet wonders what would have hap
pened if the east wind had not blown that day 

In late au凹mn 844 Du Mu was transferred eastward to the equally 
poor prefecture of Chizhou (modern Anhui) . The following autumn 
the poet Zhang Hu traveled from Danyang to visit him. Zhang Hu was 
about ten years older than Du Mu and had failed to be given an office 
despite several attempts to recommend him. At this stage in his life he 
was going from patron to patron， still hopeful of finding a benefactor. 
Even more than the regulated-verse craftsmen in whose style he some
t1mes wrot亡， Zhang Hu was， as we have see泣， a quasi-professional poet， 
repaying with his poetrγ favors from officials and courtesans alike (and， 
according to anecdotal sources， poetically ins叫包ng courtesans who of
fended him) . It is clear that his purpose in visiting Du Mu was n。由mg
less 也an to seek his political support-as unlikely a patron as Du Mu 
might have been. 

We don't know whether Zhang Hu or Du Mu first developed the 

J告吃g!iu style in reg叫ated verse and quatrains in the long line. There was 
clearly an affinity between them， though Du Mu rarely shows 由e theat
rical panache of Zhang Hu. This w俗， however， the aspect of Zhang's 
poe仕y that attracted Du Mu. We do not know when Zhang wrote his 
poem on Yangzhou (Guangling) ，  but Du Mu clearly alludes to it in a 
poem addressed to Zhang， written in the autumn of 844. We would 
very much like to be able to date Zhang Hu's poem because the open
ing couplet is clearly related to Du Mu's poem of 839， cited earli凹， as 
well as to the famous quatrain (see p. 287) .  

張枯， 到 廣 陵
Zhang Hu， Reacrung Guangling，4 

一 年 江 海 志 1王道

夜 宿 倡 家 曉上樓

嗜 ;西 幾 曾 群 眾 小

為 文 多 是諷諸侯

74.  Yan Shoucheng II9 

A whole yea主 long on 出e river and lakes 
I roamed madly as I pleas吐，

I spent my night in brothels， 
climbed towers in the dawn 

Craving drink I never 
consorted with little men; 

1il my wn位ng I was usually 
making satires of great lords. 



1 spoke of swordsmanship with whoever 1 m哎，
often pl山ing up my sleeves，75 

facing the mirror 1 chanted a poem， 
then turned my head away. 

Today 1 come here once again， 
in a drea可 mood:

1 cannot bear how moonlight and breeze 
are filling all Yangzhou. 

To later readers trus 位light seem more like Du Mu than Du Mu rumself 

It is selιadvertising， ve叮 much the staged poet可 of personality， com 

bining the celebration of pleasure with a sentimental melancholy result

ing from returning to 出e scenes of former pleasure. In the final couplet 

the poem asserts the melancholy distance from that earlier moment of 

self-abandon， invoking the standard poetic topic of “moonlight in 
Yangzhou." Like Du Mu's other poems that follow the sarne patte凹， lt 

derives from a common poe包c theme， namely， “Recalling Past Trav

els ，" Yi jiu you 憶 舊 道， in 、;vhich the poet， either to ru位lself or to a 

friend， celebrates the insouciant pleasu主es of the past and the present 

distance from those pleasures .  Trus is 升ngliu 風流， celebrating the lov仗，

the swordsman， the drinker， and the man of panache and strong sen包

ment， who is easily moved to tears and melancholy. The traditions of 

the long line welcome such a manner， wruch is the very antithesis of the 

control celebrated by craftsmen of regulated verse in the short line 

Writing to Zhang Hu， Du Mu expresses a sirnilar extravagance of 

feeling on rus part and closes by praising Zhang precisely for rus poetic 

expressions of contempt for the lords of the empire. 

杜牧， 登池 州 九峰樓寄張祐
Du Mu， Climbing Nine Peak Tower of Chizhou: to Zhang Hu76 
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逢人說劍三攘臂

對鏡吟詩一掉頭

今 日 史 來憔悴意

不 堪 明 風滿揚州

百 感 衷 來 不 自 由

角 聲孤起 夕 陽 樓

碧 山 終 日 忍 無盡

Du Mu 

芳 草何年恨 即休

健在眼前長 不 見

道 非 身 外 更 何求

誰人得似張 尖 子

于首詩輕 萬 戶 侯

Du Mu 立9 5

fr啥四日t plants-when at last 
will this resentment cease?77 

Eyelashes there before one's eyes， 
but one never sees them，78 

the Way is not outside of one， 
so what more should one seek? 

Who can get to be 
just like Master Zhang?一一

his thousand poems despising 
lords of ten thousand households 79 

Here is Zhang Hu's response﹒ 

5長才吉， 和池 州 杜 員 外 題九峰樓
Zhang Hu， A Companion Piece to Vice Director Du of 

Chizhou's Piece 0日 Nine Peak Tower 80 

秋城 高 柳啼晚鴉

風簾半鉤清露華

九峰叢翠 宿 危極

一夜孤光 懸冷沙

出 岸 達 日軍帆斷續

入 溪 寒影雁 差 斜

Autumn ci句， high walls 
c叩ng with evening crows， 

windblown curtains half hooked up， 
sparkles of clear de\\λ 

The clustered azure of nine peaks 
spends the night at this sheer balcony， 

all night long a solita月T light 
hangs on the cold sands. 

Comi嗯 forth from the bank in distant glo-\V， 
sails ceasing then going on， 

cold reflections enter the creek， 
geese  flying roughly aslant 

77 . Commentators gene叫ly associate trus image wi也 出e following passage i曰
“Longing For the Fair One" 思 美 人: “1 regret that 1 w世 never reach 出e ancients， / 
with whom can 1 enjoy these fragrant plants?" 惜 吾 不 及 古人兮/吾誰與玩此 芳 草
τrus and the preceding line ate clearly associated "ith Zhang Hu's isolario日， but it may 
be forcing 也e issue to closely idenri兮， as Zhou Xifu does， 也e 芳 草 Wl出 Zha嗯 Hu
and his “failure to meet rus 包me" 不 遇時-

78. Trus image i s  derived from the following passage in 出e “j\nnals of Gou ]ia日，
King of Yue" 越王 勾 E是世家 in the Shiji: 吾 不 責其 用 智 之如 目 ， 見 毫 毛 而 不 見 其
目走也- “1 did not value ru s  cleverness and usefulness， just as 也e eyes c叩 see a fin e  hair 
but cannot see their own eyelashes." τbe applicarion here is clearly the f:剖lure to appre
ciate Zhang' s talents 

79 . Though the image had been used previously by Li Bai， Du Mu is he主e specl且一
cally respondi且在 to Zhang Hu's 山le.

80. 274I3; Yan Shoucheng I22; 也e ritle and text ate 由e version in Yan Shoucheng 
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杜陵春 日 歸應平

莫厭青 山 謝挑家

Du Mu 

To spríng days at Duling 
I'm sure you w血 soon retu凹，

but weary not of Green Mountaín 
and Xíe Tíao's home. 

北極樓臺 長掛夢

西 江 波浪遠吞 空

可憐故 國 三 千 里
Leaving aside 也巳 ques包on o f  who influenced whom， this was indeed 
Zhang Hu writing at his best in Du Mu's company. However， even the 
considerable brilliance of his couplets cannot co日ceal the conventional 
template of the occasional poem， which concludes with the reassurance 
由at his host， a provincial official， will soon be recalled to Chang'an. 

In Zhang Hu Du Mu saw poetry not as a means for advancement 
but rather as a means to speak back to those in power﹒ Even if Zhang 
Hu's poems were much admired in the palace， it did him no good. 

杜牧， 酬張祐處 士 見寄 長 句 四 音員
Du Mu， Responding to the Píece of Four Couplets ín the Long Líne Sent to 

Me by Zhang Hu， Retired Gentleman81 

七 子論詩誰似 立:

曹 劉 須在指揮 中

薦衡昔 日 知 文舉

乞 火 無人作 制 通

虛 唱歌辭滿 六 宮

Du Mu 297 

Mansíons and terraces of the Pole Star 
hang ever ín your dreams，85 

的 the waves of Westriver 
swallow the sky afar. 

Moving， that “Homeland 
three thousand leagues away，" 

ín vaín they sí日g his lyrics 
throughout the síx palaces.86 

In early autumn of that same year Wuzong had issued the last of a se 
ries of edicts closing down all but a few of the Buddhist temples in the 
empire and laicizing large numbers of monks and nuns. Du Mu himself 
had no doubt been required to oversee 由e disestablishment of the 
temples in Chizhou. Although Du Mu the public official expressed 
support for the policy， the poet could not but be troubled by the de 
struction and social dislocation involved. 
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杜牧， 池 州 廢林泉寺
Du Mu， The Abandoned Linquan Temple a t  Chizhou87 

廢 寺 碧 溪上 An abandoned temple by the sapphire creek， 
頹垣倚亂峰 its fallen walls rest on the tangled peak. 
看 棲歸樹鳥 1 watch roos包ng birds returning to its trees， 
猶想過 山 鐘 imagining its bell ringing still through the hills. 

杜牧， 還俗老僧

雪 髮 不 長寸
秋寒 力 更微
獨尋 一徑禁
猶 字 梢 殘衣
日 暮干峰里
不 知何處歸

81 . 28260; Feng 286. For Zhang Hu's occasioning poem， see Yan Shoucheng 138. 
82. These are the Seven Masters of the Jian'an， one of whom w阻 Liu Zhen 
83 . A note in the original text here adds: “Minister Linghu [Ch吋 once sent ln a me 

morial recommencling the retired scholar" 令狐相 父 曾 表薦處士 The comparison is 
to Kong Rong 孔融 (Wenju) recommencling Mi Heng to Cao Cao 

84. The reference is to a story in the “Kuai Tong Biography" in the Han Jhu. Some
one suggested that since he was on good terms with Ministe主 Cao， Kuai Tong should 
recommend two worthy recluses of Qi. Kuai told a story about how， when the family 
lost some meat， the sister-in-law suspected the wife of stea且ng 1t 且nd drove her out of 
the house. The wife w品 on good terms with the women of the village and requested 
their help. The women told her to be at ease. One went to the house asking for fire， 

叫ing that dogs had gotten some meat the night before and had killed each other fight 
l!lg over 1月 they wanted fire to cook them. Then the wife w的 immecliately called back 
home. Kuai Tong said he would use the “asking for fire" technique to recommend 
these recluses to ]\位叫ster Cao. This seems to refer to Yuan Zh凹's interven包on to 
block Linghu Chu's recommendation of Zhang Hu and the failure to circumvent it 

Du Mu， On 且n Old Monk Laicized88 
His snowy hair has not grown an inch， 
in autumn's chill his stren阱 grows weaker 
Alone he goes down a pa出 of leav的
still holding 也e rem也ns of his cassock. 
Sunset among a thousand peaks， 
and .he does not know where he is going. 

In spring of the following year Wuzong was dead and Xuanzong as

cended to the throne. Li Deyu was soon out of powe主 and was sent to 

the far reaches of the empire. In the transfers 出at generally followed 

的 That 蹈， the palace. 
86. The reference is to one of Zhang Hu's most famous poems entitled “The Lady 

Meng's Sigh" 孟 才 人歎一首並序.
87. 28r6平; Yan Shoucheng 214. 
88 . 28202; Feng 242 
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the enthronement of a new emperor， Du Mu was not recalled but 
rather sent farther south to yet another poor p自fecture in Muzhou 
(modern Zhejiang) . Because one of the three quat叫ns on the family 
estate at Red Slope can confidently be dated to Du Mu's term in 
Muzhou， scholars generally date the others to the same period. If some 
of Du Mu's poems give us scenes that exist only in poetry， in parts of 
the Red Slope poems we see that the constructions of memory and 
poeαy disappear into one another. The three quatrains move from the 
ordinary to the strange 

乳月巴春 洞 生鵝管

沼 避迴巖勢 犬 牙

自 笑 卷懷頭 角 縮

歸盤煙碴恰如蝸
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杜牧， 朱坡絕 句 三首
Du Mu， Quatrains on  Red Slope89 

古文 圓 池塘倚御 祟 The pools and ponds of my home 
lie close to the Royal Canal， 

江城三詔換 魚 書 thrice summoned to River cities 
the “自sh letters" changed.90 

賈 生 辭賦恨流 落 In poetic expositions Jia Yi 
resented his exile， 

祇 向 長 沙 住歲餘 but i t  was ofÙy in Changsha 
he stayed more than a year.91 

Like ]ia Yi， Du Mu begins “in Changsha，" thinking of rus home 
though trus 市ome" belonged to rus childhood. We do not know if Du 
You's Red Slope estate temained in the possession of the Du family 
令heir urban mansio且 in Chang'an had been sold in 820) . If so， we also 
do not know the degree to wruch the grown-up son of Du You's 
youngest son could still treat it as rus “home." In the second quatrain 
the estate becomes an idyllic scene of poetry and memory to wruch the 
poet imagines rumself returning. In the strange trurd quatrain it be 
comes a cave and a snail shell-though one jagged with stalactites and 
“dog's teeth" ridges-into wruch the poet， rus own horns withdra\\也
can retreat. 

The long poem on Red Slope， although not one of Du Mu's better
known works ， has a beauty and place in poetic rustory that deserves 
some atten包on. One can trace such densely descrip包ve poetry back to 
Du Fu， but perh叩s the most si伊i在cant source is “Sou也 of the C坤"
城 南 聯 句 ， a linked verse between Han Yu a吋 Meng ]iao composed in 
806. From a formal standpoint， trus was a new kind of linked ve主se for 
the 閃10 poets and， insofar as we 七lOW， new in the tradition. Rather 
than composing a couplet 0主 a passage to wruch 且nother poet would re 
spond， here each poet took turns composing the first line of a couplet， 
wruch the other would cap. The element of challenge and response to 
challenge produced a rema主kably dense style containing passages of 
great beauty. 

The pressures of the new form were matched by an occasion that 
provided a theme that added depth to the form. Meng and Han wrote 
about an excursion in Chengnan (“South of the City") ， a rich agricul 
tural land with great estates (induding Red Slope) . Trus was the "Em 
peror's Doma丸" the heart of the empire， its sites 日led wi出 rust。可
The truckness of the style paralleled the density of 也is magical place in 

II 

煙 深 苔巷唱樵兒 The mist i s  deep on  the mossy lanes， 
the wood gatherers sing 0肘，

花 落 寒輕倦家歸 自owers fall cold and ligl哎，
the w凹的 traveler returns 

藤 岸 竹 洲 相才奄映 Vine-covered shores， bamboo isles 
half hide one another， 

;為 ;也 春 雨 鷺 羊鳥 飛 spnng rams covermg 也e pools， 
the cormorants fly. 

89 . 28II5一II7; Feng r68. 
90 .  The reference is to hi日 three positions as governor of a p主efecture “Fish letters" 

自fer to his appointment letters 
9I. Actually， Jia Yi was in Changsha for a longer time. A note in the original text 

paraphrases the Han Histo沙 “After more than a yea主 Wendi thought of Jia Yi" 文 帝 歲
餘思 貴 生， that is， Jia Yi was upset with one exile， while 1 am o n  my third provincial 
appomtment 
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harvest season “South of the City" is the itinerant counterpart of Han 
Yu's highly struch阻止'South Mountains" 南 山 詩 of the same year. 

A few years later (the exact date is uncertain) Li He wrote his 
“Chan韶u" 昌 谷詩 about the landscape of his own home near Luo 
yang.92 Again we have a thick descriptive style that celebrates the mys 
terious fertili可 of his own home region. Meng Jiao and Han Yu alter
nated between scenes of harvest and lush， untended nature. After 
delving deeply into the natural landsca阱， in the middle of the poem Li 
He shifts to the agrarian scene， finally returning to nature on a more in 
timate scale. 

Du Mu had already tried his hand at this style in “On 也e Pavilion 
for Enjoying the Waters at Chizhou" 題池 州 弄水 亭 .93 There we find 
出e same kind of dense description of natu白， followed by the celebra 
tion of a happy agrarian community that recalls Li He's “Changgu." W e 
see this most dearly when we compare Li He's agrarian community at 
Changgu with Du Mu's Chizhou: Here is Li He wri包ng about Changgu: 

珍壤害.'J 繡段
里 俗祖風義
鄰 凶 不 相 杆
疫病無邪托
給皮識仁息

仲 角 知吭恥、
縣 省 司 刑 官
戶 乏詬租吏

Treasured terrain， hacked patches of broca缸，
village customs revere manners and the right 
Neighbor's affliction has no pestle pounding，94 
in times of plague， no dark witchery. 
Mottled-skinned elders meet with kindness and 

grac巴，
while tufted children blush and know shame. 
The county has reduced officers of punishment， 
households lack clerks cursing them for taxes 

And here is Du Mu writing about Chizhou: 

風俗知所 尚
豪 強 恥孤侮

鄰 喪 不 相 各

主持且無吉后 負

92. 20809; Ye (1959) 227 
93 .  28057; Feng 97. 

Local customs know what to respect: 
the powerful are ashamed to betray and 

humiliate. 
When a neighbor holds a funeral， they do not 

hull grain， 
when taxes are gathered， there is no reviling. 

94. According to the C!assic ofRites， mortars were not to be used when a neighbor 
died. 
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To some degree this is part of a normative idyllic agrarian communi哼，
but the parallels in phrasing and topic easily persuade us that Li He's 
poem is at the back of Du Mu's mind. At the end， however， Du Mu 
suddenly realized his alienation from this world in which natural beau可
and social harmony were combined: 

不 能 自 勉去
但愧來何暮
故 園 漠 上林
信 美 非 吾 土

1 ca口not force myself to go off， 
1 only feel shame 也at 1 have come so late 
My home gardens are the Shanglin Park of Han; 
though truly beautiful， trus is not my land 

However， Red Slope and the Chengnan region surrounding it )JJas his 
land. After Chizhou， in Muzhou， Du Mu could recreate that lost world 
m poetry. 

下杜鄉 團 古
泉聲繞舍啼
靜思 長慘切
薄 官 與 乖 日癸
北 關 于 門 外
南 山 午谷 西
倚 川 是工 黨嶺
遠 寺 綠楊堤
迴野翹霜鶴
激 潭舞錦雞
濤 驚 堆 萬 岫
射急轉干豁
居 點 萱 芽 嫩
風條柳恆迷

岸藤椅7也尾
沙 渚 Gp 鹿蹄
火玲玲目桃塢
波 光 碧 繡哇
日 痕紐 翠幟

95. 28I05; Fe口g 156 

杜牧， 朱坡
Du Mu， Red Slope95 

Our home gardens at Xia Du are 0泣 96
a s世eam sings out around the house. 
My calm thoughts are ever sharply saddened， 
也at palt可 offìces keep me apart from it 
Beyond palace towers and the thousand gates， 
west of Wu Valley on South Mountain， 
resting by river a ridge of red leaves， 
a bank of green willows， stretcrung to a temple. 
In far moors wings up a frosty crane， 
by a pellucid pool dances a brocade pheas叩t
B山ows stir up， heaping ten thousand cle缸，
the barge runs swiftly， turning a thousand creeks 
Eyebrow spots， xuan sprouts tender，97 
windblown branches， willow tents make one los亡

one's w且y
Vines on shores， dangling adde主 tails，
sandy isles printed wi由 hooves of fa、;vns.
Fires gleam in dales of Xiang peaches， 
waves shine in field-plots of sapprure embroide叮
Sunbeams string through azure crags， 

96. Xia Du was a town just southeast of Chang'an; 也lS ar白， including Fanchuan， 
W站 出e Dus' home. 

97. The figure of “eyebrow spots" is uncer扭扭，
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I攻影 墮 H青 霓
蝸 壁 瀾斑蘇
銀是豆 蒐 泥
洞 雲 生 片 段
苔 徑綠 高 低
偎塞拉古 老
森嚴竹陣齊
小 蓮娃欲語
幽 筍 耨 相 攜
漢 館 留 餘E止
用 臺接故頭
培技 同 隱 隱
斑雄草 草 萎
樹老 蘿 重于組
巖i家 石 啟 閔
侵 窗 紫桂茂
拂 面 翠會棲
有 計 冠 終掛
無 才 筆 j曼提
自 塵何 太 甚
休 笑 觸藩恣

Du Mu 

reflection on slope， a clear-sky rainbow descends. 
Snail-walls， patterned with lichen，98 
silver mats， cardamom mud 
Clouds from caves are borne in piec口，
mossy paths wind high and low. 
Thrusting upward， the pine duke ages，99 
densely dark and stern， bamboo ranks even. 
Small lotus， a maiden about to speak， 
hidden bamboo sprouts ， youths hand in hand. 
It retains the traces of a Han lodge， 
an old path reaches a Zhou platform. 
Coiling kraken， hills shadowed，100 
mottled pheasant， plants grow thick and green. 
Trees aged， vines 闊別t in ribbons around， 
cliff deep-set， rocks open into chambers . 
Getting into windows， purple cassia luxuriant， 
brushing the face， kingfishers roost. 
1 have plans at last to hang up my c旬，
lacking tale叫 1 rash恃 wield a brush 
1 have dirtied myself all too much， 
cease to mock the ram， horns caught in the 

hedge. 1 0 1  

The successful snail draws in his “horns，" coiling back into its shell. Du 

Mu is the ram whose horns are caught in the hedge; he therefore ca口

not withdraw. The only effective withdrawal is into poetry， what the 

unagma可 snail finds when it ascends those misty stairs into the sa益，
densely vegetative shell. 

In autumn 848 Du Mu 丘nally received word of his transfer back to the 
capital as Vice Director in the Bureau of Merit Titles and was awarded 

98. Feng Jiwu notes here that in the south people write and draw with snail slime on 
walls of a room; the slime becomes silver-colored when it dries. 

99 .  Fe時 Jiwu here cit的 扭 扭ecdote in the Wu shu 兵 書 ， quoted in the comment呵
to the Wu 之妝. Ding Gu 丁 囡 dreamed of a pine growing out of his belly. By dividing 
the character for “pine" into 十 八 仗 ， “eighteen duke，" the dream was interpreted to 
mean 出at he would become a duke in eighteen years 

IOO. The dragon is a creature of 出e rain， coiled up in its pool. When it 血es off， it is 
accompanied by clouds. Hence the hills are shadowed 

IOI. This is a standard figure of entanglement in public li長; the ram cannot “with
draw." 
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his old post in the History office. In late autumn he set out， arriving in 
Chang'an early in 849 . Now Du Mu was a known poet， attracting the 
admiration of younger poets such as Li Shangyin. 

李 商 隱， 中土 司 勳
Li Shangyin， Du 凹吋 of the Bureau of Merit Titles 102 

高樓風雨 感 斯 文 I n  the high tower wind and rain 
stir Literature﹒ 

短翼 差 j也 不及群 short wings fly irre伊larly
not making it to the crowd 

刻 意 傷 春復 傷 別 In crafting thoughts on the pain o f  spring 
as well as par口ng's pain， 

人 間 惟 有杜 司 勳 in this mortal world there is only 
Du of the Bureau of Merit Titles 

The implications of the first couplet have been much debated by critics 
as to whether these lines refer to 日， Du Mu， or both. We do， however， 
see that Du Mu's poe仕Y is associated with “the pain of spring" and 
“parting's pain"; that is， with the lighter topics he treated. 

Once settled in Chang'an， Du Mu began wri包口g letters asking for a 
more lucrative provincial appointment， ar.乎且ng that he had to support a 
number of dependents， induding his brother﹒ He asked to be assigned 
to Hangzhou， a plum prefec白白， but his request was denied. In 8 50 he 
was transferred to the post of Vice Director of the Ministry of Person 
nel and wrote requesting that he be assi啟迪d the governorship of 
Huzhou， a la主ger prefec囚re than his earlier posts. This time his request 
was granted. 

清 時 有味是無能

問 愛孤雲靜愛僧

杜牧， 將赴英興登 樂 遊 原 一 些色
Du Mu， About to Set out for Wuxing， 
1 Went to Leyou Plai日; A Quatrain103 

These untroubled times have appeal， 
but 1 lack abili句，

idle， 1 love the solitary cloud; 
sere肘， 1 love monks 

I02. 29168; Jijie 875; Ye (198 5) 92; Zhou 172. For a discussion of some problems of 
interpretation here， see Stephen Ow凹， “Poetry and Its Historical Ground，" in Chinese 
Literature: Essays， L吐rticles， Reviews I2 (December I990) :  I07-r8. 

I03 . 2813月 Feng 185 



About to take a pennon in hand 
-to go off to 出E 丘ver and lakes，1 04 

out upon Leyou Plain 
1 gaze on Zhaoling. 1 05 

Although critics often interpret the poet's gaze on Taizong's tomb as a 
sign of his despair over 也e grim political situation of the dynasty， it 
could just 的 easily be viewed as reflecti啥 叫tisfaction at the er站也19
Tang polity. A local Chinese rebellion against Tibetan domination of a 
number of border prefectures in the northwest had brought them back 
under nominal Chinese control-and the recove可 of the northwestern 
prefectures had been one of Du Mu's long-che主ished goals . After com 
plaining endles sly about being a prefectural governor-Du Mu seemed 
incapable of staying in a capital post for long without resigning or 
asking for a transfer-he now clearly sees that the office has its attrac
tions . He sets off with banners flying and relishing the q叫et pleasures 
of such posts. 

Most likely in early 8 51 Du Mu met the yo山19 poet Li Ying in 
Huzhou and invited him for a drink. 

304 

欲把 一 處 江 海 去

樂 游 原 上 望 昭 綾

行 樂 及 時 時 已 晚

對 酒 當 歌歌 不 成

千 里 暮 山 重 疊 翠

一 溪 寒水淺 深 ;青

高 人 以 飲為 忙 事

浮世除詩盡 強 名

Du Mu Du Mu 305  

看 著 白 蘋 牙 欲吐 Just look at the white duck、;veed
whose shoots are about to emer侈，

to visit me in a boat in the snow 
is better than wal凶ng in idleness . 1 07 

雪 舟 相 訪 勝 閑 行

杜牧， 湖 南 正初招 李 郭 秀 才
Du Mu， On New Ye仗's in Hu'nan 
Summoning Licentiate Li Ying106 

To enjoy oneself one must catch the momer泣，
the moment is already la仗，

facing the ale one should sing， 
but the song does not come. 

A thousand leagues of twilight hills， 
azure in layers and folds， 

a single creek of cold waters， 
clear in shallows and deeps 

My noble friend takes drinking 
as a lot of troubl巴，

in this world adrift apart from poems 
all names are forced on things 

The poem begins straightforwardly enough， with the governor's per
suasion to seize the moment. Presumably the song that fails to material
ize while drinking is Du Mu's， who lacks a drinking companion. The 
second couplet describes the scene intended to lure Li Ying to come 
and is also a demonstration of the poet's art. 

The thi吐 couplet is the focus of interest in the poem， combining the 
colloquial 抑郁hi 忙 事 ， “a lot of trouble，" with an allusion to Laozi， in 
wruch the Way is nameless ，  but he w且 “force a name on it." Du Mu is 
making a grand statement about poet可 reminiscent of his earlier com
ments on Li He's poetry， namely， 也at its quali吐es were more perfect 
than their counterparts in the empirical world. In effect， the only “natu
ral，" unforced language for the world is poe佐y. However， we do not 
know if 也1S is indeed Du Mu's own claim， however playfully made， to 
persuade Li Ying to come drink or if it is the imputed attitude of Li 
Ying， who is so absorbed in writing poet勾T that he won't take the time 
to enjoy himself. 

The closing allusion to Wang H叫zru is no less strange: Wang Huizru 
thought of rus friend Dai and set off at night in a boat in the snow. But 
when he reached Dai's gate he 個rned around and returned home， ex
plaining: “1 came on the mood of the moment; the mood is gone， and 
now I'm going back. Why do 1 have to see Dai?" This is a most pecu
liar way to invite a friend for a drink. 

In autumn 851 Du Mu was recalled to a capital post as Director of 
the Bureau of Evaluation (5b) and Dr泊位. The unfortunate Du Yi died 
也is same year， presumably lightening 血at pa主t of Du Mu's financial ob
ligations. Du Mu 主emained in Huzhou long enough to celebrate the 
harvest before returning to the capital. In 8戶 he was made Secretariat 
Drafter. That winter he fell ill and seems to have sensed that the end 
was near. He composed rus own tomb inscription and selected those of 
rus works he wished included in rus collected works， the Fanchuan wenji 
勢 川 文 革 He passed away before 也e next lunar year， probably at the 
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I07. The reference is to 出e stoη of Wang Huizhí in 出e Eastern Jin， who， 也nking
of his friend on a snowγ rug址， set off in a boat to visit him . 
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end of 8戶. The p主esent version of Fanchuan wenji was prepared by his 
nephew， Pei Yanhan 裴 延翰.

Burning a substantial portion of one's works or some form of radical 
cu山ng was common when preparing one旭 先ollected works ." Bai Juyi's 
collection is 也e unique consequence of a poet who kept almost every 
thing. In the case of Du Mu， his poems were popular-particularly his 
quatrains-and many of the pieces excluded from Fanchuan 仰伊 were
later gathered and included as supplements to his collection in the 
Song. 108 Unfortunately， attributions frequently changed when poems 
were in general circulation， with the result that the supplementary col
lections are filled with poems attributed to othe主 poets on better 
grounds than the attribution to Du Mu. This does not mean that poems 
without alternative attributions are necessarily by Du Mu-though 
many of them probably are. What the supplementary collections repre 
sent is a “Du Mu" of the Late Tang imagination， a figure who attracted 
works of a certain type-including many of his most famous quatrains .  

I圳

All Tang poets had their idyllic momen前， but Du Mu， perhaps more 
than any other major poet， was a poet of id凹， a representation of the 
world as it ought to be. 1 09 Displaced into a lost past， idyll becomes elegy 
We might here recall Du Mu's description of Li He's poetry: 

A continuous stream of clouds and mist have not such a manner as his 
[lit. “are not adequate to make his manner"J ; waters stretching off far into the 
distance have not such a mood as 恤; all spring's flowering glory has not his 
gentleness; autumn's bright purity has not his strictness of form; masts driven 
by the wind and horses in the battle-line have not his daring; tile sarcophagi 
and tripods with seal-script have not his antiquity; the season's flowers and fair 
women have not his sensuality; walls run to weeds and ruined palaces， 叩d
tomb mounds overgrown wi也 bru品， have not his resentment and mournful 
ness ; 也e leviathan's gaping maw and the leaping sea tur白， the bull demon and 
the snake god， have not his sense of fantasy and illusion. 

I08.  For a discussion of the two supplementary poetry collections， the Fanchuan m句n
f建 月1 外 象 and the 凹的uan bieji 勢 川 別 象 ， see Wu Qimi月 英企 明 ， Tangyin zhiyi /u 
唐 者 質 疑錄 (Shangh副﹒ Shanghai guji chubanshe， 198 5) ，  6。一74

I09 . Here 1 缸n using the definition presented in Schiller's Naive and Sentimenta! Poetry 
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In a Chinese context this is a description of the idyllic， the poetic world 
whose quali吐es are more perfect than the "real" world. In many ways 
this descrip包on better suits Du Mu's mature poetry than Li He's .  Du 
Mu claims a range of possible relations to his poetic idylls: sometimes 
he is in them; sometimes they existed in the past and are lost (elegy) ; 
and sometimes they are a magic space that he can witness but not enter. 

This final， marginal relation to an idyllic world is of particular inter
est because it mirrors the poetic idyll itself: it is “realized" before one 
but remains out of reach. We can see this in a rus包c idyll probably writ 
ten in 839 ， when the poet was returning from his second period in 
Xuanzhou to Chang' an to take up a new post. The biographical occa 
sion is suggestive because the poet had twice abandoned capital posts 
for the lower Yangzi region， which clearly offered pleasures and satis 
factions the capital did not. Now he is answering a summons， 包ed to a 
career about which he is ambivalent 

杜牧， 商 山 麻洞
Du Mu， Hemp St主eam at  Mount Shangl 1 ü  

雲 光嵐彩 四 面 合 Light on the clouds， bright colors of haze 

祟 祟 垂柳十餘家

雄飛鹿過 芳 草 遠

牛巷雞均年春 日 斜

秀 居 老 父 對樽i商

蒂袖女 兒 替 野花

征車 自 念 塵 土 計

惆 悵海邊 書 細 沙

surround me on all sides， 
the drooping w也ows plia凹，

ten or so homes 
A pheasant 白白， a deer passes by， 

fragrant grasses stretch far， 
ox lanes and chicken niches 

as the spring sun sinks . 
An old man with bushy eyebrows 

sits in front of a cup of ale， 
a girl in crimson sleeves 

puts wildflowers in her h位主
In my journeying carriage 1 brood 

on my plans in the dus可1 world， 
and depressed beside a creek 

1 write in the fme sands 

Although the poem's title sets this little village i位 imperial geography， 
the opening couplet locates it elsewhere: the traveler is surrounded by 
luminous cloud and haze， and the village itself is hidden among willows .  

IIO. 28229; Feng 263 
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This magica1 enclosure 10cates us in a world like those in many Tang 
tales ，  a wor1d of immorta1s and goddesses that b1urs into the wondrous 
agrarian community of Peach B1ossom Spring. The presence of skittish 
deer so close to human habitation is another sign that this is a specia1 
p1ace， one far from harm. We pass from wild nature t。 “ox 1anes and 
chicken niches" (ho1es in a wall in which chickens nest) .  

In the farming villages of Tang poet可 one rare1y encounters children 
or middle-aged women; as for adult males， as we will see， an oxherd 
may appear. Most often a poet f1nds (as here) old men and young 
maidens， the rustic counte中arts of immorta1s and goddesses. It is a 

realm of peace and plenty， a wor1d apart. 
Although the poet is just passing through， the idyllic vision causes 

him to reflect on his own lif(亡， always going from one place to another. 
The enigmatic last line links the experience of idyll and writing. Du Mu 
tells us that he writes， not what he writes .  We only know that wri包ng fo1-
lows from alienation， a sense of separ且也on and difference from the 
people in the idyll. 

Du Mù's poem bears comparison with a rustic idyll written roughly a 
century earlier， in which another famous poet observed a farming vil
lage: realizing that he could not belong to such a world， he recited a Shι 
jing poem rather than write in the sand. 

斜 光 照 墟 落
窮巷牛羊歸
野老念牧童
倚杖候 荊 扉
維維麥 苗 秀
蠶 自氏 三吾 葉稀
田 夫 荷輔至
相 見 語依依
即 此 羨 閑 逸
悵 然歌式微

王 維， 清 11 1 田 家
Wang Wei， Farming Homes by the Wei River1 1 1  

The set凹19 light falls o n  a haml仗，
through narrow lanes cattle and sheep return 
An old rustic， concerned for the herdbo)九
leans on his staff and waits by the ramshackle door 
A pheasant cries 0肘， wheat sprouts form ears， 
the s迎。;vorms sleep， mulberry leaves are few 
Field hands come， hoes over shoulde白，
when they me泣， their words are faint 
At such a moment 1 yearn for freedom and ease， 
and， downcast， 1 sing “Hard straits ! " 1 1 2  

III. 05837; Chen Tiemin 56r 
I囚I口2. A此cc印or凶clin嗯g tωo t恤he

P口臼se吋d b句y the liegemen of the C口叩t 口of Lμi， who 且ed to the s臼te of Wei after Li was in 
vaded by barb訂ians. Because the count was poorly treated in Wei， his liegemen tried to 
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Though the fundamental exposition is similar， the differences between 
Wang Wei's and Du Mu's poems in some ways embody the best of the 
High Tang and the Late Tang. Wang Wei's poem places emphasis on 
the interna1 relations between peop1e in the farming communit于
relations that exclude him一-while Du Mu's poem reflects his particular 
genius in framing the scene: 由e luminous vapors that surround the 
place and the unreadable wri包ng that follows. Wang Wei's idyll is ve叮
human; it is work and bounty transformed into poet句. Du Mu's idyll is 
shaped by poetic oppositions (white/ red; male/ fema1e; old/ young; 
此/flowers) ， crea包ng a scene that is idle， timel帥， and otherworld1y. 
Nevertheless， both poets come to the edge of a rustic idyll， cannot 
cross into it， and feel the weight of their public lives .  

It seems as if Du Mu had seen that ve可 girl earlier on the same 
journey， this time near Nanyang and paired with an oxherd rather than 
an old man. She appears to have been a standard f1xture of idyllic 
poetic villages .  In this case， howev位， rathe主 吐1an expenencmg a sense 

of alienation， Du Mu is welcomed by a rus包c host， just as a rustic of an 
tiquity welcomed Confucius's disciple Zilu 

春半 南 陽 西
幸 桑 過村塢
哼哼垂柳風
點點迴塘 雨
菱 唱 牧 牛 兒
籬窺蒂裙女
半 濕 解才正衫
主人饋雞泰

非土牧， 村行
Du Mu， Walking Through a V山agel 1 3

lvIid-spring west of Nanyang 
1 passed a hamlet with tender mulberries 
A breeze with willows hanging gracefully， 
ralll ma垣ng spots on the winding pool 
In his r剖ncoat， singing， an oxherd， 
peeking through a hedge， a girl in a crimson skirt 
1 took off my halιwet traveling clothes ，  
mv host fed me on chicken and millet. 1 1 4  

If in the last poem Du Mu experienced Wang \ìV'ei's sense of alienation 
from the rural community， here he enters into the margins of that 
world. Rain rarely soaks the clo吐les of Tang poetic 住avelers as it does 
ordinary peop1e on the road， but here it is an excuse to pause. The 

persuade him to ret盯日. Wang Wei is obviously less concerned \vÍth the full context 
than with 吐le advice given to return. 

II3 .  28062; Feng ro6 
日4. A月a!erts) vol. r8， 7. This was the food a rustic host fed Z山， Confucius's clisciple， 

when detaining him for the night. 
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oxherd is well provided wi出 a ralncoat (也ough we might wo叮 about
the girl's crimson skirt) . Du Mu's half-wet traveli時 clothes is not 
touch of 匡 正realism" b于t rather a “half" move into the 均llic world， 
where the poet can enjoy archaic shelter and welcome﹒ P戶O叫t 于于 1蝴s 忱 n凹叫1芯盯s
5γ. 一f芷跎ec臼a山n啥g p伊a釗削S仗t t叮ra肝vels，鬥 yμ'ZJZ.彷uyo伽H 憶 舊 遊， in which the pleasures of 

youth are recalled from a weary present. On this same journey from 
xuanzhou to dIC

-
capital Du Mu mct pci Tan， an old frlcnd， PIOviding 

the peffect occasIon to rccall and EVOKE thc now lost Xuanzhou of Ms 
youth and his more recent experience of Xie Tiao's city. 

杜牧， 自 宣 州 赴 官 入 京， 路逢裴坦 判 官 歸 宣 州 ， 因 題贈
Du Mu， On the Way from Xuanzhou to the Capital to Assume My Post， 

1 Encountered Administrative Assistant Pei Tan on His Way 
Back to XuanzhOl月 Thus 1 Wrote This1 1 5  

敬 亭 山 下 百 頃 竹 At the foot o f  Jingting Mountain 
a hundred acres of bamboo 

中 有詩人 小 謝城 there is the c叮 of the poet 
出e younger Xie. 1 1 6  

城 高 跨樓滿金 碧 The walls are high， one strides up the tower， 
gold and sapphire eve叮whe伐，

下聽 - 5.吳 家水聲 below one listens to  the sound of cold water 
of its sin胖 creek.

梅花落 徑香綠繞 Plum blossoms fall on the paths 
fragrantly winding around， 

雪 白 玉 璿花下行 white a s  snow， jade earrings 
walking under the flowers. 

縈 風 ;西 吉布扮永 閻 Coiling in breeze tavern streamers 
hang from vermillion kiosks、

半醉遊人 問 弄 笙 halιtipsy men out roaming 
hear reed organs played 

我 初 到 此未 三 十 When 1 flrst came to this place， 
1 was not yet 出irty，

頭 腦 彩 利 筋 骨 輕 my brain was fresh and sharp， 
my bones and sinews light 

畫 堂 檀板秋拍碎 Sandalwood castanets in  p倒nted halls 
1ll autumn clacked to b間，

II5. 28060; Feng I03 
n6. Xie Tia口， the "Y ounger Xie，" had been governor of Xuanzhou 

一 引 有 時 聯 十 統

老 閑 旗下 丈二組

塵土 高 懸 于 載 名

重遊 鬢 白 事 皆 改

唯見求 流春水平

對 酒 不 敢起
逢君還目長 明
雲 曇 看 人捧
波臉任他橫
一醉 六 十 日
古 來 問 阮 生
是 非 離 別 際
始見醉 中 情
今 日 送君話前事

高 歌 引 劍還一傾

江 湖 酒 f半如 相 問

終老煙 波 不 計程

Du Mu 

and at times in continuous serving， 
ten drinking horns quaffed in sequence. 

To grow old， the two yard ribbons 
hung from the waist left unused， 1 1 7 

but the dirty world meant renown 
hung high for a thousand years 

Coming there again， my locks were white， 
and everything had changed， 

1 saw only， flowing eastward， 
spring waters level. 

Facing ale 1 dared not stir， 
but meeti時 you， my eyes were bright again 

3 II 

1 looked at the girl offering the cloud-like flagon， 
l巴t her cast those glances in waves at others. 
Steadily drunk for sixty days 
is said of Ruan Ji in olden days 
Only at junctures of judgment and parting 
one sees tru巳 feelings in drunkenness . 1 1 8  
Today in sending you off 

we chat of what happened before， 
singing loud， drawing swords， 

then draining another cup. 
If drinking companions of the river and lakes 

should ever ask of me， 
1 will end up old in the mis句l waves

not reckoning i位neranes .

The idyll of pleasure here differs 企om the rustic 吋Tll above， not just in 
content but in having been an idyll 也e poet could fully enter-though 
only in memory. The poem begins w-ith a timeless Xuanzhou: this is 
not the Xuanzhou experienced only in youth or nmv in his more ma
ture years ， but the Xuanzhou that “lS"一-a \vo主ld of eternal spring， 
drin崗位g， music， and drunkenness .  He came to this Xuanzhou as a 
young man and believed that he could stay in this world until old age， 
setting aside all ambition to rise  in public life. However， if Xuanzhou 

n7. That is， he would not seek high offic亡， whose badges were strung with ribbons 
from the waist 

n8 .  This section echoes sto虹的 about the Wei eccentric Ruan Ji， famous for his 
dtinking. His ne哈hbor's wife would give him ale; and when he was drunk he would lie 
by her side， occasioning no suspicion from the husband 
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itself seems beyond change， he is not: he left to answer the call of pub 
lic service. When he returns， Xuanzhou is 出e same， but he is not. He is 
still the drinker， but the girl at the bar no longer touches him. 

The 也ird occasion for drinking is when he meets Pei Tan on the 
road. Although this round of drinking seems as passionate as in his 
youth， here they are no longer in that past wor1d of pleasure but merely 
reminiscing about it. The poem ends with yet another version of idyll， 
growing old on the rnisty rivers and lakes . “Not reckoni月 itinerar帥
buji cheng 不 計 程， 的 literally “not reckoning the stages" of a j ourney: 
not thinking of how far you will go each day， or where you w血 stay， to 
reach some destination 

This elegiac id阱， in which the remembered past is recreated poeti
ca峙， is the mode most strongly associated with Du Mu 

十 載飄然繩檢 外

樽前 自 獻 白 為 酬

秋 山 春 雨 悶 吟處

倚遍江 南 寺 寺樓

李 白 題詩水 西 寺

古 木迴巖樓 閣 風

半 醒半醉游三 日

紅 白 花 開 山 雨 中
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In the 五rst poem above we begin to recognize a contemporary trope: 
recollected wildness .  We again quote the opening of Zhang Hu之
“Reaching Guangling" : 

一 年 江 海 志 1王道

夜 宿 倡 家 曉上樓
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We also have Du Mu's own “ten years" in a "Yangzhou dream" 的
“Getting Things off My Chest." This is not rustic idyll but rather a 

斤ngJiu idyll of mem。可 Although the rus包c 泣ylls are e配ountered in the 
geography of the empire， they do not really belong to it. Similarlj九 all
the temples in the Southland do not provide truly different scenes for 
the poet gazing from their upper stories. Rather， 也ey give a poetic 
“traveler" a recurrent vision of the same scene of the Southland. 

The third poem begins by recalling a poe包c predecessor， namely， Li 
B缸， another poet of idyll. Du Mu is the poetic latecomer: the poem has 
already been written. It is worth recalling this poem， which concludes 
with an invitation to another poet to come and 可oam."

杜牧， 念昔遊
Du Mu， Thinking on Past Roamingsl 1 9  

Ten years spent swept about 
beyond ties and norms， 

1 toasted myself with the gobl哎，
and answered 由e toast myself. 

Au江lmn hills and rains of sprit啥，
places 1 chanted at leisure， 

1 leaned and looked from the upper story 
of every temple in the Southland. 

天 宮 水 西 寺
雲 錦 照 求 郭
清 鴻 鳴迴 溪
綠竹遠飛 閻
涼 風 日 瀟j麗
幽 客時 起 泊
五 月 思 貂裘
謂 言 秋 霜 落
石 蘿 引 古 蔓
岸 筍 開 新 算
吟玩 空 復情
相 思 爾 佳作
鄭"Ä詩人秀
逸音員 宏 寥 廓
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II9 . 28082-84; Feng 133 . 
120. It 1S not clear whether “half-sober and half-drunk" refers to a con也lUOUS state 

or means “half the 包me sober and half the time dr山汰 "

李 白 ， 遊水 西 簡 鄭 明 府
Li Bai， Visiting West-of-the-Water Mountain: 

A Note to Magistrate Zheng1 21 
Heaven's Palace， West-of-the-Water Temple， 
cloudlike brocade shines in the eastern suburbs. 
Clear eddies resound i日 the winding creel芯，
green bamboo encircles soaring towers 
Every day the cool \>i:ind is brisk and fresh， 
sometimes secluded travelers put up here to rest. 
In the fifl出 month one longs for a sable cloak， 
thin區ng that autumn frost  is fallir宅，
Ivy on rocks puts out ancient creepers， 
bamboo sprouts on slopes show new sk:ins. 
Chanting for amusement， an idle mood comes， 
my thoughts are fixed on your excel1ent work. 
Zheng is outstanding among poets， 
his aloof rhymes float in the vastness of space 

山 08547; Qu (19日0) 1203 
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何 嘗 一 來遊 When will you come and roam with m巴，
恨 我 雪 山 諾 to satisfy my vow of the Mountain of Snows?122 

Du Mu arrives too late and roams through that blossoming space alone， 
in a world of rain and brightly colored flowers that might seem like a 
drunken dream even if the poet were not “halιdrunk" or “drunk half 
the time." What sets Du Mu apa哎， however， is a bounded interval of 
drunken idyll一引出ther ten yèars 0月 的 in the third poem， a mere three 
days . It is a bounded realm of experience that the poet enters and 
leav口， measuring the interval in mem。可﹒

As in the Red Slope poems， discussed earlier， idyll is the transforma
tive work of poetry， fashiorung scenes that 且ever existed in experience 
and that are so beautiful and alluring they never truly could exist. This 
was what he had written of Li He's poet叮， which so often seemed to 
haunt the margins of Du Mu's work. In Du Mu， however， this poetic 
transformation of the world is often connected with ruin and los s .  The 
spring flowers fall and are transformed into a single plane of represen
tation， perhaps brocade worked into images of flowers . 

擁鼻侵襟花 草 香

高 臺 春去恨 茫 茫

萬 紅半 落 平 :也晚

由 渚飄成錦 一 張

杜牧3 春晚題聿 家 亭 子
Du Mu， Late Spring， Written on 出E

Pavilion at the Wei Household123 

1 hold my nose， it gets into clothes， 
fragrance of plants and flowers， 

from the high terrace spring departs， 
a resentment stretching far﹒ 

The withered red has halιfall凹，
the level pool in evening， 

on winding isles it drifts to form 
a sheet of brocade. 

122. The monk 、ìilenshu journeyed to the Mount似n of Snows in Central Asi丸 heard
the sutras， and then went back to China and entered Nirvana. 

123. 28127; Feng 182. 

N I N E  

Daoism 
The Case o f 仁ao Tang 

Under the rubric “Daoism" we find various bodies of distinct but inter 

rela叫 lore， which was preserved， studi吐， and elabora叫 in Da01st 

centers durin兵 也e Tang. This included rituals (including state ntuals) ， a 

complex pantheon， spells， and 臨hnical knowledge t昀o a筑chiev珊 lmmo叮r

t凶立litv入. One body of lor民e involved accounts of gods and immo位主tals5 

(s叫J泊he叫1戶已……i已戶μ2λ均翩(1仰叫za枷an丹仆#神申f1，仙料山山山J ，、w祕hich c忱lr此f仗cu叫油伽la加a前t叫E吐d wid均 ou 削t

士但hth1巳 lore con一l1ng 出ε lmmor帥 的 well as other lore entered the liι 

erary tradi包on， as practiced by both laymen and adepts. 

Claim1叩 desc出 from Lao叫 Li Dan 李輯， the Li imperial house of 

Tang， had 10時 可onsored its own bra吋 of state Daoìsm， Wl出 part1cu

laf tmpcfots gOIng fufthcr by sponsofmg Daoism m gEntfal and undcf

taking a personal quest for longevity. Perhaps the most e芷江eme lmpe 

rial enthusiast was Wuzong， who not only oversaw the disestablishment 

of thE BuddhM chufch but also j omcd a mmbcf of his EECEnt fO主ebears

as a victim of drugs claiming to foster longevity. 

The discourse of the immortals had regularly been used to represent 

thc Impend hOUBEhold m Its pfivatE EIIEftainmEIIts- In thE Kst halt ot  

the mnth CEnmfy this conntctIon bctWEEn thE ImpEEial houschold 

and the immo主tals was reinforced 加ough 出e volu的ry and in，叫un.←
tarv removal of princesses and court women to Daoist "nunnenes，" 

whm somE P…的es 如rly car主ied on 主omantic liaisons . Some of 

也e s泣ωt昀ones ∞…In叫
一…an吐tic 0凹r e削c attachments m 也e human world had 10月 been poet1 

4 

臼II昀lly fi句3
吋he G臼od幽de的s臼s of t趾he L凶u∞O刊 洛 神 賦 as the poet's attachment to 

Empress Zhe吋 ﹒ The women were inevitably represented as goddesses，  
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with the men presented either as fellow immortals or as fortunate 
mortals . 1  

The literary lore of the immortals was thus overdetermined， encom
passing actual immortals， the free and easy transcendence of mortal ti口，
the world of the inner court and the imperial household， and mortal 
love affairs. Any particular usage of the lore of the immortals might 
have a clear frame of reference， but in many cases the frames blurred 
into one another. Here is an example from Li Shangyin. 

李 商 隱， 和韓錄事送 宮人入道
Li Shangyin， A Companion Piece with Office Manager Han's 

“Seei月 O旺 a Palace Lady Entering a Daoist Nunnery" 2 

星 使追還不 自 由 Messenger stars might overtake and recall， 
it is not within her own power，3 

雙童捧上綠瓊鞠 a pair of lads lifts and raises 
green J的per carriage rail. 

九枝燈 下 朝 金殿 Beneath the nine-branch lamp 
she goes to court in the golden palace， 

三素 雲 中 侍玉樓 among the three pale-colored clouds 
she attends in a tower of jade.4 

鳳女顛 狂成 久 別 The pho巴nix girl goes mad 
at long pat包ng come to pass ;5 

月 娥嬌獨好 同 遊 the moon maiden lives all alone， 

當 時 若 愛韓父子
fond o f  companions.6 

Had she fallen in love back then 
with our Master Han， 

1 . In popular lore there was no clear distinction between “gods" or "goddesses" 
仙叫 叩d “immortals" or “transcendents" C?cia呦 ，

2. 294I5; for commentaries， see Jijie 28I and Ye 363. Some commentators believe 
Han to be Han Cong 韓成 a poet known in Li's 包恤. Some determine the date of 
composition as 838， when Wenzong transferred 480 palace ladies to Buddlùst and Dao
ist establishments in the capital. We could take the “palace lady" of the title as being 
plural， but the poem is best read using a single case as an e芷ample. Of course， the poem 
might not refer to the events of 838 

3 .  That i丸 。nly by imperial order can she be recalled to the palace 
4. Immortals rode on clouds comprised of the “three pale colors" white， pale purple， 

and pale yellow. 
5. Non阱， the daughter of the duke of 駒， rode off on a phoenix with her lover， 

Xiaoslù 
6. Chang E， the goddess of the moon， stole the elixir of immortality and lives alone 

on the moon. 

理骨 成灰恨未休
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though her bones be buried and her body， ash， 
her bitterness would never have ceased 7 
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lnitially the lady's depar仙re from 由e palace is figured in the common 
trope of the goddess exiled from Heaven， subject to recall only by “mes
senger stars" sent by divine authorities .  We see her first enteri月 the car
riage that w血 take her away from the palace， then perhaps paying her re 
spects to the emperor before going off to a nunne可﹒ If we possessed the 
original poem (for which 也is is a companion piece) ， the interpretation of 
the final section might be clearer; but the separation from the pal
ace/Heaven has obviously shifted to the immortal woman's at least 
specula包ve separation from a par包cular mortal lover. Since this ìs a palace 
lady， the propriety of the final couplet may be dubious， but ìt is easy to see 
how the eroticized world of immortals could slide over into the erotic 
fantasies of officeholding mortals .  Perhaps Han 仁ong-if it ìs indeed 
he-had known her before she entered the palace; we simply do not 
七10W. The final line clea主ly suggests an effective cloistering of this par 
包cular nun rather 也an the poten包al contact with males that some位mes
seems to have occurred in Daoist establishments . 

The title here gìves us a clear frame of referen白， as do poems with 
titles addressing Daoist adepts， where the discourse of the immortals is 
rarely eroticized. Li Shangyin's poems with more ambiguous titles using 
the lore of the immortals have been the source of speculation bv- com 
mentators for centuries . 

Although most poets composed at least a few pieces on Daoist 
themes or drawing upon Daoist lore when addressing serious practitio 
ne鈴， there are very few poets in our period that we wo叫d classi有- as 
Daoist poets. Cao Tang 曹 唐 (ca. 797-ca. 866) is an exception， even 
though his Daoism is dis阻止tly litera月1.8 A number of poets discussed 

7. Al出ough Qing commentators proposed various allus叫lS he丘， Jijie is probabl) 
correct in interpreting tlùs as-at least on a secondary level-playfully referring to 0ι 
fice Manager Han 

日. It was once generally believed that Cao Tang was a poet who worked pr的1arily in 

the second half of the ninth centu月" a contemporary of Luo Yin. More recent scholar 

slùp has shown that Cao was active primarily in the period of our study， 也ough he 

did live long enough to meet Luo Yin. See Fu 令987) vol. 3， 489-96; and Yan ]inxiong 
376-77， who draws on 也e work of Liang Chaoran 梁超紋. For a detailed study， in a 
very different key， of the “Smaller Wandering Immortal Poems" 也at pays particular 
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in the present work studied Daoism一-most notably Li Shangyin， on 
whose poetry it left a profound influence. Gu FeixiO!啥， the son of the 
Daoist Gu Kuang， eventually gave up the secular life and returned to 
the major Daoist center at Maoshan， from whence he came. The most 
striking contrast with Cao Tang， howeγ凹， is Shi Jianwu 施 肩 吾 . After 
passing the jÏnshi examination in 820， he left Chang'an to spend the rest 
of his life as a Daoist adept in Hongzhou. We have his poetry but no 
biographical details beyond that decisive moment. Although his extant 
poems do touch on Daoist themes more than those of other poe恕，
only a fraction of his works can be called "Daoist.叫

Cao Tang， by contrast， may have s囚died Daoism in his youth ( like 
Li Shangyin) ， but by the early 820S he had given it up for 出e familiar 
pattern of examination attempts followed by public service under m山
tary commissioners. It is still an open q叮叮on whether he eventually 
did succeed in passing the jÏnshi examination; if so， it occurred relatively 
late in life. He seems to have spent about forty-five years moving be
tween the capital and regional patrons .  Whether he returned to his 
Daoist studies during this period is uncertain. He was not widely 
known in contempora可 poetic circles . 1 0  

Cao Tang's modest corpus comprises just over 30 occasional poems， 
all but one of which is regulated verse in the long line . 1 1  Some of these 
also treat Daoist themes .  Apart from some other purely Daoist poems， 
Cao Tang's fame rests on almost IO。 “Smaller Wandering Immortal 
Poems" 小 遊 仙詩， plus 18 out of an original 5。 “Larger Wanderi月

atten包on to Cao Tang's use ofDaoist image句， see Edward H. Schafer， lvlirages on the Sea 
ofTime: The Taoist Poet沙 ofTs'ao T'ang (Be主keley: University of California Press， I98 5) .  

9 . Shi JianWl日
，
s works were once collected in  IO j如何 very little survives， and that 

which does consists primarily of quatrains .  Apart from the latt位， there are no Daoist 
poems SI日ce those p此es were gathered from e位炒 anthologized sources . Hong M剖，
however， obviou句 had access to the complete collection and seems t ω口 }
moωst 0臼主 a必II of t也he q中ua缸tr臼叩a缸1ll肘s lllt昀o his T，翩zgr伊F丹�n 腳n削sho仰μj戶u均伊仰M此. (σSinc臼e H口n呵1喀g Mai pr臼es紀C叮c吋d 
virtually all 口f Cao Ta叩ng'歹s e芷t臼a肛f叫1吐t Daoist qua仗t仕E似ns丸， he bore no p 主丘eJ戶udic臼e t出ha泣t w口ul沾d 
have inclined him to exclude Daoist works.) We can therefore probab恃 take the per→ 
centage of Daoist poems in the quatrains as roughly representa包ve of the collection as a 
whole. 

IO. The poem addressed to Du Mu that is attributed to Cao Tang (3 5I87) is also at
tributed to Cao Fen 曾 給 prob必ly on better grounds. See Tong Peiji 4I9， 475. 

n. Excluding 3戶戶， which is a misattribution. 
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Immortal Poems" 大道仙詩.12 The former are all quatrains in the long 
line and the latter are all regulated verses in the long line. This is the 
largest c。中us of such poems in the Tang. We do not know if Cao 
Tang had a usual "poet勾 collection"一←the ea主liest notices give his 
works as surviving in two juan. It seems likely that the two sets of 
“wandering immortal" poems， each set consisting of 400 long lines 
(each thus comprisi時 叮伽月) ， originally circulated indepe且dently.

We do not know how to interpret Cao Tang's relation to these 
pieces. For some scholars they represent escapist fancies attendant on a 
failed civil service career. To Edward Schafer they appear to represent 
Cao Tang as a committed Daoist. Both interpretations are possible
perhaps simultaneously. F曰iγe occasional poems ent包itle吋d
Th恤ird Y泣ea估r: The芯e G品芷E臼叫a仗t R趾it恤E臼s" 三 年冬大禮 五 首 (如59-63) ， composed 
for a series of Daoist rituals undertaken by Wenzong in the eleventh 
month of 830， show Cao Tang speaking with evident enthusiasm both 
for the rites and as an aspirant to public office. Perhaps the best way to 
approach Cao Tang's relationship to his Daoist poems is to bracket the 
question of conviction (in contrast to Shi Jiam叫， where we have credi 
ble evidence of convictio吋 and to understand Cao's Daoism as a spe
cialized body of learning as well as a discourse. 

Critics sometimes mention 由巴 “Smaller Wandering Immortal 
Poems" in conjunction with Wang Jian's IOO "Palace Lyrics" 宮 詞 ， also 
comprising a cento of quatrains in the long line， which circulated inde
pendently. The “Palace Lyrics" were composed around 820 and were 
very popular. 13 They demonstrate mastery of another “discourse，" 
namely， the world of the Inner Palace. Indeed， they demonstrated it 50 
successfully that gos叩s wo吋ered how \'Va時 Jian knew so much 
about this world from which men (apart from eunuchs and the em 

peror) were excluded. Cao Tang's “Smaller Wa吋en時 Immortal
Poems" almost certa凶y postdate Wang Jian'5 "Palace Lyrics，" albeit 

I2. For a discussion of why certain extant regulated verses should be considered 立5
belonging to the series of “Larger \Vandering Immortals，" see the following: Schafer， 
Mirages on the Sea ofTitne， p 戶， n. IO (on a discovery by Stephen Bokenkamp) ;  Fu (I987)， 
vol. 5， 428-29; and Yan Jinxong 379 . No one really knows how to construe you 刀叫

遊仙， which has been translated as “wandering immortals"; by 出e ninth centu句' lt Slm 

ply meant a poem about the gods and immortals， as is clear from the “L前ger Wander 

ing Immortal Poems，" in which 由ere is no spirit journey to Heaven 
I3 . Fu (I998)， vol. 2， 8n. 
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not by very many years. Despite Cao Tang's unknowable intentions、 the
“Smaller Wander時 Immo叫 Poems可Tould have been taken as w叮ks
of  the same kind， a cento of quatrains in the long line invoking a body 
of special knowledge， de臼scαribin且19 in det凶a且 scenes from 可w迦祖hich most 
f跎ea吋de叮rs of t由he poems were exclude吋d.14 QU叫I址lt臼e beyond t也he fl品orma叫al res紀ser臼mn ?恤a組n閃 C臼ωaωo Tarψ q叫芷昀raln
F扣O叮r e位xample， as Yan ]inxio時 notes， Cao Tang pays great atten位on to 
the clothing and ornaments of male and female immortals . 1 S  Details of 
clothing and ornament play an equally prominent role in Wang ]i悶's
'Palace Lyrics . "  The world of the immortals is aristocratic and pala包al，

just as the world of the sublunary palace was conventionally described 
1n terms of the γorld of immortals 令hough less direct1y so in W址a衍叩n
j μlan叭，法s “"P凹ala仰C臼e L勾yn悶C臼s"刊

b句y s阻ide and not see t出he clos臼巴 af曲立t叮y bet吋we白en Caωo Ta叩ng's poems and 
t也hose of Wa叩I且19 ]戶ia叩n. Cao Tang's world of the immortals is often de
scribed in vignettes describing local activities and gatherings . 1 6  

鋒 闕 夫人下 北 方

細環;青佩響 丁 當

攀花 笑 入春風里

偷折紅桃寄 阮 郎

XCVIII1 7 

The Lady of the Crimson Tower 
descends to the north， 

slender rings and clear pendants 
echo ding-a-趾19.

Reaching for flowers， smiling she enters 
into the breeze of spring， 

stea1thily snapping a pink peach b1ossom 
to glV巳 to young Ruan. 

14. The cento of quatrains became widespread 0叫y in the last part of the ninth cen
tury; we have a number of complete groups， as well as some par位al groups， 出at may 
once have been full centos.  Hu Cer嗯's “On History" 詠史詩 (3，622ff.) extends beyond 
100， as does another set of such poems by Zhou Tan 周 曇 (40，86-778) . We have 1∞ 
quatrains for the singing girl Bihong 比 紅 兒詩 (367))-8 ，4) by Luo Qiu 羅虫L， as well as 
a set of quatrains in the short line called “Untitled; Traveling by the River" 正 行無題

于一 百 首 (39808-907) ， by Qian Xu. These probably c虹culated i吋ependently as subcol 
lecuons; see pp. 539-41. 

15 . Yan Jinxiong 409-10. 
16. Compare the scene of gambling in Wang Jia的 “Palace Lyrics" 。一XXVI力 組d

Cao Tang's “Wandering Immortals" 戶口。
17. 3 528， . 
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句oung Ruan" 的 Ruan Zhao 阮 肇 ， who， with his companion Liu Chen 
劉晨， encountered two goddesses on Mount Tiantai， lived with them 
awhil亡， and then returned to the mortal world. In the “Larger Wander 
ing Immortal Poems" we will see this story as a narrative frame for lyr 
帥， but here in the “Smaller Wanderi月 Immortal Poems" this charac 
ter is simply a poe包c name for the mortal beloved of a goddess .  The 
women that fùl Wa月 ]ian's “Palace Lyrics" are， of cour咒 permitted to 
long only for the emper肘's attention; the transposi包0日 to the world of 
the immortals permits a wider range of longing and flirtation 

As Yan ]inxiong astutely points out， serious Daoism was intent upon 
eliminating the passions . As we have seen， the popular literary lore of 
the immortals was intensely eroticized. Although many of the vignettes 
deal exclusively with male immortals and adep尬， the “Smaller Wander 
ing Immortal Poems" are also filled with love affai郎， 也rta位O肘， women 
at play， nostalgic memori口， and feasting-in striking contrast to the 
Daoist poems of earlier figures like Wu Yun. 1 8 Cao Tang法 “Smaller
Wandering Immortal Poems" clear恃 do not refer to the \vorld of the 
Inner Court. Images of ninth-century romance culture and fantasies 
about palace life have been transferred to the immortal world. 

To such vignettes Cao Tang adds the technical vocabulary of Dao
ism and the immortals' perspective on time， underscoring the differ
ence between the immortal and mortal worlds .  

侍女親擎 玉 酒 后

滿 足 傾 酒 勸安期

等 閩 中目 剎 三 千 歲

長憶水邊分 束 時

LVI1 9 

The serving 學r1 personally picks up 
a jade flagon for al巴，

she pours 出e flagon full of ale 
and urges 扣1qi to drink. 

Heedless1y we parted 
three thousand ye在主s ago， 

but 1 a1ways recall by the waters 
the moment we shared ea包ng a date 20 

The vignette is based on a legend of the immortal Anqi feasting with 
Lady Taizhen 太 真 夫人， transformed here into a serving girl (and thus 

的. Yan Jinxiong notes (4可) the ra也er striking cases of goddesses referring to them 

selves as qie 妾， “your ha且dmaiden."

19 . 35243 
20 . Zao 柔 was homophonous with 平， “early"; hence， “when we separated too 臼rl\'."
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looki月 more like an incident at a Tang par句， with a singi時 girl en 
countered in the past) .21 Inde吐， in some cases the only thing that sepa 
rates the immortal from an ordinary human is some celes位叫 “prop，'、s
the shortened colloquial term for a “stage property" becomes a literal 
“prop" of vermilion clouds 

風勁 闊 天 ;青桂陰

水精 簾 箔 冷沉 沉

西 妃 少 女 多 春思

斜倚彤 雲 盡 日 吟

LIX22 
The breeze s包rs the calm heavens， 

in the clear shade of the cassia， 
curtains made of crystal， 

cold and sunken away 
The young daughter of the Western Consort 

is filled with spring passions， 
and leaning against vermilion clouds， 

she recites poems all day through 

This scene was a trope taken from contemporary romantic tales. 1立
“Huo Xiaoy的 St。可" 霍 'J 、 玉 傳 ， the mother speaks of Huo Xiaoyu 
sirnilarly spending the day reciting poems and feeling unfulfùled long 
ing.23 We meet someone very much like this woman imm。主tal in an→ 
other poem， though rather than simply reci包ng poems， she goes on an 
active-albeit apparent1y futile-search for her mortal lover. 

偷來 洞 口 訪劉君

緩 步 輕撞 玉線裙

細 孽桃花逐流水

史 無 言 語倚彤雲

XXVI24 
Secretly she came to the gro仕o's mouth 

to 且nd Liu Chen， 
stepping slowly， she lightly lifts 

her s垣rt with jade threads. 
Peach blossoms torn into fine bits 

go off with the flowing wat缸，
and saying not a word more， 

she leans on vermilion clouds . 

Many of the “Smaller Wandering Immortal Poems" would “trans
late" into fine human vignettes and party poems if the span of years 

2I. See Yan Ji月芷iong 407-8 . 
22. 3 5246. 
23 “Y ou spend the whole day reciting and fantasizing; how α且 也at compare to 

meeting him?" 爾 終 日 吟想 ， 何如一 見 See Li Shiren 李 持人) ed . ， 豆制n Tang Wudai 
xiaoshuo 仝唐五 代 小 說 很i'an: Shaan三日 renmin chubanshe， 1998) ， 728 

24. 25203 .  
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were shortened and the brightness of the celestial rumbus were dimmed 
a bit. In a mortal poem one would say that in li忌's "hundred years" (a 
conventionally hopeful span for mortals) one has rarely had the oppor 
tunity to meet some old friend. Anxiously prizing the rare occasion to 
me哎， the par包cular condition of mere mortals， is direct1y transferred to 
immortal spans， where it is oddly incongruous. 

東 i冥 兩 度作塵飛

一 萬 年 來會 面 稀

于樹梨 花 百 壺 酒

共君論飲莫論詩

LXXXIX25 
Twice now the Eastern Deeps 

have turned to blowing dust， 
in the past te口 thousand years 

our chances to meet have been rare. 
A thousand trees of pear blossoms， 

a hundred jugs of ale， 
let us concern ourselves with drinking 

and not with poetry. 

Often merely through gesture or wo主d Cao Tang humaruzes the world 
of the immortals. The pleasure of the poems is frequent1y in the tension 
between the immortal world and the all-too-human one. Master \Xlhite 
Stone lived on \X1hite Stone Mountain and boiled white stones as his 
meal. 

白 石 山 中 自 有 天

竹花藤 莘 隔 溪 煙

朝 來 洞 口 圍 棋 了

賭得 青龍直 幾 錢

XV26 
White Stone Mountain 

has its own heavens， 
bamboo blossoms and rattan leaves 

are blocked by the rnist on 出e creek 
With dawn at the mouth of the gro位。

也e go game is done， 
he won a green d主agon in a wager一

how many cash is that worth? 

We know that “green d主agon" was one of the stages in refirung elixir， 
but whether the immortal has won an elixir or the large and renowned 
mythical beast in his go game， the poem， afte主 lts mlS句T and mysterious 
sett1峙， still depends on the comic incongruity between the nature of 

25. 3 5276. 
26. 25202. 
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such winnings and the unpoetic and very morta1 question of how much 
such a thing is worth.27 

As fine as many of the “Smaller Wandering Immorta1 Poems" are， the 
surviving pieces from the “Larger Wandering Immortal Poems" repre
sent the more significant body of work in the history ofTang poetry. The 
“Smaller Wandering Immortal Poems" concerns the world of the im 
mortals and presents a rich disp1ay of technica1 1ore; the “Larger Wander
ing Immorta1 Poems" does invo1ve immorta1s， but these stories had 
1argely passed into general c叫tural currency. Essentially the “Larger 
Wandering Immorta1s Poems" had transferred the form of the ninth
centu可 history poem to the legends of the immorta1s (and， of course， i日
sofar as one believes these stories ，  there is no difference) . If we take Li 
He's famous poem ‘'The Bronze Immorta1 Taking Leave of Han: Song" 
金銅仙人辭 ;其 歌，28 Wen Tingyunγ‘Lyrics for the N aval Maneuvers on 
Lake Kunrni咚" 昆 明 治水戰詞，29 0r the standard title-form of a com→ 
mon 句pe of poetic exposition in the ninth century that announces some 
historica1 or 1egenda可 incident，30 then we have a context for reading the 
headings or titles from 出e su叮lVlng “Larger Wandering Immortals 
Poems，" such as “Emperor Wu of the Han Awaits the Descent of the 
Queen Mo出口 of the West" 漢 武 帝將候 西 王母 下 降 31

Such title-forms clear1y p1ace Cao Tang's poems very much within a 
contemporary context. What distinguishes Cao Tang is that his titles 
seem to have been arranged in sets， covering different phases of a 
known narrative. 32 In the survlVlng “Larger Wandering Immorta1 
Poems" we have one possibly comp1ete set and several pieces belong
ing to other sets . Following the above title， we have “Emperor Wu of 
the Han Feasts the Queen Mother of the West in His Palace鬥 漢 武 帝
於 宮 中 宴 西 王 母 .33 Next we find a set of five pieces on sequentia1 

27. If Cao Tang had meant this as a rhetorical question sugges包ng “beyond price，" 
he would hardly have used the base term “cash，" qian 

28 . 20703;  Ye 令959) 77-
29 .  31900; Zeng 32. 
30 .  One could select Li xi悶's 李銳 “Sun Wu Teaches Women to Do Battle" 孫武

試教婦人車站賦 (QTw 7327) at random from among hundreds of similar examples 

31 .  3 5138 . 
32. See the discussion in Yan Jinxiong 379. 
33 .  3 5I39. 
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phases of the storγ of Liu Chen and Ruan Zhao mee位ng goddesses in a 
grotto .34 In several cases we see that such poems are not third-person 
narratives but rather assume the ro1e of a character in a known sto!j九
such as “Zhang Shi Sends Another Poem to Du Lam臼ng" 張 碩 重 寄
杜 蘭 香 (the first poem has not been prese凹ed) .35 The poem that fo1 
10ws (perhaps in the wrong sequence) is “The Jade Maiden Du Lan
xiang 仁ondescends to Marry Zha時 Shi" 玉女杜 蘭 香 下嫁於張 碩只

Let us 100k at the set of poems on the story of Liu Chen and Ruan 
Zhao. We have on1y the phases of approach and departur亡 the time 
Liu and Ruan spend with the goddesses is passed over in silence. 

曹 唐， 劉晨阮肇遊天 台
Cao Tang， Liu Chen and Ruan Zhao Visit Mount Tiantai37 

樹入天 台 石 路新 The trees stretch into Mount Tian凹，
the rocky road is new， 

雲和草靜迫無塵 the clouds balmy， the grasses c也只
no dust in the distance. 

煙 霞 不 省 生 前 事 Among mist and rosy wisps they are unaware 
of what happened in earlier lives， 

水木 空 疑夢 後 身 among waters and trees i t  simply seems 
they are living in a dream. 

往往雞鳴巖 下 月 Eve月而vhere fowl sing out 
in the moonlight below the cliff， 

時時 犬吠 洞 中 春 now and then a dog barks， 

不 知此地歸何處

須就桃源、 問 主人

spnngtune ill a grotto. 
Not knmving \耳rhat place 出lS IS 

where they have come， 
they ca且 only go to peach blossom spring 

and ask the person there 

In the second poem we may have a mismatch between 吐吐e and te哎， for 
by the end of the poem Liu and Ruan haven't actually met 由e goddesses. 
It is possib1e that this set originally consisted of more than the surviving 
five poems and that this text has the wrong title. Another possibili叮T IS 

that these are not “titles" in 也è traditional sense but rather “headings，" 
indicating where the text occurs within a prose nar主a包ve﹒ For examp1e， 

34. 35I40-44 
35 . 35I50 .  
36. 3 5I51. 
37. 3 5140. 
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the following poem， in which the meeting has not yet occurred， is a verse 
that prepares us for the meeting that 嗎Tould follow in prose. 

曹 唐， 劉 阮 洞 中 遇仙 子
Cao Tang， Liu and Ruan Meet the Immortals in the Grott038 

天和樹色 靄 蒼 蒼

霞 重 嵐深路渺 茫

雲 寶 :為 山 無 鳥 雀

水聲 沿 洞 有 笙 簧

碧 沙 洞 里乾 坤 別

紅樹枝前 日 月 長

願得花 開 有 人 出

免令仙犬吠劉 郎

The heavens blend with the colors of trees 
in a blue-gray haze， 

colored wisps in layers， vapors deep， 
the road fading off into it. 

Cloudy caves fill the mountains， 
there are no birds at all， 

sounds of water， along by the torrent 
the notes of reed organs .  

Inside a grotto of emerald sands 
the un1verse is different; 

before the branches of red trees 
days and months last long哎，

1 hope that from among the flowers 
someone will come out 

to keep the dog of the immortals 
from barking at young Liu. 

If we think of this as part of a narrative， one that may have once had 

prose， the obvious precedent would be “The Cave of Wandering Im

mortals" 道 仙 窟， da包ng from the late seventh centu句， which tells a 

very sirnilar story in elegant prose with a rich scattering of poems . This 

piece was preserved in ] apa口， and (like many thi時s preserved there) of

fers a unique survival from Tang literature. Although the主e are indeed 

works that are 仕uly unique， in most cases where one text survives there 

were once many. Following this hypothes芯， these poems， all preserved 

in the mid-tenth-cen囚ry Caidiao戶， depend on a virtual narrative that 

might once have been an actual writt巳n narrative. If such a narrative 

with inserted poems actually existed， we would expect that there were 

other poems on feasting and f1irtation between the goddesses and the 

young men inside the grotto. (Some of the quatrains would have served 

加 .)39s purpose very well 

38 .  35141 
39. Caidiao;i includes three of the “Smaller Wandering Immortal Poems" (26， 59， 

and 63) ， two of wruch are translated above. 
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After enjoyi月 the ple的ures of life with the two goddess凹， Ruan 
and Liu became homesick. In the next poem we 且re already at the scene 
of par包ng

曹 唐， 仙子這劉 阮 出 洞
Cao Tang， The Immortals See Liu and Ruan 

Off as They Leave the Grotto的
殷勤 相 送 出 天 台

仙境那能卻再來

雲液每歸 須 強飲

玉 書 無 事 莫 頻 開

花 當 洞 口 應長在

水到 人 問 定 不 迴

惆 悵 溪 頭從此刻

碧 山 明 月 閉 蒼 苔

With urgent feeling they see them off， 
leaving Tiantai， 

how to 吐立s immortal realm 
could they come again? 

The “liquid cloud，" whenever you return， 
you must make yourself drink it; 

the “jade writings，" if you have no problems， 
don't open them often 41 

The flowers at the grotto's mouth 
will surely be always there; 

when the waters reach the mortal world， 
they will certainly not come back 

Downcast here beside the creek， 
from this point on they pa泣，

emerald mountains， bright moonlight， 
covered with green moss. 

The scene of discovery of the grotto of the immortals was not a stan
dard topic， but here we have the favorite moments of love poetry: the 
scene of parti口g and the scene of the woman (here goddesses) left be
hind， longing for 出e absent man. 

曹 唐， 仙 子 洞 中 有懷劉阮
Cao Tang， The Immortals i n  the Grotto Long for Liu and Ruan42 

不 將清 瑟 理 霓 裳 They do not take the clear zither 

塵 夢 那知鶴夢 長

洞 里 有 天春寂寂

40. 35142 

to play “Skirts of Rainbow，" 
ho珊， could dreams in the world of dust knmv 

how long cranes' dreams last? 
The grotto has its own heaven， 

springtime lonely and s till， 

斗1. These are gifts from the goddesses to Liu and Ruan， accomp缸lÍed by prohibi
tlOns. “Liquid cloud" was a drug compounded of rnica 

42. 34143 
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人 間 且在路 月 茫 茫

玉 沙 瑤 草 連 溪 碧

流水桃花滿 ;同 香

曉 露風燈零 落 盡

此 生 無處訪 劉 郎

Daoism 

no path to the mortal world， 
mo01甘19ht pale and vast 

Jade sands and alabaster plants 
stretch to .the emerald creel宜，

peach blossoms in flowing water 
血1 the ravine wi也 scent

Morning dew and windblown lamp 
are lost and gone， 

in trus lifetime there is no way 
to visit young Liu. 

The second couplet， used in a fabulous account of Cao Tang's death， 
was his most famous . The Qing critic Hua時 Ziyun 黃 子 雲 gave these 
lines perhaps the highest praise Cao Tang ever received， writing that 
“the thousand enchantments and hundred charms of Li Sha白白司n's
'Left Untitled' poems are 口o match for the ethereal and breathtaking 
quality of these two lines ."的 It should be added that Huang Ziyun had 
a s世ong dislike for Li Shangyin's poet叮-

Finally， Liu and Ruan try to findctheir way back， but all is changed. 

曹 唐， 劉阮再到 天 台 不 復 見 仙 子
Cao Tang， Liu and Ruan Again Come to Mount Tiantai， 

But Do Not See the Immortals Again44 

再 到 天 台 訪 玉 真

青 苔 白 石 已 成塵

笙 歌冥 寞 閑 深 洞

雲 鶴 蕭 條絕 舊 鄰

草樹總非前度色

煙 霞 不 似昔 年 春

Again they come to Tiantai 
to visit Jade Purity，的

the green moss and wrute stones 
have already turned to dust 

Songs and piping dark and still， 
the deep grotto lies silent，46 

cranes in the clouds in bleakness 
cut off from former haunts. 

The plants and trees in general 1ack 
the colors they had last time， 

mist and rosy vapors do not resemble 
" the spring of that bygone year. 

43 . Qing sh必ω 清詩話 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe， 1963) ， 865 . 

44. 34144 
45. This was the name of an immortal， here poetically extended to stand for the 

goddesses . 
46. 1 suspect that xian 閑 here is a mistake for bi 悶 ， “closed."

桃花流水依然在

不 見 當 時勸 酒 人

Daoism 

Peach blossoms and flowing water 
are there as ever， 

but they do not see from those days 
the women who bade them drink. 
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These poems use relatively little of the technical vocabulary of Daoism 
and reflect a loose use of the long line. Moreover， they are made up al 
most entirely of common compounds that could easily have been un 
derstood orally. There is no clear evidence that poems such as these 
were used in storytelling or with a prose narrative intended to be read 
out loud. Howev仗， if we were to imagine a sophisticated ninth-century 
verse， perhaps mixed with prose， situated between the earlier “Cave of 
Wandering Immortals，" the roughly contemporary and provincial 
prosimetric bianwen 變 文 of Dunhuang， and the twelve songs to Die lia17 
hua 蝶 戀 花 inserted in Yi妙翔 之'huan 鶯 鷺 傳 by Zhao Lingzhi 趙 令 哼
in the Northern Song，47 w e  would arrive at something resembling the 
poems cited above. Even if there were no written prose to accompany 
出ese poems， they were clearly composed as poet可 111 a日 imagined nar 
rative， with what was probably (in the Tang) a substantial body of ma 
terial that provided a model of what such poet可 should be like. 

Many of the other poems we now might include among the “Larger 
Wandering Immortal Poems" are rather different. A number of phrases 
111 由e following poem on Elühua are far less common and thus would 
be less comprehensible orally; although the component \.vords are 
common enough， there are a sufficient numbe主 of homophones to 
make a daring phrase like “the sound of flowers idly falling" 花 聲 問 落
bewildering to the ear. Elühua was a goddess  who repeatedly descended 
to the home of one Ya時 Quan in the course of a month， claiming that 
she was also a Yang. She tînally gave him a "corpse-releasing" drug 
(whereby the "dead" person would become an immo主tal) and then ，can 
ished for good. She was clearly a 五gure of some importance in Daoism 
because a long verse by her and her story appear at the ve月， beginning 
of the Zhel忽ao 真 言告， a central text in the Shangqing Daoist tradition.48 

47. QSc 491 
48 .  Da呵呵 (Beijing: Wenwu chuhanshe)，  vol 20， 491. The Zhengao account or some 

s血lllar version seems to lie behind this version. 
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In the Zhengao version we have a revelation of heavenly secrets ， whereas 
Cao Tang's version suggests romantic attachment. 

a roughly contemporary poe位c context for a couplet in one of Li Shang
yin's most famous poems:  

Nine puffs of autumn mist 
the color of b芷ows gone，SO 

Elühua's longing to return 
is particularly endless 

Always sad about riding the crane， 
that it cannot bear his body，Sl 

ever hating dawn auroras' approach， 
their talk not yet done. 

The river忘 記flec位ons unseen blow off 
the moon of Cloud Dream P吐吐，

the sound of flowers idly falling 
in the wind of Lake Dongting. 

With indigo threads and doubly carved 
her golden bracelet 

was left to Palace Attendant Xu 
of the mortal world.s2 

李 商 F忌 ， 重 過 聖女祠
Li Shangyi丘， Again Stopping by the Goddess's ShrineS3 

白 石 巖 扉 碧 辭 滋 Door set in cliff of white stone， 
the sapphire mosses moi泣，

上 ;青淪請得歸遲 cast out from the Upper Clarity，s4 

曹 唐， 莘 綠華將歸九疑 留 別 許 真 人
Cao Tang， Elühua， About t o  Return to the Nine Doubts Mountains， 

Takes Leave of the Realized Person Xu49 

九 點秋煙黛 色 空

綠華歸思頗無窮

每志局又鶴身 難任

長恨臨 霞 語未終

河 影 暗 吹雲 夢 月

花聲 閑 落 洞 庭風

藍 絲 重 勒金條脫

留 與人 間 許侍 中

一春夢 雨 常飄瓦
permission to return is slow. 

A whole spring of dream rain5S 
always gusts over the tiles， 

all day long the wind of the gods 
does not 臼1 the banners 56 

盡 日 靈 風 不 滿族

莘綠華來無定 所 Elühua comes 

杜蘭 香 去未 移 時
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53 .  29093 ; 月30; Ye (1985) 3 ; Zhou 235 .  One of the prima月 ques位ons here con 
cerns the meaning of shengnü 聖女. Yao Peiqian i日sists that there is no such goddess 
Feng gives the most common explanation， namely九 that it is a cliff in Shanxi that re 
sembles a woman. 

54. This is the highest of the three levels of He且ven. Banishment from Hea\'en 
because of some (often sexual) rnisdeed w且s a common motif. After sen，i月 2
certain period of 包me in the mortal wor.峙， the deitv or i日lmortal would be recalled to 
Heaven 

55 . This recalls the sexual εncounter of the Goddεss of Wu Mountai日 and thε king 
of Chu. Although this line is highly 缸nbiguous， men包on of the “dream 芷地1" st主ength
ens the possibility that sexual misbehavior was the cause of the goddess's banishment 
The line could suggest the goddess's continued sexual adventures in the mortal world， 
but it is also possible 出at her tiles keep out spring's “dream rai日 "

56. This wind marks the arrival and departure of a rlivinity. The becalmed tεmple 
banners may suggest that she receives no visits from the gods. 

57. There are two legends associated with Du Lanxiang. The first is that she \\"as 
rliscovered at thε age of one or two by a fisherman near the Xiang River. ""，S she w的
entering adolescence， she had become exceptionally beauti臼1. \X7hen "blue lads" 青 童
descended from the sky and were about to carry her aw勾心 she told the fisherman that 
she was an immortal who had been banished to the mortal world bεcause of some of
fense. The second (and probably more germa丘e) sto月， involves her relation to Zhang 
Shi 張正員 . According to one account， she visited him several times in 3 16， telling him 
that they were to be marríεd. However， since theír agεs rlidn't match， she told him he 
would have to wait. Accorrling to another account， they were eventuaUy married， bur 
Du La凹ang left as soon as the marriage was consummated (or compl間d) . A little 

Although the context involves narratives describing the romant1c en 
counters between goddesses and mortals歹 the situa包ons are mostly the 
basic “poetic" moments in a standard love narrative: feasting together， 
par包ng， and roman包c longing. 

When we consider the Elühua poem together with two poems on 
the goddess Du Lanxiang， who married the mortal Zhang Shi， we have 

49 . 3 5I47. 
50. Although this must refer to Nine Doubts Mountain (the “color of brows九ug

gests a mountain ridge)， the line clearly echoes Li He法 “Dream of Heaven" 夢 天 ，
which closes: 叮azing on China from afar: nine puffs o f  smoke [/m叫 ， / and the whole 
depth of the ocean's water trickles into a cup" 遙 望 齊 州 九 點 煙， - ;5" 海水杯 中 瀉
(20665) ;  Ye (1959) 28 

51 . 1 have adopted one possible interpreta包on of this li肘; perhaps the cra且E αnnot
bear her body or she cannot bear riding the crane 

52. Cao Tang has apparently confused 出e story of Elühua， who Vl日íted the mort且l
Yang Qu阻， with Wang Meilan 王 媚 蘭 ， the Lady of Cloudy Forests 雲 林 夫 人， who 
visited Xu Mi 許謎 The latter， however， was the patron of Ya呵﹒
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玉 郎 會比通仙籍

憶 向 天 階 問 紫 芝

Daoism 

May the j ade lad someday 
enroll her among the immortals ，58 

recalling how on Heaven's Stairs 
she asked of the lavender mushroom戶

This Li Shangyin poem is stylisticaily much denser than the Cao Tang 
poems. Despite the fact that it is not provided with a title that links it to 
a familiar narrative， it is a poem roughly “of the same kind." Let us 
suppose that the kinds of poems by Cao Tang cited above were not 
unique but instead represented a particular kind of contempora可 lyric
treating stories of the immortals in the situations of romance culture 
(perhaps not unrelated to the inter巴st in Li He， echoes of whose poems 
crop up often) . If we take 亡的 Tang as a norm， his poems can easily be 
situated in a known narrative-even in his more complex poem on 
Elühua. 

However， when we look more closely at the Li Shangyin poem， 
we see the poet using such an assumption of a narrative ground 
and disrupting it-making the reader uncertain as to what， precis舟，
is going on. If we consider the poem while ignoring the third couplet， 
it suddenly becomes transparent. If this is the goddess's shrine， then 
the goddess lives there. It would be natural for us to take the exile 
from Heaven as her exile， as Elühua was sent down into the gross 
mortal world. In the romantic lore of the immortals， h訂ing a for
bidden lover was a common reason for banishment from Heav凹，
which seems to be realized in the erotic image of the “dream rain" 
in the third line and the futile waiting for a god to come (whose 
arrival would 血1 the banners with “spirit wind") in the fourth. In the 

over a year later she appeared to Zhang riding in a carriage. The couple spoke affec 
tionately， but when Zhang tried to mount 出e carriage， he was thrust off by the maids 
It would seem that Li Shangyin is alluding in particular to Du Lanxiang leaving Zhang 
Shi right after they were married 

58 .  J ade lads， a catego叮 of celestial functionary rather than a n仙花， were in charge 
of the regis叮 of gods and immort址s. The use of hui 會 here seems to be "it happened 
吐1叭" or in the futu丘， as an optative or a prediction， “may it happen that，" “it will hap 
pen that." The future version is roughly eq也valent to the English “may a t1me come 
when . . . ." H的 may be also taken in the sense of “meeting"; that 的， “meeting with the 
j ade lad here." 

59 . We do not know whether the subject of "recalling" is the jade lad or the goddess; 
the same uncertainty e悶ts regarding the subject of “asked." 

DaozSm 3 3 3  

final couplet we see  her hope to  be reenlisted among the ranks of the 
immortals . (As in the secular Tang wor姐， reglstra位on is essential to 
one's posi位on.)

The couplet concerning Elühua and Du Lanxiang， however， inverts 
the gender relations and confuses the situation. As we see in the Cao 
Tang poems on Elühua and Du Lanxiang， both are goddesses who visit 
mortals and then abando日 them. We know that in such situations the 
mortal lover of the goddess may have once been a divinity himself， 
though he has been banished from Heaven and no longer remembers 
his former life ther巳. This motif of the goddess paying brief visits to a 
mortal lover invites us to change the ge口der of the person dreamin只
and waiti時 1n 出巴 second couplet and then of the per臼rso叩on b凶7羽耶a缸組I且凹1
t出hef 五lrs臼st c∞oup抖I巴仗t. In this vε 芷slOn t由he feminine pronouns in t出he last c∞ou汙-
P抖let mu山st be咒e r臼巴P抖la仗ce吋d b句y ma址le 巴q中Ulva址lent臼s . We could e盯ve凹n 芷記εvise the 1芷C 
poem presuming first-person subject: 

白 石 巖 扉 碧 蘇 滋

上清淪摘得歸遲

Door set in cliff of white stone， 
the sapph虹e mosses mOl哎，

1 was cast out 仕om the Upper Clari甘，
perml日sion to return is slow. 

Here we have the poet waiting for the godde俗's unpredictable visits 
But then we have that “whole spring of dream rai日，" implying a dura 
包O丘 that does not fit the s丘ua位on of the poet who is just “stopping by" 
the shrine. 

These are not problems that can be "resolved" by any scenario-the 
latter being essentially a narrative like those used by Cao Tang. Rather， 
the poet is giving us something more enigmatic and inconclusive， play 
ing on our hopes fo主 some simple “story" that will make everything 
clear. 

In contrast to these goddesses to whom the aura of an intenselγ 
erotic romance cultu主e clings， we might cite a more commonplace 
poem by Xu Hu口， whose site has exactly the same name as in the title 
of the Li Shangyin poem (though we cannot be certai日 that it is the 
same temple) . Although the goddess is invisible， her presence imbues 
the surroundings with myste月T and erotic allure. Xu Hun， howev缸，
concludes his poem with an injunction not to engage in love affairs ， like 
the goddess of Wu Mountain 
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停 車 一 尾 酒
涼 擎 下 陰 風
龍 氣 石 淋 濕
鳥 聲 山 廟 空
長 居 留 桂綠
丹臉寄蓮紅
莫 學 陽 臺 畔
朝 雲 暮 雨 中

Daoism 

許 7草， 題 聖女祠
Xu Hun， On the Shrine of the Goddess6日

1 stop my carriage， a single cup of ale， 
chill leaves descend in a shadowy wind. 
The stone couch wet from dragon vapors， 
mountain temple deserted amid bird cries .  
Her long brows remain in the cassia's gree日，
her red cheeks are left to the red of the lotus 
Don't act as she did by the Terrace of Light 
in the clouds of dawn and twil掉t ram 

Throughout the period of our s個dy we fmd scattered poems that echo 
the romantic Daoism of Cao Tang and its unique transformation in Li 
Shangyin. Since the surviving poetry is only the fortunate remains of a 
much larger world of poet句， mediated by the interests of later ag凹，
such bits and pieces suggest a kind of poetry which we now glimpse 
only imperfectly. 

60. 28 593 ; Jiang Congping 208; Luo 19 . Most editions rea社 shennü 神女 rather than 

sh峙的4 聖女 1日 出e title， but she啥叫 is the versi日n in the edition from Xu Hun's own 

manuscnpt verSlOn. 

T E N  

Li Shangyin 

Preliminaries 

Over 也e centuries Li Shangyin has become the pre-erninent figure of 
Late Tang poetry. Since the mid-seventeenth centu句， the beginning of 
the extant commentarial tradi包O且， Li Shangyin has amassed more com
mentaries than any individual poet except Du Fu. 1 There are probably 
more book-length studies and articles published on his poetry than all 
other Late Tang poets combined. Li Shangyin fully deserves his canoni 
cal status. However， even more than was the case with Du Fu， his rise 
to fame was a complex history of changing values. Li Shang}γin does 
not seem to have become prorninent as a poet until after his death. \'{.'e 
have a few exchange poems addressed to him 出at were composed dur
ing his lifetime， plus laments following his dea血， but there is little that 
suggests his poetry was appreciated outside a small circle . 、x7e do ha，-e a 
few indications of his posthumous fame as a poet before the turn of 
吐le tenth century. One such tes也nony is found in the 871 preface t。

由e S ong!ingji 松陵 集 by Pi Rixiu 皮 日 休， where he is mentioned to 
gether with Wen Tingyun as the “bes丸 ZUZ 最 ， according to contempo 
rary opinion.2 Another is a striking denunciation by Li Fu 李 j吝 .3

l. Although a no包ce ex:ists for a Song commenta可 (由ough we do not know if it was 
complete) ， a Yuan anthology， and a Ming commenta句， these have not survived. See Liu 
Xuekai 劉學銬， Li Shan!Jin sh臂。叫叫 李 商 隱詩歌研究 (Hefei: Anh山 daxuε ch曲an
she， 1998) ， 113 . 

2. Liu Xuek剖 (2001) 3 . This is ve勾! odd because it is in the context of exchange 
poet句; apart from one poem by Li Shangyin to Wen Tingyun (29I28; Jijie I276; Ye 44) 
and an uncertain attribution of 且 poem to Li Shangyin by Wen Tingyun， we have no 
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i丘世 尚 待 靡 ， 鄙 稽 古 ， 商 隱 詞 藻 奇 麗， 為 一 時之最， 所 著尺月賣 篇詠， 少 年 師
之如不 及， 無一 言 經 國 ， 無纖意 獎 善， 惟逞幸 句
Recent 包mes esteem frills and despise reflection on an包quity. The rare beauties 
of Li Shangyin's fancy rhetoric are taken as the best [zuiJ of this a阱， and 
young people model their work on his letters and poems as if they w叮叮 they
are going to somehow miss out; yet not a single word he wrote contributes to 
the state， nor is there even a slender thought that encourages virtue; it is a 
mere display of literary craft [':(ha也fuJ

Li Fu goes on to equate Li Shangyin with a mere craftsman of fine bro
cade. These are hard words-and， judging from Li's collection as a 
whol巴， quite unfair-yet they do give us some indication of how Li 
Shangyin's poetrγ was regarded in the last part of the nin出 century
The unfairness of Li F的 judgment may not have simp甘 been the re 
叫t of prejudice or blindness; rather， it strongly sugge指 出at Li Fu had 
seen 0叫y an anthology (xiao;ï) of Li Shangyin's poetrγ and not the 
complete collection. From this we may further infer the kinds of poems 
by Li Shangyin that were in general circulation at the 位me.

Despite these and other claims of his being the most famous poet of 
the age (clearly not suggesting in Li's own lifetime) ， Li Shangyin's name 
does not figure often in the frequent comments on poetry in the sec 
ond half of the ninth century. We may take Li Fu at his word to the ef
fect that Li was widely imitated， but if he w俏， such poems have not 
survived in any great quantity. His poetry is moderately well repre 
sented in Wei Zhuang's Fu的r A仰的 (YouxuaJ1ji) from around the 
turn of the tenth centu勾， and v而er勾y well r跎epresent臼ed (ω40 poems) in Wei i 
Hu's 韋 穀 Caidi，切/戶Z 才 調 1羔長 from t由he mid-t臼C口t由h c臼ent凹ur勾y (令tho∞ug拉h les臼ss

well r跎ep芷臼es仗en削te吋d t也ha拍n Wen T古'ingyun or Weαi Zhua叩ng目) . He was given a 
biography among the “Biographies of Litera可 Men" in the Old TaJ1g 
History， presented to the Later ]in throne in 945 . However， he was per
haps valued more as a stylist of parallel prose than as a poet. His final 

rise to prominence as a poet was due to his devoted editor and imitator 

Yang Yi 楊 億 (974-1020) ， one of the most disti啥uished literary figures 

at the begir叩ng of the eleventh centu可﹒

evidence of exchange between the two. The preface is p主eserved in TangshiJÎshi. It is 
likely that Li Shangyin and Wen Tingyun were prominent in some restricted αrcles .  

3 . Liu Xuekai (200I) 5 . Li  Fu， Kan 叫 刊誤， in Zuo Gui 左 圭 ， Baichuan xuehai 百 川
學 海 (photocopy; 峙。to: Chi:ibun， I979) ， 5I9 
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Yang Yi's surviving account of the history of his edition of Li Shang
y血's poet叮T not only tells us something about how Li Shangyin's poetry 
circulated but also tells us much about how Tang poet可 in general re 
surfaced in the So月.4 In the Zhidao Reign of Song Taizo啥 (995-97)
Yang tells us that he got hold of a copy of Li Shangyin's poetry (that is， 
an anthology， a xiao;ï) contai也呵 )ust over 100 poems. Although he was 
initially quite taken with these， in hindsight they “did not get the deeply 
engaging quality of his poet可" 未 得 其 詩 之 深 趣 In the Xianping 
Reign of Zhenzong (998-1003) he describes a general search for surviv 
ing Tang poems. Although he does not speak specifically of finding an 
other edition or antholog)九 in the process of searching he enlarged the 
collection to 282 poems 另 He had heard that at the end of the Tang 
there were many editions of Li Shangyin's poet勾T in the lowe主 Yangzi
region， and a friend there gathered mo主e poems， bringi時 the Li Shang
yin poetry collection to over 400 poems ( just over two-thirds the size 
of the current collection) . We might well wish that Yang Yi had told us 
more about the makeup of the short collection， containing over 100 
pieces acquired with apparent ease (he speaks of continuous and 
strenuous efforts， 哼哼 J欠我， to bring the collection to its second stage) . 
It is tempting to 出ink that the more easily available short collectio且
represented the sorts of poems known to Li Fu and anthologized in 
Caidiao JÏ. 6 

4. The account is cited in Wan Man 萬 曼 ， Tangji xu!tt 唐 集 敘錄 (Beiji月 Zhonghua
shuju， I980) ， 283-84 

5. Yang Yi's Xikun chouchangji 西 崑 酬 唱 集 ) cont阻四ε many imitations of Li Shang 
yin， was composed between I005 and 1008. The Li Shangyin poems that were imírared 
were primarily the ero包c poems， 也e poems on hístory， and the poems abour thíngs 

6. Balancing his comment that Li Shangyin's short collec包on “did not get rhe deeph' 
engaging quality of his poetry，" Yang Yi latεr cites and concurs in Qi凹's [Ruosh山's�l
praise of the poem 可ia Yi" (see p. 439) . This suggests that 可ia Yi，" a poem that offers 
an unambiguously ethical judgment of history， was added in the final stage of the col 
lec位on's compilation-it was not imitated in the Xikun choucha;懲ji-and that its quali
ties differed from 出e overall judgment concerning the limitations of the short collec 
tion. Another bit of evidence can be found in 出e 54 Li Shangyin poems that were 
copied into 出e We吧y腳叮仰'lhua in 987' these are almost entirely poems about things， 
poems on history (dealing with “dissolute" rulers) ， hermetic poems， and social j eux 
d'esprit. There is， however， remarkably little overlap with the Caidiao ji poems in the 
same veln. 
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The eventual transformation of Li Shangyin from a fancy rhetorician 
to a politically engaged poet of great range seems to have been a func
tion of Yang Yi三 painstaking reconstruction of Li Shangyin's collected 
poems， 在om the anthology to the substantial corpus four times the size 
of the anthology (though still considerably shorter than our current edi
tion) . There seems little doubt that if the initial anthology had been the 
only work to survive， our image of the poet would have been very diι 
ferent. Yang Yi's account is also a sobering reminder of how our un
derstanding of many other poets' works has probably been distorted by 
their preservation only in manuscript anthologies， which were meant to 
please late ninth- and tenth-century taste. Many Northern Song editors 
of Tang poets lacked Yang Yi's considerable prominence and cultural 
influence to undertake and encourage others to help him search for 
surviving manuscripts of his favorite poet 

D語7culty and Figurative Language 

Although some of Li Shangyin's poetry is as s位且ightforward as that of 

any of his co位temporaries， much of his poet可 is difficult， and some of it 
is impenetrably obscure. A smaller yet significant portion of his poet可
suggests passionate attachments between men and women. The penum
bra of eroticism surrounding his poetry， while never dissipating， has in
spired a long series of inte中re包ve countermotions : critics have stressed 
his stylis包c debt to Du Fu; attention has been drawn to his poems of po 
litical engagement; and， most important， figurative interpretations have 
been given to poems that might on the surface seem erotic. 

The earliest clear indication of such figurative reading of Li Shang
yin's erotic poetry is found in Zhang ]ie's 張戒 (;ïnshi II24) S uihantm怨
shihua 歲 寒 堂 詩 話 ， where Zhang is e主plicitly arguing against general 
opinion: “People of the age see only that his poems delight in talking 

about women and do not understand that they [his poemsJ were a mir 

ror and warning for his age" 世 但 見 其 詩 喜 說 婦 人 ， 而 不 知 為 世

鑒 戒.7 This is clearly an attempt to rescue Li Shangyin's erotic poet可 as

one of “seriousness ." We should take special note of the age when this 

comment appears. Zhang ]ie's general conc!usion follows comments on 

Li Shangyin's poems that treat imperial excess .  Zhang ]ie had witnessed 

7. Liu Xuekai (20m) 37 
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the debacle of the fall of the Northern Song， and the consequences of 
imperial excess were very much a matter of current concern.8 For the 
preceding half-cenrury contempora可 poet叮 had been scrutinized for 
figurative political references ; and in a community that expected covert 
political referenc白， poets certainly engaged in it， offering “a mirror and 
warning for [theirJ age ." The late Northern Song also saw the politiciza 
包on of the interpreta口on of Du Fu as the model po哎， who was sup 
posed never for one moment to have turned his attention awav from 
the dynasty and its conc巴rns .

Zhang ]ie歹s 1nJunc包on to adopt a figura位ve mode of interpretation 
for Li Shangyin's poetry gradually grew in scope， culmina口口g in the con 
tinuous commentarial tradition that began in the mid-seventeenth cen 
rury (another age particularly attentive to figurative political reference in 
poetry) . However， it is important for us to recognize that this interpre 
t1ve prac包ce was a historical phenomenon that grew out of rather par
ticular hermeneutic circumstances .  This kind of interpretation did exist 
in the Tang， but with nothing of the scope， ingenui句， and program← 
matic applica包on to the larger part of a poet's oeuvre rhat we find in 
the mid-Song and Qi月 9

Although we can see the beginnings of figurative interpretation of 
Li's poetry in the Southern Song， Li Fu's negative characterization of Li 
Shangyin as a frivolous rhetorician (one whose work was 吐nged with 
eroticism) continued through the Song and into the Yuan. By the time 
of the commentarial tradition in 由e mid-seventeenth cenru守， this ver 
sion of the poet was effectively silenced in favor of Li Shangyin as a 
“serious" and politically engaged poet. If critics accepted the disco盯se
of ero包cism rather than covert political 主eferen白， it referred to pas 
sionate love affairs rather than rhetorical play or casual ero臼c role 
playing. 

8. 1 am grate6叫 to Ron Egan for poin囚19 d立s out 
9. Li Shanyin himself spoke of figurative composi世on lil “An Epistle Greeting His 

Excellency of Hedong， Accompanied by Poems" 謝 河 求 宏 和 詩 啟 : “By fragram 
plants 1 express resentment at the prince; using lovely women 1 figure the superior 
man" 為 芳 草 以 怨 王 孫， 借 美 人 以 喻君 子 . Such a statemem must be understood in 
context， referring， first， specifically to 出e poems he is sending to Liu Zhongying and， 
second， as a gesrure to justify apparently frivolous topics. See Liu Xuekai 劉 學 館 and
Yu Shucheng 余 恕 誠， Li Shan.f!)in )抑 的nnianJi'aozhu 李 商 隱 文 編 年 校 注 (B叫ng
Zhongh問 shuju， 2002) ， 1961-62. 
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Figura盯e language (broadly formulated tO encompass a wide range 
of trop白， including metaphor， metonymy， and synecdoche) and the 
larger ques包on of figurative reference for the poem as a whole became 
central issues in understanding Li Shangyin's poetry. In the European 
tradition figurative language and meaning were essential markers of 
“poet可" in the large sense of saying 0日e thing and meaning anothe主﹒ I口
the Chinese tradition figurative language and reference were one re
source rather than a presumed universal， and a high degree of figura 
包on carried specific associations . In the ninth centu叮 the most 
“poetic" poetry， associated with the Jia Dao tradition of regulated verse， 
tended to be no日自學lrative on the larger level of reference. 1 0  

The ques包on of figuration needs to be approached with some tact 
because it is an issue that invites essentializing and rnisunderstanding. 
The degree and nature of figuration in Chinese poetry has varied both 
historically and by genre. Even in the most straightforward occasional 
poem there was a level of figurative language so habitual as to be al
most invisible .  For example， i日 certain contexts if a poet used the word 
"red，" hong 紅， a reader would know immediately he was referring to 
flowers . Poetic language was fllled with more “dead metonyrnies" than 
“dead metaphors ." 

More complex figuration in a ninth-centu叮 context had two primary 
associations . The first was elevation of regíster， which we can link to 
formal prose ('“parallel prose") . This was a mark of lear也ng， and pre 
sumed a community of those who could understand such language 
while excluding others. The use of cultural references ("allusíons") was 
a closely associated phenomenon. In his own day Lí Shangyin was 
known as a master of such formal prose. 

The second common association of figu主ation was the presumption 
of some barrier to direct utterance; this was also a version of figuration 
as exclusion. Barriers to direct utterance could occur on various levels .  
On the least problematic level there was the obliquity of politeness ，  

closely related to the community of learning created in formal figura 

tion. To direct1y seek sponsorship for the purpose of promotion or to 

complain that the person had never replied to such a request w泌 的

crass in ninth-century China as it was in many other cultures and eras 

10 .  There were， of course， exceptions “Poems on things，" yonguJU， for exampl巴，
might often figuratively refer to a human situation 
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Such circumstances required rituals of politeness ，  and in ninth-century 
China figura包on was part of such polite口ess . Sometimes the relation 
between client and patron was figured as the relation between a woman 
and a man， seeking favor and pleading neglect. Such gendering of the 
social hierarchy， however， was not widespread and adhered to certain 
nor位lS. 1 1

Criticism of  emperors and high officials also generally req山red fig
uration or some form of verbal indirection. The transgression of the 
“New Yuejtl' poets in the Yuanhe Reign had been their direct attack on 
social abuses (to the point of including notes explicit1y specifying what 
they were attacking) . The indirectness of figuration generally sanc
tioned poli包cal criticism. As we will s巴巴， the problem in this case is that 
such “indirectness" 的metimes meant hidin甘 Ct1包cism in what mürht be o ��"��" U" ' " '" n '"�C '""'0 

taken as innocent， noncritical discourse-what we now call “deniabil
I牛" We know 出at such figurative criticism did occur， but in particular 
cases it is generally impossible to credibly disting山sh concealed criti 
cism from poems in which no críticism is ímplied. \ìV'hen Li Shangyin 
writes of the Sweet Dew Incident (see pp. 503-4) ，  he is indirect and 
figurative， but he is in no way ambiguous . 

A third and partic叫arly important si囚2包on requiring the obliquity of 
figuration was in passion between men and women. The hist。可 here is  
complicat吐， and it is impossible to say whether such figu主ative lan 
guage was the legacy of a long history of gender figuration in differen
tial power relations between men or grew out of the social taboos in in
tergender communica位on.12 As an elite culture of romance developed 
in the Mid-Tang-primarily in a male community but also including 
women-the poet叮! addressed to women， exchanged between men and 
women， and performed in song tended to be figurative on some le，廿 13

11. I t  has been suggested that ero包c figuration was a private mode of expression of  
problems with a patron or  frus位a包on in a career. In a ve月. general way the C加日 tradi
包on might sanction that， but in Tang poet勾 trus usually occurs through direct rεferencε 
to the Cbu口 tradition. To borrow the contεmporary poe包c discourse of romance for 
such an end would have few precedents. 

12 .  These issues are discussed extensively by Paul Rouzer， A成culated Ladies: Gender 
and the Male Co扭扭的，ity in Earf} Chinese Texts (Cambridge， Mass . :  Harvard UnivεrSl已. i\sia 
Center， 20m) . 

13 .  See Owen (1998) 可0-48 . The striking contrast bet\veen some of the Dunhuang 
songs 且nd the songs of Wen Tingyun is a good marker of the distinction of an elite cul
ture of romance 
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The highly figura吐ve language of Daoism was a special case of re
stricted， figurative discourse， invoking the esoteric knowledge of a par
ticular elite community. Li Shangyin studied Daoism in his youth， and it 
left a strong imprint on some of his work. He often mixes Daoist dis 
course with erotic suggestion (as Cao Tang does) . Critics almost never in
terpret poems as simp1y Daoist (the 1ater exegetica1 tradition was also 
intensely antagonistic to Daoism and did not take it serious柄， 但ce抖， of
cour仗， for poems that refer to Daoism in an explicitly occasiona1 con
te哎， such as poems addressed to Daoist masters . As we have se凹， the 
two primary frames of figurative reference for Daoist discourse are the 
Inner Court and erotic relationships .  One line of interpretation manages 
to include both possible referents， with the clandestine amours of court 
1adies-turned-Daoist nuns. In another sense， ho、;vever， Daoist discourse 
often functio丘s as a metalangua阱， its distinctive kind of figuration point 
ing to some referent hidden from common know1edge 

In these situations of figurative 1anguage we should again distinguish 
bet\且reen discursive subcommunities， in which repeated figures become 
habitua1 (a code to be 1earned) ， and figuration that was origina1 and， in 
some w呵， tru1y private. A young man from the provincia1 gentry arriv 
ing in Chang'an and hearing a Wen Tingyun 1yric performed in the en
tertainment quarters for the first time might not have known what to 
make of it. Once having grown intimate with the young men who en 
joyed such poet旬， he wou1d quickly have 1earned its habitua1 discursive 
codes. 

Suppose， however， that this 日ame young man came across a copy of 
Li Shangyi的 "The Drug's Transformations" 華 轉 令eferring to the 
process of refining a drug or elixir) containing the couplet: 

長 籌 未 必輸孫皓

香 東 何勞 問 石 崇

In long s位ips of toilet paper one need not 
yield to Sun Hao; 

for fragrant dates， why take the trouble 
to ask of Shi Chong 

Cha超g chou 長 籌 ， trans1ated as “10時 strips of toilet paper，" are actually 
10ng bamboo slips used for the same pu中ose. Our hypothetica1 young 
man wou1d first have needed to know at 1east one nonstandard refe主
ence. The first allusion is derived from a Buddhist parab1e included in 
the Fayuan 之似的 法 苑 珠林. When Sun Hao was the ru1er of Wu during 
the Three Kingdoms period， a meta1 statue of the Buddha was un 
earthed. Not believing in the Buddha， Sun Hao put it in the privy and 
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used its no-doubt outstretched hand for ho1ding the bamboo slips used 
for wiping 0位eself. When the festiva1 for washing Buddha's image took 
p1ac巴， Sun Hao urinated on the statue. He soon deve10ped boils ， which 
were especially painfu1 in his private parts . He was given to understand 
that his affliction was the result of having desecrated the statue of the 
Buddha. Now a believer， he repented and washed the Buddha's statue 
with fragrant liquids .  Gradually his boils hea1ed. 

The allusion in the second line was better known， conflating the 
opu1ent bathroom of Shi Chong， famous for his ostentatious disp1ay 
of wealth， with a story about Wang Dun in Shishuo xi哩yu (34/r) .  
When \Vang Dun first married the Wuyang Princess in the Western 
J且 he entered the bathroom， which contained a 1acquer basket filled 
with dried dates used for stuffing on亡's nose to keep out the stench 
While sit口口g on the to立et， Wang Dun ate all the dried dates out of ig 
norance of their purpose， much to the amusement of the bathroom 
attendants 

Although we can find the references， since we have no idea what Li 
Shangyin is referring to， we don't even know how to consttue the 
lines .  1 have taken shu 輸 (to “10se" i日 a competition) transitive1v as 
"yield [to Sun HaoJ ，" but we cou1d just as easily take it as "cause [Sun 
HaoJ to yield." Apart from He Zhuo多s remarkab1y terse “This is a poem 
about going to the toilet，" the commentators are wondrous1y inventive: 
from a woman knight-errant concealed as a bathroom attendant (Yao 
Peiqian) ， to the poet gazing sadly toward his unattainable beloved when 
going to the to址et (Cheng Mengxing) ， to the now most favored exp1a 
nation， a drug-induced abor包on σeng Hao) . 1 4  Modern scholars have 
produced other interpreta包ons， including a sa包re on the secret alchemi
cal p主actices of the decadent elite. Or consider Chen Y ongzheng's 陳 永
正 explana位on that the poem concerns compounding drugs in the 
search for immortality. 1 5  We here quote the poem in its en位記ty:

坪. 1n discussing Li Shangyin's poems 1 企equently refer to 出e premodern commen 
tators. These have been conveniently brought together i吋'lze 叩d can be found there in 
conjunction with the individual poems. 

15 . Chen Y ongzheng 陳 水丘， “ 'Yao zhua日， shi yu Tangdai liandanshu" 禁 轉詩與
唐代煉丹術， in Wa時 Me可 658-60
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李 商 隱， 藥 轉
Li Shangyin， The Drug's Transformations1 6 

鬱 金 堂 北 畫樓泉 N orth of the saffron hall， 
west of the painted mansion， 

換骨神方土 藥 通 for the咒e d也lVH甩沮I立n前1艾e t臼echniqu間e of char叩I口l喀叩g扭伊11嗯 t出he bone 
the supreme drug works . 

露 氣 暗 連 青 桂 苑 The dewy vapors unseen reach to 
the park of green cassia， 

風聲偽蠟紫 蘭 叢 wind-sounds ev的where whistle through 
clumps of purple orchidP 

長 籌 未 必輸孫、皓 In long strips of  toilet paper one need not 
yield to Sun Hao; 

香 棄 何 勞 問 石 崇 for frag主ant dates ， why take the tro咄le
to ask of Shi Chonp"? 

憶 事 懷人兼得 句 Recalling the event， thi斗ing on ilie person 
both have their lines. 

翠 袁歸臥繡簾 中 she/I returned to lie under ki時fisher covers 
within the embroidered cur臼llls .

A closer look at the various interpreta吐ons 主eveals that they are all 
based upo日 explanations of the clearest fact in the poem-even though 
the latter appears in the poem's most unintelligible lines: somethi時 1n
the poem concerns the privy. This was 日ot a standard topic in Tang 
poet可 and had no common poetic associations. Thus， commentators 
(probably rightly) assumed that this must have been included because 
of something quite specific. The various interpretations grew up around 
the attempt to account for the privy: from fantastic tales of female as 
sassins lurking in the privy， to Cheng Mengxing's hopeless longing 
upon entering， to the pri叮 as the site of the abortion 

Perhaps the most important line in the poem is actually the seventh 
line， which contains the clearest statement Li Shangyin ever made about 
poetic reference in such poems. We should consider the line on two 
levels : “st， the claim itself and， second， the significance of the line as a 
gesture. The line claims that there is a reference to a person and an 
event 1日 the preceding lines， but only Li Shangyin and perhaps one or 
two others could possibly know what the event was . This raises the is
sue of figuration as concealment and exclusion to a whole new level. 

I6. 28I旬; Ji;目 的79; Ye II2. 
I7. Lie here seems to be a contracted version of !ie!ie 1鼠1鼠， describing the sound of 

the wind 
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One might possibly grant that this poem was actually sent to a woman 
(or man) who possessed the information necessa可 to contextualize the 
lin凹; this woman would have had to be erudite， going beyond the stan 
dard range of images in the poetry of romance. Why one would send 
such a poem is a reasonable question. Why one would keep a copy and 
circulate it is anothe主 valid ques位on.

This brings us to the significance of the seventh line as a discursive 
function. If the poem were a truly private communication， the seventh 
line would be pointless， in that the recipient would be the "person" and 
i也ow the nature of the “event" so obscurely represented. The seventh 
line seems to presume a readership for whom the line is meaningful in 
formation: it affirms what they might guess .  Insofar as the line assumes 
that readers might not know that the p主eceding lines refer to a person 
and event， it also assumes that reade主s will not know what person and 
event are referred to . In short， the line gestu主es to the existence of 
concealed information that remains concealed. 1 S  In such theatrical con 

cealment， a presumed need for concealment will restrict the range of 

possible “events" to those that would need to be concealed. It is， in 

short， a poetics of the clandestine. 
To send the poem to someone in particular would be one 出ing. To 

circulate it among male readers who lack the apparently 且也mate

knowledge of the referen包al circumstance would be something else 

again. Such an act could only have been done with the full knowledge 

that ordinary readers would not understand， and that they wo叫d sus 

pect that the poem alluded to events that would normally rem剖n con 

cealed. The poem not only implicitly refers to some otÌginal circum 

stance but also explicitly tells the reader in the seven也 line that the主e 1S 

such a circumstance involving a particular person. To knowingly circu

late such a poem would， in effect， tell readers that there is a secr哎， but 

it would not tell them what the secret is. The poem would also  imply 

也at 也e secret was shocking enough 0主 problematic enough to warrant 

being kept hidden. In short， the act of circulation would invite precisely 

the form of speculative biographical interpreta吐on of clandestine intent 

that the poet勾 received.

I8 . Ron Egan has suggested that if this poem were 出ly a private commuru啦。且，
such a line might stress 吐le depth of impression on the memo可r
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In this context a series of difficult but essential ques包ons arise re 
garding whether all of Li Shangyin's poems were intended for public 
circulation and， if so， the extent of their public. In the context of Tang 
circulation， the “public" could mean distinct and widening circles . Ex
change poems and occasional poems were often composed for a p缸"
ticular social circumstance， without any expecta包on that they would 
find a wider readership. (Li Sh凹's extensive notes in Recollecting Past 
Trave!s show how a poet adds clarifying information in anticipation of a 
general readership-which strangely parallels the gesture in the seventh 
line of the poem above.) We know from the ' preface to the “Willow 
Branch" poems that Li Shangyin's cousin knew the “Yan Terrace" 
poems-which were both obscure and erotic-by heart. When Li 
Shangyin's cousin recited the poems to the demimondaine “W山ow
Branch，" the poems passed from a reader with in包mate knowledge of 
the poet to one who did not know the poet at all. The title of a long 
poem written by Li Shangyin to his friend Xie Fang (which will be dis
cussed shortly) indicates that the latter could recite many of Li Shang 
yin's poems by heart and could apply them to ' himself. From this we 
can deduce that a selection of Li Shangyin's poems was in circulation in 
his lifetime， but we do not know which poems. The ultimate form of 
“public" circulation is the poetry collectio丘， in which the poet's works 
are presented to those who did not necessarily know the po巳t， including 
postenty 

Although some part of Li Shangyin's poetry was in circulation in the 
poet's life包me， we have no evidence that Li Shangyin himself compiled 
his poet可 collection， either a small selection of his poems or a provi 
sionally complete version of his poetic works . 1 9  The mid-ninth cen囚ry
was a transitional period， in which some but not all poets compiled 
their own works for public circulation. Li Shangyin did compile and 
write prefaces for two collections of his prose works . Howev泣， early 
bibliographies list the poe位γ collection separately. 

Li Shangyin died before fifty. Had he lived longer， he might have 
turned his attention to his poetry collection. We may indeed owe the 
preservation of many of his poems to his untimely death; these are ex
actly 也e sort of poems that a poet of more mature years and higher 

19. He主e we exclude small sets of poems compiled for presenta位。n to officials. We 
lmow 也at Li Shangyin， like other poets in the period， made such selections 
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public posi包on might have expunged from his collected works . We 
know that Du Mu rigorously “weeded" his collected poems， retaining 
only about 20 percent. While we cannot rely on a number of attribu
tions in the large supplementa叮 collections of Du Mu's poems， it is 
clear that many pieces concerned with his private romantic life were ex
cluded (though not all) . What we may have i日 the case of Li Shangyin is 
an uncritical compilation of his “literary remains" (or “poetic remains") 
by his heir. Like many Tang collections， tl立s would have evolved into 
one or more partial collections (xiaoji 小 集) to suit the taste of readers. 

The seventh line of the poem cited above assumes the existence of a 
"public，" albeit a restricted one . Such indications of the “clandes包ne，"
however， do raise issues concerning the social consequences of such 
poems. For example， s叩ome clearly a址 allude tωo t出he issue of a woman 
C∞om阻t也包n呵g a吋d出u址忱l
5叩ug昆gest a casual li凶凶a剖削1昀IS0叩O∞n wlt由h a s釗lnê♂�n嗯g g♂irl 0叮主 maid. The poet might ac 
quire a certain cachet among a restricted circle of close friends if such 
illicit liaisons were imputed to him. The circulation of such poems in 
other circl凹， howev位， could easily give rise to gossip that would dam
age his reputation and affect his career. This would not have been a 
good thing for a man like Li Shangyin， who was depe且dent on powerful 
patrons for much of his 且fe and had varying degrees of access to their 
households. 

Once the possibility of concealed referents has been introduced in a 
poetic oeuv咒 it easily comes to haunt other poems that might other
wise be read more s仕aightforwardly. \Vhile this generally does not 
happen with more direct occasional poems， it commonly OCcU主s in sub
genres such as “poems on things" (yo郁的。 and "poems on histo月."
(yongshi) ， 可w危祖hich 1 
芷efe主ences 巴as且y cross over into cove主t poli臼cal references . The social 
dynamics of t由he c∞ommu凹t叮Y t出ha仗t c臼立n ur丘ld缸er臼st包ar位ld f缸l♂伊1江f且包趴v一e language E 

and 位伊f臼a包ve r臼efe芷跎E位凹nce c∞ome into play. To claim that a poem on some 
past emperor is actually a cri位que of a contempora可" or recent emperor 
reflects a desire to understand the “real" and “deeper" meaning of the 
poem. Implicit in such a cl泣m IS 也e sugges包on that anyone who be
lieves that 也e poem is actually about the obvious topic possesses a 
more shallow understanding. The poet gains distinction by using a his
torical fi學1re to refer to a contempora可 且gu主亡， and the reader gains dis 
tinc包on by seeing through the disguise. When lesser poets write about 
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the failures of past ru1e白， critics are clisposed to view such poems as 
concerning the past emperors described， whereas critics of Li Shangyin 
often prefer to find a more recent failed emperor 1urking behind a his 
torical figure. 

Here we are in the unknowab1e realm of a poet法 “intention." Except 
in datab1e poems with tellta1e markers of contemporary reference， we 
cannot offer even a probab1e interpretation of such implicit reference. 
We ca丘， however， outline the possib山吐es， taking the “poem on his
tory" 的 an examp1e .  Sometimes poets wrote about past figures and 
were only referring to them， whereas at other times poets wrote about 
past figures as a way of speaking about contemporary figures . A co必
temporary reader might take a poem about a past figure as referring to 
a contempora叮 位gur丘， whether or not that contempora可 reader's as 
sumption was justified. A poet writing about a past figu主e in a situation 
in which such a contempora可 illterpretat10n m盼t easily have been 
made would certain1y have been aware of that possib出ty when circu1at
ing his poem. In this case the ve勾 no包on of poe位c intention breaks 
down. Finally， contemporary and recent events might dispose a poet to 
be interested in ana1ogous cases in the past. A且 也is is meant to suggest 
that “using the past to ta1k about the present" is too simp1e a formu1a
tion for a comp1ex， biclirectional rela包onship . Certain1y the emperors 
who reigned duri月 Li Shangyin's own lifetime were far from perfect 
and invited analogies with past emperors . Muzong and Wuzong-and 
perhaps Xianzong as well-clied of overdoses of Daoist drugs . Poems 
about ru1ers seeking the immorta1s cou1d thus suggest current or recent 
ru1ers . Howev缸， that wou1d depend on knowing when such poems 
were written. If a poem on Han Wucli's passionate quest for immorta1-
ity were written during the 1atter part of the reign of Wenzong， it would 
probab1y be about Han Wucli (Muzong bei月 far enough in the past to 
no 10nger merit satire) . If that same poem was still c肌u1ating in Wu
zong's reign， readers ignorant of the date of its composi世on might 
think that the poet's “illten包on" was to satirize Wuzong's obsession 
with Daoism. 

Poems about birds or flowers may simp1y be just that-or 出ey may 
a1so be figures for the poet or others . Markers of humanity in such 
poems are often ambiguous : flowers can acquire pathos by being asso
ciated with women or， conversely， women can be referred to as flowers . 

In short， the dominant 1ate imperia1 inte中retive traditions found 
particu1ar va1ue in some u1timately human and his 
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referent for a poem in the poet's life. When modern commentators re 
ject an earlier interp主eta包on based on imputed biographica1 context， 
they often say that the poem 1acks sheψ 深 意 ， “deep meaning" 叫
“deep intent." Even when these commentators are obvious1y correct in 
rejecting some of the far-fetched Qing biographica1 interpretatio凹， the 
10ss of such an interpreta包on deprives the poem of “seriousness" in the 
traditiona1 sense of the term-and thus of greater value.20 

When we encounter this， it is important to bear in mind that there 
were other competing ideas of “poet勾" in the first ha1f of the ninth 
century: both Li He and Jia Dao were regarded as versions of the pure 
“poet." These 阿o clistinct but related cases presumed that “poetry" 
was crea包ng a world of words in which biography was secondarv-if 
even relevant. There is no question that some of Li Shangyin's poems 
do refe主 to his life and the contemporary scene in precisely 出e wav ill 

which Qing and modern critics found-and still find-sati吋'illg.
However， there was an a1ternative poetics that could compete with the 
poe包cs of biographica1 reference-even in the same poem-and tviist 
it in interes包ng ways. As we have seen， the poet could p1ay with bio 
graphica1 reference， claiming that it exists yet hicling it in such a way as 
to produce an altogether different kind of poetηr 

憶事懷人兼 得 句

Biography 

Reca山ng the event， thinking on the person 
both have their lines 

In part because some putative but concea1ed biographica1 comext is 
implicit in Li Shangyin法 own poe位白， the construction of his poetic 
biography developed a particu1ar urgency ever since the modern exe 
getica1 traclition took shape in the mid-seventeenth centur)入 Chinese
poems often depend upon a known circumstance-either conventiona1 
or hinted at in the title-to construe even the basic meanings of words 
and the grammar of a lin巳. A defining circumstance whose existence is 
inclicated but whose particu1ars are concea1ed creates something of a 

crisis .  The poems seem to beg for a fuller st。可 of the poet's life from 

20. Wu Diaogong offers a particularly thoughtful approach to these issues. See \\'U 
Diaogong 吳 調 去， Li Sha.砂'zny呵'Zu 李 商 隱研 究 (Shangh且i: Shanghai guji chubans恤，

1982) ， 97在
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which particular contextualizing scenarios for poems can be con
structed. Much of the extensive exegetical tradition in Li Shangyin's po
etry has involved constructing such put叩γe scenarios and circum
stances for poems. 

Many basic facts surrounding Li Shangyin's life are 1-∞own， but these 
do not give us the ki出 of informat叫1 that prov油s a context for 
poems like “The Drug's Transformations." The collection does include 
poems with the usual biographical markers-geographical locatio肘， 。ι
ficial titles， seasons-that perr世t precise da包ng. Critics， ho、Never， have 
often devoted themselves to finding markers in the other poems， both 
literal and figurative， 的 order to link them to the biography and give the 
poem a context. As a result of this process we have fanciful biographies 
of the inner m妞， constructed from and， in tu凹， used to date a much 
larger corpus of poems . A survey of the widely divergent dating of 
many such poems inspires distrust in the procedures far beyond doubts 
about any par包cular conclusions regarding dating. Those that are wildly 
improbabl亡， plausible， possible， probabl亡， and verifiably true are all 
mixed together. The same range of credibility can be found in the cir
cumstances adduced to frame poems 

A “吐tle，" 力 題， is a context. When we have a ti缸， we know how to 
interpret parts of the poem or the whole poem， which often remain 
hopelessly obscure without the contextualizing title. An interpreta吐on
often functions much the same way as a 吐d巴， 也ther supplementing the 
existing title or supplying a context for a poem classified as “Left Unti 
tled，" either literally or effectively (in the case of those poems whose ti 
tles are the first two characters of the poem) .  Because such a contextu 
alizing interpretation makes it possible to understand 出e poem 1n a 
more or less natural way， reading tends to confirm the interpretation， 
and long familiarity with a certain reading tends to make the interpreta 
包on seem selιevident-despite the circ叫arity according to which such 
understanding may derive only from an inte中retation proposed a thou
sand years after the poem was composed. The inability of such poems 
to stand on their own without a context contributes to the peculiar 
conviction regarding particular interpretations which we realiz亡， on re
flection， are purely hypothe位cal. The one thi月 that saves us from being 
entirely caught up in this process is the conilict between what seem to 
different interpreters to be “self-evident" meanings . Rather than mak 
ing a judgment rega 
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return to the indeterminate text to see how it enables the various inter 
preta包ons attached to it. 

Although the poem “Night Rain: Sent North" 夜 雨 寄 北 is not de 
pendent on a f，叫1 scenario for the most basic level of interpreting the 
lines， it is an excellent example of the tenaciousness of a plausible bio
graphical context once it has become attached to a poem. In most cases 
one would take "sent north" at face value (though it is not a common 
formulation) . Howev哎， Li Sha時yi的 affectionate relations with his 
wife and the tenderness of the poem suggested to some commentators 
the interpreta包on of “north" 的 the northern part of a domestic com 
pound， the “wom凹's quarters"-in other wor血， that the poem is be 
ing sent to his wife. That this was an early interpretation is attested in 
the variant title given in Wanshou Tangren jueju: “Night Rain: Sent to My 
Wife" 夜 雨 寄 內 .

君 悶 歸 期 未 有 期

巴 山 夜 雨 漲秋池

何 嘗 共 剪 西 窗 燭

卻話 巴 山 夜 雨 時

李 商 隱， 夜 雨 寄 北
Li Shangyin， Night Rain: Sent North21 

Y ou ask the date for my return; 
no date is set yet; 

night rain in the hills of Ba 
floods the autumn pools 

When will we together trim 
the candle by 吐le western window 

and discuss these 也nes of the night rain 
in the hills of Ba? 

The reading that makes his wife the recipient is immensely attrac包ve
especially given its prospective scene of domestic intimacy， in which 出c
couple's current separation will become some吐吐ng to talk about when 
they are togethe主. The poem assumes long-term intimacy. As scholars 
delved more deeply into Li Shangy凹's biography， howev哎 they real 
ized that his wife had died before his term of service in Sichu扭 扭a) . In
no small pa泣， 1 suspect， to preserve the old and satisfying reading of 
this famous poem， some scholars proposed an earlier visit-at least to 
the easternmost reaches of Ba. Considerable effort was invested in 
proVlng 由e existence of such a journey， though， 的 Jijie concludes， the 

21. 29珊; Jijie I230;  Ye (I985) 戶; Zhou I69 
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text implies a long stay more consistent with the years Li Shangyin 
spent in Sichuan following the death of his wife 

The lesson will， 1 trust， not be lost in the details. Biography， which 
was supposed to be an independent， external context for reading Li 
Shangyin's  poems， ca且 easily become a construct used to ra包fy estab
lished， attractive， and/or plausible interpretations of poems . The same 
is often true of historical context. 

Li Shangyin's extensive prose works have provided fodder for specula
tion about his li伐， 的 have poems that adequately indicate context. We 
suspect 出at he felt hurt and inconvenienced that Linghu Tao some
times ig丘ored him; his father， Linghu Chu， had been Li Shangyin's en
thusiastic patron. We do not， however， know that poems in which a 
female persona complains of neglect from her man figura位vely refer to 
that circumstance. It is plausible or possible that some poems do， but 
there is no way of knowing for sure . The fact that such an imputed cir 
cumstance makes sense in a poem does not mean that it is true or even 
probable but merely that it is possible-more credible than， say， a fe 
male knight-errant serving as a bathroom attenda帥， but that is all. Wen 
Tingyun also wanted Linghu Tao's support， 的 did others whom we 
know about， and we can be certain that Linghu Tao was besieged by 
such petitioners . 

One obvious possib山ty is suggested in a famous passage from one 
of Li Shangyin's letters ， in which he rejected the offer of a well-known 
entertainer as a concubine following the death of his wife in 8 51 ﹒ “Al 
though 1 have sometimes treated the beguiling maidens of the South 
land and the fine singers of Cong Terrace in my composi位ons， 1 have in 
fact had no connection with the gallantry of lovers (斥ngliu)" 至 於 南 圓
妖姬 ， 叢 臺 妙 妓 ， 雖 有 涉 於 篇 什 ， 實 不 接於 風 流 .22 Irrespec位ve of 
whether this is or is not a 世'ue claim (“in fact，" shi 實)， it has signifi
cance in ninth-century poetics.  The passage first acknowledges that 
readers may infer the character of a person from his poems . The pas 
sage can and has been understood as justifying figurative interpreta包on
of the ero包c poem-a fine example in which the contextualizing prose 
comment is twisted in order to support a丘 existing tradition of interpre 
tation. The simplest sense of the passa悍， however， has the poet claim一

22. Zhou 4月
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ing that he wrote about the topic without direct personal experience. 
Clearly Li Shangyin does not feel that this claim of essentially fictive 
J句liu discredits his poems-though we might see this as an attempt to 
distance himself from a reputation he might have acquired from others 
reading his poems . This passage， read in conjunction with the seventh 
line of “The Drug's Transformations，" clearly shows how Li Shangyin 
plays a double game some位mes claiming c勾P包c reference to personal 
experience and at other 包mes denying personal experience of such mat 
ters . Such claims vary according to the partic叫ar circumstances. \V巳
cannot know the biographical truth， nor can we take it as "just poetry" 
without acknowledging at least a pseudobiographical penumbra sur
rounding the poems and produced by them (which is not the case in 
much of Li He's poe叮 or in Wen Ti月yun's y叫做 songs) . \'{:也at we can 
know is how such poe世y plays at simultaneously hinting at and con
cealing private experience .  This is the power of such a poe也cs of the 
clandestine 

We here offer only a brief sketch of Li Shangyi且's relatively short life 
(8日/r3-8 58)-to which we will return in a lat巴r chapter， treating the oc 
casional poems that can be dated with some degree of certainty. 

In striking contrast to Du Mu， whose grandfather was the most emi 
nent political figure in the empire， Li Shangyin came from a long line of 
pe向T officials; there is no clear indication that any ever passed the ßnshi 
ex征Illna位on. He claimed distant descent from the imperial house， as 
was common among gen問! surnamed Li， but even members of the im
perial family with known lines of descent， like Li He， had grown 50 
numerous that such claims meant verv little. \Vith over two centuries of 
Tang bureaucracy， the number of rising young men who could claim 
some eminent ancestor was large-and Li Shangyin could not eγen 
claim that. He was a tr曰 “cold gate，" hanmen 寒 門 ， an educated young 
man from a background distinguished neither by weal出 nor by social 
status. His father died bv the 包me he was ten. His mother was a Cui， 
with at least one highly placed relati，弋 but that hardly constituted the 
network of family relations needed to get ahead in the Tang. Display of 
talent was his sole cultural capital. Li Shangyin never did rise  very high 
in office一“cold gate" scholars '^吐出 only literary skills rarely did in his 
白ne. Although his poetry is rich in political opinions on current events， 
Li Shangy江n does not seem to have given serious thought to solutions 
for the problems besetting the dynasty， in striking contrast to Du Mu. 
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We wou1d probab1y never have heard of him without the peculiar in
st1凹包on mentioned at the beginning of this study: the power of m山tary
and surveillance commissioners to confer appointme哎， which was used 
to assemble groups of talented young men， some of whom rnight suc
ceed poli包cally and be of future use. Sometime around 8月， at 出e age 
of eighteen， Li Shangyin attracted the attention of Linghu Chu， a man 
with a 10ng history as a patron of promising young litera月T men. As 
milita可 comrnissioner of Tianping， Linghu Chu gave young Li Shang
yin one of the sinecure positions at his disposal. In 832 Li Shangyin fo1-
lowed Linghu Chu when he was transferred to Hedong as military 
comrnissioner. As was appropriate for a “co1d gate" schola主， the 
younger Li Shangyin had originally practiced 01d-sty1e pros亡， which was 
associated with obscure men rising through 日heer force of ta1ent. In 
Linghu Chu's camp parallel prose was the order of the day， and Li 
Shangyin established himse1f as a master of the genre under Linghu 
Chu's direction. The sumptuous rhetoric of forma1 prose was a class 
fantasy， 。自 由at touched his poetry deep1y. 

Sponsorship was necessa叮 for success in the jÏnshi exarnina包on. Du 
Mu had many eager sponsors . Li Shangyin wou1d have been 1arge1y de 
pendent on the good graces of Linghu Chu if he did indeed take the 
examinations of 833 ， when Li Deyu was in power. This was the v巳叮
time when Li Deyu was telling Wenzo日g about the evils of factionalism， 
by which he meant the Niu Sengru faction， with which Linghu Chu was 
associated. It was not the most propi包ous moment for someone of Li 
Shangyin's background to take the exarnination; if he did so that ye哎，
he did not pass .  After another unsuccessfu1 attempt in 83 5， he finally 
passed it in 837. Sometime during his you出 (probab1y around 83 5) ，  he 
spent some time studying at the Daoist centers at Yuyang and Wangwu 
Mountains .  

In 838 ，  after the deaths of Linghu Chu and Cui Rong-the 1atter be
ing a fairly prorninent official and a relation of his mother's-Li Shang 
yin j oined the staff of another m山ta可 comrnissioner， Wang Maoyuan， 
who gave him his daughter in marriage. Since Wang Maoyuan was a 
member of the Li Deyu faction， while Linghu Chu and his son Linghu 
Tao were members of Niu Sengru's faction， scho1ars often suggest that 
Li Sha江鈞7泊's failed politica1 career was a result of factional strife. This 
is a set topic in acadernic debates on Li Shangyin， with scho1ars arguing 
that he be10nged to the Niu faction， to the Li Deyu faction， alterna
tive甘 to bot 
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Linghu Tao， who helped him only sporadically. Linghu T鉤's failure to 
devote himself entirely to Li Shangyin's interests has been seen as pique 
at Li Shangyin's marriage to Wang Maoyuan's daughter. Li Shangyin 
himse1f seems to have felt that his career was being thwarted by poli包
ca1 enmi守， but that may have been mere vanity and the common de1u 
sion of those who felt their position was incommensurate 吶th their 
ta1ent. The simp1e fact is that peop1e of Li Shangyin's background rarely 
got very far in the bureaucracy. Li Shangyin was probab1y too insigniι 
cant politically to be “punished鬥 in consequence of the factional feuds 
of the age.23 

In 839 Li Shangyin was appointed as an editor in the Imperia1 Li 
br呵， a 10w1y post， albeit one car可ing some prestige. We might recall 
that 吐吐s was essen包ally the same post that Du Mu 自rst received， 
though the 1atter was appointed to serve as editor in the Institute for 
the Advancement of Literature. Li Shangyin was on1y twen1:)刊even at 
the time and was doing ve可 well. 內í/e might here compare Li Qun叩
receiving such a post in his 1ate forties .) In contrast to those contempo
raries better known as “poets，" Li Shangyin excelled in prose (as did 
young Du Mu) . Such a reputation was more va1uab1e for the 可terary"
posts availab1e to young graduates .  Li Shangyin was soon rusticated to 
the post of district defender-a 1:)中ica1 first post for a jinshi graduate 
without powerfu1 connections. This was clearly a demotion， and one 
can only specu1ate as to the reasons . τhere he got in troub1e for revers
ing a 1ega1 decision by a superior and was reinstated on1y when Yao He 
rep1aced the superior. After serving his three-year term， in 842 he re 
joined Wang Maoyuan. From there he traveled to 由e capita1 to take the 
pa1ace exarnination. After successfully passing this examination， he was 
made a proofreader in the Imperial Library. He was clearly back on the 
“litera勾 track" of an 0血cial career. At this point his mother died. Li 
spent the subsequent mourning period in private life until 845， when he 
resumed his proofreadership 

23 . A more plausible-though equally uncertain-explana位on for his lackluster 
career might relate to opinion about his moral char且ct泣， the result of gossip inspired b，
his poems. Al出ough thε more prominent Du Mu was also the subject of anecdotal 
goss中， his self-image as projected in his poet可 was restricted to fondness for drink and 
courtesans， unlike Li Shangy凹'5， which hinted at 山icit liaisons 出at had to be kept 
secret 
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In 847， the first year of Xu知zong's Dazhong Reign， Li Shangyin's 
younger brother passed the JÏnshi examination. This rather remarkable 
fact一間。 “cold gate" brothers both passing the JÏnshi examina包on
suggests unknown sources of political support. This was the year in 
which the purge of the Li Deyu faction by the new emperor began. We 
do not know if Li Shangyin's decision that summer to accompany the 
milita叮 commissioner Zheng Yao to Guilin in the far southwest was 
related to that purge， but the timing is suggestive. It was during this pe
riod that Li Shangyin first edited a volume of his prose. 

The following year Zheng Yao was removed from his position. Li 
Shangyin made his way back to the heartland， remaining a few months 
at the headqua主ters of Li Hui， the milita叮 commissioner of Hunan， and 
then reωrning to Chang'an. Again Li Shangyin was assigned the post of 
district defender of a county in the capital region. At the end of 849 Li 
Shangyin again decided to j01n a military commissioner stationed at 
Xuzhou， where Lu Hongzheng had command of the some凹nes trou
blesome Wuning Army. He stayed there until the spring of 8戶， when 
he returned to the capital to take up the post of erudite at the National 
University. That summer Li Shangyi日's wife died， an experience that 
greatly affected him. In early autum丘 he was off again， this time to Si 
chuan， to serve under the milita叮 commissioner Liu Zhongying. In 
Chengdu he compiled his second collection of parallel prose. When Liu 
Zhongying returned to Chang'an in 8 5 5 ， Li Shangyin returned with him 
Thanks to his recommendation， he was awarded a position in the Sàlt 
and Iron Monopoly， for which he m叮 have 世aveled to the Southland. 
Finally， in 8 58 Li Shangyin re囚rned to his home in Zhengzhou， where 
he died soon thereafter， aged forty-s眩， according to Chinese reckoning. 

Li Shangyin's life was frankly not very interesting. He was never able 
to stay in one place mo主e than a few years . He moved between posts 
and changed patrons， producing large quan包ties of elegant and erudite 
public prose .  Beneath that surface， howev缸， the most talented poet 
of the Late Tang was producing a substantial body of poe位c work 
that was to become the sin斟e most memorable cult世al achievement of 
his era. 

E L E V E N 

Li Shangyin 

The Hermetic Poems 

Li Shangyin has a substantial corpus of poetry that was not meant to be 
“understood" in the usual sense， at least not in public circulation . 1  It 
ges囚主es toward concealed meaning while simultaneously keeping the 
latte主 hidden. Sometimes a general situation is clear beneath the figura 
tion. (In the poem "Yesterday，" discussed below， one reads : “we met 
last night on the fifteenth of the first month， then had to part.") At 
other times the general situa包on can be guessed only from fragments ， 
which often cancel each other out. Generations of ingenious commen
tators have devised scenarios for par包cular poems and created elaborate 
stories of love affairs to frame 出em. Some of these scenarios and ro
mantic biographies are highly unlikely; most can best be judged as 
merely “口ot impossible"; some are more plausible than others. \\'hen 
there are divergent scenarios， as 吐lere often ar巴， we can say with cer 
tainty that only one can be “biographically true"一-，瓦拉ch is not to sug 
gest that any of them necessarily is so .  

In a larger sens 亡， t由he e凹nt臼E主中pn昀se of fi且ìnding t也he
beh趾ind Li Sha叩ng鈞yin'法s poems 1S not on叫1址11' fu叫咄lt也t吐til且le but does not matter 
Ther跎e ma勾y have been 0芷dinar叮y human passion berund such poems叮; 
t由he位re ma1' have been “poe也c passion，" in which some ordinary human 
feeling is intensified through the extraordinary poe包cs Li Shangyin 

1 .  The most persuasive contemporary Chinese scholar on Li Shangyi日 is Dong Nai 
bin， who addresses these same issu臼 ill a ra也er different w旬， noting how certain im 
ag臼 are cultural signs that point in a general direction， whether the reader recognlzes 
figurative intent or not. Dong Naibin 董 乃 斌， Li Sha也yin de xinling sbijie 李 商 陸 的 心
靈 世界 (Shangh也﹒ Shangh位 學lji chubanshe， 1992) ， 44 
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developed; there may have been no straightforward human passion at 
all， only an enchantment with the poetic role of the passionate lover 
which is also a passio日 in its own right. We cannot dis位丘guish among 
these  various compositional possibilities in any given text; we can only 
observe what the text does .  

Reading these  poems as a group， it is hard not to be seduced by the 
idea of some illicit love affai主﹒ Indeed， some of these poems make quite 
explicit allusions to the latter. Certain figures-for example， the blue
bird messenger and the Violet Maid (the goddess of the privy)-are not 
part of the standard poetic repertoire and recur often， sugges包ng a pn
vate or “i且也group" language of equivalences. We can raise the hypothe
sis， suggested earlier， of the “uncritical editor"一the son， broth凹， or 
some other person-who transfers the surviving litera可 remains . to a 
manuscript of Li Shangyin's “collected poems，鬥 heedless of the moral 
judgments that m.也ht be made 做oral judgments were indeed passed on 
poets .) 1 am not convinced by this hypothe肘， but it remains the only 
way to avoid a set of problems raised if we assume that such poems 
were intended for circulation. Who constituted the real or imagined au
dience of such poems and how would the poet's morals have been 
judged by contempora叮 readers? We know that the morals of poets 
were under scrutiny in this period. A prose tale in which Niu Sengru 
meets a group of famous historical women and sleeps with Wang 
Zhaojun was considered so damaging to his reputation that it was 
attributed to his enemy Li Deyu. In such a historical context one 
wonders under what circumstances a poet would circulate the follow 
mg poem: 

幸 會京城宴未迴

年 華 憂 共水 相 催

李 商 隱，
可歎 Li Shangyi叫 Pitiable2

By fortune gathering in the east of the city， 
from the party not yet returned，3 

worry that the ye仗's flowering 
will hurry off along with the waters 

2. 29298;  J&ïe 1737; Ye (1985) 229 .  
3 . 1 have taken x，呵 幸 to mean “by [good] fortune，" as Wu Qia。 其 喬 does in his 

pa凹phra咒 but it could also be a gathering on an imperial excursion (xi呦， as Hu Yimei 
胡 以 梅 interprets it; see J&ïe 1738-39 

梁 家 宅 里 秦 宮 入

趙后樓 中 赤 鳳來

冰 筆 且 目民金錢枕

瓊 是 不 醉 玉 交 盃

5忌 妃 愁 坐 芝 田 館

用 盡 I來 王 入 斗 才
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Into the chambers of the Liang household 
Qin Gong entered;4 

1日 the high mansion of Empress Zhao 
Red Phoenix came 5 

On an icy sleeping mat she/he rested awhile 
on the golden engraved pillow， 

on the jade part mat she/he did not get drunk 
on the cups crisscrossed with jade. 

Fu Fei sits sadly 
in her lodge in fields of 之hi，

having used up the Prince of Chen's 
eight pints of talent.6 

3 59 

The commentato郎， ever solicitous of Li Shangy江n's reputation， have 
a serious problem here; some resemble nothing so much as lawyers try
ing to make the best case for their client. Cao Z凶， the Prince of Chen， 
is here the figure of the poet and would normally be understood as re 
ferring to Li Shangyin himself. Cao Zhi loves and is beloved by 

4- The Eastern Han digni閏月. Liang Ji 梁 冀 favored the slave Qin Gong. Upon 
gaining free access to Liang Ji's hou咒 Qin Gong had an affair w他 Liang Ji's \vife 

5 . The Han empress Zhao Feiyan had sexual relations with the palace sl盯e Yan 
Chifeng (Red Phoenix) . 

6. The last four lines refer to 出e sto月1 of the early third-century poet Cao Zhi and 
Empress Zhen. In contrast to the adulterous relations referred to in lines 3 斗， Cao Zhi 
and Empress Zhen were able to meet oIÙy after her death， when she reappeared in the 
avatar of Fu Fei， the goddess 口f the Luo. Cao Zhi had originally desired Empress Zhen 
but she was giγen instead to Cao Zhi's elder bro出口， Cao Pi， later Emperor \Ven of the 
Wei. After Empress Zhen was slande主ed and put to death， Cao Zhi 叮叮ted court and 
Cao Pi showed him Empress Zhen's golden engraved pillow. Wben Cao Zhi involun
tarily began to weep， Cao Pi 主ealized the depth of his brother's feelings and g的一e 出e pil
low to him. On his way back to his fief， Cao Zhi stopped by the Luo Riv缸， in fields of 
之:hi， a kind of fungus that was believed to bestow immortali叮1. There he again encoun
tered Lady Zhen in the person of Fu F凹， the goddess of the Luo River， and wrote his 
poet1c eXpOSlt10立 “The Goddess of the Luo" 洛神賦 According to Li Shan's commen
tarγ to the poetic exposi包on， Fu Fei / Lady Zhen was supposed to havε recogrllzed the 
p泣。w， saying that first she had shared it with Cao Pi， but that now she would share it 
with him. In line 8 the Prince of Chen is Cao Zhi. To the poet Xie Li日gyun was attrib 
ut吐 出e comment that if there was a bushel (dan 石 = ten “pints，" dou 斗) of talent in 
the world， Cao Zhi got eight pints， Xie himself got onε pint， and eve叮 one else divided 
up the last pint. Apparently Cao Zhi expended all his talent in composing 匡正The God
dess of the Luo." 
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Empress Zhen， the wife of his broth哎， appearing in the guise of Fu Fei， 
the Goddess of the Luo River. The second coupl仗， however， makes un
mistakable reference to how slaves had 凶icit sexual relations with the 
wives of their mast巴的， be位aying their trust. The argument that Li Shang
yin is satirizing some illicit affair in contrast to the chaste passion between 
Cao Zhi and Empress Zhen (implicitly contrasting someone els亡's situa 
tion with his own case) is not impossible， although it is the most gener 
ous reading. A more suspicious reader would easily interpret the second 
line 俗 a desire to make the most of youth， leadi月 quite naturally to the 
illicit affair indicated in the second couplet， with the conclusion of the 
poem being the aftermath of the affair. Our advocate-commentators 
would have pointed out to the suspicious reader that Li Shangyin would 
surely not have compared himself to despicable 且gures like Qin Gong 
and Red Phoenix; but those commentators appeared on the scene eight 
centuries after the SUSplCl0US readers we have imagined. lndeed， con 
temporary readers might have known Li He's “Qin Gong" 秦 宮 詩， ln 
which Li He presents a highly romanticized portrait of the adulterous 
slave that concludes with the following stanza:7 

皇 天厄運猶 曾 裂

秦 宮 一 生 花 底 活

驚 龍 奪得 不 還人

醉睡駝能滿 堂 月

Glorious Heave缸's fate was in per丘，
once it even split open， 

Qin Gong spent a whole lifetime 
surviving under the flowers 8 

He snatched away her simurgh comb 
and would not return 院

he slept drunkenly on plush carpe臼
with moonlight 臼Jing the hall. 

Again， 也e generous reader could take Li He's poem on Qin Gong as 
subtle sa包re; such a read仗， determined to find sa位re， scru白白的 the
text for subtle clues that reveal satirical intent and scorns 也e naïvet丘 of
the reader who might view the poem as a celebration of adulterous ro 
mance. And yet Qin Gong the slave may not have cared that "glorious 
Heaven's fate was in peril ." There m叮 have been circles in which the 
image of adulterous romance had some cachet. Conversely， other 

7. 208m; Ye (I959) 212 
8 .  Cornpare this with the last couplet of Li Shangyin's “Twisting River Park，" pp. 

436-37 
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circles might have considered such an attitude to be scandalous and 
unworthy of a gentleman. 

Throughout his life Li Shangyin was poli包cally ambitious and de
pendent on powerful patrons to advance his career. If a poem such as 
“Pitiable" had come to the atten包on of any patron to whose household 
women Li Shangyin had had any acce罰， one can imagine the conse
quences. Li Shangyin might well have protested that he wasn't referring 
to himself or 妞"的， that the poem was a mere j eu d'esprit， but this 
would have counted for ve可 little. Such a poem would have inspired 
gossip . The poet might have claimed that it referred to wickedness in 
吐1e households of the aristocracy. However， any straightforward read
ing of the first lines would suggest that the poet himself wanted to 
make the most of his youth， which would naturally include sexual ad
ventures. An innocent reading of the poem is possible， but human na← 
ture does not prefer the innocent reading 

We are left with the following possib山ties﹒ someone else composed 
this poem under Li Shangyin's name to harm him (exceedingly unlikely) ; 
the poem was p主eserved in the poet's papers with no intent that it ever 
be made public; the original social context of the poem made it clear he 
was referring to someone other than himself (though such a context 
could easily be forgotten in the circulation of the poem) ;  the poet was 
so enamored of his image as a poet in a culture of romance that he cir
culated the poem within a small circl亡， oblivious of the social conse
quences if the poem went beyond that circle . \YJe do not know which， if 
any， of these possib出口es is true， but it remains a problem in any his 
torical and biographical reading， one that cannot be resolved bγ me主E
commentarial goodwill 

More contextualization is clearly necessary here. \X'e 七1m.V that in 
the ninth century men with power might display their concubines 
or household entertainers to guests， who might respond 血rtatiously，
as Li Shangyin himself sometimes did. (Apparently this was the polite 
response.) One such poem has the following note appended to 
the original text: “1 was serving in Guilin， and Mr. Zheng of my former 
office bro啪t out his ho間hold perform叫 he then 0吋吋 me
to write a poem on Gaotang" 于 為 桂 州 從 事 ， 故 府 鄭 三: 出 家 妓 ，
令賦 高 唐詩. The poem requested is erotic in to血， Zheng no doubt 
being proud of the charms of his singer. Li Shangyin giγes him good 
natured teasing. 
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李 商 隱 ， 席上作 春 窗 一 覺風流夢
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Li Shangyin， Composed at a Party9 
卻是 同 袍 不 得知

玉殿秋來夜正長

淡 雲 輕 雨 拂 高 唐 Pale cloud and light rain 
brush Gaotang， 

料得也應憐宋玉

一 生 惟 事 楚 襄 王

autumn comes to the jade halls， 
the nights grow longer 

1 suspect she surely must have 
loved Song Yu， 

but all her life she only served 
King Xiang of Chu. 

If trus were semipublic cliscourse， as suggested in the original note t。
“Composed at a Part扒" such poetry would have been presented before 
women and becom巴 part of a shared discourse of romance. Here we 
encounter the vexed question of behavior and representations .  It is 
hardly surprising that wiv凹， concubines ，  and indentured entertainers 
might fancy men other than their “masters ."  Ninth-century poetry 
added a certain cachet and legitimacy to the simple fact. Although 
Cruna never developed a romance culture of tacitly accepted adulte句，
as was the case in meclieval Provence and J apan， at several moments in 
rusto勾 it came close to celebrating illicit love. 

In adclition to ero包c interpretations of such poems， there is a long 
traclition of commentators who take obvious eroticism as figuratiγ亡， el 
ther as the poet expressing his desire for his patron忘 “favor" 1 2 and 
complaining of neglect or as sa世ical， aimed at emperors or those in 
power. Such commentators always select certain poems for such inter
preta包ons and ignore others as purely erotic. The principle seems to be 
that if a 五gurative interpretation can be made that is not too absurd， it 
must be true. 

The Li Sao traclition indeed sanctioned one of lower status assuming 
a feminine voice when seeking “favor" from someone of rugher starus. 
Howev位， any survey of contemporary usage will 世lmecliatelv 主eveal

j支煙微雨 志 高 唐

Here is an alternative version 

Pale mist and gentle rain 
run wild at Gaotang， 

one song， and the pure dust 
circles the painted rafters . 

1 suspect she s叩ur臼E甘 mus仗t ha，釘v
loved Song Yu叫lλ ， 

此's just that she must have had no choice 
about I(ing Xiang of Chu. 

Li Shangyi日 is here clearly suggesting that Zheng's performer would 
prefer himse匠" the poet figured as Song Yu. However， while teasing 
Zheng， he nevertheless  reaffirms that the singer se打es only Zheng 
(I<..i.ng Xiang)-even if out of necessi可 rather than choice 

What we find in “Pitiable" is thus an interesting case. The public cir一
culation of a poem that might be taken as suggesting 山icit relations 
with a woman belonging to one's patron could have been a verγ senous 
problem. At the same time， at least in some venues one could celebrate 
a woman who longed for illicit relations with someone outside her 
household. As Li Shangyin wrote in “Sentiments of the Wom凹's
Quarters" 間 情 . 1 0

一 曲 ;青 塵這 畫 梁

料得也應憐宋 玉

只 庭、無奈楚 襄 王

紅 露花房 白 蜜 脾

黃蜂紫蝶 兩 參 差
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11 .  The one “who shares the long gown" \'1鈍， 位nong other 出ings， a term for one' s 

spouse. (The association with friendship does not work in a poem \vith 出is title.) I t is 
possible (though unlikely) that the man is the dr臼mεr and the woman is ignorant 0 f his 

dream. A poem with this title， howev缸， would generally lead to the assumption 出缸 出c

woman is the topic from the beginning-hence thε woman as dreamer. The most rea 

sonable alternative possibilit:y (which would change our interpreta口on) 站 出at he “、rho

shares the long gown" is a husband who is far away， 出ereby missing the opportuniryγ of 

her s位rred desire. Jijie prefers the late iVIing variant tm哲'qzn 同 裳 ， he “who shares the 

qm丸" which would dispel ambigui叮 There is no doubt that the ass日ciations of  

the first couplet are sexual， though the poem is  ambiguo凹 的 to whether the couplet 

refers to the content of the dream figura包vely or describ自 由e scene outside 出c

“spring window." 
12. “Favor，" en 思 ， when compounded 泌 的'zqz句 恩 情 or en 'ai 恩 愛 ， refers to a man's 

co江山山且g loγe for a woman 
9. 29226; Jijie 643 ; Ye (1985) 160 
IO.  29306; Jijie 均9; Ye(1985) 237 
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that Tang poets did not generally do 出1S in the considerable corpus of 
poems overtly addressed to patrons . On some occasions the poet who 
seeks a pat凹的 attention rnight 均lre himself as an abandoned woman， 
and some poems about abandoned women have been interpreted as 
figurative; but such poets-as-women are usually pl勾ntive and alone in 
their longing. Less commonly， a poet rnight speak as a new bride (see p .  
132) .  However， no poet appealed to a patron with scenes hinting at  sex
ual intimacy， secrecy， and blocked passion on both sides .  To present 
such a poem to a patron would， quite frankly， have been bizarre. The 
poems that are explicitly addressed to a patron like Linghu Tao some
times show Li Shangyin's density and figurative langua阱， but they do 
not speak of a lingering scent in the bed from which the beloved has 
departed. That is， Li Shangyin's poems intended for patrons sometimes 
share elements with the hermetic， erotic poems-such as the imagery 
of gods and immo主tals-but to inte中ret many of the erotic poems 且s
referring to his relations with a patron reflects an attempt to grant them 
respectable “seriousness ."。

"Hrym弦"

Rather than trying to judge some particular frame of reference-be 
it erotic or political-and construct a scenario for a particular poem， 
the best way to approach Li Shangyi日's hermetic poetry is to examine 
in detail how such a poem simultaneously gestures toward a concealed 

13 . It often seems that cri包cs have become so accustomed to the closed world of in 
terpretation of Li Shangyin's poems that they do not think of poems outside the co中us
Tang social poetry was governed by contemporaη proprieties of discourse， and no 
sltua口on required the proper tone as much 甜 that of addressing a superior from whom 
one wanted a favor. Such poems often included fi忍uative elements， and there are 
poems without explicit ma主kers of address to patrons that have Tang traditions of figu
ra包ve reference to pa位ons. The kind of quasi-erotic Li Shangyin poems that are often 
interpreted figuratively as referring to a patron represent an unprecedented reco丘figura
包on of Li Sao 位opes; in a Tang social context this would have been considered “off." 
One could imagine the erotic and the po出cal converging in a homoerotic rela包onship
with Linghu Tao， but 1 suspect commentators who prefer the fi學lrat1ve mte中retat10n
for its respectab山ty would not like such a reading. We can， of course， view the poems 
simply as expressive vehicles for the poet's disappointment， with no intention that 也ey
ever reach the eyes of patror凹， but the intense， usually clandestine eroticism would st也
be very strange 
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refe主ent and blocks easy coherence. That is， we should look at the 
poem as a process of meaning-forma包on， bracketing the question of 
some ultimate experiential referent. Here we may consider “H叮ang，' ，
one of Li Shangyin's most obscure poems， which has generally been 
read in the context of a presumed love affair. 

Li He was clearly a major in且uence in the formation of this style， 
and we know that Li Shangyin became acquainted with Li He's poetry 
in his youth. A period in his life spent studying Daoism seems to have 
had an equally profound influence on his imagery. Finally， as Qian 
Zhongshu has argued， the techniques of parallel prose are very much in 
evidence. None of these influences， however， can explain what Li 
Shangyin did with these various fo主mative elements . 

黃 河 搖j容天上來

玉樓影近 中 天 臺

龍頭 瀉 酒 客 壽 杯

主人i逗 笑 紅玫瑰

梓 j華 家 來 七 十 里

長 溝 複 塹 埋 雲 子

可惜秋眸 一 種奇 光

;美 陵 走 馬 黃 塵起

南 浦 老 魚 腥 古 延

真 珠 密 字 芙 蓉 篇

沖目 中 寄 到 夢 不 到

李 商 隱 ， 河 陽詩
Li Shangyin， Heyang14 

The Yellow River heaves churning， 
corning down from Heaven， 

出e reflections of jade m叩slOns near 
the Terrace That Strikes Heaven 

Dragon heads sp山 forth the ale， 
the guests offer toasts， 

the hostess 且ghrly srniles 
a red carnelian 

Corning from Catalpa Marsh to the east， 
seventy leagues， 

long channels and double moats 
bury the child of cloud. 

Alas for those sweet morsels ，  
the glint of autumn eye pupils， 

from a galloping horse at Har山ng
the brown dust rose .  

At Southbank the aged fish 
reek with ancient slime， 

pearls， the secret words written， 
the poem， a lotus-bloom. 

Sent all the way to the Xiang region， 
dreams reach not so far， 

14. 29648; fi;ie 1643; Ye (198 ，) 619 ;  Zhou 81 
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衰 容 自 去拋 涼 天

憶得垃絲 裁 小 梓

坎蝶飛迴木 棉 薄

綠繡 笙 囊 不 見人

一 口 紅 霞夜深嚼

幽 蘭 j立 露新香 死

畫 圖 淺 鏢 桔 溪 水

楚 絲 微 覺 竹 枝 高

半 曲 新詞 寫 自系紙

巴 陵夜 市 紅 守 宮

後 房 點 臂 斑斑紅

堤 南 ;再 雁 自 飛 久

蘆 花 一 夜吹 西 風

曉 簾 串 斷蜻蜓翼

羅 屏 但 有 空 青 色

玉 灣 不 釣 三 干 年

蓮 房 暗 被垃龍惜

;只銀注鏡井 口 平

驚 釵映 月 寒錚錚

不 知桂樹在何處

Li Shangyin 

the wasted visage goes off by itse怔，
1eaving coo1 skies behind. 

1 recall the merman silk 
being cut on the small tab1e， 

butterf1ies turning in f1ight， 
kapok fibers thin 

Green embroidered pouch for the pipes， 
the person is not seen， 

a mouthfu1 of red tendrils of mist 
chewed deep in the night. 

The hidden orchid sheds tears of dew， 
its recent fragrance di白，

the picture， pa1e ce1adon green， 
waters of Song Creek. 

From Chu s山;: one faintly notices 
the Bamboo Branch songs 1oud， 

new 1yrics for ha1f a song 
wntten out on cotton paper. 

In Baling at night they market 
red pou1tice， "Chamber-Guard，" 

in the back rooms it dots the arm， 
streak on streak of red 

South of the embankment the thirsty goose 
10ng has Ðown on its own， 

reed Ðowers all night 10ng 
b10wn by the west wind. 

The morning curtain pierces and breaks 
wings of the dragon肘，

the gossamer screen has only 
the bare co1or green. 

The jade bay is un且shed
for three thousand years ， 

unseen in darkness the 10tus pod 
wins the pity of dragons. 

Damp silver pours in the mirror， 
Ðat mouth of a well， 

simurgh ha坤ins glint in moo凶阱，
co1d and clinking. 

1 know not of the cassia tree， 
where it may be found， 

仙人 不 下 雙 金 莖

百尺相風插 重 屋

倒近嫣紅伴草綠

百 勞 不 識對 月 郎

湘 竹 千 條為 一 束

The He仰etic Poems 

the immorta1s do not come down 
from the paired meta1 co1umns. 

A hundred feet up the weather vane 
set 0日 a tiered roof， 

close beside the vivid red 
companion to frail green. 

The shrike does not recognize 
faci月 the Moon Lad， 

a thousand stalks of Xiang bamboo 
make one bund1e. 

367 

Little is to be gained by ci包ng all the biographica1 theories of cri包cs
regardi丘g Li Shangyin's herme位c poems， so we will here provide onJy a 
brief overview﹒ Zhu Heling and a number of critics that followed him 
interpreted the poem as a 1ament for the death of his wife. Heyang was 
the p1ace where Wang Maoj司lan， Li Shangyin's father-in-1aw， was mili 
tary commissioner (but on1y between the fourth and ninth months of 
843) .  Zhu understa吋s the 且rst stanza as describi時 the marr時e. The 
second stanza invokes the beautifu1 gir1s there and the sadness of their 
dispersa1， including the death of his wife. Each of 出e subsequent stan 
zas offers slightly different inflections of 10ss and 10neliness .  Yao 
Peiqian accepts the premise that this is a poem 1amenting his wi長， but 
he sees each stanza as a retrospective survey of different phases of the 
poet's past life. Qu Fu also identifies the title as Wang Maoyuan's head 
quarters ，  but he makes the 10st beloved 且ot 出e poet's "\v:ife but some 
woman in Wang Maoyuan's establishment with whom Li Shangyin had 
had a clandestine affair. Cheng Mengx.ing accepts the title as referring 
to Wang Maoyuan's command， but he p1aces 吐le time of composition 
at a time when Li Shangy:in w且s with Liu Zhongying in Sichuan. Ac 
cording to Cheng， one part of the poem represents a 1ament for his 
m起， while the other dea1s with 日's refusa1 of the entertainer Zhang 
Yixian to be his co血泊1但 他e topic of his “Epistle to the Duke of 
Hedong" 上 河 泉 � 啟 ) . Thus， for Zhu Heling the lines begin也ng
“Damp silver pours in the mirror" concern the poet 100ki時 at the ob 
j ects of his 1ate wi長， while for Cheng Mengxing 由ey represent Zhang 
Yixian (the singer offered to Li as a concubine) putting on her makeup 

We note here that the earliest commentators made the identica1 as 
sump位on， name1y九 the associa臼on of Heyang with Wang Maoyuan， but 
subsequently differed with regard to partic叫ars . Not until Feng Hao's  
commentary (1763 ; revised 1801) was it pointed out that Li Shangyin's  
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marriage did not occur when Wang Maoyuan was milita可 comm1s
sioner at Heyang. Noting the similarities between this and other poems， 
Feng went on to argue that such writing was not appropriate for a wife. 
Based on his note concerning the title， Feng Hao clearly understands 
“Heyang" not as Wang Maoyuan's headquarters but rather a poe包c
place， i的 most famous precedent occurring in Jiang Yan忘 “Poetic Ex
position on Parting" 剖 賦:

又 若 君 居 洛 右， 妾 家 河 陽 ， 同 瓊佩之晨 照 ， 共金墟之 夕 香
And then again suppose you are dwelling in Ziyou， 
and 1， the woman， at home in Heyang; 
together we had the mo位1ing sunshine on our alabaster pendants， 
we shared the evening incense from the golden brazier. 

It is useful to think of the interpre吐ve procedures here in conjunc
tion with how more ordinary poems are read. Most poems involve a 
conventional situa包on with a variable set of virtual possibilities derived 
from prior reading experience. Since Chinese poe吐c language lacks 
tense， pronominal markers， and explicit subordination， readers were 
sensitive to oth巴r markers by which t。 “locate" a line or couplet within 
the range of virtual possib山ties . For example， in a parting poem occur
ring in the afternoon or evening there may be a couplet representing a 
river scene in the morning. Readers 虹10W that such a scene is what the 
traveler will see the next day 0主 in the cou主se of his j ourney even 
though the perceiver and the t巳nse are not marked 

Such a reading practice is con包ngent on a circumscribed and habitual 
range of variation around conventional situations . "Heyang" has no such 
conventional situa包on behind it. The Qing and modern commentators 
are using the usual procedures to cons世uct a nonstandard contextual 
scenario so that the lines will make sense and cohere. Our own interpre 
tive practice will be restricted to what the community of readers could 
share， namely， the procedures .  羽W乍e will not ca 主r叮?可才y t也ha仗t fi臼u盯lr口the位r t昀o t由he c∞on 
clus芯S1ωons芯s indiv社ua址1 reade芷s ml噁ght reach but t也ha仗t \可wou叫1址ld not nεcessaril肖v be E 

sha衍red by an interpre吐ve c∞ommurut叮y. That is， we 嗎rill observe hm\' the 
text creates small coherences and points to some underlving scenario 
while simultaneously denying us access to it. The poem， in short， enacts 
the clandestine . The moment we 可ecode" 址， we have lost it. 

Poems with place names as titles usually invoked shared lore about 
the place. Heyang was not such a place. There w瓜， howe\Ter， one im
portant precedent for a poem on Heyang， a "Heyang Song" by none 
other than Li He. Though it is short， it is one of Li He's most enigmatic 
p1eces : 

For Feng Hao the poem has nothing to do with the poet's wife. Rather， 
it concerns a clandestine love affa妞， in which the beloved was later 
taken away by someone else， finally going south to the Xiang River re 
gion. In the sixth stanza (“South of the embankment the thirsty goose") 
the poet travels south to where the woman was taken， only to find her 
gone. 

Modern commentators tend to offer some variation on Feng H鉤's
scenario. In Li Sha咆yin shige jijie Liu Xuekai and Jin Shucheng adopt the 
notion of a woman with whom he had an affair in Heyang， later taken 
south as a concubine and dead by the time Li Shangyin goes south and 
tries to find her. Zhou Zhenfu also modifies the Feng Hao interpreta 
位on， understanding the poem as a sequel to the “Yan Terrace" poems 
(see pp. 180-82) and thus explicable in relation to Zhou's interpreta吐on
of the situ叩on in those poems . We are on very shaky ground her巴， for 
Zhou assumes that if some出ing was mentioned in one poem， it need 
not be mentioned in others. Zhou's major revision is based on the as
sumption that Li Shangyin himself never went south to the Xiao-Xiang 
region. Li Shangyin is therefore expressing sympathy for the woman， 
who was carried off against her will. One of the Qing commentators 
had offered a partly political interpretation of the poem， but lest Feng 
Hao's i日terpreta位on seem to be guidi且g a modern consens肘， we note 
the recent critic Ye Cong午's interpretation of the poem as a lament for 
Wang Maoyuan. 1 5  

系 羅 衣
秋藍難著 色
不 是無心人
為作臺 JCF 客
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I5. See also Zheng Zaiying (302-3) for another version of 出e standard interpreta包on

I6. 20792; Ye (19 59) 201. 
I7. Since “Taiqiong" makes no sen話， commentators generally prefer the emen血，

也on Linqiong 臨 坪 ， which refers to Sima Xiang凹， who serv吐 出ere.
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花境 中 浮城
顏 郎 身 已 老
惜言午 兩 少 年
抽 心似春草

今 日 見銀牌
今夜鳴 玉 謊
牛 頭 高 一尺
隔 坐 應 相 見

月 從求 方 來
;自 從東方轉
航船飲 口 紅
蜜 炬 于枝爛

Li Shmψzn 

Flowers burn Zhongdan City，1 8 
Gentleman Yan has now grown 0肘 1 9
1 regret allowing a pair of youths 
to make my heart sprout like a plant 

1n spnng. 
Today 1 saw the silver badge，2日
tonight a feast with ringi月 jades.
Oxhead a whole foot high，21 
I 'll surely see her on the other side of 

the table. 
The moon comes out 仕om the ea哎，
the ale comes around from the east. 
Beakers， the moist mouth red， 
a thousand branches of wax tapers glitteri嗯，

I w血 not even venture an interpretation of the more obscure parts of 
this poem; but if we assume that Li Shangyin knew 缸， as is likely， there 
lS one apparent common thread: a night feast with the poet seeing 
someone he desires 

Heyang was on the Yellow River， . so that the Yellow River in the 
first line of Li Shangyin's poem evokes a modicum of geographical pre
αsion. This ini臼al gesture to pla凹， howev缸， is soon lost in an unde
品led private space， only to re-emerge several stanzas later in southern 
China， far from Heyang. 

黃 河 搖溶天上來

玉樓影近 中 天 臺

龍頭 瀉 酒 客壽杯

The Yellow River heaves churning， 
coming down from Heaven， 

也e reflections of jade mansions near 
the Terrace That Strikes Heaven 

Dragon heads sp山 forth the ale， 
the guests offer toasts， 

r8 .  In the Heyang area 
略 This probably refers to Yan Si八九，ho w品 an elderly court "gentleman" (a post for 

young men) . Emperor Wu asked him why he was in this post， and Yan Si replied that in 
the reign of Emperor Wen， the emperor liked men with talents for civil government， 
whereas he， Yan 鈕， favored the martial ar的 In the subsequent reig泣 。f Emperor Cheng， 
the emperor liked good-looking men， while he was ugly. Finally， Emperor Wu favored 
young men， while he had grown old 

20. Official singing girls had to wear a silver badge inscribed with their names. 
2I. This is usually understood as a drinking vessel. 
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The first stanza is a feast scene， beginning with an obvious rework 
ing of the famous opening line of Li B缸's “Bring in the Ale" 將進 酒 :
“Have you not seen how the Yellow River's waters come down from 
Heaven" 君 不 見 黃 河 之 水 天 上 來 . The third line recalls an even more 
fantastic feast as the “dragon heads [spm山 of servers 1 spill forth ale，" a 
phrase from Li H亡's poem 
C問ar叫I址rlie位r f，長ea衍st poems c 巴el亡出brat臼ε dr凹u1此1廿立k至c凹n a沾bs叩or叩pt吐ion in 出he moment立t， 的
does the end of Li He法 “Song of Heyang." Like Li He's exces sive king 
of Qin， I<ing Mu of Zhou aspired to immortality and built the legen 
dary “Terrace That Strikes Heaven." 

Given that the 位de may suggest a personal experience underlying the 
poem， the extremely artful construction of the first stanza， which is eas 
ily recognizabl巴， suggests careful poe包c cons住uc包on that becomes far 
less perspicuous in the stanzas that follow. The first stanza moves from 
a large scope through increasingly smaller scale， until it comes at last to 
a single point of atten包on. The stanza moves from “Heaven" on the 
horizon， following the Yellow River to Heyang， where mo位on lS ar 
rested by the reflection of buildings that seem to rise back to Heayen. 
We next move into the building to f，亡的包ng within， ale pouring forth 
like the river on a smaller scale， coming at last to the red lips of a 
woman， which may also “spill forth" in wo主ds or song (perhaps recall 
rng “the moist mouth red" at the end of Li He's song) 戶 Howey白 1n
contrast to the extravagance of the feast， this is only a “light smile，" 
suggesung a rese扒Te of feeling within. 

梓澤 東 來七 十 里 Coming from Catalpa lVIarsh to the east， 
seventy leagues， 

long channels and double moats 
burv “child of cloud." 

Alas for those sweet morsels， 
the glint of au囚mn eye pupils ，  

from a galloping horse at Hanling 
the brown dust rose  

長 溝 複 塹 坦 雲 子

可惜秋日牛 一 管 光

漢 陵走 馬 黃 塵起

22. In the translation 1 h且γe followed Fe時 Hao i日 taking ψ的叫 as “hostess，" the 

woman 111 ques包on; but this also might be the “host，" faindl' smiling at rhe woman's 
red lips 
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The relative clarity of the first stanza is immediately 10st in the sec
ond. Cata1pa Marsh in Heyang was another name for Go1den Valley， 
the park of the fabu10usly wealthy Shi Chong， who lived during the 
fourth century. This spot lay northeast of Luoyang， wi也 lts “long
channels and double moats ，" near which was Hanling， the site of the 
Eastern Han imperial tombs .  Commentators have offered up various 
interpretations of “child of cloud，" but it was properly a small grain of 
white rock used in alchemy or flecks of mica. Ji Yun， always seeking 
some pr喀matic basis for imag凹， points out that mica was used in an
cient buria1s .  Commentators differ over whether the “burial" is literal 
or figurative， with one or more beautiful women seized by powerful 
men in Luoyang. 

Each stanza of “Heyang" has a separate rhyme and exists as a for
mally distinct unit. If one were to extract this stanza as a separate qua
train and entitle it “Green Pearl，" it would present no serious difficulty 
to any commentator. Green Pearl was the favorite concubine of Shi 
Chong， whose estate was located at Catalpa Marsh. A powerful Jin 主g
ure demanded that Shi Chong give up Green Pearl and sent men (per
haps riders at Hanling) to seize her. When they arrived， Shi Chong was 
feasting with her﹒ At this point Green Pearl drank a toast to Shi Chong 
and committed suicide by throwing herself from the high terrace .  If， 
furthermore， Li Shangy泊's poem was indeed about “Heyang，" the st。可
of Shi Chong and Green Pear1 would be one of the tales that defined 
the place. Such an ob，吐ous reading of the poem cannot be sustained in 
the stanzas 也at follow， which seem to refer to a more private expen 
ence. Nevertheless ，  this would be the only reasonable reading if the 
poem ended here. 

南 浦 老 魚 腥 古 泛

真 珠 密 字 芙 蓉 篇

菲目 中 寄 到 夢 不 到

衰 容 自 去拋 涼 天

At Southbank the aged fish 
reek with ancient slim亡，

pearls， the secret words written， 
出e poem， a lotus bloom. 

Sent all the way to the Xiang region， 
dreams reach not so far， 

the wasted visage goes off by itself， 
1eaving cool skies behind 

In the third s tanza we leave the relatively precise geography of He 

yang and Luoyang and move farther south to modern Hunan， the 
Xiang River region and Lake Do月ting. (但Balin略1
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poem， is Yueyang， located on the shores of Lake Dongting.) The com
mentators are quick to take all the hi日ts the poet has left in standard 
poetic associations and exercise their powers of fabulation. 

Southbank， Nanpu 南 浦， was a standard poetic figure for a place of 
parting， and associated with the south . Since there is a “sending，" the 
fish suggests a letter， either as a carp-shaped letter case or poetically in a 
fish's belly. We have a poem， presumably part of the message， sent by 
Li Sha月yin (or another person) to someone in the Xiang regi凹. We 
know nothing of the contents except that the “secret words written叮
密 字 (or “densely spaced words") indicates a clandestine communica 
tion. Whether the secrecv is in the fact of communica臼on or in the 
mode of writing is uncertain， but such at仕active secrecy suggests i山clt
desire. As a mode of wri位ng， it would also characterize the present 
poem. Finally， we 1 
“C∞O∞01 sk凶le臼s [or we閏at由her] ." It is uncert位n whether the “wasted visage" is 
Li's own (presumab1y from 1onging) or the woman之 (an element of ag 
ing suggested in “autumn eye-pupils") . If this is a woman， “aglQg" 
rnight mean as early as the mid→twenties .  Here one should recall that 
popular entertainers were often taken as private concubines of gentry 
or wives of commoners . We saw in Du Mu's twO 10ng ballads some 
thing of the early-ninth-century fascina包on with the pathos of women 
past their adolescent prime. There is no question that here Li Shangyin 
is playing with elements that hint at a narrative. This stanza prmγides 
the core of the Feng Hao scenario of the woman carried off to the 
Xiang region. As with the “Green Pearl" interpretation of the preceding 
stanza， it is a narrative that is hard to car句 出rough the followi啥 叫n
zas without resor包ng to excessive ingenuity. 

W吐出 the other components of the stanza， a fish may indeed suggest 
a letter， but what are we to make of the fact that "aged fish reek with 
ancient slime?" This is Li Shangyin again showing his debt to Li He. It 
is in Li H的 “Ballad of Li Ping's Harp" 字 憑 笙 葔 引 that “aged fish 
leap from waves and gaunt dragons dance" 老魚跳波瘦鼓舞. And his 
"Lyrics for the Whisk Da肛e" 拂舞歌辭 closes with: “warped sca1es 
and unbending shells are slick with reeking slime" 邪鮮頑 甲 滑腥 迋 
Commentators are quick to iden峙.T the “丑品sh刊 可w
no芷臼e 1肘t悠s mo位主e unp抖le臼as凹ant a沁spe缸ct臼s. Perhaps this malodorous medium 
contrasts with the “pearls" and “10tus" within， the 1atter rising out of 
the muck to show its pure beauty. Or perhaps the image可 is motivated 
by a desire for poetic effect 
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主eferer址， wruch in turn should invite the reader to wonder how much 
else here is presented for the same reason. 

憶得蚊 絲 裁 'J 、 梓

坎蝶飛迫木棉 薄

綠 繡 笙 囊 不 見人

一 口 紅 霞 夜深嚼

1 recall the merman silk 
being cut on the small table， 

butterflies turnir喀 1n 印ght，
kapok fìbers thin. 

Green embroidered pouch for the pipes ，  
the person is not seen， 

a mouthful of red tendrils of mist 
chewed deep in the night. 

The fourth stanza begins with an explicit scene of recollection (yide 

憶 得) of the woman doing needlework. Presumably the butter白白， fìg 
ures for lovers， were in the embroidery. Commentators generally want 
the trurd line to refer to the woman's possessions remaining after she is 
gon亡， but we must leave open the possib山ty that the pouch is persoru 
fied as not seeing the woman; that is， she is no longer perforrning but 
doim， needlework. 

A line with green begs for a matcrung line with red， closing the 
stanza with one of the strangest images in the poem， corning back in 
mem。可 again to her mo岫， 的 位me not her red lips but chewing "red 
tendrils of mist." The earlier commentators cite Daoist tex的， where 
rose clouds， “red tendrils of mist，" are the diet of immortals. Precisely 
how this would fit into the intimate boudoir scene is less clear. Li Shang

yin shige jijie offers the closest parallel 1 know， wruch is found at the end 
of Li Y的 lyric “A Bushel of Pearls" 一斜珠戶

繡床斜 憑嫣無那

爛嚼紅萃
笑 向 檀 郎唾

She leans aslant o n  the embroidered bed， 
utterly charming， 

and chewing thoroughly the red fibers ， 
laughing she spits them out at her true love 

Zhou Zhenfu agrees that in the Li Shangyin stanza the image must re
fer to red embroidery threads (though he suggests chewing betel nut as 
a secondary possib山ty) . The problem is that while the Li Yu lyric does 
offer a very suggestive parallel， the woman there is clearly not embroi一
如何�she is far too drunk. She has been singing， drinki嗯， and stick-

立3 . Kong Fanjin 孔 范 今， ed.， Quan Tal哲 Wudai 日 shiZhμ 仝 唐 五 代 詞釋注 (Xi'an:

Shaanx:i renmin chubanshe， I998) ，  780 
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ing her tongue out at her beloved to tease rum. The erotic suggestion in 
the Li Yu lines works less well for “red tendrils of rnist." 

Although we cannot comfortably explain trus imag亡， we might here 
take a step back and observe that this strongly suggests a domestic 
scene fo主 wruch the poet claims personal memo勾﹒ 1t is no wonde主，
then， that some commentators took the poem as referring to his wif，亡，
1n contrast， the secrecy of communication in the preceding stanza ar
乎也s strongly against the woman in question being his wife. Assuming 
that some experience is being referred to， what might trus have been? 1t 
is no passing sexual experience with a singing girl or dernimondaine， as 
we rnight have guessed from the opening stanza. Although the secrecy 
of their communication and the use of “chamber-guard" a few stanzas 
later suggests that any relation between him and th1s woman would be 
“adulterous" (or however one properly describes relations with another 
person's concubine) ， trus scene of embroidery suggests a quiet domes 
位city in an established household. 1n sh。此， Li Shangyin is using estab
lished poetic codes to point to situations that ar巴， howev位， 1日 conflict.
Trus forces ingeruous commentators to devise ever more complex 
nar主2位ve scenar1Os .  

1t i s  presumably the suggested sruft from the accessib出ty to the in 
accessib山ty of the woman that led Feng Hao and later commentators 
to suggest that at some point the woman was taken into someo肘's
household. Prior to that we rnight postulate how a young member of 
the elite in effect lives with a dernimondaine for a certain term (perhaps 
renting lodging in her house， as was proposed in the tale "Li 寫了') and 
then moves on， compelled by fmancial exigency or posting. 

We can play with biographical scenarios to account for such prob 
lems， but at some point we should reali自 由at in the process ，ve are 
moving imaginary players across  the map of China-and redefining 
their rela吐onships一-in order to produce a set of scenes and moments 
that run a g紅nut of tender moments in 出e Chinese romantic repertoi跤，
1s 也is a single narrative or a repertoire? We have “observing the be
loved at a feast，" “the secret co位盯lunication，" “the surviving objects 
that rernind the poet of the belove缸， “the remembered scene of do
mestic pleasure late at night，" and later “the poet visits the site where 
the beloved used to be and feels her absence﹒叮 Qnly the 佐uly anoma
lous images-such as the streaks of red “chamber-guard" on her limbs 
as a sign of poten位ally adulterous behavior-su 
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幽 蘭 j立 露 新 香 死

畫 圖 淺 嫖拉溪水

楚 絲 微覺竹枝高

半 曲 新 詞 寫 縣、紙

Li Shm砂2月

The hidden orchid sheds tears of d巳w，
its recent fragrance di口，

the picture， pale celadon green， 
waters of Song Creek. 

From Chu silk one faintly no位ces
the Bamboo Branch so口gs loud， 

new lyrics for half a song 
wntten out on cotton paper 

1n this stanza Zhou Zhenfu is impressed by the woman's artis包C
skills :  not only can she do embroide句， but she can also paint and write 
song lyrics .  (Indeed， the anonymous beloved here begins to resemble 
the famous late Ming courtesans .) Since we have no idea who did 也c
painting and do not know whether the poet or the beloved is writing 
song lyrics， interpretive scenarios and imputed agen臼 are clearly mov 
ing from the plausible to the fanciful. Commentators agree that this is a 
painting of an orchid that is pale green， like Song Creek. If we want the 
poe包c situation “the lover looks at things left behind by th巴 beloved，"
we have a problem in the third lin巴， in which the “Chu silk" must refer 
to zither 仿ings. 1 have translated gao 高 as “loud" (popular songs like 
the “Bamboo Bra口ch" type were associated with loudness) ， but it could 
also mean “lofi句，" in which case the poet would have a vague sense of 
the noble sentiments behind the popular songs being sung. 

巴 陵 夜 市 紅 守 宮

後 房 點 臂 斑斑紅

堤 南 渴 雁 自 飛 久

蘆 花 一 夜吹 西 風

I n  Baling at night they marl主et
主ed po叫位肛ce巳，

ln t也he back rooms i扯t dots th咒巳 a仗rm，
streak on streak of red. 

South of the embankrnent the thirsty goose 
long has flown on its own， 

reed flowers all night long 
blown by the west wind 

From the quiet domesticity of the "1 recall" stanza we come to an 

other stanza suggesting not simply a clandestine relationship but con 

cern about an adulterous affair﹒ “Chamber-guard" was 也e name g1Ven 

to a poultice supposedly made by feeding cinnabar to a gecko and then 

grinding the creature up. The poultice was applied in spots on the limbs 

of the women of the household. 1t was supposed to leave a mark that 

was indelible， unless  the woman was unfaithfl址， in which case the mark 
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would disappear. The “streaks" 斑 斑 may suggest an 1ntense amuety 
about adultery. The latter recalls the earlier letter containing “secret 
words." Clearly the poet (or male protagonist) is not the person guard 
ing the woman. The fact that the marks are red suggests that the 
woman has remained faithful despite suspicions to the contrary 

The poem keeps returning to those small spaces of red: first the 
woman's li抖， then the mouth filled with "red tendrils of mist，" and fi
nally the streaks of red “chamber-guard" on the woman's lim缸， streaks 
that would not be visible to most eyes .  This redness to which the poem 
dra\丸's attention always hints at intimacy-in the li抖， the unreadable 
chewing of red tendrils of mist late into the night， the red streaks 
watched to guard against sexual rnisbehavior. 

1n contrast to 出e guarded enclosure of the woman in the back 
rooms， we have the transit of the single wild goose， migra世ng south 
ward in autumn， marked by reed flowers and the west wind. Its direc 
包on would be toward Baling and the Xiang River region， where the 
woman seems to be locat吐; and its “thi帥 是t 渴 ， would be associated 
with the urgency of desire (as in the Buddhist term ke 'ai 渴 愛 ， “thirsty
desire") . Feng Hao identifies the wild goose with the poet himself， 
though he takes the line that follows as sugges位ng that when the poet 
arrives， the woman is gone， as if blown away by the west wind; the 
former is marginally plausible and the latter excessive. Al吐lOugh Li 
Shangyin m叮 indeed have visited the region in autumn of 848 (he 
probably came in summ叫， he was traveling north 

曉 簾 串 斷蜻蜓翼

羅屏但有 空 青 色

玉 灣 不 釣 三三 千 年

蓮 房 暗被歧龍惜

The morning curtain pierces and breaks 
wings of the dragonfly， 

the gossamer screen has only 
the bare color green. 

The j ade bay is unfished 
for three thousand years， 

unseen in darkness the lotus pod 
wins the pity of dragons 

Commentators have generally interpreted this stanza as describing 
the scene of the deserted chamber after the woman has gone. Although 
absence is a possible association of the second line of the stanza and 
perhaps an attempt to pun on 勻。因s pod" 的 “chamber of the be
loved，" such an inte中retation is merely an extension of the scenario 
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constructed earlier. The images are suggestive， beautiful， and tru甘 m
comprehensibl巴， with none of the conventionally coded images of stan 
zas like the second. We cannot read even 出e simplest level of reference 
into a line like: “The morning curtain pierces and breaks [or “com

pletely pierces"] wings of the dragon且y." We have translucent surfaces， 

picked up in the "gossamer screen" and perhaps made opaque in the 

“jade bay." The bay， in turn， may have lotus pods on the surface and 

dragons underneath. That is， 出巴re are sugges位ve internal relations 

within the stanza that also link it to the following stanza， but they elude 

the kind of repressed narrative with which the poet was playing earlier 

濕銀注 鏡井 口 平

驚 釵映 月 寒錚錚

不 知桂樹在何處

仙人 不 下 雙 金 莖

Damp silver pours in the m立rot，
flat mouth of a well， 

the simurgh hai中ins glint in moonlight， 
cold and clinking 

1 know not of the cassia tree， 
where it may be found， 

the immortal does not come down 
from 出e paired metal columns . 

In the penultimate stanza， the “damp silver" is explained by com

mentators as the light from the mirror， which is further compared to 

the mouth of a well (or perhaps the mouth of a well is compared to a 

mirror) . Some want the hairpins to be obj ects left behi吋， but the fact 

that they are “clinking" suggests that they are being wo凹， which im 

plies the woman's presence. The cassia tree is found on the moo日，

where Chang E fled after obtaining the elixir of immortality. The final 

line of the stanza refers to the bronze immortal of Emperor Wu， hold

ing a pan to catch the dew from which the elixir of immortality can be 

made (though Zhou Zhenfu prefers to identify the 主eference as “gold 

stem flowers" 金 莖 花 ) . The surface of the water in the preceding 

stanza can be associated， in tu凹， with a mirr凹， a well， and the moon. 

Li He compared the dew pan of the bronze immortal to the moon. As可

sociations cris scross everywhere but do not cohere. The grand finale， 

moreover， gives us nothing with which to tie the pieces together. 

百Æ相風插重屋

倒近嫣紅伴草 綠

A hundred feet up the weather vane 
set on a tiered roof， 

close beside the vivid red 
companion to frail green 

百 勞 不 識封 月 郎

湘 竹 干 條為 一 束
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The shrike does not recognize 
facing the Moon Lad， 

a thousand stalks of Xiang bamboo 
make one bundle. 

379 

Seasonal images were one of the most consistent marl泊的 in Tanç 
poetry. The biog坤hi叫 凹tics-who would have the poet visi包ng the 
dwe出ng of the beloved in the Xiang region during autumn-are here 
faced with a scene of late spring， which ends when the shrike cries out 
The bamboo of the xi呵 呵on were said to have been 叩吋ed by 
the tears of the Xiang River goddess口， the wives of Shun， lament咱tin立
趾凶s de臼atl出h. The c∞ommen臼叫t的O主臼5 包叫ke t出he Mo∞on Lad a沁s Lμi h趾1m丘ms紀吋巴el芷f and 由
last lin肘1咒e a沁s r臼efe主缸白ring tωo ho、可wλ;v ma叩ny tears he has she吋d一-thou喀gh tl出he shrike 
might “not recognize the lad facing 也e moon，" an alternative readir頃
。f the line 伽t might pick up Chang E法 血ght to immorta且可 in th已
moon in the preceding stanza. 

As the commentators attempt to explain the final stanz前， "\ve see 
their i日terpreta包ons becoming more general and forced. They clearly 
feel that they "got" the st。可 early on and can only explain the rest in 
terms of vague references to the poet's unhappiness .  

We have subtitl吐 出is chapter “The Hermetic Poems，" a term 
that was chosen advisedly. It is a poet叮1 that promises to disclose a 
secret code that will unlock its myste叮 yet willfully frustrates the 
mterpreter﹒ We must at least entertain the possibility that Li Shangyin 
is here engaging in poetic action rather than encoding meaning. He 
sets up difficult but intelligible situations involving some fo= of 
passlOnate or conjugal relation be閃Teen a man and a woman. Such 
coded language used in a rela包vely eas立y mte中retable wav can be 
seen in the song lyrics and many of  the yuefu of Wen Tingyun. In Li 
Shangyin's he主met1c poems those situations do not， however， cohere in 
the usual sense. At a certain point in the poem the margin of intelligibil
ity is removed， leaving us with a series of images with complex interre 
lations but no easy ground of coherence﹒ Another way of saying this is 
that in the course of the poem， the poet plays with inte中retive habits， 
drawing the reader to the margin of maki口g sense and then pushing 
him or her over the edge. The poem enacts a process of confusion， 
which the poet will often tell us is the “blur" or co日fusion of passion 
and memo!}入
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Perhaps in “Heyang" 也e poet went too far; it was never one of his 
most popular poems. Other poems， no less difficult but usually shorter， 
caught his reade郎

，
imaginations. 1nterpreters offered various explana

tions， but readers we主e clear甘 captivated by 出at fragile margin between 
making sense and eluding understanding 

“WalJs of Sapphire " 

1n Li Shangyin's collection there are about thirteen poems that come to 
us with the title 仰ti 無題， “可Tithout a 吐血." Since Chinese poems gen 
erally have titles that provide essential information for understanding a 
poem， 1 translate wuti as “Left Untitled，" to suggest that 出e refu叫 to
provide a title is a significant act.24 Such a title already points to infor
mation concealed and establishes the myste可 that is central to Li Shang
yin's poetics in this mode﹒ There is a larger body of poems， including 
“Walls of Sapphire" and “Brocade Zither" (discussed below) ， in which 
the title is simply the first two characters of the first line; many of these 
poems are of the same 句pe as the “Left Un包tled" poems.  

1t is far from certain that Li Shangyin himself assigned such “titles" 
(including “Left Un包tled") . As we suggested earlier， we have no evi
dence that Li Shangyin compiled an edition of his own poems. These 
two different conventions of giving titles to poems of roughly the same 

kind may reflect differing editorial decisions in various manuscript ver 

s10日s concerning how to handle poem texts that simply lacked titles . 1t 

would have been easy to circulate and preserve a single poem on a 

piece of note paper Uian 完 ) w岫out a 包tle﹒ When preparing a manu 

script with many poems， however， a title， written in a separate column， 

was a necessary conven包on used to separate one poem from another.25 

As we have seen， Yang Yi drew upon different manuscript sources 111 

comp出口g his edition. 1t is not impossible 也at such differences in titling 

24- This is based on the possible but highly u且certain assumption that the designa

t10n n叫ti was Li Shangyin's own 

巧 . Li Shangyin's collected poems have no overall organization. Bai Juyi's later 

poems were clearly organized chronologically， and we see loose chronological se

quences in some other ninth-century collections. The rusorganization of the collection 

is consistent with (but does not prove) a posthumous erutor working "社1 poems wnt 

te且 on note papers . 
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represent different ways in which scribes in distinct manuscript lineages 
handled poems without titles .  

Since the hermetic poems involve a problema臼c relation to an imag
ined community of readers (as opposed to some potential singular re
cipient who can immed山ely decipher obsc盯e references) ， the history 
of their recep包on is of par口c叫ar interest. Unfortunately， we have no 
indication of contemporary responses to such poems ， 且nd the one 
poem by Li Shangyin that addresses the reading of his poetry， however 
interesting， does not necessarily refer to the hermetic poems只 The ear 
liest indication of interest in such poems dates from the turn of the 
tenth centu可 and th巳 mid-tenth centu句， when the cultural world of the 
mid-ninth centu可 had basically been destroyed. Wei Zhuang's Youxuan 

ji (turn of the tenth centurγ) includes a few poems， and Wei Hu's mid 
tenth-cen囚ry Caidi切ji includes such a substantial selection (40 poems) 
that he clear甘 considered Li Sha呵yin an important poet. The Youxuan 

ji and Caidiao ji have two poems in common: one i臼s a cle盯ve叫r， 1nc∞O且5ε
quen包al qua仗tr凹ain for a singe位r and tl:出he other is one of t由he f白inest of Li 1 �1 
Sh】angyin's he位rme t包lC poems丸歹
伊伊Z屁ed by bot出h is the first of a set of three (Ca叫ao ji gives all three) ; a 口
whi凶le巳t由he mod世ern r白ea吋d巴位r ma衍Y f，長éel t由ha仗t t出h巳 poem should be c∞O∞n芯1S1剖ide臼red
111 t由he c∞ont臼ex泣t of t由he set， t出ha仗t wa沁s pr叩oba沾bl甘y 丘ot an issue for tl由he r凹llnt出h 1 

and t伐ent由h-ce叩且印r叮v reader. 
1n his hermetic poems Li Shangyin often has recourse to the dis 

course of legendary immortals， esoteric knowledge， and Daoism， just as 
often con世asting it to the mortal world. Daoism was a religion based 
on a select community， unified by the understanding of a special dis
course and defined against a larger community of the uninitiated. There 
is a profound homology between this religious structure of understand
ing and Li Shangyin's poe包cs . This is not to say that Li Shangyin is a 
“Daoist poet，" but rather that Li Shangyin's poe包c 1mag111at10n \vas 
formally homologous to Daoist knowledg巴， discursively separating the 
initiate from the uninitiated 

26. See pp. 49 2-9 5. 
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碧 域 十 二 曲 闌 于

犀辟塵埃玉辟寒

閥 苑 有 書 多 附 鶴

女淋 無樹不 棲 驚

星 沈海底當 窗 見

雨 過 河 源 隔 座 看

L i  Shat妙的

李 商 隱 ， 碧 城
Li Shangyin， Walls o f  Sapphire2ì 

I 

Walls of sapphire， railings 
in twelve bends ，2S 

narwhale tusk wards off the dust， 
j ade wards off the cold.29 

In La且g Park there are letters， 
often sent by crane戶。

on Maidensbed Mountain no tree 
without perching simurghs.3 1 

Stars sinking to the sea's bottom 
are at its windows see日，

rain passing the Yellow River's source 
is watched across  from one's seat 32 

27. 29242-44; Jijïe 1660; Ye (1985) 174; Zhou 245. 
28 .  The Tazpil1gyulal1 speaks of the dei可 Primal Heavenly M叮叮叮 元 始 天 尊 as liv 

mg m a αty "walled with sapprure cloud" 碧 霞 為城. It is unlikely that any particular 
deity is intended in Li Shangyin's poem， but trus is clearly a dwelli立g in Heaven 

29 . The xi 犀 here is a sea creaωre of the south whose horn was supposed to repel 
dust. It was used in wome泣's hairpins and combs. Although there are legends of “fire 
j ade，" j ade is generally thought of as wa= 

30. Lang Park was a dwelling of the immortals. Zhou Zhenfu suggests an alternative 
possib山ty， noting the park constructed by 凹o early Tang princes who were governing 
Langzhou (though rus attempt to link that with the Daoist nunn己ries constructed by 
Tang princesses is forced) .  Cheng Mengxing cit臼 a poem by Lu Lun (14678): “1 blame 
the crane， crossing 出e sea bearing a lett白， for being too slow" 渡海傳 書 怪鶴遲 In
tales of immortals， cranes often bear messages .  Ye， however， insists that these are 
books rather than letters and cit口 a story in the Jinchengji in which a man raised six 
cranes， which， after three years of tending， could read. \Vhen the man wanted a book， 
he would send a crane to fetch it 

3 1. In the Shanhaijing Maidensbed Mountain is given as the home of the “simurgh，" 
the luan phoenix. Hu Yimei points out the obv:ious play on the 江ame here. Most com
mentators take trus as roosting in pairs， hence romantic assignations， but Hu Yimei 
ap伊拉 to the old st。可 of the simurgh longing for its mate to sugg的t that 出ese b叮ds
are alone 

戶. As 1 have translated the line， it assum臼 a heavenly perspective. Qian Liangze， 
however， interprets it as meaning when one star sinks beneath the sea， another is seen 
at the window. Feng Hao sees this as the Three Immortal Isles Iy:ing beneath the sea， so 
that this vision is possible. Zhou sees the mention of the “River' s source" 的 referring
to the story of the “出ird mon出 rafi丸" where the sea jo:ins the River of Stars and 丘。ws
back down to earth 喀則n. According to the original version of that story， the River of 

若是曉珠 明 又 定

一 生 長對水精盤

The Hermetic Poems 

If only morning's pearl would be 
bright and also still，33 

1 would spend my whole life 
facing the bowl of crystaP4 
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Rather than trγing to “decode" the poem or show how the associations 
of various lines guide (and often thwart) the decoding process， let us 

Stars brings one back to the Yangzi rather 出an to the Yellow River. However， in his 
“Autumn Thoughts，" QzUxing bashou， Du Fu links the legend with Zhang Qian， who 
was s巴nt to discover the source of the Yellow River. Many commentators iden位令 the
凹in here with the "clouds and r缸" of sexual encounter. Qian Liangze， following an 
mt巴士preta包on that sees the series as referring to Xuanzong and Yang Guifei， i日terprets
it as the arrival of Lady Yang following the death of \VU Huifei. Zhou Zhenfu offers a 
ve勾 different interpretati。且， suggestmg “the ev:idence of indulgence in union by night 
and separa包on by day." His version reads ‘可1hen the stars sink to the sea's bottom， he 
appears at the w:indow， / when the rain [nighttime sex] passes the River's source， 
he/ she watches [the 0由吋 from the other side of the table." 

33 . Commentators generally take “morning's pearl" as the sun. Zhu Heling associ 
ated it w:ith a miraculous pearl in the Fei)!an zJJaiξhuan 飛 燕 外 傅， but Feng Hao righthγ 
disrniss自 由at notion. Jijie cites the opinion of Chen Yixin that these are dewdrops .  

34. Pan 盤， translated as “bowl，" is often rendered “plate." \V e sho叫d， howev白，
never trunk of a flat plate but rather some出ing with sloping sides. “Pan" is often a 
good renderi嗯， though in English we never trunk of pans as transparent. Zhu Heling 
cites the Taiξhen wa砂uan 太 真 外 傳 for the famous sto月， of Zhao Feivan， whose body 
was so light that Han Chengdi feared she would be carried off by the ，，，ind. He there 
fore had a c可Tstal bowl made， to be held up by palace women when she danced. Pre 
sumably Zhao Feiyan would dance und自 it， protected from the wind yet v:isible to (he 
emperor. Feng Hao rejects trus and cites ano也er sto月T of Dong Yan 董催 and a c可γstal
bowl used for holding ice， wruch he 叫凹nate句' rejects. Since Dong Yan was 出e favorite 
of a Han princess， interpreting the allusion in 出is fasruon supports the line of interpre 
tation that views 也e set in reference to T阻g aristocra包c women sett:ing thεmselves up 
in private Daoist establishments . Ye， seeing the set as a satire ag且nst \Vuzong， takes 
trus as 出e bowl in wruch \Vuzong kept rus elixirs. Yao Peiq:ian iden且已es the crvstal 
bowl with the moon， wruch is followed by a number of modern commentators. 1 agcee 
w:ith Zhu Heling. To see the crystal bowl as 出e moon makes ve勾T li世ε sense in this 
conte哎. Zhao Feiyan's crystal bowl is by far thε most famous， and the image of watch 
ing a performer for a lifetime is echoed in the pen叫timate line of “Autumn" in the Yal1 
tai sishi 蒸 臺 四 日宇 : “Singing lips a whole lifetime watched holding back tears" 歌唇 一
世銜 雨 看 Q:ian Liangze， following t 
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consider the poem on a simpler and more fundamental level. The first 
six lines are all， in some w呵， descriptive of what there 芯， what is seen. 
The last two lines form a conditional sentence that makes a rather ex
仕avagant claim on the part of the speaker. Fixity is one of the condi
tions of the protasis (line 7) ， and fixity would be the state achieved in 
the apodosis (line 8) .  Whatever th巴 earlier lines “mea呵， they draw 

heavily on the image叮 of immortals and an unchanging world. The fi

nal image of imagined stasis is a peculiar one: the speaker would spend 
a whole lifetime (a mortal's lifetime) facing and gazing at a crystal bowl 

The crystal bowl is open to various interpretations， but as an object it 

recapitulates the situation of a speaker﹒ one can see through but not go 
through. In the stasis of the gaze the speaker can neither leave nor ap 

proach. If “morning's pearl" in the penultimate lin亡 的 the sun， then the 

proposed condition is one of time stopping in eternal light. It is also an 

impossible condition that implicitly 主巳minds us that we inhabit a world 

of ongoing time. 
If  the final couplet implies a mortal perspecti間， albeit one that as 

pires to the stasis of immortals， the third couplet is not simply the 

world of the immortals but the perspective of immortals .  1芷f the 

dows" and “seat" are in the same hypothetical “place，" then we have a 

height that suggests impossible perspec包ves: Heaven or， perhaps， the 

heights of the Kunlun Mountains .  The palace of the immortals in the 

Kunlun Mountains is protected from the mortal wor肘， with its con 

taminating dust and the cold of seasonal change and the waning year. 

We never see the immortals-only passing cranes bearing communica 

tions whose contents are illegible. As with the image of the c勾stal

bowl， we can behold it at a certain distance， but we can never get inside 

that world. 
It is problematic to read too many texts metapoetica旬， yet the poem 

recalls Du Mu's description of Li He's poet可 in the prefa白， which we 

know Li Shangyin read and admired: Li He's poe吐c worlds were more 

real and perfect than those we experience in the world. Whatever the 

possible topical referents in the sublunary world (if any) in Li Shang

yin's poem， it is unlikely that the anthologists Wei Zhuang and Wei Hu 

were interested in them. This was a visionary wor吐， represented in 

poet可 and animated by the final couplet that positions the mortal in re

lation to such a world. In the mid-ninth centurγ Li Shangyin's poe包C

imagination may have been a “class fantasy，" a seemingly timeless 
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world beyond reach， the woman h e  would stare at for a lifetime 
through a crystal bowl. Perhaps by the tenth cen囚吋 it had become a 
“period fantasy，" a vanished splendor of the Tang. 

封影 聞 聲 已 可憐

玉?也荷 華正 回 回

不 逢 簫 史休迴首

莫 見 洪 崖 又 拍 肩

紫鳳放矯街是珮

赤 鱗狂舞撥湘 絃

II 

Facing her outline， heari日g her voice， 
already 10vabl亡，

the 10tus leaves on Jade Pool， 
just now spreading. 35 

Unless meeting Xiaoshi， 
she will not turn her head;36 

she never sees Hongyai and again 
claps him on the shou1der 37 

The lavender phoenix shows its charm， 
holding Chu pendants in its beak;3日

cnmson scales dance madly， 
to the strumming of Xiang 的mgs.39

3 5 .  He Zhuo cites Wang Jinzhu's 王 金 珠 version of the H.ωnJJJen ge 歡 開 歌 (a
Southern YUifti type) “Sensual， the girl of the golden tower， / her heart is like the lotωu 
口叩n Jade PO∞01" 豔豔金樓女， 心 如 玉 ;也 蓮 (Lu Qir址i 2127) .  Tial1 tial1 回 回 describes the 
quality of lotus leaves. Qian Li叩gze， the most ardent exponent of the Xuanzong inter 
pretation， takes this as referring to Xuanzong granting Yang Guifei 出e privilege 0 f a 
bath in the hot springs at Huaqing Palace. 

36. The implied subject is Nong}巾 弄 玉 ， the daughter of the duke of Qi日， who flew 
off to Heaven with her lover Xiaoshi 

37. Hongya was an immortal. The line echoes Guo Pu's Youxial1 Jbi 遊仙詩. “To
thε right 1 clap Hongya on the shoulder" 右 拍 i共 涯 肩 Hu Yim口 sees this couplet as 
the beloved affìrming that she will not be i日凶nate \1l1出 others . Qian Liangze takes 
Xiaoshi as refe叮1日g to 吐le Prince of Shou and Hong}γa to An Lushan. A basic division 
here i日 between 出口se who take the relation between 也e hemistich口 in line 3 as abmce 
and those who take the 主elation as conditional 

38 . Feng takes the second hemistich as a reference to Zheng Jiaofu meeting thε two 
nymphs of the Han River， who undid 出eir waist pendanrs and gave them to him as a 
sign of their love. Zhou interprets this and the following line as the Daoist pries芯， who 
are the lovers of aristocratic n口的， capering for them. The pendants they hold are sup→ 
posed to be the love gifts from the nuns 

39 . This is often taken as a reference to Hu Ba 孤 巴 ， whose zither playing brought 
the fìsh up to listen. As Zhu Heling notes， 也e more irnmediate source is Jiang Y妞's
“Poetic E芷pOSl包on on Parting" 剎賦， in partic叫缸 出e line: “It caused to jut up 出E
cnmson sc泣的 of the fìsh from the abyss" 聳 淵 ，象之赤鱗 The Yua吵ou 1il 出e Cbuci 
speaks of “making the Xiang spirits play 出e 21由er" 使 湘 靈 鼓 瑟 兮.
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都君悵 草 舟 中 夜

繡被焚 香 獨 自 目氏

Li Sha愁ym

The Lord of E looks in despair 
to that night in the boat;40 

embroidered blanket and burning incense， 
he sleeps all alone. 

One reason to read the closing image of the first poem as Zhao Fei 
yan dancing under (or on) a bowl of c可stal is the opening line of this 
poem， which， with the repetition of “facing，" seems to ca叮 on the im
age. Following this， however， we encounter a series of allusions without 
the markers that position the speaker， which we do have in the first and 
final poem. 

In reading Li Shangyin's most difficult poerr芯， it is often best to be 
gin at the end. Let us assume (suspendi月 our doubts) that there is no 
gender issue in the allusion in the final couplet (that 芯， the beloved is 
the beloved regardless of ge吋er) . In these poems so 血ed with “fac
ing，" “looking，" “seeing，" and “gazing，" the poem ends in solitud巴，
“gazing' ， to a scene and moment in the past. It is not difficult to see 
how such a retrospec口ve gaze is the double of gazing through the 
crystal bowl: one can see， but one cannot reach. If the crystal bowl 
in the first poem was transparent， here we have an opaque blanket， 
under 可rhich once lay the handsome young Yue boatman favored by 
the Lord of E. 

The third couplet seems to be a scene of presence. If， howev口， the 
assoC1a包on of the “Chu pendants" with the nymphs of the Han River is 
corre哎， it is a presence that immediately slips away. (The two nymphs 
of the Han undid their pendants and gave them to Zheng ]iao品， only
to disappear when he turned his head.) Such elusiveness follows an
other statement of lost or rej ected companionship (with the immortal 
Hongya) and a claim of singt也rity of affection. Nong阱， 出e daughter 
of the duke of Q泊， became Xiaoshi's wife. Here she will notice only 
Xiaoshi. 

The poem cannot be “deciphered" and probably was not intended 
to be. It begins and ends with an image of looking. If we car可 the

40. The Lord of E was the brother of the king of Chu. While boating， the you立g
boatman of Yue sang him a love song， and the lord embraced him an吐 covered him 
with an embroidered coverlet. Qian Liangze takes this as referring to Xuanzong follow
ing the loss of Lady Yang. Zhou sees this as the despair of the aristocratic nuns， who 
are thinking of aristocratic lovers (as opposed to their Daoist priests) 
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“facing" of the preceding poem over to this poem， it is a gaze that im 
plies a distance that cannot be crossed 

七 夕 來 時先 有 期

洞 房 簾 箔 至今垂

玉輪顧兔 干刀 生 魄

鐵網珊瑚未有枝

梭與神方教駐景

收將鳳紙 寫 相 思

武 皇 內 傳分 明 在

莫逗人 間 總 不 知

III 

\X'hen she came on the Seventh Eve， 
the date had been set before，41 

the curtains of the inner chamber 
hang down to this day 

The gazing hare in the jade orb 
when the moon's dark first appears，42 

the coral in the iron net 
had no branches yet.43 

Inspecting the divine technique， 
make the daylight halt， 

gathering up the phoenix paper， 
write out longing 44 

The “Secret History of Emperor \X日，

su叮ives for all to see-45 
don't say that in the mortal world 

it is not generally known. 

41. Zhu Heli月 interprets this line as a rεference to a st。可， 1日 the Han W"di nei之'huon，
in which the jade maiden Wangzi Deng appeared to Wudi and announced that on the 
double seventh the Queen Mother of the West would visit him. Feng Hao prefers the 
mee包ng of the Oxherd and Weaver Woman on the Seventh Eve. Jijie follows Feng 
Qian Liangze sees this as referring to the vow between Xuanzong and Yang G山fei on 
the Seventh Eve. As Ye points out， 吐吐s does not accord with the phrasing of the line 

42. The fIrst appearance of the dark of the moon would be after the fIfteenth of the 
mon出 Cheng M凹gxing and others take this as a reference to the woman being preg
na仗， “dark [of the moon] ，" po 魄， also being a “so吐。"

43 - Iron ne臼 werε supposedly used to  gather coral. According to  Cheng Mengxing， 
this m凹的 the pregnant woman has not delivered “日盯ring no branches" is also “as yet 
having no limbs，" perhaps referring to an early-term fetus .  

44. Jijïe suggests 出at these lines involve the technique used for induci啥 an abor 
t10且﹒ Feng notes 也at “phoenix paper" w阻 used in 出e palace and also in Daoist pravers 
Feng paraphrases this as a 、msh that the beauty of youth stay and that passion not wane 

45. Hu Zhenheng here cites his son， men包oning a poem by Liu Yuxi that makes ref 
erence to Han Wudi stopping by the residence of Princess Guantao and calling her 
lover Dong Yan the “11istress's 01d Man" 主 人 翁 . 1n Liu Y uxi' s case this is used as a 
且gure for the Tang emperor stopping by 出e residence of Princess Jiuxian and asking 
about the Daoist priest who was her lover 
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We do not have a “referent，" nor do we even have a narrative 也at
could be mapped on some recorded or imagined referent. We have 
fragments that might form part of a narrati，叫 wruch， in turn， might 
have a referent. We have a solitary 且gure “gazing" toward a moment in 
the past; we may have a figure who would like to gaze at the beloved 
伽ough c可staL Here we have a prearranged past meeting berund cur
tains in the inner chamber. We will not ask whether that meeting was 
with the Queen Mother of the 可包t 俘iwangmu) ， the Weaver Woman， 
or a Tang princess .  We know it is past because those curtains “hang 
down to trus day." Assuming that the beginrung of the second poem 
picked up at the end of the first poem， we can here see a recapi個lation
of the end of the second poem (reca山ng 也e absence of the beloved 
under the embroídered blanket ín the second poem) . The ímage叮 and
theatrical secrecy all poínt to a sexual meeting 

Before consídering the c勾P包c míddle couplets， we will turn agaín to 
the final couplet， ín whích the poet， for all rus poe包c índírectness， says 
that sometrung ís "generally lmown." Trus ís closely related to the dís
cursíve move at the end of “The Drug's Transformations": here the 
poet gestures toward a sp凹的c referent and even claíms that everyone 
knows. It ís no wo吋er that Qíng and modern commentators have 
combed the rustorical record to díscover what rnight be s。 “generally
known." They can， alas， never know if trus “generally known" matter 
refers to Emperor Wu of the Han， Xuanzong， some emperor or per
sonage of Li Shangyin's day， or to sometrung else altogether. We can 
read the “Secret History of Emperor Wu" and still not know what Li 
Shangyín claímed was so clear. Rather， we must take trus claim of pub
lic knowledge as somehow belied by the cryptic lines .  

Perhaps the middle 且nes refer to  an abortion-as some commenta
tors have suggested-and if trus is the case， the pregnancy was certainly 
the result of the meeting refe主red to i日 the operung lines . We will never 
know. 

The three "Walls of Sapprure" poems occupy an important place 
among Li Shangyí口's hermetic poems， and the interpretations offered 
up to explain them are q山te díve主se﹒ The oldest， by the late 1\位ng critic 
Hu Zhenheng 胡 震 亨 ， sees them as referring to Tang príncesses set
ting themselves up outsíde the palace as Dao叫 “nuns" in prívate reli
gious foundatio肘， thereby making possible romantic affairs .  Varia位ons
on trus interpretation are followed by Cheng MengJ也嗯， Feng Hao， 
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and others， includíng Jijie and Zhou Zhenfu. Another line of interpreta 
tion， begun by Zhu Helir啥， sees them as erotic poems involving phases 
of union and 10ss. Zhu Yízun was the first to víew 出em as referríng t。
由e 10ve between Xuanzong and Lady Yang. To give some sense of the 
elas包city of ínterpretation， Qian Liangze sees the three poems as follow
íng the course of Xuanzong's romance with Lady Yang in li長， while Lu 
Kunceng inte中rets it all as occurring after Lady Yang's death and apo
theosi日， in wruch the Daoist wizard is seeking Lady Yang in Heaven. Xu 
Deho日g represents yet another line of interpreta包on， 1日 which the three 
poems are understood as offering images of Li Shangyin's depression 
over the failure of rus poli包cal career﹒ Yao Peiqia且 sees the s1凹atlOn
somewhat dífferently as expressing Li Shangyin's alienation from the 
ru1er and desire to serve the state . Ye dísrnisses both the “Daoist nun" in
terpreta吐on and the Xuanzong interpreta包0月 instead seeing the set as a 
sa世e agaínst Wuzong. Trus dívergence of opi也on among so many 
learned commentators shou1d remind us that they are asking the question 
ín such a way that the possíble answers cannot command any modern 
commuruty of assent， nor can we imagine a broad commu也可T of as sent 
to any such ínterpretation even ín the mid-runth centu叮﹒ We can reach a 
level of “understandíng" only by posing dífferent kinds of questions . 

Endi咆J

Much of the appeal of Li Shangy叩's he=etic regulated poems lies in 
the strong contrast between the de叮叮 and dífficul可 of the inner cou
p1ets and the relative dírectness of the closure， often marl王ed br an ur
gency of address 0主 some emotional co1oring (xu 虛) . Although a díι 
ference in tone between the parallel inner couplets and the final couplet 
was norma包ve for reg叫ated verse， being a consequence of the form， it 
was nevertheless suscep包ble to sigr吐白cant variations . In díscussing Late 
Tang regulated verse in the short lin亡， we commented on how the for
mal dífference between the parallel middle couplets and the final cou 
plet was often ex啥gerated in the Late Tang to produce a frarning effect: 
carefully crafted “poetic" couplets are set in a díscursive， sometimes 
almost vernacular frame. Although Li Shangyin never slips into 出1S
somewhat crude variation on formal structure， in many of the hermetic 
reg叫ated verses he does pl叮 on the stylistic dífference of the final cou 
plet. We are first presented with a series of sugges肘丘， formally perfect， 
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The “Secret History of Emperor Wu" 
survives for all to see 

don't say that in the mortal world 
it is not generally known. 

天泉水暖龍吟 細

露吭春 多 鳳舞遲

諭 芙散 來 星 斗轉

桂華尋去 月 輪移

人 問 桑 海 朝 朝 變

其 遣 佳 期 更 後 期

obscu主e lin凹， followed b y  a concluding couplet that i s  ges囚ral， 血led
with particles ，  and r出世vely straightforward. The poet p的es judg立lent，
sums up， or exhorts， often with an intensity that animates what is con咱
cealed in the preceding couplets . 

武 皇 內 傳分 明 在

莫道人 間 總 不 知

In Heaven's Spring the waters are warm， 
the dragon intones faintly，49 

on dewy acres spring is f，叫1，
the phoenix's dance slowed 5o 

Elm pods come scattering， 
the Dipper turns in the stars，51 

go off to seek cassia blossoms， 
the moon's orb shifts 0口 52

Mulberry fields and seas in the mortal world 
change place everγ morrung一 53

do not make our sweet date of union 
postponed for a later date. 

One could spend much 凶ne discussing the first six lines of this 
poem， yet all the myste勾T comes at last to the explicit injunction at the 
end: don't postpone the date on which we agreed to meet. This 
"message" is not the poem， but it remains the final word that contextu
alizes the difficult lines . The ending gives us a way to try to read the 
poem that the title does not; in some ways it serves the contextualizing 
function of a title. 

Li Shangyin's endings often address someone or seem to share a 
personal confidence with the reader， creating an intimacy that is 1n 
many ways the counterpart of ilie sense of a secret truth in the obscu 
rity of the inner couplets . Sometimes the poem is not difficult， but the 
closing lends it the same sense of intimacy 

As was noted earli缸， although the closing couplet of the third “Walls of 
Sapphire" poem poses its own problems of interpretation， on one level 
1t IS verγ clear. The claim of common knowledge and the implicit claim 
that this i日 important knowledge make the inner couplets something 
more than difficult ornamental rhetoric. 

Often the final couplet contains a “message" that few would have 
had difficulty understanding 

人 間 象 海 朝 朝 變

莫 遣 佳 期 更 後 期
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In other words， things are always changing， so don't postpone the date 
on which we agreed to meet. If， however， we look at the poem to 
which this conclusion is appended， we see a peculiarly mysterious con
text for the clear message 

一 片 非 煙 隔 九枝

蓬 管 仙仗儼雲 旗

李 商 隱 ， 一 片
Li Shangyin， A Swathe Of46 

A swathe of not mist 
blocks the nine-branched candelabra，47 

on Penglai's ridge the immortal guards 
have cloud-banners in array 4日
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commonly associated wi也 the court “Cloud banners" may be either real banners deco 
rated with clouds or clouds resembling banners 

49 .  Feng Hao cites "He的Ten's Spring" in Jin Luoyang， with a pair of bronze dragons 
feeding it with w在ter from the imperial moat. The “intoning，" yill 吟， of the dragon 
could be the water pouring in， a d主agon 1日 出e pool， or an imperial poem 

7。 “Slowed，" chz 遲 ， can either mean that the dance continues on or is “slow in 
coming" (i.e . ，  delayed) . It might also mean 吐吐t 由e dance movements are slow. 

51. Elm trees were supposed to grow in the heavens 

52. A cassia tree grew on the moo且 The relevance of 吐le reference is uncertain， but 
“picking the cassia" also meant passing 由e e芷arr吐na口on.

53 . Sallghai 桑 海， literally “m叫ber勾T [groves] and oceans，" was a shortened version 

of the notion that m叫berry groves would someday become oceans and v:ice versa， that 

is， there would be major changes in the world 

46. 2927月 1984; Ye (1985) 205; Zhou 259. 
47 .  Commentators generally associate “not ffi1S丸" 非 煙 ， with auspicious 

clouds . The “nl的一branched candelabra" is literally 証 、ine-branch，" ;iu史hi 九枝 The ge
隔 here is ambiguous and can just as easily be translated: “A swathe of not mist lies on 

the other side of (i.e . ，  is blocked by) the nine-branched candelabra." 
。 Penglai was the isle of the immortals in the Eastern Ocean. Worlds of the im 

mortals were conventionally associated with the imperial court， and ♂llards were more 
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相 見 時難 別 亦 難

東風無 力 百 花 殘

春 蠶 到 死 絲 方 盡

蠟炬成灰淚始乾

曉鏡但 愁 雲 鬢 改

夜吟庭、 覺 月 光寒

蓬 山 比去無 多 路

青 鳥殷 勤 為 探 看

Li Sha吵2月

李 商 隨， 無題
Li Shangyi且， Left Untitled54 

Having a time to meet is hard， 
par包ng too is hard，55 

the east wind lacks streng血，
all the flowers fade.56 

When spring's silkworm meets death， 
then w也 its threads run 0叭，57

when the wax taper turns to ash， 
only then i的 tears will dry.58 

In the 口:lirror at dawn grieving only 
how cloudlike 仕esses change，59 

chanting by nig址， surely feeling 
moonlight's cold 

From tl:lls point on the road is not long 
to Pengl但 Mountain

bluebird， do your best 
to spy it out for me!60 

Although the closing addresses 也e bluebi吐， it suddenly changes the 
tone from hopeless longing to hopeful urgency. Although it doesn't 
really follow from the immediately preceding lines-it does follow 
from the first line一-lt seems to . 

No other poem by Li Shangyin captured critical attention so early 
and consistently as “Brocade Zither.鬥 Though it hardly rep主esents the 
f叫1 scope of the poet's wo丘， it has become the touchstone for Li 
Shangyin's poetry and has served as the catalyst for interest in rus 
poe仕y. Apart from the Xikun imitations， the earliest comment on the 
poem， found in Liu Bin's 劉方文 Zhongshan shihua 中 山 詩-話， is paradig 
matic: “No one understands what it means; some people claim that it 
[Brocade Zi也吋 was the name of a servant girl in Linghu Ch的 house

54. 2924日 Jijie 146日 Ye (198 5) 173 ;  Zhou 198 
55 .  This 且ne plays on the Yan ge xing 燕 歌行 。f Cao Pi: “How easily the day of part 

lllg comes， 也e day of meeting hard" 別 日 何 易 會 日 難

56. The east wind is the spring wind 
57. Li Shangyin is here punning on si 絲 “threads" and si 忠 " longing."
" “Tears" was the conventional metaphor for the wax drippings of a candle. 
59 . ζ 'Cloudlike tresses" are conventionally associated with women. The “change" is a 

tunlÍng white. 
60. The bluebird was the messenger of the Queen Mother of the West 
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hold."61 We should note the exegetical process :  difficulty in understand 
ing led to postulati口g a biograprucal context (an affair with rus patron's 
servant) ， wruch provided 出e ultimate referent， eXplained the 包由， and 
suggested a reason why the poem was hard to understand (the relation
srup was clandes包ne) . The “servant girl" explana位on was dropped rela 
tively early. The range of later interpretations has been summarized by 
James Liu in English and in many Crunese sources . 62 None of these ex
plana也ons is ultimately persuasive， though the theo叮 that it is the 
“preface" to his poetry collection and refers to rus poetry has the merit 
of being capacious enough to encompass the various associations . Most 
interpretations of the hermetic poems contain at least one line that has 
to be played down or ingeniously explained in order to make the inter 
pretation fit. In “Brocade Zither，" for exampl巴， the interpretation that 
understands the poem as a lament for rus wife is attractive， but the allu 
sion to Emperor Wang of Shu， who gave up rus throne in remorse for 
having committed adultery with the wife of a minist缸， is definitely a 
sticking point. Perhaps in 出的 case the cuckoo weeping tears of blood is 
only a figure of misery， but that is not how the allusion is used else 
where. 

錦 瑟 �端五 十 絃

一 絃 一 柱思 華年

李 商 隱， 錦 瑟
Li Shangyin， Brocade Zither63 

It just happens 也at the brocade zither 
has 宜fty strin旦河，“

each s世ing， each peg 
turns thoughts to the flowering years 

“. Liu Xuekai 劉 學 錯 ， Huφingben Li Sh卸的朋 shi 匯 評 本 李 商 隱 詩 (Shanghai:
Shanghai shehuí kexueyuan chubansr站， 2002) ， 244

62. J缸nes Liu 51-57 “Brocade Zither" is perhaps 山lÍque in Tang poet句. 1日 having
occasioned so many articles that primarily summarize e缸lier interpretations. A particu 
larly good 0自 由at is al日口 more recent 出an James L的 study is found in Zhang Ming 
fei 張 明 非 3 “Li Shangyin Wuti shi yanjiu zongshu" 李 商 隱無題詩研 究 綜述， in Wang 
Meng 771-80 

63 - 2909月 Jijie 1420; Ye(198 5) 1; Zhou I 

64- The reference here is to thε st。可 of how thε Sunü 素女 pla)吋 a se zither of 
fif可 stn且gs for the Yellow Emper凹， who found the music so sad that he broke it into 
two zithers， each containing t:wen可r-five strings. Wuduan 無端 generally m凹的 “for no 
reason." Wang Ying proposes the se日se of wuxitJ 無心， “without feeling" (Shi ci qU yuCl 
lishi 245) 
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莊 生 曉 夢迷蝴蝶

草 帝 春 心託杜鵑

滄海 月 明 珠 有 淚

藍 田 日 暖 玉 生 煙

此情可待成追憶

只 是 當 時 已 惘 然

Li Shangyin 

Zhuang Zhou's morning dream， 
lost in a butter且y，的

Emperor Wang's spring hea此，
lodged in a cuckoo.66 

When the moon grows bright on the gtay sea， 
there are tears in pearl;67 

when the sun warms In也go Fields 
the j ade gives off a mist.68 

One should wait until these feelings 
become remembrance.69 ecome reme虹mranc ‘

it's just that at the moment 
1 was already in a daze 70 

Poems like “Brocade Zither" are a gift of form. The middle lin白， ob
jects of intense critical scrutiny， would become v叮i芷t凹u叫all且ly im吋
long 戶dωilíμ'ü of 且f句句1 couplet臼s . They are animated by thei 主 frame. Although 
here and in a handful of the most famous such poems， the opening 
couplet is as effective as the final coupl哎， the flllal couplet is the best 
place to begin to reflect on the poemJl 

65 . The reference here is to Zhuangzi's famous "butterfly dre剖咒" recounted in 
Qiwu 仰 齊物論

66. Emperor Wang of Shu sent Bieling 種 靈 to work on flood control. During the 
latter's absence he began a liaison wi也 his wife. Feeling ashamed， he 也en gave his 
kingdom to Bieling. According to one legend， following his death Emperor Wang was 
transformed into a cuckoo， which always sings sadly and weeps tears of blood 

67. According to one legend， pearls were the tears of mermen. Another legend had 
it that pearls grow and shrink vrith 出e phases of the moon. 

68 . Sikong Tu quoted the late eighth-cen即可 poet Dai Shulun as saying that “the 
scene a poet creates is as when the sun is warm on Indigo Fields [Lantian， southeast of 
Chang'an] ， and the j ade produces mist: you can gaze at it， but you cannot place it before 
your eyes ." 

69 . Jijie interprets kedai 可待 as a rhetorical question “How can one "\vait?" 
70. Jijïe int巴rpre臼 之.hishi 只 是 as “right then." 
71 . Wu Benxing offered the interesting suggestion that one might consider the poem 

as consisting of two quatrai肘， one consisting of the first and last couplets and one 
made up of the middle couplets . The notion of the middle couplets forming an inde 
pendent quatrain obviously does not work， but to take the first and last couplets as a 
quatrain is often veη effective， a relatively lucid ζ'container" for the middle c口uplets.
See Wang Meng 774. Wang Meng makes a '  similar point in "Hundun de xinling 
chang-tan Li Shangyin Wuti shi de jiegou" 混 沌 的 心 靈 場一談 李 商 隱 無 題 詩 的
結構 Wenxueyichan， no. 3 (1995) ; rpt. in Wang Meng 676-90 
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The final couplet of "Brocade Zither" possesses its own kinds of 
uncertainties resulting from the numerous particles that impart “discur
sive quality，" yuqi 語氣， to an utterance. In 出e seventh line ke 可 can
mean “might" or an impli吐 “should，" as 1 have taken it to mean. It can 
be interrogative “could one wait?"-but it can have 0出世 qua1i也es as 
well. Dangshi 當 時 ， “at the moment，" usually implies the past， though it 
might mean the present. The poem would take on a rather different 
tone were we to translate the last line as follows : “it's just that at the 
moment 1 am already in a daze." Zhishi 只 是， “it's just that，" S0111的mes
has the sense of “right now." In short， this closing personal comment 
that seems so direct opens up a variety of possib山虹口， each of which 
would change the meaning， some包mes significantly so.  In most cases 
such d肌ursive lines are v而er句γ S位t仕f凶沮g拉htforw叫ard beca趴L肘e w巴 unde主sta且
the c∞ont胎ex泣t in wh趾ich t也he叮y a紅芷e made. This， howeve主， lS a statement 1n a 
daze. The one "clear" thing in 也is daze is that the couplet creates an in
terval between "at the 包me" (the丘 or now) and a relative future when 
出e feelings of the past will or rnight become "remembrance ." The 
voice seems to be speaking from some intermediate stage in that inter
val (unless we take the last li自 as present) 

The lines also seem to suggest some similarity between "remem 
brance，" zhuiyi 追憶， and the daze， perh叩s in the sense that both in 
volve the element of blurringJ2 As we move backward to the sixth line， 
we have a further context for 出e motif of blurring， the scene of mist 
rising at Indigo Fields (Lantian) . If Li Shangyin knew and had in rnir吐
出e quotation from Dai Shulun cited by Sikong Tu， this was a figure for 
poetic representa位on. What Dai Shulun described as a “scene，'γz慰 景
。特'za 之hij何 詩 家 之 景 ， “位le scene a poet creates") ，  is picked up in the 
next line as “these feelings，" “mood，" qing 情 . The basic terms of later 
poe包cs are already here， one moving into the 0也er.

There is a poetics implicit here， crossing easily from poetic repre
sentation to memo月1 to immediate feeling. It is a poe位cs of blurriness， 

72. A good example 叫 “În a daze，" wangran 惘 然 ， used in recollection is found in 
Bai Ju戶， “Pei Fi、r 裴 五 (225弦; Zhu 894) . Li Shan悍的 commentators and modern 
lexicography often interpret wangran as a blur or con臼SIO日， shifting from the subject's 
mental state， a “daze" out of distre凹， to an uncertainty and blurring of mental represen 
tations. This is probably due to the context here; indeed， Hal1J'u dacidian cites 出s line as 
the 且rst use of wangran in this sense 
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in which obscurity of representa位on corresponds to the daze of 
immediacy-whether such “immediacy" is 由at of present passion or 
intense memory. Such a poe位cs well describes many of Li Shangyin's 
most famous poems . As mist detaches objects from a cohere叫 ground
and makes them appear blurred and isolated， this poe包cs detaches 
scenes in lines from a ground， whether it be a representa包onal spa包al
ground or a narra包ve ground. They become fragments， set adrift， 
which imply a whole and draw their intensity from the implied whole. 
In the end， Li Shangy凶's claim is that such a “blur" is how they were 
experienced immediately. The poem reproduces the state of mind it 
describes .  

If we turn back to the first coupl仗， the beginning of the fram亡， we 
be學n to see how the poem functions . We cannot know what the “bro 
cade zither" represents .  We can， however， describe how it is repre 
sented. The poet counts the strings and seems to suggest precise corre 
sponde叮叮 (just as he suggested an exact cοrrespondence between an 
event and an elusive poetic image in “The Drug's Transforma吐ons") .
Next we notice that he tells us that such exac包tude 屯的 no reason，" 
“just happens [to be s斗 " wuduan 無 端 . In music the capacity to evoke 
feeling derives from each string and the posi包on of each peg; but in 
music the sounds of the individual strings work together and blur into a 
whole. Most of all， the opening couplet establishes the distance of re� 
membrance that is invoked again in the final couplet. 

The scenes of the rniddle couplets must be figures for the memories 
invoked， just as music poems often describe a series of scenes the mu� 
sic evokes .  Both lines of the second couplet are scenes of metamorpho� 
sis . Although the butterfly of Zhuang Zhou's dream is not e芷otic， the 
butterflies of Tang poetry were， especially in conjunction with mi 述，
“to be lost in，" “go astray." The figure of Emperor Wang as a cuckoo 
suggests sexual transgression and regret. Considering the direct refer 
ences to adultery and the language of secrecy in many of Li Shangyin's 
poems， we cannot disrniss this aspect of the image of Emperor Wang. 
Reading the lines of the couplet in parallel， as we normally do， we have 
oppositions of straying and repentance， happiness and pain. 

One who drinks wine in dream may weep in the dawn. One who weeps in 
dream may go off on a hunt with the coming of dawn. But while 也ey are still 
dreaming， they know not that 出ey dream. In their dreams they may even read 
the meaning of dreams witrun dreams. But only after waking do they know it 
was a dream 

?iift!'
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The 仕ansition to the third couplet， the “turn，" is beautifully handled. 
To men包on Emperor Wang as cuckoo immediately evokes the 
cuckoo法 “tears of blood." The repressed tears appear in the third cou� 
plet in a different g也S亡， presen也19 a double etiology of pearls as the 
tears of mermen and appearing in oysters with the full moon， the sym 
bolic doubles of the moon. The opposition between "ocean" and 
“fields" sugges臼 cosmic changes .  Pearls were also a common image for 
beautiful lines of poetry (as well as notes of music) . Taken together， 出E
lines of the third couplet suggest distance and another kind of trans 
formation， namely， that of experience into poetry 

We do not know who placed “Brocade Zither刊 as the first poem in 
Li Shangyin's works ; its fame may partly be due to its placement there. 
The poem deserves its fame. Those who interpret the poem as Li 
Shangyin's preface to the poet可 collection may be going too far， but 
the poem does seem to address  the rel甜on between experience and 
poet可 in a memorable and unique way. 

Titles 

The Qing and modern commentators have long recognized that poems 
whose titles are the first 即o characters of the text are basically of the 
same kind as the “left un包tled" poems. Compare the following two 
poems， the 位tle of the first being its first two characte叫 “Yesterdav，"
and the second， a famous “Left Un包tled，" beginning with “Last Night." 

李 商 隱， 昨 日

昨 日 紫姑神去也

今 朝 青 鳥 使來蜍

Li Shangyin， Yesterday73 
Yesterday the goddess 

the Violet Maid left 
trus morning the bluebird messenger 

delays to come. 
No chance for words to be spoken， 

we divided aga凹，
rarely reaching union/ f，叫lness

supplies reproachf1叫 sighs.
On the sixteenth in the moon's orb 

the Toad's outline is broken， 

未 容 言 語還分散

少 得 圓 圓 足 怨 堂

二八 月 輪蟾影破

n 29460; JijZe 1759; Ye (1985) 398; Zhou 257. 
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十 三 絃 柱雁行斜 the thirteen string pegs 
are a 山le of geese  aslant 

After the bell of daybreak， 
what further occurred? 

smiling she rested against 
plum blossoms by the wall. 

The Violet Maid was the Goddess of the Pri可， originally a concubine 
mistreated by the primary wife and assigned the chore of cleaning the 
prr可T. Some accounts claim she simply died there. One account speci
fies that she was murdered there by a j ealous first wife on the fifteenth 
day (full moon) of the first month， wruch became her festival. The 
bluebird was the messenger of the Queen Mother of the West， an
nouncing the goddess's impending visit to Emperor Wu of the Han. 
What do these two allusions have to do with one another? We do not 
know， but we find them together again in the opening lines of one of 
the longer poems entitled 

平 明 鐘後更何事

笑 倚牆邊梅樹花

奇 靄 逢仙跡
蒼 茫 滯 客途
何年歸 碧 落
此路 向 皇 都
消 息 期 青 在
逢迎異 紫姑

A far blur of haze， 1 found an immortal's 佐証ces，
in a vast expanse the traveler's course delayed. 
What year did she return to the Biluo heavens� 
this road goes toward the royal capital. 
For news， one expects the bluebird messenger， 
a recep臼on differing from that of Violet Maid. 

Quite possibly we have here a private set of identifications-though in 
“Yesterday" it may simply be a way of saying that “yesterday" was the 
fifteenth of the first month. 

The middle couplets play on union and separation， playing on 出E
word tua咚yuan 圓 圓 ， referri時 both to the union of those parted and the 
fullness of the moon (the fifteenth) . The lovers appear to have been 
together on the fifteenth but were unable to speak-hence 也e sighs of 
reproach or disappointment. On the sixteenth fullness and union are 
broken. The trurteen pegs belo月 to the zither (。何 箏)， and the asso
ciation with a line of wild geese may su韶est travel or the character 
“one" 一 ， suggesting solitude. 

We assume that the last couplet refers to the woman-though how 
he would know trus and why she was smiling remain enigmatic. The 

74- 29417; ]i;ïe 1683; Ye (1985) 365; Zhou 49 . 
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one trung we know is  that with plum blossoms trus mee包ng was indeed 
on the fifteenth of the first month， the anniversaη of the murder of the 
Violet Maid. 

The following poem， one of Li Shangyin' most famous， is “Left Un
titled"; but the sim且arities with "Yesterday，" 之uon 昨 日 ， are such that 
we would not be surprised were it entitled “Last Night，" zuoye 昨 夜 .

李 商 隱 ， 無題
Li Shangyi日， Left Untitled75 

Las t nigh t' s s tars， 
last night's wind， 

the western side of the painted mansion， 
east of the cassia hall. 

For bodies， no wings in paired ilight 
of the par包 colored phoenix; 

for hearts， one point running through 
the magic rhino horn.76 

The hook passed across  the table， 
the spring也ne ale warm，77 

divided in teams， guessing what was covered， 
the waxen lamp shone red.78 

Alas that 1 heed the drumbeat 
and go off to my official duties， 

galloping my horse to Orchid Terrace， 
the likes of a rolling 囚mbleweed.79

昨 夜 星 辰 昨 夜風

畫 樓 西 畔桂堂求

身 無彩鳳雙 飛 翼

心 有 靈 犀 一 點通

隔 座送鉤春 酒 暖

分 曹 射覆蠟燈紅

空差余聽鼓應 官 去

走 馬 蘭 臺 類 轉 蓬

75. 2920月 ]i;Ze 389 ;  Ye (198 5) 136; Zhou 94. For a longer dis凹SSlon， S自 Stephen
Owe叫 “The Difficulty of Pleasure，" Ex.的朋 orient/軒的'me occz，如此o (1998) :  24-26 

76. Th呻吟M 通 犀 is the centtal core of rhino hom. The play here is on the mutual 
commuru臼tion of he虹白 兩 心 相 通

77- “Hiding the hook，" 叫zg gou 藏鉤， was a drinking game. A.c∞f也19 ω Zh凹，
但ams s白白d across from one another would pass a hook concealed in the hand back 
and forth， and the opposing team had to guess where the hook was. Presumably the 
spring ale was the drin垣ng forfeit 

78 . Tbis game is referred to in the biography of Dongfang Shuo. Some object would 
be bidden under a cup， and the par包cipants would have to guess what it w自 Feng and 
several other ∞mmentaωrs 1n臼rpret tbis as L watcbing a group of women play rather 
than participa包ng bimself. 

79 . Some editions have duan 斷 instead of 主buan 轉 The Orcbid Terrace was a 
name for the imperial 1ibrary. The same term has been used for the Censorate. Feng 
Hao insis岱 that h口e lt 主efers to the libra可 Tbis wo叫d date 吐le poem to 8斜， when Li 
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Commentators here differ as to whether this is simply an erotic 
poem or 五gures the poet's relation to prince or pa甘on under the 
guise of the erotic . There is， however， general agreement that on one 
level the poem is erotic. It should be pointed out that commentators 
like Feng Hao and Ji Yun， often strongly disposed to finding 五gura包ve
references， take this as Li watching a party of house concubines or of 
singing girls .  

There can be no doubt that this is a more considerable poem than 
“Yesterday，" with the tension of the lovers being together but unable to 
communicate. Like "Yesterday，" the situation is not difficult to under
stand， but it appeals to private knowledge shared with another person， 
from which the reader is excluded， except by his power of inference 
The form of the two poems is strikingly simil泣， which strongly sug 
gests that the “Left Untitled" poems and those whose titles are the first 
two characters are merely distinct titling conventions for poems that are 
essentially of the same 垣nd.8日

The issue of titles is a significant one. There are poems in the collec
tion that could easily have been included among the “left untitled，" but 
that have occasional titles that contextualize the reading and often dis
pel the myste叮 that gives poems “left untitled" much of their force 
Consider the following as “Left Untitled" or “In the Grotto": 

洞 中 屐 響 省 分 攜

不 是 花迷客 自 迷

珠樹重行憐 藹 翠

玉 樓雙舞美鵲雞

蘭 迴 舊 蕊緣屏綠

椒綴新香 和 壁 泥

Clogs' echoes in the grotto， 
infer the parting of ways; 

it is not that flowers lead him astray， 
the traveler strays on his own. 

Pearl trees' layered lines， 
feel for the kingfisher， 

in the jade mansion dancing in pairs 
envy the storks . 

The orchid brings back its former buds 
alo日g the green screen， 

the pepper compounds a fresh scent 
mixed with the plaster walls. 

was a Proofreader in the libr叫 Compare the similar ending of 29392 Uijie 401; Ye 

[198什 339)
80.  Although “Brocade Zither" is often treated as a significant 包tle， it is another ex

ample of 包tling a poem based on the first two characters. 

唱 盡 陽 關 無 限 疊

半杯社黨J求頗黎
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Sing "Yang Pass" all the way to the end， 
countl巳ss stanzas， 

a half cup of pine needles 
in frozen lapis lazuli 

40I 

The vague丘ess of the translation here attempts (very imperfectly) to re 
produce the indeterminacy produced in the poe包c language when there 
is no circumstantial context. In this form we have a wonderfully myste 
rious and obscure poem. Unfortunatelj九 however， the poem was not 
“left untitled." 

李 商 隱， 飲席戲贈 同 舍
Li Shangyin， At a Drinking Party， Playfully Given to a Colleague81 

洞 中 屐 響 省 分 攜 Clogs' echoes in the bedroom 
lets me infer that you are par包ng，也

不 是 花迷客 自 迷 it is not that the “自owers" led you astr呵，
you led yourself astray 

5朱樹重行憐 藹 翠 In the m叫tiple lines by the pearl trees 
you fancied the kingfisher， 

玉樓雙舞美鵑雞 in paired dancing in the j ade mansion 
you envied the s torks 

蘭 迴 舊 蕊緣屏綠 The orchid brings back its forme主 buds
through the green screen， 

椒綴新香 和 壁 泥 the pepper compounds a fresh scent 
mixed with the plaster walls .  

唱 盡 陽 關 無限 疊 She sings “Yang Pass" all the way to the end， 

半 杯 松 葉 J泉頗黎
countless  stanzas-

a half cup of pine needles 
in frozen lapis lazuli.83 

We know the poem describes a drinking party and is meant for a col 
league. Dong 洞 ， 益的t translated literally as “grotto，" can be a poeric refer
ence to 也e bedroom; now we know that it is indeed the bedroom多 where
his colleague is taking leave of a courtesan. We know who is parting and 
who the “guest" or “client" is . 內的thout 出is context the ke 客 ， translated 

81. 29肘; ]i;ïe 1304; Ye 54 
82 “Bedroom" is “grott口" in the first translation， sugg岱ting the dwe山ng of immor 

tals， and by e主tensio且， courtesans 
83. Pine needles were added to ale. The lapis lazuli (0主 glass) is the material used to 

fashion the ale cup. 
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contextually as “you，" could easily be a poetic “traveler" 叫 “sojourner.")
Without the occasiona1 tide， the second line becomes a beautifu1 genera1 
statement; with the tide it is mere teasing. The middle coup1ets， 
hopeless1y obscure if this were “Left Untided，" clear1y refer to the 
courtesans and their quarters . 任ndeed， the 出ird line seems to sug
gest that his colleague chose his 哥伊r1， the芯E “冗k垣1峙fisher， 鬥 from severa1 
rows of available women.) As “Left Untided" we would read the last 
couplet in much the same w旬， but the express1y p1ayfu1 tone changes the 
quality of the closing image of a ha1ιfinished cup of a1e . When provided 
with an occasiona1 context， the poem becomes remarkably trivialized. 
The best “Left Untided" poems are better than the abov亡， yet we must 
recognize that part of th副主 beauty derives from an absence of a circum 
stantial frame that lends the poem both myste叮 and indeterminacy人
Moreover， many words， such as do�忽 ("grotto叮 or ke (“traveler") ， are 
forced to serve a more specific reference (“bedroom，" “client") by 
such a circumstantial context. Another examp1e of how a tide can restrict 
and thus change the meaning of a poem that could easily be “Left Unti 
ded" is “A Companion Piece with Office Manager Han's 'Seeing a Palace 
Lady Entering a Daoist Nunnery， ' "  discussed earlier (see pp. 316-17) . 84 

Such poems lend a degree of credib山ty to the kind of scenarios that 
commentators have constructed around Li Shangyin's hermetic po
ems一although it is credibility 0吋 in kind and 口ot in particulars. The 
occasional tide is the counterpart of the inte中re位ve scenario-though in 
the cases above the scenarios are socia1 j eux d'esprit rather than passio位
ate attachments or politica1 sa世es. Were we to construct a tide of the 
form “A P1ayfu1 Companion Piece for . . ." for the famous “Left Unti
ded" (“Last nig址's 砌rs"
rather dramatically， with a “you" as the subject thr。可hout and a teasing 
tone. If the absence of tides in the “Left Untided" poems were indeed an 
instance of mere editoria1 accident-poems pres盯ed on pieces of note 
paper without notation of occasion-then we wou1d possib1y have a 
great body of poetry emer.伊19 out of historical misunderstanding. 85 

8{. See also 293 57-5日 (]ijie I74; Ye [I98 5) 289; Zhou 37) . We would read these very 
differently if they were “Left Untitled" rather than “Companion Pieces for a Friend's 
'Sent Playfully' " 和友人戲贈.

的. Modern scholars prefer to view the “Left Untitled" poems as a kind of poet勾
rather th姐 姐 editorial r臼po立se to poems without titles . Thus， we have examples 凶也
292I6 (]iþe 話; Ye [I98 5] I5I) ， in which a poem originally joined wi也 ano也er plece as 
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While this might well be true in some cases， we can see from other 
poems that do have occasional tides that Li Shangyin did indeed em 
ploy a poe包cs of mystery purposefully. One excellent example 1S 
'Again Stopping By the Goddess's Shrine，" discussed earlier (see 

PP. 33I-33) . 
In some cases we find speci位cs that 1end a degree of credibility to 

some of the figurative interpreta包0日s.

李 商 隱 ， 中 元 作
Li Shangyin， Written o n  Zho日訪司�an (7.I 5)86 

絡 節 飄軾 宮 國 來 Crimson standards flappi月，
they came to the palace，87 

中 元 朝 拜上}清青迴 P戶且叩}戶司ng dawn c印ourt respe氏ct臼s 0∞n zhongy叫1
t由he叮y r閃E印rn tωO 由e Uppe叮r Cαla位削n叭叮'.

羊權量在得金條脫 Although Yang Quan got 
a golden bracelet，88 

j孟啥終虛玉鏡臺 Wen Qiao's jade mirror stand 
was ultimately in v剖n.89

曾 省 驚 目民 間 雨 過 1 0日ce startled a\Á叫ce from sle中，
hearing the ra凹's passage，90 

“Left Untitled" is disjoined by Ye and Jijie and renamed “Title Lost" 失 題 because it is 
thematically incongruous with the image of the “Left Untitled" poems. 

86. 29366. Sεe the following commentafÍes: Jijie 1706; Ye (198 5) 304; Zhou 84. The 
fifteenth day of the sevemh month (Zhongyuan) was the Ullambana Festival 孟 蘭 盆，
for feeding 出e hungry ghosts. There were ceremonies in 由e ciry as well as i日 出e palace 

87. This is the reading and im呻白白白on followed by Jijie. D叫做 出e troubled us← 
age of gongg1io 宮 圈 ， lt rεads better with the next line. Jijie inte中rets this as palace 
women who have become Daoist nuns retu主血壇 的 出e palace for the festiyal. Zhou 
Zhenfu reads the variant kong g1iO 空 圓 ， “ [they come] emp中ng 也e capital." 

88 . The reference is to the story of the goddess Elühua (see pp. 329�30) ， who left a 
bracel仗， a tzaotuo 條脫， as a ß1丘 when she visited Yang Quan. The tiaotuo (variously 
written) is mentioned as a love-gi丘 in PO Qin's 仟Pligh包ng Troth" 定情詩

89 . Shishuo xi哩)lu 偎XVII.9) tells how Wen Qiao， an important statesman of the 
Eastern Jin， was given the task of finding a husband for the daughter of a distant rela一
位on. Wen took a fancy to the girl himself. He c1aimed to have found a prospective hus 
band 且nd gave a j ade mirror stand as surery. Later it turned out that he himself was 出e
groom. 

90. This seems to refer to the sexual encounter with the goddess of \'Vu Mountain 
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不 知迷路為 花 開

有城未抵瀛 洲 遠

青 在如何鳩 鳥 媒

Li Shat在'，Yzn

1 strayed from the road unawares 
because of flowers blooming.9 1  

The Y ou�Song is not so far away 
的 Yingzhou，

how can the Bluebird be 
the venom←owl matchmaker? 92 

We have one clear occasional reference-a visit to the palace for the 
Ullambana Festival-and one general thematic reference←a promised 
liaison that did not come to fruition. The last couplet alludes to a pas� 
sage m 也e Li Sao: 

覽 相 觀於 四 極兮
周 流 乎 天余 乃 下
草 瑤 臺 之但是兮
見 有 城之俠女
吾令鵡為媒兮
鵡告余 以 不 好
雄鳩之鳴逝兮
余 猶 惡 其仇巧

1 let my gaze sweep over all 也e world's ends， 
1 roamed throughout s旬， then 1 came down 
1 viewed the surging crest of a terrace of on戶，
there saw a rare woman， the You�Song's daughter 
1 bade the venom�owl make match between us， 
and the venom�owl told me she was not fair 
Early summer's dove�cock went away singmg， 
and 1 still loathe its petty wiles .  

The standard figura包ve interpretation of the Li Sao passage has Qu 
Yuan seeking a worthy prince who will appreciate his merit and take 
him as his minister. The “venom-owl" represents the bad matchmaker 
who ruins the chance of such a meeting. Indeed， in the Tang the patro日
who would introduce an aspirant to those in power was treated as a 
matchmaker. This led some early interprete白， such as Hu Yimei， to in 
terpret the poem as referring to the poet's hopes for a position and 
their frustration by some 也 intentioned intermediary 

Later commentators generally rej ected this interpretation b巴cause lt 
f似led to account for the specificity of the first couplet， which refers to 
a visit to court on the occasion of the Ullambana Festival. This was， 
moreov缸， an 1nner Court ceremony， so the participants would be 
women with court connections. Combined with the reference to . the 

91 . Perhaps to match the reference to the godd凹s ofWu Mountain in the preceding 
line， this is taken to refer to Liu Chen and Ruan Zhao mee口吐g the two goddesses on 
Mount Tiantai (see pp. 325-29) 

92. Yingzhou was one of 出e isles of the immortals in the Eastern Ocean. Presuma 
bly the Bluebird messenger could reach such a distant place (see p. 392) . For the daugh 
ter of the Y ou�Song and the venom�owl， see later discussion 
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Daoist heaven， the Upper Clarity， commentators make the reasonable 
inference that these were court women turned Daoist nuns who were 
V1Sl位ng the court on 也1S occasion 

This circumstance， combined with the failed love match， yields one 
of the favorite interpretive scenarios: Li Shangyin's love for a court lady 
turned Daoist nun. Jijie has Li Shangyin seei時 her returning from the 
court ceremo日y and recalli日g their past relationship . The second stanza 
clearly suggests that although at one point both had agreed to be lovers 
(the goddess gives a bracelet; the man gives a j ade mirror stand) ， the 
woman did not keep her promise. The third couplet suggests that they 
did have a sexual liaison， but that it passed f1eetingly and could not be 
recovered. 1n the final couplet the poet seems to blame some interme� 
diary for 出e failu主e of 也e relationship . Earlier we have seen the Blue 
bird leading the way to Penglai. Yingzhou was its companion isle of 
immortals， but in this poem the beloved is not that far away. 

1n this case the evidence of the poem makes such an interpretation 
not only plausible but probable on some level， though refinements to 
the scenario-such as Jijie's explanation that the poet sees 出e woman 
returning from the ceremony and recalls the past-remain merely plau
sible . The phrase “probable on some level" refers only to the gene主al
scenario: we assume that Li Shangyin himself is the implied male in the 
relationship， but it could easily be someone else (in which case the sub� 
j ect of the third couplet would be “he" or “you") . Here we might recall 
"A Companion Piece with Office Manager Han's ζSeeing off a Palace 
Lady Entering a Daoist Nun丘ery' " (see pp. 316-17) .  Another question 
is whether such an interpreta包on (a love affair with a Daoist nu吋 can
be generalized and applied to poems using sirnilar images ，  such as the 
“Left Untitled" ("Having a time to meet is hard") ， discussed 泊。而， or
the version (“That you would come was emp可1 words") to be discussed 
below. Very sirnilar image句， howev缸 is used in social j eux d'esprit. 
The best we can say is that there is a discourse of love in Li Shangyin's 
poetry that is some包mes grounded in circumstance by the title or by the 
text itself， but that this discourse moves among many possible circum� 
stances and， as seems to be 出e case in "Yan Terrace，" may be purely 
poetic play at the language of romance.  

Some of the h巳rmetic poems seem quite private and have an intensit于
that cannot easily be dissipated by a speculative occasional circum 
stance， whether an exege位cal scenario or an imagined title. A number 
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of commentators have taken the following poem as referring to Linghu 
Tao. As we argued earli仗， any survey of contempora可 poems ad
dressed to patrons (of which there are many) leads to the conclusion 
that if Li Shangyin had sent this to Linghu Tao， the poem would have 
sounded very strange indeed. Whe丘 seeking favors from a patron， th巴
last 出ing a poet wanted was to sound stra口ge﹒

來 是 空 言 去 絕蹤

月 斜樓上五更鐘

夢 �遠 剎 啼難喚

書被催 成 墨 未 濃

蠟 照 半籠金 藹 翠

屬'1:、微度繡 芙 蓉

李 商 隱， 無題 四 首
Li Shangyin， Left Untitled (first of four)的

That you wo叫d come was empty wor血，
you left without a trac巴 94

the moon slants down past the upper stor句，
the fifth watch bell. 

Dreamed of a distant parting， 
crying couldn't summon，95 

a letter was has址.y finish咕，
ink only half thickened. 

Light from wa丈 candle half encloses 
golden kingfishers;96 

aroma of musk faintly crosses 
embroidered lotuses 97 

93. 2920)-8; ]ijie 1467; Ye (198 )) 139; Zhou 200 
94. Wa時 Biqiang interprets the first four 出es as a dream scene， with the wa凶19

from dream occurring only in 也e latter half. Chen Y ongzheng attempts ω resolve the 
problem posed by 也e first line by sugges包ng that on臼 she le丘， she did not come again. 

9) .  Early editions have huan 換 rather than huan 喚 This sensible emendation is uni 
versally accep吋.

96. The golden 凶ngfishers are probably embroidered on 出e b吐 凹rtains. In 口的 of
his Pusa man Wen Tingyun refers to gilded paintings on gauze: "painted gauze， gold∞ 
凶19fishers" 畫 羅 金 蓊 翠 . Without giving any reason， Ye argues 也at this is a golden 

蚵ngfish位 painted on a gl的s lamp 
97. There is 叫e di呵間m削 a衍S tωO 執w咐柚咐y赴治扭加he恤1咒間吋E仗t

be吐ddin呵1喀g o倪r t也he be吋d c凹urtains. Th 巴 use of “叮cros臼se吭5丸，" d枷W 度， s叩ug銘ge臼st臼S t出he b 巴吋d cu叫rtωa叫m叫1芯吭S丸3 站
m t加he c印ou叩plet仗 of X氾laωo G臼2缸組n呵1喀g'ρ3沾S “Un吋 cla站ssified刊 雜詠 (Lu Qinli 1970) : "The gauze bed 
cur側的 are not the sea's waters， / but how cau one tell before αossing?" 羅 惟 非 海水，
那得度前知 Chen Y ongzheng su能ests that musk was used 的 S臼口t bedding as well as 
clothes， impl戶ng that 出is is a m缸k of s回tus rath位 than gender， an interpretation re
quiring further research. 

劉 郎 已 'f良蓬 山 遠

更 隔 蓬 山 一 萬 重
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Y oung Liu already hated how far 
Penglai Mountain was，98 

on the other 到de of Penglai Mountain 
are ten thousand ridges more 
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This famous poem is a perfect example of the equipoise of urgency 
and concealment that animates the best of Li Shangyin's poems . The 
discursive situation， moreover， is beautifully recapitulated in this poem 
about wor血， writing， and significant traces that are hard to read . The 
apparent straightforwardness of the opening lS deceptive: we do not 
know if the person ac印ally did not come， came only in dream， or did 
indeed come physically (her departu主e making it seem as if she had not 
come at all) . Each of the possibilities is partially confirmed in one of 
the lines that follow. The uncertain臼es presented to the reader re-enact 
the uncertainties of the speaker. 

In the second line we find the speaker awake during the last part of 
night， sugges吐ng that he spent the night wai位ng. The second couplet， 
however， begins with a meeting in dream， seen only in its aftermath， 
with the beloved fleeting away and the speaker unable to call the be 
loved back. We are， of cour況， uncertain if the speaker was asleep and 
this was a real dream or if there was a real parting that now seems like a 
dream. 任f the beloved had said she would come， it would have been 
rather ungallant to fall asleep .) Next we have a letter， desperate words 
written in urgency. The ink was ground too quickly in the speaker's 
haste， so the written words are pal亡， as if fading. Again， we cannot read 
the wor血， only their urgency. This is in many ways the allego月' of such 
poems: we cannot read the message itself， only the fact 出at it is terriblv 
1mportant. 

98 ‘'Y oung Liu" may refer to Liu Chen 劉晨， who， 的ge白白 \vith Ruan Zhao 阮 肇 ，
met two goddesses while picking he主bs in the Tiantai Mountains. Staying there for what 
seem吋 o叫y a half y且已 when 出ey left they dis∞ve記d that seven generations had 
passed in the human world. This was a standard poe包C 自gure for a love affair. In L He 
the phrase ''Y oung μu" 的 used for Han Wudi， whose futile quest for immortalitv 
would correspond ω seeking Pengl缸， one of the three isles of 也e immortals in 出e
Eastern Ocean (though Feng Hao， interpreting the poem as intendεd to win the favor 
of μnghu Tao， tak口 it as a reference 的 the Hanlin Aαdemy). With few excep凹的，
pre-mod臼n commentaωrs generally accepted Han Wudi as the referent， but ]ijie adds 
the Liu Chen 記feren自
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A bat brushes the curtaín sash， 
1 end up tossing and turning， 

a mouse overturns the window scre凹，
somewhat startled， wondering 

1 snuff the lamp and all alone 
talk with the lingering scent， 

st也 Slnglng unaware 
“Rise and Come by Night." 

蝙拂簾旋終展轉

鼠 翻 窗 綱 小 驚猜

背燈獨共餘香語

不 覺猶歌起夜來

Li S hangyin 

In the 也ird couplet the “eyes" of the poem turn to the bed 
where the lovers did or did not meet in body or in dream. We try to 
"read" the bed. We lmow that candles were placed inside the bed cur
tains ，  but we don't know whether this candle shines inside or outside 
the curtain. Only half the bed space is lit; the other half is in shadow， 
out of sight. The musk is something else. It may be true 也at 也is is not 

necessarily the mark of the beloved having been present， but its place 
ment in the poem is rughly sugges包ve， to the point that we wonder 
whether the beloved really was here and that trus is some remammg 
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Trus is a singularly beautiful poem that begins with locked gat口，
layer upon lay泣， like the folds of mountains beyond Penglai. The 
gates are covered in moss， never opened. Where the poet is standing 
is often important in Crunese poetry， but it is not clear here . The 
“halls deep witrun， tower remote刊 seem to lie bevond those locked 
gat白， but when the poet says “here 1 pace back and forth，" we 
don't know if he has magica11y been 甘ansported inside or is pacing 
back and forth in front of the blocked gates .  Chongrang House was the 
residence of Wang Maoyuan， 可rhere Li Shangyin should have had some 
access .  

1n Li Shangyin's poetry there is a close relationsrup between omni 
present blockage and reading traces or evidence. Tong 通 ， to "get 
through，" is also to “understand." He reads the weather signs and the 
signs in the flowers， all pointing to the future . He seems still to be out 
Sl世， blocked and pacing in the cold of the 且rst month. But in the trurd 
couplet， 出E “turn" in regulated vers亡， he is suddenly insi缸， in b吐， still 
trymg to mte中ret signs-the movement of the curtain sash， the \\-i日
dow screen overturned-possible signs of the beloved coming， but 
signs that deceive. The poem began with a barrier that could not be 
crossed and now the poet is clearly looking for evidence. 

The poet puts out the lamp， and in the most 主emarkable moment in 
the poem “all alone he talks with the ling巳ring scent." 1n trus poem of 
such blocka阱， where did the scent come from that is now 可ngeríng"?
The reader knows someone was the仗， a woman. \'Ve don't know how 
long ago. Here we have a poet who talks to traces. He speaks in soli 
囚de to metonymies， wruch stand for the absent beloved. 

At last he becomes aware of what he did unawares， breaking into 
song， one whose title comes at last to a textual problem. The song or 
song words in the original version are ye qi!ai 夜 起 來 ? “níght rise 
come，" wruch is changed in the exege包cal tradition to the phrase \vith 

trace. 
Just as we are blocked from knowledge throughout the course of the 

poem， so the poem ends， first with a simple but vast distance， 吐len

finding ten thousand more blocking folds of mountains beyond. 1n the 

ear恃 twentieth cen凹ry Wang Guowei was to describe a certain kind of 

song lyric as ge 隔 ， “blocked" or “on the other side of." Many of the 

lyrics in this category draw on the tradition of Li Shangyin's poet勾

Both the beloved and the situation to wruch the poem refers are out of 

sight and reach， beyond countless folds of mountains .  Yet as we stand 

and look， we believe that the beloved and the poem法 “meaning" can 

indeed be found there beyond those mountains 
1t is a poetry of barriers and partially legible traces or uncertainties . 

The themes of these poems always return in the poetics of the poems. 

The poet does poe位cally what he says， and the reader is drawn into the 

poet' s intensi句， rus uncertain句， and rus inab山ty to reach or hold onto 

what is sought. 

李 商 隱 ， 正 月 崇 讓 宅
Li Shangyin， First Month at Chongrang House99 

密 鎖 重 關 掩綠 苔 Locked up tig恥， barred gate on ga仗，
cased in green moss， 

hallways deep within， tower remot亡，
here 1 pace back and forth 

1 know beforehand the wind w山 nse，
a halo around the moon; 

and still the dew is too cold， 
the flowers have not yet bloomed. 

99. 29 574; Ji;ie 13 54; Ye (198 5) 504 

廊i家 閻 迴此徘徊

先知風起 月 合 暈

尚 自 露寒花 未 開
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precedent qi ye !ai 起夜來， “rise night come."l∞ We do日't know why Li 
Shangyin began singing unawares-though we know that if he sang 
these words or this song without realizing it， it was ve叮 important. The 
words can be parsed in various ways in their different arrangements， 
but perhaps in this case alone we should simply read the individual 
words: “by 也g恤， rise up， come." These are the words for someone at 
night listening for sounds that might signal someo凹's approach and 
someone who talks to a fading scent from someone who seems to have 
once come to his bedroom by night 

It is useful to read these poems-with the poet in a bedroom， try 
ing to read the signs and 位aces-alongside the following quatrain， 
in which the beloved's possible visit does not seem to be in question. 
The poem evokes the same aura of myste叮 without suggesting a sce 
nario against which to read 出e mysteη The traces are mere accident， 
meaning nothing. 

三 更 三 點 萬 家 眠

露欲為 霜 月 墮 煙

門 鼠 上床蝙蝠 出

玉 琴 時 動倚窗 絃

李 商 隱， 夜半
Li Shangyin， Midnight1 01 

Third fifth of the third watch， 
thousands of homes asleep， 

the dew is ready to turn to fro泣，
the moon is shedding mist 

Quarreling mice climb onto my bed， 
the bats come out， 

on the jade zither at 也nes there stir 
strings by the window. 

The hermetic poems of Li Shangy程1 ultimately cannot easily be con
tained in any simple exege包cal structure﹒ It is true that he uses the same 
language for very trivial occasional pieces as well as for poems that 
seem to be much more personal. Sometimes we cannot tell the differ 
ence beyond accidents of titling; but in other cases we can. In the best 
poems the recurrent thematic concerns are inseparable from the unique 
form of presentation: the poet who claims to be in a daze writes in a 

IOO. Both versions occur elsewhere. 
101.  29255; Jijie I973; Ye (I985) I89 
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daze; 也e poet who cannot “get through" writes a poe吋 that tries 
t。 “get through" to us but cannot because of layers of blod呵e
mountains in folds， barred gates， textual obscurities . 鳴也且e many other 
things are gifts of form or the accidents of history， this poetry is the gift 
of a unique mind. 



歷 覽 前 賢 國 與 家

成 由 勤儉破 由 奢

何須就珀 方為枕

豈得珍珠始是車

T W E LV E  

Li Shangyin 
The History Poems 

李 商 隱， 詠史
Li Shangyin， On  History1 

1 have read of all former worthies， 
of their families and domains， 

success came from earnestness and restraint， 
f叫n came from excess .2 

What need must it be amber 
before one can have a p山OW?3

why should one have to have pearls 
in order to have a carriage?4 

1. 29200; Jijie 347; Ye (1985) 可4; Zhou 102. 
2. Han Fe縛� 5hig.ω 十過: You Yu 由 余 was sent 0日 a diplomatic mission to Qin， 

where Duke Mu asked why rulers gained or lost their domains .  You Yu replied: “They 

always gain it by restraint a出 lose it by exc口s" 常 以 儉得之， 以 奢 失 之 -
3 . There are several amber pillows mentioned i n  the historical record. Zhou Zhenfu 

and Ye cite the most famous example of the amber pillow included in the gifts to Zhao 
Feiyan when she became empress﹒ This best fits the context. prefers an allusion to 
another amber p山ow presented as a tribute gift to Song Wudi. On his campaign north， 
Wudi learned that amber could heal wounds made by weapons and ordered that the pil
low be broken up and distributed to his generals . Jijie clearly int呻rets the line as an ex
ample of frugality and restraint. 

4. 5hi jÎ， Tian Jing<f:!ong Wan shijïa 回 敬 仲 完 世 家 ﹒ Ki可 Wei of Qi met the king of 

Liang， who boasted that although his domain was small， he had huge pearls to adorn 

the princely carriages .  King Wei of Qi responded 伽t his treasures were of a different 
sort and began enumera凶19 his advisers， whose “light shone a thousand leagues ." 

運去 不 逢 青 海 馬

力 窮難拔 蜀 山 蛇

幾人 曾 預 南 薰 曲

終 古 蒼梧哭翠華

The History Poems 

Fate's cycle wanes， one does not find 
Kokonor hors白

strength runs out， one cannot pull up 
the snake in Shu's mountains . 6  

How many men could ever anticipate 
the song of the aromatic south wind?-7 

at Cangwu for eternity 
they weep for the king且sher bunting.8 
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In many ways “On History" represents the sober ideal of the “poem on 
history，" yongshi shi 詠 史 詩. From the experience of reading such 
poems one should derive finely phrased lessons， distilled from the 
poet's own reading， about the successes and failures of rulers . The les
son lS repe包包ve and stated baldly in the second line: earnestness and re
straint bring success ，  while excess brings 口且in. Although Li Shangyin 
does mention several posi位ve examples here， he as well as most poets 
prefer to comment on excess and attendant r山n. In some cases Li 
Shangyin does precisely what he is supposed to do， offering examples 
and passing judgments without ambivalence. The problem is that ex 
cess，  described sumptuously and with a certain investment of poe也c IQ
terest， tends to have the diametrically opposite effect from the one 
puta包vely intended. This fact had long been understood in the Chinese 
tradition一位 least as far back as the late Western Han writer Yang 
Xiong， who commented on Emperor W甘s court poet Sima Xiangru's 

5 . 5ui shu， Xiyu 之.huan 西 主或傳.: At the onset of winter the Tu，九lhun people of Koko 
nor place a mare on an island in Kokonor to "get 出ε dragon seed." The rεsulting colt 
is called a Kokonor Dapple. Ye thinks this reference is inco訂ect and takes the line as 
referring to the “horses of heaven" of Han Wudi's reign， which ceased to be sent to 
China when Han fortunes declined. Although Kokonor is not mentioned specificalh'， it 
is representative of this horse-producing region 

6. The reference here is to the story， found in several sources， of how the king of 
Qin promised five beautiful maidens in marriage to 出e king of Shu. The latter sent 趴.'e
strong men to fetch the VlOmen. In the mountains they came upon a huge snal止， 、1如ch
disappeared into a hole. When the 且ve men joined forces to pull it out， the mountain 
collapsed and the way between Qin and Shu was opened up .  

7. The “Sou出 Wind" was the name of a song played on a zither bγ Shun “The 
aroma of the south vrind / can release my people from 出eir woes" 南 風之 薰 兮， 可 以
解 吾 氏 之恆兮-

8 .  Shun was buried 位 Cangwu. The “kingfisher bunting" refers to banners in the 
royal regalia. 
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work: rather than “cri ti cizing，" )告月2 諷， lt “encourages，" quan 勸 ， the 
very behavior it was meant to prevent. For the reader resistant to his 
torica1 hom旬， iro月T becomes invisib1e; for the reader 100king for mora1 
1esso日s， irony can a1ways be found. As we have said， although some 
poems do pass unambiguous historica1 judgments， many on beguiling 
historica1 excess are willi月 to satisfy both kinds of reader一or the 
ambivalence of a sing1e reader.9 

Even though the poem above describes no begu出口g excess，  the 
poet goes awry in confronting one of the centra1 prob1ems for ethica1 
judgment on history. From the mora1 determinism of the seco吋 lin亡，
the third coup1et shifts to a motif that 100ks very much like inevitab1e 
decline: once fate mns out， strength is exhausted. From this point the 
poem moves to irrevocab1e 10ss :  Shun， the ve叮 embodiment of good 
government， can never return. 

Zhuge Liang-一出e favorite historica1 figure of Du Fu， the worthy 
rninister of the Shu-Han kingdom who tried to do his best at the wrong 
moment in history-reappears in Li Shangyin's  poems. We may con 
sider him beside Jiang Zong， 出e poet-rninister of the Last Ru1er of 
Chen， represen包ng excess ，  laxne的， and ineptitude. The kingdoms of 
both ministers fell; it seems to have made no difference that one was 
the best and the other the worst of po且tical advisers. “Fate's cycles" 
had mn out. Like Sima Qian in the famous “Biography of Bo Yi and 
Shu Qi，" Li Shangyin affirms the moral order of history but he knows 
history too well to believe that such a moral order actually works . 

Li Shangyin certainly knew Du Mu's famous “Poetic Exposi口on on 
Apang Palace，" which became famous when he was a child. Du Mu 
passed a simp1e judgment: the 10rds of the 嗜血 Kingdoms" of the War 
ring States brought ruin upon themselves through their own excess . 
Their conqueror， Qin， brought ruin on itself in turn through its own 
excess， embodied in Apang Pa1ace. The mora1 historian's judgment 
cou1d not be clearer. Consider Li Shangyin's quatrain on the Qin capita1 
at Xianyang. 

9 . In arguing that Li Shangy吐n often presents too beguiling an image of what he 
criticizes， I cliffer from virtually all Chinese critics， who find such poems unambiguously 
critical. See， e.g.， Liu Xuekai 劉 學 錯， Li S hangyin shige yanjiu 李 商 隱 詩歌研 究 (Hefei:
Anhui daxue chubanshe， 1998) ， 4�IO. 

咸 陽 宮 闕 鬱 磋峨

六 國 樓臺艷待羅

自 是 當 時 天 帝 醉

不 關 秦地有 山 河

The History Poems 

李 商 隱 ， 咸 陽
Li Shangyin， Xianyang1日

The palace towers of Xianyang 
swelled up looming， 

the Six Kingdoms' mansions and terraces 
were go主geous with filigree gauze. 1 1 

Obvious that in those days 
the Lord of Heaven was drunk 

it had nothing to do with the fact that Qin 
had such rivers and hills 1 2 
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Li Shangy凹's historica1 imagination noticed the pa1aces of those same 
10rds of the Six Kingdoms re-established in the Qin capita1 at Xianya時
If， as Du Mu suggest吐， Heaven was punishing the Six Kingdoms for 
their excess ，  it w且s a peculiar punishme凹， with simulacra of those ve月r
excesses transferred to Xianyang itself. The Lord of Heaven is sup 
posed to keep an eye on behavior down below on earth and mete out 
rewards and punishments . The Lord of Heaven seems to have been on 
the mark in punishing excess， but his system of rewards was inexplica
b1e. The only exp1anation is that the Lord of Heaven was dmnk一-the
supreme moral agency guilty of precisely the kind of excess that 10ses 
kingdoms on earth. The 包la1 line forces commentators to understand 
"rivers and hills" 的 the 1ess usua1 sense， though one atte吋 to in Jia 
Yi's famous essay entided “On the Excesses of Qin" 過秦論. Here the 
“rivers and hills" represent both the territory of the Qin 垣ngdom and 
its topographica1 advantag亡， which made it possib1e to attack others 
while withstanding all attacks against itse1f. In short， Li Shangyin ends 
by rej ec吐ng an amora1 ana1ysis of Q血's empirica1 advantages and af
firms the moral order of history， with the qualification 出at the divine 
agency in charge of mora1 enforcement was not on duty. 

Not on1y is the Lord of Heaven not on duty， but the poet as histori
cal moralist-the duty proclaimed in “On History"-often seems to be 

IO. 29126; ]:伊 1536; Ye (1985) 42; Zhou 267 
11 . \\7henever the First Emperor destroyed one of the domains ，  he had a copy of its 

palace built near Xianyang and fill吐 it with 出e beautiful women and treasures of the 
defeated feudal lord 

12. This may refer to Qi立法 essentiaI reIiance on its naturaI defens臼 to protεct and 
extend itself. 
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indecisive﹒ We have here a poetic version of the “subde words鬥 微 言
of Confucius， the model for all moral historians . Confucius's judgments 
in the ♀n;慰 and Autumn A仰als were supposed to have been made 
obliqu呦， through subde d叫ces of phrasing， but they were sub
sequendy made all too explicit by Han and later exegetes .  The problem 
is that when the poet plays this game， we are often uncertain as to the 
moral judgment 

The following poem deals with the fall of the Southern Qi， one of 
the “bad" Southern Dynasties .  

永壽 兵 來夜 不 扁

金蓮無復印 中 庭

梁 臺 歌 管 三 更 罷

猶 自 風搖九子鈴

李 商 隱， 齊 宮 詞
Li Shangy阻， Qi Palace Lyrics 1 3  

When soldiers came to Y ongshou Palace， 
that night it was unbarred;1 4 

never again would golden lotuses 
imprint the mid-courtyard. 1 5  

Song and piping on Liang Terrace 
ceased at the third watch， 1 6  

and still the wind was shak:ing 
the jiuzi bells . J 7 

Direcdy or indirecdy， the closing of a historical quatrain often contains 
the “point." Assuming that “Liang Terrace" does refer to the Liang 
dynasty， we can easily read the “judgment" of  the poem in two con
tradictory ways: either the Liang continued the excesses of the Qi， or 
it learned to stop its revelry at the third watch (mid也許t) ， with the 

13 . 29277; Jijie 1378; Ye (198 5) 209; Zhou 254 
坪. Y ongshou Palace was one of the three palace b山ldings 也at Qi Feidi had erected 

for Consort Pan 潘妃 When Xiao Yan， 出e founder of the Liang， attempted to over 

throw the Qi， two 世aitors left the palace gates open for the troops to enter the palace 

compound. The rebels caught Feidi in Hande Palace. suggests that Li Shangyin 

changed Hande to Y ongshou Palace in order to evoke associations with Consort Pan. 

The phrasing of the line suggests that the palace was left unlocked rather than the gates 

being opened by t凹的血， inlplying heedlessness 

15 . During the reign of Feidi， lotuses were made of gold and put in the ground. Feidi 

had Consort Pan walk on them 
的 官le palace compound of Jiankang was known as the Taicheng 臺域， the "Ter 

race City." Thus “Liang Terrace" here is taken as 也e Liang palace. 
17. Thejiu守 bells were 主emoved from a Buddhist temple for Consort Pan. sug 

g臼ts that 出is and the third line show that the Lang continued the excesses of the Qi. 
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continuing rin學ng of the jiu哼; bells ，  picking Up from the music， as a 
warning against excess that the Liang heeded. (Truly excessive revelry 
usually continues until dawn.) Reading the commentaries，  we 五nd that 
scholars often differ as to whether a par包cular passage contains praise 
or blame﹒ The Liang developed a bad reputation during its last few 
years . However， with the excep包on of this period， the dynasty was un 
der Liang Wudi， one of the longest reigning emperors in Chinese his
tory and anything but an indulgent sensualist. We earlier suggested that 
many of Li Shangyin's hermetic poems point to a specific referent while 
simultaneously hiding it. In the same w呵， the historical poems often 
point to moral judgment while leaving that judgment ambiguous. As we 
W山 see， when Li Shangyin is not ambiguous， he is often ambivalent. 

Li Shangyin's favorite historical topics were also the favorites of the 
age-in historical songs ， in “poems on history，" and in “meditations on 
the past" (h14a.伊 懷 古) . These were usually moments of  seductive ex
cess-albeit of different kinds and in different flavors . For example， 
ther巳 is the doomed sensuality of the Southern Dynasties and Sui and， 
earlier， of the Warring States kingdoms of \x怔 and Chu; the extraγa 
gance of Emperor Wu of the Han in his quest for the immortals and 
love of Lady Li， or the sto月T of Xuanzong and Lady Yang the Noble 
Consort. Li Shangyin also wrote on other， less common topics. He very 
much shared in the contempora勾 historical imagination， seen in poe包C
expositions (114) on historical topi叫 “meditations on the past，" and 
Wen Tingyun' s戶戶.

To those who knew the standard histories \叮叫到1y bv heart， Li 
Shangyin wove together perfecdy phrased moments into a reconfigura 
t10日 of a historical whole. The p1aces and the names were rich in asso 
ciations . To modern read亡的， Chinese as well as Weste凹， such allusive 
depth is transformed into footnot凹， which provide some context for 
educated Chinese readers but remain fragments of an unknown whole 
for most \'7estern readers 

T古e Last Ruler of Chen 

Let us try to frame the pieces of one such poem simply called “The 
Southern Dynasties ."  Though the tide is general， the poem focuses at
ten位on on the last dynasty， the Chen， and the Last Ruler of Chen. 
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玄 武 湖 中 玉 漏 催

雞鳴球 口 繡橘迴

誰 言 瓊樹朝 朝 見

不 及金蓮 步 步 來

敵 國 軍 營 漂 木梯

前 朝 神廟 鎖 煙 ;除

滿 宮 學 士 皆 顏 色

江令 當 年 只 費 才

Li Shangyin 

李 商 隱 ， 南 朝
Li Shangyin， The Southern Dynas包es1 8

On Xuanwu Lake the dripping 
of the jade water clock hurried on， 

at the mouth of Cockcrow Locks 
embroidered jackets re仙凹

Who claims that the "alabaster trees，" 
seen every morning at dawn， 

were no match for the golden lotuses 
that came with every step? 

From the camp of the enemy army 
chips of wood came drifting， 

the spirit temples of former reigns 
locked in soot from smoke 

The "scholars" 也at fi!led the palace 
were all fair of fa白，

in those years Director Jiang 
only wasted his talents .  

If you go to modern Nanjing (J加lkang) ， destro}吋 and rebuilt many 
恤n口， Xuanwu Lake is still very much in evidence. N ow a city pa此， lt 
was the site of imperial excursions in the Southern Dynasties . Connect 
ing the lake with the Qi吋mai River were the Cockcrow Locks， so 
named because Emperor Wu of the Southern Qi， who lived about a 
half century before the Ch凹， would make excursions to Lang戶， sett1ng 
out from the imperial city before dawn and only reaching these locks as 
the cock was crowing. Wen T田'in白7甩叫u叫1江n began his own poem 
of C臼ockc口row Locks" 雞鳴球歌 with the following stanzas : 1 9  

南 朝 天 子射雄時

銀河耿耿 星 參 差

銅 壺 漏 斷夢 初 覺

When the Southern Dynasties Emperor 
went off to shoot pheasants， 

the Silver River was sparkling， 
its stars unevenly strewn. 

The dripping ceased from the jug of bronze， 
it was then 出ey first woke from dream， 

18. 29120; Jijie 月7立; Ye (1985) 34; Zhou 282. 
19. 31871; Zeng 1 

寶 馬 塵 高 人未知

魚 躍 蓮 泉 蕩 宮 j召

;華濛御柳 懸 棲 鳥

其工妝 萬 戶 鏡 中 春

碧樹一 聲 天 下 曉
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from jeweled horses the dust rose high， 
and others never 虹lew

The fish leapt east of the lotuses， 
making waves on palace pools， 

in the hazy imperial willows 
hung roosting birds 

Rouge in ten thousand windows， 
spring within a mirror， 

a single sound through sapphire trees 
and all the world turned dawn. 
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This is the dawn scene﹒ Li Shangyin begins by playing on the implicit 
“setting out" in Cockcrow Locks with an evening scene of 包me passmg 
and a sense of the inevitable return. 

玄 武 湖 中 玉 鴻 催

雞鳴球 口 繡禱迴

On Xuanwu Lake the dripping 
of the water clock hurried on， 

at the mouth of Cockcrow Locks 
embroidered jackets return. 

The steady drip of the water clock of course seems to "hurry" only sub 
jective旬， but it hurries those who listen. 

The second couplet turns to the beautiful consorts who were the ob 
jects of so much imperial attenti凹， an absorption that in 也e minds of 
later historians and moralists led to the downfall of the southern polity. 
The "alabaster trees" were the image of the imperial favorites of the 
Last R叫er of Chen， Zhang the Noble Consort 張貴妃 (Zhang 山lU吋
and Kong the Noble Mate 孔貴蘋. The History of伽 South c此s a cou 
plet attributed to the Last Ruler.20 

璧 月 夜夜;為
瓊樹朝 朝新

Jade-disk moon， every night full， 
且labaster trees， every morning new 

The couplet is assocα1凶即at仗ed 羽w

Cou盯r吋t句ya衍rd訂 yíμ釘rh加u h仰ou忱ti;趕咆g h仰Zμía 玉 樹 後 庭 花 ， the sensual song that 
seemed to historically sa，巾y officials to car可 “出e tones of a fallen 
kingdom，" Wa!也uo zhiyin 亡 國 之膏 ， which foretold the imminent fall 

20. Lu Qinli 25II . 
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of the dynasty. We might note that “a1abaster trees" is an elegant varia
包on on “ [whi吋 jade tree" in the title of the song. The jade-disk moon 
and a1abaster 佐ees are clearly figures for the beautifu1 consorts . The 
claim of their uncha丘ging presence， like precious stones， contrasts with 
a rea1 world in which both moon and trees are constant句T changing 
the world of passing time and the water clock. 

The “a1abaster trees，" the 10vely consorts of Chen， ar亡， in Li Shang
yin's second coup1et， compared to Consort Pan ì;垂直己 of Feidi (or the 
Count of Donghun 泉 昏 侯) ， the 1ast rea1 ru1er of the Qi Dynas可﹒ Ac
cording to 1egend， Feidi had golden 10tuses fashioned and laid out on 
也e ground. Then he had Consort Pan walk upon them， exclaiming: 
“Lotus flowers appear with her every step !" 

誰 言 瓊樹朝 朝 見

不 及 金 蓮 步 步 來

Who claims that the “alabaster trees，" 
seen every morning at dawn， 

were no match for the golden lotuses 
that came with eγery step? 

The rhetoric is habitual: “Who claims X is no match for y?" was simply 
a way of saying that X and Y were alike. This was the image of the late 
Southern Dynasties， an enclosed， artificia1 world for the sensual p1ea 
sure of its emperors， heedless of the forces that were gathering and that 
would eventua11y destroy them. In the background is the dripping of 
the water clock， approaching darkness that sends the excursionists hur一
句ing home. The claim of the unchanging is shadowed by time. 

敵 國 軍 營 漂 木梯

前 朝 神 廟 鎖 煙 塔

From the camp o f  the enemy army 
chips of wood came drifting， 

the spirit temples of former 主elgns
locked in soot from smoke. 

In 1ater poetics the third coup1et was known as the “turn，" zhuan 轉，
and the poem does indeed turn. Upstream from Jiankang and the 
p1easure excursions of the Chen court， the Sui w泌 的sembling a great 
battle fleet that would eventua11y sail downriver and destroy the ci句
The woodchips from shipbuilding could be seen floating in the Yangzi 
River. 

Two interpreta位ons of soot in the ancestral temples have been sug
gested. The first attributes it to the Last Rul仗's failure to show proper 
respect for his ancestors. The alternative interpretation， originally sug
gested by Zhu Heling， sees it as the traces of a great fire in Jiankang 
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that started in a pagoda the Last Ruler was having b山1t， which was 
taken as a sign of Heaven's  disp1easure﹒ 

滿 宮 學 士 皆 顏 色

江令當 年 只 費 才

The scholars that filled the palace 
were all fair of face， 

in those years Director Jiang 
only wasted his talents. 

1主
Here we s晶ho∞ul旭d not臼e a va仗f凶
r臼at出he叮r t也han ya叫n 顏 “"al址11 t由he c∞010叮r of lotus"一-which is a smoother 

reading. In either ca仗， this seems to refer to the “women scholars" of 
the Last Ruler， who participated in court functions and composed 
poems with the male favorites .  It is important to remind ourselves that 
nob1ewomen of the Southern Dynasties were often learned and wrote 
poet付， a phenomenon that troubled Confucian moralists (though this 
was true in the first part of the Tang as we叫， and that court women 
commo咱T appeared in public from Empress Wu's reign through that 
of Xuanzong. 

Fina11y we come to the man who should have been responsible for 
guiding the emperor 0日 the proper path : Jiang Zong 江總， who was 
both director of the Imperial Secretariat and a favorite literarv courtier 
Indeed， Jiang Zong no doubt held his high office because of his talents 
in poetry and prose 

The final days of the 仁hen was a topic to which Li Shangyin repeat 
edly returned. 

玄 武 問 新苑
龍舟議幸頻
渚 蓮 參 法 駕
沙 鳥 犯鉤 i來
壽獻金 莖 露
歌翻 玉樹塵
夜來江令醉
剎 詔 宿 臨春

李 商 隱 ， 陳後 宮
Li Shangyin， The Rear Palace o f  the Chen2 1 

A new park opened by Xuanwu Lake， 
the dragon boat often goes there to feast. 
Lotus by isles join in the P主escribed Esco缸，
sand bi主ds tr的pass the Gouchen Constellation. 
Toasts present the bronze column's dew， 
songs send Ðying the dust of 可ade Trees ." 
At night Director Jiang is drunk; 
special edict has him stay over at Linchun. 

2I. 29 509;  Jijie 7; Ye (198 5) 443 
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W恥7乍e be哼哥n a啥咿ψg伊伊a勾in w吶it出h a叩n lmp伊閃閃亡位凹主r1必叫al e互X叫E
“"Presc出E吋d E恥S仗sco∞O主吭t丸鬥')均句句11a 法 駕 ， was t趾he minim虹ma叫al l加E趴盯司V耽吋J疋rel of a前組t位te凹n凹吋lC吋d也lan帥t臼s and 
恩1泊ar吋ds properly accompanying the emperor on his excursions . The line 
probably suggests the informality of such occasions， the emperor going 
out without the proper escort. The lotuses， commonly understood as 
figures for women， are mirrors of his female companio日s . The 
Gouchen Constellation was 也e counterpart of the rear palace， contain
ing the emperor's private quarters and harem. Entrance was strictly 
forbidden， yet birds from the shores fly in， perhaps suggesting the 
mixing of courtiers and court ladies in the preceding poem. The 
“bronze column" held the bronze immortal erected by Emperor Wu 
of the Han， with a pan to catch sweet dew for an elixir of immortality. 
We have seen 可ade Trees鬥 in the preceding poems . The “dust" is 
probably in the palace rafte俗， shaken loose when a song is beauti
fully sung. Linchun Palace was erected by the Last Ruler as his personal 
residence. 

Li Shangyin returned to the Chen in another poem as well: 

茂 苑城如 畫
閻 門 瓦 品交流
還依水光殿
史 起 月 華樓
侵夜 鶯 閥 鏡

李 商 隱， 陳 後 宮
Li Shangyin， The Rear Palace o f  Chen22 

Park in Full Flower， the city like a pain包ng，23
Heaven's Gate's tiles a主e ready to flow.24 
He goes back to rest at Water Light Hall， 
th巳n next ascends Moonshine Tower 
At nightfall sirnurgh mirrors are brought out.25 

22. 29134; Jijie n; Ye (198 5) 50. 
23 . 賢世s refers to the parks in日ide 也e Taicheng 臺城， the palace compound at Jian 

kang， which included parks . Li may have had in 丘區ld the phrase used as a name， “Park 
in Full Flower，" Maoyuan， in the “Poetic Exposition on the Capital of Wu" 兵都賦 by
Zuo Si; her亡， however， the Taicheng parks are clearly meant. 

2+ “Heaven's Gate，" changmen 間 門 or changhemen 閻 閩 門 ， was the title given to the 
main gate of the Taicheng. That the tiles are “芷eady to flow" suggests not only their 
glossy sheen but also disintegra包on， one of the most common terms for which was 
“come apart as tiles ." 

巧. This conventional modifier for fine m宜的白 is based on an old story claiming 
也t a silent /uan phoenix ("simurgh") broke out in song upon seeing its reflection in a 
mirror. The irnplication here is that 出e palace ladies a主e beginning their makeup early 

迎冬維獻裘

從 臣 皆 半醉
天子正無愁

The 日îstory Poems 

gree位ng winter， a pheasant-feather cape is 
presented.26 

Attendant officials are all half-drunk， 
the Son of Heaven is indeed without 

sorr。可1.27
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While “The Southern Dynasties" has generally been interpreted as 
passing jud伊nent on the Southern Dynasties and the Chen， both 
poems entitled “The Rear Palace of 仁hen" have often been interpreted 
figuratively as covert criticism of the adolescent Ji月zo月， who was 
noted for his excesses .  A number of modern editions-including the 
most thorough commenta句， Li 5 hangyin shige jýie-arrange the poems 
m puta包ve chronological ord泣， with the result that such inte中retatlOns
can take on an unwarranted persuasiveness for the uncritical reader.28 
To understand why the two versions of “The Rear Palace of Chen" 
are read as veiled criticism of a Tang ruler while "The Southern Dynas
ties" is not reveals little about the ninth century but much about 
early modern and contemporary traditionalist modes of reading. The 
dis-tinction seems to be that while the two "rear palace" poems con 
cern a single historical moment， “The Southern Dynasties" places the 
Chen moment in a larger context covering the late Southern Dynasties 
as a whole-significantly including wood chips 且oating pa吋iankang as 
an ommous sign prefiguring dynastic fall. The second of the “rear 
palace" poems， moreover， describes the Last Ruler of Chen in terms 
proper to the Last Ruler of the Northern Qi， thus making him less a 

26. This echoes a sto句 。f Cheng Ju 程據， who presented the Jin emp目or v->ith a 
cape ingeniously woven with feathers f主om the head of 且 pheasant. Because it was con 
sidered ostenta包ous and violated canonical rul口， it was publicly burned in front of 出c
palace. ln 也1S case no burning is mentioned and the transgressive cape is app缸ently ac
cepted 

27. This was said of the last Northern Qi emperor， who was fond of a type of music 
called “without s凹的w" 無 愁 ， which he would sing while accompan}>Ìng himself on the 
pipa， with hundred of his attendants joining in. As a result， he was referred to by 出c
general populace 出 “The Emperor Without Sorrow" 無 愁 天 子 ，

28 . I n  other wor血， the assump位on 出at 出e poem was wrÍtten in L i  Shangyin's mid
teens can make the application to Jingzong persuasi忱。 The poems， however， were 
dated to Li Shangyin's teens because of the edito白

，
decisio且 也在t they were satires on 

Jingzo嗯，
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particu1ar historica1 figure and more a type that can be figurative1y 
transferred.29 

Li Shangyin's vision of excess and the breakdown of boundaries
between 也e sexes and between 1evels of hierarchy-was quite sa位sfy�
ing. In Chinese mora1 tracts this was often linked to images of lique 
faction or “disso1ution." The characters of such a wor1d continue their 
revels，  ignorant of or paying no heed to the doom that is about to de� 
scend on them. In most of the hist。可 poems we observe such an ab 
sorp吐on in the moment and 10ss of a 1arger perspec包ve﹒ we know the 
irony of the “Son of Heaven Without Sorrow." “Sorrow，" chou 愁 ， can 
a1so mean “worries" or 九nxieties." The read口， exis位日g outside the his� 
torica1 momer泣， knows that this Son of Heaven shou1d be very worried 
indeed. 

History poems like 也e ones given above are va1uab1e foils against 
which to read some of Li Shangyin's most famous hermetic poems. In 
the 1atter poems we are p1aced inside such a world， with the speaker en 
acting or claiming just such comp1ete absorption. Here we 1ack the dis 
tance of hist。可 and foreknow1edge of consequences that frame the his 
tory poems.  Such a margin between distance and absorption is 
permeab1e， with the speaker a1ways on the edge of falling into and out 
of heedless absorption. In this context we can return to the last couplet 
of Li Shangyin's most famous poem， “Brocade Zither" 銷 瑟 .

此情可待成追憶 One should wait until these feelings 
became remembrance， 

此's just that at the moment 
1 was already in a daze. 

只 是 當 時 已 惘 然

Wa1哲ran 惘 然 ， “in a daze，" is the b1ur or 10ss of clarity about things and 
也e re1ationship between them. This is the b1ur of comp1ete absorption. 

The poet as historica1 moralist often stands just outside but close to 
the edge of such absorption. In t阿可wo 0吋f Lμi S組han
qua仕a泣lnS丸， he pe位芷haps ventures too close tωo the edge . The Southern Dy� 
nas包es was a favorite poetic topic in the first ha1f of the nÎnth century， 
but Li Shangyin was a1so drawn to the fate of the Last Ru1er of the 

29. Such a distinction fails to hold in the ninth centuη Du Mu's “Poe口c Exposi包on
on Apang Palace" includes both historical sweep and dynastic fall yet was alrnost cer � 
tainly read in reference to ]ingzong. 
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Northern Qi (r叫ed 565-76) ， the “Son of Heaven Without Sorrow，" and 
his passion for Feng the Pure Consort 馮淑妃， named Xiaolian 小 憐
or “Little Love，" who was first introduced as a poetic topic by Li He. 
The Last Ru1er of the Northern Qi was off on a hunt w的 Little Love 
when the tiva1 Northern Zhou invaded his kingdom. During the course 
of the morni峙， dispatch riders kept comi峙， bringing word of the ur 
gency of the crisis; but a minister objected that the emperor was enj oy 
ing himself and shou1d not be bothered with minor border skirmishes. 
That evening a courier brought news that the city of Pin部Tang had 
fallen， and the emperor was at 1ast informed. The emperor was about to 
return to the capital when Little Love suggested that they hunt one 
more round. A few months later the Northern Zhou army captured the 
capita1 of Jinyan 

李 商 隱 ， 北 齊二首
Li Shangyi日， The Northern Qi30 
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何勞 荊棘始堪傷

小 憐 玉 體橫陳夜

已 報 周 師 入晉 陽

30 . 29日7 吭 Jijie 539; Ye (198 5) 32; Zhou 297 
31 . In the WtI Ytle ch腳qitl Wu Zixu warned 出e king of Wu that unless he 'was 

heeded， brambles would end up growing on the palaces ofWu 
32. 1t is uncertain whether Li Shangyin made 出e same mistake here 出at he obvi 

ously made in the second poem. ]inyang was the capital， which did eventually fall to 出e
Western Zhou. Pingyang was the city that fell while the Northern Qi emperor was on 
his hunt. Since 也e first couplet predicts the fall of the dynasty九 there is no problem in 
reading ]inyang-though 出e claim would be poe包cally daring. If Pingyang is m凹nt， the 
last line is literally ra出er 出an figuratively 世U巴， marking the beginning of a process that 
w迎 bring the dynasty down 
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巧 笑 知堪敵 萬 機

傾城最在著或衣

晉 陽 已 陷休迫顧

史請君王獄一 圍

Li Shangyin 

II 

1 know that an artful smile is 出e match 
for he of myriad devices，33 

a city-toppling beauty is best 
when wearing a soldier's armor 

Jinyang has already fallen， 
don't look back-34 

she begs her lord and ruler 
to hunt anothe主 round.

The first poem presents the outsid哎's perspective， the point of view 
of the moralist historian who can read consequences. Here we may 
have “metalepsis，" an effect known through a remote cause: a woman's 
naked body prefigures the Western Zhou army entering the capital and 
thorns growing in 也e n且ns. The poem， in fact， is about precisely such a 
power of prediction， evidence of a mechanism of destroying the polity 
driven by necessit于 without the possibility of choice or accident dis 
rupting the sequence of events . In order to achieve this certainty of 
prediction， however， the historian must reveal to us what should nor
mally be hidden from view: he transports us into the emperor's inner 
chambers . We have to come to the ve句 edge of that body's power to 
understand it. 

In the second poem the woman r巳appea主s clothed， albeit in armor， 
the antagonist in a contest of pow哎， with the quasi-m血U勾 enterprise
of the hunt as the figure for that contest. Her weapons are beguiling 
words that force one to choose between pleasure and duty. What gives 
the woman's siren song its power is the knowledge we have gained 
from the first poem: it is indeed too late; there is no point in looking 
back now; one might as well hunt another round. 

There is no question that on some level these poems are minato句，
which is how all Chinese commentators have taken them (although 
there is no basis to see them as directed at a par包cular Tang empero主，
such as Wuzo月， as Jijie suggests) . The problem here is that a moralist 

33 “He of myriad devices" 萬 幾 or 萬 機， 叫 kenni月 for the emperor， who deals 
with such matters on a daily basis 

3+ While Jinyang may be appropriate in the 街st poem， with its omen of the fall of 
the capi個1， 1 agree with Zhou Zhenfu that Jinyang in the second poem must be a mis
take for Pingyang， the αty that actually fell to Zhou forces on the day of the hunt 
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po仗， effectively representing the danger， lets the reader feel the power 
of the lure. In both attraction and the call for judgment Li Shangyin's 
version of Little Love is markedly different from the pathos of Li 
He's version， which apparently presents her in hiding after the fall of 
the Northern Qi.35 

As the poet straddling that margin， Li Shangyin can some包mes offer 
the proper criticism， but we should remember that h巴， too， is subj ect to 
th巳 lure of absorption. King Xiang of Chu dreams of the visit of the 
goddess， but his obsession with that dream ennobles him and separates 
him from the mere pleasures of lesser men 

李 商 隱， 過 是 宮
Li Shangyin， Passing the Chu Palace36 

巫峽迢迢 舊 是 宮 Far off in the Wu Gorges ，  
a former palace of Chu， 

至今雲 雨 暗 丹楓 even today the clouds and rain 
darken 出e red maples .  

微生 盡 戀 人 問 樂 Small lives all yearn for 
joy in the mortal world， 

只 有 襄 玉憶 夢 中 but only King Xia呵 thinks back 
to what happened in dream. 

。叫y those rulers driven by their passions， blind to the doom that 
shadows their absorption， become the subj ect of legend and poet月七
Often they long to cross the boundary that separates mortals from 
gods， to be outside of time through abs。中tion or to “go beyond，" to 
reach Heaven or cross the seas to the isles of the immortals .  The "bad" 
f叫ers who are infatuated love主s and those who vearn for the secrets of 
lffimorta且ty are two aspects of the same passion. 

The figure of Sui Yangdi is like that of the Last Ruler of Chen， only 
with a slightly different flavor. Instead of simple self-abandon to sensu
d句， Sui Yangdi represents a certain mad extravagance. The other motif 
lS tra\叫 or “going too far." Although the So吋lern Dyna叮 emperors
are represented as going off on excursions， they generally fail by enclo 
sure. Yangdi leaves his capital in Chang'an to travel， especially to his be 
loved and fatal Jiangdu (Yangzhou) . 

3 5 . 2078斗; Ye (1959) 19口 ，
36. 294月; Jijie 7缸; Ye (198 5) 3 57. 
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紫 泉 宮 殿銷煙 霞

李 商 隱 ， 時 宮
Li Shangyi口， The Sui Palace37 

Lavender Spring's palace halls 
shut in mists and rose clouds，08 

he wished to take City of Weeds 
to be an emperor's home.39 

Had the j ade seal not， by consequence， 
gone to the sun�knobs，40 

欲取蕪城作 帝 家

玉 璽 不 緣歸 日 角

錦帆應走 到 天 崖 1 am sure those brocade sa立s

于今 腐 草 無 螢 火
would have reached the horizon 41 

Even today the rotting plants 
are bare of fireÐies，42 

yet forever the weeping w山ows
will have the立 即由ght crows戶

終 古 垂楊 有 暮 鴉

37 . 29190; Jijze 咚95; Ye (1洲的 121; Zhou 285 . 
3 8 . “Lavender Springs，" properly Lavender Abyss 紫 淵 (according to Zl凹， the al 

teration is intended to avoid the taboo against using Tang Gaozu's name) ， is used in the 
S hanglin fu to 芷epresent the area north of Chang'an. Here it is used to represent thε pal 
aces in Chang'an. According to Zho叫 “shut in mis臼 and rose clouds" suggests the 
palace's abandonment 

39 . According to then�current interpretations， Bao Zhao's “Poetic Exposition on 
the C吋 of Weeds" 蕪城賦 was written when Bao was servi丘g the Liu�Song prince of 
Linhai. The prince was considering rebellion at Guangling， the former capital of Liu Pi， 
the Han prince of Wu， 可，ho had rebelled against the Han emperor and had been 
crushed. Bao Zha口's description of the city in all its splendor and then in ruins was 
meant to serve as a w缸ning for the prince of Linhai. Guangling later became Y組gzhou，
which Sui Yangdi made his “River Capital" �工 者F

40. “Sun knobs" were protuberanc的 on the forehead that were supposed to mark 
the physiognomy of an emperor. Li Yuan， later Tang Gaozu， was observed to have 
such marks before he rose in rebellion against Sui Yang也 τbe xi 璽 was 出e imperial 
jade se仗， in this case m泣king legitimacy. 

41 . The use of palace brocade for sails was 0日e of the legendary signs of Yangdi's 
extravagance. 

42. According to the S ui Histo抄， “At the end of the Daye Reign， brigands had risen 
all over the empire; at Jinghua Palace the emperor [Ya時也] c口mmanded that fireflies be 
found and brought to him， which were several bushelsworth; by night he went trave且ng
in the mountains and released them， and they lit up the mountains and valleys ." 

43 . Yangdi ordered the Sui Canal constructed， which linked the Huai and Yellow 
Rivers. Willows were planted along the embankments to protect against erosion. This 
project， of great economic importance， was understood 品 having been undertaken for 
the pu主pose of Yangdi's pleasure excursions. To travel up the canal to Daliang， Yangdi 

可31ti

f--iiijiz
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地下 若逢陳後主 If under the earth he happens to meet 
the last ruler of Chen， 

it would not be right again to ask 
for “Flowers in the Rear Court."44 

豈 宜 重 問 後庭花

Li Shangyin begins “The Sui Palace" with Yangdi leaving the palace in 
Char啥'an and heading for Jiangdu. Yangdi did not "return" gui 歸， the 
term here translated as "gone to" in reference to the royal seal， “return� 
ing" to where it rightfully belonged， to the founder of th巳 Tang and 
Cha呵'an. The “return" of the j ade seal to Cha嗯'an blocks a co日tmu
ing outward motion. We have another counterfactual that is no less vi 
sionary but less precise than Du Mu's famous specula位on on the fate of 
the Qiao sisters， namel}九 brocade sails heading off over the horizon.45 

From that blocked m。但on toward “going too far，" we turn to the 
present， in which we see the consequences of two of Yangdi's grand 
proj ects . The fir泣， involving 由e fanciful capture and release of all the 
fire血es in the region for one glorious moment of brightness， has lef丘t 
t由he a征re臼a 可w

dif缸fe位rent芷t in na位tu肛re兵， namel句y， the Grand Canal. Li Shangyin cannot have 
been unaware-particularly in his lifetime-that this was 也e salvation 
of his own dynasty， enabling the rich southeastern prefec臼res to supply 
regular tax revenues to the capital. The willows planted along the 
Grand Canal might seem poetically decorative from one perspec位ve，
but Li Shangyin must have known that their purpose was practical and 
that without them the banks would have soon collapsed. In a poem en 
世ely about self�destructive excess， this allusion to the Grand Canal 
hints at the ambivalence toward the extreme use of imperial po、;ver. The 
exercise of such power at certain moments in history can effect changes 
that have a lasting beneficial in丘uence on the empire. 

was supposed to have ordered the cons仕uction of five hundred boats， the imperial bo乳t
having been fitted with sails of palace broca且已

44. According to legend， during his years of dissipation at Jiangdu， Yangdi once had a 
vision that he met Chen Shubao， the Last Ruler of the Chen Dynasty. The Last Ruler was 
with sevεral dozen dancing girls， one of whom caught Yang'也's eye. The Last Ruler 
said that she was [Zhang] Lihua 張 麗 華 ， the famous beauty who had been his f，前or自
After Ya口gdi and the Last Ruler grew merry from drinking， Yangdi asked Lihua to dance 
the infamous “On J ade Trees Flowers in the Rear Courtyard" 玉樹後庭花.

45. See p .  292 
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Finally， we come to what sepa主ates Sui Yangdi from the emperors 
of the So吋lern Dynasties: the figure of conscious repeti包on. ]ust 
as King Xiang of Chu is bound in mem。可 to an image of the god
dess of Wu Mountain， so Yangdi is bound to an image transmitted 
in poetry and song: the Southland， embodied in the Last Ruler's 
famous song， sung by none other than Zhang Lihua. In “The South
ern Dynas包es" we saw the Last Ruler of Chen's obsession with 
his co日sort both as competition with and continuation of the obsession 
of the last Southern Qi emperor. Sui Yangdi， however， represents a 
figure that is more complicated. He is an emperor not continuing 
but imitating; he comes from somewhere else and wants to repro 
duce the Southern Dynasties. His consorts are not as famous . The 
celebrated sto勾 is the dream in which he meets the Last Ruler of Chen 
and Zhang Lihua performs for him the song that had become the mark 
of dynastic ruin. Excess is no longer innoce且t: it has become the obj ect 
of desire in its own right. The last couplet of the poem invokes choice. 
The voice of wonder at Yangdi's excess returns to the voice of the 
good mi削er and observer offeri月 judgment: 叮t would not be 均ht."
There is a specu1a位ve moment of decision， and Sui Yangdi makes the 
wrong decision. 

The Southland and Southern culture were seen as dangerous . North
erners like Du Mu and Li Shangyin clearly felt this (and Du Mu had 
tasted its pleasures) . It was already a trope in the ninth century， a geogra
phy fo主 conflicting desires .  To "go south" was to give up social 
constraints and goals. The Last Ruler of Chen was a Southerner; his 
doom was in his environment. Yangdi chose the South， and in doing 
so he chose dynastic destruction. Unlike ]iang Zong， the Last Ruler's 
minister and drinking companion， Yangdi's officials objected， but 
Yangdi did not listen. 

Palace brocade was a tribute offeri時 from Sichuan (Shu) . From a 
practical standpoint it was useless .  It was “valued" in a recognizably 
economic sense， a valuable commodity defined both by labor value 
and scarcity. It was used as imperial cur主ency: rulers used it to pay 
and reward the services of officers both military and civil. In 由E
legends of Yang祉， however， it is capital pr。但gately consumed and 
wasted: sewn into sails for the imperial flotilla or made into mud 
guards for 1and travel. 

乘興 南 遊 不 戒嚴

九重誰省誅 書 函

春風舉 國 裁 宮 銷

半作障 泥 半作帆

The History Poems 

李 商 隱 ， 惰 宮
Li Shangyi日， The Sui Palace46 

On a whim he traveled south， 
without preparing the w呵，

in the nine-layered palace who took to heart 
the boxes with written criticisms?47 

In the spring breeze all the lands 
were cutting palace brocade: 

half was made into mudguards， 
and half was made into sails 4日
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One of the most interesting phrases in this poem is the loaded “on a 
whim，" che咚約﹒慰 乘 興， a phrase always associated with the Eastern ]in 
Wang Huizhi and his decision， one snowy nig恥， to pay a visit to his 
friend Dai K凶， sailing off in a boat， then turning back before meeting 
his friend with the phrase : 呵 came on a whim; the whim is past， and 
now I'm going home-why should 1 have to see Dai?" The recur主ence
of this figure of ]in eccentricity in an emperor reminds us of the differ
m仗， precisely 吐le transgression of the imperi泣 的le. Wang Huizhi sets 
off “on a whim" but returns， whereas Sui Yangdi does not. \lV'hen an 
emperor travels， there must be a formal “preparing the way"; the em 
peror is t句ing to act like an ordinary human being， and that is not al 
lowed because of the nature of his power. His “whim" sets "all the 
lands" to work to provision his journey. The imitation ]in eccentr止， ill
vested with 出lperial power， destabilizes the polity. 

The failure of all these rulers-Emperor \JÇ7U of the Han， the Last 
Rulers of Chen or the Northern Qi， Sui Yang品， or Kïng Xiang of 
Chu一-lies in desires that can never be satiated 

46. 29218; ]i;ïe 139立; Ye (1985) 1妙; Zhou 284 
47. When Sui Yangcli decid吋 to leave Chang'an for Jiangdu (Yangzh凹， designa阻d

as Ya且gcli's sou血的 αpital) ， several officials remonstrated and were executed. Jiey叫

戒 嚴 ， translated 品 “preparing the way，" involved 由e preparation and precautions 
taken when an emperor trav自d. Jijie sugg臼ts that 仙 implies Yangcli's confidence in 
the peace and security of his 凹nplr巳 Yangcli 甘且veled to Jiangdu 由民巴 times. On the last 
occaSlOn 的ellion was b叮咚ing out everywhere. He was as阻叫nated in Jiangdu 

48 . These allusions come from 也e legends of Sui Y缸19c1i's e主t且vagance， making 
lavish 凶e of the tribute brocade designated for pal缸e u間. Mudguards w臼e used on 
saddles to pr。但ct clothing 
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十 二峰前落 照微

高 唐 宮 時 坐 迷歸

朝 雲 暮 雨 長 相 接

猶 白 君 王恨見稀

Li Shatψzn 

李 商 隱 ， 是 宮
Li Shangyin， The Chu Palac亡的

In front of the twelve peaks5日
the setting sunlight is faint， 

the palace at Gaotang darkens， 
he now cannot find the way back. 

Dawn's clouds and twilight rain 
always follow one on another， 

but still the ruler resents 
that he sees her too rarely. 

The sexual “clouds and rain" of the goddess are continuous， but for 
I<.ing Xiang of Chu it is still not enough. 

Another such figure is the great Emperor Wu of the Han， in whom 
the passionate quest for immortality is combined with his passion for 
Lady Li . The desi自 lS 日o strong that he is beyond dis山usion. Again we 
m吋 with the poet on the margin: we accept that the quest is futile， yet 
we also know 也at without such an excess of desire， Emperor Wu 
would become uninteres包ng.

通 靈 夜瞧達清晨

承露盤時 甲 帳春

李 商 隱 ， 漢 宮
Li Shangyin， The Han Palace51 

The night jiao service at Tongling Terrace 
lasted until clear dawn戶

the pan to catch the dew was d句，
the primary screen showed the spring.53 

49 . 29355; ]ijie 784; Ye (I98 5) 287. This poem is some包mes 1凶ced to another poem 

(29356) that has nothing to do with the topic 
50 .  The “twelve peaks" refer to Mount Wu 
5I. 2928 斗; ]ij甜 557; Ye (似I98訂村7份) 2 巧
7戶2. Han Wudi erected a Tongli月 (Communicating with the Gods) Terrace in Gan 

quan Palace. It i昀s unc叫cle凹ar whethe位r t，扣on咚<g!i'ì戀<g 1臼s he咒er閃e tl也le p伊ropεr nam巳 of t也he p抖lace or s剖impl甘Y 
means “ [a 叫峙ghtj戶扭叫o s扭e叮rvl悶C吋eJ tωo c∞Offiffiumcαat仗ε Wl耽祉1t泣t吐由h t缸he古e g伊ods♂ T咀he句jza叫0 瞧 wa釗S a Da甜 0叫
ritual. 

53 . Han Wudi erected a statue of a bronze immortal holding a pan to catch the 

sweet dew fa山ng from Heave且， which was to be used in an elixir of immortality. The 
“pr的1ary screen，" jiazhang 甲 帳， was a screened enclosure， composed of pearls and pre
cious stones， used to contain gods and spirits when they were summoned. The point of 
the line seems to be 出at these attempts to draw on Heaven's power or to summon the 
Spl芷its do not work 

王 母 不 來方 朔 去

更 須 重 見 李 夫人

The History Poems 

The Queen Mother would not come， 
Dongfang Shuo went away，54 

yet still he insisted on once again 
seeing Lady Li戶
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Although the last line refers to the s臼nce in which the wizard Y oung 
Old Man summoned up Lady Li's ghost， it also echoes the famous 
st。可 in the Han History in which Lady Li is on her deathbed. Emperor 
Wu pleads with her to let him see her face just one more 包m亡， but she 
keeps her 拉ce hidden beneath the covers . 

Xuan吏。咆

The final great example of excessive imperial passion w前， of cour仗，
Xuanzong and Lady Yang， a favorite topic in poe佐y， poet1c expos1tlon， 
and prose narrative in the first half on the ninth century. The motifs as
sociated w吐出 other excessive emperors are again prese凹， albeit wid1 且
distinct sympathy. Two of the most famous poems concern Mawei， the 
post station where the imperial guard demanded Lady Yang's death. 

冀 馬 燕 犀 勁地來

自 埋紅粉 自 成灰

李 商 隱 ， 馬 鬼
Li Shangyin， 即íawei56

I 

Horses ofJi， a=or of Yan 
came shaking 也e earth;57 

in due course her pink powder 可也 buried，
in due course she turned to ash.58 

54. Han Wudi was said to have been visited by the goddess Queen Mother of the 
West; in this poem she do自 not make an appearance. Dongfang Shuo was a courtíer of 
Han Wudi and was supposed to have been an immortal banished to earth 

55 . Lady Li was Han Wudi's favorite. When she died young， 也e emperor was dis 
consolate and arranged a s丘ance with a wizard who claimed that he could bring back 
her spirit. A figure 也at looked like Lady Li appeared in a curtained enclosure and then 
disappeared. The Han History account of this incident clearly su鋁白自 由at it was a fraud 

56. 29296�97; ]i;ïe 307; Ye (I98 5) 226; Zhou 263 . 
57. Yan xi 燕 犀 literally means 吋an rhin。 但峙 ，" metonymy for armor. Yan and Ji 

were in the Northeast， the command of the rebel An Lushan. 
58 . The reference is to the mandated swcide of Lady Yang. 
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君 王 若道能傾 國

玉 葷 何 由 過 馬 鬼

海 外 徒 聞 史 九 州、|

他 生 未 卡 此生休

空 間 虎旅鳴 宵 拆

無復雞人報曉 籌

此 日 六 軍 同 駐 馬

當 時 七 夕 笑 牽 牛

59弘 .

Li Sha超gyz月

If the lord and ruler had u日derstood
that she could indeed topple kingdoms，59 

how would it have come to pass 
that the Jade Palanquin passed Mawei? 

II 

1n vain we hear that beyond the sea 
is another domain of nine lands，6o 

ere fortunes were told for the life to come， 
this life was over. 61 

She heard only the Tiger Troop 
sound watch rattles by night; 

never again would 出e Rooster Man 
announce that marker of dawn.62 

On trus day the sixfold army 
stopped their horses in unison;的

back then on the Seventh Eve 
they had mocked the Oxherd 64 

bea缸叫ut包if;臼lil woman， " “  [one who ca吋 topple a kingdom." 
60. China comprised “nine lands"; what lay beyond Cruna was a world of immortals 

that was also thought to consist of “nine lands，" or islands. According to the evolving 
leger泣， Yang Yuhuan， Lady Yang， was supposed to have been an immo主tal

61 . Trus seems to refer to the vow made by Xuanzong and Lady Y且ng， namely， that 
they wo吐d remain husband and wife in their lives to come 

62. The “Tiger Troop" is the imperial guard. The “Rooster Man" announces dawn 
in the palace. J&ïe agrees with Feng Hao that 出is refers to the scene at Mawei. Trus is 
appropriate since the g聞主d would be present， while the Rooster Man would not. The 
subject must be Yang Yuhua且， who never returned to the palace 

63 . The “sixfold 誼my" was the term for a complete imperial army. Such an army 
was not present with Xuanzong at Mawei. They halted because they refused to go on 
unless Yang Yuhuan was executed. 

64. The reference is to the famous scene of the Seventh Eve when Xuanzong and 
Yang Yuhuan looked at the Oxherd and Weaver Woman constellations and made th凹
vow to be husband and wife in future genera包ons. In rus study of poe包c usage entitled 
Shiciquyu臼 huishi 詩詞 曲 語辭 匯 釋， Zha口g Xiang 張 相 1日te中rets the xiao 笑 as sug
gesting envy. In doing so he seems to be taking dangshi 當 時 (“back then") 前 referri月
to the situa包on at Mawei. 1 prefer a more common interpretation of xiao 的 “laugh at" 
or “mock，" iro血cally evo區且g that time on the Seventh Eve， before the Rebellion， when 
Xuanzong and Yang Yuhuan could believe that theit ability to be together daily was far 

如何 回 長己 為 天 子

不 及 盧 家 有 莫 愁

The History Poems 

How can it be 出泣， having been Son of Heaven 
for four decades， 

he was not so lucky as the Lu household， 
which had Mourn-No-More?65 
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The two :d 自 in the second line of the first poem-"naturally" or， as 
trans1ated， “in due course"-recall the histo凹的 judgment on Little 
Love of the Northern Qi in the first quatra肛 these consequences fo1 
10w inevitab1y from imperia1 passion. Here， however， Li Shangyin 
makes the issue of decision explicit: if Xua血0月 had understood the 
consequences， trus wou1d not have happened. This is a supposition that 
Li Shangyin did not bring up for other doomed emperors in the more 
distant past-perhaps because Xuanzong was closer in time and more 
human， as we see at the end of the second poem.66 

Xuanzong did not possess the passion for excess that characterized 
the other rwers we have discussed. He wanted only what the 10wliest of 
rus 吼叫 ects might h前亡， but this desire was denied an emperor. Li Shang
yin begins the second poem by dismissing the poetic myths that had 
grown up around Xuanzong， wruch were given genera1 currency in Bai 
Juyi's famous “Song of Lasting Pain" 長恨歌. 1n trus version's fullest 
e1aboration， the mortal suffering of the lovers was mitigated by the fact 
that both Xuanzong and Yang Yuhuan were immortals， destined to suf
fer a season of morta1 life. Fo主 Li Shangyin trus is a story told “111 γ也n";
the simp1e fact remains that they did not get to live out trus life. All that 
w的 familiar came at 1ast to Lady Yang' s death at Mawei Sta包on.

We re囚rn to Xuanzong's failure to understand. Xuanzong and Yang 
Yuhuan had mocked the Oxherd and Weaver Woman because those 
lovers in Heaven were permitted to meet only once a year， albeit for 
eternity. To be emper凹 的， howev位， closer to the restrictions of im
mortals than to the ordinary Lu household. Even the emperor's great 
power-ruling well and peacefully for four decades-did not allow rum 

supenor to 出e union of 出e Oxherd and Weaver Woman， who could meet only once a 
year 

65 日ere Li Shangyin refers to one version of the Mourn-No-More st。可， in wruch 
she was married into the Lu household. That is， commoners could live out 出elr natu凹l
span with their spouses， wh且e an emperor co叫d not keep rus own beloved. 

66. Li does come close to such a specula包ve choice at the end of “The S山 Palace，"
wruch we discussed above 
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to live a normal life. Here the name “Mourn-No-More，" usually seen as 
ironic， becomes the simple literal name for the happiness of married life. 

The motif of the yearly mee包ng of the Oxherd and Weaver W oman 
as opposed to the impossibility of ever mee位ng again returns in a Sev
enth Eve poem. The poem is generally interpreted as referring to the 
death of the poet's own wi長， 羽毛ich is plausible， but it can also serve as 
a gloss on the sixth line 

驚 扇 斜分鳳怪 開

星 橋橫過鵲飛迴

爭將世上無期 利

挨得年年一度來

李 商 隱， 七 夕
Li Shangyin， The Seventh Eve67 

The simurgh .fans divide slanting， 
the phoenix curtain opens， 

she passes over the bridge in 出e stars， 
the magpies fly turning back. 

How can pa此ing in this mortal world 
with no hope of meeting 

be exchanged for this one crossing 
that happens year after year? 

Mortals may laugh at the Oxherd and Weaver Woman， but for those 
immortal stars there is never 出e irrevocable parti時 caused by death. 

The following poem， 0位e of Li Shangyin's most famous， is variously 
interpreted as referring either to the Sweet Dew Incident or to Xuan
zong and Lady Yang. The third line seems to demand that we take it as 
a poem about 也e latter. Rather than a 住ue “poem on history，" this i日
closer to a “meditation on the past，" with the poet at the si仗， speaking 
in the present about the past. 

李 商 隱， 曲 2工
Li Shangyin， Twisting River Park68 

草 斷 平 時 翠 暈 過 1 gaze a s  far a s  1 can t o  where in days before 
the azure palanquin passed， 

空 間 子夜鬼志歌 and hear nothing more than Ziye songs 
sadly sung by a ghost.69 

67. 29294; Jijie 120I; Ye (198 5) 224 
68. 29584; Jijie 13月 Ye (1985) 513 ;  Zhou 100. 
69 . There is disagreement among the commentaωrs regarding whether 把卵 子 夜 re

fers to the Jin singer， to whom is attributed a collection of qua位副n songs， or “mid 
night." Jijie agrees w凶 Ji Yun tl叫 宅ye means “midnight" here， but trus is far from 

金與 不 返傾城色

玉殿猶分 下 苑 波

死 憶 華 亭 聞 吹鶴

老 憂 王 室 泣 銅 駝

天 荒 地 變 心雖折

若 比 傷 春 意 未 多

The History Poems 

The golden coach did not bring back 
位le c1可叫oppling charms，70 

t出he叫Ja吋de 可w志祖h趾lt能e halls s泣吋t位ill div吐E 

the waves in the Lower Park.11 
Dying， recalled Huating， 

hearing the cranes c付 。肘 72
aging， worried about the royal house， 

weeping over the bronze camels 73 
日eaven and Earth turn to wilderness， 

and though the heart breaks， 
if compared to 出e pain of spring， 

it didn't matte主 much.
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The poet begins with a scene of absence， looking out at Chang'an's 
Twisting River Park and imagining the imperial palanquin. Since em 
perors in Li Shangyin's lifetime frequently visited ilie park， we have 
here a long-lost emperor. The second line is the subj ect of much de
bate， but if we interpret it in light of the above， we have a ghost singing 
love songs of an ordinary commoner. Combining that wi出 the azure 
palanq山n， we have the motif of an emperor and the love of an ordinary 
person， which pe位主f長ecαtl甘y ma仗tche臼S t由he ve位rs泣ion of Xuanzong and Yang t出he
Noble Consort pr巴sent記ed in tl由he second 

? The go叫lden coach bea位叩f口ing t出he empe位ro位r did r白E凹缸囚lr凹n; t由he belov巳d Lad句v
Yan嗯g (仰who scandalously rode with the emperor) did not. As is often the 
case m “meditations on the past，" we have a couplet con世asting what is 
absent with what survives .  

usual Tang usage. Daoyua泣， the earliest commentator (mid-seventeenth cen凶可)， 口tεs a 
passage in the Jin History in wruch， in the late four出 centu月一， a ghost sang Zive songs in 
th巳 home of the Prince of L且ngy巴，

70. That i日， of a femme fatale 

71. Since the streams of Twisting River Park connected with 出e imperial moat， Jijie 
reads trus line as follows 正'The j戶ad白C

， 
the Lower Park." 

72. Wben the Jin writer Lu Ji was traduced and about to be executed， he wrote a let 
ter contauung 由e line “Will 1 never again hear the cranes c勾 out bv Huating?" 

n Suo Jing of the Jin knew 也叫 出ε dynasty was about to collapse and addressed 
the bronze camels before the Luoyang palace g立tes: “A 凹ne w山 come when 1 see you 
among thorns and brambles." 
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The third coup1et alludes to Jin figures Lu Ji and Suo Jing. Although 
there is usually strict gender segregation of allusion， the contrast be� 
tween one dying (inde吐， going to execution) and another growing old 
so perfectly fits the case of Lady Yang and Xuanzong that it is hard not 
to see them as the implied subjects of the parallel line. 

The 晶la1 coup1et is as ambi學10US as it is beautiful. It recapitu1ates Li 
Shangyin's version of the 10ve between Xuanzong and Yang the Nob1e 
Consort: there is imperia1 responsib山ty toward Heaven and Earth and 
there is ordinarγ morta1 feeling for what is close at hand， whether it be 
a shared sentimental sadness  at spring passing or the aging and bereft 
Xuanzong feeling the 10ss of Lady Yang. Whether we read the com� 
parison as straight or ironic depends on where we stand and where we 
assume the poet stands.  If we adopt the stance of the poet�moralist， we 
read the 1ast lines while shaking our heads: “ [for him] it didn't matter 
much." Yet obvious sympathy for the coup1e invites the more radica1 
reading， in which 吐lat private feeling， set in the balance with the who1e 
wor隘， somehow was truly more important. If we were to interrogate 
the poet， he would sure1y back away from that space he has opened. 
Yet he enters that space freely in many of his other poems that 1ack the 
compe也19 claim of imperial responsibility. 

Critique and Admiration 

To end the discussion ofLi Shangyin's history poems here would do him 
an mJu也ce. Once he moves away from the theme of imperia1 excess and 
passion， his poems frequently offer up judgments that are clear-albeit 
often made no 1ess implicitly than his more ambivalent poems.  Repre 
sen包ng Xuanzong and Lady Yang， he can offer sympathy and judgment 
simultaneously， but he a1so remembers that Xuanzong took Lady Yang 
from his son， the Prince of Shou. He imagines a party at Dragon Pool in 
Xingqing Pa1ace， with the princes in attendance and Xuanzong p1aying 
the戶e drum， as he loved to do. Lady Yang is the unstated presence. 

龍:也賜 j茵 敞 雲 屏

李 商 隱 ， 龍 :也
Li Shangy凹， Dragon Pooj74 

At Dragon Pool His Maj的ty offers ale， 
the mica screens are spre祠，

74. 294IO; Jijie 1514; Ye (19的) 358 ;  Zhou 259 

羯鼓聲 高 眾 樂 停

夜半議歸 宮 漏永

薛 王 沈醉壽 王 醒

The History Poems 

the sound of the jie drum is loud， 
all the musicians stop. 

At midnight returning from the feast 
the palace water clocks drip long， 

the Prince of Xue is reel:ing drunk， 
吐le Prince of Shou is sober. 
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It is remarkable how little the last line s叮S一-and needs to say. We can 
lillagme ange主 and humiliation， magnified by the prince's forced atten� 
dance at a party where his father is enjoying himself immense紗， playing 
his jie drum. Lady Yang， his own former court lady， would also be 出ere.
The prince's feelings， which would have to be masked in court li長， are 
also masked in the poem， condensed into the simple final hemistich: 
“the Prince of Shou is sober." 

The following famous quatrain on the Han statesman Jia Yi is very 
much the moral historian's quatrain: it retells a moment from the histo� 
ries in such a way that a judgment is clear. The Shjji "Biography of Jia 
Yi" simply tells us that when he was recalled from exile， Han Wendi 
summoned him for a midnight interview， in which Wendi asked him to 
expl但n the essentials of the spirit world. Jia Yi gave a full account that 
pleased the emperor. The poet and reader also know that Jia Yi had 
grand plans for political reform. 

宣 室 求 賢 訪逐 臣

賈 生 才 調 史 無倫

可憐夜 半 虛 前 席

不 問 蒼 生 問 鬼神

李 商 隱 ， 賈 生
Li Shangyin， Jia Yi75 

The Reception Chamber sought worthies ，  
had the banished official v:is此，

Master ]泊's talent and temperament 
were beyond all compare 

Too bad that at midnight it was in va:in 
he came forward on the mat-

he was not asked about the people， 
he was asked about ghosts and spir:its. 

In a sense this quatrain “sums up" Jia Yi's fate and desenTes its place in 
the cultural repertoire. Like “Dragon Poo1" the judgment， though clear， 
的 1eft implicit. 

75. 29489 ; Jij甜 巧成 Ye (1985) 428 ;  Zl 
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Li's less famous quatrain on Wang Zhaojun be臣的 in the same spirit 
of retelling a famous sto句， but it closes with a line that is suggestive yet 
far from clear﹒ Wang Zhaojun was a beautiful Han palace lady who， be
cause of her poverty， was unable to bribe the court painter Mao Yan
shou. As a result， Mao painted her as ugly. Looking at only portrai的，
Han Yuandi decided to marry her off to Huhany亡， the ruler of the 
Xiongr凹， discovering his error only when she was ready to depart. Her 
tomb in the steppes was supposed to be always green. 

毛延壽 畫欲通神

忍 為 黃 金 不 顧人

馬 上 琵 琶行 萬 里

漢 宮 長 有 隔 生 春

李 商 隱， 王 昭 君
Li Shangyin， Wang Zhaojun76 

Mao Yanshou's painting 
would convey the spi凹，

because of gold he was ruthless， 
did not care about the person. 

On horseback her pipa 
went ten thousand leagues， 

for the Han palace there was always 
spring appearing after her life 77 

The final line is characteristic of Li Shangyin in that it is highly sugges
tive and eludes definitive interpreta吐on. In a quatrain in this style， its 
role is one of summation. Although commentators have wished to link 
it to her evergreen tomb， the poem specifies : “in the Han palace." Ge 
sheng chun 隔 生 春 ("spring appearing after her life") is literally “spnng 
separated by / from beyond life." It is a phrase that h組gs at the edge of 
making sense， and can be interpreted in various ways . 

In 8 51 Li Shangyin went to Sichuan， where Du Fu had sojourned 
almost a century earlier. It is hard to say when Li Shangyin's interest 
in Du Fu was first kindled; we can already hear echoes in earlier poems. 
In the we鈍， however， he remembered Du Fu and the latter's admi 
ra口on for Zhuge Liang， the failed minister of Shu-Han during the 
Three Kingdoms . In Chengdu Li Shangyin wrote a poem about the 
ancient cypress of the Zhuge Liang Shrin亡， though it met with far 
less success  than Du Fu's famous poem. The best known of Li Shang-

76. 29499; Jijie 1528; Ye 令985) 43 5 
77. This line is obsc肛e， though commentators gene叫ly agree 出at it refers to Wang 

Zhaojun's tomb， Green Mound， in the steppes 
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yin's Zhuge Liang poems， emulating Du Fu's thick style with Li 
Shangyin's mannered twist， was a poem on Choubi Post Station， where 
Zhuge Liang had halted the Shu-Han army to draw up his plans against 
Cao Cao. 

猿 鳥 猶疑畏 簡 書

風 雲 長 為護儲胥

徒令上將揮神筆

終 見 降 王走傳車

管 樂 有 才 真 不 本

李 商 隱 ， 籌 筆 驛
Li Shangyin， Choubi Station78 

Gibbons and birds still seem 
“awed by the document丸"79

windblown clouds ever guard 
the wooden stockade for him.80 

The great general was brought to wield 
his divine brush in vain;81 

in the end one saw his surrendered ruler 
speed away in a post coach.82 

Guan Zhong and Yue Yi had tale肘，
世uly no shame in comparison，83 

78 吵吵立; j;仰 吟吟; Ye (198 5) 1坪; Zhou 217. Choubi (planning Brush) Station was 
located in Tang 11ianzhou 綿 州 ， in modern Sichuan. 

79 . The earliest editions 主ead ]u 魚 for]uan 猿. Commentators have consistently 
prefe主red the variant， though early citations confrrm the reading]u. “Awe吋d b切r 出e docαu 1 

m凹ents臼s" 山d制e吋d to “S位血g Forth 出白e C臼ha加2位nots
C∞ou叮rs扭e we 也ink 口n g伊oing home， / but we are awed by the documents" 豈 不 懷歸， 畏此
簡 書 Trus i s  traditionally taken to  refer t o  the commands 也at forbade desertion. Here 
it refers to Zhuge Liang's n過itary orders 

80. The chuxu 儲胥 is either the stockade itself or the defensive rim of stakes dri，'en 
in the ground outside the stockade. 

81. The reference is to Zhuge Liang's s世ateg:t白，
8立 The 主臼efe芷臼encαε 1臼s t的口 Liu Chan 霍劉'Jt干禪華 ， the second and las仗t of t由he Shu-Han rulel主臼:s

who ha缸仁d rums吋el芷f bound a缸f且ld t由he凹n went out and surre缸凹ndered t昀o the invading \涼w叮f治旬c臼1 ge凹neral

Deng Ai 鄧 艾 From there Liu Chan and his family were sent t口 the Wei capital at 

Luoyang 
旬. Guan Zhong 管 仲 was the minister who made Duke Huan of Qi overlord. Yue 

Yi 樂 毅 was the famous strategist emploved bv King Zhao of Yan against Qi. That 芯，

Zhuge Liang's talents were such that they were comparable to those of Guan Zhong 

and Yue Yi. The line echoes a passage in Zhuge Liang's biography in the Record ofSh1i 

蜀 志 in wruch he was supposed to have compared himself to Guan Zhong and Yue Yi 

Most dismissed the comparison， with 也e e主ception of a few friends who knew his 
worth 
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關 張無命欲何如

他年錄 里 經 祠 廟

梁 父吟成恨有餘

Li Shmψzn 

if Guan Yu and Zhang Fei were not to survive， 
what could he do?84 

In another year 1 passed 
his shrine in Brocade Town，85 

when his Liangfu Song was done， 
it was replete with resentmentß6 

“Choubi Station" is essentially a “meditation on the past" rather than a 
pure poem about history. It begins with Li Shangyin's favorite variation 
on 出e scene of absence: a past sple且dor is gone， but the present natural 
world seems figuratively marked by the past. Thus， the landscape 
around Yangzhou (Sui Ya時di's Jiangdu) is still empty of fireflies .  If the 
gibbons and birds are waη of peopl巴， it is a lingering awe at the strict
ness of Zhuge Liang's command. If the place is in a wilderness with 
clouds blowing through 此， those clouds are still guarding his encamp 
ment， which remains a hazy presence in the scene 

To Chinese poets heroic history often centered on a scene of writing 
or command-plans， ord亡的， commemora包ons-rather 也an active bat 
tles .  The warriors and gen巴rals， like Guan Yu and Zhang Fei， who 
would dorninate popular traditions were mere instruments of the 
planner-writer. Li Shangyi日 is， ho、.vever， aware that if those instruments 
fai!ed or were killed， all the wisdom and cultural force invested in the 
brush was wasted. Despite having a minister equal to the ancient exem
plars Guan Zhong of Qi and Yue Yi of Yan， the Shu-Han kingdom 
collapsed soon after the death of the First Ruler Liu Bei， and his son 
Liu Chan was forced to surrende主 to Cao Cao. 

84- Guan Yu 關 羽 and Zhang Fei 張 飛 were the two most talented generals of the 
Shu-Han kingdom. Both were killed earlier in battle 

85. Chengdu 
86. The yuefu “Liangfu Song" (梁 父 吟 。r 梁 甫 吟) was traditionally attributed to 

Zhuge μang. The Record of S htl 蜀 志 credits Zhuge Liang wi出 a fondness for 出e “Li缸19-
fu Song" while he w品 still living a private life. The song was originally a type of dirge， 
and probably there were other lyrics in addition to the anor可mous early lyric 出at has 
been preserved. JijZe makes the improbable sugg的tion that the last line here refers to Li 
Shangyin's own poem “The Old Cypress at the Shrine of the Martial Count [Zhuge 
Liang] " 武 侯 廟 古 柏 (均I95) . Thus， commentators wo叫d read the last line “When my 
Liangfu Song was done . . . ." 
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We come at last to the “Liangfu Song." The surviving version， 
believed in the Tang to have been by Zhuge Liang， celebrates the 
power of the clever minister over the m山tary hero . The song refers 
to a sto叮 in the Yan字 chunqiu in which Yanzi plotted with Duke Jing 
of Qi to get rid of the three strongmen. Ya的i came up with a 
scheme whereby the three were given two peaches and told that 
吐ley were to decide amo日g themselves who was the most worthy 
and hence the most deserving of the peaches. Each boasted his own 
mer肘， and when Guyezi boasted 且bout his ，  the others were so 
ashamed by the fact that they had made claims on the peaches that 
they 凶led themselves .  Witnessing tl凹， Guyezi too felt ashamed and 
垣lled himself. 87 

步 出 齊 求 門
進 草 蕩 陰 旦
旦 中 有 三墳

景 素 正 相 似
間 是誰 家 基
回 疆 古 冶 子
力 白色排 南 山

文能絕地紀
一 朝被謊 言
二桃殺三 士
誰能 為此諜
國 相 齊 晏子

1 walked out of the east gate of Qi， 
and gazed on Dangyin Village afar. 
In the village there were three tomb 

mounds， 
heaped high and looking just alike. 
1 asked: \'Vhose graves are these? 
Tian �<ail j iang's and Guye羽毛 .
Might that could push South Mountain 

aside， 
wn世ngs that could break the earthlines .  
In one morning they suffered slander， 
and two peaches 幽ed 世ee warnors 
\Vho could make such a plan as this?
The domai的 minister， Yanzi of Qi. 

If 吐吐 song is "replete with resentment，" it is because in 也is case the 
clev巳r adviser， Zhuge Liang， still fai!ed 

Li Shangyin's finest tribute to Du Fu occurs in a poem virtually 

unprecedented in the tradition， the major excep包on being a poem 

by Li He， presented as the poem the sixth-century poet Yu Jianwu 

“should have written" when corning out of hidi月 after the fall of 

也e Liang (see p .  176) . Li Shangyin writes in the same spirit as Du Fu 

in Chengdu. 

87. Lu Qinli (I983) 28I 
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李 商 隱 ， 中土工 部 蜀 中 離 席
Li Shangyin， Du Fu at a Par包ng Banquet in Shu的

人生 何處 不 離群 Where in this life do we not 

世路于 戈 惜暫分

雪 嶺未歸天 外使

松 州 猶駐殿前軍

座 中 醉客延醒客

江 上 晴 雲雜 雨 雲

美 酒 成 都堪i主老

當 墟 仍 是 卓 文 君

become separated from others?-89 
warfare on the wor肘's paths 

makes us begrudge even brief division 
Snow Ridge has not yet seen the return 

of the envρys beyond the horizon，90 
Songzhou still has 

a palace army halted there.91 
Those drunk at the party invite to drink 

those who are still sober， 
the sunlit clouds over the river 

are mixed with rain clouds 
Chengdu， with its fine al巴，

can go with me on to old age一
at its bars still there are 

Zhuo Wenjuns戶

88 . 29呦; Jijie II句; Ye (1985) 用; Zhou 222. Though li Shangyin does imitate Du 
Fu's s可le， this is not a formal “imitation" 擬 but rather the construction of a fictional 
occaslO且 Du Fu is here referred to by 也e ticle Gongbu， of the Board of Works， 乳 白山
lar posi包on he held thanks to his service on the staff of Yan Wu， 出e militarγ governor 
Cheng Mengxing advocates the variant bi 辟 for Du， thus making the 包tle refer to Li 
himself 的 having been “appointed" to a position on the Board of Works. Most com
mentators reject this . Ye points out that bi would be the wrong 借口n for such an ap
pOlDtment 

89 . The loose usage of hechu 何處 in Tang poetic dic包on extends this to “when?" 
“under what circumstances?" 

90. The reference is to the two envoys sent to the Tibetans in 763 and detained 
there. Snow Mountain was in Songzhou in Sichuan， roughly marking the border be
tween 出e Chinese and Tibetans 

9I . Western frontier commands sought registration as palace armies because the 
pay and provision were better. Songzhou was one of the most important western 
commands on the Tibetan fron包er. λs Zhou Zhenfu and others have pointed out， 
even though the historical specifiω in the second couplet belong to Du Fu's a阱， they 
echoed the troubles in 出e west of Li Shangyin's day 

戶. The reference is to the celebrated beauty who m虹口吐 出e poet Sima Xiangru 
and kept a bar with him in Chengdu. 
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Three poets in Chengdu are united across a millennium: we have Li 
Shangyin writing as Du Fu， who at last becomes the Han writer Sima 
Xiangru. In both Du Fu's and Li Shang戶口's 包me Chengdu was in close 
proxirnity to a troubled fron包er; when parting occu主s， reunlOn lS un
certain. In a very different key， Li Shangyi丘's impulse toward absorp 
tion in the pleasures of the moment returns， now in the traditional 
guise of the persuasion to pleasure at the feast. For the Last Ruler of 
the Northern Qi we were given Little Love's naked body as the image 
that absorbed him. Here in his closing words the poet invokes Zhuo 
Wenjun， decently clothed but no less alluring. Going forth into the 
world is dangero此 Chengdu's fine ale and beauties like Zhuo Wenjun 
can hold one in place “on to old age." 

We may recall that the difference between S山 Ya且gdi and the Last 
Ruler of Chen was Yanz.祉's desire to emulate the image of the former， b 
embodied in legend and， most of all， in a famous song. Li Shangyin was 
clearly no less beguiled by those images of the past， even when he tried 
to maintain himself at a distance， offering the judgment of the moral 
historian. With Tang poets and writers he can cross that barrier of fas
cination and stand in their shoes .  In the poem above he perfectly cap
tures the tone of Du Fu's poetry， 的 he does for Han Yu's poetry in his 
famous tribute to him， celebrating the power of writing. 

In the middle of the second decade of the ninth century Xianzong 
had decided to reassert imperial authori月T over the Huaixi circu此，
which had been autonomous for over half a c巳ntu叮 Imperial forces 
had bungled the opera包on and Chief Minister \'Vu Yuanheng was 
assassinated by ope主2位ves from another autonomous circuit that did 
not want imperial forces to succeed. Pei Du， Han Yu's patron， then 
took Wu Yuanheng's place as chief rninister， pressed the war efforts， 
and even visited the front to coordinate Tang forces .  At last victory was 
achieved. Han Yu was called upon to compose the stele inscription 
celebrating the vict。可 and， as rnight be expected， gave pride of place to 
the achievements of his patron， Pei Du. Others at court， howev缸， felt 
that Pei Du's achievements were exaggerated. The stele was pulled 
down， the inscription effaced， and another was put in its place. The 
Huaixi mscrip位on remained one of Han Yu's most famous works . 
The poi日t was 日ot lost on Li Shangyin that a te主t and its tangible in 
scription were differer吐 出lllgs.
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元和 天 子神武姿

彼何人哉軒與義

誓將上 雪 列 聖恥

坐 法 宮 中 朝 四 夷

i在 西 有 賊五 十 載

封狼生 才回區 生 畏

不 據 山 河據平地

長 戈 利 矛 日 可 龐

帝 得 聖 相 相 曰 度

賊 祈 不 死神扶持

腰懸 相 印 作都統

陰風慘海 天 王 旗

忠、 武 古 通作 牙 爪

Li Sha吵zn

李 商 唔， 韓碑
Li Shangyin， Han Yu's Stele93 

The Yuanhe Son of Heaven 
of divine and warlike mien， 

what sort of man was he?一一
like the Yellow Emperor or Fu Xi. 

He vowed that he would wipe away 
the shame of successive sovereig且s，

he sat in the Hall of Jus包C亡，
barbarians all around came to court. 

Huaixi had been in brigan品， hands 
for fifty years， 

a great wolf spawned a wildc泣，
the wildcat spawned a bear戶

They did not occupy mountain or river， 
they occupied level land， 

with long pike and sharp spear 
they could direct the sun.的

The Emperor found a sagely minister， 
the minister was called Du，96 

brigands smote him， he did not die 
he was supported by the gods .97 

From his waist hung the Minister's seal， 
he served as Campaign Commander，98 

a shadowy aura blew ominously 
from the Great King's bann亡的

Li Su， Han Go口gw口， Li Daogu， and Li Wentong 
served as the teeth and claws，99 

93 . 29I4日 ; Jijie 828; Ye (I985) 64; Zhou 120 
94. The Huaixi circuit had been in the hands of strong generals since the Da且 Reign
95. The reference i日 to a st。可 in the Hu翩翩n:;;i in which thε lord of Luyang was 

doing battle with Han Gou. He was so absorbed in the fighting that when the sun 
was setting， he wielded his pike and directed the sun to retum to a higher position in 
the sky. 

96. Pei Du. 
97. The reference is to 閻 部S自sination attempt on Pei Du in 也e capital 
98 . The commander in the field was Han Ho且g
99. These were subordinate commanders 
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儀 曹 外 郎 載 筆 隨 the Vice Director o f  the ]\位rust勾 of Rites
went along bearing his brush. 100 

行 軍 司 馬 智 且 勇 The adjutant of the e主pedi包on
was canny and was bold， 1 01 

十 四 萬 眾 猶虎貌 a host of four hundred thousand 
like tigers and panthe主5

入蔡縛賊獻太廟 They entered Cai， bound up  the brigan血，
presented them to the Ancestral Temple， 

功無與讓恩 不 誓 for deeds that yielded to none 
imperial grace was beyond measure. 

帝 曰 汝度功 第 一 The Emperor spake: “You， Du， 
your deeds are the highest; 

汝從 事 ;金 宣 為 辭 it is fitting that your attendant Yu 
write of this ." 

愈拜稽首蹈且舞 Han Yu bowed and kowtowed， 
he skipped and danced: 1 02 

金 石 刻 畫 臣 能 為 “To carve and mark on metal or stone 
is somethi時 your subject can dO;1 03 

古 者世稱大 手 筆 in ancient ages they spoke of 由詣 的
wn包ng of great importance; 

此事 不 繫於職 司 matters such as this are not 包ed
to the usual office functions; 

當 仁 自 古 有 不 讓 in kindly tasks since ancient times 
there is no deferring.'叫4

言 花 屢 領 天 子 頤、 These words concluded， the Son of Heaven 
。ften nodded his chin. 

� 退齋戒 坐 ，J 、 閻 Han Yu \vithdrew and fasted， 
seated in a small chamber， 

;需 系 大 筆何淋漓 soaking his great brush in ink， 
how the words flowed! 

IOO. The reference is to Li Zongrr凹， who se凹ed as Pei Du's secretary 
IOI. The reference is to Han Yu 

447 

I02 “Skipping and dancing" was the proper sign of pleasure at an imperial order 
I03 . Takahashi Kazumi takes this as a rhetorical question， implying that 吐吐S IS some 

thing the empero芷 should do. 
I04- This echoes Ana!ects XV.35: “In 區nclly tasks one does 日ot yield even to one可

teacher" 當 仁 不 讓於 師
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點 竄 堯 典 舜 典 字

塗 玖 ;青 廟 生 民詩

文成破體 書在紙

清晨再拜鋪丹蹲

表 曰 臣 怠 昧 死 上

詠神 聖 功 書 之碑

碑 高 三 丈 字 如斗

負 以 靈 董構 以 璃

句 奇語重口俞者 少

說之天 子 言 其 私

長 繩 百 尺挽碑倒

產主砂大 石 相 磨 治

玄之斯文 若 元 氣

先 時 已 入人肝脾

湯 盤 孔 鼎 有 述作

今無其 器存其辭

Li  Shat砂1月 The History Poems 449 

He expanded and shortened passages 
from the Canons of Yu and Shun，! 05 

he varied and altered Poems， 
“Pure Temple，" “Giving Birth to the Folk." 

The text finished， it broke the usual forms， 
he wrote it out on pap缸，

on a clear morning he repeatedly bowed， 
unrolling it in the Cinnabar Courtyard. 

The memorial said: “Y our subject Yu， 
heedless  of risk of dea血，

has sung of deeds of divine sageliness 
and written a stele inscrip包on."

The stele was three yards high， 
the characters 山ce tadpoles， 

bom on the back of a sacred tortoise， 
with dragons coiled around 

The lines were strange， the diction weigh守，
there were few who got the sense， 

they maligned him to the Son of Heaven， 
saying he was biased. 

With a long rope of a hundred feet 
they pulled the stele down; 

with coarse grit and large rocks 
they ground it away 

His text that represents 出is Culture 
的 like the Primal Essence﹒ 

well before this it had already 
entered people's innards 

Tang's basin and Kong's tripod 
had their inscrip包ons;1 06

we no longer have the vessels today， 
but their words have been preserved. 
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-h之斯文 不 示 後
is not shown to posteri句，

高 與三 五 相 攀追 how can we attempt to  reach 
the Three God-kings and Five Emperors? 

1 wish to make ten thousand copies 願 書 萬 本誦 萬 遍
and recite it ten thousand times， 

口 角 流沫右 手紙 saliva dripping from mouth's come郎，
my right hand calloused 

傳之七 十 有二代 Pass it on for generations， 
seven句! and two， 

以 為封禪玉檢 明 堂基 to use it in the Feng and Shan ri肘， jade tabl帥，
and the foundation of a Hall of Light 

Although this poem is not one that welcomes translation， it has 
achieved a secure place in the canon of Tang poet1)入 The resonant ar 
chaism in the Tang long line is a formal continui句7 出at matches the 
con由lUity of values from the 主emote cultural past to Li Shangy凹's re 
cent past in Han Yu's prose. It shows a faith in the power of "\vords， 
slipping away from the effaced inscription and “entering people's in 
nards ."  This 自 由e pOSl出Te counterpart of Du Mu's friend Li Kan's 
anxiety about Bai Juyi's and Yuan Zhen's poe包c words possessing in 
fectious toxicity， entering people's flesh and bones . The unique text of 
a stele inscription becomes 出e continually reproduced te泣， “in ten 
thousand copies，" a fantasy of preservation and public circulation that 
brings us to the very edge of print c叫個主亡， whose great early pri且也ng
proJ ec臼 wer巴 undertaken precisely with this mo口ve in mind. This ne"\v 
vision of “publicity" differed profoundly from 出e Tang carving of the 
Confucian Classics on stone， initiated through a proposal by Zheng 
Tan ill 837. As poetry had left the court， the culture-bearing “writing of 
great importance，" dashoubi 大 手 筆 ， was specifically not instantiated in 
the court-sanctioned stone illscription but rather in the “text" that 
could be infinite句r reproduced 

Han Yu was still wri位ng in the context of the state. In “Han Yu's  
Stele" the state effaces the te泣， but the text has escaped the state's con
trol. In effe仗， the Tang state has lost the real monument of cultural 

105. These are sections of the 愁，
106. Tang's basin belonged to the Shang founder. Although its inscription was pre 

se凹ed， the vessel itself was lost. There is debate over “Kong's tripo缸， but it probably 
refers to the tripod of Zheng Kaofu， inscribed in the Zhou 
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au出on句， which through eternal reproduc包on re山rns at the end as the 
basis for an ideal state in the “Feng and Shan rites" and in the “Hall of 
Light." 

The figure of Han Yu composing his “new" text by culling words 
from past texts is perhaps the double of Li Shangyin writing as Han Yu. 
This is a 句1e Li Shangyin uses nowh的 els仗e. W帕恥7吐世吐恤i扛址岫t吐由帥hi吐lÌ n吋1 t由he 叫s吋位此c r記巳P戶ro
duct包lon 1扯t 1必s t由he figure of t記c芷t阻ua址1 r仗eproduc世on and dis senlÌnat世lOn咒1， reclt 
ing and c∞opymg志: “ "s 立油liva dr丘ipping fì丘rom mouth's corne 郎 ， my right hand 
calloused." 

1t may seem difficult to reconcile this image of Li Shangyin with the 
poet of the hermetic piece日， staring a lifetime at the singer's lips or the 
dancer under bowl of crystal， the poet in a daze of passion or memory. 
Yet eve叮where he seeks repe包tion or a focus on something singular， an 
absorption that organizes his poe世c world around it. When he looked 
into history， he found himself with emperors who were obsessed， 
focused on a woman or an image. 1n Han Yu it is the single text， con
stantly repeated and copied 

T H I RT E E N  

Li Shangyin 

“Poems on Things" 

“Poems on things，" yongwu 吉永物， formed an important subgenre in the 
poetic tra曲。n. “Things" here comprise a linlÌted range of artifacts and 
things in nature， a range represented in the early encyclopedi俗， !eishu 
類 書 . Some things were 可oetic，" while others were not. Mirrors were 
poetic; brick molds and bricks， basic artifacts of Chinese civilization， 
were not. Cicadas were poetic; earthworms were not. Certain trees， 
aroma包c he主bs ， and 且owering plants were poetic and noticed; others 
were poetically invisible. 

Each of the common “things" of poet勾T came with its own lore， al 
lusions ， associations ， and histo主Y of prior use. Some histories of lore 
and use we主e long， while others were short. Those differing histories 
exercised a profound influence on the ninth-centu勾， poem. The asso
ciations of a particular poetic “thing" suggested the s可le and even the 
poe包c genre in which the thing was best represented 

The cicad且， believed to feed only on de\J弋 was a figure of purity and 
austerity. 1t had been used in a famous prison poem by Luo Bimvang in 
the seventh century as a figure for the poet himself. l The gaudy peon于，
which became all the rage in the eighth centu句， became a poe包C tOplC 
o吋 around the end of the eighth century入 Two poetic expo叩ons on 
the peony dating from the first half of the ninth cen囚ry'， one by Shu 
Y叫nyu 舒元與 and another by Li De抖， both proudly proclaim that 
no one had written poe包c eXpOSl世ons on 吐le subject. The peony was a 

1. 04190; Chen Xijin I來 熙 晉， Luo Linhaijzjianzhu 駱臨海 系 主 注 (Shanghai; Shang 
h也 guji chuba吋le， I985)， 明，
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flashy， feminized flower and demanded a style ve可 different from that 
appropriate for writing on the cicada. It is also not surprising that Li 
Shangyin chose regulated verse in the short line for his cicada poem. 
He wrote a number of poems on peonies， but the famous ones are 
written in the long line.2 

本 以 高 難飽
徒勞恨 費 聲
五 史 疏欲斷
一 樹 碧 無情
薄 官 被猶泛
故 園 蕪 已 平
煩 君最 相 警
我 亦 舉 家 清

李 商 隱 ， 蟬
Li Shangyin， Cicada3 

By high-minded nature not eating its 凹，
wasted eff，。此， vOlce spent 1n resen仕nent
Before dawn cries sparse， almost ceasing， 
a whole emerald tree doesn't care. 
I， low official， a bough still adrift，4 
weeds already cover my garden at hom巴
Y ou have kindly warned me most strongly: 
I and all my family are pure like you.6 

Commentators always point out that the first couplet is particularly 
ambiguous as to whether it refers to the cicada or to Li Shangyin him 
self (though in such a poem the "thing" of the 包tle will normally be 
presumed to be the subj ect) .  The ninth-century reader would， however， 
already be disposed to take the cicada as the poet's double. The older 
tradition of the cicada as poet， represented by the Luo Binwang poem， 
was supplemented by the conventional ninth-cen印ry comparison of 
the recitation of poetry to a cicada's cries .  The cicada's cries were pre
cisely k吵距， the “bitter chanting" that became “painstaking compo怯
tion." Li Shangyin's poem， howe'\叫 is a far 的 from the regulated
verse craft. Although it borrows the restraint associated with the form， 
it is an integral exposition rather than a container for fine couplets .  

2. It should， however， be noted that Li Shang)甩n's poem directly echo臼 a cicada 
poem by Lu S凶。 盧 思 道 (535-586)， wri仕en in irregular lines， en臼tled "On Listening to 
Cicadas Sing" 聽 鳴 蟬 篇 See Zhu Shar那hu 祝 尚 書， Lu S的。)I}間之hu 盧 思 道 集 校 注
(Chengdu: B a  Shu shushe， 200力 ， 39 .

3. 29109; Jijie 1027; Ye (1985) 2斗; Zhou 177. 
4. The reference is to an imaginary dialogue in the Zhanguo ce and S huo yuan in wh.ich 

an earthen statue addressed a 五gurine carved from a peach bough， telling it th且t when 
the r組ns fell， it would be swept away by the river. 

5 . Th.is recalls Tao Qian's concern prior to deciding to give up h.is office and return 
home. 

6. Th.is is interpreted as being like the cicada in never eating its fill 
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The po仗's song is a wasted expense of voice. Hearing his cicada也
double is a warning， in the context of remembering Tao Qian's garden 
and the possibility that he， too， can quit and return home. Although that 
was not a realistic possib山句， it perhaps provided some consolation. 

To juxtapose Li Shangyin's famous “Cicada" poem with the most 
famous of his poems on peonies is a striking reminder of the nature of 
his talent. Li Shangyin does not have a single "characteristic" style .  
Rather， he writes in many styles and is original in many of them. Here 
the sump囚ous descriptive style， containi口g an allusion in almost every 
line， is a counte中art and tribute to the famously gaudy flower. 

錦中幸初卷衛夫人

繡被猶堆越都君

垂 手 萬L 翻雕玉佩

折腰爭舞鬱 金裙

石 家蠟燭何 曾 剪

茍 令香;墟可待烹

李 商 隱 ， 牡 丹
Li Shangy泊， Peonies7 

Brocade curtains just rolled up， 
the Lady of Wei;8 

em broidered blankets s till piled in hea阱，
Lord E of Yue.9 

Dangling hands send flying wildly 
pendants of carved ja缸，

bending waists compete to set dancing 
saffron skirts . l O  

Wax candles of Shi Chong's home， 
never once trimmed; l 1  

incense burner of Di主ector Xun， 
aroma to 且nticipate . 1 2

7. 29260; Jijie 1548; Ye (1985) 193; Zhou 15. 
8 . When the Lady of Wei had Confucius come to meet her， she took hεr proper po 

sition behind a brocade curtain. Confucius faced north tow缸d the curtain and kow 
towed， and she bowed behind 吐le curtain. This same person， called Nanzi， had an affair 
with a prince of Song 

9 . The Shuo yuan relates how Lord E of Yue was out boating， during which h.is 
boatman sang 且 romantic song. Lord E embraced h.im and covered h.im with an em 
b主oidered blanket. 

10. “Dangling hands，" chuishou 垂手， was both a gesture in dance and the name of a 
dance “Bending waist丸" 之heyao ;j斤腰， was also a conventional descriptio且 of a kind of 
dance with bows. Jijie suggεsts that th.is passage describ自 由e flo\vers \va\'吐月 In 由ε
breeze 

II. As an example of the famous Sh.i Chong's extravagance， the Shishuo xi哩yu notes 
that he used wa芷 candles in place of 區且品立1岳﹒

12. According to a comment in 由e Xiangy，呵}Z 襄 骯己， whenever Xun Yu 茍 袁
紅sited som凹的's home歹 也e spot where he sat wo叫d rem位n fragranr fo芷 three days. 
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我 是 夢 中 傳采 筆

欲書 花 片 寄 朝 雲

L i  S han!!Jin 

1 am he to whom in dream 
was given the brush of many colors1 3 

and wish to wtÍte on the flower petals 
to send t。 “clouds of dawn."1 4 

Li Shangyin opens with images of exposure and concealme凹， pre
sumably corresponding to peonies that are open and those that are still 
closed. The flowers are not only ero位c but 山icitly erotic: Nanzi， the 
Lady of Wei， might have met Confucius behind a curtain， as some 
commentaries remind us， but here the curtain is rolled up， exposing this 
woman， notorious for her adulterous affair with a nobleman of Song. 
Lord E of Yue's beautiful boatman under heaps of blankets was the 
tradition's most famous figure of male beauty and homoerotic desire 

The second couplet gives us the movements of dance， probably cor 
responding to the peonies swaying in the breeze. (peonies have overly 
large flowers and do bend heavily when they blossom.) The dance is 
anything but a stately one: it is seems like a frenzied expense of ener前，
picked up in Shi Chong's lavish use of candl白， the red peonies always 
“burning" and never needing “trimrning" to hold their flame (“trim
ming" the wick of a candle playing on "cutting" the flowers) . Even 
though Magistrate Xun did not expend himself in giving off aroma， 
here he is represented as an incense burn缸， burning up inside， produc
ing the rich aroma of the peonies .  The peonies are figures of sensual 
display， but it is a display that consumes itself quickly. The third coupl泣，
matching color with scent， also recapitulates the figu主es of female and 
male beauty in the first couplet， along with the images of expo
sure (flame of the candl吋 and covering (smoldering incense within an 
incense burner) . 

The last couplet 芯， if not a rnisu況， then a ve叮 叮oubled use of allu 
sion. In ]iang Y妞's dream， the poet Guo PU did not bestow his brush 
of ma叮 colors but rather took it back (though one could read chuan 傳
as “passed back") . Zhou Zhenfu here has Li Shangyin recalling Linghu 
Chu's instruction in parallel prose and wanting to send the poem to 

13 . The reference here is to the story of the poet Jia吟 Ya口， who once dreamed that 
Guo PU appeared to him and asked him to return his “brush of manv colors ." \'Vhen 
Jiang Yan awoke， his poetic 叫ent had deserted 恤n.

坪. In the Gaotangfu the “clouds of dawn" were 出e morning form of the goddess of 
Wu Mountain 
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him. The rela包onship between Guo PU and ]iang Yan would indeed 
have been a fine figure for Li Shangyin's rela包onship to his mentor and 
patron. However， only the tradition of Li Shangyin scholarship might 
suggest that a young poet would refer to his aging and highly distin
guished patron as the goddess of 可lU Mountain. 

就任'lat we have is an inspira位on of limited du主ation-the brush can 
not be kept. Moreover， it would appear that this dreamy inspira包on
comes from the peonies themselv白， whose frail petals will be used as 
the medium of the text. The goddess of Wu Mountain (“clouds of 
dawn") also visits in dream and stays only a short wh址e. The natural 
way to take it would be as Li Shangyin's “beloved，" whether real or 
imagined. 

To offer a period comparison， consider a poem by Han Yu， proba 
bly dating from the second decade of the ninth cen凹句. The peonies 
are typically beautiful women， but the light wit of the Yuanhe poet fo 
cuses on relationships rather than pure display. 

韓怠 ， 戲題牡丹
Han Yu， Playfully on the Topic of Peonies1S 

幸 自 同 開 俱 陰 約 B y  good fortune they opened together， 
all in a blur， 

何 須 相 倚 聞 輕盈 why must 出ey rest on each other 
in contest of light charms?  

陵晨並作新妝面 At the break of dawn they all have 

對家偽 合 不 語情

雙 燕 無機還拂掠

游蜂 多 思正經營

長 年 是 事 皆 拋盡

今 日 欄邊 暫 眼 明

newly made up faces， 
facing visitors they show special resen屯，

passions unspoken. 
No designs on them， a pai主 of swallo'，vs 

again brushes past them， 
but roaming bees are fi叫l of longing

and now busy at them. 
For an older person all such concerns 

have been entirely left behind， 
but today beside mv fence 

my eyes sparkle for a moment 

The pa沁5臼叩S剖slOωons 0吋f t出h巳臼se pe∞orue臼s a伯r臼e h出el迅d b凶ac吐k一b如d月 含乞， “ 叮res仗er叮:v甘吋7屯/e'百，
because烏， like peach and plum， they do not speak. They are adorned to 

15 . 18033 ;  Qian Zho時lian 943 
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attract attention， but they are shy. The paired swallows， content with 
each other， are indifferent; only the bees are hard at work. The peonies 
do attract the attention of the poet， but they do not induce a state of 
drearniness .  Rather， they put a spark in an old man， chuckling at himself， 
for just a little while 

Although Li Shangyin法 “Peonies" is unique， the comparison with 
Han Yu's poem captures one essential change between the Mid-Tang 
and Late Tang. Although irony and wit were hardly universal in the 1位d
Tang， they nevertheless  were an important dimension in .tv1id-Tang 
poet句， a sophisticated bemusement with oneself that we see so often in 
也e poetry of Han Yu and Bai Juyi. “Playful" poems continued to be writ
ten by Late Tang poets . As we will see when discussing Wen Tingyun and 
Duan Chengshi， there were many "teasing poems，" chao 嘲 ， and jeux 
d'esprit. Han Yu's lightness of tone， however， playing on simultaneous 
engagement and disengagemer哎， became much less commo扎

When there is irony in Li Shangyin， it is sharper. The associations of 
the peony were fixed， but they could be treated very differently from 
Li's earli口 poem.

壓逕復緣;再
當總又 映樓
終銷一 國 破
不 會 萬 金求
驚 鳳戲三 島
神仙居 十 洲
應憐護草淡
卻得號 忘 憂

李 商 隱， 牡 丹
Li Shangyin， Peo凹的16

Pressing on paths and lining moats， 
at windows and half hiding mansions 
They are at last worth a sta仗's r山n，1 7
not to be had for me自 由ousands in silver. 
Phoenix巳s spor包ng upon the Three Isles， 
immortals who live on the Ten Continents 1 8 
I'm sure they pity 由e day 凶y's pallor 
but it does get called "care三 oblivion."

Peonies were indeed quite popular in the eighth and ninth centuries; 
and Li Shangyin is here clearly playing on the contrast between their 
ubiquitous presence and the commonplaces of their rare value. The 
peonies are seductively beautiful women， the sort that can destroy the 
polity; but perhaps such beauties are as common as the peonies .  These 

I6. 29267; jijïe 可4; Ye (I985) 200 
q. The peonies are here represented as beautiful women who “make kingdoms 

fall，" qingguo 傾 國 ，
I8 . These are the isles o f  the immortals in the Western Ocean. 
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“phoenixes" and "immortals，" who create their own ambience， are， of 
course， only short-lived flowers . Their sense of superiority in pitying 
the day Wy is ironically reversed by the poet's comment in the final line. 

The sump囚ous peony of the first poem and the somewhat stranger 
peony of the second poem become the peony as an object of pathos in 
a pair of poems， written when Li Shangyin was serving with Wang 
Maoyuan， about peonies ruined by a rainstorm. 

李 商 隱 ， 回 中 牡 丹 為 雨 所敗二首
Li Shangyi口， Peonies Ruined by Rain in Huizhong1 9 

I 

下 苑他年未可追

西 州 今 日 忽 相 期

水 亭 暮 雨 寒猶在

羅薦春香暖 不 知

舞獎殷勤 收 落 蕊

有人惆 悵臥遙惟

章 臺街裹 芳 菲 伴

且 問 宮 且要 損 幾枝

i良 笑 榴 花 不 及春

先 期 零 落 史 愁 人

Those o f  Lower Park from other vears 
are now bevond reca且 20

but today in this western district 
all at once we meet 

Twilight rain on a river pav山on，
a chill that still remains， 

gossamer m且t and spring incens巴，
but no warmth is discerned 

Dancing butterÐies do their utmost 
to gather the fallen stamens， 

there is someone sick at heart 
lying in far-off bed curtains .  

Of your fragrant companions 
on the Zhang Terrace roads2 1 

1 wonde主 how many sprays 
of those palace-girl waists were n立ned.

II 
Rashly mocked was the pomegranate 

王 一 ; ...... rr ....n+- "..... C''h... ; ..... rr 22 tor IIl1SSlilg out on spn嗯，
but these， destroyed before their 位m亡，

sadden me still more. 

I9 . 29674-75; jijie 27o; Ye (I98 5) 693; Zhou 91 .  Huizho月 was located in "-\nding 
20. The Lower Park was part of 出e Twis包ng River Park in Chang'a日
21. The willows 
22. The Sui official Kong Shaoan joined the Tang founder too late to win a top po 

sition. At a banquet he responded to the set topic “Pomegranate" with the couplet 
“01Ùy because they were late to com亡， / 出ey missed spring in 出eir blooming" 祇 為 來
時 晚， 花 開 不 及春
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李 商 隱 ， 日 射
Li Shangyin， The Sun Shoots25 

The sun shoots into meshed windows， 
wind shakes the door， 

scented gossamer hides hands， 
spnr嗯's matt巳rs gone awry.26 

The winding arcade on all sides， 
hiding a s位llness

an emerald green parrot faces 
the red 主oses

日 射紗 窗風撼扉

香 羅 掩手春事達

碧 鸚鵡對紅薔薇

迴 廊 四 合掩寂 寞

τji-

-iiif11jiil-!1iiif-
-

Li Sbangyin 

Tears scattered on plates of jade 
frequently pain the heart， 

the brocade zither's strings 阿ang
often shattering dream. 

Thousands of leagues of layered shadow， 
not the garden of old， 

the life of the whole year goes 
off with the flowing dust.23 

稿可len the dance “Creek Ahead" is done， 
you will look back24 

realizing all their powdered charms 
were fresh only this morning. 
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玉 盤道 淚 傷 心 數

萬 里 重 陰 非 舊 國

一 年 生 意 屬 流塵

錦 瑟 驚 弦破夢頻

前 ;柔 舞 罷 君迴顧

併覺今朝粉態新 If “Peonies Ruined by  Rain" rep主ese口ts 吐le pathos of  a sup主emely in
te中主etable natural phenomenon， “The Sun Shoots" brings us to some
thing unreadable-or， rath缸， readable in its form rathe主 than in a 
weight of associations. 

We begin with penetration and assault on enclosure﹒ light and breeze 
(斥戶也如月2 風光， spring weather) are breaking into barriers that define an 
enclosure. Next we s巳e hands wrapped in gossam缸， fol1owed bv the 
peculiar comment in this context: “spring's matters gone awry." The 
gossamer hiding hands implies a woman (and a chill getting 峙， so th位
“spring matters gone awry" hints at some romantic di伍culty behind 
the unspringlike chill. Next we have a covered walkway that seems to 
encircle an inner courtyard. The poem moves us through frames and 
barriers that enclose to a final point of melancholy stillness ，  namely， a 
parrot facing the roses .  The parrot is a common “thing" of poet釘， as 
sociated with women， repeating their gossip so that one has to hold 
on巴's tongue around the bird. The “thing" here， however， has become 
unreadable， part of a pattern of colors . It notices neither us nor the 
woman of the s巳cond line. The bi吐's “facing" seems intentional， vet it 
lS an lnten包on we cannot understand 

If the bird's act of “facing" seems intentional， it is perhaps because 
we recall another poem， written by Du Mu around 8抖， which arrives at 
a very similar ending that also uses the ve出 “face，" dui 封， in the fourth 
position of the last line. Here the facing is clearly intentional， refusing 
to no位ce the human being who watches .  

Sadness at  the falling of flowers was already a favorite motif in  Tang 
poetry， which is here carried to a mannered excess 也at is the counter
part of the excessive rhetorical elaboration in the first peony poem. 
This aspect of Li Shangyin's poetry (which by no means characterizes 
all his poetry) to some degree deser寸的 ]ames ] . Y. Liu's characteriza
包on of Li Shangyin's poetry as “baroque." In contrast to the aesthetics 
of restraint in the regulated verse masters of the 820S and 830s，  these 
two poems， written around 838， foreground their excess .  The undatable 
first poem on "Peonies" is playful1y artificial in its excess .  These two 
poems go to excess in mannered sensib山ty. They are cousin to the ex
cessive emperors in the hist。可 poems and of the passionately excessive 
speakers in the hermetic poems. 

As the cicada is the po仗's double， so the peonies are figured as 
women， and vice versa. The capacity to play such poetic roles of emo 
tional engagement in describing “出ings" depends on a permeable 
boundary between the human and nonhuman. The opposite， then， of 

such a relation a自 由ose things that resist meaning， that are simply 

themselves .  We do find this-though rarely in poems specifical1y about 

"things ." 

25. 292n J&ie 均6; Ye 206; Zhou 251 
26 拭 is a late var.iant for 掩 and has been accepted by Jijie and Zhou in ord位 的

avoid redund且ncy

23 . Broken flower petals were called “fragran t d us t." 
24. This was a Southern yuifu with the Iines ﹒ 吋he flowers fall and go off with the 

current， / when will you s自 由em return on the current�" 花 落 隨 流 去， 何 見逐流還
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w凶ows played a role in parting because of the phonological similarity 
between !iu 柳， "willow，" and !iu 留 ， “stay." As a result of this phono
logical accide凹， 吐le branches of many botanically correct willows were 
conventionally snapped at par世ng as a gesture lnVl由19 the traveler to 
stay. Second， “willow" was a common figurative reference to profes 
sional singers and courtesans. We know of one girl to whom Li Shang 
yl日 was attracted who went by the name 叮叮illow Bra口ch，" Liuzhi 杉ri支
(though we do not know if she called herself that or was called thus by 
Li Shangyin) ， and the term was also a popular song type﹒ A ke 客 1S
both a “traveler" and a “client" (fig山ed as “guest") . For a co叮tesan，
when a ke “snapped a willow branch，" it had a somewhat different 
sense than when a group of male friends “snapped willow bra口ches鬥
when seeing a friend off on a jo凹ney (例 . But since the ke as "client" 
would also soon be on his w句， these discrete senses easily became 
commingled. Thus， we have the following Dunhuang song， perhaps 
dating from the ninth century but quite possibly later必

菱 透浮 萍 綠錦j也 Water-caltrops pierce Ðoating duckweed， 
a pool of green broca缸，

summer orioles tr也 a thousand 包mes，
enjoying the roses . 

AJl day long no one else around 
1 watch the light rain， 

a mandarin duck couple face each other 
bathing their robes of r巳d.

We cannot know for certain if Li Shangyin knew Du Mu's poem， but 
based on the date and the relative prominence of the two poets， it is 
more likely that Li Shangyin knew the Du Mu poem than the other way 
around. 

夏 鶯 干特弄薔薇

盡 日 無人看微雨

鴛 鴦 相 對浴紅衣

When Is a Willow a Willow? 莫 攀我
攀我 太 心 偏
我 是 曲 江 臨 池柳
者人折 了 那人攀
恩 愛 一 時 間

Don't grab hold of me， 
grabbing me， 也e heart too carried away. 
1 am a pond-side willow of Twisting River， 
this guy breaks me， th在t guy grabs 
Their love lasts only a moment. 

Those moments when the “thin軒" of the world can escape the con

suming poetic domain of human feelings and meanings are rare and pe 

culiarly enigmatic. The more common ques位on in Li Shangyin's poe住y
and that of other poets is where the center of gravity lies .  Is the poet 

using human associations to invest things with meaning and value， or is 

he using things to figura吐vely refer to something specifically human? 

This is essentially the same ques位on we posed in the history poems . Is 

the poem about a past ruler indeed about that past ruler or is it a figura 

tive reference to a current or recent Tang ruler? As in the histo叮

poems， ln “poems on thi丘軒" we know that both possibilities occur. 

Usually， howev仗， we cannot decide which is the case. 
就lillow trees present us with a fine example of the problem. 1t is al 

ways worth keeping in mind the fact that real w山ows were eve可where:

their u世ity in water management (they grow quickly and retain the soil 

on banks) in a culture concerned with water management gua主anteed

their common presence in the empirically visible Tang world. They 

were also overdetermined by human meanings . The two most promi 

nent frames of 主eference could be but were not essentially related. First， 

Here we obviously have a woman speaking “as a willow，" with the 叫
timate referent being the wom祖. This song is not about a tree﹒  

Most of Li Shangyin's willow poems are fe紅白白1亡， though we may 
remain uncertain whether the poems are about 出口 or women. A mi 
nority are not clearly marked as feminine and have often been inter
preted as referring to Li Shangyin himself. 1n Li Shangyin's more so 
phis包cated poet可 it is best to think of t.he boundarv between the literal 
and figurative as being highly unstable. 

The histo月1 of willow poems is not as continuous as one might ex
pect. There was a minor tradition of poetic exposi位ons on the willow in 
the third centu句， but in that genre it largely disappeared as a distinct 
“topic" through the Tang， with the exception of a set topic on the \.vil
lows by the western palace gate. Although in poet叮 1t was somet1mes a 

27. 2日I58; Feng 2II 
28 . Kong Fanjin 孔 范 今， ed.， Quan Tang Wudai ci shiZhu 仝 唐 五 代 詞 釋 注 (xi加:

Shanxi renmin chubanshe， 1998) ， 1333 
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topic in the sixth and seventh centuri凹， it was not particularly common 
in the eighth century. 仰的llows were nevertheless ubiquitous as images 
within poems .) In the first part of the ninth centut)心 however， it be 
came very popular as a poem “topic，" ti 題

The revival of willow poetry and its association with a beloved 
woman probably occurred in the late eighth century with the popular 
“Tale of Miss Liu 河山ow) ，" L叫hi zhuan 柳 氏 傳 . In addition to bei日g
a tree， liu (Liu) was also a common surname-and in the title of this 
tale it is only her surname. The tale tells how the poet Han Hong 車章制
lost his beloved Miss Liu and finally recovered her. Such a surname in 
vited playing on its literal sense， which we find in a famous poem at 
tributed to Han Hong in the tale:29 

章 臺 柳
章 臺 柳
顏 色 青 青今在否
縱使長故事似 舊 垂
也應攀拆他人手

Zhang Terrace willow， 
Zhang Terrace willow， 
Do you still have your complexion so green? 
Even if your long fronds hang as they used to， 
I'm sure that you've been grabbed and snapped 

by another. 

Since snapping willows at parting was already a well-established poetic 
custom， we here see 出c “snapping" of the woman-willow in an ex
tended sense. This well-known song probably contributed to the sense 
of the term that app闊的 in the Dunhuang song. 

Chinese commentators have wanted Li Shangyin它 可Tillow poems to 
be figurative-probably because the poem gains cultural value through 
such an interpreta包on， she秒i 法 意 ， “deeper meaning." Zhou Zhenfu 
has taken the nineteen willow poems in Li Shangyin's collection and 

iden包fied twelve of them as 沌的包c" (yanqi懲 艷 情 ) ; the 主emal!llllg

seven are either figurative for Li Shangyin himself or are seen as refer 

ring to his patron Liu [\X!illowJ Zhongying 柳仲 邦 (or his son) .30 Only 

1ll one case→xplicitly describing the experience of seeing a willow一-1S

an ordinary willow tree admitted into the poem-al出ough it immedi 

ately makes Li Shan鈞Tin reflect on himself. One wonders if all the wil 
low poems by Li Shangy凹's contemporaries should also be interpreted 
as figurative. One suspects that for other poets， 在om whom “deeper 

29 . Chen Wanghe 陳 王 和 ， Han Hong sh&ï jiao之hu 韓捌詩 集 校?主 σaibei: 可\Í'enshizhe
chubanshe， 1973) ， 440. 

30 . Zhou 189-92， 273-76. 
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mea口時" is less dema吋ed， a willow could sometimes be simply a 
poet1c tOplC， perhaps co位joined with actually seeing a willow. Althom，h 
there can be no doubt 出at some of Li Shangy的 w此w poems are 
t1gura包ve， it is Li Shangy凹's aura of seriousness， acquired in the com 
mentarial tradition， that presses so many of these poems to be inter 
preted figuratively. 

Before turning to Li Shangyin's willow poems， we might look at the 
willows of some older poets and contemporaries. Poets did not com 
ment on the actual historical importance of willows except incidentally， 
no包ng their presence on embankments and along canals. Poetic willows 
were noted for their white “且owers，" their leaves (like brows) ， their 
long fronds hanging down to the ground or wat缸， and the pufflike 
floss (xu 絮) that carries the seedpods in the wi吋 The first growth of 
w山ows was often poe包cally described as a “mist." The full growth of the 
leaves in late spring was a sign of the season法 impending end. Poets 
never no包ce the trunk， bark， or roots . Willows had other common as
sociations unrelated to courtesans and par由導﹒ They were associated 
with the poet Tao Qian， who r跎epresent伐ed hims紀巴l芷f in t由he 血♂1江re of “Ma俗5 
te 主 Five W吐咀1址山llows，" 鬥 a缸詛nd with 
whe位re the Han general Zhou Yafu quartered his army to defe吋 the
capital against a Xiongnu threat. 

The following two quatrains by Li Shen represent the plainer style of 
willow poem 

陶 令 門 前 胃 接籬

亞 夫 營 里拂朱旗

人事推移無 舊 物

年年春至綠垂絲

李 紳， ;jgp二首
Li Shen， Willows31 

I 

Before the gate of Magistrate Tao 
they snared his j ieli cap，32 

within the camp of Zhou Yafu 
they brushed the crimson banners 

Human affairs shift and chang亡，
nothing is familiar， 

but every year when spring arrives 
吐leir strands of green hang down. 

31. 25690一妒; Wang Xuanbo 149 . 
32. The JÏe!i cap was the mark of an eccentric and a recluse 
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于條垂柳拂金 絲

日 暖 牽 風 莘 學 眉

愁 見 花 飛狂 不 定

還 同 輕 薄 五 段 兒

L i  Shangyin 

II 

A thousand fronds of drooping willows 
brush golden strands ，  

in sunlight's warmth pulled by wind 
the leaves imitate brows . 

I'm saddened to see the flowers fly loose， 
wild and unsettled， 

it's much the same as heedless wastrels， 
the lads of Wuling戶

No one， 1 trunk， would insist upon a figurative reading of these qua 
trains. Li Shen touches on some of the standard associations of the 
topic (Tao Qian法 “Five WiJlows"; General Zhou Yafu's camp; the 
leaves like brows) . In the first quatrain there is a nic亡， if conventional， 
contrast between the mutab山ty ofhuman affairs and the regularity of 
nature. In the second quatrain the conventional gendering of the wiJlow 
as a dissolute young women (female gendering is implicit in the second 

line) becomes 凹的culine in the figure of the young aristocratic wastrels 
of Wuli月﹒ As usual， Li Shen is competent and unexciting. 

Although Du Mu wrote a few poems on w山ows一-most of them 
quatrains-the following regulated verse in 出e long line captures the 
popul征 style of the age: 

日 落水流 西 復 求

春光 不 盡柳何 窮

巫娥廟里低合 雨

宋 玉 宅 前斜帶風

其將渝芙共爭翠

深 感 杏 花 相 映紅

杜牧， 柳長 句
Du Mu， Willows (in the long line)34 

The sun sinks， the waters flow 
from west to east， 

springtime light unending， 
willows without 虹口llt.

In the temple ofWu Mountai日's maid凹，
they hang low， heavy with rain， 

before the lodgings of Song Yu 
they slant， catching the wind 

Take not the example of elm pods 
to compare 1ll azure green， 

deeply moving how apricot flowers 
juxtapose them with red 

33. Wuling was an area near Chang'an associated with the rich and wealthy. 
34. 28I89; Feng 235 .  

;霸 上 漢 南 干 萬 樹

幾 人遊 它 剎 離 中

((Poems on Things" 

Beside the Ba and in Hannan 
millions and millions of trees， 

and how many officials on travels 
are in the process of par也ng?

465 

These are clearly the wiJlows of par包ng rather than feminized willows . 
\'Ve encounter a geography that probably places the poet in Hannan， on 
his way back to the capital (“be耐e the Ba") . The poem begins with an 
impos sibly vast scene of setting sunlight and expanses of late spring 
wiJlows . By her shrine Wu Mountain's goddess ，  who is the sexual 
“clouds and rain，" has willows that are wet and heavy. Song Yu， who 
composed poetic expositions on the goddess and on the wind， is given 
windblown wiJlows . Old texts and stories sun咐e in the imagined scene 
of the present. The third couplet is an example of standard poe位c
rhetoric， where the green of the wiJlows is praised through compa口son
and contrast. Finally， the poet's vision encompasses all the wiJlows and 
出e of五cials， sent back and forth to posts and missions， par包ng.

In the last comparative case we have the wiJlows of Wen Ting)ll泊，
which are even more sensual than Li Shangyin's wiJlows， lightly touch 
ing the body， 在agile and feminized. 

楊柳千條拂 面 絲

綠煙金穗 不 勝吹

香隨靜婉歌塵起

影伴嬌饒舞袖垂

兌 管 一 聲何處 曲

流 鷺 百幣最 高 技

3 5 . 3I992; Zeng 93 

;還庭 筠 ， 題柳
Wen Ti日gyun， On Willows35 

A thousand willow fronds， 
strands brushing the face， 

green rru哎， golden tassels 
that cannot bear 也e breeze 

A scent rises with song-stirred dust 
from Zhang Jingwan;36 

shadows hang matching the dancing sleeves 
of Dong Jiaorao. 37 

In a single note from the Qiang pipes 
a melod)γ from where?38 

a hundred trills of fluent orioles 
in the very highest branches﹒ 

36. ZhangJingwan was a famous Liang singer. 
37 . Dong Jiaorao was a 五gure in a song attributed to the Eastern Han; here it is 

simply the 句pe of a beau位f叫 d立ncer

38 . The reference seems to be to 也e oldyu�向 “Breaking Willow，" Zheyangliu 4斤楊柳
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于 門 九 陌 花如 雪

飛 過 宮 牆 兩 自 知

Li Sha妙的

At the thousand gates and on the nine lanes 
their flowers like snow，39 

they fly across  the palace walls 
and both sides know. 

None of these poets are using willows for any particularly “deep" (figu 
m吋 significance. They are performing a popular contemporary 
poetic topic， adjusting it to their whim of the moment and perhaps to a 
specific situation. An immediate or prior experience of empirical w且
lows may be in the backs of their minds， bu叫t 由a抗t e位xpenence lS 1m虹mmedi→
a仗t仗吋ely translated into tl由le poe 包C 

s叩oci臼a前叩t吐ions and lor跎e. Tang poets learned to write on topi 白 ， some of 
which were occasions and some poetic “things ." They could adjust 
both to the circumstances of the moment， which are now unknowable. 
Sometimes they would choose a "thing" to write about something else; 
such cases are tru甘 figurative poems. Sometimes we are given a context 
in the 包tle， preface， or details of the texts that tells us a poem is figura
tive; in some cases we can guess that it may be so， but we don't 七10W
for certain. Howev凹， in a number of cases in Li Shangyin's poetry， so 
heavily invested wi出 figurative import by the critical tradition， we have 
every reason to suspect that Li Shangyin is simply writing on a conven 
tional topic. 

動春何限葉
撼曉幾 多 枝
解 有 相 思 否
應無 不 舞時
絮 飛藏皓蝶
帶 弱 露黃鸝
傾 國 宜 通體

誰來 獨 賞 眉

李 商 隱 ， 柳
Li Shangyin， Willows4日

Unending leaves stir spring into motion， 
so many branches rock the morning. 
Does it grasp that there is loving-lon學ng?
I'm sure the dancing never stops 
Floss flie日， hiding snow-white butterfli口，
supple fronds expose yellow orioles 
A kingdom-toppling beauty should be so 

from head to toe-
who comes to appreciate brows alone?41 

39 .  The “thousand gates" refers to 出e imperial palace. The “nine lan白" are the stree的
。f the capital. 

40. 29I24; Jijie 1558; Ye (1985) 40; Zhou 273 
41 . Willow leaves were conventionally compared to brows. 
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Feng Hao interprets tllÌs as a poem written for 叫ìX1illow Branch" 
(Liuzhi) ， t也he gi此芷rl 玖W1凡社lt由h whom Lμi S組har呵yin almost had a叩n aff:必伽a釗ir in Lλu 
ya阻ng bef，臼or臼e s咄he wa的s ta且ke至迂en by a位叩I口10t出h巳位r man. rw品ìX1e 七kn昀ow t出:hese facts f企romn 1 
Li S他ha姐ng伊y戶111叭，冶s own 且 acc∞ou肘， though “W山ow Branch" was made to play 
a large role in the specula包ve narratives of the poet's private life that 
were invented to contextualize his hermetic poetry.) Jijie fi吋s the tone 
too light for the imagined passions involved in the “W山ow Branch" 
story and thinks the willow in this poem is a representa位ve figure for a 
singing girl. Indeed， Jijie explains the last couplet as Li Shangyin teasi日g
the girl because she casts sed囚tive glances .  

If other poems celebrate the willow， this poem is about the willow in 
motion. As in many such poems， the text is situated indeterminately be 
tween one willow， many willows， and willows as a general category. The 
willow， moving in an unmentioned breeze， is a space of motion， s tirring 
the world around it-in a striki月 phrase， it “rocks" [or ‘shakes '] 也E
morning." This is clearly the feminized willow， a perpetual dancer， with 
the mo位ons that recall the instigation of desire ("stirring spring") but 
oblivious to desire. 

The white puffs of floss blowing in the breeze hide white butter白白，
a commonplace figure for young men seeking women. The fro日出， also 
moving， at times reveal the orioles ，  a figure for singers . The willow is 
both a figure for the dancer and a space within which the play of sing
ers and their lovers is re-created. 

By the end we arrive at the ，villow as 可pe-the “kingdom-toppling
beauty." Eve月r couplet has treated the pervasiveness  of the willow: 
“unending leaves"; “so many branches"; dancing that “never StOPS"; 
and the echo of the game of attraction in the miniaturized image of 
butterilies and orioles within the moving space of the willO\v. In other 
words， the poem has set up the unusual criterion一“throughout the 
body，" tOI理'i 通體; “from head to toe"-for a superlative beauty. The 
leaves of the first line return at the end in their common feminized 
metaphor of “brows ."  

It  is hard to think of this poem as mo記 than play on a popular po 
E包c topic， but the last line-the wit叮7 “comment"-returns us to the is 
sue of figuration in a way that touches on Li Shangyi日's poe包cs . To建gtl，
“throughout the body，" is also “throughout 出e form of the poem." \Ve 
doubt that Li Shangyin is intentionally talking about his poetry here， but 
he is comparing figuration that is partial and thus marl至ed
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female performer and the willow “b1ur" into one another. It is a poetics 
of disorientation. The 1eaves no 10nger simp1y “imitate brows，" as Li 
Shen would have it. Ra也er， the entire willow becomes the body of the 
dancer 

The f，臼6110玖W1江ln呵1喀g v而er臼凹s釗10∞n o吋f
Cαnt1包1ca址1 t甘radit包lOn 組d is usua且肘Y lnt閃er中pr臼et臼ed a泌s Li Sha叩ng叮yln wn包ng about 
h凶is beloved. 

李 商 隱， 贈柳

attraction in the a11usion. ]ust  as the second line affirms their prese位E
in the immediate scene i阻taposed against a scene of memory (a1ready a 
poet1c “Zhang Terrace") ， so the fourth line confirms the truth of the 
opinion given in an old text. 

The 吐吐d couplet has been particu1ar1y admired. Turning onto the 
brid阱， the poet meets a curtain of willow fronds that seem to b10ck his 
passage. As he moves a10ngside the 1evee into the distance， a continu 
ous line of wil10w trees “goes '^社1 rum，" as if fi11ed with feeling for him. 
Trus claim of personal engagement with rum is belied by the fina1 COU
p1et， 可是lere the willows b1oom， like their feminine counterpart， among 
出e bars and brothels . These are， after all， the professionally amorous 
“Zhang Terrace" willows .  

Ocld1y enough， in  the course of the poem we discover that we have 
come again to the counterpart of figuration in a particu1ar referent. 司�e
have the categorica1 willow-or the categorica1 singing girl who is the 
willow's counterpart-set against the claim of particu1ar feeling for the 
poet. They are professiona11y and categorica11y the “ul包mate jè7忽如 "
They do not bloom for rum 叫ε， whether thro啪 botani叫 incliff，ι
ence or professiona1 necessi叮T. Erotics and po出口 的 intertwined in a 
most peculiar w呵，

One of the most interesting aspects of Li Shangyin's poetry is how 
often it retutns in some way to the metapoetic， where experiences of 
the worlcl and the work of poetrγ are often related. The par臼cular and 
the categorica1 is not on1y a general issue in Tang poetry but a specific 
issue in the i日terpretation of Li Shangy凶'syo憋Z仰， as well as an issue in 
a romance culture， where fasruonab1e passion was usua11y investecl in 
singing gir1s .  The “trungs" of poetry we主e a1so ove主detennined: \v山o\vs
were both a figure of courtesans and a fi每lrative marker of parting， 
used in ritua1s of pa的時， wruch most often involvecl men parting from 
men. It was inevitab1e that these two frames of reference woulcl overlap 
and create semantic dissonance. When the fema1e singer in the Dun 
huang song complains of men “b主eaking" twigs from h口， the common 
marker of parting has slippecl over into the courtesan-as-willow domain， 
with the gesture of parting signaling cruel abandonment (as it was not 
in the verses attributecl to Han Hong) . In Li Shangyin's poe叮 we also 
see these two frames of reference comi月 into conilict， \vith 出e poet 
judiciously dividi時 the willows in ha1f， each part inte吋ed to se打e ln
different frames of reference 

Li Shangyin， To WillOW42 

章 臺 從掩映
郭路更 參 差
見說風流拉
來 當 炳娜時
橋迴行欲斷
堤達意 相 隨
忍放花如雪
青樓撲 酒 旗
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The use of “to" or "presented to，" 之8月2 贈 ， in the title implicitly an
吐lropomorpruzes the wi11ow， inviting the traditional interpreta包on as a 
particu1ar person. By trans1ating the willow as p1ural， howev仗， we are 
reminded that whatever “willow" might represent in Li Shangyi的
mind， 吐le willows here are those remembered in Chang'an and encoun一
tered around ]iangling. These are again the feminized willows， the wil-
10ws of Zhang Te芷race. Feminine they may be， but the a11usion to their 

j告慰如 (“amorousness" 叫 “ga11ant叮叮 has a strong 包nge of homoerotic 

42. 29141; Jijie 1563; Ye 57; Zhou 76 
43 .  The Zhang Terrace Road， which lay to the southwest in Han Chang法且， was as 

sociated with courtesans， referred to in the Tang 的 “willo:.vs." See the Han Hong poem 
above. 

44. Ying， the capital of the ancient state of Chu， is here used as a substitute for 
Jiangling 

45. This line alludes to a stoη about Qi Wu祉， who admired the young Zhang Xu 
Later， when willows were sent from Sichuan， the emperor had them planted by Linghe 
Palace and sighed at their “amorousness，" “gallant呵， and "panache" (jènglzu 風 流)，
which he said reminded him of how Zhang Xu used to look. 

46. Or “my thoughts w叫 with them." Yi 意 here suggests “loving thoughts ." The 
W也ows， li且ing the embankment， seem to stay with him. 

47. The “blue mansions" are thε brothels . 
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李 商 隱 ， 離 亭 賦得折楊柳二首
Li Shangyin， At the Parting Pavilion: On the topic 

‘Breaking the W訕。嗎T Branch'48 

暫 憑樽 酒 送無慘

莫 損 愁 眉 與 細腰

人世死前惟 有 別

春風爭擬惜長條

合 煙 惹 霧每依依

萬 緒 于條拂落 日軍

為 報行人休盡折

半 留 相 i主 半迎歸

I 

For the while 1 depend on my cup of ale 
to send off my ennui， 

do not ruin these sad brows 
and slender waists 

But in this mortal wor肘， before death， 
there is only parting一

the spring breeze would surely not 
begrudge us these long branches 

II 

Filled with mist and en包cing fog， 
ever a blur of longing，49 

ten thousand fronds， a thousand branches 
brush the sunset 斟ow.

Tell the traveler for me 
not to break them all一

half should go to seeing him off， 
a half should welcome his return 

The “10伊c" of this poem is inextricab1y bound up w他 the issue of 
poetic referenc巴， the fact that “willows" have two distinct frames of 
reference. We might presume a “part1啥 ?盯出on鬥 provided with both 
botanica1 willows and figurative ones in the person of singers brought 
to entertain those parting. Li Shangyin begins the first quatrain with the 
feminized willow: "sad brows and slender waists ." He protes臼 against
their being broken as a sign of parting. The beautifu1 third line gives 
us the human gravity of parting. 1t is a1ways worthwhile-as a modern 
individua1 accustomed to mob山ty and equipped with a remarkab1e 
techno1ogy of communication-to recall the difference between that 

48. 29314 月 ]i;ïe 巧68; Ye (19訂) 244; Zhou 265 
49 . yíμ 依依 was used in the Shi;ïng to describe willows and became the attribute of 

the tree. Qian Zhongshu argues that the此戶 carries the sense of “yearning，" wruch the 
compound certainly suggested later on (see Zhou 77) . 1t does seem likely 出at in the 
Tang the Shi;ing sense was conflated with “yearning." 
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age and our own. U sually leavi月 behind their homes and all that was 
famili仗， the Tang bureaucratic elite were constantly on the move， with 
the new ties they formed constantly being broken. 

The fmal line of the first poem appea1s to the “long branches" of the 
willow as some conso1ation for this pain that should not be begrudged 
These ar巴， of course， the branches broken by those par包ng， but they 
must a1so be the 且gurative "willows，" the singers that give some p1ea
sure to the feast. 

The second poem sim且arly opens with the feminized w山ow， yryz 
f衣依" now describing bo出 the quality of the willows in full 1eaf that see 
the trave1er off (as in the Shijit忽) and the quality of “yearning" that is 
part of the singer's performance. Such “yearning" is both the gender吐，
ero包c 10nging of the romance tradition and the homosocia1 yearning of 
friends for friends 

The conclusion of the second quatr位n literally cuts in ha1f what had 
been poetically fused together-a division odd1y echoed in the song ti 
tle (“Breaki時 Willow") . Let ha1f of the willow branches be put to use 

in the frame of reference of par也ng， broken and tuined to signify 10ss  
Let the other ha1f be the singers ， singing songs of yearning 0fy札 the
desire fo芷 主eunion shared by ma1e friends .  Those willows shou1d be 1eft 
a10ne to rejoice when the travele主 returns.

This constitutes an economy of reference that cou1d be accom
plished in a paralle1 coup1et matchi月 出e feminized willow w吐出 the
parting willow， as in the second coup1et of the following regulated 
ver咒 of which Zhu Yizun (or Qian Liangz巴， according to Feng Hao) 
。bserved that in its “ease and light steadiness it doesn't seem like Li 
Shangyin's 呵1e" 平 易 輕穩， 不 似 義 山 手 筆 ﹒

江 南 江 北 雪 初 消

漠 漠 輕 黃 惹 嫩條

李 商 隱 ， 柳
Li Shang)也1， Willows50 

South of the river， north of the river 
出巴 snow begins to melt， 

spreading widely a light yellow 
teases out tender twigs. 

50. 29590; ]ijie 巧缸; Ye (1985) 52I. 
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j弱 岸 已 攀行客手 On the B且's shores already snapped 
by the hands of travelers ， 

at the Chu palace early displayed 
in waists of dancing maidens .  

Rain-soaked on the Clear and Bright Festival 
they look over the official road， 

late in the day filled with wind 
they brush a bridge in the wilds. 

Like threads， like strands of silk 
they now pull forth resentme肘，

how far it is， the road 
th做 出e prince must follow home! 

楚 宮 先 騁舞姬腰

清 明 帶 雨 臨 官 道

晚 日 合風拂野橋

如線如 絲 正 牽 恨

王 孫、歸路一何遙

Li Shangyin begins by troping on the opening line of a famous Du 
Fu poem， “A Guest Comes" 客 五 . The melting of the snows will， 
of course， bring spri丘g floods. Thus， a poet with a thatched hut loca
ted at the bend of the river might write， as Du Fu does: “South of 
my cottag亡， north of my cottage， spring waters eve可where" 舍 南
舍 北 皆 春水. Li Shangyin's eyes are drawn， howev位， to the yellowish 
green of the emerging willows . Again these are categorical w血ows， de
scribed in early spring and then in the third month on the Clear and 
Bright Festival， finally seei月 spring off， spring leaving (gui 歸) or the 
pnnce “going home." They are situated along the Yangzi River but 
stretch from Sichuan (B吋 downstream to Chu. They are， as we have 
previously observed， both the feminized willows and the willows of 
partJ.ng. 

Ultimately we usually cannot tell if we have a poem performing the 
poetic topic， perhaps occasioned by an experience of the tree， or one in 
which willows are the mere figure of something human. We can always 
invent an inte中reta包on that adds to their value by making their referent 
human (“deeper meaning") . In this sense the exegete resembles nothing 
so much as the artisan who adds value by processing raw material into 
some shape that is admired. 

Willows are associated with spring and are poetically most visible 
during that season. 1 have 口ever come across a Chinese poem about a 
willow tree in winter-though the trees were still there. Autumn is the 
outer limit of visibility of the poetic willow. Its appearance in autumn 
can be occasion for poetic surpri況， reca山ng its spring manifestation 
and wondering why it is still here in the wrong season. 
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曾 逐求風拂舞足

樂遊春苑斷腸天

如何肯 到 清秋 日

己 帶斜 陽 又 帶 蟬

Willows present a special problem in figura吐ve reading because of 
the weight of their associations . As a topic the “lamp" presents no such 
issue. The following poem was included in Caidiao ji and was probably 
precisely the kind of piece Li Fu had in mind when he denounced Li 
Shangyin as nothing more than a craftsman of fine brocade. In this ver

sion we have a series of situa包ons in which the lamp is present， culmi 

nating in a moment during which the fading lamplight shines on a 

beautiful woman as the bed curtains are lowered. This is a common 

rhetorical pattern for “poems on 出ings，" running the gamut of varia 

tions and leading up to one culmina包ng mome凹， a pattern we will see 

1n “Tears" below. The Qi時 and modern commentar凶 tradition， how 

ever， interpret the “lamp" as a figure for Li Shangyin himself， or for his 

situation. This can be sustained， more or less ，  up to the ero位c closur已

which requires considerable exege位cal ingen也ty to expl也n. It is re 

motely conceivable that Li might compare himself to the famous 

beauty “孔10urn-No-More" upon receiving a guest in order to suggest 

that the gue哎's presence cheered him. However， the final scene of a 

man and a woman getting into bed together is too much. In Jijie Liu 

Xuekai and Yu Shucheng outdo themselv白， associating “dropping the 

bed curtain" 下 蟑 wi出 “leaving headquarters" 罷 幕 at Guilin， pre 

sumab布 on the grounds 由at “headqua自rs，" mu 幕， is literally a “tent" 

叫 “cloth hanging，" poetically replaced by a “bed curtain，" wez 蟑 In

51. 29勾引 j伊 丘吉日; Ye (r985) r66; Zhou r89. Zhou Zhen缸， plC垣ng up on the fact 
出at they were heartbreaking even in spring， takes th臼e as a figural reference for Li 
Shangyin himself， first in the lowly position of proofreader in the Imperial Iibrary and 
later returning to the same po日tion.
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many ways γe can see an exegetical tradition 伽t lS S山 defe叫呵 Li
Shangyin against Li F的 charges， name旬， that such a poem might sim
ply offer the pleasure of beautiful lines. 

絞 潔 終無倦
煎 熬 亦 白 求
花時 隨 酒 遠
雨 夜 背 窗休
冷 暗 黃 茅驛
睦 明 紫桂樓
錄 囊 名 畫拚
玉 局敗主主收
何處無佳 夢
誰人 不 隱 憂
影 隨 簾 押轉
光 信 筆 文流
客 白 勝潘岳
儂今定 莫 愁
因 應 留 半 焰
迴 照 下 中幸羞

李 商 隱， 燈
Li Shangyi日， Lamp52 

Of gleaming purity， never tiring， 
1t even seeks itself to burn away. 
When f10wers bloom， it goes far with the ale; 
on r剖ny nights it ends， snuffed at the window. 
Cold and dark， a station among yellow rushes， 
warm and bright， a mansion of purple cassia 
Famous paintings enclosed in brocade bags， 
defeated pieces gathered from jade chessboard 
Why is there no wonderful dreamλ一
who does not lie awake with brooding cares ?  
Its shadows ωrn with the curtain weights， 
its light entrusted to the f10w of mat patterns 
My 伊est is finer than Pan Yue53 
1 now am Mourn-no-More indeed 
Indeed， one should keep a halιfaded f1ame 
to turn shining on shyness  as bed curtains drop. 

Co坤的son and Co坤的'tion

Although our evidence begins about a cen囚叮 after Li Shangyi日's
death， it is interesting to note which “poems on things刊 attracted early 
notice. The Caidiao Jï of Wei Hu seems to represent the sophisticated 
cotene taste of Chengdu in the mid-tenth centu叮 The Li Shangyin 
poems imitated by Yang Yi and his circle between IOo5 and IOo8 in the 
Xikun chouchm忽JZ 西 崑 酬 唱 革 represent a very different but no less 
sophisticated coterie and cultural milieu in Kaifeng. The former anthol
ogy and the latter imita包ons share one Li Shangyin “poem on things" i丘
common， a poem that might not otherwise attract the attention of a 
modern reader. 

52. 293旬; Jijie 739; Ye (I985) 24口; Zhou I50 
53 . Pan Yue was known for rus good looks 

永巷長 年 怨 綺 羅

離情 終 日 思風波

湘 江 竹 上痕無限

4見首碑前;麗 幾 多

人去紫 臺秋入塞

共殘 楚帳夜 間 歌

朝 來 j氯 水橋邊 問

未抵青 袍送玉王可

"Poems on Things" 

李 商 隱 ， 淚
Li Shangyin， Tears54 

Long years in Everlasting Lane，55 
resentment in figured gossamer， 

daylong feelings of separa位on，
longing in wind and waves .  

On the bamboo of the River Xiang， 
thei日t泌的 without lim此，“

before the stele atop Mount Xian 
how many have been shed?57 

A person left Lavender Terrace， 
entered the frontier in fall，58 

the last of the battle， in a Chu tent， 
one heard a song by night.59 

But if at dawn you ask those beside 
the bridge that crosses the Ba， 

none of these equal a blue gown60 
sending off jade bridle pendants 

475 

A great many “tears" were shed in Tang poet句， but before Li Shangyin 

the tears themselves were never a topic either for poet勾 or for poe包c ex 

position. Each of the seven occasions for tears 出at comprise the poem 

was a fairly common situation referred to in poet勾﹒ Part of the poem's 

appeal was perhaps not only 出e novelty of the topic but the way in 

which 出e latter created a commonal句γ between circumstances-一

particularly the historical ones一-that would othe阿拉e have seemed in

commensurate 

54. 294同 ]i;ïe I636; Ye (I98 5) 3 59; Zhou I55  
好. Trus was where Han palace laclies who were out of favor 趴.ed.

56. These are the bamboo supposedly stained by the tears of the Xiang goddess白，

weeping for their husband Shun 

57 . The “Stele for Shedcli日g Te缸s" was on .tvIount Xian， near Xiangyang. It was 

declicated to the good Jin governor Yang Hu， in whose remembrance visitors would 

shed tears . 
58 . The reference is to the Han palace lady Wang Zhaojun， who was sent to mar月7

the r叫er of the Xiongnu 

59 . Xiang Yu， hearing Chu songs all around rum at G剋芷ia， realized that he had 

finally lost out to Liu Bang 
60. A blue gown， wruch is  supposed to identifY a “student，" i5 here either 直n officiill 

or a jinshi canclidate. 
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of the poem recalls notmng so much as the poetic exposition “Parting，" 
Bie戶 剖 賦 ， by ]iang Yan 江 海 (444-50的 ， which is included in Wen 
xuan.6 1  The poetic exposition， however， provides 出e amp且囚de to elabo 
rate a series of exemplarγ cases . Li Shangyin's regulated verse in the long 
line allows no such scope; each circumstance is framed in a nicely 
phrased single line 

On a superficial level， one can b叫ld a poem through a series of allu
slOns， “Tears" in tms case resembling “Peonies，" discussed earlier. 
“Peonies，" however， is far more compl凹， metaphorically describing 
different aspects of the flower in something like a process .  The latt位，
we might a咽， was neither anthologized in Caidiao JÏ nor irnitated in Xi一
走un chouchangJÏ. It is fair to pose an unanswerable question: What was 
the appeal of “Tears"?  

Setting aside the apparently general case in  the second line， the most 
striking feature of tms poem lies in taking the most famous and reso
nant instances of tears shed throughout mstory and legend and not only 
placing them on the same level as a common situa口on in the Tang but 
comparing them and finding those famous earlier cases not as compel
ling as the present scene of par凶19. Li Shangyin frames tms artfully: “if 
you ask." The judgment is delivered not by the poet but by those ex
periencing parting. The grounds for such a comparative judgment are 
determined by the fact that the quotidian par包ng in the present is ren 
dered in the same mgh metonymic languag亡 as 也e ancient cases. Closer 
reflection on the comparison， however， shows how skewed it is. Hav 
1日g a friend leave 仁hang'an may indeed be sad， but it doesn't really 
compare with Xiang Yu having come to the very edge of taking impe 
rial power and then failing to achieve 缸， being defeated in battle， 
and about to lose his beloved Fair Yu， ms favorite horse， and his life .  
Li Shangyin is here close to sugges位ng that those grand tragic moments 
in the cultural past cannot compare to what is felt here and now; in 
other words， the immediacy of personal experience trumps historical 
knowledge-a striking claim for a poet of allusion. 

A certain display of rhetoric as such， closely allied to poetic exposi
包ons and parallel prose， dominates many of the "poems on things" even 
more so than in Li Shangyin's other po巴拉y. One facet of such a stylized 

缸. It also resembles another ofJiang Y妞's poetic expositions， “Hard Feelings，" Hen fu 
恨賦.
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display of rhetoric is judging cases and making comparative evaluations， 
as in "T臼rs 可hen the poet does not offer judgment (hence a judgment 
undecided) ，  the precondition of judgment is often poetically represented 
as a competition， often co叫oined \\社1 personification. 

In many though not all of Li Shangy凹's “poems on things" a rheto
ric of personification is foregrounded. To another poet the beauty of 
moonlit frost in late autumn might be an integral scene. Li Shangyi日
takes the components apart and transforms them into a contest of dis 
play on the part of their respec包ve goddesses .  

初 開 征雁 已 無蟬

百尺樓 南 水接天

青女素娥俱耐冷

月 中 霜 裹 關 嬋娟

李 商 籠， 霜 月
Li Shangyin， Frost and Moon62 

The migrating geese  are 自rst heard now， 
the cicadas are already gone， 

south of the hundred-foot tower 
waters stretch to the sky. 

The Blue W oman and Pale Maid， 
both put up with the cold:的

in moonlight and in frost they hold 
a contest of beauty and grace. 

We have here a canonical text. While such perso也fication is normat1ve 
in pre-Romantic European poetry， it is far less so in the Chinese tradi
tion. The first line is a commonplac巴 拉ope， loca包ng the moment be
tween two well-】mown seasonal markers . Such predictabilit:y is precisel} 
what is undone in the rhetorical competition of the second couplet， 
where we have a contest (using the strong dou 鬥 rather than the com
mon 之:heng 爭) whose outcome is not judged. The second line gives us 
the vista， the scene as integral， which the second couplet splits apart. 

We suppose it is the poet mmself wh。 “puts up with the cold，" naileng 
耐 冷， to enjoy the scene. 司法'hen that is transferred to the two goddesses 
(not otherwise known to be sensitive to the cold) ， the meaning changes .  
The goddesses endure the cold in order to win the conte泣， to outdo the 
other in display. This is very much a Tang cultural world of display and 
relative status acmeved through display. Only the poet， a Chinese Paris， is 
there to judge the competi包on， and he wisely does not judge. 

62. 29099; Jijie I629; Ye (I985) II; Zhou 23I 
63 0 The Blue Woman is the godd口s in charge of the frost. The Pale Maid is Chang 

E， the moon goddess. 
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In the case of a poet whose poe叮 has too often been read politically， 
one hesítates to offer a political readíng of one of hís apparently least 
political po巳ms. Yet ín some fundamental way the poetic act here seems 
to formally reproduce the nínth-century polity. For the eíghth-century 
poet the moonlight on the frost would have been an integral， as both 
socíety and the polity should be. The ninth-centu勾T poet splits that ín 
tegral ínto competing agencíes struggling for dominance. We know that 
without the moonlight the frost would be ínvisible， and without the 
frost the moonlight would be less dazzling. The beauty of the scene is 
due to the fact that both elements are dependent on one another﹒ Only 
a rhetoric of competition for dominance dívides them. 1 am not sug
ges臼ng that Li Shangyin intended this poem as 且n allego月T of the poli句，
but rather that this poetic rhetoric is a way of thinking about the world 
that is profoundly homologous with the polity of Li Shangyin's age. 

If this suggestion seems excessive， we might compare the following 
poem， which was interpreted politically， as referring to the military 
commlsslOners or court factions .  Although there is a classical precede仗，
suggested by Feng Hao， in the image of “bound cocks，" lia矽Z 連 雞 ，
found in the "Qin ce刊 of the Zha題guo ce-where the feudal lords are 
compared to cocks tied together and unable to share a single roost 
that does not quite fit the poem， in which an integral natural phenome
non (the cock crowing at dawn) becomes a contest between opposing 
part1es. 

李 商 隱 ， 賦得雞
Li Shangyin， On the Cock64 

稻 禁 猶足活諸雛

妒敵 專 場好 自 娛

可 要 五 史 驚 曉 夢

不 辭風 雪 為 陽 烏

6+ 29249; Jijie 4句; Ye 184 

The grai且 is still enough to keep 
íts many chicks ali間，

yet 1n Spl包ng foes and ruling the field 
it happily finds delight. 

Would it w山ingly at the fifth watch 
awake from its morning dream?

but it does not avoid the frost and snow 
because of the sun-crow 的

65. The sun was supposed to have a three-legged crow in i月 here ít i5 the morning 
sun. The sun was often a figure for the emperor. If we read the poem figuratively 
from that perspective， this can be taken as a w心ingn臼S to S盯C一in Qu Fu's terms 
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When another bird-in this case the sun-crow-appears on the scene， 
the rooster rises from its comfortable rest to crow and proclaim its mas 
te可 of its own territory. This， too， may be a pure act of poe包c play， like 
“Frost and Moon." The question is not whether the poet intended the 
poem to refer to a contempora可 poli包cal situation. Rather， it is a way of 
thinking about the world， competing and always comparing， or wonder 
ing which is better and better off. If we understand such compe包tion as a 
passion-the hypertrophy of comparative Tang ranking and status-the 
apparently odd moves in some poems become explicable. 

榴枝�娜榴實繁

榴膜輕 明 榴 子 鮮

可 美 瑤池 碧 桃樹

碧桃紅頰 一 千 年

李 商 隱 ， 石 榴
Li Shangyin， Pomegranate66 

Pomegranate branches pliant and swaying， 
pomegranate fruits thick， 

pomegranate 口ssue light and bright， 
pomegranate seeds fresh. 

Yet enviable is the sapphire peach tree 
by Alabaster Pool， 

the sapphire peaches get rosy cheeks 
once every thousand years . 

There may or may not be figurative correspondences in such poems， 
but we can more confidently observe recurring patterns of comp伯世on
or compara吐ve judgment. The ordinary mo主tal fruit is luscíous ，  but to 
be the famous immortal peach of the Queen Mother of the West is bet 
ter. One can read through minor poems by Li Shangyin and see a range 
of variations on this pattern， which remains constant below the surface. 
The motif of competi吐on can be done not with two díffe主ent things 
but with the same thing， the second couplet declaring that 也e 位立ng"
would be better off in another situation. 

“showing one's utmost loyalty ω the court" 盡 忠 朝 廷 . The second line， however， 
d四rly sugg臼ts 出at the sun-crow is a comp凹的I ω be challenged. 

66. 29136; Jijie 1596; Ye (1985) 53 . Ye s啥gests that 血s refers ω a passage in the Nan

shi， in which Liu Quan 劉梭， while 伊vernor of Yizhou (B吟， sent Lia時 Wudi bamboo 

from the region， which Wudi greatly enjoy吋 Ye takes 由is as referring 的 li Shangyi且's
own wish 的 be brought back 的 the capi個1.
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李 商 唔 ， 巴 j工柳
Li Shangyin， The Willows of the Ba Riv泣的

巴 江 可惜柳
柳 色 綠侵江
好 向 金 驚 殿
移 陰 入 綺 窗

Too bad about the willows by the B a  Riv凹，
the willows' green gets into the river. 
Better to be by Golden Simurgh Hall，“ 
shade transplant吐， entering tracery windows. 

“Simurgh Hall，" the palace， is the poe包c equivalent of the world of the 
immortals， like the Queen Mother of the West \\社1 her famous peaches .  
One can also write the same poem in which the judgment favors the 
first term of the comparison， the transient and fragile thing. The tree 
hibiscus may bloom only for a day， but its moment is cherished. The 
comparative term is found in those palace ladies who keep "blooming" 
but whose time of beauty passes unnoticed. 

風露淒淒秋景繁

可憐 榮 落 在 朝 昏

未 央 宮 里三 于女

f旦侏紅顏莫係恩

李 商 隱 ， 桂 花
Li Shangyin， HibiscUS69 

The wind and dew are drea可 and chi且，
it is full in the autumn scene， 

to be pi包ed， how it f10wers and falls 
between dawn and dusk 

Inside Weiyang Palace 
are iliree thousand women 

who keep only rosy complexions 
but do not keep favor. 

These judgments are accompanied by terms 出at place either the 
speaker of the poem or the thing itself in a position that is better or 
worse off: the recurring terms are kexi 可 惜 ("too bad"; “to be regret 
ted") ， 是exzan 可 羨 (“enviab峙， 是e!ian 可 憐 (“to be pitied"; occasionally 
“lovable") . Such judgments of comparative status can go either w叮
Recall how the peonies earlier 干的ed" (kelian) the day Wy， only to have 
the poet reverse their judgment. 

67. 29125; Jijie 1256; Ye (I98 5) 4I 
68 . That 凹， the palace. 
69 . 29463; Jijie I604; Ye (I98 5) 400 
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Fragility and Transience 

The first term in the compara包ve pattern described above is often the 
fragile， transient th時 Lamen包ng the fall of spring flowers was such a 
common poetic motif that it lacks any distinction， but Li Shangyin 
seems to have had a particular fascination with delicate things and their 
ruin. This sensibility often seems mannered， but it is hard not to see 
this as the counte中art or double of his images of permanence and 
a氾ty-as in the poetic vision of atten位on focused for a whole lifetime 
on some object of desire (for exampl亡， the singer' s lips in "Yan Terrace: 
Autumn"; the crystal bowl in “Walls of Sapphire"; or Litt!e Love's na 
ked body in 匡正Northern Qi") . These two terms→the fragile versus the 
immortaljimperial-are， of course， the terms of comparative judgment 
in the qua位ains above. 

The following pair of poems was among those by Li Shangyin imi 
tated in the Xikun chouchang ji. If fragile things in particular held Li 
Shangy凹's intere泣， then nothing was as fragile as the tree hibiscus (jin 
hu司 ， which blooms for only a single day. 

燕 體傷 風 力
雞香積露 文
殷鮮 一 相 雜
啼 笑 兩難分
月 里 寧無姊
雲 中 亦 有 君
三 J青與仙 島
何事 亦 離群

李 商 隱 ， 桂花二首
Li Shangyi且， Hibiscus 70 

I 

Swallow's body， by wind's force harmed，7J 
chicken-tongue， piled with dew patterns.立
Its maroon fresh， all mixed together， 
hard to tell weeping from smiling 
Certainly it has a sister in the moon， 
in the clouds there is also its lord.ï3 
From Three Pure Realms and immortal isles 
for what reason does it live apart?74 

70.  29I65-66; Jijie I 598; Ye (I98 5) 89 . 
7I. The reference is to the Han consort Zhao Feiyan (“Flying Swallow弓， who was 

so light that ilie wind could almost blow her away 
72 “Chicken tongue" is a poe包c reference to cloves. 

73 .  The reference is 旬 出e “Lord in the Clouds，" one of 出e deities in 出e “Nine
Songs" of the C古仰

74- The “Three Pure Rea!rns" are the Daoist heavens. The point of these lines is 
that 也e hibiscus's flowe白， which last only a day， are from the world of the immortals. 
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珠館 薰 燃 久
玉 房梳掃餘

燒 蘭 繞作竭
裝錦 不 成書

本 以 亭 亭 遠
翻嫌脈脈疏
迴 頭 問 殘 照
殘 照 史 空 虛

L i  Shm砂2月

II 

Scented blazing in crimson lodges lasts，75 
jade chambers after combing and 

brushing.76 
Orchid oil burning， acts as a candle， 
brocade split， but never becoming 

writing.77 
By narure it is distantly remo仗，
but it hates yearning estrangement. 
1 turn my head and ask the last shini月，
the last shining grows ever more empty 

The “smiling" of the first poem is associated with blossoming. The dew 
is the "weeping" of the flower 出at is destroyed as soon as it appears . 
What we see here in the first poem， however， 的 the mechanism of 
comparison in the quatrains above (half the poem devoted to the frail 
mortal， half to the immortal) reproduced in a new context and argu 
ment. The hibisc肘， the most transient of flowers， becomes the immor
tal creature destined to "live apart [from its kin呵， if only for a day. 

The second poem of the pair is s佐anger still. We suspect， for exam
ple， that the red hibiscus is the “scented blazing" and the “orchid oil 
burni時 " The “lasts �ong] ，" jiu 久 ， is nice because the fiery flower， 
though consuming itself， does last longer than other more literal 
且ames-though it does not r臼lly “last long." By the end of the day the 
flower is gone， and the poet "asks" the fading sunlight (implying “asks 
about it" in some general w呵， such as where the flower has gone or 
why this should be) . The question is given in waning light that is 
“empty" of the flower and is itself “empty." 

In the following poem the commentators are abuzz with speculative 
referents for the bees， from lascivious women to Li Shangyin's col
leagues at the headquarters of some military commissioner. 

75. 1 follow Feng Ha口， who here suggests that 珠 and 朱 are interchangeable and 
that this refers to Daoist temples 

76. The referer】ce IS to women可 chambers “Brush.ing" refers to painting the eye
brows 

77. The reference is to 由e palindrome woven into brocade 

小 花華 ;也 爛 漫 通

後 門 前檻思無窮

志 妃腰 細 繞勝露

趙 后 身 輕欲倚風

其工 璧 寂 寥 崖 蜜 盡

碧 簾 迢遞霧 巢 空

青 陵粉蝶休離恨

長 定 相 逢二 月 中

"Poems on Thz月gs"

李 商 隱 ， 蜂
Li Shangyin， Bees 78 

T 0 the small park and flowe吋 pool
they come through in wild disorder， 

at the re立r gate and front r泣ling
their longing is endless .  

Fu Fei's waist so thin 
it can barely take the dew;79 

Empress Zhao's body so lig祉，
it will almost go with the breeze，s日

The red cliff is still and forlorn， 
the "slope honey刊 is gone，8 1 

the sapphire curtains are remote， 
their foggy hives are deserted，s2 

Let Qingling's powdery butterilies 
←h 一 .83cease tnelr pam at separa包

it is certain you w也 always meet 
in the second month of spring. 
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The usual gendering of bees as men who go chasing after women 
(“flowers") is reversed here， with the bees as famous beauties. They 
first appear streaming into the flower ga吋en and are then described in 
their fragili可 Suddenly， in the third couplet， they are gone and the 
hives are empty. “Bees and butterflies" were commonly paired. In 
the closing couplet we have the remaining butt白血口， appa主ently feeling 

78 . 29247; Jijie 1030; Ye (令19州8訂村5吵) 站
79 . Fu F 巳臼1 耳wa叮S t出he godde臼ss of the Luo Ri扎、Vγe位r. One would norm】all持y assocαlat眨ε the n 益F 

ro口訕w waists specifically with wasps; the latter are here subsumed under the general cate→ 
gory “bees ."  

80. Han Chengdi's empres旦， Zhao Feiyan， was famous for the lightness of her body， 
recounted in anecdotes where she was in danger of being blown away. 

81 “Slope honey" was an especially prized variety of green honey 
82. This seems to refer to bee-keeping. 
83 . The reference is to the sto句 。f Han Ping 辛辛 憑 ， whose beautiful wife was taken 

by King Kang of Song， who then built Qi時li月 Terrace. Han Feng committed suicide， 
and his wífe threw hεrself off the terrace and diεd. K.ing Kang， in a fit of anger， had 
them buried separately. According to the most common legend， 位ees grew from 出e
tombs and ent:wined their branches. However， anoth盯 住adition associated the lovers 
、.vith large butterflies. Dong Na.ibin argues that thε butterflies are female， 、.vhile bees arε 
male， a figure for the poet h.imself. See Dong Naibin 董 乃 斌， Li 5 hangyin de xinfing shijie 
李 商 隱 的 心 靈 世界 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe， 1992) ， 3 1�37. 
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the "pain of separation" at the disappearance of the bees， with the reas 
surance that the two will meet again in spring. 

The poems on trungs constitute an unusually large part of Li Shangyin's 
poet叮 and share many of the same issues of figurative reference with 
the hermetic poems as well as those on rustory. Although some of the 
more overtly political poems treated in the next chapter have achieved 
prominence in the Li Shangyin canon， ear恃 selectior咒 imitations， and 
references to his poetry are largely confined to poems in the three 
groupings discussed above， along with lighter social poems that draw 
on these discourses .  

向 晚 意、 不 過
驅 車 登 古 原
夕 陽 無F良好
只 是 近 黃 昏

F O U R T E E N  

Li Shangyin 

The Poems on Occasion 

Poei出�CS

李 商 隱 ， 樂 遊 原
Li Shangyin， Yueyou Plain1 

1 felt dissatisfied late in the d句，
1 galloped my coach to the anαent plain. 
The evening sun was limitlessly [11咒
it was just mat it was drawi時 toward dusk. 

Success in the short-line quatrain was difficult to acrueve， and poets 
who attempted it often stood in the shadow of Wang Wei. Li Shangyin 
here created sometrung dis也lCtive. The rhythm of moods in the poem 
is perfect: a restles s  sense of unease， resolved in riding out of Chang'an 
to Yueyou Plain and discovering the beauty of the setting sunlight， a 
beauty immediately quali位ed by the poet's awareness of the coming 
darkness .  He does not say directly that the last sunlight is beautiful be
cause it will be so brief; “it' s just that，" 。的i 只 是， suggests a sudden 
awareness of limits in what is literally supposed to be “limitless ."  

Li Shangyin did not， of  course， 虹10W that he was a Late Tang poet 
Like other poets of rus age， he was fascinated with the last phases of 
rustorical periods， wruch may suggest a general sense of “lateness ，" but 
he ce主tainly did not an包cipate the catastrophes that would befall rus dy
nasty a few decades after rus death. His last moment of glorious light 

1 . 291時 Jijie 194月 Ye (1985) 31  
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before nightfall was unwittingly portentous; yet it is impossible for later 
readers not to hear such a resonance in the poem. In Li Shangyin's 
moment， however， such a vision was yet another variation on his fasci 
nation with speculative images of permanence and with the fragile and 
the transient 

The poet of “Yueyou Plain" was the same poet who wrote the im
penetrable "Heyang，" discussed earlier (see pp. 364-79) ，  and wrote in a 
variety of other styles as well. Such diversity represents one side of con
tested values in ninth-century poet吋﹒ Was the "true poet" distinguished 
by his range or by the intensity of his focus? The first clear articulation 
of poetic greatness achieved through dive的ity and range was in Yuan 
Zh凹's funeral inscription for Du Fu.2 We saw the echo of that Mid
Tang value in Liu Yuxi's preface to the poet叮 of Lingche (see p﹒ 91) ， 
where Lingche's poetry is praised as superior to other poet-monks be
cause of his range and their limitation. 

In his “Epistle Presented to the Vice Minister of Rites ，  His Excel 
lency of Julu" 獻侍 郎 鉅鹿去啟， written in 847， Li Sha時yin does offer 
a broader judgment on Tang poetry， one favoring breadth:3 

Since the founding of our dynasty， this Way [of poet吋 has flourished greatly. 
Yet all have fallen into some one-sided artfulness [pianqiao 偏 Z呵， and few 
have talents that combine all things . Those who rest their heads on stones and 
rinse their mouths in the current tend to prefer dried-up and quiet lines; those 
who have clung to scales and wings [rising high in office] are foremost in 
pieces of  excessive opulence.  Among those who advocate Li Bai and Du Fu， 
resentment and satire occupy the greater part， while imitators of Shen Quanqi 
and Song Zhiwen go to extremes of frivolous delicacy. 

Although this passage is ，  in part， driven by rhetoric and established 
commonplac白， the general referents would be clear in a contemporary 
context. The “advocates of Li Bai and Du Fu" would certainly be Yuan 
Zhen and Bai Juyi， remembered for their “New Yuefu" in a mid-ninth
cen囚可 context; Han Yu might also be included. The “imitators of Shen 
Quan中 and Song Zhiwen" would be the regulated→verse craftsmen. 

2. Yuan Zhenji 元穩 集 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju， I982) ，  6oo-6or 
3 “Epistle Presented to the Vice Minister of Rites， His Excellency of ]ulu" 獻侍 郎

鉅鹿'À啟， 1日 Liu Xuekai 劉 學館 and Yu Shucheng 余 恕誠， L i  Shangyin w.的 biannian
)Zao主'hu 李 商 隱 文 編年校注 (Beiji月﹒ Zhonghua shu戶， 2002) ，  n88-89 
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Although this is Li Shangyin presen吐ng a "proper" public face to a high 
offici址， the conviction that a poet should do many different things is 
instantiated in his work. 

Such large i日sues tend to appear in antithetical pairs . Poetic focus， 
“one-sided artfulness，" was no less a value in the age. In the 1但d-Tang
as well we find poets like Meng Jiao and Li He， whose poems bear the 
indelible trace of each poet's personali可﹒ These two poets were ad
mired then and later in the ninth century for an intensity of poetic fo
cus that both defined their work and simultaneou句 limited it. Al
though Meng Jiao and Li He were poets of “personality" realized in a 
single s tyle， it was an easy transition to poets like Jia Dao， who lacked a 
strong personality but who focused on craftsmanship that was largely 
realized in a single genre and a single “組nd" of poem. Certainly the 
craftsmen of Late Tang regulated verse made that association， finding 
in Meng Jiao (who almost never wrote regulated verse) a forerunner of 
their devotion to craft. 

The interest  in a poet representing some “one-sided artf叫ness，"
some single identifiable styl巴， not only manifested itself in the self
image of poets themselves and their work but also played an important 
role in the formation of popular anthologies of a poet's work-and 
even in the eventual editing of “complete works" from surviving manu
scripts in the Northern Song. This also seems to have governed the se
lections of  Li Shangyin's poetry that were in general circulation for a 
century and a half following his death. This was the same Li Shangyin 
who had been denounced by Li Fu and whose poems were represented 
in Caidiao ji and W同yua用戶nghua. We owe our much broader image of Li 
Shangyin to the good editor Yang Yi. We mig祉， however， con世ast a 
comment made by Song N1inqiu 宋敏求 in putting toge也er the diverse 
assortment of manuscripts of Meng Ji仰's poet句: “1 took out d叩licates
and those pieces that were not like his s tyle" 摘 去 重 複 ， 若 體 製 不
類 者 .4 This tells us that if Me時 Jiao had experimented with different 
s可les and if 出ey had SUf\廿ed in the manuscript tradi包on， the North
ern Song editor would have removed them on the grounds that they 
were “not like his style." Indeed， the surviving collection of Me時 Jiao's
poetry is remarkably stylistically consistent (to the point of including 
poems by later poets in Meng Ji切's style) . 

4. Hua Chenzhi 694- The phrasing is peculiar﹒ 
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Trus question of broad range versus poetic focus is obviously the 
counterpart of another issue we addressed earlier: Was poet月T merely 
one aspect of a full lifi巴， an adjunct of both public and private concerns， 
or was it an almost religious vocation or profession requiring complete 
devotion to attain perfec位on?

Here we will offer up another poem by Li Shangyin. In the summer 
of 8 51 Li Shangyin's wife died. He was clearly disconsolate. He was 
trurty-nine. His career was going nowhere. That autumn he set off for 
Sichuan to enter the service of another rnilitary commissioner. He left 
rus beloved son A'gun with relatives in Chang'an. Later a certai日 Yang
Chou arrived from Chang'an. Yang had seen A'gun there and brought 
news of how the boy was doing. Li Shangyin was delighted. 

聞 君 來 日 下
見我最矯兒
漸大啼應數
長貧 學 恐遲
寄人龍種瘦
失母鳳雛癡
語罷休邊 角
青 燈 兩 鬢 絲

李 商 隱， 楊本勝說於長安見 小 男 阿哀
Li Shangyin， Yang Bensheng (Chou) Tells Me How 

He Saw My Infant Son， A'gun， in Chang'an5 
1 hear that， coming from the capital， 
you saw my dearest son 
Older now， I'm sure he cries on several counts戶
always poor， 1 worry his studies will be delayed. 
Left with others， dragon-spawn grows thin，7 
losing his mother， the phoenix-chick is foolish 
We fìnish talking， the frontier bugles ceas巴，
in green lamp-fìre， both side locks silken white. 

If one reads Late Tang poetrγ other than that by Li Sha口gyl咒 poems
like trus are verγ rare﹒ One will certainly not find its like among the 
poems of ]ia Dao and rus circle. The model of Du Fu， who often wrote 
about rus family， is obvious here， yet it is 且ot the version of Du Fu that 
leads to limited "resentment and sa位re ." Nor was the model of Du Fu 
confined to cases where Li Shangyin wrote affectionately about rus 
family. Like Du Fu， Li Shangyin responded to a wide range of life ex 
periences， including voicing rus opinions about current political events .  
We should make clear here that in  pointing to  the 行nodel of Du Fu" 

5 . 29176; ]i;ïe 1214; Ye (198 5) I04; Zhou 213 . 
6. Feng Hao explains trus as A'gun crying not only for rus father but now a1so for 

rus mother. One could also simply take shuo 數 to mean that he cri口 “often."
7. The term “dragon-spawn" sugg口ts that Li Shangyin claimed remote ties to the 

imperial fa位llly
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we are not referri月 to the influence of Du Fu's poetic style(s)一though
that influence is clear in many cases .  Rath哎， the model of Du Fu was 
an image of what a poet “should be" in a larger sense. That model had 
been carried on in the works of two Mid-Tang poets who， in Li Shang 
yin's time， loomed veη large in the recent rustory of poet句， name峙，
Han Yu and Bai ] uyi-even if Bai was a pro blematic model. 

We earlier mentioned that Li Shangyin did not belong to the circles 
of poets prominent in the 甸的 切 的os. In many ways this poet， who 
has come to define the Late Tang， did not belong to the Late Tang-or 
at best he had only a partial investment in the poetrγ of rus own age 
(though that investment probably was responsible for the preserva臼on
of his poetry) . Poets like ]ia Dao or Xu Hun wrote in a primarily con
temporary context that viewed “poet可 ve句 differently. Li Shangyin 
situated himself in the larger tra逝世on， rich in references to the cultural 
past， going beyond patrons， friends， and a solitary life to express poli且
cal criticism and discuss domestic cares. Although it seemed to most 
later readers that such a range was indeed "grander，" it is important to 
bear in mind that at trus point the Crunese tradition had not yet fully 
decided that Du Fu's version of the poet was the greater one， con
firmed by rus 凹10 very different poe包c descendents， Han and Bai. Du 
Fu was widely admired in the Late Tang without being influential in a 
general sense. The poetics of single-minded focused craft contested 也E
values embodied in Du Fu's poet叮 (though one aspect of Du Fu's 
work was focused cra句 . In the poem to A'gun there are no fine cou
plets; and if one were presenting a small anthology of poems to the 
emperor (as Zhang Hu and Li Qunyu did) ，  such a poem would have no 
place. It is most unlikely that Li Shangyin himself included trus poem， 
written while servi日g with Liu Zhongying in Sichu妞， 但 the collection 
of poems he presented to Liu.s 

Our evidence is very lirnited， but when we look at the Li Shangyin 

poems antl叫og吋 in Wei Zhuang's Fu伽 J均1吟0伊仰st，吵 叩叫d in W恥恥Eαi H恥u
Caω.Z，正d在dωo }戶i (伊詛叩n e口xt仗enslVe s仗吋elec包O吋， the poems included in We坦yuan

yingh腳， and the poems imitated in Yang Yi's  Xik仰 chouchang戶， they are 

8 “An Epistle Greeting His Excellency of Hedong， Accompanied by Poems" 謝河

求 立; 和詩啟， in Liu Xuekai 劉 學錯 and Yu Shucheng 余恕誠， Li ShClngyin lI'en 仰IlnlCln
}ZClO勾bu 李 商 隱 文 編 年校 注 ， 1961-62. 
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almost entirely restricted to the kinds of poems represented in the pre→ 
ceding three chapters or convivial pieces . This suggests something of 
the narrowness of late ninth一 and tenth-century taste. Such taste gov
erned the production of anthologies of a poet's wod笠， the form in 
which poetry most often circulated. Were it not for the fortuitous dis 
covery of a more complete version of the collection in the southeast， 
this would surely have been the only Li Shangyin we know. Yang Yi 
seems to have had more catholic tastes than the tenth-century norm; 
but only in the generation after Ouyang Xiu in the eleventh cen囚ry w的
Du Fu's poetry generally accepted as the model for the highest values 
1n poet可﹒ If the greatest interest in Li Shangyin remained the hermitic 
poems， the poems on history， and the poems on things， Li's poems on 
culturally and historically “serious" 的pics also began to attract interest. 
In the seventeenth centu叮 the conditions were ripe for the widespread 
revival of interest in his poetrγ. Li Shangyin emerged as very much a 
poet 1日 the Du Fu tradition. 

It is hard to know how Li Shangyin saw himself in relation to the 
poetry of his time. Far more than most of his contemporari凹， he was 
clearly a devoted reader of earlier Tang poetrγ and， like Du Fu， 
composed a series of quatrains that touch on poetry. Although not 
addressing contemporary poets direct妙， his quatrain on the masters of 
the Early Tang may suggest his opinion of the contemporary poets 
of craft. 

沈 宋 裁辭矜 變 律

王楊 落 筆 得 良 朋

李 商 隱， 漫成五 章
Li Shangyin， Five Offhand Compositions9 

I 
Shen and Song crafted phrases10 

boasti月 of changi月 the rules ; 
\'V' ang and Yang set brushes to paper 

and found good friends . 1 1  

9 . 29538; ]i;ïe 912; Ye (1985) 468 ; Zhou 160. 
10.  Shen Quanqi 沈俊 期 (656-ca. 716) and Song Zhiwen 宋 之 間 (6昕一712) are 

creclited with the perfection of the rules of regulated verse 
11 . Wang Bo 玉 勃 (ca. 648-ca. 684) and Yang Jiong 楊 炯 (65。一ca. 693) are two of 

the “Four Talents of the Early Tang" 初 唐 四 傑. The other two， Lu Zhaolin and Luo 
Binwang， are the “good friends." 

當 時 白 謂 宗 師 妙

今 日 惟觀封 屬 能

The Poems on Occasion 

Back then they considered themselves 
to have the finesse of masters， 

but today we observe only 
a skill in parallelism.12 
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Such “skill in parallelism" is set against Li Bai and Du Fu in the qua
train that follows， who “both got all the fine points of pattern of the 
Three Endowments and myriad images" 三 才 萬 象 共 端 倪 . The 
“Three Endowments" are Heaγen， Earth， and mankind. The contrast 
between the restricted ab山ty in parallelism and a larger vision of poetry 
could not be clearer. 

Li Shangyin knew quite well what a 可oet" was supposed to be in his 
age. He only occasionally speaks of “painstaking composition，" but 
clearly he did not take pride in an image of easy spontaneity， 的 Bai Juyi 
did. The following po巴m makes a nice contrast with the anecdotes about 
Jia Dao wandering about， oblivious to his surroundings， struggling to 
find the right words for a couplet. Li Shangyin had been at a party， but 
the right words for a poem for the occasion didn't come to him. On the 
way back the scene and the right lines suddenly presented themselv白， al
beit out of the social context in which they were needed. The poem that 
emerged， however， was not the one 由at originally sho叫d have been writ
ten but one about the experience of composition itself. 

李 商 隱， 江 亭散席循柳路吟歸官 舍
Li Shangyin， After a Party Broke up at the River Pavilion， 

1 Made My Way Back to the Official Residence 
Along a Willow-lined Road Chanting13 

春詠敢輕裁
銜辭 入 半 杯
已 遭江映柳
更 被 雪 藏梅
寡 和 真 徒 爾
殷 憂 動 J'!p 來
從詩得何報
惟 感 二毛催

Would 1 dare carelessly craft a spring poem? 
1 held back my lines halfway into my cup. 
1 have come upon willows reflected in the river， 
and next plums hidden by snow 
With few to write wi出 m巴， it is truly in vain; 
deep cares often come right away. 
What recompense do 1 get from my poems? 
1 sense only gray hair coming more quickly. 

12. Neng 能， translated as “skill，" is “ability，" “to be good at some由ing"; it is defi 

nitely on the moderate side of hyperbolic descriptions of e主cellence. It seems to have 

something of the contemptuous tone in English when someone is described as “able." 

咚 29IIO; ]ijie 1247; Ye 25 
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In contrast to the poet who must struggle for the right words (]ia Dao) ， 
Li Shangyin's poem comes to him immediately. Yet there is， at the same 
time， a commitment to a fineness of poetic expression that excludes the 
poem that can come spontaneously at any time (Bai ]uyi) . This is a 
variation on the new sense of the “poet" in the Late Tang. It excludes 
the casual and realizes that the art brings n。 “recompense." It is not， 
howev仗， the poetry of the craftsman of fine couplets 

The importance of the fol1owing poem in terms of Li Shangyin's 
sense of poetry was first noticed by Zhou Zhenfu. 1 4  

李 商 隱 ， 謝 先 輩 防 記念拙詩甚 多 異 日 偶 有 此 寄
Li Shangyin， Xie Fang， of a Senior Examination Class， 

Could Recite Many of My Poems from Memo句﹒
On another day 1 happened to send him this . 1 S  

曉 用 雲 添 句
寒將 雪 命 篇
良 辰 多 自 感
作 者 豈 皆 然
熟寢初 同 事烏
合 嘶欲并蟬
題 時 長 不 展
得處定應偏

At dawn 1 add lines with clouds，16 
in the cold 1 take snow as a poem's topic. 
On fine days often moved on my own 
but how can writers be always thus? 1 7  
Sleeping sound妙， I 'm first like the crane;I S 
shr也 cries held back， 1 almost match the cicada. 1 9  
When 1 writ亡， i t  never rolls forth freely， 
when 1 get somethi嗯， it must be singular 

14. See Robert Ashmore， "Hearing Things: Performance and Lyric Imagination in 
Chinese Literature of the Early Ninth Century" (ph.D. diss . ，  Harvard Universi句， 1997) ， 

93-106. Ashmore provides an extensive and thoughtful reading of the poem， par臼 of
which 1 agree 、vith. The various Chinese commentaries also offi吐 thoughtful and some
包mes extensive discussions of this difficult poem 

15 . 29295; ]ijie 1487; Ye (1985) 2巧; Zhou 261. Jinian 記 念 normally means “com→ 
memorate，" but the co日text here strongly sugges臼 the translation given. 

16. Or "add clouds to lines ." 
17. The line literally m凹的， “As for writers， how can 出ey be thus in all cases?" We 

cannot tell if the line is as translated above or “How can all writers be thus?" 
18. Zhou Zhenfu cites a bit of crane lore from the C/Jtlxue JÏ to the effect that the 

crane cries out at midnight. Zhou speculates that Li means that he will be sleeping 
soundly， then suddenly wake and compose， like the crane crying out. ]ijïe not臼 how of
ten the image of the sleeping crane is used in Tang poet句; although it cites the lore 
about the crane crying 0肘， it seems to accept that the crane 1S indeed sleeping. 

19 . Zhou Zhenfu associates this with longing for someone， the person missing in 
the following line， to whom he sends the poem as a message. In addition to Li Shang 
yin's poem “Cicada" (立9109) ， one should also note that the cry of the cicada was 
strongly associated with k吧y甜 苦吟， “bitter chanting" 叫 “taking pains in poetry." 

南 浦 無 窮 樹
西 樓 不 住煙
改 成人寂寂
寄與路綿 綿
星 勢寒垂地
河聲曉上天
夫 君 自 有 恨
耳中借此 中 傳
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The endless trees of South Shore，2o 
or unsteady mists by the western hall. 
Revisions complete， I'm left silent and alone，21 
1 send it on the road stretching far 
Stars tending to hang toward earth in the cold， 
or River's sound， rising to Heaven at dawn戶
If you have some bitterness all your own， 
you may convey it through these lines 23 
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We know that Li Shangyin is saying something about his poet叮 here，
but， since many of the lines are open to widely varying interpretations， 
it is not clear precisely what he is saying. As we have understood the 
third and fourth lines ，  Li Shangyin begins with cases of immediate 
experience that might be the occasion for a poem but then points out 
that not al1 poems can be written from such sponta口eous s包rnngs
(echoing his problem at the pa昀T in the preceding poem) . We cannot 
be sure what to make of the line on sleeping soundly since it s tands be 
tween immediate experience (11. 3-4) and slow composi位on (11. 7-8) ，  
which i s  a version of k妙的 and the poetics of spending time.24 As men 
tioned in the note， the cries of the cicada (1. 6) are s世ongly associated 
with "painstaking composi位on，" and these  cries are han 合， “held back，" 
or “kept in reserve." The crucial phrase is ti shi 題 時 ， translated 

20. This is the standard site of a parting and a reference to parting poems 
21. 1 have taken 人 as referring to Li himself， but it could refer to others， su怨自由g

that he fmishes his revision late at night when others arε all silent. For a parallel situa 
tion with 出1S and 出e following line， see Meng Jiao， “Song of Sending a Letter Home" 
歸信吟 (19597)

22. ]ij甜 suggests that this is the scene after he finishes revising his composi世on， cit 
ing Li H的 “1 chant poems all night long三 and the east turns whiteη 吟詩一 夜象 方 白 ，
The couplet， however， is itself so consciously “poetic" that it seems hard to take it as 

the e芷tra-poetic world in which composi包on occurs. 
23. That is， Xie Fang can express his own feelings by reci位ng Li Shangyin's poems. 
24. We might here recall the advice i日 the 世eatise on composition attributed to 

Wang Cha唔ling in B腳再yo h仰ron: “After a journey by boat， you sho叫d sleep peacefully 
right away; when you have slept enough， you can be certain 出at many clea主 scenes of 
mount祖ns and rivers will 血1 your feelings， which w山 merge to generate inspiration; 
you should block out all practical worries and give yourself over en位rely to feelings and 
inspiration" 舟行之後， 即 須 安眠 眠足之後， 因 多 清 景， 江 山 滿懷， 合 而 生興， 須屏

絕 事務， 專f圭情與. W且ng Liqi 王 利 器 ， ed.， Wen]ing m彷IUl1jiaozbu 文鏡秘府論校注
(Beijing: Zhonw且o shehuike chubansl區， 1983) ， 306
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imperfectly as “when 1 write ." This can either mean “when 1 write on 
it"-that 詣， the spontaneous experience mentioned in the third line一
位 “when 1 write on a topic，" as whe口 one 1S req山red to produce a 
poem at a party. Here we have one of those moments when Li Shang
yin clearly claims for himself 是秒2月， “painstaking composition.鬥 We see 
that it is associated with producing something that is 戶zan 偽 ， the "sln
gular" or "one-sided，" suggesting a lack of balance or moderation (“ex
treme" might be an appropriate translatio叫 . This is， however， the same 
term Li Shangyin used in the earlier quota包on， where he condemned 
“one-sided artfulness ."25 

When we compare this poem with the earlier passage from the 
“Epistle Presented to the Vice Minister of Rites， His Excellencv of 
J ulu，" we cannot escape a co日tradiction in values. The “one-sided" or 
“extreme" was condemned earlier; here it seems to be an implicit value. 
The contradiction arises in part from the different situations of dis
course﹒ a statement of one's poetic values in formal prose to a patron 
puts the poet in a position veη different from writing to a poetry 
loving friend. The contradiction， however， remains a potent one. We 
can see it in Li Shangyin's poetry collection， which not only contains 
the broadest range of styles and themes of any Late Tang poet but 
which also contains a core of poems that are perhaps more “0曰-sided"
叫 “extreme" than any other Late Tang poet. This is precisely the con 
tradiction in contemporary poetic values we discussed earlier. The 
poet's capacity to sustain both sides of that contradiction is perhaps the 
basis of Li Shangyin's remarl至able longevity in the tradition 

We do not know exactly how to take the two scenes of the fifth 
couplet， but they seem to be the kinds of lines Li Shangyin produces in 
this 句pe of composition， namely， dreamy and evocative.26 Revision is 
appropriate in “painstaking composition." 就也ile we cannot be sure 
whether he revises when others are silent or feels melancholy isolation 
following revision， we note that the poem is immediately sent off t。
“someone" who is far away. This is in keeping with the topic， for Xie 

25 . Although pi叫1 can have a pejorative sense， the most common runth-cenru可
poetic usage of the term as an adverb meaning “particularly" (e.g.， Pianhao 偏好， “par
ticularly good") remained neutral 

26. Recall the cases of Yao He (pp. 120-2I) and Y ong Tao (pp 叫 44)， discussed 
earlier， in which a couplet 0口 poet1c composl位on is followed by a finely crafted couplet 
that suggests the kinds of poetic lines composed 
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Fang knows many of his poems . Here we might recall the motif in the 
biography of Li He， where the poet pays no further attention to a poem 
when it is completed， and the poems are removed by friends. The pen 
ultimate couplet is interes包ng in bringing back the “dawn" (xiao 曉) and 
“cold" (han 寒) of the openi丘g couplet in lines that are indeed distincdy 
Pia舟， “smg叫ar，" “one-sided，" “extreme." If those immediate experi
ences signal 也e beginning of the poetic process described in the poem， 
the penultimate couplet seems to be the poetic “end" of the process .  

From this process emerges the remarkable final couplet. Zi 白 ， trans
lated in the next一to-Iast line as "all your own，" is 出e same word 
translated in the 由此d line as “on my own." W e thus have a situation in 
which the poet's “own" experience goes through the process of com
posi包on， perfected in a poem that is 的lmediately sent away. Now Xie 
Fang， a receiver and admirer of Li Shangyin's poems， can convey “his 
own" feelings through Li Shangyin's lines. 

If our interpretation is corre仗， 由1S is a most remarkable poem-the 
only case 1 have seen in which the experience of the reader is situated 
in the context of a poetics of the poet's own personal experience. Xie 
Fang as reader does not try to decode Li Shangyin's experience (though 
such an understanding of poetrγ did e氾st in the Tang) . Rather， Li 
Shangy曲's experience， transmuted through a process of poetic compo
sition， becomes the medium through which others can convey their ex
penences. 

Du Fu never talked about the process of poe包c composition to such 
an extent--nor had anyone else (except Li Shangyin himself 'wri包ng
about Li He) . The poem belongs to a且 age when composi位on was an 
issue inextricab恃 linked to the recent ques包on of what poe叮 “is ." AI 
though Li Shangyin's admiration for Du Fu and Li Bai is clear-as is 

his scorn for the Early Tang poets-the conception of his own poe包cs
且es somewhere between Du Fu and the new poetic values of the Late 

Tang. The one possible poe位c value that he clearly rejects is the careless 

spontaneity of Bai Juyi. 

Poems in the Context of Li S ha咆yin 's L�治

Having discussed several groups of poems that are mostly undatable， 
it is useful to turn to those poems that can be securely dated. Were 
we to restrict ourselves only to such poems， Li Shangyin would be 
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remembered as a ve叮 clifferent kind of poet. The very conclitions 
that make a poem datable often restrict the scope of the poetry 
being dated.27 

Although scholars have attributed a number of poems to Li Shang 
yin's  youth， 0日ly a handful can be securely dated before 837， when 
the poet passed the jinshi examination in his mid-twenties. This is 
not unusual. Apart from Li He， whose work was restricted to juvenili且，
we often have few datable surviving poems from before a poet's full 
ma囚rity. One reason may be that older poets rejected the poetry of 
their youth. Another reason may simply relate to the question of 
what makes a poem datable : our capacity to date works depends heavily 
on references to known figures and a poet's presence in certai日 loca
tions at certain times�possibili包es that tend to occur either after 
passing the ji月shi examination or upon entering mature networks of 
poet叮 exchange.

The poems that we can confidently date to Li Shangyin's youth are 
suggestive. We have already cliscussed the “Yan Terrace" poems， show
ing the influence of Li He. There are several poems composed around 
the death in 834 of Cui Rong 崔 戒， a patron and perhaps a maternal re 
lation. One of these， studded with allusions and requiring painstaking 
reacling in translation， was actu 曲 qwte rem臼凹em缸mar1帥』
seriousness and "thickness" that one might expect of a young master of 
parallel prose.28 

Perhaps the earliest securely datable poem， from roughly 8 30， has 
sugges包ve similarities to some of the hermetic poems， though here in a 
transparent social pleasantry. 

27. A comparison of different chronologiα1 arrangements of Li Shangyin's poe位y
and a we崢世ng of comp出ng arguments for dati時 part1c叫ar poems should inspire 
considerable agnos口cism. Not only must we exclude a large number of poems whose 
dates are based on pure conjectu扭 扭garding the poem's ref，臼ent or circumstance， but 
on closer examination many of the poems with sp凹ific reference to persons and places 
become uncertain 

28. “Passing By the Formα 趴:velling of Cui Yanhai [Rong] and Talking About For
m甘 Times with the Xiucai Cui 1位ng; then sent ω my former colleagu凹， the three offi
C目s Du βhen函， Zhao [Xi] ， 叩d Li [pan)" 過故 崔 完 海 宅 與 崔 明 秀 才 話 舊， 因 寄 舊 僚
杜趙李 三採 (29 581) ; Jijie 針; Ye (1985) 只0; Zhou 21 
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李 商 隱， 天 平 � 座 中 呈令狐令�
Li Shangyin， At a Public Banquet of the Tia日ping }，位且ta月7

Region， Presented to Linghu Chu， Director of the 
Dep盯住nent of State Affairs29 

罷 執 霓挂上酷、土豆 Done holding the rainbow banner 
and ascending the jiao altar， 

慢妝矯樹水 晶 盤 a charming tree in light makeup， 
with a crvstal bowJ.3日

更 深 欲訴蛾 局 斂 The hour grows la仗， about to prote泣，
her moth brows kr立t;

衣 薄 臨 程 玉 費在寒 her clothes thin， as she sobers， 
luscious jade-flesh feels cold. 

白 足禪僧思敗道 The white-footed Chan monk 
longs to break his vows;31 

青 袍御 史 j疑休 官 the green-robed censor 
considers quitting his post 

雖然 同 是將軍客 Even though 1 am， like them， 
a guest of the General， 

不 敢 立J Z在 于 細 看 1 do not dare openly 
look at her carefully 
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Here we see the “bowl of crystal" from the end of the first “Walls of 
Sapphire." Again we have a poem in which the host clisplays one of 
his women， with the male guests complimenting him by revealing 
their attrac包on. Li Shang}粗， still in his teens， modestly averts his eyes 
while playfully foregrouncling the effect of the woman'法s charms on 仕也le
otl由he位r g伊u闆1巳臼st臼s . L巳i S叮組han
h凶1凶a盯ve芯e bee凹n a仗叩t扛t叮ribl凶u叫1江t巳吐d t昀o v刊a衍叩芷rious period也s in his lif.長e， eithe主 1ilte中reted

29 月的0; 42; Ye (198 5) 如; Zhou 14. The foUowi咚 note is includ吋 W1出 the
title: "C剖 Ji日g was th凹 present at the par句; Jing had once been a monk， hence 也e fifi出

line" 時蔡 京 在座， 京 曾 為僧徒， 固 有 第 五 句 -
30.  Since the second line clearly refers to a beautiful woman， the first line probably 

do臼 as 耐江 ]ijie understa出s the couplet as refe位ing to a woman in Linghu Chu 

hou肘sehol吋d who wa前s pr記eVl口u叫sl句y a Daω01則S泣t nun. The ß叫 wa站s a Da的01必叫5泣t 臼跎mony. Zhou 

Zhe凹nfi臼u pr此ef，缸位的S ω vle眩眩Vl t出hi吐lS woma叩n as st凶il山1且1 a D叩i的5泣t n叫u且咒， p戶er由ha叩ps brought ω 由ε g伊伊芹紅ther--
1呵嗯 for a ri叫 Jij;的 explanation seems preferable because the foUowing lines suggest 
that she is at臼nding at the banquet 

31 .  The reference is to an anιd。但 about the monk Hui對 血 也e W，位 shu : 划出ough

he walked in the dust and clirt， rus feet remained pure wrute， by ，vruch he came to be 

called the “wrute品。ted reverend." 
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figuratively or as referring to real passions .  It is no less likely that many 
of them w的 written in his twenti試 under the first flush of Li He's iι 
fluence and carried aw叮 by real or imagined roman口c passions .  Such a 
sugges包on admittedly has the aura of a stereoty阱; but there are few se 
curely datable poems from Li Shangy凹's poetic maturity that provide 
us analogues， as we find in some of the early poems.32 

This brings us back to willow poems， speci位cally the poems t。 “Wil
low Bmf1chf thc young woman ofLUOYang who was drawII to U Shang 
yin's “Yan Terrace" poems and tried to arrange a meeting. Li Shangyin 
conveniently had to leave town. 嗎Then he later heard that she had been 
taken as a concubine by some powerful person， he had occasion to ex 
press poe包c loss at a safe distance. Such safe distance from roman包c
entanglements also enabled a peculiar publicity of passion: Li Shangyin 
asked his cousin Rangshan to write these poems (literally “to put them 
in ink") where she used to live ( 因 寓 詩 以 墨 其 故處) . It is hard to 
know exactly what was intended-perhaps graffiti on the outer wall of 
Willow Branch's home. What is cle泣， howev泣， is the highly public na
囚re of the act: in no way are these poems simply intended “for" Wil 
low Branch herself. Here we have a rare indication of “publication" and 
potential readership， as well as the status that might accrue from such 
p叫C叮 We must assume the existence of a community of young men 
a叩 women of Luoyang who would read a吋 transmit these po巴ms， a口
who we位re a址lr跎ea吋dy fami山I且iar with the迫E “"s仗t盯or叮y" of Li Shangyin and Willow 
Branch.33 The interes位ng question is why Li Shangyin adds the preface， 
whose only purpose is make the context clear to those who do not be
long to that local Luoyang community. The quatrains in the short line 

32. One might also note “Playfully Sent: Companion Pieces for a Friend" 和 友人戲
贈二首 (2935于 弦; ]i;甜 174; Ye [19日分 289ff; Zhou 37) and “After Those Two Poems. 
A伊in Playfully Sent 的 Lice的ate Ren" 題二首後 重 有戲R曾任秀 才 (293 59; ]i;ie 1缸; Ye 
[1985] 29吭 吭ich contain interesting analogies with the hermetic poems. ]i;ie dates 
these to 838 based on crit臼ia that are better than attempts ω date many poems but not 
entirely secure 

33 . Al出ough 1 do not advocate such an in臼申etatl恤， one m勒t take these poems 
as Li Shangyin's attempt 昀 reg勾n his lost 也gnity. In the pref立臼 Willow Branch says 
she wan的 to m自t him on a cert剖n da仗， but Li leaves L叩yang ear紗， offering the most 
peculiar excuse， namely， that a friend took his luggage aw乳y as a prank. We might here 
recall 也e teasing Zhang endures in Yingy呵 。叫n when he refuses to take p訂t in the 
pleasu民s his fri∞ds are enjoyi時
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evoke the yUeJ勿 of the Southern Dynas自s， frequently concerned with 
love af詛咒 only here with a sophisticated Tang twist. 

花 房 與 蜜 脾
蜂雄吹蝶雌
同 時 不 同 類

那復 吏 相 思

李 商 隱， 柳枝五首
Li Shangyin， Willow Branch34 

I 
Flower calyx and honeycomb， 
the bee male， the butterfly a girl. 
Together at the same moment， not of 

the same kind， 
how can they go on longing? 

We clearly see Li Shangyin's capaci月T for romantic fantasy here. The 
most striking line is the third: the lovers me仗， but they are “not of the 
same kind，" bu 10略 必 不 同 類 . What seems to be essentially class diι 
ference is here figured as species difference.35 The last line is ambiguous .  
It could simply be Li Shangyin himself who is asking: “Why do 1 go on 
longing?" The ques包on could also be rhetorical (“Of course we don't 
keep on longing for one another / 1 don't keep longing for her.") . It 
would remain for the young people of Luoyang to decide how to take 
it-though they would surely prefer a reading in which Li Shangyin is 
S山 longing for her. 

本 是 丁 香樹
春條結 始 生
玉作彈基局
中 心 亦 不 平

II 
She was in essence the cloves tree， 
on springtime branches， 虹kn泊ot臼s fi趾rs仗t fi必orrn戶
Of j戶ade wa郤s ma沮ade t也he “ ma位rblesν " boa 芷吐d，3

B lts ver勾y c臼ente位主 wa鈞S no忱 tle叭v宅廿eP孤

34. 29628一抖 ]i;ie 99; 在 (1985) 向; Zhou 70. On the preface， see S即hen 0耽n，
￡羽毛at Did Liuzhi Hear? The 'Yan Terrace Poems' and the Culture of Roman臼，" TJ/的19
Studies 13 (1995) :  81 吋.

35 . ] i;ie specifically 問ects the class issue (IO舟， and by do月 so acknowl吋ges 出at 1t
does come 的 mind. ]i;ie， however， do口 al10w such species difference betw自n Willow 
Branch and the “eastern grandee" who took her﹒ 5白 also Wu Tiaogong 吳調 去 ， Li 

S hangyin yanjiu 李 商 隱研 究 (Shangh祉 Shanghai guji chubansr話， 19位)， I09. 
36 “Knots，"jie 結， 紅e the cloves and a “compact" between lovers. 
37. Tanqi 彈棋 ， freely transla自d as “marbles" (凹} better， “世ddledywinks寸 was a 

game in which the players used ∞unt位s to knock aside 出e o出口 pl勾er's counter. The 
center of the board had a 叫sed depres剖on 的 catch the count訂s.

38. A pun that can also be translated 
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This is a punning quatrain in the manner of Southern Dy口ast1es popu 
lar yuefu. The first line of a couplet describes somethi月 in the external 

world， while the second line amplifies it with a pun that applies to the 

V 

III 

畫 屏 繡 步 障
物物 自 成 雙
如何湖上 望
只 是 見 鴛 鴦

Painted screen， embroidered room divider 
there everγ creature forms a pair. 
How is it gazing on the lake 
that we only see the mandarin ducks? 

lovers 

嘉� 引 蔓 長
碧 玉 冰 寒 漿
求 陵雄五 色
不 忍 值 牙 香
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In many ways the final poem of the set is most remarkable in its con 
trast between interior representations and the outside world. In the in
terior world of representations “every creature forms a pair，" but on 
the outside one sees such pairing only in mandarin ducks ， s泣ta叩nd也ar吋d fi立岳-
u盯re臼s of pe位凹f訂ma
which Li c

ι
laim 巴吐d t出he叮y we位f亡 “ not of the same kind 叮 Perhaps n 斗， but it 

lS a pecu山r， uneasy echo. Zhou Zhenfu takes this as simply not seein又
W也ow Branch when he gazes across  the lake， but the oppo抽on seems 
to be between a general pairing in representation and pairi月 的tricted
to mandarin ducks in the world.42 

Even among these rela包ve甘 early poems Li Sh叩ar嗯y1r叭 work至 sho可w耐7屯E
g伊芷C臼at 也ve位rs討it吋y入. In a吋ddit位ion t∞o t也he p抖la叮yfi品iJl ban吭1此te位r a仗t Linghu Cαhu'法s pa飪f閃叮吋"
t由he pe盯rfer叮V1社d erot包lC也cism of “ Ya征阻n Terrace，" and the Southern vuefu man 
ner of “Willow Bra虹h，" \ve can 悶 him adopting a grand 出闊的cal
style， without allusion， in the following quatrain dating from 833-34: 

李 商 隱 ， 夕 陽樓
Li Shangyin， Tower in Evening Sunlight43 

花 明 柳 暗繞天 愁 Flowers bright歹 willows hiding， 
a sadness  encircling Heaven， 

This quatrain is understood as referring to Willow Branch bei日g taken 

off by a powerful patron， perhaps because of the opening couplet in 

“Sapphi伐's Song" from the Southern Dynasties: 

碧 玉 小 家女
來嫁汝 南 王

Sapphire was a girl of a humble family 
who married the Prince of Ru'nan. 

Commentators Jike to see the implied subject of the final line as Willow 

Branch herself， still in love with Li Shangyin and distressed at being 

taken and enjoyed by another﹒ Howev仗， it can just as likely refer to Li 

Shangyin's own distress .  

柳枝井上嬌
蓮 禁 ;商 中 乾
鋒鱗與繡 羽
水 陸 有 傷 殘

Willow branch coiling above the well， 
lotus leaves drying up on the shore 41 

Scales of  brocade and embroidered feathers 
suffer harm on both water and land. 

The willow branch 芯， of course， the girl' s  name， while the “lotus，" Lian 

蓮 ， was a venerable pun on “love，" Lian 憐. This can also be under 

stood as Willow Branch歹s unhappiness at being taken away， though it is 

far from clear﹒ If the fish ("scales") and bird (“feathers") represent the 

poet and Willow Branch， both are damaged. 

" “Sapprure，" biyu 碧 玉， plays on a y呵'ù heroi血's name and a song that begins: 

“When Sapprure 屯roke the melon' " 碧 玉破瓜時， “Breaking the melon" was a stan 

dard term for rurning sixteen， based 0且 the character for “melon，" wruch， divided， be 

comes two “eigh呵， ba 八
40. The reference is to the Qin Count of Dongling， w恤， following the fall of Qi日，

grew melons outside Green Gate in Chang'an 

41. Zhu Yizun comments that neither is planted in the right place 

42 . A lovε affair has also been imputed benvee且 Li Shangyin and a Daoist nun 
named Song of the Huayang nunne勾T in Chang'an. The evidence for this is based on 
two poems， “Presented to the Immortal Song of the Huanyang Lod妒; Also Sent to 
Master Liu of the Pure Merropolis" 贈華 陽 宋 真 人兼 寄 ;青 都 劉 先 生 1瑚叫 }ijie 吟吟;
Ye [圳5] z84 apttOn a Moonht NIght3 Agam seat to SIStEIS Song of Huavang 
Lodge" 月 夜重 寄 宋 華 陽姊妹 (29472; Jijie 1920; Ye [1985] 409) . lt is possible to inter 
pret 出e second of these as Li's poe位c e芷pr臼sion of a desire to see one or both of the 
sisters， though such an interpretation is by no means inevitable. Moreover， even if he is 
sugges凶g a wish to be able to see her， 、lIe have no idea of the degree of senousness 
implied. 

43. 29364; Jijie 77; Ye (198 5) 303 . The following early notε is appended to 出is poem 
"In Yingyang. This was wri位en 1n 出e days when 出e cu位ent Vice Director Xiao of Sui 
=g， a supportJve 恤nd， was governing Yingyang" 在 榮 陽 ， 是所知遂 寧 蕭 待 郎 牧 榮
陽 日 作者 .
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土盡 重城史 上樓

欲 問 孤鴻 向 何處

不 知 身 世 自 悠 悠

Li Shangyi月

1 have climbed all the layers of walls， 
now 1 go on to climb the tow位，

1 want巴d to ask where 
the lone swan is heading， 

not realizing that self and world too 
just go on and on. 

The poet is here clearly figuring himself as the lone swan. Part of the 

effect of the poem depends on the expression yo吵ou 悠 悠 ， translated 

lamely as “go on and on." When applied to the visible world， it usually 

refers to thìngs ìn the sky， such as the heavens themselves， clouds， or， 

as her亡， a lone swa口• Yo些you implies both space and time， something 

that keeps goìng on and goes off into ìnfinite distances. This works 

vìsually with the swan and figurat附ly wìth “self" and “world." We 

mìght add that although this is a quatraìn in the long line， it is yet an 

other example of climbing a tower， wìth the familiar rhyme words ìn 

the ou rhyme 

The indirectness and figuration of Lì Shangyin's poetic language diι 

fered in kind and degree according to distinct venues and dìscursìve 

commuru出s (allowì時 that the same ìndivìduals might belo月 to differ

ent groups) . Although no one could “understand" a series of poems 

like “Yan Terrace" in the conventional sense， someone like Willow 

Branch could hear the poems， be moved by them， and generally know 

“what to make of them" despite theìr obscurìty. Wìthin a community 

where love poetry cìrculated， the compounds used in "Yan Terrace" 

would probably have been comprehensìble orally. By contrast， Willow 

Branch would most likely not have been 且ble to make sense of any line 

ìn the followìng poem， nor could it have been understood wìthout a 

written text. The poem ìs the first in a set of two (with a thìrd added 

later) wrìtten ìn response to the Sweet Dew Incìdent， which occurred 

durìng the winter of 83 5 . The poet's note reads: “1 was stirred by some 

thing in 83 5; the poem was completed ìn 836" 乙 卯 年 有 惑 ， 丙 辰年

詩 成 . Although thìs could be considered a dangerous topìc， 且o one 

seems to have gotten in trouble for such poe包c respons白， couched as 

也ey are ìn a thick and allusive language. In contrast to some later eras， 

those ìn power in the Tang did not seek out evìdence of literary disaf

fection (though an effective "ballad" in language pop叫ar enough to be 

orally repeated might have been a different matter) . Despite the cour-
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age later critics ascribed to Li Shangyin for “speaking out，" we have no 
indication that the poem ever circulated. If it did， its reception would 
have demanded a highly literate commu也可﹒

九服歸元化
三 靈 吋睿 圖
如何本 初 輩
自 取屈楚誅
有 甚 當 車 泣
因 勞 下殿趨
何成奏 雲 物
直 是 滅 甚 符

李 商 隱， 有 感 二首
Li Shangyin， Stirred by Something (two poems)44 

Nine Reaches obey Primal Transformation，45 
the Three Lights accord with astute plans .46 
How was it then that Benchu's ilk47 
brought Quli's punishment on themselves?48 
Worse than “weeping by the carriage，刊物
thus came duress to scurry from the palace 50 
Did this amount to a report on cloud aura?-51 
they simply wiped out those in the rushes 52 

44. 29360 白; Ji;ïe ro8; Ye (1985) 292; Zhou 23 
45. The en世e empire (“Níne Reaches" refers to the níne levels of c1ístance from the 

capital and the emp間's center in the ruler) turns in its collective heart to 出e emperor's 
capacíty to cívilize and transfo= the people through his virtue 

46. The sun， moon， and stars (“Three Lights" and hence the sígns in 由e heavens， 
representing the will of Heave吋 show their agreement. That is， Heaven míght support 
the ovεrthrow of the eunuchs. 

47 . Benchu was the courtesy name of Yuan Shao 袁 紹 in the Eastern Han. Yuan 
Shao m虹ched his troops into the palace and slaughtered the court eunuchs， εffectively 
enclíng their pow哎，

。. Quli refers to Liu Quli， who held the post of miníster in 91 B.C. A eunuch ac 
印sed him of wítchcraft， specífically of having placεd a curse on Han Wuclí in order to 
set the Prince of Changyí on the 出rone. As a rεsult， he was executed. The irnplication 
is that the Tang plotters who planned the attack against the eunuchs were incompetent 
in drawing up theír plans 

49. Th耳 reference is to an anecdote in the Han shu in which Han \Venclí had the 
eunuch Zhao Tan ride together with him in the irnperial c缸且age. Yuan Ang pros位ated
himself and asked how the emperor could ríde together with “one left over from 出c
knífe." Zhao Tan 也en c1ísmounted from the ca主riage and wept 

50. The reference is to a prophetic verse in the early six由 centu句， “'W'hen Mars en 
ters the Southern Dípper， / the Son of Heaven \vill run down from the palace." τbís 
seems to cnt1Clze 出e plotter Li Xun for wan包ng to 恆ll all 出e eunuchs， thus driving 
them to seize the emperor 

51 . The reference is to the report of the “sweet d訊/ol，" which served as a sígn for 由c
coup. 

52. A passage on the twenty-eighth year of Duke Zhao in the Zuo zhuan tells of a 
band of kidnappers who would car可 their vic也ns off to a marsh of rushes and were 
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證逮符 書 密
辭連性命俱
竟緣尊 ;莫 相
不 平辨 胡 雛
鬼錶分 朝 部
軍烽照上都
敢云堪慟哭
未 免 怨 洪墟

Li 5 hangyin 

From testimony， arrests: documents， secret; 
words implicated others : the lives of both lost戶
Ultimately from reverence for Han's 1-位nister54
they did not early discern the barbarian whe掙 55
Ghost Registers took a portion of court ranks， 
army beacon fires shone in the capital. 
Dare 1 speak what brings pained weeping?-
1 cannot help resenting the Great Forge.56 

Although we earlier discussed the Sweet Dew Incident in general terms，  
some further specifics ar巳 required here. Wang Y且， one of the plotters， 
confessed under torture that if the plot had been successful， Zheng 
Zhu， an architect of the plot together with Li Xun， was to be put on the 
throne in Wenzo月's stead. This became the "line" of the victorious 
eunuchs ，  justifyi月 the brutality of the purg巴; Wenzong at least pre
tended to believe it. While he is here reasonably clear in his opposition 
to the eunuchs， Li Shangyin also seems to accept this interpretation of 
the incide凹， according to which a coup against the eunuchs was also 
covertly a coup directed at the Tang imperial house. 

As we suggested at the beginning of this chapt哎， Li Shangyin could 
work in many forms . “Yueyou Plain" 的 a narrati珊， albeit an elementary 
one. The “Yan Terrace" poems derive much òf their force by indexing 
a narrative or scenario that we can never find or be certain of (what we 
referred to earlier as the poetics of the clandestine) . “Stirred by Some
thing，" by contrast， is held together by reference to a known narrative 

wiped out by the military forces of Zheng. It is uncertain whether this refers to the 
plotters， as translated here， or to the eunuchs， in which 凹se we would translate ζ 'one 
should simply." 

53 . That is， both the informer and the person informed on p也d with their lives 

54. The reference 峙 的 the la喀e and imposing Han miruster Wang Shang. In 吐吐s
co立text it refers to Li Xun， one of the plotters. 

55 . The reference 臼 to an mαdent record吐 in the J.叫 shu in which Wa時 Yan saw a 
young barbarian ("barbarian whelp" is literally “barbarian chick") and thought he 
looked unusual and would lead ω troubles for the empi自 This turned out to be Shi Le， 
who in fact later ov位threw the Ji日. Commen恆的rs generally take this as referring ω 
Zheng Zhu， one of the plotters and the person who was to be put on the throne， ac 
co吋ing to Wang Ya's fo此ed confession. Li Shan研n s自ms 的 bl位ne Zheng戶 也ough it 
15 un臼rtain whether th臼 is because he par包ally believed the accusa臼ons or because he 
thought the plot was ineptly con臼ived

56. The reference is to the uruverse or the ωsmic order 
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and transforming moments in that narrative into finely crafted and 
c勾P包c lines. Sometimes we are not certain as to what part of the narra
tive of the Sweet Dew Incident particular lines refer， or we are uncer
tain of the poet's judgment， but knowledge of the concrete historical 
event is necessary to read the poem. Such indirect reference to an un 
derlying scenario i日 the model for the hermetic poems， one the latter 
constantly frustrate . 

It was at the beginning of 83 8 ， while on his w叮 back to Chang'an， 
that Li Shangyin witnessed the devastation of the northwestern agricul
tural region near the capital. In 
行 次 西 郊 作 一 百 韻 ， a mammoth piece consisting of 阿o hundred 
lines in the tradition of Du Fu， Li Shangyin places an account of the 
devastation of the area and of the fortunes of the dynasty in the mouths 
of the local peasants . (The humble interlocutor was common in such 
poems.) Here is the first part of the poem:57 

蛇年建丑 月
我 自 梁還秦
南 下 大散嶺
北 濟 清 之;寶
草 木 半舒辨
不 類冰 雪晨
又 若夏苦熱
;樵、卷無 芳 津
高 田 長2摘三十接
下 田 長 荊棒
農 兵 棄 道傍
飢牛 死 空 激
依依過村 落
十 室 無一 存
存者 皆 面 啼
無衣可迎賓

In the Year of the Snal仗， the twelfth month， 
1 was returning from Liang to Qin. 
To the south 1 came down from Dasan's ridge， 
northward 1 crossed the banks of the Wei. 
half the plants were putting out shoots， 
not at all like a morning of frost and snow. 
Yet 凶，e summ位's bitter heat as well， 
scorched and curl吐， 明白 no sweet moisture. 
In the upper fields grew pin and chestnut 0仗，
in the lower fields grew scrub and briars. 
Farm tools were left by the roadside， 
a starved ox lay dead on a bare mound. 
In a daze 1 passed through a villa詐，
not one home in ten had survived 
Those left all turned away weeping，58 

having no proper clothes to welcome a guest. 

The peasants tell the sad story of the dynasty， so often retold in poet句，
在om early prosperity through the An Lushan Rebellion， on to the 
mounting troubles of the dynasty and the bu主den on the peasants . For 

57 . 29657: Jijie 23月 Ye (I985) 66月 Zhou 5I 
58 .  Several Qing critics p扭扭 曲e variant bei 背 to Jze 皆 • Jijie argues that turning 

凹凸 back may be implicit in mian 面 .
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these peasants the last straw was the Sweet Dew Incident， as the Palace 
Army turned to destroy Zheng Zhu， the cruef instigator of the plot， 
who was militarγ commissioner in Fe扎伊nang. 那Tith the appearance of 
fifteen thousand palace troops requiring provisions and quartering， the 
villagers simply fled for the hills .  The years that followed were no better. 
The grim humor in the following passage assumes knowledge of the 
role of the post station cruef， who was in charge of capturing bandits .  
Unfortunately， trus sta包on cruef had been killed by the m山tary com
missioner at Fengxiang 

盜 賊 亭 午起
問 誰 多 窮 民
節 使殺 亭 吏
捕之恐且在 因
咫尺不 相 見
早 久 多 黃 塵
官 健腰佩 守
自 言 為 官 巡
常 恐 值 荒 迴
此 輩 還射人

Bandits rise up at midday. 
Who are they?-mostly poor folk. 
The commissioner killed the sta包on chief， 
so 1 fear that the缸's no way to arrest them. 
We can't see each other a foot away， 
there is so much dust from the 10呵 drought.
Soldiers with bows slung at their waists 
say they are on an official patrol; 
but we always fear when they come to the wil白，
their type will just shoot the people. 

Although descriptions like trus are often classified as 叮ealism，" there is 
undoubtedly a measure of peasant hyperbole of complaint com 
pounded by poetic hyperbole. Beneath the hyperbole， however， there is 
probably an equal measure of truth. Such truths are also local-there Ís 
little rustorical evidence to make us doubt contempora叮 rustic idylls of 
Chengn妞， “South of the City，" on the other side of Chang'an-but the 
aggregation of such "truths" of local devastation posed serious prob 
lems fo主 the dynasty. 

If we simply knew only the hermetic poems and the poems on 
tru日軒， Li Shangyin might be considered a poet like Wen Tingyun. How
ev泣， after he had passed the jinshi exam and matured， we find increas
ing numbers of poems commenting on contemporary politics . Trus was 
poetic “seriousness" according to one definition within the tradition. Li 
Shangyin shares such “seriousness" with Du Mu. Trus quali句1 played a 
major role in the elevation of both to canonical status .  

By later standards Li Shangyin's poetic "letters to th巳 editor" were 
usually “politically correct" in that they represented the anti-foreign， 
anti-military sentiments of lower officialdom. They a仗， however， often 
naïve in the context of contemporary poli吐cal reali位es . One can only 
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sympathize with Wenzong and his advisers， t可ing to hold together a 
fragile polity with the diminished resources at hand. One such resource 
was the reservoir of imperial princesses， who could be used to 
strengthen uncertain loyalties . In 837 the Shou'an Princess was married 
off to Wang Yuank吐， the milita可 commissioner of the Chengde Arrr苟，
stationed in modern Hebei. Trus was one of the most troubled areas in 
出e empire. Wang Tingzou， Wa時 Yuankui's Uighur father， had openly 
defied imperial authority. The Chengde Army was nominally a Tang 
army， and Wang Yuankui held an imperial appointment. In the fifth 
line Li Shangyin pointedly compares the wedding to a “marriage pact，" 
he于1月 菲口:說， a venerable tool of Crunese foreign po且cy， marrying Chi 
nese princesses to foreign rulers to produce heirs that would be blood 
relations (often "nephews") of the imperial house 

去為水 聞 負 直是
常 山 索 銳 師
昔 憂迷帝 力

今分送 王 姬
事 等 和 強 虜

恩殊睦 本枝

四 郊 多 壘 在

此禮恐無時

李 商 健 ， 壽 安 -h 主 出 降
Li Shangyin， The Shou'an Princess Gets Married59 

He heard of a virginal damsel by Gui's waters ，60 
from Mount Chang crack 臼oops fetched her 61 
Earlier worried he might fall afoul of the 

Emperor's power，62 
his present lot is to be sent a royal Ji.63 
The event equals a marriage pact with powerful 

nomads， 
Imperial Grace is greater than favor shown to 

his own line 
On the meadows around the capital many forts 

re位lain，64
1 fear that these rites are untimelv 

59 . 29363; Jij叫94; Ye (1985) 301; Zhou 44 
60. The Gui River， in Shanxi， was where Yao married his two ' daughters to Shun 

The subject here is Wang Yuankui. Any implied comparison of a Uighur warlord to 
sage-king Shun is meant to be iroruc. 

“. Chang Moumain in modern Hebei was the headquarters of the Chengde Army 
62. This seems to refer to Wang Yuank泣's father， Wang Tingzou 
63 . The Ji was the Zhou ruling house. Here it stands for Wenzong's daughter， 吐le

Shou'an Princess 
64. The reference is to a passage in the QuLi 曲 禮 。f the L夕'Z: “Many for岱 on the 

meadows around the capital are the shame of ministers and grand masters" 四 郊 多 壘，
此9�P 大夫之辱也
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Although a poem like this is hard to present either gracefully or effec 
tively in Engli吭， it is the work of a master ironist. lndeed， this is one of 
those few Tang poems in which satirical irony attains the level of sar 
casm. The poem begins with the resonantly archaic scene of sage-king 
Yao's daughters being given to his successor， Shun， shifting suddenly to 
a wedding party composed of tough northeastern troops. A daughter of 
the royal house of Zhou (Tang) is a reward for dubious loyalty. Some
one who is supposed to be a Tang general is treated like a foreign 
potentate. At the end the poet passes the rich， archaic judgment "un
timely" in resonantly classical phrases . Li Shangyin's indignation， how
ever， does not resolve the ques位on of a practical alternative for dealing 
with Wang Yuankui and the Chengde Army. 

ln 838 ，  after passing the jinshi examination the preceding year， 
即enty-six-year-old Li Shangyin was off to the headquarters of Wang 
Maoyuan， milit的 comrm“ioner of ]ingyuan and soon to b民ome his 
father-in-law. This was all that remained of the Tang “northwest，" not 
ve可 far from the capital. lt was during this period that Li Shangyin 
wrote “The Wall Tower of Anding" (see p. 207) and “Peonies Ruined 
by Rain in Huizhong" (see pp. 457-58) . The range of this poet， still only 
in his mid-twenties ，  was not only remarkable but unparalleled in the 
Late Tang. Even the versatile Du Mu could not claim to have worked 
with distinction in so many different styles .  Li Shangyin's range is par
包cularly impressive because we can date so few poems to this period 
with any degree of certainty. 

Around 844 and 845 the poet was staying in Yongle County 
while observing the period of mourning for his mother. The poet of 
clandestine passion and political ire here adopts the poetic role of rustic 
gardener. 

李 商 隱， 永 樂 縣 所 居 一 草 一 木無非 自 栽今春 悉 已 芳 茂 因 書 即 事 一 章
Li Shangyin， Where I Am Living in Y ongle Count)九 There Is Not a Tree or 

Plant That Was Not Planted by Me Personally. This spring they are all 
flowering and flourishing. Thereupon I wrote this piece to describe it.65 

手 種 足 球 事 Planting thi1單， I grieved at things past， 
心 期 玩物華 the hea主t anticipated enjoying the season可

splendor﹒ 

65 . 2955日 ; Jijie 497; Ye (1985) 489 

柳 飛 彭 j莘 雪
桃散武 陵 霞
狀嫩棲 鶯 莘
桐香待鳳花
綾 藤 縈 弱 蔓
袍草展新 芽
學植 功雄倍
成員柔跡 尚 貝余
芳 年誰共4玩

終 老 召 平瓜
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Willows now send the snow of Pengze flying，“ 

peach trees scatter rose clouds of Wuling.67 
Bramble tender， leaves for simurghs to perch誓
山ng tree fragrant， flowers wai由19 the phoenix 
My vine-sash is wound with pliant creepers， 
my grass-colored gown unfolds new sprouts 
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In studying plan包唔， though the deed is doubled，的
the traces are still far from a path forr也ng 69
Who will share the enjoyment of the year's 

sweetness? 
I w山 grow old at last by Shao Ping's melons. 

One almost forgets that the poet is in his early tl吐出es rather than the 
mellow old gentleman that the poem suggests . Li Shangyin's propensity 
to high poetic rhetoric does not leave him entirely， but 吐吐S 1S a q叫eter
poem， 也fferent from earlier works. The opening couplet must be set in 
the past， and the anticipa位on of spring's “splendor" (hua 華 ， “日ower
ing，" “自oweriness") is realized not 0叫y in the vegetation but in the 
poetic rhetoric that survives it. This is “studying planting，" which is also 
the horticulture of literary study that produces its own “白owers ." The 
gard凹， like the poet's skill， will grow-though the speculative conse 
quences diverge. One “end" of the process is the mature fruit 世間， whose 
annual flowering attracts throngs of admirers who form a path beneath. 
The alternative “end" is given in the conclusion， name峙， the fruit that 
follows flowering， the Count of Dongling's 品le melons， which also at 
tract crowds-though in a different key. 

Dating poems is always problema位c， but the following famous qua→ 
train by Li Shangyin to his patron Linghu Tao probab句r dates from 
roughly the same period. 

66. Pengze 臼fers to Tao Qia日， known as “Master Five Willows." The “snøw" 的 the
willow floss . 

67. Peach BI日ssom Spring was located in Wuling. The “rose c1ouds" are the peach 
blossoms. 

68 . “Studying planting" plays on “the planting of study，" i.e.， its accumulation 
69 . Paths forming beneath peach and pl回n were p主overbial for those things 出at at 

tract others by their good qualities. Li is here saying that his trees are not yet mature 
enough to draw crowds (or 出at his own accomplishments are still inadequate to attr且ct
attention) . 
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李 商 隱 ， 寄令狐 郎 中
Li Shangyin， To Secretary Linghu Ta070 

嵩 雲 秦樹久離居 Long dwelling apart， 1 by  Mount Song's clouds， 
you by Qin's trees， 

雙鯉迢迢 一 紙 書 a paired carp case came far 
with a letter in one page， 

休 問 梁 園 舊 賓 客 Ask not of him who was once a guest 
in the Liang Park: 

茂 陵秋 雨 病 相 如 the autumn rain at Maoling歹
Sima Xiangru sickJl 

Scholars of Li Shangyin's poetry generally feel that Linghu Tao should 
have done more to support Li's careerJ2 Scenarios are created in which 
Linghu Tao was displeased because of Li Shangy凹's marriage to the 
daughter of Wa時 Maoyuan， who belo月ed to the opposing cou此 fac
tion. There is no evidence that factional ammosities descended as low 
as Li Shangyin法 level. Recall that Du Mu was closely associated with 
Niu Sengru while his brother served Li Deyu. Li Shangyin's pe臼tlons
for patronage were sta吋ard practice. From the other an斟e， Li月hu
Tao seems to have been much sought after as a prospec位ve patron. 
Linghu Tao， Linghu Chu's son， must have known Li Shangyin when he 
was a young client of his f:臼a仗the位r'法s ( “"a guest in the Li臼ar呵 Pa位叫rk至η，
obviously kept in touch 可with Li. The sih凹lation described in t白he poeαm l凶S 

clear: Lingh孔1u Ch孔1U has sent a letter asking af丘te位r Liι， with the poem being 
his response. The reader of the preceding poem is justj且ed in wonder
ing where the happy gardener is， willing to grow old raising melons like 
the Count of Dongling. Instead we find Li Shangyin in the role of Sima 
Xiangru， the most famous of Han litera勾 men， wasting away sick and 
ignored. We presume Linghu T鉤's letter asked， in an appropriately 
rhetorical way， "How are you doing?" “Ask not，" replies the poet， sup 
plying the missing information in a highly resonant image. The poet 
may have felt-indeed， almost certainly did feel-very different when 
he wrote 出ese two poems， separated as they are by at least a season 

70. 29160; Jijie 529; Ye (1985) 衍; Zhou 127. 
71. Li Shangyin is comparing himself to Sima Xiang凹， a former client of the Prince 

of Liang who in his later years lived near what later became Maoling 
72 . Li Shangyin himself felt the same and complained， even contrasting Linghu 

Tao's indifference with the generosity of his fath泣; see 29594 (jijie 935; Ye [1985] 52斗，
Zhou 咐)
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and perhaps as much as a few years. The more interesting ques
tion， however， concerns the relation between the poet and poetic role 
playing-allowing that such role-playing can be deployed， as here， for 
useful， persuasive ends . Li Shangyin was ve可 much a poet who could 
not only adopt a role but inhabit it fully and persuasively. His position 
is neither “sincere叮 nor “insincere，" residing in the capaci句1 to envlslOn 
himself fully in the poe包c image he creates of himself. He finds himself 
in many rol白， from the 吐吐ty-two-year-old aging gardener， content in 
his rustic li伐， to the sick and dying poetic gemus who is ignored by the 
court. In each case it is more than 叫 “allusion": in these poems he 
temporarily inhabits these resonant figures of the past. 

In 846 and 847 Li Shangyin went off to the headquarters at Gl世ln.
Like many poets before him finding themselves in the southern reaches 
of the empire， he wrote of the s仕angeness of the place. 

城 窄 山 將壓
江 寬 地共浮
求 南 通、吃域
西 北 有 高 樓
神護青楓岸
龍移 白 石 j狄
殊鄉竟何禱
簫 鼓 不 曾 休

地暖無秋色
江 晴 有暮日軍
空 餘蟬喔喔
猶 向 客依依
村 小 犬 相護
沙 平僧獨歸
欲成 西 北 草
又 見鵡鴻飛

李 商 睦， 桂林
Li Shangyin， Guilin73 

Walls narrow， mountains press upon ther口，
the river broad， the earth floats with it 
Southeast it leads to the farthest regions， 
to the northwest there is a high tower 
Gods protect shores with green maples， 
a dragon moves to White Stone Tarn. 
In this strange land what do they pray for?
the pipes and drums never cease 

李 商 隱， 桂林路 中 作
Li Shangyin， Written on the Guilin Road74 

The place is warm， no autumn colors， 
the river in clear weath仗， with sunset glow. 
Nothing remains but the shrilling of cicadas， 
s祉1 facing the traveler with longing. 
The 討llage small， a dog protects 此，
the sands level， a monk returns alone. 
1 want to fulfùl my northwest gazing 
and once again 1 see the partridges flyi月戶

n 29132; Jijie 621; Ye (1985) 49 . 
74. 292IO; Jijie 672; Ye (1985) 145 
75. According to folklore， 也e pa泣ridge always flies south 
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In this relatively plain style， without allusions， we can see the legacy of 
the craftsmen of regulated verse in the short line. Inde吐， the third 
couplet of “Written on the Guilin Road" could disappear invisibly into 
a poem by Jia Dao. The plain style is particularly effective in “Gu山n'"
which describes the mysterious and barbarian southwest， haunted by 
local gods， with its continuous music from local religious ceremonies. 

This is not the place to engage the dating problems surrounding Li 
Sha時yin's poems for Liu Fen 劉 黃 ， renowned for an incident in 828 in 
which Liu responded alJ too forthrightly to a palace examination ques 
tion-denounci月 the eunuchs， questioning the means by which Wen 
zong acquired the throne， and describing the empire as being in dire 
straits and on the verge of collapse. Needless to say， Liu Fen did not 
pass . 。但 scholar who did pass， Li He 李 郁， offered to exchange his 
place with Liu Fen. 內ve should note that Du Mu was another who 
passed the same examinatio丘.) Yielding to widespread sympathy on the 
part of officialdom， Liu Fen was merely exiled to Liuzhou in the far 
south (where Liu Zongyuan had been posted earlier) . Li Shangyin's 
famous poem to Liu Fen has been dated between 841 and 848 . In the 
end it really does not ma位er. The Liu Fen poem provides a good con
trast with the relatively straightforward Guilin poems cited above. The 
style here is thick， allusive， and strongly reminiscent of Du Fu， where 
the physical world becomes the figura臼ve embodiment of the Confu
cian polity. 

李 商 隱 ， 贈劉 司 戶 黃
Li Shangyin， To Liu Fen， Revenue Manager76 

江風揚浪 動 雲 根 Winds on the river raise waves， 

重徒危樁 白 日 昏

已 斷 燕 鴻初起勢

they s包r the “roots of cloud，"77 
piled mooring stones， looming mast， 

the bright sun darkens 
They have already blocked 出e force 

of the swan of Yan's first rising，78 

76. 29II2; Jij月 701; Ye (1985) 27; Zhou 107. 
77. “Roots of cloud" was a conventional metaphor for mountain stone. The figure 

of storm is suggestive of political troubles 
78 . The reference is to Liu Fen bei月 thwarted by the court eunuchs. As Jijie points 

out， the common qualification of swans as being from Yan here takes on additional 
force i日 出at Lìu Fen was a native of the northeast. The subject here is apparently the 

史 驚 騷客後歸魂

漢 廷 急 詔誰先入

是 路 高 歌 白 欲翻

萬 里 相 逢歡復泣

鳳 巢 西 隔 九 重 門

The Poems on Occasion 

and further startled the later returning 
Sao poet's sou[79 

To the Han court's urgent summons， 
who was first to enter?-80 

singing loud on the roads of Chu， 
you want to compose on your own.8 1 

We meet after thousands of leagues， 
rejoice and then weep，82 

to the west the phoenix's nest is blocked 
by nine layers of gates 的

5I3 

The "swan of Yan" at last becomes a phoenix， in this poem rich in 
Confucian imagery， a figure for the virtuous person exiled and un 
appreciated. Liu Fen is Qu Yuan and Jia Yi-and perhaps even 抖抖，
the madman who sings of the fallen virtue of the 位mes .

Li Shangyin could use the short line to similar purpo吠， 的 in two of 
his famous laments in that form on the occasion of Liu F凹's dea血， the
first of which we quote here. 

wind， though it could also be taken impersonally: “Already blocked， the force of first 
rising . . 

79. The reference is to Liu Fen's return from e也le in Liuzhou in the south. The 
comparison is to Qu Yuan and the “Summons to the Soul，" which was purportedly 
written to bring Qu Yuan back from exile 

80. The reference is to Jia Yi， who was summoned to an audience 切th Han Wendi 
after his recall from exile. The implication is that Liu Fen was not similarly summoned 

81 . Many commentators associate 出lS Wl也 Jieyu 接與， the “madman of Chu，" 京的
sang of the phoenix to Confucius and “how gteatly 、iÍrtue has declined." Jijie， however， 
takes this as continuing the motif of Qu Yuan， introduced in line 4. Fan 翻， here under
stood as composing a song， could also mean “fly，" suggesting that either 出e poet or his 
songs h前e taken 到ght.

82. 1 interpret the “thousands of leagues" as re戶口enting the distance Liu Fen has 
traveled in returning from e也le in Liuzhou. However， those who take the poεm as hav 
ing been written when Li Shangyin supposedly met Liu Fen i日 the south will read this 
line as the two men mee包ng “thousands of leagues" from the capital. 

83. The phoenix， which roosted in the Yellow Emperor's palace， would be a highly 
auspicious sign. The “nine layers of gates" are 出ose of the palace. The point here 
seems to be that the phoenix， Liu Fen， cannot reach his nest because it is too far re
moved within the palace， i.e.， he is blocked by his enemies at court. 
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李 商 隱 ， 哭 劉 司 戶 二 首 黃 陵 別 後春 濤 隔 After parting from you at Huangling， 
Li Shangyin， Lamenting Revenue Manager Liu Fen84 we were separated by spring waves ，s8 

注 :商 書 來秋雨 翻 the letter came from Penpu 

離 居 星 歲 易 Dwelling apart， the star-signs changed，的 as autumn ra1日s were sp山;11;嗯 89

失 草 死 生 分 hope lost， the living divided from the dead 只 有 安仁能作誅 There i s  only Anren who is skilled 

酒 覽 凝餘桂 The last cinnamon dries in the ale jug， at writing eulogies;90 

書 籤 冷 舊 芸 old rue grows cold on the bookslips .  何 曾 宋 玉 解招魂 when clid Song Y u  ever truly know 

江風吹雁急 River winds keen， blowing wild geese， how to call back a soul?91  

山 木 帶 蟬 稜 mountain trees' sunset glow， bearing cicadas 平 生風 義 兼 師 友 1n your character all your life 

一 叫 于 迴 首 1 shout once， m y  head turns a thousand times， you were both teacher and friend， 

天 高 不 為 聞 but Heaven is high and will not hear me. 不 敢 同 君 哭 寢 門 but 1 dare not think myself your equal 
and weep at the inner chamber door戶

The second of these poems is more allusiv已 but the tightness of the 
short line gives the poem a different quality. 

We may contrast another lament for Liu Fen in the long line 

It was probably during bis journey back from Guilin that Li Shang 

yin stopped off at the headquarters in Tanzhou， the old Changsha in 

modern Hunan and the site of Jia Yi's famous exile. 
李 商 隱 ， 哭 劉 黃

Li Shangyin， Lament for Liu Fen86 

上 帝 深 宮 的 九 閻 The High God's deep-set palace， 
the ninefold gates are closed， 

巫成 不 下 問 銜 冤 Shaman Xian does not come down 
to ask of grievances 戶7

潭 州 官 舍暮樓 空

今古無端 入 草 中
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8+ 29II3-I4; Ji;ie 96立; Ye (1985) 28; Zhou 1作
85 . Literally the “year star，" Jupiter. 1n other words， time passed 
86. 29167; fi;ie 9 54; Ye (1985) 91; Zhou 116 
87. The reference here is apparently to the Li Sao， in which Shaman Xian desce且ds

from Heaven and Qu Yuan tells him of his plight. But there is c1early also a reference 
to the fragmentary preface to “Calling Back the Soul，" in which the High God sends a 
Shaman Yang 巫 陽 to call back a soul of someone dead or dying， traclitionally under 
stood as a figurative reference to Qu Yuan wandering clistraught in exile. Zhu Heling 
thinks-quite reasonably-that Li Shangyin actually meant “Shaman Yang." He Zhuo， 
agreeing that Shaman Y且ng is intended， offers some earlier allusions 也at help account 
for why Li chose Shaman Xian herε. Ta山kin呵g
P抖la仗ce臼s t由hε responsib 山t可y for t由he s吐也ha缸ma凶a缸n'法s f:臼ωa沮ilur仗e tωo desce凹nd on t出he 巨i培gh God (令ea衍silyF 
a叮ss怕O口a仗te吋d wi出 tl血he emperor) and int位roduces t出he element of dea位th-s位ince Liu Fen is 
dead. Ye Congqi favors the Li Sao allusion. It seems best to take the lines as a confla
tion of the two-or simply that Li Shangyin forgot which shaman was involved in 
“Calling Back the Soul." 

88 . Hua時li嗯 is He Zhuo's emendation for Guangling 廣 陵， which appears i日 出c

oldest text. The basis for the emendation， given by Cheng Mengxi日g， is another poem 

lamenting Liu Fen， in which he speaks of parting from him at Huangling (in Hunan， 

near the mouth of the Xiang) .  

89 . Presumably this i s  a letter bringi時 耽ws of Liu Fe的 death.

90 .  Anren was 出e courtesy name of the Jin writer Pan Yue 潘岳， famous for his 

maste可 of funerary genres 

91 .  Song Yu was supposed to have written “Calling Back the Soul，" Zhaohun 招魂，

for Qu Yuan， but the ritual was understood as calling back the soul (consciousness) to a 

body either dead 0主 unconsC1ous.

92. Accorcling to the rituals for mourning prescribed by Confucius in the Tango管

檀 弓 chapter of the L夕丘� a student was allowed to moum for his teacher in 出e inner 

chamber， while a friend was supposed to mour且 outside the door to the inner charnber. 

Li here seems to be saying 也at his proper position is 也at of student and 出at he should 

therefore be permitted to moum in the inner chamber. 
93 . 29m; Ji;ïe 750; Ye (1985) 巧; Zhou 109 
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持目 淚 ;是 7家 滋 竹 色

楚歌重 疊 怨 蘭 叢

陶 立; 戰艦 空 灘 雨

賈 傅承塵破廟風

目 斷故 園 人 不 至

拉膠 一 醉與誰 同
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Du Mu evoked a past scene and then superimposed a present scene on 
it. Learning from Du F的 “line construction" U物 句 法) ， Li Shangyin 
accomplishes the same kind of scene more economically about 自ve
years after Du Mu's lines. The poet tells us that “past and present inex 
plicably come into my gaze": 

Xiang River tears soak the bamboo's colors， 
both shal!ow and deep，94 

Chu songs repeatedly express resentment 
though clumps of orchid.95 

Lord Tao K.an's war gal!eys: 
rain on the empty rapids ;96 

Jia Yi the Tutor's dust canopy: 
wind in a broken-down temple.97 

My eyes gaze off to my home gardens， 
no one co丘les，

with whom can 1 share getting drunk 
on this pine-flavored brew?98 

陶 -h 戰艦空 灘 雨

賈 傳承塵破廟風
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 Looki日g out into the rain， the poet sees the galleys of Tao Kan as 
ghostly presences from the past disappearing in the rain. In ]ia Yi's 
shrine he imagines the canopy where the famous owl perched and de
livered its great sermon in verse on chang巴， instantiated in the present 
as the wind blows through the broken-down temple. 

Back in the capital in 849 ， Li addressed several poems to Du Mu， 
who was employed in the Bureau of Honorifics (see also p.  303) .  

李 商 隱 ， 贈 司 勳杜 十 三 員 外
Li Shangyin， Presented to Du Mu， Vice Director 

of the Bureau of Honorifics99 

Li Shangyin's reading of Du Fu is still evid巴nt， but “Tanzhou" is much 
more closely related to the Late Tang regulated verse in the long line. Re 
call the closing ofDu Mu's poem of 842 with which we began our study: 

94. This refers to the mottled bamboo of the Xiang region， whose patter且S were 
supposedly caused by the tears shed by the widows of Shun 

95 .  This is a general reference to Qu Yuan and perhaps explicitly to the “Nine 
Songs ." Feng Hao takes 吐吐s as "expressing resentment at orchid clumps，" understan吐
ing the orchid as Zilan 子 蘭 ， the Chu vizier who slandered Qu Yuan. Although this 
would work well with 戶an 怨 ， “to express resentment，" in most cases the “orchid" 
(thoroughwort) is a figure of virtue and beauty， which Qu Yuan associat臼 with himself. 

闕. Tao Kan 陶 侃 was the Jin governor of Jiangxia 江夏， known for turning trans 
port boats into warships to resist the depredations of Chen Hui， sent by his brother 
Chen Min to harass Wuchang. After his initial success， Tao moved on to take Changsha， 
the district in which Tanzhou was located 

97. This refers to Jia Yi's  exile in Changsha. According to the Xi;ing Zaji account of 
Jia's composition of his “Poetic Exposition on the Owl，" the owl 可別 supposed to have 
perched on Ji的 “dust canopy，" a covering erected to keep off the dust and， in particu
lar， droppings from the rafters. According to the comment虹y to the Shuijing 7]<..�笠， 出e
temple to Tao Kan， located west of tl1e official residence in Xiangzhou 湘 州 (Tan
zhou) ， was supposed to have originally been Jia Yi's  dwelling. Elsewhere (Hua哩YUJZ

寰 宇 記) this same place is described as a temple to J且 Yi.
98 . Pi世 sap and pine needles were evidently used in producing an ale that， Jijie sug

gests， was a well-known local product of Tanzhou 

可憐 赤 壁 爭雄渡

唯有 菱 弱 坐釣魚

1 'am moved how at Red Cli缸，
出e crossing where heroes contended， 

there is only an old man in a raincoat， 
sitting and fishing. 

杜牧 司 勳 字 牧之

清秋 一 首杜秋詩

前 身 應是 梁 江 總

名 總還 曾 是總持

心鐵 已 從于錢利

鬢 絲休歎 雪 霜 垂

Du ß缸， of the Bureau of Honorifics， 
courtesy name Muzhi， 

in clear autumn a single poem 
on Du， Autumn Lass . JOo 

In a former life I'm sure he was 
Jiang Zong of the Lia唔，

whose name was Zong and also called 
Zongchi. 1 01 

Y our iron heart is already as sharp 
as Ganjiang and Moya，1 02 

cease to sigh how the silk at your temples 
hangs as frost and snow 

99. 29596; Jijïe 878; Ye (1985) 戶7; Zhou 173 .  

100 .  One ofDu Mu's most famous poems was “Du Autumn Lass (Qiuniang)" 杜秋
娘 (see pp. 276-77) . 

101. Jiang Zong's name Zong was a component of his courtesy name (的 Zongchi，
just as Du Mu's courtesy name was Muzhi 

102. The reference is to famous s丸:vords of antiqui句，



李 商 隱 ， 辛未 七 夕
Li Shangyin， The Seventh Eve in the Y凹 Xi腳ez (8 51) 1 05 

恐 是 仙 家 好 別 離 1 suspect that the immortals 
must like their separation， 

古文教迢遞作佳期 o n  purpose making 也eir happy uruons 
to be so far apart. 

由 來 碧 落銀河畔 It is always in the celestial vault 
by the silvery river of stars， 

518  Li Shangyin 

;葉 江遠 弔 西 江水

羊 祐 韋 丹 盡 有碑

From the River Han you have gone far 
to lament by the waters of Westriver， 

and now Yang Hu and Wei Dan 
both have stele inscriptions . 1 03 

There no doubt that this poem is intended to praise Du lv缸， but it is a 
peculiar poem of praise. It was common to praise someone by compar
ing this person with som巳 earlier 甸lre with 也e same surname-in this 
case Du Yu. The comparison of Du Mu's inscription to Du Yu's fa
mous lnscnp包on is gracefully complimentary. However， to make a 
comparison on the basis of the fact that name and courtesy name share 
a word in common and have the same pattern was novel and clever. 
Jiang Zong， the person to whom Li compares Du Mu， wa沁s a poe仗t of 
dubi的ou肘1芯s r跎eput仗e and wa的s s叩ome仗吋t吐lme口s po叮芷t仕ra叮ye吋d in a highly unfavorable E 

light by Li hims仗吋el芷f in ot也he叮r poems (令se配e pp . 418， 421) .  Lμi Shang叮yin does 
spec均 J叫
C臼ar跎eer as the carousing and irresponsible minister of the Last Ruler of 
Chen. Li Shangyin is enjoying the play of repetitions :  tw。 “autumns"
(qiu 秋)， two Dus in the text and a third (Du Yu) implied at the end; Ji 
ang 江 both as a surname and as "river" in the seventh line. In 出lS
general spirit of repetitions， Jiang Zong was an ingenious parallel in the 
rel組on between name and courtesy name， but it may have been an un 
fortunate choice. We do not know how Du Mu reacted to Li Shangyin's 
poem since we have no poem written in response. 1 04 It was not a 
friendship that blossomed. 

After leaving Chang'an to spend about a year in Xuzhou at the 
headquarters of Lu Hongzhi， Li Sha缸組ng鈞yln r跎et阻ur凹ned in 8 5只1 to take a post 
1n 仁αhar
b巳for巴 setting off for S釗ichu閏1泊an代1， he c∞ompos巳d the f(品üllow可ing poem:

可要金成玉 露 時

清 漏 J斬移 相 望 久

微雲 未接過來遲

豈 能無 意 酬 烏 鵲

惟與蜘蛛乞 巧 絲
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Li Sha時;yin begins his poem wi出 an unusual speculation. The “lmmor

tals，" who seem to like separation， must be the Oxhe主d and Weaver 
W oman themselves .  J ust as the lovers wait， so the po巴t-and the 
poem-wait， deferring the crossing first wi出 且 “包me and place" cou 
plet and then with the dripping of the water clock as they gaze in an 
ticipation (or he gazes long at 也e heavens in anticipatio吋 . He watches 
for the clouds in the Milky Way that will cover the crossing， but no 
clouds appear and they are late to c主oss over﹒ The growing intensi可! of 

deferred desire generates in the poet's thoughts proportional gratitude 
for those-here the magpies 吐lat help them ful日1 their desire. 

I05 . 292戶; Jijie IO祠; Ye (1985) 1的; Zhou 187. 
I昀06丘-

ment associated w吶it出h autumn; hence "metal wind" is the autumn wind. Likewise， “jade 

dew" is associated wi出 autumn. Sometimes 出is is viewed as a question: “Wny must 

they w且t?"
I07 . The magpies were supposed to form a bridge so that the lovers co凶d cross 

I08. On the Seventh Eve women seeking greater s恆II in needlework traditionally 

placed fruits and melons in the courtyard， and if a spide主 made a web on the fruit， 也en

the江 prayer wo叫d be granted. The Weaver Woman provides spiders for 也e women 

praying for skill in needlework but app訂閱tly neglects 出e magpies， who perform a 
substantial sef\凡ce for her 

I03 . Xuanzong 宣 宗 had been a仕empting to determine the merit of lower-grade 0ι 
ficials during the Yuanhe Reign and was told of Wei Dan of Jiangxi， whom people 
young and old still 自membered i日 their songs . Du Mu was comrnissioned to write his 
stele inscrip包on， as another Du (Du Yu) had done for Yang Hu on Xiang Mountain by 
the River Han. 

I04. In the selection of his poems 也at constitute the main body of his poe位y collec 
t10且， made a few years later (in 的2) ， Du Mu preserved the verses that showed his con 
nection with the well-known poets of the day， such as Zhang Hu and Li Qunyu. 
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Perhaps due to accidents of what can be securely dated， most of the 
datable poems that most closely resemble the undatable hermetic po
ems come from the 830s， when Li Shangyin was in his late teens and 
twenties. Among the later poems， we come close in a few poems on the 
death of his wife in 851 . 1 09 

薔筱泣 幽 素
翠 帶 花錢 ，j、
嬌 郎 癡 若 雲
抱 日 西 簾 曉
枕是龍 宮 石
割 得干大波 色
玉 筆 失 是 膚
但 見 蒙 羅 碧
憶得前年春
未語今 志 辛
歸來 已 不 見
錦 瑟 長於人
今 日 洞底松
明 日 山 頭 棠
愁 到 天 地翻
相 看 不 相 識

李 商 隱， 房 中 曲
Li Shangyin， Music for Private Apartments1 1 0  

Roses weep hidden white， 
on azure sashes， blossom-coins small 
My dear lad is foolish as cloud， 
embracing the sun， west curtain's dawn 1 1 1 
The pillow is a dragon palace stone 
cut into colors of autumn waves . 1 1 2  
The jade mat has lost the supple f1esh， 
1 see only the covering of gossamer emerald. 
1 recall spring last year， 
she didn't spe此， her bitter pain withheld 
By the time 1 returned she was gone， 
the brocade zither lasted longer than her 
Today， a pine in the stream vall句，
tomorrow， the bitter bo oak on the 1址1
1 will sorrow until Heaven and Earth tum over， 
we will look at each other and not recognize 

each other. 

Although this 院 on the whole， more direct than many of th巳 herme包C
poems， some of the denser lines recall them， as does the passionate 
closing couplet. 

Li Shangyin's decision to go off to Sichuan seems to have been in no 
small measure a consequence of grief at his wife's death. His close 

I09 . Many poems have been interpreted as concerning the death of his wife. Here 1 
am referring solely to those poems that are unmistakably about her death 

I也 29468; ]ijie I034; Ye (1985) 405. 
IlI . These lines have received numerous explana包ons. ]ijïe champions the no包on

that the child's folly is his failure to feel grief at the loss of his mother and his desire to 
continue sleepi嗯， embraci時 his P過ow when the sun is already high. James Liu prefers 
the boy embracing his father. Ye wants this to be Li Shangyin's wi長， though he doesn't 
account for the masculine gender of !ang 郎 ，

Il2. The “waves" suggest a woman's glances 
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friend Han Zhan (也e poet Han Wo's father) ， who had married the sis 
ter of Li Shangyin's wi伐， saw him off. Li Shangyin here reflects on their 
different turns of fortune. 

李 商 陰， 赴職梓 遣 留 別 畏之 員 外 同 年
Li Shangyi月 Going to My Post at Zitong， Detai日ed on 

Par包ng by Vice Director Weizhil 1 3 
佳 兆 聯翩遇鳳凰

雕文 羽 帳紫金淋

桂花香處 同 高 第

持黨翻時獨悼亡

烏 鵲 失 棲 常 不 定

鴛 鴦 何 事 白 相 將

京 華 庸 蜀 三 千 里

送 到 咸 陽 見 夕 陽

Lucky predictions: in succession 
we met our phoenixes，1 1 4 

feathered 印rtains， wrought with pattems， 
beds of purple and gold 

When the cassia blossoms were fragrant， 
we both ranked high in the examination，I 1 S  

but when the persirnmon leaves spre呵，
1 alone moumed a wi矣's death. 1 1 6 

The magpie loses its roosting place， 
it grows ever unsettled; 

how is it that the mandarin duck couple 
go along together?1 17 

The capital and Y ong-Shu 
are three thousand leagues apart，1 1 8 

you send me off to Xianyang 
where we see the evening sun. 

Mourning can occur grandly， as abm弋 or it can also be triggered by 
a small immediate circumstanc亡， such as crossing the snow of Dasan 

II3 .  29209; ]ijie II日; Ye (1985) 143; Zhou 205. Li Shangyin was on �山 way to take a 
post with Liu Zhongying 柳 仲 坪 ， the military commis日oner of Dongchuan， in modem 
Sichuan. Weizhi was Li's friend Han Zhan 韓 蟾 .

II4. The meeting o f  phoenix臼 refers t o  a marriage (Z1JO ζh1Jan， Zhuang 2吟 Both Li 
and Han were married to daughters of Wang Maoyuan 王 茂 元，

II巧7
Bo仗th Lμi and Han p伊as臼se吋d 也e same year; hence the reference to Han as tongnian 同 年 m
the title. 

n6. The reference is to an anecdote about Liu Xiao 劉 款 in the Nan shi 南 丈 . In

the spring before Liu died， someone planted a persimmon tree in Liu's cou吐yard. Liu 

predicted that he would not live to see it bear fruit. That autum且 he died. This refers to 

the death of Li's wife 
II7. That is， Han Zhan gets to stay with his wife. 
II8 .  Y ong-Shu is Sichuan， where Li is headed. 
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Pass and realizing that one's clothes are not hea可T enough. For clothes 
a man depended on the women in the family-especially one's wife. 

李 商 隱， 悼傷後赴車 蜀 辟至散 關 遇 雪
Li Shangyin， After Mourning the Loss of My Wi長， I Go to Take 

Up an Appointment in Eastern Shu and Encounter 

劍 外從 軍 遠
無 家 與 寄衣
散 關 三尺雪
迴 夢 舊 鴛機

Snow When Reaching Dasan Pass 1 1 9  
Far beyond Jian'ge I will serve with the army， 
there is no one at home to send me clothes. 
The three feet of snow in Dasan Pass 
sends dreams back to the old mandarin 

duck 100m. 

]i Yun， so often critical of Li Sha月yin's less wel1 known poems， ap 
proves this quatrain for being reminiscent of the High Tang. 

In Sichuan Li Shangyin's engagement with Du Fu became eve口 more
apparent. 120 Du Fu， of course， had resided in Chengdu， with an ap
pointment dependent on the patronage of the regional governo主， 的 Li
Shangyin's appointment was .  Earlier we discussed a poem dating from 
this period-almost unique in the Chinese poetic tradition-in which 
Li Shangyin wrote "as" Du Fu (see p. 444) .  Li's identification with Du 
Fu went even further. Li had earlier expressed his opinions on cur主ent
events， 的 in the poem on the Shou'an Princess .  Here， however， we 
have the poet offering general political advice i日 a style strongly rerni 
niscent of Du Fu. Like Du Fu a cen個月T earli缸， Li Shangyin was a po 
litical nonen也可. His sense of the dignity and responsibility of the poet's 
role was his alone. Du Mu also offered poe包c political advice， but it 
was often qualified by the recogni吐on that he would not be heeded (see 
p .  261) .  Li Shangyin spoke with an authority that was dependent on that 
of his great poetic predecessor， without addressing the question of 
whether he would be heeded 

Sichuan was heavily militarized and had a long history of separatist 
movements， most recently in the rebellion of Liu Pi 劉 闢 during Xian 

可 29II5; ]i;ie I呵; Ye (I985) 30. 
I20. Du Fu do郎， howev位， appear earlier in lùs poet可. In a banqueting poem that is 

probably earlier， Du Fu even seems to have been given to L as an as日伊ed topic for 
imitation; see 29608 (]ijie I9 56; Ye [I985] 539) 
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zong's reign. Li Shangyin warns any and al1 who might consider rebel 
ling agai丘st imperial authority. 

并絡 天 彭 一 掌 中

;曼誇天 設劍 為峰

陣 圓 泉 聚 煙 江 石

邊林 西 娃、 雪 嶺拉

堪嘆故君成杜 宇

可能先主是 真 龍

將 來 為 報姦雄輩

莫 向 金 牛 訪 舊蹤

李 商 時 ， 井絡
Li Shangyin， The Well Rope121 

The Well Rope， Tianpeng Mountain 
all in a single palm， 

they rashly boasted that Heaven set 
swords to serve as peaks . 1 22 

East the “Formations Diagram" 
clusters south of the mis月r river，1 23 

west frontier clappers resound124 
in pines of Snow Mountain法 clefts

Meriting sighs， that olden king 
turned into a cuckoo，125 

is it really pos日ible the First Ruler 
was indeed a true dragon?126 

Be sure to inform the type of men 
who are wickedly a自ressivel 27

they had better not visit the former site 
at Golden Oxen Gorge . 1 28 

When Liu Zhongying ended his term at 也e headquarters in Zizhou 
但ichua吋， Lμi Sl叫
lowing far氏c可w疋Tel1 t的o t由hose who st包aye咫ed in Zi位zhou:

I21 . 29482; ]ijïe II77; Ye (I985) 啊; Zhou 320. The 可ell Rope" was a constella包on
that corresponded to the Min Mountain region in Sichuan 

122. The reference is to Big Sword and Small Sword Mountains in the region 
I23 . Tlùs is a set of dolmens that tradition ascribed to Zhuge Lan皂， 也ε minister of 

the Shu-Han Kingdom， unde主stood as a military diagram for the conquest ofWu. 
I24- The clappers signal the presence of troops 
125 . Wang也， 姐 姐cient ruler of S仙， who yielded 出c 也rone afte主 an illicit li訕。n

with the wife of one of lùs ministers. 
I26. The reference 峙 的 Lu Bei， who founded the Shu-H缸1 Kingdom 
I27. This term was applied to Cao Cao. ]ijie takes this as the frontier commanders. 
I28. The reference is to a story recounting that the king of Qin had fìve stone 0芷en

ma缸， after wlùch he let it be known in the Shu Kingdom 也at these were golden oxen. 
Shu sent fìve heroes to get them， thus open:ing the route between Qin and Shu 阻d
preparing for the Qin conquest of Shu. Tlùs is a variant version of the story mentioned 
on p. 4吟. Here Li Shangyin is clearly warning against separatist moves in the west: 出e
road from Chang'an to Shu is open. 
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李 商 隱， 梓 州 罷吟寄 同 舍
Li Shangyin， Ending My Poems in Zizhou 

To my colleagues1 29 

不 揀花 朝 與 雪 朝 Not choosy whether dawns o f  f10wers 
or dawns of snow， 

五年從 事 霍 嫖姚 five years 1 spent in the service 
of “F!eet" Huo Qubing. 1 30 

君緣接 坐 交珠履 Y ou， when sitting next to  me， 
crossed pearled shoes， 

我 為 分行近翠翹 1， when in  separate rows， 
drew near to kingfisher feathers . 1 3l 

是 兩 含 情 皆 有 託 ‘ 'Chu's rain" has sen包ments 1n resen:弋
always expressed indirectly，1 32 

津 沒 多 病 竟 且在慘 ve月I sick on the Zhang's shore， 
in the end none to rely on 1 33 

長吟達下 燕 臺 去 Chanting long， far away 1 descend 

惟 有 衣 香 祟 未 銷 on 市l
Yan Terrace and go off，134 

has not faded. 

There are w叮S to read this poem so as to reconcile it with Li Shang
yin's famous stateme凹， expressed in a letter to Liu Zhongying， that al
though his poems may have touched on romantic attachmen郎， he did 
not actually engage in this type of behavior. Such readi月s (for exampl亡，
Zhou Zhenfu's) are counterintuitive， taking the prose statement as de
finitive and the poem as ambiguous and open to other interpretations 

It is unwise to engage in speculations about Li Shangyin's love life一
despite his numerous poetic invitations for us to do so.  S祉， the first 
two couplets here do seem to suggest continuous rounds of parties and 
carousing. The fifth line does seem to gesture toward love affa凹， 的

129 . 29456; Jijie 月09; Ye (198 5) 394; Zhou 227. 
可o. Liu Zhongying is here figured as the famous Han commander Huo Qubing. 
13I . Commentators take this couplet as a huwen 互 文 ， in wruch both predicates apply 

to both subjects . Pearled shoes refer to fine guests， wlùle kingfisher feathers is a 
metonymy for court臼ans

132. “Chu's rain" refers to sexual encounters 
133 .  The Jian'an poet Lu Zhen long lay sick by the River Zhang. 
134. Ya且 Terrace h世e refers to the famous Terrace of Gold of King Zhao of Yan， 

where he received scholars from many regions 
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feelings greater than could be expressed straightforwardly， and to indi
主ect expression. The term for “indirect expression，" tuo tê (literally “to 
entrust [to something else]") ， is the term used for figurative expression 
in Chinese poetics .  The Qing commentator He Zhuo and several oth
ers take the “indirect expression" 的 referri月 to Li's political feelings 
expressed thro咚h the sen包ments of love rather than the sentiments of 
love expressed figuratively. According to such an interpreta泣。咒 this
line has been the major internal support for the interpretation of the 
hermetic poems in political terms.  Such a reading of the li眩， however， 
的 only one among several possible readings . It is no less like峙， as we 
suggested above， that Li Shangyin is here referring to 也e figurative ex
pression of love affairs . Moreov位， Ji;ïe takes the line as referri峙 的 his
colleague(s) rather than to Li himself-and con叫uently to actual love 
affairs rather than love affairs as the figurative expression of political 
sentiments . According to the Ji;ïe interpretation， only in the sixth line 
does Li turn to his own case. Another-perhaps the most obvious一一
interpreta包on is to read the ji慰 竟 ， “in the end，" strongly: for five years 
1 expressed my passions figuratively， and now， in the end， 1 am the poet 
who is sick and without anyone to rely on. 

One way to interpret the final couplet is suggested in a note: Yan 
Terrace is King Zhao of Yan's Terrace of Gold， here a figure for Liu 
Zhongying's generosity as a patron. As he leaves ，  the scent， the linger一
ing trace of Liu Zhongying's grace， remains upon him. “Yan Te位ace" is， 
of cours亡， also the title of the intensely erotic poems Li Sha嗯yin wrote 
as a youth; the term clearly had a special meaning for him. Wi出 Yan
Terrace viewed in this sense， the lingering scent takes on a ve主y differ
ent association. Here we should recall the last couplet of “Yan Terrace: 
Autumn" (see pp. I80-8I) : 

歌骨 一 世銜 雨 看

可惜馨 香手 中 古文

Singing lips for a whole lifetime 
watched， holding back rain， 

a p的T that the fragrance 
grows old upon the hand. 

Perhaps he doesn't actually spend his lifetime watching those singing 
lips .  In the end， perhaps he must leave “Yan Terrace." 

長吟遠下 燕 臺 去

惟 有 衣香系未銷

Chanting long， far away 1 descend 
Yan Terrace and go off， 

only the scent 也at permeates my clothes 
has not faded. 
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The li口es may not be related. If they are， the pairing of the couplets can 
be interpreted in many ways. Nevertheless ，  set side by side， these two 
couplets-one dating from the early 830S and the other from 85 5-
suggest a private “mythology，" a network of terms with a special mean 
ing for the poet that endured in his w。此， perhaps taking on radically 
different meanings in different contexts . Perhaps the con包nuity is the 
term “Yan Terrace" itse匠， sugges由19 an erotic meaning at one point 
and a tribute to patronage at another. Readers of Li Shangyin soon 
come to recognize these recurrent images-the "brocade zither" or the 
“Purple Maid"-realizing that their force in his poetry cannot be fully 
eXplained either by immediate context or by tradition. They seem to be 
his private images .  

Only a handful of poems can be securely dated to Li Shangy凹's last 
years， between his return from Sichuan in 8 5 5  and his death in 8 58 .  Per 
haps these were proli五c years for his poet可; we cannot tell. Figuratively， 
if not literally， we can take the last lines of “Ending My Poems in 
Zizhou" as Li's farewell to poetry. 

In the end， Li Shangyin remains an elusive poet whose varied style 
and obscurity make it impossible to tie him to one dominant concern
whether it be a personal beloved， his own political career， or the fate of 
the dynasty. That very elusiveness ensured his survival， as changing 
communities over the centurγ read his poetry carefully and always 
found that which they were seeking. 
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The Hanshang tijin ji: Poets at P句

In 8 5 5， three years after the death of Du Mu and a few years befo自 由E
death of Li Shangyin， a scandal erupted in叫ving thej刷hi examina包on
The topic set for the poe包c exposl位on had leaked out before the ex 
amination and an exam candidate had hired a master of the fo芷m to 
write the required composi包on in advance. The master in question was 
the poet and prose stylist Wen Tin部凡lD. We do not know if his ensuing 
disgrace was the immediate cause， but a year or two later Wen set off 
for Xiangyang， the headquarters of the milita勾 commissioner Xu Shang 
徐 商 . There he found himself in congenial company， in the person of 
Duan Chengshi 段成 式 (d. 863) ， best remer由ered for his anecdotal 
collection Yo紗ang 咿咿 百 陽 雜土且. Also in Xu Shang's entourage were 
the poets Wei Chan 韋 蟾 and Yuan Yao 元 鋒、 . 1 During this period in 
Xiangyang Wen Ti月抖的 brother Wen 'ringhao 溫庭皓 also joined 
the group for a while. 

Duan Chengshi compiled works composed by 吐吐s group between 
roughly 8 57 and Xu Shang's transfer in 8 59 in 出e Hansha喀 布7znJl 漢 土
題襟 集 (“Writing Our Bosom Thoughts by the Han River") . This col一
lection may have survived as late as the Qing， but pieces that clearly be
longed to it have been preserved in various sources.2 Among these is a 

1 . Yuan Yao is given in poem titles and throughout the tracliti凹 的 出e more famous 
poet Zhou Yao 周 鋒、 For a cliscussion of the confusion and an 旺gument that 也lS lS 
Yuan Y品， 自e Tao Mi且's analysis in Fu (1987) ， vol. 5， 439-41. 

2. See Fu (19日7) ， vol. 5， 439-40. ]ia ]inhua has collected the pieces 也at she believes 
on臼 belonged to it; see ]ia ]岫ua 賈 晉華， T，呵:dai)伽 秒秒'yu shinn仰Y咿 唐 代 集
會總 集 與詩人群研 究 (Beijing: Beijing da芷ue chubanshe， 2001)， 438-56. 
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poem by Duan 仁hengsru on a ve可 unusual topic. The occasion was a 
challenge from Wen Tingyun to employ words that were not part of 
standard poetic vocabulary.3 

At a n忽ht ban于uet at Gω切'èz哲 Pavi!ion some si呼建g gir!s got into a drunken brawl. 
W切 Tingy仰 said， '1f one 側向 加 describe th川you 0多忽ht 向put 'thrott!ed 月ecks ' in paraι 
!e! I1Jz"th 'scratched faces. 川， Duan Chengshi then 咐ered:
拌 胡 雲 彩 落 Throttled necl泊， cloud -glitter tresses fall， 

疚 面 月 痕 消 scratched faces， the moon-marks fade.4 

傷 頰吉巨 關 舞 W ounded cheeks have nothing to do with 
a dance， 

hands clasped to heart are not imita包ng
xi Shi's frown.8  

捧心 非效勞、

Wen Tingy凡m's offering in the set of responses seems the least daring:9 

爭揮鉤 弋 手
競聳踏搖 身

5位uggling they swing Lady Gouyi's hands戶
they compete to keep b odies of 由E “Stamping

Song" woman erect 7 

The Wu kingdom first forms its ranks， 
the royal house wants to lift the siege . 
Waving kerchiefs， 阿o pheasants cη out， 
knocking over tiles，  a pair of mandarin duck 

hens Ðy 

We suspect that Wen's first couplet plays on the names or place of ori
gin of the singing girls .  Wu could be a surname as well as a place of 
origin， and the "royal house，" 抑郁za 王 家 ， might refer to a singer 
named Wang ("she of the Wang family") . The last line refers to a dream 
of Cao Pi's in wruch tiles that had fallen from the palace roof turned 
into a pair of mandarin ducks， an omen portending a sudden death in 
the harem. 

Such comic poet勾T had long been part of the Crunese tradition， 
though it was preserved with increasing frequency in 出e run由 century.
Sometimes， as he仗， its humor arose from the disparity between ele 
vated poetic erudition and a low topic. The men laugh and are enter 
tained at trus outbreak of feminine violen白， reminding us of the ten 
sions among singing girls lying just below the surface of the stylized 
charm of their performances . l O  It is poet句 trying to contain sometrung 
that lies outside the stylized domain of poe位y.

The Hanshang i步ïnji displays great delight in the pl叮 of rhetoric and 
learning， 帥oratlllg 叩nple topics (wruch might earlier have been 
treated by means of a pair of allusions) to the edge of irony， while not 

吳 國 初成 陣
王 家 欲解 圍
拂 巾 雙雄 叫
翻 瓦 兩 鴛 飛He }vent on 

擲履仙亮 起
捨衣蝴蝶飄
羞 中 今 薄 您
可領里 帶餘嬌
醉後猶攘臂
歸 時 更 折腰
狂 夫 白 縷絕
局 勢倩誰描
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The poetic language describing beautiful women performers is trans
ferred to scratcrung， ripping each oth仗's cloth白， and throwing shoes. 
Wei Chan contributed a verse with outrageous allusìons rather than 
mere descrip包on:

3 . Wang Zhongyong 15 56; Yuan Feng 7 
4- The reference is to 口ne of various cosmetic patterns with wruch women deco

rated their faces 
5 . “Bending the waist" was both a dance movement and a bow to the host. Yuan 

Feng suggests their waists are bent because they are acrung from the fight. 
6. Lady Gouyi was a consort of Han Wudi and the mother of Zhaodi. She was so 

named because sickness had left one of her hands paralyzed in a hook-like shape. That 
image is suggested here 

7. The reference is to the story describing the origins of a kind of song called the 
“Stamping Song." An 也 tempered husband used to regularly beat up rus wife， who was 
good at singing and vented her gtievanc口 in trus song. The implication here is that 
these women look as though they were beaten up 

8. The beauty xi Shi had a bad heart that caused her to clasp her hands to her heart 
and frown， wruch increased her charm. Her ugly-looking neighbor tried to imitate her 
but only looked uglier. 

9 . 321妙; Zeng 2IO. Readi嗯 陣 for 陳
IO. Yuan Feng implies that trus is a mock combat; he is perhaps unable to believe 

that an actual fight co叫d really happen. We should recall that “o伍cial singers，" gUa!1Jι 
were usually girls taken from families of condemned criminals .  While we can be certain 
that many decent families were victims of Tang law， it did not overlook the roughest 
e1ements of society. 
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necessarily crossing that edge， as happens in the poems cited above. 
Such poetry was closely allied to parallel prose. Paralle1 prose， howev口，
never breaks away from its high regist仗， while this poet叮 often mixes 
the elevated and erudite with the crude and vernacu1ar (as in the verbs 
of “scratching" and "ripping" in Du阻's poem cited above) . 

A nice pairing of parallel prose 1etter and poem occurs when Wen 
Tingyun asks for some note-paper from Duan Chengshi. In his rep1y 
Duan demonstrates his knowledge of the 10re of fine paper (the kind of 
information one wou1d find in an encyclopedia ent叮 under "paper") . 

段 成 式 ， 寄 溫 飛 卿 � 紙

Duan Chengshi， Sending Note-paper to Wen Ting戶n1 1

One day 1 was graced with a little piece of paper of nine inches from Feiqing 
[Wen Ting)甩吋 ， with two lines in his own hand， in which he asked of me ten 
strips of colored paper to transcribe drafts of his short poems. 1 possess sev 
eral packets of note-paper of various kinds and am often selecting out pieces 
to give to others， while enj oying their bright and light quality， so different from 
the “hemp" and the “glossy."12 1 am embarrassed by what the senior Yu re 
celv咕， which came to four hundred sheets; but 1 would never reach Wang 
Xizhi's excess in handing over all his nin巳ty thousand pieces 1 3  Thus 1 realize 
that upon these flat-pounded emerald chessboards you will recompose lyrics 
of love's tormer泣， 0日 these red fibers in squares you will continue to imitate 
songs of longing. Indeed， one should make “mulberry root" the basis， and use 
"rattan corners" for the wrapper; one need not value the ancient crudeness of 
Count Cai;1 4  one should be particularly tolerant of Huan X間的 new s句le . 1 5 It
is not just that one prizes either the square or rectangular when the ink is dash 
lilg on; one esp巳cially wan臼 the “angled pattern" paper when freely plying the 
brush. It is to be regretted that 1 have none of the color of duck eggs or shapes 
like horse livers， suited to copy out palindromes or to write on torn brocade. 
When 1 was in Nine Rivers 1 decided to produce some “cloud indigo" paper; 

II 戶2月 Yuan Feng l5 

l2. The reference is to two varieties of Chengdu paper 
13 . The 宜的t allusion is a slightly misremembered reference to Yu Yu 虞 預， who was 

secretary to Yu Chen 庚碌， the governor of Kuaiji in the Eastern Jin， who wrote a 
memorial asking for four hundred sheets of paper from the treasury. The second allu 
sion is to the calligrapher Wang Xizhi， who gave away his en包re stock of ninety 也ou
sand sheets when Lord Xie asked for some paper 

l4. The reference is to Cai Lun， the legendary inventor of paper in the Eastern Han. 
15. Huan Xuan， who ov口threw thε Eastern Jin， was creclited '"社1 the inven包on of 

several new kinds of pap位﹒
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lacking the technique of Zuo B 0 1 6  and utterly without the achievement o f  
Zhang Y ong， 1 7  1 send you a portion of fifty sheets along with a quatrain， which 
m呵， in your leisu白， serve as tempora叮 antidote for your needs 

三 十 六鱗充使時

數番猶得裹 相 思

待將袍灰重抄 了

盡 寫 襄 陽 播措詞

When thirty-six scales 
serve as your messenger，1 8  

several exchanges can still 
enclose love-longing. 

Soon you will have these paoao robes 
to copy them all out again，1 9 

and write out the lyrics 
of Xiangyang's “Bonuo" s ongs .20 

Such a quatrain is not memorable in the anna1s of Tang poetry， but it 
provides us with some insight into the discursive cu1ture of high rheto 
ric and its putative link to a semi-secret 10ve life. This is a possib1e con 
text for reading Wen's song 1yrics-though they themselves do not p1ay 
on concea1ed meaning-and for understanding the recep位on of Li 
Shangyin's poetry， which， as we have seen， does play on concealed 
mearung. 

As Duan's 1etter presents his request， Wen Tingyun does not say that 
he wants to copy out 10ve poems but rather only wants to write down 
可ttle poems，" shaoshi 少 詩 (presumab1y xiaoshi 小 詩) . Wen Tingyun a1 
ready had a reputa位on as a lover， wmch becomes the context for 
understandi月 such a simp1e request. We know that fine note-paper 
was indeed used in sending love poems， but the context here demands 
further clarification. This fwe paper is not to be used to write poems to 
send to ms ima學ned beloved but rather to recopy 出em-presumably
for the pu中ose of circu1ation among his friends. 

There is every reason to be mghly suspicious of the numerous 1ater 
anecdotes in which Wen Tingyun is portrayed as a rake. In the Duan 
Chengsm poems， however， we have perhaps our unique piece of con
temporary tes包mony.

16. Zuo Bo was an Eastern Han master of b，φ'n script and of paper manufacture 
l7. Zhang Yong was a Liu-Song calligrapher who made his own paper. 
l8 .  Thirty-six scales is a ca哼， hence a kenning for a letter， conven丘onally sent in a 

fish-shaped container﹒ 
19 . Paoao robes are ritual clothes， here standing for the fine paper. 
20. In some texts 血e proposed lyrics are given as "Juezhe" 掘 拓 rather than “Bo

nuo." Since we do have “Quzhe" lyrics by Wen， 出s is probably an emenda包on.
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曾 見 當 墟 一 個人

入時 裝 束 好腰 身

少 年花 蒂 多 芳 思

只 向 吉幸 中 寫 取 真

醉袂幾侵濤、 于 擷

飄告嬰長 胃 鳳皇釵

知君欲作 閑 情賦

應頗將 身 作錦鞋

翠 蝶 密 偎金又首

青 蟲 危 泊 玉釵梁

愁 生 半 額 不 開 靨

Wen Tù忽yun

段成 式 ， 嘲 飛 卿 七 首

Duan Chengshi， Teasing Feiqing21 

只 為 多 情 圍 扇 郎

Once 1 saw a certal口 person

standing at the bar， 

dressed in the current fashion， 

well-proportioned body. 

A youth， a flower stem 

full of tender longings 

whose perfect portrait is painted 

only in his poems.22 

柳煙梅 雪 隱 青樓

殘 日 黃鸝語未休

見說 自 能 裁 柏 腹

不 知誰更 著 梢 頭

Il 

His drunken sleeves some凶nes encroach on 

the fish ornamental tie，23 

his fluttering hat ribbons always get tangled 

in phoenix hairpins 

1 know that you are gomg to wnte 

a fu on "Calrni月 the Passions": 

I'm sure you want to turn yourself 

into a brocade shoe 24 

愁 機懶織 同 心 荳

悶 繡先 描 連 理枝

多 少 風流詞 句 裹

愁 中 空 詠蚤環詩

III 

Azure butterfly cuddling close 

to th巳 golden hairpin 口p，25

green beetle carapace moors perilously 

on the j 在de hairpin stem. 

Melancholy grows over half her forehead， 

her dimples do not sho，，"九
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IV 

A rnist of willows， snow of plums 
hides the green mansion， 

in fading sunlight the orioles 
chatter without stoppi嗯，

It is said that she is able 
to cut out a belly wrapper， 

1 don't know who will anymore 
show his headband 27 

V 

At her sad 100m too lazy to weave 
lover's knot pattern，28 

depressed in embroidery she first depicts 
branches twined together﹒ 

From among all those lines 
of love poems， 

1日 melancholy she simply sings 
出e poem on the “louse ring."29 

We have quoted here the first five of seven quatrains .  Thousand-year
old wit does not survive well in translation. Although the quatr也n m
the long line has a wit句， discursive elemer泣， the in-group references， 
both decipherable and indecipherable， recall Li Shangyin. In the final 
poem the woman-presumably a singing girl-at last wins her lover. 
Although we will probably never 虹low wh且t her s垣11 in cutting a “belly 
wrapper" sugge呦， Wen Tingyun's response is of some interest: 

21 .  32226-332; Yuan Feng 29 . 

22. 1 have taken the "youth" as referring to the woman (as it rarely is) 回 It could be a 

young ma且， but the subsequent poems clearly refer to a woman
寸 尸

23 . A xie 顯 is described as patterned fabric， but it seems to be some soft ot orna 

mental tied pattern. Here it clearly belongs to a woman 

Z斗4- Th叮l坤叮叩s 口口ao Yua叫anmill呵g'sνι“ι'Calmi丘ffil叫1

ille臼s va盯f1昀ou閏S 缸an肘sf.臼orma缸ons t 口 ge仗t close tωo t由he body of the beloved. Yu旭2位組n Fε凹ng cα1t臼

We叩n'γS‘ε于Fu o∞n tl由le B芷ωocαade Shoe" 錦草鞋主賦， \v1t由h the line: “it wan臼 to twine itself around 

the fragrant toes." 
25 又 here is probably a mistake for 釵

26. This echoes an old yuefu st。可 in which Wang 11in of the Jin gave his sister-in 
law's maid a round fan. The sister-in-law beat the maid. Wang Mi且 stopped her， and on 
command the maid sang a "round-fan" song. Here it simply means the girl's lover. 

27. This is an obscure verse. The last line refers to the beau旬， of Luofu in Mosha啥
叫嗯， a beauty such that young men would take off their hats and show their headbands 
What this has to do with the woman's "belly wrapper" in 出e preceding line is unclear 
Perhaps it is to conceal her pregnancy. 

28. No one really understands the ju 荳 here， 自cept that it is based on a line from 
Yutai x.吻。建g and refers to some brocade p甜ern suggesting uruon of lovers 

29 . The poet is here punning on “come back soon，" 之.ao huan 平還.
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;旦庭 筠 ， 答段柯 古 見 嘲
Wen Tingyun， Answering Duan Chengshi's Teasing30 

彩翰殊 弱 金給燒 Bright plumage， rare gorge-feathers， 
wound about with gold， 

- -t二 百 逃 飛 鳥 one thousand t:wo hundred birds 
fled the world in flight.31 

尾 生橋 下 未 為 癡 Master Wei below the bridge 
was not ac包ng like a fool:32 

暮 雨 朝 雲 世 間 少 tw山ght rain， the clouds of dawn 
are rare in this mortal world 

The opening lines evoke the legenda叮 case of the number of women 
who were lovers of the Yellow Emperor， but their apotheosis seems to 
have permanently diminished the possibili可1 of meeting such women in 
the mortal world. Among mortals passionate devotion is not a foolish 
thing precisely because sexual encounters (or those of a quality that 
match the king of Chu's meeting with the goddess of Wu Mountai吋
are rare﹒ The sexual “clouds and ram" 的 cleverly linked to the rising 
flood that eventually drowns Master Wei. The poem is indeed a j eu 
d'esprit， but the latter can often be revealing. It we take the statement 
seno叫y， it complicates the conventional image of Wen as a rake (in 
contrast  to Du Mu， who does indeed sometimes play the rake) . Wen 
Tingy凡1口's answer has a place in the Tang culture of romance. This is 
not to suggest that he loved a single woman all his life but rather that 
he believed both in a depth of attachment and the rarity of mutual pas
sion. This more pe主fectly matches the values in his poet月T than the an
ecdotes of Wen as a rake.33 

We are far closer here to Li Shangyin's poet叮 of passionate attach
ment than to the craftsmen of regulated verse in the short line， or even 

30. 32175; Zeng 203 

31 .  The reference is to the twelve hundred women who achieved immortality be 
cause the Yellow Emperor had i日tercourse with them 

32. The reference is to the story in the Zhuang:守 in which Master Wei agreed to meet 
a girl under a bridge. The girl didn't show up. Although the stream waters were risi嗯，
Wei rem副且ed in place and drowned 

紗. It would， of course， be possible to take the opening couplet 品 boasting of the 
number of his own lovers and the second couplet as teasing Duan Chengshi “But for a 
Master Wei staying under the bridge is not actually foolish， / For him tw山ght rains， the 
clouds of dawn are few in the mortal world." 
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to the jú忽如 regulated verse in the long line of the mid-840S.  Those 
fashions still lived on. The poetic heirs of Jia Dao and Yao He were still 
proli祉， and poets like Liu Cang 劉 滄 had made the regulated verse in 
the long line a specialty. Wen Tingy旭n himself wrote with distinction in 
both forms. It is perhaps a mistake to see in this group of poets active 
in the provinces-none of whom had particula由 此tinguished them 
selves in the world of poet可-signs of changes in taste in the second 
half of the 8 50s; but through Li Shangyin and， to a lesser degree， Wen 
Tingyun this sumptuous， allusive style would come to virtually define 
the Late Tang. The anecdotes say that “Wen and Li were famous in 出c
age，" but such claims always beg 吐le ques包ons "when?" and “for 
whom?" Li Shangyin was clearly not one of the more famous poets 
during his lifetime， and by the second half of the 8 50S Wen Tingyun 
seems to have gained far more notorie可 for his behavior than for his 
poetrγ. Neither Wen nor Li is often mentioned in the rather large body 
of comment on poet勾 in the second half of the ninth cen囚月T. Perhaps 
Zhang Wei's 張 為 Shiren Zh的e tu 詩人主 客 圖 dating from the e吋 of
the centu可 is incomplete， but neither Wen 丘or Li appear in its exten 
sive list of poets， primar泣y drawn from the late eighth and ninth centu 
ries .  It is perhaps best to understand 出e phenomenon of “Wen and Li" 
as reflecting the taste of a certain group， probably established in 也E
8 505， and continuing among a minori可 even "underground" popular-
1守 into the tenth centu句， when this poetry ul也nately found a com
munity that fully appreciated it. 

We do have some standard displays of gorgeou5 description 也at
were probably included in the Hanshang tijin戶， particularly 由c 出ree sets 
of poems on the local custom of burning 也e vegetation on nearby 
mountains during the Lantern Festival， with a prose preface by Duan 
仁hengshi. 34 It is clear， however， that the collection contained a great 

deal of shared poe位c play， including many teasing poems， chao 嘲， like 

也e poems cited above-often with replies . Al也ough teasing was not 
absent in exchanges in the B在i Juyi group， 也is collection， wÎth topics 
such as brawling singing girls， seems to have preserved a pec叫iar kind 
of sophisticated poetic play. 

34. These have been collected in Jia Jinhua， Tangdai jihui 之ongjiyu shirenq.腳Y呻'ZU)

442-43 
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Biogrψ些y and R飢似的n

Almost a century of painstaking scholarsrup has determined that Wen 
Tingyu口， the third major figure of Late Tang poetry after Li Shangyin 
and Du Mu， was born between 798 and 824. 35 Many dates between 
those two extremes have been proposed and strongly advocated. Such 
variance of opinio日， wruch spreads the possible dates for Wen's birth 
across more than a quarter of a centu句， calls into question the utility of 
attempts at biographical precision in the absence of clear and unam 
biguous testimony. Unlike many of the most famous mid-ninth-century 
poets， Wen Tingyun is given short biograprues in both the O!d Tang 
History and the New Tang History. However， as Fu Xuancong notes， 
these “biograprues" are a patchwork of anecdotal sources， with the few 
shreds of biograprucal fact sandwiched between gossip and good stories 
W凹's perceived importance in the rustory of the song lyric (ci) has in 
vited intense scrutiny of his life by scholars. Instead of arriving at reas 
suring certainti白， howev位， both the degree of attention involved and 
the resulting variable conclusions force us to question the usual proce 
dures of biograprucal research and make us wonder about the conclu 
sions drawn in the biograprues of less well studied poets.36 

A partial consensus places W凹's bírth around 801， wruch would 
make the poet at least fifty-seven accordíng to Crunese reckoning ín 
those Duan 仁hengsru poems teasing Wen about rus amorous adven 
囚res . If Wen were then fifty-seven， we would expect some reference to 
hís age in the poems， and yet there ís none. If we suppose that Wen was 
born lat仗， a 200-line pailü explicitly dated to 840 makes 824 the latest 
imaginable date for Wen's bírth. On the most basic level， if we trunk in 
terms of generations， we really don't know to which generation Wen 
Tingyun belongs . 

就Te can， however， establish a few trungs with certainty. We know 
that he took but did not pass the JÏ如hi examination. As was mentioned 

3 5. For the various dating proposals， see Fu 伸向， vol. 3， 判4-45. See a1so Zhang 
Yanjin II04-5. 

36. A case in point involves the number of men surnamed Li who served as “Vice 
Director" of the Department of State Affairs across a span of two decades. A poem 
addressed to "Vice Director Li" has been used to date W凹's birth-but there are many 
other candidates. When Wen writes to “Drafter Duη 杜舍人， does that mean he knew 
Du Mu? 
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earlie主， we can date one poem securely to 840. He may have been a 
companion of Wenzong's Crown Prince Zhuangke in the late 830s， but 
the ínferences here are less certain. We are reasonably certain that he 
was involved in the exarnina包on scandal of 8 5 5 .  We can also place him 
in Xiangyang between 8 57 and 859 .  We know that he held a post as dis
trict defender and that he served as instructor in the Dírectorate of 
Education. Although we know he traveled widely， the dates assigned to 
some travels are far from certain. Fu Xuancong places rus death around 
866. We do n帥， howev位， 七10W when he was wri世ng the poetry for 
wruch he is now best known， namely， the song Iyrics and the yuefu. 

Apart from these few facts-none of wruch are enough to constitute 
a “biography" -everytrung else involves escapades， anecdotal material 
that may or may not have some basis in fact， but within which fact is 
beyond recovery. Such a preponderance of anecdotes leads us to be 
lieve that Wen Tingyun was indeed a bit of a rake-though anecdotes 
feed on previous anecdotes， and a rake's reputatio日 often far exceeds 
rus actual experiences. Perhaps he did indeed have rus teeth knocked 
out by the night watchman after a night of carousing. Far more signifi
cant than the 佐uth may be rus inclusion in the “Biograprues of Men of 
Letters" in the Old Tang History， presented to the Later Jin throne in 945. 
In rundsight， 吐le succeeding century considered rum the representa包ve
of one imagíned version of the rnid-ninth-centu句 “poet，" while many 
other less sensational poets were overlooked. 

In literarγ rustory it is important to slow down and look at decades ， 
quarter-centuríes， and half-centuries in varying locales and groups 
More often than not， trus simply reveals insignificant shifts in reputa 
tion based on partial evidence. Howev仗， there are also crucial mo 
ments in wruch texts are dirninished or foregrounded and reputa臼ons
are made or lost-often for reasons that are grounded in the specifici
ties of a particular rustorical moment. In the late ninth and tenth centu
ries ，  at the very edge of print culture and the new literary schola主srup of 
the early eleventh centu哼， manuscripts that were often copied had a 
better chance of survival. Du Mu was indeed fairly prorninent in the 
rnid-ninth century and remained so .  There is little indication that \'Ven 
Tingyun and Li Shangyin were particularly prorninent in the 840S and 
8 50s .  As was mentioned earli仗， somewhat later (871) 刮 目xiu referred 
to Wen in conjunction with Li Shangyin as being the “best，" zui 最， 1n
the age (see p .  33 5) ， but trus is a single refer 
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poets were far more celebrated. What seems likely is that Wen Tingyun 
and Li Shangyin were admired in certain circles and that the conjunc 
tion of “Wen and Li" gradually became more established over the 
course of the latter part of the ninth century. 

Apart from his friends in Xiangyang， the only people in the commu 
nity of poets with whom he had certain contact were Li Shangyin and 
the rather obscure Li Yuan 李 遠 He wrote a companion piece to a 
poem by Zhao Gu， but we don't know whether he knew Zhao Gu or 
was “matching from afar." Li Shangyin has a poem addressed to W凹，
and a poem under Wen's name to Li Shangyin was preserved in 
We理yuanyz戀的a， but it is not in his regular collection.37 In short， W凹's
general isolation from contempora句 poetic communities is nothing 
short of remarkable. 

Wen Tingyun emerges to documented pro位也lence in the tenth cen 
tury in Chengdu， where a ve可 special regional culture had arisen. That 
sophisticated elite culture of the two Shu kingdoms of Sichuan has 
given us not on付 出e first anthology of song lyrics in irregular lines (ci) ， 
the Hu矽'zanjz 花 間 集 ， but it also produced the largest extant anthology 
of Tang poetry before the Song， the Caidiao ji 才 調 草 ， 1日 which Wen 
Tingyun was the second most fully represented poet. (He is also very 
well represented in the H何iianji.) As we noted earlier， Li Shangyin was 
also well represented in that anthology， though not as extensively as 
Wen. The Tang poet with the largest number of poems in Caidi切ji is 
Wei Zhuang 韋 莊 (836-9IO) ， who emigrated to Chengdu in 901 and 
became a foundational figure in Shu culture of the Five Dynasties .  
Wei Zhuang's much smaller anthology of Tang poet句， Further λ1Yste沙
又 玄 集 ， a1so represents Wen Tingyun on the same level as Du Mu 

What this suggests is that as Wen Ting)咽's anecdotal reputation as 
a rake grew toward the end of the ninth century (perhaps combined 
with a body of his 1yrics in singers' repertoires) ， his poetry acquired 
greater cachet， par包cu1ar1y among the sophis位cated elite of Chengdu， 
who appreciated sensua1 poetry. (The particu1ar selections in the Caidiao 
ji as well as 吐le 1yrics in H叫iianji attest to this.) Chengdu was also one 
of the most important centers of ear1y printing and was spared the 
devastation that occurred in many areas in the Five Dynasties .  Poetry 

37. The comp缸llon piece to Du Mu's “Huaqing Palace" has been shown to be by 
Zhang Hu. 
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popular there consequently had a particular advantage in terms of 
survival. 

Although Wen's poet可 collection survived， apart from a few famous 
regu1ated verses it did not attract particu1ar attention in the Song. The 
compilers of WeJry仰nyinghua had some version of Wen Tingyun's co1 
1ection and there were copies of different collections 0主 versions of 
collections in imperial and private libraries . With the excep吐on of th巳
famous regu1ated verses and coup1ets ， it was a poetry without impact， in 
striking contrast to the growing prominence of Li Shangyin. It was 
Wen's position in the song 1yric tradition that brought atten包on back to 
(and perhaps ensured the preserva包on of) his poetry collection. 

The Co!!ection 

In the case of Wen Tingyun's collection， we are faced wi出 the complex 
question of how Tang poetry circulated before the major scholarly proj 
ects of the eleventh century， in which so many Tang literary collections 
were put togethe主 in the basic form we now have them. Forms of circu 
1ation have significant consequences for prese叮也on， and a systemati 
cally skewed pattern of preservation can， in turn， have consequences 
for our image and understanding of both individual poets and the pe
riod as a who1e. In the case of Li Shangy的， we have seen that the most 
widely availab1e early short versions of the collection seem to have fo
cused on 由e hermetic poems， the poems on history， the poems on 
things， and social j eux d'esprit. We wou1d now have a ve可 different im 
age of Li Shangyin had it not been for Yang Yi' s  exceptional devotion 
to gathering all his works， which was particular1y effective thanks to his 
extensive network of friends and his socia1 and po出ca1 prominen白，

Although complete poet可 collections of irldividual poets were some
times in circulation， Tang poet月T seems to have circulated prirllarily irl 
smaller antho10gies of a poet's work.38 From 也e ea主1y ninth cen加勾 we
begin to see subcollections-irl effe仗， books of poe世y devoted to a par 
ticular type or on a pa主ticular topic-circu1ating in an 扭曲or's life白ne.39

38 .  Fo主 a detailed study of the circulation of poe叮 in the Tang， see Christopher 
Nugent， The Cir，ωlati.仰 ofPoet抄 的 Tang Dyna砂 αina (Ann Arbor， Mich.: U間， 2004) .

39 .  We can fmd isolated examples of this before the ninth century， but no白血g
comparable to the scale of subcollections in 出e ninth century. 
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One examp1e invo1ves collections of exchange poems， which first ap 
peared in the 1ast part of the eighth centu叮 but grew in size and fre
quency in the ninth century. The poets of “new yuefu" 新 樂 府 C1rcu
1ated these works as small collectio叭 which were included in Yuan 
Zhen's and Bai Juyi's “col1ected works ." Anna Shields has published an 
lmportant article in which she discusses Yuan Zh凹's Yanshi 豔 詩 3
which eventual1y circu1ated independently and are not included in the 
current version of Yuan忘 “col1ected works" (whether through deliber 
ate omission or 10ss of parts of the col1ectio日) .40 As was mentioned ear
lier， Wang Ji組's “Pa1ace Lyrics" circu1ated independen旬， 的 did Cao 
Tang's “Smaller Wandering Immorta1 Poems" in all likelihood. Here we 
see two phenomena that should be considered together﹒ 自帥， the inde
pendent circu1ation of poems of a particu1ar kind in a subcol1ection; 
and， second， the intervention of authors or early (i .e . ，  Tang) editors of 
poetry col1ections， who se1ected only part of a poet's comp1ete oeuvre 
to serve as the “poet可 col1ection." The publication of poet可 in the 
ninth and tenth centuries had certain characteristics that distin凹ish it 
from earlier-a吋 sometimes 1ater-practice: earlier col1ections com
prised the entire "literary remains"; eleventh-century and 1ater editing 
practic巳 a1so gives us the entire 屯terary remains" (making a generic ex 
clusion of song 1yrics， 的 . 41 In the ninth centu句， however， a “poet句
col1ection，" shiji 吉守一 革 ， seems to have been a 日arrower bibliographica1 
genre that might often exclude materia1 of specialized col1ections .  Any
one who has worked extensive1y with Late Tang poe世y has seen traces 
of this， both in bibliography and what has survived. We have the sur 
viving works of poets that are made up a1most entirely of occasiona1 
poems (sometimes with a few ve叮 tame yuefu) . We have the surviving 
works of other poets that are entire1y or 1argely devoted to a sing1e 
tOplC or represent one type of poe佐y. We have seen this phenomenon 

40. See Anna M. Shields， "Defining Experience: The 'Poems of Seductive Allure' 
(yanshi) of the Mid-Tang Poet Yuan Zhen (779�83I) ，" Jo仰叫 of 伽 American Orienta! 
Soci吵 122， no. 1 ( ]an.�March 200力 6I�78 . Li Kuo 李 廓， who w品 men丘。ned earlier as 
a poet of 出e ]ia Dao circle and as someone who probably met with approval in Wen
zong's proposal for Academicians of Poetry， surviv臼 primarily in poems about young 
rakes and those on yuefu topics. The explana位on is that he survives because he was an 
thologized in Caidiao ji. 

41 . We d口， however， also see some subcollections circula位ng in the Song and 
author-edited collections that omit things 
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earlier in Li Shen's Recal!ing Past Trave舟， and there are many other 
examp1es one cou1d cite . Zhao Gu has a col1ection distinct from his 
"poetry col1ec包on，" cal1ed B柳月ian shi 編 年 詩， with a poem on each of 
the hundred years of human life， with examp1es drawn primari1y from 
history.42 Hu Ce時 胡 曾 has a collection of quatrains exclusively de
voted to historica1 topics and organized chrono1ogical1y. Wanting to 
show on1y his most sternly Confucian face， young Pi Rixiu compiled 
the P徉 帥的問 皮 子 文鞋， including both prose and poe叮; the preser 
va包on of his 1ater work in more standard occasiona1 forms depends 
primarily on the pieces written with Lu Guimeng， included in Lu's 
501懇!i1忽 :fh 陵 革 . Toward the end of the ninth century we have a c01 
1ection of sensua1 verses called Xiang!ian ji 香查 集 ， attributed to Han 
Wo 韓 偉 (844-after 914) and circulated independently of Han Wo's 
regu1ar poetry col1ection， which consisted of occasiona1 poems in a very 
different tone.43 In the cases of Pi Rixiu and Han Wo， if we had on1y 
one of the venues in which their poems were preserved， it wou1d give a 
very skewed and incomp1ete image of the poet 

It is essentia1 to bear in rnind that the issue here is one of different 
manuscripts that survived into 出e So且g， some of which were par口ally
copied into Song compilations while others of which entered the line 
age of print cu1ture in their en吐白ty. Some manuscripts were “poet可
col1ections" (sometimes 1arge， but often xi月;i)， while others were spe 
cialized col1ections. In the case of Cao Tang， 出e scattered remnants of 
his occasiona1 poems have been re-col1ected from early antho1ogy 
sources .  However， the “Smal1er Wandering Immorta1 Poems" 小 道

仙詩 contains only a few pieces in ear1y antho1ogy sources ， suggesting 
that it was preserved separate1y， to be copied into Wanshou Ta憋renjulJu.

This brings us to the case of Wen Tingyun， where perhaps biblio
graphica1 accident gives us a sugges包ve image of how different manu
script sources may have contributed to 由e gradua1 fo主mation of a 
poet忘 “comp1ete works." Our cu主rent version of Wen's poe佐y collec 
包on is 凹 的le jUa舟， of which the f且i芷昀削s仗t se叮ve凹n we位re “origÎn址:' wi也 two
added 1ater. The first two juan consist of Wen Tingyun's remarkab1e 

42. The p自face and ages 1 to 28 have been p扭扭叮ed in 也e Dunhuang manuscripts 

S自 Xu ]un 522�34. 
43. Han Wo's authorship has been contested， but this sugges臼 why such 印llections

circula世d separately 
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yuefu in the manner of Li He. The next five juan begin with a few more 
rather conservative yuefu but are for the most part conventional occa
sional poems that are remarkably similar to other 干oet叮 collections"
of the era. As Paul Rouzer has noted， this is the side of Wen Tingy巾n
that is typical of the various kinds of poe住y common in the middle of 
the century. The two supplementary þtan (8-9) include poems attributed 
to Wen from other sources. Significantly， in the ni丘thjuan we find the 
strange and witty exchange pieces taken from the Hanshang tijn ji. These 
are stylis包cally distinct from 出e poems preserved in the “main" collec 
tion and were clearly not included when it was comp址ed. Here we have 
clear evidence of the segrega口on of poetry according t。 可pe.44 Since 
the Hanshang 妙的ji was widely known and readily available， we can see 
出at the compiler of the "original" poetry collection was not t叮mg to 
include all of Wen's poet勾﹒ (The exclusion of the song lyrics from the 
collection is discussed below.) 

Turning to the early bibliographical notices， we note that Wen Ting
yun has an unusual number of works listed under his name in the “Bib 
liography" of the New Tm哲 Hist，句 : a W的nJz 握 蘭 集 i口 three jua舟， a 
Jinquanji 金芸 集 in ten juan ;  a shiji 詩 集 (“poet勾 collection") in five 
juan ; and a Hannan zhen gao 漢 南 真 稿 in ten juan. In the "Bibliography" 
these works are listed among complete literarγ works (that is， including 
prose as well as poetry) rather than among poetry collections . This indi一
cates that at least one of these collections consisted of Wen's prose or 
included prose ﹒ The ques吐on arises as to what these different titles rep 
resent. Considering W凹's fame as a parallel prose stylist and composer 
of poetic exposi包ons， we would expect a substantial prose collection. It 
is unclear， however， which title would contain his prose. The title of 
Hannan zhen gao refers to his period in Xiangyang; this may have been 
restricted to works composed during his residence in Xiangyang， or it 
may simply mark where he was living when he compiled the collection. 
The Jinquan ji is mentioned in the preface to 也e Hu句fianji as a collec 
包on of song lyrics .  We discuss below the problematic relation between 
this collection and Wen Tingyn.的

44. Even if Wen Tingyun or his litera勾 executor did not include the poems from 
the H.叫sha勾 吵吵 on the grounds 由此 they had already been included in that collection， it 
is highly unlikely that Wen did not write other poems in that playful， wit可 style. In 
other words， there is an aesthe包c ideology that governed the initial formation of 出c
干的try collection." 
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As was noted earlier， in the current version of Wen's poetry (that 
is， the seven juan of the “original" version) there are exactly five juan of 
conventional poetry， which precisely corresponds to the five ju叫
“poetry collection" shiji 詩 革 1n 也E “Bibliography." We are left with 
twoJ御用 ofyuefu songs and a title of a collecti凹， the Wo仰JZ 握 蘭 集 1n
threejua悍 的 It is 日ot unreasonable to assume that the yu彷 songs ongl
nally circulated in a separate manusc叩t and were added to 出e begin 
ning of the “poetry collection" in the Song， when the generic structure 
of poetry collections assumed a normative form， according to which 

yue;勿 and stanzaic songs ， regardless of mode or subject matter， would be 
placed at or toward the beginning of a collection. 

There are other reasons to suspect that the yuefu and stanzaic songs 
in Li He's style circulated independently. Although a number of these 
are included in Caidiao戶� none are included in the immense W主哩yuan

yinghua compiled at the end of the tenth cen囚ry. Since We吵御用戶均hua

did include yue;勿 and songs by Li He himself， the probable explana包on
for the absence of such pieces by Wen Tingyun is that the comp立ers 1n 
the capital did not have access to W凹'syuefu-though a copy did exist 
in Chengdu. 

If W凹's yuefu had been included in Wenyuan yinghu乳 白ey would not 
have been in the “poetry" section. We坦yuanyinghua 也verges from its 
We月 xuan model by creating a catego勾 of “songs ，" gexing 歌行， distinct 

from “poetry，" shi 詩. These are generaliy not “old yuefti' but rather 

new songs to Tang titles. In 出1S relatively early period， 出e mature ge 

neric system， in which “songs" and yuefu are always treated as a subset 

of the general category “poet句，" had not yet ossi位ed.46
Although we have no way of knowing with certainty if Wen Ting

yu的 戶戶 songs did indeed circ叫ate independently of his “poetry col 
lection，" we do know that his song lyrics in irregular meters did so， as 
did his clever exchange poems composed in Xiangyang. Certainly not 
all the yuefu songs are “sensual." There are also songs on history from 

45 恥的， literally "clutching the 0主chid，" has strong Chuci 品sociations. Re叫1 that 
Du Mu filiated Li He's poe位y to the Chu自 世吋i泣。n. Al也ough gramm也cally different 
in form-the two titles sho叫d not be read as exactly parallel-the quan 芸 ofJinqua吵f

also h剖 Chu口 associations and， ind自d， is us吋 in parallel wi出 la刀， “orchid" (thorough 
m立) in the Li Sao 

46. We see this in 也e “Bibliography" of the New Tang Hi.r均ry， where the collections 

of Liu Yanshi 劉 言 史 and Zhang Bi 張 碧 are given as th自主 “songs."
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which moral lessons could be drawn. The segregation， if it ever existed， 
could simply have been according t。 “type." However， even the history 
poems have a daring and allure that are outside the scope of the usual 
occasional poems and the blander yue;心 that seem to have been part of 
the "poetry collection ." 

The case of Wen Ti月yun， together with many other supporting 
hints elsewhere in ninth-century poe住y， raises the following possib山ty
that is admittedly speculative but of considerable significance. The pro
liferation of subcollections facilitated poetic experimentation in diverse 
directions .  The poet who planned to edit his own collection could 
maintain a certain degree of control over how he would be represented 
to posterity by excluding certain kinds of material. The Wen Tingyun of 
the first twO )如何 ofyu伊拉 or the poems from the Ham加ng tijin ji is un 
imaginable based solely on the grace臼1， conse叮ative verse of the five 
)uan 干oet勾 collection."

At the same time， the incipient segregation of poetic production into 
conservative “poet勾 collections" and less  conservative subcollections 
m叮 have skewed our understanding of the poetrγ of the period. The 
survival of manuscripts into the Song was a function of pop叫arity and 
accident. Sometimes particular subcollectio且s have surviv吐， while the 
poet's more normative work has been lost except for chance survivals 
in anthologies. In other cases we see only the normative “poet可 collec
tion" and wo出er what else the poet might have written "on the side." 
Although we are limited 旬 出e poetic corpus that su叮叮白， we can at 
least see how the vagaries of survival may have shaped what we 1∞ow. 

The Chen Palace 

羽毛立e the m勾ority of the poems in the core five juan of Wen Tingyun法
“poetry collec位on" treat standard occasions of social poetry， some share 
themes with the yueftt songs . 仰而 且nd a scattering of such poems in the 
poetry collections of other poets as well.) A good example is found in the 
dawn excursions， together with his palace ladi白， of the Last Ruler of 
Chen. We previously discussed Li Shangyin's version of this same his
torical scene， citing the opening stanzas of Wen Tingyun's poem “The 
Song of Cockcrow Locks" (see pp ﹒ 418-19) ，  which i s  the first poem in 也E
collection. Here we return to Wen Tingyun's song in its entirety and 
compare it with a trea由lent in regulated verse in the short line from the 
core juan that probably represent the “poe位y collection." 
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i旦庭 筠 ， 雞鳴球歌
Wen Ting-yun， The Song of Cockcrow Locks47 

南 朝 天 子射維時

銀河耿耿 星 參 差

銅 壺 漏 斷 夢 初 覺

寶 馬 塵 高 人未知

諧、 躍 蓮 求 蕩 宮 沼

j萃濛御柳 懸 棲 鳥

紅妝 萬 戶 鏡 中 春

碧 樹一 聲 天 下 曉

盤且居勢 窮 i 百 年

朱方殺氣成 愁 煙

羽毛en the Southern Dynas位的 Emperor
went off to shoot pheasants ， 

the Silver River was sparkling， 
its stars unevenly strewn. 

The dripping ceased from the jug of bronze，48 
it was then they first woke from dream， 

from jeweled horses the dust rose high， 
and others never knew. 

The fish leapt east of the lotuses， 
making waves on palace pools，49 

in the hazy imperial willows 
hung roosting birds. 

Rouge in ten thousand windows，50 
spnng wl出in a mirror， 

a single sound through sapphire trees 
and all the world turned dawn. 

Its force， crouching and coiling，51 
after three centuries gone; 

the southland's a口nosphere of killing 
became melancholy mist.52 
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47. 3187月 Ze嗯 1. Trus spot， out出e the Southern Dynas包es capital ofJ且此a嗯， was 

so named because Emperor Wu of the Southεrn Qi would often set out early， accom 

panied by rus court ladies， to hunt pheasants on Mount Zhong. Just as he was passing 

trus embankment， the cock would crow， announci日g the arrival of dawn. 

48 . The reference is to the water clock 
49 . The reference is to an old yuefu entitled 江 南 “Ji叩gnan，" wruch was 也e regton 

of Jiankang. 

50. The “ten thousand windows" (or “doors") was a conventional synecdoche for 
the imperial palace. 

51 . The famous Shu minister Zhuge Liang described Jiankang (也en Ji祖戶， 吐le capl 

tal of the enemy state of Wu) in terms of two of its prominent topograprucal features : 

Mount Zhong was a “dragon co血ng" and the fortress hill known as The Rock was a 
可ger croucrung." 

52 . The “southland" is literally the “red direction." The “atrnosphere of killing" 

represents the martial vigor of the Southland， which had deteriorated over 也巴 也ree
centuries of rule by the Southern Dynasties . 
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彗 星 拂地浪速海

戰鼓渡 江 塵漲 天

繡龍畫雄填宮 井

野火風驅燒 九 鼎

殿 巢 江 燕砌生 萬

十 二金人霜 炯 炯

芋 綿 平綠臺城基

暖 色 春容 荒 古 陳

寧 主口 玉樹後庭 曲

留 待野 韋 如 雪 枝

Wen Tingyun 

Comets brushed the earth，53 
waves stretched across the seas， 

drums of battle crossed the Yangzi， 
dust flooded the heavens. 

Embroidered dragon and painted phoenix 
stuffed the palace well，54 

Wildfires， driven by win色，
burned the Nine Tripods 55 

1 ts palaces offered nests for river swallows， 
the stone steps grew with wee品，

upon the twelve statues of bronze 
the frost was sparking.56 

A continuous stretch of level green 
on the Taicheng's founda包ons，57

the warm colors of the face of spring 
run riot on the a且cient dike. 

Who would have thought that the song 
of j ade trees in the rear courtyard 

would last on until the branches 
of crabapples were like snow?5日

53 . Comets were a sign of military troubles and， in particul泣， of barbarian incursions 
The reference may be to Hou Jing， whose rebellion overthrew the Liang Dynasty; but 
the followi日g lines clearly refer to the Sui conquest of the south 

54. The “embroidered dragon" refers to the robes of 出e emperor， while the painted 
phoenix refers to the empress's robe. When Sui troops entered Jiankang， the Last Ruler 
of the Chen hid in the palace well with his two favorite concubines. 

55 . The ancient Nine Tripods are here a figure for the continued blessing of Heaven 
to rule， a blessing that the Chen lost 

56. After unifying China， the First Emperor melted all the captured weapons and 
cast 也em into twelve large statues that stood in front of the Qin place in Xianyang 

57. The Taicheng was the palace compou吋 ofJiankang， now overgrown with vege 
tat1on. 

58 .  The Last Ruler of 出e Chen was famous for his song “On Jade Tree Flo、w耽S ln
the Re缸 Cou叮rt叮ya缸rd，" whose sensual preoccupation w前 understood as a sign that his 
dynasty would not endurι In the r山ns of the Taicheng palace compound of Jiankang， 
the crabapples continue to produce such blossoms 

雞鳴人草草
香 輩 出 宮 花

仗語細腰轉
馬 嘶金 面 斜
平 鷺 隨採仗
驚 雄避凝第
斯 挂 湘 風 外
兵工輪映 曙 霞

We月 2也yun

溫 庭 筠 ， f家 宮 詞
Wen Tingyun， Chen Palace Lyrics59 

The cock crows， people bustling， 
scented palanquins emerge from palace 

flowers 
Singers talk， slender waists tu凹，
horses whinny， golden foreheads aslant. 
Ear炒 orioles follow pik的， bright bunting， 
startled pheasants flee the long notes of oboes. 
Beyond the whishing wind from the Xiang， 
red wheels half hidden in morning rose cloud. 
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On the surface the comparison between these two versions might be 
othe主 than what one would expect. The song tells the story of the ex 
haustion of the Chen and its fall， with the natural scene enduring， 的 1ll
so many "meditations on the past." The regulated verse has the impe 
rial entourage disappearing off into the clouds ，  without any hint of the 
doom that hangs over them. By compariso日， Li Shangyin's versions 
seem to imply judgment. This is only the surface comparison， however， 
and its inversion tells us much about the weight of poetic form. For all 
its interest in simply "picturing" 也e scene， the regulated verse is stiff. 
As in ordinary occasional poems， pattern triumphs over 叮ontent." The 
poem can almost serve as a touchstone of how regulated parallelism 

can efface the par包cular associations of its components. The female en 
tertainers are not seductive but rather fes包vely chattering， a sound that 
is playfully set against the whinnying of the horses .  Their turning waists 
are not part of a dance but rather the pa主allel of the slan臼ng horses' 
foreheads.  Parallelism integrates all particulars into a balanced whole. 
Some birds follow， while others flee (recalling that in the song this is a 
pheasant hu叫: sound matches color. At last the whole noisy， brightly 
colored entourage is swallowed up in colored clouds .  

In  the yuefu song the doom that hangs over the Chen intensifies its 
allure， its heedless pleasure. In the regulated verse we at least have 
women's waists and chatt位， whereas in the song the women are repre 
sented only by the color of makeup reflected in a mirror and robes in 

the well. In place of the single scene of the regulated verse，  placed on

stage and then covered over by colored clouds ，  we have a series of 

59.  31948; Zeng 68 .  
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moments in which the sensua1 scenes acquire pathos through imminent 
10ss .  

If the Last Ru1er of Chen's excursions are formalized and disp1aced 
in the re伊1ated verse， we might press one stage further， in which the 
Last Ru1er returns in an occasiona1 poem， not in person but somehow 
embodied in what was apparently an architectura1 representa包on on a 
screen. 

j且庭 筠 ' 和 友人 溪 居 剎 業
Wen Tingyun， A Companion Piece for a Friend's “V山a Lodging by a 

Stream"60 

積 潤 初銷 碧 草新

鳳 陽 晴 日 帶月在輪

絲飄弱 柳平橋晚

雪 點 寒梅，j 、 院 春

屏上樓臺 陳後主

鏡 中 金 翠 字 夫人

花 房 露造共工 珠 落

坡蝶雙 雙護粉塵

Gathered moisture begins to ev叩orate，
t由he eme位ra一肘 g伊rasses f:企re臼sh，

sun in clear sky， phoenix�ligl哎，
lines finely wrought wheels. 

Floss tosses on pliant willows， 
the level bridge late in d呵，

snow dots the wintry plums， 
spring in the small garden 

Terrace and tower upon the screen， 
the Last Ruler of Chen; 

gold and kingfisher in a mirror， 
Lady Li of the Han， 

To the flower calyx the dew gets through， 
beads of red fal1， 

and bu tterflies in their pairs 
guard the fragrant dust. 

In this characteristically idyllic representation of what must be a friend's 
v山a， we see a strange transfer of imperia1 p1easures to the p1easures of 
the villa in representations on 且at surfaces .  The first flat surface， the 
painted scre凹， apparently contains a scene of palac口， which Wen takes 
as those of the Last Ru1er. The parallel flat surface of r巳presentat10n lS a 
mirror， in which Lady Li appears， bringing sensual figures of the past 
into the present-perhaps in the form of the friend's beautiful favorite. 
From 也e reappearance of Lady Li we move to the closely focused 
scene of the seventh line， whose irnages have distinctly sexual over 
tones . 

60. 31988; Zeng 91 . Several variants of the title exi鈍， none of them satis句ing
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Li He s Legary 

Li Shangyin's poet月T a1ready showed the in且uence of readi月 Li He in 
the first ha1f of the 830s .  We do not know when Wen Tingyun wrote 
his two juan of yUej勿 songs .6 1 Wen， however， was a ve可 different reader 
of Li He. Li Shangyin absorbed the “1esson of Li He" and pressed it 
further than Li He ever had. In doing so， he pushed beyond the poetics 
of “art鬥-which is how Li Shangyin himse1f had described Li He's 
work-into a poetics of putative biographica1 reference. At some point 
poet1c “difficu1ty" can suggest concea1ment. In this respect Wen Ting� 
J可n was more conservative. Few wou1d choose to read his yuefu as cryp� 
tic refere血es to his private 且fe (in part beca田e of the nature of the 包
tles Wen chose， which appealed to a yuefu tradi世on) ， though the general 
aura of sensuali句T clung to Wen's reputation like dirty clothes. Wen 
Tingyun a1so pressed his mode1， a1beit in other direc包ons

We may have Wen Tingyun句!Uefu tribute to Li He thanks to particu 
1ar accidents of va1uation and transmission， but W凹's yuφ remalll 
among the most striking and distinctive poems of the Late Tang. Paul 
Rouzer has roughly divided them into sections on traditions of “pa1ace 
poetry" (shading over into poet可 on immorta1s) and pieces on histori� 
ca1 且gures. Du Mu had commented on Li He's p1easure in finding and 
poetically rendering ，hitherto unnoticed moments in history-as well as 
more common ones. Wen Tingyun also picks out small moments in the 

yuefu tradition and 1egend. Both the scenes of women and the historica1 
pieces are unified by a common sty1e: fragmentary images or “mon 
tage，" to use Rouzer's term. The fractured images of regu1ated verse 
and quatrains， bound to habitua1 parallel structures and habits of expo� 
sition， acquired an entirely different effect when translated into longer 
song forms .  

As was mentioned earli缸， Li He actually has relatively few erotic 
poems credited to him， but the partic叫ar sensuality of his poetry some 
how strongly suggested ero包cism to Li Shangyin and Wen Tingyun， 

61. If， as Fu Xuancong argues， Wen Tingyun was bom around 801， he would have 
been older than 必 Shangyin and his y呦 co叫d well have been contemporary with Li 
Shangy血's early work. It ca且not be proven， but 1 suspect Wen was youngcr than 
Li Shangyin and 出at his yuefu were composed around the rrùddle of 出e ninth centu可-
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溫 庭 筠 ， 夜 宴 謠
Wen Ting)甩n， Song of the Night Banquet65 

長 釵 墜 髮 雙蜻蜓 Long hairpi肘， trailing tresses， 
paired dragonfli白，

碧 盡 山 斜 開 畫屏 sapphire ends， hills slant， 
a painted screen spread open 

虫L須 去 子五侯客 Lordlings with bushy whiske血，
retainers of the Five Counts， 

一飲干鐘如建筑 a thousand flagons drunk steadily 
like rainspouts. 

who were among his Late Tang readers. If we set a Li He banquet song 

beside one by Wen Tingyu几 we can see that Wen has captured the in 
tensity but has eroticized it far beyond Li He. 

Blow dragon fifes， 
strike lizard-skin drums， 
gleaming teeth sing， 
frail w倒sts dance 
Now most of all in green spring， 

Wl出 the sun about to set， 
and a tumult of peach blossoms f:心ng，

like a rain of red. 
1 urge you to spend this whole day through 

reeling d凹的，
for wine will never reach 出e soil 

on the grave of Liu Ling.64 

Li He， writing against Li Bai's yuefu with the same titl亡， includes the 

women dancers only as a necessary part of the feast: pleasure is desper 

ate and shadowed by mortality. When Li He writes about women， as in 

“Pearl， the Fair Maid of Luoyang" 各妹 真 珠 ， the eroticism is much 

dreamier. Wen Tingyun scales erotic frenzy into the limits of the night: 

personal mortali可 is no longer an issue. 

琉璃鐘
琉 珀 濃
小 橋 ;因 滴 真 珠兵工

烹 龍炮鳳 玉 脂 泣

羅 恃 繡幕 園 香風

吹 龍 笛
擊是鼓
皓 齒 歌
細 腰舞
況 是 青 春 日 將暮

桃花 亂 落 如紅 雨

勸君終 日 酪 商T醉

酒 不 到 劉伶墳上 土
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驚 咽生已口昌 圓 且已 節

眉斂湘煙袖 回 雪enclose aromatic breeze. 

清 夜 恩 情 四 座 同

莫 令 溝 水 東 西 別

亭 亭 蠟淚香珠殘

暗 露曉風羅幕寒

飄搖栽帶儼 相 次

二 十 四 枝龍 畫 竿

裂 管 縈 弦共每星 曲

芳樽細 i良傾春祿

高 樓客散杏花 多

脈脈新蟾如瞪 目

62. 20854; Ye (1959) 303 
63. Most commentators stress that the weeping is the sound of the fat crackling， 

though the visual image of beads of fat oozing out would seem to be more appropriate. 

64. Liu Ling was a 出ird-century eccentric who was known as a gteat drinker 
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Candles straight and tall whose tears 
are fragrant pearls fading， 

unseen dew， the morning wind， 
goss位ner hangings cold 

Wind-tossed sashes from halberds 
ordered in strict lines， 

twenty-four b恤，
the dragon-painted staffs .66 

Screeching pipes， strings quickly strummed 
join in an orchestral song， 

tiny waves in the sweet-smelling cups 
drain the spring brew. 

From high upstairs the guests sca位er，
apricot flowers abound， 

and the yea虹úng of the new toad-moon 
is like a staring eye. 

65. 31873; Zeng 4; Rouzer 82. See also Paul Rouzer's cliscussion of the poem after 
the translation 

66. Wen Tingyun is here describing 出e scene of 也e guards at dawn court. 
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In the first stanza we have the two essential groups of participants in 
出e scene: the dancers defined by their hair and ornaments and the 
young aristocrats drinking. In the second line we have a painted screen， 
mte中osing itself formal!y between the women and men. In the second 
stanza， the scene of song， we have the singers as natural and merging 
into nature. The Â叫ze 無 節 ， the song performed 九Tithout rhythrnic 
beat，" is also “without scruple，" or “without a level of restraint，" the 
very definition of social immorality. The women singers perform nature 
and become nature， and the “te吋er passions，" enqing 恩 情， are specifi 
cal!v the emotions of the men toward the women. The desire never to 
part-echoi月 the voice of the woman in Baitou yin 白 頭吟一is hard to 
locate specifical!y in either party and must be shared by both the men 
and the women. Here we have the makings of a failed desire for union， 
to become permanently attached. 

The candles， of course， shed their waxen tears i日 foreknowledge of 
imminent parting， and the touch of the morning wi吋 ant1c叭tes the 
end of the party. The images of the imperial guard in the second half of 
the third stanza may seem out of sequence， but young men like these 
might wel! be guardsmen， required to set off for their morning duties .  
At  the beginning of the last stanza we are back a t  the feast-specifically 
the crescendo of the music and end of the feast-as the revelers drain 
their cups .  

Passion i日 the performance was part of the performance. The men 
go their ways ， and presumably the female performers go to bed. As
summg we are voy凹的， we are left with one of the strangest moments 
of voyeurism i日 the tradition: the new moon as a great e戶， still staring 
on the emptied scene with yearning. 

The 叫百戶zω1" Late Tm法 Poet

We can never know ifjuan three through seven in Wen Tingyun's cur 
rent collection made up the “poetry collection" listed in the “Bibliogra 
phy" of the N仰v Tang Histo抄; but to think of that segment of his poetic 
works as the “poetry collection" situates his work comfortably with 
other “poet叮 col!ections" of the period. It begins with some yuφ and 
old-style poems， then moves to regulated verse in the long line. 67 As a 

67. The third j官an has a few songs in the long line， but these are not stanzaic 
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standard “poetry collection，" it contains excellent work. Howev缸 in
contrast to the stanzaic yuefu songs of the first twoJ仰舟， 1t lS 日ot surpris 
mg poe佐y.

The fol!owing yue;街 on the knight -errant from the “poetry collec 
tion" displays some of vividness and dramatic fragmentation of the 
stanzaic songs， but it remains a familiar type of poem， with many paral
lels in other poets . 

;旦庭 筠 ， 俠客行
Wen Tingyun， Ballad of the Man at  Arms68 

欲 出 之為者� r �
陰 雲 蔽 城 關
寶 劍黯如水
微紅 ;厚、餘血
白 馬 夜頻嘶
三 更 霸 陵 雪

About to go out Hongdu Gate 
shado\v)' clouds cover the wall towers 
His precious sword is dark as water， 
faint red， wet with remaining blood. 
His white horse ofte叭:vhinnies by night， 
the third watch， the snow of Baling. 

A killing has occurred-presumably righteous revenge or righ位ng some 
wrong. The compression of the verse is effective: a scene of setting out 
(Luoyang) ，  an image of the sword with evidence of the killi唔， and a fi 
nal scene of whinnying at rrúdnight in the sn帥， with Baling (near 
Chang'a吋 indicating where the assassin went. By way of contrast， from 
the first two juan we cite the first stanza of “So日g for the God Count 
Jiang" 蔣 侯神歌， 也e guardian deity of Mount Zhong overlooking the 
Southern Dynasties capital at Jinling.69 

楚 神鐵馬 金鳴河

夜動蚊;章 生 素波

商風刮水報 西 帝

廟 前 古 樹增 白 蛇

The Chu god's armored horse， 
its golden bangles ringing， 

by night stirred in the kraken tarn 
producing pale waves .  

Autumn wind scraped 出e waters ，  
announcing the \V'estern Emperor， 

round the ancier吐 吐ee before 出e shrine 
a white serpent coiled 

This is clearly a different kind of poetry altogeth凹， not only on the 
level of poetic daring but also in the scenario that makes the poem co
here. The “Bal!ad of the Man at Arms" may be a yu�侈， but its fragments 

68. 31939; Zeng 63 . 
69 .  31895 ;  Zeng 25 . 
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are held together by an elementary narrative conventionally associated 
with men at arms (sometimes translated as “knights-errant，" master 
swordsmen who do daring deeds of righteous violence) . Although it 
may be difficult to se巴， the stanza from “Song for the God Count 
Jiang" coheres through reference to a specific text by Li He entitled 
“Song for the Sword of the Proofreader in the Spring Precinct" 春坊正
字 劍 子歌 70 This is an imaginative though not impossibly difficult de 
scnp包on of a sword 

先 輩 匣 中 三尺水

曾 入 吳 j章 斬龍于

隙 月 斜 明 刮 露寒

練 帶 平 鋪 吹 不 起

I n  this box o f  my elder are 
three feet of water 

that once entered a tarn in Wu 
to slay dragon-spawn 

Slanting brightness ，  moonlight through crack， 
scraped the dew cold， 

sash of satin spread out flat， 
blown on but not rising. 

We have “tarn，" tan 潭 ， in the fourth posi位on of the second line， fol 
lowed in the next line by the striking use of “scraping，" gua 刮， water or 
dew. The moonlight through a crack is a figure for the sword， 的 the
“au叫mn wind" (literally “shat忽 wind") is also the "metal wind." The Li 
He subtext lets us know what Count Jiang is doing in the dragon tarn in 
Wen Tingy們間's poem: “producing pale waves" 的 the visible evidence 
that he is slaying a dragon below. The second 阿o lin扛ines of W乍b恤E位凹n T古1D呵g
yun's stanza piκck up a later sec包on of t出he same Lμi He poem. The god 
of t由h亡 Wes泣t (令the “We的st臼巳rn Emperor鬥 O叮r

可w血祖hit能亡 5記E芷中pen趾t. H叩戶 Gaωozu once slew t由he white serpent. At the end of 
Li He's poem the sword is lifted: 

提 出 西 方 白 帝 驚

啦啦鬼母秋 郊 哭

R創se i t  in the west， 
the \l(，'hite Emperor will be alarmed， 

his wraith-mother wailing 
weeps on autumn moors . 

In short， the remarkable juxtapositions in Wen Tingyun's  stanza are 
unified on甘 through their refere虹e to the Li He source text. 

In the mid-ninth century there was something of a vo伊e for regu 
lated verses on temples of popular religion， with their reside叫 tutelary

70. 20659; Ye (1959) 20 
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dei吐es and dragons . Such poems would often evoke the mystery 
and power of the deity. They bear a relation to the stanza on 仁ount
Jiang cited above that is ve叮 叮milar to the relation between the regu 
lated verse on the Last Ruler of Chen and the stanzaic song discussed 
earlier. 

溫庭筠 ， 題 蕭 山 廟
Wen Ting)們un， On the Shrine on Mount Xia071 

古文道木陰濃
荒 祠 山 影 求
杉 松一庭雨
中香蓋 ;為堂風
客 莫 晚 沙 濕
馬嘶春廟 空
夜深 雷 電 歇
龍入 古 潭 中

Shade of trees heavy on the old road， 
rundown shrine east of the hill's shadow. 
Fir and pine， a whole courtyard of rain， 
pennon and canopy， wi日d 日ls the hall 
Evening sa口ds wet from libations of visitors， 
a horse whinnies，  the spring temple deserted 
Deep in night thu日der and lightning ceased， 
and the dragon entered the ancient tarn. 

The “Ballad of the Man at Arms" and "On the Shrine on Mount 
Xiao" are excep包ons in the “poetry collection." Most poems are occa
sional and echo the work of more famous contemporaries both in tone 
and phrasing. 

溫庭 筠 ， 利 州 南 渡
Wen Tingyun， The South Crossing at Lizhou72 

浩 然 空 水對斜暉 Still and empty waters 

曲 島 蒼 茫 接翠微

波 上 馬 嘶 看 耀 去

柳邊人歇待船歸

數 叢 沙 草群鷗散

萬 頃 江 田 一 鷺 飛

71. 32088; Zeng 159 . 
72. 3196日; Zeng 80 

face the sinking glow of the sun， 
a vast expanse of winding isles 

touching the azure haze. 
A horse whinnies over the waves ，  

1 watch the oars depa哎，
beside the willows people are gone， 

1 await the boat's return; 
Several clumps of plants in the sand， 

a flock of gulls scatters， 
over ten thousand acres of River fields 

a single egret 白白，
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誰解 乘 舟 尋 范 蠢

五 湖 煙水獨 忘 機

Wen Ti也yun

Who is able to take a boat 
and seek out Fan Li?-一

in misty waters on the Five Lakes 
alone free of motive 

This is a fine example of the mid-ninth-century regulated verse in the 
long line. The move in contemporary poet叮 that is easiest to recognize 
is the “Fan Li" ending， in which the poet thinks of the ancient minister 
of Yue s公五日g off to become a recluse after encompassing the destruc→ 
址。且 of Wu. We h盯e already cited two earlier examples by Zhang Hu 
and Du Mu (see pp. 213-1 5) ， but we could easily add another刊

杜牧， 西 江懷 古
D u  Mu， Thoughts o n  the Past in Westriver ij 

上吞 巴 漢控瀟湘 Upriver i t  swallows the Ba-Han region， 
it draws in the Xiao and Xiang， 

起似連 山 J爭鏡光 in rage i t  i s  like linked mountains， 
when clear， a rr立rror's light 

生鬼帝縫囊 真 戲劇 The Wei Emperor's sewn bags 
we位f巴 t仕rul甘y mer跎e s叩po肘rt，7

才持于 堅 投捶 更 荒 唐 Fu J 戶la叩n'冶s claim about tωos邱叩5釷m峙g down his whip 
was even more outrageous 75 

于秋釣艇歌 明 月 For a thousand autumns a 五shing skiff， 
singing in bright moonlight， 

萬 里 沙 鷗弄 夕 陽 for ten thousand leagues the sand gulls 
play in the evening light. 

范 蠢 ;青塵何寂寞 How silent the pure dust 
of Fan Li has become， 

好風唯屬 往來 商 品e fìne breeze belor那 only to merchants 
going back and forth. 

Du Mu's is， of cour仗， a very different poem， contras包ng the might of 
the Yangzi with the peaceful river scene at the end. Wen Tingyun gives 
us only the idyllic scene， though Du Mu's gulls are still there in the eve 
ning sunshine. Du Mu may have contributed the model for Wen's "ten 
thousand . . . a single 刊 line:

n 28143; Feng 199 . 

74. Wu heard a rumor that Cao Cao had ordered his troops to fill bags with sand 

and dump them into the Yangzi in order to block it up so 出at his army could cross 

75. While planning to invade the Ea間rn Jin， the Northern warlord Fu Jian claimed 

that he could cros日 the Yangzi as easily as throwing down his whip. 
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萬 頃 江 回 一 鷺 飛 over ten thousand acres o f  River fìelds 
a sm斟e egret 臼es.

The second line of Du Mu's “Drinking Alone" has something very 
similar， but the “ten thousand" (wan 萬) is “all time，" wangu 萬 古 76

長 空 碧 夸 夸 The long sky， sapphire， faint and far， 
萬 古 一 飛 鳥 for all time， a single bird in flight 

These are all modest similarities rather than direct echoing. We may 
simply have an instance here of the poet recycling images and patterns 
that were widely shared. Du Mu's sand gulls “play in the evening light，" 
no啥 叫ym忽 弄 夕 陽 ， at the end of a long li肘， while at “South Lake" 
南 湖 Wen Ti時yun observes something similar:77 

野船著岸偎春草 A rustic's boat i s  pulled up on the shore， 
hu韶ing the spring plants， 

水 鳥 帶 波 飛 夕 陽 water birds line the waves 
and fly in the evening light. 

Wen Tingyun's handling of regulated verse in the long line and his 
preference for it suggest the poetic fashion of the late 830s，  which con
tinued throughout the 840S and into 由e 8 50s .  As Rouzer not白， he also 
had a talent for regulated verse in the short line and the craft of the 
couplet. A regulated verse in the short line entitled "Traveling Early at 
Mount Shang" 商 山 早行， which is discussed extensively by Rouzer， is 
probably his most famous single poemJ8 His couplets， moreover， often 
appeared in later lists of exempla勾 couplets，jutu 句 國 . The following 
does not explicitlY declare itself to be an example of the old motif of 
“visiting the recluse and not finding him in，" but it strongly su韶ests
that motif in never represen位ng Mr. Lu and in the trail that leads off 
into the clouds .  

溫庭筠 ， 題盧處士居
Wen Tingyun， On the Recluse Lu's Dwelling79 

西 溪 問 糕、客 At west creek 1 asked the woodsman， 
遙識主人家 and from afar 1 knew where your home was .  

76. 28051; Feng 8 5 .  

77. 31974; Zeng 83 . 
78 .  32076; Zeng 155; Rouzer 18 .  
79 .  32059; Zeng 1 50. Or: 處士 廬 峙 山 居.



Trus sounds like anytrung but a "chance roaming." The poem 1eads us 
through a city to a compound， and then to a “tent" (更加慰 帳， some
times a sing1e panel of hanging fabric， sometimes an enclosure， though 
often without a top) ， evidently in the garden. The trurd coup1et intro 
duces a woma丘 who issues a command to the man in the final coup1et. 
If there was a “chance roaming，" it wou1d have to be the kind of ven 
ture that the woman is forbidding. 

Although such poems are few in 出c “poet句 collection，" 10間， like 
an ancient si仗， becomes acceptab1y "poetic" in being 10st and 1eaving 
only traces .  
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于峰隨 雨 時
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雲 警 幾迷 芳 草 蝶

For all rus ta1ent a s  a 1yricist and writer o f  stanzaic yu仰， it must b e  said 
也at Wen Tingyun understood the strengths of each form in wruch he 
worked. In regu1ated verse in the short line he knew how to p1ay with 
pattern (for examp1e， the twisting roots of ancient trees set in paralle1 
with the course of the swift stream) ; ba1ance near and far， light and 由此，
and constrict and extend vision. He knew how to surprise witrun the 
limits of the craft. Consider the closing of the following dawn poem:80 

額、黃無限 夕 陽 山

與君便是 鴛 鴦 侶

休 向 人 間 覓往還

林 外 晨 光 動
山 昏 鳥 ;兩 天

Beyond the forests dawn's rays sti主，
mountains darken with birds filling the skies .  

Dawn's lig祉， just streaming 叫 is suddenly darkened by f10cks of birds 
taking f1ight 

For whatever reason， Li Shangyin's collection entered circulation 
with a significant number of poems that at 1east gestured toward 10ve 
affairs that were more personal than Du Mu's self-representation as a 
“careless 10ver" in the entertainment quarters . Duan Chengsru's poems 
to Wen Tingy甩n suggest a similar passion for a particu1ar woman-or 
women. In the “poetry collection" (as opposed to the song lyrics， the 
stanzaic yuefu， and the materia1 from Hanshang t[;ïn ji) we find a few 
pieces that suggest such attachments， though with little of the mystery 
of Li Shangyin or the sensuality of W凹's own yuejλ The first is pre 
sented under a title only slightly 1ess evasive than the “Left Untitled" of 
Li Shangyin's collection. 
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A small tent with red pearls， 
cherries ripe， 

screen with a golden ta址，
the phoenix at ease 

A cloudlike coif almost leads astray 
butter凹的 in fragrant plants ， 

forehead's yellow dot without limit 
hills in evening sunshine﹒ 

“Since you and 1， s眩，
are mandarin duck companions， 

cease your attemp的 to go back and forth 
in the mortal world." 

溫庭筠 ， 懷 真 珠 亭
Wen Tingyun， The Pavilion o f  Harboring a Pearl82 

珠 箔 金鉤對彩橋 Beaded curtains and golden hooks 
face a brighrly colored bridge， 

昔 年於此見嬌饒 i t  was right here in bygone years 
1 met Jiaorao. 

香燈悵 草 飛 瓊鬢 By fragrant lantern sadly gazing， 

由 巷斜 臨 一 水 間

小 門 終 日 不 閉 關

;星庭 筠 ， 偶遊
Wen Tingyun， Chance Ro扭曲g81

A winding lane slants， looking over 
a st芷eam of water， 

a small gate all the day long 
never unbarred. 

屏倚故 窗 山 六 扇

才gp垂寒砌露于條

涼 月 殷勤 碧 玉 簫

80. 32075; Zeng 155 
81 .  31997; Zeng 95. 82. 320II; Zeng I02 
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壞牆經 雨 蒼 苔 偏

拾得 當 時 舊 翠翹

Wen Tingyun 

The broken walls have passed through rain， 
green moss grows everywhere， 

and 1 pick up from those days 
an old kingfisher plume 

The deserted place where he had been with an old lover evokes memo
ries，  like the scenes of absence in the "meditation on the past." Like Du 
Mu finding an old halberd near the site of Red Cli缸� Wen Tingy屯n
finally picks up a kingfisher feather of olden times.  

The Song Lyη�CS 

那也ile the witty social poems from the Hanshang tijin ji and perhaps the 
y叫做 were eventually incorporated into Wen Tingyun法 “poetry collec 
包on" by Song editors， a corpus of about 70 allometric (changduan;u 長 短
句 ) lyrics t o  known melodies were excluded 在om the poetry collection 
in its bas仗， pre-modern form. These verses were excluded because， 
from a Song point of view， they belonged to a genre， “song lyric" (。

詞)， that was considered distinct from “poetry." If  the ninth and early 
ten出 centuries had many kinds of subcollections， “song lyric" alone 
continued to circulate in subcollections in the Song. Such increasingly 
habitual relegation of song lyrics to subcollections was the bibliographi
cal basis of conceiving the “song lyric" as a distinct genre. 

If  the so位g lyric became a distinct genre in the Song Dynasty， the 
question still remains as to how the lyrics of Wen Tingyun would have 
been conceived in the mid- and late ninth century. A great deal of at一
ten包on has been devoted to Wen Tingy鬥間's song lyrics because they 
stand (or have been placed) at the beginning of the history of song lyric. 
In many ways this is anachronistic， with scholars seeking the origins of 
a distinct genre that did not exist until much later. 

These 恥ics have almost all been prese釘ed in the Che時du anthol
ogy of song lyrics (ci) ， the Hu伊anjÏ 花 問 集 的reface 940) 的 Together 
with a handful of lyrics by Huangfu Song 皇 甫 松 ， Wen Tingyun's 
is the only substantial corpus of song lyrics dating from before the 
ve勾 end of the ninth century. Moreover， the preface to the H叫lzanJZ 

83 .  For a study of this anthology and early song Iyrics in general， see Anna Shields， 
。可fting a Collect.叫: The Cultural Contexts and Poe.均c Practice of加 Huajian ji 花 間 集 (Coij，缸
tion from Among 伽 Fiowers) (Cambridge， Mass. :  Harvard Univers叮 Asia Ce肘er， 200份
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me口tions the Jinquan戶， the ten-juan subcollection that may have been 
the source for Wen's song lyrics in the anthology. 

We can provide several possible explanations for the sources of 
W凹's song lyrics and the implications， though we cannot adjudicate 
which explanation is the case or even most likely. 

First， it is possible that the Jinquan ji was composed entirely of 
allometric song lyrics， which would have meant a c。中us of around five 
hundred lyrics . 84 This would imply that a sense of allometric song lyric 
as a form distinct from other kinds of isometric song material already 
凹sted in the mid-ninth cen囚ry. Although it would be anachronistic to 
think of this as a full-fledged gen仗， it would represent a distinct type of 
poet月T appropriate for a subcollection. 

Second， it is possible that the Jinquan jÏ contained many kinds of 
poetry considered outside the range of a mid-ninth-century “poet勾 col
lectio日." Ouyang ]iong， 出e editor of Hu句lïanjÏ， selected the pieces that 
matched the contempora勾 interest in allometric song lyric. 85 In this 
case the categorical distinctness of the form would be a product of the 
tenth century 

Third， it is possible that the material in Jinquan ji was isometric， per
haps in the form that Ren Banta可 calls she超gshi 聲詩 (isometric verse 
to song lyric titles that later appeared as allometric) . The isometric ma 
terial would have been transformed by singers to suit the musical fash→ 
ions of Chengdu in the tenth cen山可7 and transcribed as allometric 
verse in Hu句iianji. This would suggest a divergence between perform 
ance practice and transcrip吐on practice in the ninth century. 

Fourth， in the preface to the Hu伊.anji Wen's JinquanjÏ is placed in 
parallel to Li Bai's Qi喀戶何yue 清 平 常 的ometric quatrains that are not 
included in H叫'Ïanji. It is possible that the Jinquan ji likewise contained 
isometric lyrics for si丘gl嗯， and that the allometric lyrics in the 扭曲01
ogy came from a different source-perhaps the repertoire of singers. In 
this case the attribution of the lyrics to Wen Tingyun would be open to 
questlOn. 

84. There was great varia泣。n in the number of poems included in a manuscriptjuan. 
Nor也ern Song bibliographical notices suggest anywhere from 25 to about 70 poems of 
roughly the same length per juan 

的. The closest pa叫lel would be the inclusion of t:wo lyrics to the tune Huanxi sha 
洗 溪 沙 is the Xia;暫且'anjÏ 香查 集 ， a subcollection of erotic verse circulating separately 
from the reg叫ar poetry collect 
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The third possib出ty deserves further comment. In the ninth century 
we encounter a fair number of isometric 1yrics to tunes that were musi 
cally allometric， a fact we can infer from 1ater occurrences .  This 
strong1y suggests that in these cases transcrip包ona1 practice and per 
formance practice were not identical. In other wor缸， a skilled per 
former cou1d take isometric 1yrics and 主ecast them as a allometric song， 
or a litera可 man might transcribe allometric song as isometric. Al
though these are complicated issues that fall beyond the scope of this 
study， it is important to note that what is at stake in the ear1y hist。可 of
song 1yric， ci 詞， is the possib山ty that written allometric 1yrics represent 
a new transcriptiona1 practice for allometric song rather than the emer
gence of a new “genre ." 

We will here simp1y observe what is known. We know from the 
Dunhuang manuscripts 出at allometric transcription probab1y existed in 
the northwestern frontier region on a semipopu1ar 1eve1 in the ninth 
century. There was elite allometric transcription of song in Chengdu， 
which was also in western China， in the first ha1f of the tenth century. 
There was allometric transcription of song in the Southern Tang king 
dom beginning in the mid-tenth centu勾﹒ From this very limited evi 
dence it seems 也at allometric song transcrip包on， not generally prac 
ticed in elite circles in the ninth century (with the possib1e exception of 
Wen Tingyun) ， became increasing1y widespread in the tenth centu勾﹒

Although in the tradition of critica1 writing on song 1yric Wen Ting 
yun is most common1y compared and contrasted with Wei Zhuang， in 
the context of the present study we shou1d stress that Wei Zhuang was 
probab1y writing about a half century after Wen Tingyun-and， at the 
very earlie泣， wn包ng in a subsequent genera包on when the Tang world 
was collapsing. We should therefore think of Wen Tingyun's song lyrics 
in the context of mid-ninth-centu句 poetry

On one level Wen Tingyun's song lyrics are a veritable compendium 
of scenes from ninth-centu可 romance culture， mostly representing 
the woman in various stages of longing for her be1oved. Although Li 
Shangyin often wrote from the perspective of the male lover， he also 
wrote from the woman's perspecti間， with some poems marked as dai 
代， “composed in the person of." Wen Tingyun's song 1yrics subtly al
ternate between voyeurism and dai， "composed in the person of" the 
woman lover as type. In this context it is important to bear in mind that 
these lyrics were composed to be performed by a fema1e 
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On another 1eve1 we have the profound poe包c differences that fo1-
10w from genre and form. Earlier we saw how different the treatments 
of a Chen pa1ace scene were in regu1ated verse and in yuefu in the Li He 
manner. Allometric song 1yric changed the way in which the common 
p1ace scenes of romance appeared in 1anguage. Those differences be 
tween isometric poetry and allometric song are striking . examp1es of 
how shared materia1 can become essentially different through differ
ences of poetic form. The short lines of the song 1yrics pop叫ar in this 
period (a且 “short songs ，" xiao!ing 小 令) pressed the paratactic， juxta
posing sty1e of much mid-ninth-century poetry even further﹒ 

Because song lyric is generally studied in blissful generic isolation， at
ten包on is usually focused on the subtle differences among individual 
1yricists， often separated by several decades or even half a century.86 As
suming a broader view reminds us of the degree to which the gen主e ap 
propriated the mid-ninth-century poetic discourse of romance. Al 
though th巳 latter was refined over 出e next 囚70 centuries-with new 
things added， particularly motifs from popular poet可C-..1n many ways 
the song 1yric embalm吐 出is discourse .  

柳 絲 長
春 雨 細
花 外 漏 聲迢遞

驚 塞雁
起城烏
畫屏金鵡鴨

香 霧 薄
透 簾 幕
惆悵謝家 ;也 闖
紅 燭 背

;孟庭筠 ， 更 漏 子
Wen Ti呵yun， t。 “Genglouzi" (I) 

Willow fronds long， 
spring rain fine， 
beyond flowers 出e water clock's sound in 

the distance 
Startling the geese from the frontier， 
making crows on 也e city wall rise， 
a painted screen wi出 golden partridges .  

Fragrant fog thin， 
getting through curtains and drapes， 
depressing， the pool pavilion at the Xie home. 
Red candle snuffed out， 

86. Wen Ting)耐心 lyrics and the relation of early song lyric to Late Tang poe口y are
discussed in Shields， C阿拉'ing a Coh企'cfton
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繡 簾 垂
夢 長 君 不 知

embroidered curtains hang， 
the dream lasts long， but you do not know 

At last we have a single line of address to a “you." Although less 
1 日tense than the ∞ nch 也g acts of addres s  in Li Sha組n昀I玄釘野棚咖V判仙1甩u的 heιJJιJ♀rm吋ne叩ti
po 亡ms丸， 1此 t1 悠 s ne趴ve臼rt由he艾叫eless remir山rusc臼E位凹nt of t出her叮m. As in Li Shangyin's “ Left 
IJntiticdf the poet movcs from dcscnptiOII to cngagc thE rEadEI Sincc 
WEn TIng37114s song lyrics 50 often fEPICSEnt the woman longIHg for 
her absent beloved， we are tempted to take the "you" 的 the distant 
lover﹒ However， we do have the following precedent (cited in an earlier 
chap叫 for a man bei月 ignorant of a wo 

The reader (or listener) knows that the 且ne willow fronds may be fig 
ured as rain， so we do not know if this is a real or a figurative rain. The 
sound of the water clock indicates that it is still dark， though the geese 
and crows nsing mark the transition to dawn. Suddenly we have a 
nominal line that moves us inside the house to painted birds : “a painted 
screen with golden partridges ."  The short， independent predicates of 
the allometric 凹ne pattern invite such sudden juxtapositions ， which are 
an effective gift of fo芷江1 . Critics of Wen Tingy甩n often comment on 
the interplay between animate nature and its sta包c representations of 
na囚re in interiors . However， this poetic move belongs to the era. We 
need only recall the fifth of Li Shangyin's “Willow Branch" poems: 

畫 屏繡 步 障 Painted screen， embroidered room divider， 
物物 自 成雙 there eve叮 叮eature forms a pair﹒ 
如何 湖 上 望 How i s  i t  gazing o n  the lake 
只 是 見 鴛 鴦 that we only see the mandarin ducks? 

Wen Tingyun uses the form for a sudden shift to an interior wiili 
painted representations. Li Shangyin， working wiili the quatrain， makes 
a less striking shift from interior representations to their counterparts 
(or general abse位e thereof) in the outer world. Neverthele鉤， the terms 
of opposition are established. 

The "fragrant fog" 伊 borrowi時 from Du Fu) would immediately be 
associated with a woman's hair， but the image shifts wiili the following 
line into a real fog that gets into interiors， turning attention outward 
again to the garden scen亡， which 的 “depressing"-ilie only term of 
巳motion in this lyric. The “Xie home" probably refers to “Miss Xie，" a 
generic name for the beloved demimondaine in Wen's lyrics and in the 
poet叮T of romance.  The reader， trained to notice seasonal markers ， 也me
of day， and the position of the speak位， is situated somewhere bet有;veen
inside and outside， late night and dawn. 

Looking in again， we see ilie "red candle snuffed out." If the woman 
had gone to bed early the night before， it would mean nothing to re 

mark on 也1S . 1n such songs and poems， however， we are used to ilie 

woman staying awake through the night. We thus take the snuffed can� 

dle as indicating that the woman has recently gone to bed. The curtains 
now “hanging [dow吋" m叮 suggest an earlie主 posi包on in which she 
lifted them a吋 looked out-to the scene earlier in the lyric 

李 商 隱， 間 情
Li Shangyin， Sentiments of the Women's Quarters87 

紅 露 花 房 白 蜜 脾 Flower buds with red dew， 
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春 窗 一 覺風 流 夢

卻是 同 袍 不 得知

耳的 it may be the man sleeping by her 泣de who cannot know her 
dreams-which are dreams of another-or perhaps the distant beloved 
who doesn't know her dreams.  We have 也e same moment-the clos�  
1ng invocation of ilie male who cannot know the woman冶 金eams-1n
We口嘲TU的 lyric. Is 也出帥i心s t由he背叭ema叫le n叫l
pos臼吋5泣ib出t守y c∞ou叫ld be r跎ea址aliz扭ed in pe位rfo主mance by a look， a stress ，  or a 
pause in ilie singing. 

Wen Tingyu且's song lyrics marked the beginning of the history of a 
gcnfE that had not yct chc mto king Rathef than mding 的n戶 the
context of ilieir futu仗， it would be best to read them in ilie context of 
poe問" both contempora叮 and dating from ilie recent past. Aliliough it 
is true that the new form wrought a trans formation on 出s co的moo
r的 poetic "material，" in 出is new form many elements of mid�ninili
century poe仕y lived on into the succeeding centuries. 

87. 29306; Jijie 均9; Ye (19 85) 237. 
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Conclusion 

With the deaths of Du Mu， Li Shangyin， and Wen Ting}'1泊， an era had 
ended. Nevertheless ，  the “Late Tang" was far from over. Depending on 
how one chooses to define it， it would continue for at least another half 
century after 86。一-and perhaps even a cen囚ry and a half be】lond that. 
The range of poetic possibilities opened up in our thirty-five-year span， 
however， by and large set the limits for the rest of the Late Tang. There 
were excellent poets and memorable poems written afterwa吐， but there 
were no more strong poe包c personali位es to leave a lasting mark on 出E
poe佐y of the next millenruum. Pi Rixiu and Lu G也meng， who began 
working at the end of the period covered in this stu句， are partial ex 
cept10肘， but they were never commanding presences in the later view 
of Tang poetry on the level of Du， Li， and W凹， 凹 的en of Jia Dao and 
Xu Hun. Yu Xuanji's small corpus of poet可 makes her one of the two 
most striking women poets of the dynas句， but he主s is a strong person
ality working within a shared style. Sikong Tu w泌 的lportant， but he is 
remembe主ed primarily as a cri包c (in large measure for a wo吐 出at may 
well be a :tvling forgery) . Han Wo is remembered for his erotic vigne吐es，
but he was perhaps the most talented follower of Du Fu in 也e period. 
Du Xunhe enjoyed a 的lival of interest in the mid→twentieth centu可 for
his vernacularization of poetry. Wei Zhuang， who lived on to become a 
grand old man of letters in 由e Former Shu Kingdom， was considered 
important in the early history of the song lyric， and in poe位y known for 
his narrative on Huang Chao's sack of Chang'an entitled "Ballad of the 
Lady of Qin" 秦婦吟， many versions of which were recovered in the 
Dunhuang manuscripts . Leaving aside the question of whether or not 
the judgment of history was f:剖r， despite the fact that there were many 
other worthy poets ac位ve in th1s period， none ach1eved the stature of 
the central figures in the first phase of the Late Tang. 
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However we choose to label this period spanning the mid-820s to 
860， the poet叮 produced had a lasting impact extending down through 
the history of Chinese classical poetry. Despite the fact that this period 
often met with disapproval in accounts of the history of Tang poetry， 
自 major poets remai肘d prominent. Although Bai ]uyi belongs more 
to the Mid-Tang， his work was a large presence， albeit often a nega吐ve
one during this period. He represented one possib山ty for classical 
poetry that would ever remain in the background， continually resurfac
ing among poets who by instinct and their historical moment reacted 
against the poetic "high style." Bai ]uyi played received poe也c form 
against vernacular utterance that resisted the form. Classical poet可
could indeed sound almost like someone talking， the “familiar and 
common" that Du Mu rej ected. Resistance to that possib出ty helped in 
spire many variations on poetic density or formal dignity 

For Bai ]uyi poetic “form" simply meant line length， rhyme， and 
proper balance of tones， along with a lucidly linear exposition. As he 
wrote of th巳 monk Daozong's Buddhist didactic verse， within those 
minimal restrictions of form poe住y can move freely and escape the im 
pression of the "written word" (wen5(j) . For ]ia Dao and the poets of his 
circle “form" meant something very different: it was a controlled style 
that mar1主ed artfulness and its difference from natural languag亡， set 
within a stylized pattern of exposi世on. Their contribution to the Chi 
nese poetic tradition was no less significant than Bai ]uyi's . There had 
been earlier poets who excelled in cra丘， but ]ia Dao and his group as
sociated excellence in poetic craft with the expenditure of 吐me and eι 
fort. They did not often speak of 匡 正talent，" that inborn gift that effort
lessly bends the rules .  Rather， theirs was a poetry that called for 
passionate devotion-and there is a fine line between passionate devo
tion and simple hard work. In effect， they offered a model for poetic 
excellence that could be learned， an aesthetic social mob也ty by means 
of v，扭ch marginal figures could， through their own efforts， surpass 
those who had grown up in a community of elite poetic prac丘ce or 
those who claimed to compose spontaneously as a result of sheer talent. 
It is not su中rising that so many poets in the ]ia Dao group came from 
minor gent勾， with little or no history of participation in the central 
government bureaucracy. It should also come as no surprise that their 
poet可 became so important in later poe 
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Du Mu， by contrast， has the charm of downward social mobility， 
with all the learning and fluency that resulted from growing up in one 
of the most distinguished families of the age﹒ He was deeply engaged in 
the problems of the empire and was often a politically committed 
poet-even though he was never entirely taken seriously. One strain of 
poetic criticism in the late imperial period-mor巳 fully developed when 
Crunese literature became academic in the twentieth century一-always
reminds readers of Du Mu's seriousness .  Such reminders are a sign that 
出1S was not the version of Du Mu that readers first knew and loved 
That popular Du Mu was the poet of the quatrain and a body of mel 
ancholy Jel穹的 poetry celebrati月 the pleasures of the wor1d， often 
位nged with nostalgia. This was the Du Mu alluded to in later poetry and 
song lyric and represented in drama. His was not a significant poe位cs，
unlike that of Bai ]uyi or ]ia Dao; but it was an immensely seductive 
sensibility with an appeal that has persisted down to 出e present. Du 
Mu was in many ways the belated double of Li Bai， a poet of panache， 
but one who turned retrospec包ve and elegiac. 

Since Li Shangyin was by far the most complex of 出e Late Tang 
poets， rus legacy was equally so .  On the simplest level， echoes of rus 
poetry became common in ero包c poet句， particularly in song lyric. But 
his poetics of concealed reference continued to tease the tradition， blur
ring the distinction between public engagement and private passion. Al 
though his style was often imitated， beyond that the figural reading of 
his work encouraged a tendency-already present in 出e tradition-to 
discover political setÍousness behind ostensibly private themes. The 
exege包cal tradition on Li Shangyin's poe佐y， which began in earnest in 
也e mid-seventeenth centu句， was something quite distinct from the 
exegesis of other poets . There were disagreements over the inte中reta
tion of other poets ， but nowhere was radical disagreement as pervasive 
as it was in the interpretation of Li Shangyin's poet可一-which con也lues
to the present. Even some of the earliest comments on Li Shangy間's
poetη in the Song already show the capacity of his work to generate 
conflicting interpreta吐ons. In this respect Li Shang)血 represented a 
new kind of poe住其 one that could be interpreted but never 且nally
understood. In the centuries to come Crunese poetry would back away 
from and return to this margin of figural di伍culty many times. 

The ninth century was also the final and most fully developed phase 
of manuscript culture in China 
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until the late Qing， from the end of the tenth century onward the 
printed book assumed an increasingly dominant role in literary dissemi
nation. At the ve勾 beginning of the period of our s山市， 血 8斗， Yuan 
Zhen added a famous note to his “Preface to Bai Juyi's Changqi咆 Co!!ec
tion" 白 氏 長 慶 幸 序 ， apparently indicating that his and Ba叮叮i's
poems were being printed and sold in Yangzhou and Yuezhou. 1  If this 
interpretation of the passage is correct， it would not suggest books of  
poetry but most likely broadside sheets similar to  Buddhist devotional 
printíng during the era. This ninth-centu勾 interest in literary reproduc 
tíon and dissemination， which we discussed in relation to Bai Juyi and 
to Li Shangyin's “Han Yu's Stele，" culminated in the late second or 
third decade of the tenth centu叮 when Tanyu 曇 域 ， the disciple of the 
poet-monk Guanxiu 貫休， posthumously printed the poetry col1ection 
of his master in Chengdu. In the course of the fol1owing century and a 
half manuscript reproduc包on would become increasingly restricted to 
rare scholarly texts and the private circulatíon of works during a poet's 
lifetíme. 

At the end of the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh centuries， 
a new kind of literary scholar emerged， who tried to gather together and 
reconcile the scattered remains of the Tang manuscript tradition 出at
had survived the fires and destructíon of the end of the Tang and the 
Five Dynasties. It is not surprising that the works of ninth- and eady 
tenth-century writers were the best preserved. Al也ough their editorial 
work underwent subsequent losses， changes， and recoveries ，  we can still 
find some of the traces of 也at textual world. Behind those traces we 
glimpse a new figure﹒ the person who defines himself as a “poet，" who 
works at his art， and who seeks to control the product of that art: not 
just poems but a book of poetry 

I. Yuan Zhenji (Beijing: Zhonghua Shl巾， 1982) ， 555. 
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-works “The Inn at Niyang" 泥 陽
館， 128; 可ourneymg" 旅道， 100; 
“Lamenting Lu Tong" 哭 盧 仝，

126�27; “Lamen由導 出e Monk
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Baiyan" 哭 柏巖和 尚 ， I06-7; 
“Playfully Presented to a Friend" 
戲贈友人， 94; “Seeing Zhu Kejiu 
Off on His Return to Yue" 送朱
可久歸越 中 ， 130; “Sent to Rev-
erend Mo ofWhite Tower Moun 
tain" 寄 白 閻 默 玄， 1泣 ζWinter
Night" 冬夜， 127 

Jia Yi 賈 誼， 207， 209， 298， 415， 439， 
513 ， 51 5 

Jia月 Yan ;工 淹 (444-505)， “Parting，"
476 

Jiang Zong 江總﹒ minister to Last 
Chen emperor， 4峙， 421， 430，
517， 5的; Director Jiang， 217， 
418， 421 

;ieli .f妾籬 (cap of the recluse) ，  463 
Jieyu 接與 (Madman of Chu) ，  5月
Jinli口g 金 陵: as focus of meditation 

on the past， 190， 191， 19 5， 196， 200， 
209-13 pass2肘， 218， 268， 553 

Jinyang 晉陽 (Northern Qi capital) ， 
425-26 

}utu 句 圖 (illustra位ve couplets) ，  136一
37 

King Wen of Zhou 周 文 王， 3
Kunlun， mountains， 自rn67， 265月22，

384 
Kunming Lake 昆 明 ， 3， 324
是紗zn 苦吟 (taking pains in composi一

tion) ，  5 8 ，  93 ， 121， 123 ， 160， 162， 186， 
452， 493-94. See also bitter chant
mg 

Lady Yang (Yang Guifei) ， 221， 222， 
264月12， 382-83月3立， 386月40， 389，
417， 433-38 

Last Ruler of Chen， see Chen Shu 
bao 

li f.里 (the order of things) ， 而3-64，
170 

Li Ang 李 昂 但mperor Wenzong) ， 
19-20 

.L B叫 李 白 (701-6吟， 闕， 10立， 104，
1 56， 168; “Climbing Phoenix Ter
race in J inling" 登金陵鳳凰臺，
195-96; “Visiting West-of-the 
Water Mountain: A Note to Mag 
istrate Zheng" 遊水 西 簡 鄭 明 府，
313-14 

Li Deyu 李德裕 (787-850) ， 21， 句， 斗，
43， 68， 237， 263 ， 281， 289， 297， 354， 
3 56， 451 

Li Dong 李 洞 ， 94， 154
.L Han 李 涵 ， 19
Li He 李 金F， 5口
Iμi He 李 賀 (σ790←一8缸I紛6)， 1泊0， 1咒1 ， 1斗4， 垢

32， 33 ， 36， 45， 46， 97， I06， II8， 135 ，  
156-82， 18 5， 191-92nI7， 227， 240， 
256， 257， 263， 274月3 5， 292， 300， 
301， 305， 306， 314， 324， 330月50， 332，
349， 353， 360， 365， 371， 373， 378， 
384， 407n98， 425， 427， 443， 487， 
493n2立， 495， 496， 498， 542， 543， 
549; 554， 563 

works : "Bring in 出e Wine" 將進
酒， 550; “The King of Qin Drinks 
Win亡" 秦 王飲酒， 171一72; “Song
for the Governor ofWild Goose 
Gate" 雁 門 太 守 行， 的4; “Song
of Heyang" 河陽歌， 369-70; 
“The Tomb of Little Su鬥 蘇 .j 、
小 墓， 的9

.L Jue 李 廷， 26-28， 122， 巧4
Li Kuo 李 廓， 口， 27， 38 ， 月5， 149，

540月40
Li Pin 李頻， 好， 154
Li Qunyu 李群玉 (ca. 813-61) ， 好，

247-5斗， 355 ， 489

Index 587 

一-works: “Gazing Calmly from a 
Tower by the River and Thinking 
ofMy Old Friends in Guan 
zhong刊 江樓 閑 草 懷 關 中 親故，
206; “Getting Something OffMy 
Chest" 白 遣， 254; 可oining Minis 
ter Zhel嚕's 'A Small Party with 
His Singer': presented whimsi一
cally" 同 鄭 相 并歌姬小欽戲贈，
253 ; “Meditation on the Past at 
Moling" 林陵懷古， 215-16; "On 
the Road at Jintang" 金塘路 中 ，
立戶， “A Rainy Night: Presented to 
a Senior Official" 雨 夜 主 長 官 ，
250-51; "To Zhang Hu" 寄張祐，
252 

Li Shanfu 李 山 甫 ， 219; “Meditation
on the Past at Shangyuan (fust of 
two)" 土元懷古， 218 

Li Shangyin 李 商 隨 (812-58) ， 7， II 
16戶ass2冊， 抖， 好， 柄， 44， 45， 46， II9， 
1 53 ， 156月1， 16立， 168， 172， 174， 176，
178， 206-IO戶的:f2冊， 227， 均立， 236，
24于 52pass2冊， 256， 276， 317， 318，
328， 333-56 passi月紗， 531-39 pass2肘，
544， 547， 549， 558， 56立， 564， 567， 
569， 570; denunciation of， by Li 
Fu 李 法， 335-36; formation of 
collection， 336-38 ;  figura臼ve
mterpreta包on of poetry， 338-47; 
biographical sketch， 3 53-56; her→ 
metic poems， 3 57-41月 history
poems， 412-50; on Emperor Tang 
Xuanzong， 433-38 ; poems on 
things， 451-84; poems on occa 
sions， 485-526; issues of contex
tualization， 49 5-96; poetic role 
playi唔， 51Q--II; use of Du Fu line 
constructron， 何

一-works: “After a Party Broke Up at 
the River Pavilion， 1 Made My 
Way Back to the Official Resi-
dence Along a 就lillow-lined Road 
Chanting" 江 亭 散席循柳路吟
歸 官 舍， 491; “After Mourning 
the Loss of M y Wife， 1 Go to 
Take Up an Appointment in 
Eastern Shu and Encounter 
Snow When Reaching Dasan 
Pass" 悼 傷後赴東 蜀 辟豆散 關
過 雪 ， 522; “Again Stopping by 
the Goddess's Shrine" 重過 聖女
祠， 331 戶， “At a Drinking Par句:
Playfully Given to a Colleague" 
飲席戲贈 同 舍， 401; “At a Public 
Banquet of the Tianping NWitary 
Region， Presented to .Lnghu Chu， 
Director of the Department of 
State Affairs" 天 平 "h 座 中 主令
狐令 矢， 497; “At the Parting Pa
vilion: On the Topic ζBreaking 
the Willow Branch' " 離 亭賦得
折楊柳二首， 470; “Bees" 蜂， 483 ; 
“Brocade Zi出er" 錦 瑟 ， 393-94; 
“Choubi Station" 籌 筆疇， 441; 
“The Chu Palace" 楚 宮， 432; 
"Cicada" 蟬， 452; “A Companion 
Piece with Office I\fanager H姐's
ιSeeing Off a Palace Lady Enter 
ing a Daoist Nunn呵， ，， 和韓錄
事 送 宮 人入道， 316--17; ιComing 
to 吐le Western Suburbs" 行次 西
郊作 一 百韻， 505; “Composed at 
a Party" 席上作， 362; “Dragon 
Pool" 龍池， 438-39; “The Drug's 
Trar叫ormations" 蕪 轉， 344; “Du 
伊u] of the Bureau of Merit Ti一
tles" 杜 司 勳， }O克 “Du Fu at a 
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Parting Banquet in Shu" 杜工部
蜀 中 離 席， 444; “Ending My PO 
ems in Zizhou: To my col-
leagues" 梓 州 罷 吟寄 同 舍， 524; 
“First Month at Chongrang 
House" 正 月 崇 讓 宅， 408-9; 
“Five Offhand Compositions" 
j曼成五 章， 490--91; “Frost and 
Moon" 霜 月 ， 477; “Going to My 
Post at Zitong， Detained on Part 
ing by Vice Director Weizhi" 赴
職梓 遣 留 別 畏之 員 外 同 年， 521 ; 
“Guilin" 中圭4本， 5日; “The Han 
Palace" 漢 宮 ， 432-33 ; “Han Yu's 
Stele" 韓碑， 446-49; “Heyang" 

lndex 

;可 陽 詩， 36于此， “Hibiscus" 才堇 花，
480， 481一缸， “Imitating Li He" 效
長 吉 ， 177; 可ia Yi" 賈 生， 439;  
"Larnent for Liu Fen" 哭 劉 簣 ，
51斗.-15; “Lamenting Revenue 
Manager Liu Fen" 哭 劉 司 戶二
首， 514; “Lamp" 燈， 474; “Left 
Untitled" 無題， 392， 399， 400 
40I， 406-7; “Mawei" 馬 鬼， 433 
3 5; “Midnight" 夜半， 4IO; “Music 
for Private Apartments" };善 中 曲 ，
戶。; “Night Rain: Sent North" 夜
雨 寄 北， 351; "The Northern Qi" 
北 齊二首， 425-26; "On Histo月7叮
詠史， 412-13 ; “On the Cock" 賦
千字五主， 478; “Passing the Chu Pal
ace" 過 楚 宮 ， 427; “Peonies Ru-
ined by Rain in Huizhong" 回 中
牡丹 為 兩 所敗二首， 457-58; 
“Peonies" 牡丹， 453一件， 456; 
“Pi包able" 可歎， 358-59; “Pome
granate" 石 榴， 479; “Qi Palace 
Lyrics" 齊 宮 詞， 4吭 ‘'The Rear 
Palace of the Chen" 陳後 宮 ， 421， 
422-23; “Sentiments of the 

Women's Quarter丸" 362-63 ; 
“Sentiments of the Women's 
Quarters" 閏 惰， 565; “The Sev 
enth Eve" 七 夕 ， 436; “The Sev 
enth Eve in the Year Xinwei (8 51)" 
辛未 七 夕 ， 519; “Short Biography 
ofLi He" 李 賀 小 傳， 吵一白，
“The Shou'an Princess Gets Mar
ried" 壽安父 主 出 降， 507; “The 
So吋lern Dynasties" 南 朝， 4哼，
“Stirred by Something (two 
poems)" 有 感二首， 503-4; “The 
Sui Palace" 惰 宮 ， 428一月; "The 
Sun Shoots" 日 身于 ， 459; “A 
Swathe of叮 一 片 390-9日 “Tan
zhou叮 ;章 州 ， 5巧一的 “Presented
to Du Mu， Vice Director of the 
Bureau of Honorifics" 贈 司 勳杜
十 三 員 外 ， 517-18 ; “Tears" 淚 ，
475; “To Liu Fen， Revenue Man
ager" 貝雷劉 司 戶 簣 ， 512; “To Sec
reta勾 Linghu Tao" 寄令狐郎 中 ，
只0; ‘'To Willow" �曾i9f， 468;
“Tower in Evening Sunlight" 
夕 陽 樓， 501-2; “Twisting River 
Park" 曲 江， 436-37; “Walls of 
Sapphire" 碧 城， 38ι89; “The 
Wall Tower of Anding" 安定城
樓， 207; “Wang Zhaojun鬥 王 昭
君， 440; "The We11 Rope" 井絡，
戶3 ; "Where 1 Am Living in 
Yongle County， The主e Is Not a
Tree or Plant That Was Not 
Planted by Me Persona11y. This 
sprmg 出ey are all f10wering and 
且ourishing. Thereupon 1 wrote 
this piece to describe it" 永 樂 縣、
所居 一草 一木無非 自 栽今春 悉
已 芳 茂 因 書 即 事 一 章， 508寸，
“Willow Branch" 柳枝五首， 499， 

lnd，前 589 

500， 501; ，可Tillows" 柳二首， 466， 
471一咒， 4打7丹3引; “The Wi血110羽w啊7芯s of t由he
B且 R阻iver" 巴 江柳， 480; 
O叩n t也he Gu叫l立ilin封in Road" 桂林路 中
作， 間， “Written on Zhongyuan 
(7.15)" 中 元作， 403-4; ，沒lan
yang" 咸 陽， 415; “Xie Fang， of a 
Senior Examination Class， Could 
Recite Many of My Poems from 
Memory. On another day 1 hap-
pened to send him this" 謝先 輩
防 記念拙詩甚 多 異 日 偶 有 此寄，
492-93; “Yan Terrace: Autumn" 
燕 臺詩四 首. 秋， 180--81; “Yang 
Bensheng (Chou) Te11s Me How 
He Saw My Infant Son， A'gun， in 
Chang'an叮 楊本勝說於長安見
小 男 阿哀， 488; “Yesterday"
昨 日 ， 39于 98; “Yueyou Plain" 
樂 道原， 485 

Li Shen 李 紳 (772-846)， 21， 戶， 刃，
42， 43， 45， 76-88 ， 346， 468， 541 

works: “Lament for the Maestro" 
志 善 才 ， 81一旬; Luoyang Co!!ectio舟，
80; “Recalling My Study Ha11 in 
the Hui Mountain Temple" 憶題
息 山 寺 書 堂， 86-87; Recollecting 
Past Trave!s， 77; “The Tomb of 
the Pure Miss" 真 娘墓， 85; “Wil
lows，" 463-64 

Li Wu， 19 
Li Xun 李 白1\ ， 22， 2針， 288， 504
Li Yan 李 炎 (Emperor Wuzon，訟， 勾，

297， 3巧， 348 ，  389， 426; and poet句，
Z牛 29

Li Yuan 李 遠， 好， 538
Lingche 靈 澈 (749-816)， 91， 486
Linghu Chu 令狐楚， 巧， 23 ， 43， 65-

68 passz紹， 79， 126， 237， 296月84， 352，
3 54， 39立， 454， 497， 501， 5IO 

Linghu Tao， 23， 247， 248， 3戶， 354一籽，
364， 406， 5IO 

Liu Cang 劉滄， 2訂IO， 5仔535衍5;
Tower of Qin's Royal Da很叫ught臼E芷r'刊， 

題秦女樓， 205
Liu Chen 劉晨， 刊物， 179月56，

274月35， 321， 32立， 325， 404月91，
407n9 8  

Liu Deren 劉得仁， 好， 坤， 1衍， 149
50， 253 ; “What Happened on a 
Summer's Day" 夏 日 即 事， 93 
94 

Liu Fen �1 簣 ， 512-15 
Liu Keming， 19 
Liu Yuxi 劉 禹 錫 (772-842) ， 6， 巧， 巧，

27， 32， 33， 42-45 passi.紹， 65， 68， 69，
79， 80， 91， 92， 191， 192， 201， 20立，
212， 216， 217， 219， 225， 237， 387月45，
486  

-works : “Again Visiting Xiandu 
Lodge" 再遊 玄都觀， 75-76; 
"Answering Le位an's 'Resting At 
Leisure' " 酬 樂 天 開 臥見寄， 咒，
“A Compa血on Piece for Le位妞's
'Putting on a Sma11 Musical Per
formance in My South Garden' 
和 樂 天 南 園 試 小 樂， 70; “Figura
tive (second of two)" 寓 興， 67; 
“For the Singer He K妞" 與歌者
何戳， 74; “For the Singer Mi Jia 
rong" 與歌者米嘉榮， ]3; “Lis
tening to the Former Palace 
Musician Mu Sing a Song" 
聽 舊 宮 中 樂人穆 氏 唱歌， 75; 
“Meditation on the Past at Xisai 
Mount叫1" 西 塞 山 懷古， 190;
“Meditation on the Past on 也E
Jingzhou Road" 荊 州 道懷 古，
187-88; “Moonlit Night， Recalling 
Letian and Sent to Weizhi As 
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Well" 月 夜憶 樂 天 兼寄微之， 7月
“Spring View at Hanshou City 
(the old administrative pavilion 
for the Governor of JingzhOl月
below is a temple to Wu Zixu and 
an old tomb of the King of Chu)" 
漢 壽城春 草 古 荊 州 刺 史 治 亭，
其 下 有 子胥 廟 兼 楚 王故墳， 的9

Liu Zongyuan 柳 宗 元， 3， 抖， 18 5月4，
512 

Lord of E 郭君， 386
low register (poetry) ，  10， 刃， 如， 59，

230 
Lu G山間時 陸 龜 蒙 (d. ca. 881) ， 236， 

239n戶， 567; 50月2占咚'JZ 拉使 1章 ， 541
Lu Sidao 盧 思 道 (535-86) ， “On Lis-

tening to Cicadas Sing，" 452n2 
Lu Tong 盧 仝， 126， 156， 288 
Luo Binwang 駱賓 主， 451， 452，

490nII 
“Luo shen fu" 洛神賦 (Goddess of 

the Luo) ，  31 5-16， 3 59月6

Ma Dai 馬 戴， 好， 137-39， 146， 148 ; 
“Traveling on the River， Detained 
at Parting" i工干于 留 剖 ， 138 ; “Sent
to the Chan Master Zhenkong on 
Mount Zhongnan" 寄 終 南 真 空
禪 師 ， 139 

magpie， 140， 436， 519， 521 
Maoli月 茂 陵 (tomb of Han Wudi) ， 

4， 510 
Mawei 馬 鬼 (site of Yang Guifei's 

death) ，  433-37 P瓜fszm
meditation on the past， 10， 183-225 

5 ee also huaigu 
MengJiao 孟郊， 峙， 而， 戶， 鈣， 106，

123 ， 124， 126， 18 5， 228， 229， 237， 
299， 300， 487， 493n21 

metaphor of mistake， 137 
mixed-regi日ter poetry， 10 

Nanzhao， 22， 狗， II7， 141 
Niu Sengru 牛僧孺 (779-847) ， 21， 23， 

43， 68， 257， 263， 264， 283 ， 3 54， 358 ，  
510 

Nongyu 弄 玉， 205， 只6巧， 385月刊，
386 

old fisherman， 2， 3， 5， 219 ， 236， 331n57 
old-style vers亡， 14， 46， 49， 105， 106， 

II2， 126， 153， 185 ， 213， 230nI斗， 250，
261， 287， 3 54， 5 52 

Orchid Terrace， 399 
。uyang Xiu 歐 陽修， 6， 106， 107， II1， 

490 
Oxherd， 181， 308， 387月祉， 434， 43 5， 

436， 519 

paz 派 (schools)， II 
Pei Du 裴度， 法， 勾， 紗， 的， 沛， 237，

445 
Penglai 蓬 菜， 沛， 缸， 205， 勾引 390，

392， 405， 407n98， 409 
peony， 451， 456-57 
period fantasy， 38 5 
Pi Rixiu 皮 日 休 (ca. 834-83) ， 口， 45，

237， 239， 33 5， 537， 541， 567 
pianqiao 偏巧 (one-sided artfulness) ，  

486， 494 
P何dan 平 淡 (bland style) ，  IIO-II， II9 
poetic form (ge *各)， 239
poetic legacy， 9， II， 54， 55， 80， 341， 512， 

549 
poetics of personali句， 255-57

Qi'an (Huangzhou) ，  1， 289， 460 
Qingse i青 塞， see Zhou He 周 賀

Index 591 

Qu Yuan 屈 原， 3， 1祠， 159， 199月34，
200， 224， 225， 404， 513， 514月87，
51 5n91， 516n9 5 

Queen Mother of the West (xi 
wangmu 西 王 母)， 222n肘， 237，
324， 367n41， 388 ，  392n60， 398， 433 ， 
479， 480 

readership， potential of， 498-99 
recalling past travels (yi jiu you 憶 舊

遊) ， 294
Red C且在 赤 壁 ， 1， 2， 2戶， 483， 只6，

560 
regulated verse， 5， 7， 14， 16， 3立， 3 5， 41，

58 ， 71， 275， 278， 293 ，  294， 296， 318 ， 
319， 329， 3 53 ， 449， 4戶， 464， 476，
502， 514， 516， 533， 5 3 5， 5 5立， 5 56， 557;
in the long line (changju 長 句) ， 10，
17， 38n22， 40， 57， 80， 13立， 143 ， 147，
1 54， 174， 179， 1 83-2巧， 22ι-54; m
the short line (duanju 生豆 句 ) ， 10， 14， 
15， 17， 27， 38 ， 58 ， 日9-II5 ， 143 ， 145， 
1 5斗， 170， 179， 186， 210， 223 ， 227-32
passi肘， 240， 241， 244， 246， 250， 2戶，
275， 276， 280， 287， 294， 320nI4， 
389， 452， 485， 498， 51立， 513 ， 514， 534， 
544， 557， 5 58， 而3; framing of cou 
plets ， 232 

rhetor.此， of personi五ca包on， 477
R阻n Zhao 阮肇， 76月55， 17仰而，

274月35， 321， 322， 325， 404n91，
407月98

scene of absence， 2， 209， 212， 214， 
225， 282， 285， 437， 442 

shaman， Xian 巫成， 514; Yang 巫 陽，
514n87 

Sha月ql略 上清， see Upper Clarity 
Shen Shushi 沈述師， 156， 160， 178， 

179， 26立， 263， 272

Shen Quanqi 沈佐期 (656-ca. 71的，
486， 490月10

Shen Yazhi 沈亞之， 33
5hence army， 泣， 22
Shi Chong 石 崇 ， 342， 343， 344， 372，

453 
Shi Jianwu 施 肩 吾， 38月泣， 1戶， 318
5 hiren yuxie 詩人玉 屑 ， 47
5hz何刀 之huke tu 詩人注 家 圈 ， see 

Zhang Wei 
Shu Yuan戶 舒元輿， 451
Sikong Tu 司 空 圖 (837-908)， 衍， 戶，

II3， 394月68， 567 
Sima Xiangru 司 馬 相 去口， 253， 273，

274月37， 370n17， 413-14， 510 
Song Yu 宋 玉 ， 3缸， 464， 465， 51 5 
Song Zhiwen 宋之 間 (656-7叫， 486，

490月10
50戀的(gJZ 拉陵 象 ， 33 5， 并I
song lyrics (ci 詞)， 36， 則， 柄。一句

transcriptional prac且ce， 562 
Songzhou 拉 什1 (在ontier town) ， 抖4
Southbank 叭anpu 南 浦) ， 373
sou出land: as a tro阱， 430
south wind (zither tune) ，  413n? 
Stone Leviathan 石 鯨， 4
su 1谷 (common or vulgar) : and Bai 

Juyi's poe句， 46
5uihanta呵g shihua 歲寒堂詩話

(ZhangJie 張戒;jinshi II2叫 :
figurative interpreta包on of Li 
Shangyin's poe句， 338-39

Sun-crow， 478 ，  479 
Sweet Dew lncide哎， 22， 巧， 49 ， 168，

178， 272， 341， 502， 504-6 

Taicheng 臺城 (palace complex in 
Jiankan，鈔， 2泣， 似的話， 422n23，
546 

Taigong， 2-3 . 5ee also old fìsherman 
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Tangshi pinhui 唐詩品 彙 ， 5 
Tangyufin 唐言吾林， 27
Tanyu 曇 域 (clisciple of Guanxiu) ，  

570 
Tianchi ì真 池， 3， 4
tong 通 (getting through， understand� 

1日鈔， 101， 14斗， 409
均月1β 通體 (from head to toe) : super 

lative beauty， 467 
Tongling 通 靈 Terrace， 432 
transience， motif of， 481-84 
tuo 託 (inclirect expression; figurative 

expression) ，  525 

Ullambana festival， 403月86， 404
Upper Clarity 上清， 331， 333 ， 403， 

405 

Wang Bo王 勃 (650-76)， “The
Tower of of the Prince of Teng" 
膝一王 閣 ， 192-93 

W ang Changling 王 昌 齡， “The
Tower of Ten Thousand Years" 
萬 歲樓， 197-98

Wang Hu位划， 305， 431 
WangJian 王建 (766?-ca. 830) ， 戶，

4立， 319， 321， 540 
Wang Qi 王起 (760-847) ， 21， 26， 33
Wang Wei 王 維， 巧， 104， 105 ， 106，

240， 2缸， 309， 48 5; “Watching the 
Hunt" 觀氓， I03 ; “Farming 
Homes by the Wei River" 涓 川!
田 家 ， 308

Wang Zhaojun 王 昭 君， 3 58， 440
Weaver Woman， 75， 181n60， 387n妒，

388， 434月64， 43 5， 436， 519 
Wei Chan 韋 蟾， 527， 528 
Wei Chulao 韋 楚 老 (8呵 呵， “The

Ballad of Ancestor Dragon" 祖龍
干于， 173一74

Wei Hu 韋 穀: Caidiaoji 才 調 草 ， 336，
381， 384， 474， 489 

Wei Zh叫ng 韋 莊 (836-9IO) ， I04， 
125月16， 163， 224， 226， 336， 489， 538 ， 
而立， 567; “Meclitation on the Past 
at Xianyang" 咸 陽 懷 古 ， 204; 
“Shangyuan County" 上元縣， 217 
S ee afso Further lvIystery 

Weiyang Palac亡， 480
Wen Tingy吐m 溫庭 筠 (ca. 8or?-66) ， 

7， II ， 13 ， 好， 36， 159， 168， 176， 221， 
236， 247， 271， 324， 335， 336， 341nI3 ， 
34立， 3戶， 353歹 379， 406n96， 417， 418， 
456， 506， 戶7-65， 567; song lyrics 
(ci 詞) ， 柄， 5戶， 而。一句; problems 
with biographical data， 536; ex 
amination scandal of 8 55， 537; col 
lections listed in Ne官 Ta月1.g H力tory:
Wofanji {屋 蘭 象 ， 5斜， 543; shiji 
詩 集 (poetry collection) ， 并2， 543;
con包nuing the legacy of Li He， 
549-52 

-works: “Answering Duan Cheng 
sl泣's Teasing" 答段柯古 見嘲，
5}4; “Ballad of the Man at Arms" 
俠客行， 553 ; “Chance Roaming" 
偶遊， 558-59; “Chen Palace Lyr 
ics" 陳 宮 詞， 547; “A Companion 
Piece for a Friend's 'Villa Lodg� 
ing by a Stream' " 和友人溪 居 剎
章， 548;  Hannan 之hengao ;莫 南 真
稿， 54月 Jinquanji 金 芸 祟 ， 54月
“Lyrics for the Naval Maneuvers 
on Lake Kunming" 昆 明 治水
戰詞， 3-4; 
Dwe血n呵g鬥 題盧處士 居， 557-58;
“On the Shrine of Mount Xiao" 
題 蕭 山 廟， 5行55 只，
題柳， 4抖65←一66ι， “The Pa研叩v札7址i山lio∞n of 
Harbo叫ring a Pea位刮rl" 懷 真 1珠朱亭 ，

Index 593 

559-60; song lyric to “Genglouzi" 
更 漏 子， 563-64; “The Song of 
Cockcrow Locks鬥 雞鳴球歌，
545-46; “Song of the Night Ban 
quet" 夜宴謠， 如， “The South 
Crossing at Lizhou叮 利 州 南 渡，
555-56 

we月守 文 字 (the written word) ，  123， 
568 

Western Sea 西 海， 4， 呵。
willow， poetic expositions on， 461; 

topic in the Ta嗯， 461-74; xu 絮
(丘。ss) ， 463; clistinct frames of ref� 
erence， 470-71 

Wincling River Park (qu jia彎 曲 江)，
28 

Wu Zixu， 的9
Wuke 無可， 好， 好， 93月10， 12立， 凹，

13 5-37， 153; “Autumn， Sent to My 
Cousin Jia Dao" 秋寄從兄 賈 島 ，
137 

Wusifan shi 烏 絲 欄詩， 37， 227
wuti 無題 。E丘 untitled) : explanation 

of， 380 

Xiang Si 項斯 (ca. 802-47) ， 好， 呵，
II4， II6， 1 51; “S羽且ng on a Creek" 
泛溪， 1吟}4;
in M岫idι�Autumn鬥 中 秋夜懷3

Z 15戶
Xiangfian ji 香查 集 但an Wo) ， 仲，

561n85 
Xiang River goddess， 379 
Xiangyang 襄 陽 ， 475， 527， 5戶， 537←

38， 542 
Xianyang 咸陽， 174， 1郎， 202-8pas 

sz晶宮， 269， 4巧， 521
Xianzong 憲 宗 (r. 806-20)， 巧， 吟， 20，

23， 26， 32nr6， 74， 76， 168， 254， 258， 
277， 286， 348， 445 

Xiao Gang 蕭 剛 ， 1咐， 406月97
Xiaoshi 蕭 史， 205， 316月5， 38 5， 386 
Xikun chouchangji 西 崑 酬 唱 集

(Yang Yi) ， 337的， 474， 476， 481，
489 

Xiufeng 秀峰， 91
Xixiyan 昔 昔 鹽 (also 夕 夕 豔)， 244 
xu 虛 (emotional colorin函， 389
Xu Hun 吉午渾 (ca. 788?-ca. 8 54-60月 ，

3斗， 37， 143 ， 152， 208， 214， 216， 217， 
489 ; Sun Guangxin's criticism of， 
226 

works : “Canglang Gorge" 滄浪峽，
234; “C且mbing the Old Walls of 
Luoyang刊 登故洛 陽 域， 280;
“Gazing at Evening from the 
West Wall Tower of Xianyang" 
咸 陽 城西樓晚眺， 202; “Lingxiao 
Terrace" 凌款臺， 220; “Meclita�
tion on the Past at Ji凶ng" 金陵
懷古， 211; “Mount Li" 曬 山 ， 222; 
“On a Monk's Quarters in Tiger 
H山 Temple in Suzhou" 題蘇 州、|
虎丘 寺 僧 院， 233; “On the Shrine 
of the Goddess" 題 聖女祠， 334; 
“Parting from Licentiate Pei月
留 剎 裴 秀 才 ， 231-3月 “Returning
at Night to the Post Station" 
夜歸驛樓， 勾卜36; “Returning by 
Night from a Meclitation Cham 
ber East of Luoyang" 自 洛求 蘭
若夜歸， 勾0; “Setting Out Early 
from Middle CliffTemple， Part� 
ing from the Monk Qizhi" 早發
中 巖 寺 別 契 直 土人， 2月

Xu Ning 徐凝， 吟， 37， 38， 237， 239
Xuanwu 玄 武: army， 咐， 79; lak巴，

418， 419 ，  421， 422 
Xuanzong 玄 宗 。. 7月 55) ， 5， 20紹，

23 ，  36， 98， n8， 209， 221， 222， 243， 
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248， 249 ， 250， 253 ， 254， 264月I2，
297， 3 56， 382-83用戶， 38 5n3 5 ，
386月40， 387月4I， 388， 389， 4I7， 
42I， 433 ， 434月6I， 433-38

Xuanzong 宣 宗 (r. 847-59) ， 5I8nI03 
Xue Daoheng 薛 道衡 (540-609) ，

244 
Xue Tao 薛 濤， 可
Xun Yu 茍 主益， 453月I2， 454

Yan Yu 嚴 羽 (Southern Song critic) 
9n6， I38， I46 

Yang ]iong 楊炯 (650-ca. 693) ， 
490nIO 

Yang Sifu， 勾， 27
Yang Xiong J易.tj!， 4I3
Yang Yi 楊健、 (974-I020) ， 吟， 336，

337， 338 ， 380， 474， 487， 489， 490， 
539 

Yangzhou J� 1'1'l ， 209， 2旬， 264-66，
269， 27I， 276， 28立， 283， 286， 3I3， 
427， 442 

Yao Chong 姚 崇 (650-72I) ， n8 
Yao He 鈍合 (ca. 779-ca. 849) ， IO， II， 

12， 27， 33-36 passim， 39， 4I， 45， 58 ， 
90月3， 9I， 9立， 93， 96， I02-5 passit，紗，
III， II8-25 passin哎， I30月27， I3I， I33 ， 
I3 5， I37， I40， I46， 149， I 5立， 153 ， I 54， 
I62， 226， 227， 228， 244， 248， 257， 
3 55， 494n26， 535 

works: “Dwelling in Calm in Late 
Summer" 問 居晚夏， 120; “Writ 
ten in Wugong County" 武 功 縣
作三 十 首， 121; “Seeing Off the 
Monk Wuke Traveling to Yue" 
送無可土人遊越， 122; “To Li 
Gan" 寄 李 干， I20

Yin Yaofan 殷堯藩， 39
ymg;z 營企主 (camp singing girls) ， 

26I 

Index 

Yingkui iüs.的 瀛奎律髓 (Fang Hui 
方 曰 ， 1227-I307) ， I86 

Yingzhou i.嬴洲 ， 404， 405
Yong Tao 雍 陶 ， 好， IOI-2， II7， I40一

45， I48 
works: “In Sickness Dwelling in 
Autumn" 才大居 為 中 ， I43; “On 
the Night of the Cold Food 
Festival Facing the Moon by a 
Pool and Thinking of Friends月
寒食夜池土對 月 懷友， I斗。-4I;
“Spending the Night in the Old 
Q凶rters of the Chan Master 
Dache" 宿 大徹禪 師 妓院， I44-
45; “Staying Overnight at a 
Temple in the Wilds on the 
Frontier" 塞上 宿 野 寺， I42

Yo呵shou 永壽 Palac亡， 似的I4
y仰rgwu 詠物 (poems on 出ings) ， 347;

in Li Shang)咽's poetry， 45I-84 
You-Song 有去丸， 404
叮些yang zazu 商 陽雜主旦 (Duan

Chengshi) ， 戶7
Yu Fu 喻 是 心的shi 840) ， 好， 別 的

"Bathing a Horse" ;谷 馬 ， I53 ; 
“Coming to L叫1月 in the 
Evening" 晚 次 臨 淫， 154 

Yu Xuanji 魚玄機， 吟， 567
Yuan Yao 元餘， 527
Yuan Zhen 元積 (779-83I) ， 9 ， 峙， 21，

32nr6， 33 ， 42， 45， 46， 54， 60多 68， 72，
73 ， 77， 79， 88， II8， 237， 243， 259， 
276， 立77， 278， 296月84， 449， 486， 
540， 570 

Yuanhe 元和 era (806-立9) ， 5， 6， 7， IO， 
I4， I5， I6， I9， 26， 28， 33 ， 34， 42， 46， 
74， 76， 77， 87， 88 ， 92， 95， I02-9 
passl紹， II2， II7， II8， II9月4， 12I， 126， 
Isw68， I 56， I65， I79， I87， 227， 228， 
239， 254， 257， 258 ，  277， 278月4I ，
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Zhang Haohao ij長古于去于， 44， 178-80， 
26I， 272-7斗， 277

Zhang Hu j.長才古 (ca. 792-ca. 8 54) ， 
33-3斗， 37， 39， 68， 8 5， 226， 228， 
236-43， 252， 3I3; in Li Bai dream， 
236-37; Pi Rixiu on style， 239 

一-works: “A Companion Piece to 
Vice Director Du of Chizhou's 
Piece on Nine Peak Tower" 和池
州 杜 員 外題九峰樓， 立95-96;
“General Li of the House 
Guard's ‘Zhe Branch' " 金吾 李
將 軍 拓枝， 242; “Meditation on 
the Past at Shangyuan" 上元懷古，
2I3一峙， “On the Golden Moun-
tain Temple in Runzhou" 題 潤 州
金 山 寺， 2斗40;
S訕u X詛i泊ωa叩oX1a泊即a甜0" 題謊 ，小l卜、 小 墓， I70; 
“Reaching Guangling" 到 廣 跤，
293-94; “Song for the Governor 
of Wild Goose Gate" 雁 門 太 守
千T， I65-66; ‘'Vice-Ce丘sor-ln
Chief Pei of Shouzhou Puts on 
the 'Zhe Branch' " 壽 州 裴 中 丞
出 枯枝， 24日 ζ'Vice Director 
Zhou Has a Pair of Entertainers 
Put on 也e 'Zhe Branch' " 周 員
外 出 雙舞拓枝妓， 242-43 ;  
“Watching His Excellency Li of 
Weibo in 出e Hunt" 觀魏博 [何l
相 �3鼠， I04

Zhang]i 張 籍 (766?-ca. 830) ， 巧弱，
}2， 42， IOI， I02， I06， II2-I5， II9， 
120多 122， I31， 132， 161， 16立， “Trav

Index 595 

el缸's Thoughts in ]ibei" 莉 j北匕
旅思， 9卯9-→IO∞0;
F曰IS也he臼rrr血'ma阻n'冶s Home by Ni喀ght刊
夜 到 i漁役 家， II5 

Zhang ]ì 張繼， 200; “On the Road 
on an Autumn Day" 秋 日 道 中 ，
I99 

Zhang ]ì(h) 張 泊 ， II2， II3叫2， 152
Zhang Lihua iJ長麗華 (favorite of 

Chen Shubao) ， 419， 429月4斗， 430
Zhang Terrace 章 主 457， 4缸， 468，

469 
Zhang Wei ij長 為 : S chematic of M，的衍了

and Foiiowers Among the Poets 
(Shiren Zh的e tu 詩人注 客 圈 )，
45-46 

Zhang Xiaobiao 章孝標 。ïnshi 8阱，
34， 1吟， 135 ; “An Old Imperial 
Lodge" 古行宮 ， 222-23 

Zhao Feiyan 趙飛蒸， 287n缸， 3 59的，
3 83月34， 386， 412n3， 481n71， 483月80

Zhao Gu 趙板 (ca. 806-ca. 的2) ， 好，
131 ， 243-47， 538 ， 54日

-works: Biannian shi 編 年詩，
243月40， 并1; “Autumn View from 
Chang'an叮 長安秋望， 244-45;
“Mooring in Evening at West 
river" 西 江 晚 泊 ， 24ι47; 
“Thoughts When Spending the 
Night at Chuguo Temple" 宿 楚
國 寺 有懷， 246

Zheng Jiaofu， 24In36， 3 85n38， 
3 86 

Zheng Tan 糞�章， 巧， 449
Zheng Zhu 鄭注， 泣， 2咒， 287， 288 ，

504， 506 
Zho時間n 終 南 ， 7， 139， 148
Zhongshan shih仰 中 山 詩，話 (Liu Bin 

到放) : on Li Shangyin's “Brocade 
Zither，" 392-93 
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Zhongxi建g xzanqi;i 中 興 悶 氣 象 (The
Superior Talents of the Restora� 
tion; Gao Zhongwu) ， 1 5 

Zhou He 為 賀 ， 3 5
works: “Lamenting the Monk 
Xianxiao" 哭 閑 霄 上人， 109-10; 
“On He's Pool Pavilion鬥 題何氏
池亭， 1斗46一4押7六; “啥Se臼E呵 Ka叩ng Sha
Of缸f on Hi岱s Ret仙ur凹n tωo Ji旭any戶E刊
送康紹歸建 章， 210; “Seeing Off 
the Chan Master Ren on His Re� 
turn to Mount Lu" ;.是 忍 禪 師 歸
廬嶽， 148 ; “Written on the Road 
into Jingyin Temple" 入靜隱 寺
途 中 作， 147

Zhou Yu 周3命， 2， 月Z
Zhuge Liang 諸 葛 亮 ， 414， 440-41， 

523月122， 545n51 
Zhu Qi時yu 家慶餘 (ca. 796-ca.

837) ， 34， 肉， 130， 可 35， 146

Index 

-works : “Boudoir Theme" 閔 意，
13立， “Presented to Zhang Ji， of 
the Bureau ofWate主ways" 上張
7位部 ， 可2; “Sa山ng on a Creek" 
;乏 溪 ， 134; “Spending the Night at 
the House of District Defender 
Yao He ofWanruan Together 
with Jia Dao， Gu Fei訕。嗯， and 
the Monk Wuke" 與 賈 島 顧非 焦
無可土人宿 萬 年姚 少 府 宅 ， 1妙

之huan 轉 (turn) ， poetic devi仗， 1卵，
420 

Zhuang Nanjie 莊 南 傑， 的6; “Song
for the Governor of Wild Goose 
Gate" 雁 門 太 守 行， 167

Zilan 子 蘭 ， “Early Autumn in Chan 
gan" 長安平秋， 7-8 ; “Pain at 
Spring in Chang'an" 長安傷春， 8 

Ziye 子夜， 436， 437
zuzytn 醉吟 阱runken chantin函， 90
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